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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

“Languages have a “story” to tell: it is our job to find these stories

and figure them out.” (Hyman 2001:22)

1.1 Overview

Theoverall aimof this dissertation is to reconstruct the history of the Flores-

Lembata languages including traces of contact-induced change in these lan-

guages. The Flores-Lembata languages are spoken in eastern Indonesia and

constitute a low-level subgroup within the Austronesian language family.

The Flores-Lembata group can be divided into five linguistically defined

subgroups. These are: Sika,Western Lamaholot, Central Lamaholot, Eastern

Lamaholot and Kedang, as shown on the map in Figure 1.1. Each of these

subgroups includes one or more languages. Proposed language boundar-

ies are indicated as lines on the map. A more detailed introduction on the

Flores-Lembata languages is §4.1.

1



2 1.1. Overview

Figure 1.1: The Flores-Lembata subgroups

This dissertation is arranged in three parts: Part I Grammatical description,

Part II Historical phonology and lexical innovations, and Part III Morpho-

syntactic innovations.

Part I fills a gap in the documentation of the Flores-Lembata languages

by providing a descriptive grammar of the language Central Lembata which

is part of the Central Lamaholot subgroup. In Chapter 2 of Part I, I provide

an introduction to this grammar and Chapter 3 constitutes the grammat-

ical description itself. This grammar is the first extensive description of a

language belonging to the Central Lamaholot subgroup. In order to be able

to carry out the comparative work on the Flores-Lembata family in Part II

and Part III of this dissertation, it was essential to add to the description of

the Flores-Lembata languages and describe a variety of Central Lamaholot.

Also the Eastern Lamaholot subgroup is largely undescribed but the scope

of this dissertation only allows for the description of one language. Cent-

ral Lamaholot was chosen because, based on wordlists collected by Keraf

(1978a), this subgroup appeared to be more diverse and innovative, both

in lexicon and morphology than Eastern Lamaholot. The other subgroups,

Sika, Western Lamaholot and Kedang, are relatively well documented and

described (cf. §4.1). The language of Central Lembata within the Central

Lamaholot subgroup was targeted because of previously established con-

tacts with speakers of this language which provided an important starting

point for field research. Phonologically conservative but innovative in mor-
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phology and lexicon, Central Lembata adds considerably to the knowledge

about the Flores-Lembata languages which are the object of investigation

in the following parts.

Part II concerns the historical phonology and the lexicon of the Flores-

Lembata languages. Chapter 4 introduces the dataset and themethodology

used for the analysis of phonology and lexicon. Chapter 5 is a historic-com-

parative study of the Flores-Lembata phonology showing the regular re-

flexes of Austronesian sounds in the Flores-Lembata languages and reveal-

ing the internal structure of the family, as well as the family’s higher-level

affiliation in the Bima-Lembata subgroup. The results of this study contrib-

ute to amore fine-grained understanding of the history of Austronesian lan-

guages in eastern Indonesia. Chapter 6 examines the origin of lexical items

in the Flores-Lembata languages and provides evidence for a lexical sub-

strate.

Part III examines eight morpho-syntactic features and their origin in

contact. These eight features of the Flores-Lembata languages are atypical

for Austronesian languages. Chapter 7 is an introduction to the dataset and

the methodology used for the detection of contact-induced structural fea-

tures. In the Chapters 8, 9 and 10, the eight features are described and their

potential of being the result of contact with non-Austronesian languages of

the area is evaluated.

The ultimate aim of this dissertation is the synthesis of the results from

Part II and III in Chapter 11 and the discussion of them against the back-

ground of language contact theory.

This dissertation contributes to three fields: (i) to the documentation

of the linguistic diversity in Indonesia, (ii) to the reconstruction of the his-

tory of the Austronesian languages in eastern Indonesia, and (iii) to the sys-

tematic study of morpho-syntactic change due to contact across language

families. As such, this dissertation contributes to the field of descriptive and

contact linguistics as well as to a reconstruction of the linguistic and social

history of eastern Indonesia.

This chapter is a general introduction to this dissertation and is struc-

tured as follows. In §1.2, I provide background information on eastern Flores

and the Solor Archipelago where the Flores-Lembata languages are spoken.

In §1.3, the case study of Flores-Lembata is located within its wider areal

and linguistic context. In §1.4, the research questions for this dissertation

are laid out and connected to the following chapters.



4 1.2. Eastern Flores and the Solor Archipelago

1.2 Eastern Flores and the Solor Archipelago

1.2.1 Geographic location

The islandof Flores and theadjacent SolorArchipelagoarepart of theLesser

Sunda islands located on the southern hemisphere in island Southeast Asia,

north-west of Australia. Politically, Flores and the Solor Archipelago are part

of the Indonesian province of Nusa Tenggara Timur which also includes the

islands of Sumba,westernTimor and several smaller surrounding islands, as

shown on the map in Figure 1.2. The country Timor-Leste is located in the

eastern part of the island of Timor.

Figure 1.2: The Indonesian province of Nusa Tenggara Timur

The island of Flores extends about 350 km fromwest to east and only about

50 km from north to south. The Solor archipelago includes three smaller is-

lands, Solor, Adonara and Lembata, which cover a distance of about 100 km

from the western tip of Solor to the eastern tip of Lembata. In the west,

Flores has high mountains which reach altitudes over 2,000 m, as well as

areas of highlands, while in the east of the island the mountains reach alti-

tudes of over 1,500m.Most of themountains of Flores, aswell as in the Solor
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Archipelago, are active volcanoes. The climate in the Lesser Sunda islands is

tropical, showing little variation in temperature, but characterised by mon-

soonwindswhichbringheavy rain fromNovember toMarch.The remaining

time of the year is mainly dry. Original vegetation consists of dry forest that

is less dense than equatorial rain forest (cf. Bellwood 2017:16-17). Nowadays,

crop fields have replaced huge parts of forest, but large-scale plantations are

still very rare on these islands, probably also due to the mountainous land-

scape.

1.2.2 Livelihood and beliefs

The cultural features presented in this section and in §1.2.3.3 further below

are to a large extent summarised from the answers to a cultural question-

naire I conducted in the Central Lembata speaking village of Lewaji on the

island of Lembata. The interviewee Servasius Boli was the headmaster of

the local school and native to Lewaji. The questionnaire is archived in the

Central Lembata Corpus (Fricke 2019). Most of these cultural features de-

scribed here are representative for the whole area of eastern Flores and the

Solor Archipelago.

Traditionally, inhabitants of eastern Flores and adjacent islands hunt

with bow and arrow or by using traps and slingshots. But as the number of

wild animals is declining, people more and more rely on animal husbandry

with pigs, goats, chicken and dogs. Horticulture, extensive agriculture based

on rainy seasons and intensive irrigation agriculture is found throughout the

area. Agriculture based on irrigation is more common in flat areas, while

extensive agriculture is found in the mountains. The main crops are rice,

corn, roots and tubers, such as cassava. Rice is a rather new crop in the area.

About 50 years ago, itwas not yet themain staplewhich it has become today.

Themain fruits and vegetables are papaya, banana,mango, avocado, cassava

leaves, eggplant and different kinds of beans. People also plant coffee, ca-

cao, cashew, coconuts and candlenuts and sell them tomerchants. In coastal

areas, people go fishing or collect sea food at low tides. At specific seasons,

whale hunting is carried out by the people of Lamalera (Barnes 1996). Men

and women are both involved in farming activities. Hunting is traditionally

a male domain, while women are occupied with weaving cloth.

Traditional life is organised around ceremonies and rituals related to

farming, birth, marriage and death. Most of these ceremonies and rituals
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are kept up until today. Important elements in ceremonies and rituals are

betel nuts and palm wine. The traditional creator in the Lamaholot areas

of eastern Flores and the Solor Archipelago is Lera Wulan, the ‘sun-moon’

god and the ruler of the sky. His counterpart is Tana Ekan, the ‘land-soil’

goddess and the ruler of earth. Together they symbolise a conceptual di-

chotomy representing the male and the female side, the sky and the earth

(Arndt 1951; Aritonang and Steenbrink 2008:73).1 Traditional beliefs include

ancestor worship by regular offerings of little amounts of food and other

valuable things, which is still practised in villages nowadays. Since mission-

ary activities started in the 16th century, Catholicism has spread over east-

ern Flores and the Solor Archipelago and is now the religion of themajority.

However, there are also villages, especially in the coastal areas of Lembata,

which have been Islamic for centuries. Protestant Christian minorities are

only found in towns.

1.2.3 Divisions in the Lamaholot society

1.2.3.1 Overview

In the following sections, I discuss three types of potential socio-cultural

lines of division attested especially in the Lamaholot groups. These are (i) a

contrast between traditionally weaving and non-weaving communities (cf.

§1.2.3.2), (ii) a contrast between native and immigrant clans (cf. §1.2.3.3)

and (iii) a division of villages into two groups of socio-political alliances:

Paji and Demon (cf. §1.2.3.4). In §1.2.3.5, I conclude that these three binary

contrasts donot line upnor do theymatchwith the three linguistic Lamaho-

lot subgroups (cf. §1.1). Nevertheless, this information is interesting for the

investigation of language contact in the past, as such divisions might have

originated in a division of two linguistically different groups.

1.2.3.2 Weaving and non-weaving communities

The process of producing woven cloth goes from harvesting cotton, spind-

ling threads, producing natural colors to dye threads, often using complex

ikat techniques, up toweaving the cloth on awooden loom (cf. Barnes 1989).

1 The same dichotomy is also found in the mythology of the Tana 'Ai region, the south-

eastern edge of the Sika speaking area (Lewis 1988:76).
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However, not all areas in eastern Flores and the Solor Archipelago are tradi-

tionally weaving areas. Barnes (1987) states that Adonara and east Solor are

traditionally non-weaving areas, while eastern Flores and west Solor have

strong weaving traditions. On Lembata, it appears that some coastal areas

developed strong weaving skills, probably because they were strategically

located for trade, while this is not the case inmountain areas. In the Kedang

area and on the Mingar peninsular, both on Lembata, weaving was tradi-

tionally prohibited. Reasons for this prohibition cannot be retrieved from

the sources available (Barnes 1987:21). This division between weaving and

non-weaving communities may point to a contrast between Austronesian

and non-Austronesian culture, as weaving cloth has been considered as a

typical Austronesian cultural feature (Blust 2013:24).

1.2.3.3 Clan systems within a community

Socially, the inhabitants of the region are organised in clans. A community

with a common language is composed of several clans. Each clanhas its own

history of origin which is orally transmitted and distinguishes, on the one

hand, native clans, which, according to local legends, emerged out of the

earth or the mountains at place, and, on the other hand, immigrant clans

coming from overseas (cf. §1.2.4).2 Clan association is inherited paternally

and clan heads are men. Thus, clans are usually patrilineal and patrilocal

(woman moves to the village of the husband’s family after marriage) but

there are a few matrilineal clan structures found in the Tana 'Ai region of

Sika (Lewis 1988:111). There are specific rules connected to clanmembership

and potential marriage partners. Generally, a person is not allowed tomarry

someone from his or her own clan. People canmarry a person from another

2 For theWestern Lamaholot area, Arndt (1938:29) distinguishes native clans that origin-

ate from the mountains, called ilé jadi ‘mountain born’, and immigrant clans from other

islands. In theCentral Lamaholot villages Bakan andLewaji, I have documented a similar

division between native clans that emerged out of the earth and immigrant clans that

came from other islands, such as Kroko Puken or Awo Lolon, fromwhere they had to flee

due to natural disasters. In Bakan, there are four native clans, i. e. Blikon, Krésaj, Lamak

and Ata UjaWai Lolo, and at least two immigrant clans, i. e. AtaWuwur and Ata Uja Bat

Koti (L3:378-379). In Lewaji, there is just one native clan, i. e. Pewut. Several new clans

came from the surrounding villages and from further away to settle with them (L2:5,37-

38,45-47). This distinction between native and immigrant clansmost likely holds for the

whole Lamaholot area, possibly also for Kedang and Sika.

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/54ee5518-8f6c-4933-8cb7-b6764ab89e7f
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/015d8369-4ebd-4897-a0fb-8a87d29fee75
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clan of the same village or from a different village.

In the Central Lembata area, a triangular marriage system is found. The

clans in a village are grouped into three units with a more or less equal

amount of members. This means that big clans may form their own unit,

while small clans are grouped together. An example is taken from the village

of Lewaji which has the following units: (i) members of theWawin clan, (ii)

members of theTukan clan, and (iii)members of the Bakeor clan, the Pewut

clan and the Lamadua clan. Following the Lewaji marriage rules, Wawin

men marry Tukan women, Tukan men marry Bakeor/Pewut/Lamadua wo-

men and Bakeor/Pewut/Lamadua men marry Wawin women. This kind of

triangular marriage system is also found in other communities with differ-

ent clans being involved.

The male family members of potential wives (the father or an uncle of

the potential wife) are referred to, as well as addressed, using the Central

Lembata word opo or with the Malay equivalent om (< Dutch oom ‘uncle’).

The people addressed as opo or om are highly respected. Marriages are pre-

ceded by negotiations between the two clans of the potential partners. The

clan of the groom has to pay a bride price to the bride’s family. This is tra-

ditionally an ivory tusk. The bride’s family gives jewellery and woven cloths

to the groom’s family in return. If all duties are paid, the wife moves to the

husband’s family but they will normally build their own house. However,

modern timeshave changed settlement patterns andmarried couplesmight

choose their place of livingmore freely, sometimes alsomoving to a town or

another island for work. However, marriage rules about whom to marry are

still taken rather seriously and breaking them is considered bad.

1.2.3.4 Socio-political division: Paji and Demon

Throughout the Lamaholot area, the population is divided into two differ-

ent socio-political groups: Paji andDemon.3 EachLamaholot villagebelongs

either to the group of Paji or of Demon. There is neither such division in the

Sika area, nor in Kedang (Arndt 1938:11; Barnes 1987:19)

Arndt (1938:29) suggests that the division betweenPaji andDemongoes

very far back in time, but the names Paji and Demon were only given to

3 Alternative names are Demonara and Pajinara (or Painara in languages that underwent

*dʒ > y). Theword nara is Javanese, ultimately Sanskrit nāra ‘human’ (Arndt 1938:29,35).
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these groups under the influence of the Hindu Javanese kingdom of Ma-

japahit in the 14th century. According to origin myths from Adonara and

Solor, the Demon-Paji division goes back to a fight between two brothers

named Demon and Paji (Arndt 1938:3-5). The Demon-Paji division appears

to bemythologically grounded in Adonara and Solor but more political and

lessmythical on Lembata (Barnes 1987:18). Kedang only became part of this

political division when the king of Adonara gained power over Kedang and

thus forced Kedang to become part of the Paji alliance (Barnes 1987:19).

Arndt (1938:10,22) suggests that Paji and Demon were not brothers but

unrelated groups of people. The following features of Paji and Demon are

collected fromorally transmitted stories and described by Arndt (1938). The

Paji, also called Beda or Pati by the Demons in some myths, do not show

pride in themselves but they rather seem to be without courage and are de-

pressed (Arndt 1938:3). They are a mix of different people (Arndt 1938:40).

They lived on Kroko Puken but also in eastern Flores (Arndt 1938:5). In east-

ern Flores they lived in big numbers, initially outnumbering the incoming

Demon (Arndt 1938:10). Nowadays in eastern Flores, the Paji have almost

completely been replaced by Demon. They mainly live at the island’s edges,

such as Tanjung Flores, and also in the southwest and northeast of Adon-

ara, east Solor, the Minggar peninsular on Lembata, the Lerek peninsular

on Lembata, and on the Lewotolo peninsular (= Ile Ape) on Lembata (Arndt

1938:39; Barnes 1987:16). It is said that they donot give offerings to the Earth,

neither have a village temple (korke) or that they build their temples poorly

compared to the Demon (Arndt 1938:19,22,28).

The Demon, also called Pagong, speak proudly of themselves but de-

grade the Pajis (Arndt 1938:3). They lived on Kroko Puken together with Paji

and got into a fight. Then they left to eastern Flores,where they took the land

from the Paji and the Paji had to flee (Arndt 1938:9-10). They had a village

temple (korke), music, songs and dances (Arndt 1938:22).

When the new religions Islam and Christianity began to compete in

the Solor Archipelago about the time of the 16th century, the Paji, living

in coastal areas, converted to Islam and had contact with Javanese traders.

Later they became allies of the Dutch who were the competitors of the Por-

tuguese.TheDemon livedmore in the interior andwere open toChristianity

whichmade them allies of the Portuguese. This choice of religion and polit-

ical alliances reinforced the antagonismbetween the two groups (Aritonang

and Steenbrink 2008:77).
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At the end of the 16th century, the enmity became even more political

when both sides joined a different local king. Despite conflicting evidence

about the details of the story, it can be concluded that Igo, the king of Lar-

antuka, a town at the eastern edge of Flores, got into a fight with his younger

brother Enga. Eventually, Enga joined the Paji and became king of the Paji

in Adonara and Igo stayed the leader of the Demon in Larantuka (Arndt

1938:26,44-47).

This strong enmity between the two groups led to many fights and vic-

tims on both sides. Some myths connect this to the god Lera Wulan (cf.

§1.2.2) who asked for human skulls as offerings. If he did not receive them,

the rainwouldnot come (Arndt 1938:9).During thepast decades, the enmity

has lost ground andnowadays people live together peacefully although each

village still recalls to which side they belonged.

Barnes (1987:21) describes an association of Demon affiliation with ikat

weaving anduse of red dye, and an association of Paji affiliationwith little or

no ikat weaving, the use of black dye and weaving restricted to coastal areas

and done predominantly for trade. However, there are several exceptions to

this binary association. Especially on Lembata but also in eastern Flores, as

well as in small areas of Solor and Adonara, the association above does not

hold.

The beginning of the division of Paji and Demon is difficult to connect

to historic dates. From Portuguese documents, it is known that in 1624 the

division was already in place on the island of Lembata (Barnes 1987:18). As

the Paji-Demon division appears to be more mythologically grounded on

Solor and Adonara, but less on Lembata, it is likely that it did not originate

from Lembata. If the division was already in place in the early 17th century,

its originsmust lay further back in time. In fact, the politicisation of the divi-

siondue to a fight between the royal brothers Iga andEnga in the kingdomof

Larantuka has beendated to the endof the 16th century.Thismeans that the

division must have its roots in times earlier than that. As Arndt (1938) sug-

gests that the current labels Paji and Demon camewith the Hindu-Javanese

influence but that the division into two groups is much older, it must go

back to time before the 14th century. However, this hypothesis is impossible

to prove with the current data available.
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1.2.3.5 Conclusions

A socio-political division such as the Paji-Demon distinction could have ori-

ginated in an ethnic-linguistic division between incoming speakers of Au-

stronesian languages (=Demon andweaving) on the one hand and speakers

of native non-Austronesian languages (=Paji and non-weaving) on the other

hand. However, this remains difficult to prove for the Lamaholot case for the

following reasons. The sources on the history of the Paji-Demon distinction

are mythical origin stories and there is no evidence for a fundamental lin-

guistic division between the groups. People belonging to both, the Paji and

Demon group, are spread over all three subgroups in the Lamaholot area.

This could only be explained when assuming that the Paji adopted the Au-

stronesian language of the Demon, and only after that this language diver-

sified into the three subgroups of Lamaholot. An additional complication

for the Paji/non-Austronesian/native versus Demon/Austronesian/immig-

rant hypothesis is that none of the two groups declares themselves as being

entirely native or immigrant, a distinction in origin prominently found in

clanorigin stories throughout thewhole area (cf. §1.2.3.3 and§1.2.4). Among

the native clans, some belong to the Paji and others to the Demon (Arndt

1938:33). Again, one could suggest that the distinction between native and

immigrant clans is younger than thePaji-Demondistinction. Among the im-

migrant clans, there are some that say the Paji-Demon distinction already

existed on the island of Kroko Puken from where they fled before arriving

in the Solor Archipelago (Arndt 1938:9). Nevertheless, the Demon-Paji di-

vision, in addition to the weaving-non-weaving division (Barnes 1987) and

the native-immigrant clan distinction mentioned earlier, can be regarded

as another piece of evidence for a socio-cultural divide in the history of the

Lamaholot people.

1.2.4 History

1.2.4.1 Overview

In this section, I provide an overview of the history of eastern Flores and

the Solor Archipelago drawing from oral and written sources. The first two

sections concern migration histories and the last two section concern co-

lonial history and the role of the Malay language and later the Indonesian
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language in the area.

The history of this area is characterised bymigrations of local groups of

people and shifting power relations of external forces from Java and Europe.

All over the area, oral history reports that there arenative clans that emerged

out of the ground or out of the mountains and immigrant clans that have

come fromother islands (cf. §1.2.3.3). §1.2.4.2 introduces theAlorese, aWest-

ern Lamaholot group that migrated to the east and settled in the Alor Ar-

chipelago which is adjacent to the Solor Archipelago. §1.2.4.3 discusses the

migration from the islands Lepan and Batan to the Solor Archipelago which

reoccurs in origin stories of clans and in legends. §1.2.4.4 is about the es-

tablishment of European settlements, mainly Portuguese, with the aims of

Christianisation, trade and gaining political power. §1.2.4.5 describes the

more recent influence of the national language Indonesian since the coun-

try became independent in 1945. §1.2.4.6 is a summary of the topics dis-

cussed in this section on history.

The information on the history of Flores and the Solor Archipelago is

collected from published sources and from my own recordings made on

Lembata. My own records are indicated with citation codes pointing to re-

cordings in the Central Lembata Corpus (cf. §2.4). A list of citation codes

used in the corpus and in this dissertation is given in the list of abbrevi-

ations on page xxii.

1.2.4.2 Alorese migration to Alor and Pantar

Speakers of Alorese (aWesternLamaholot language) havebeen settled since

the 14th century in coastal areas of Pantar and Alor which are located to

the east of the Solor Archipelago (Stokhof 1975:8; Klamer 2011:8-15; Wellfelt

2016:248-249). Shared sound changes and innovations betweenAlorese and

other Western Lamaholot varieties shown in Chapter 5 of this dissertation

confirm that the Alorese language is clearly part of theWestern Lamaholot

subgroup (cf. §4.1.3).

Oral history of the Alorese on Pantar tells about the arrival of Javanese

on Pantar and their establishment of kingdoms in the 14th century (Moro

2018:180). It remains unclear whether the founder of the Alorese kingdoms

were actually Javanese or if these founders were the Western Lamaholot

people coming to Pantar and Alor. There are two possible scenarios. First,

theWestern Lamaholot people came to Pantar in the 14th century and foun-
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ded kingdoms based on legends relating to Javanese kings. This is not un-

likely as at that time the whole area was influenced by the Hindu-Javanese

kingdom Majapahit and there is no doubt of legends emerging from there.

Second, it could also be that therewere actually people related toMajapahit

coming to Pantar and initiating the foundation of kingdoms among theAlo-

rese in the 14th century. These Majapahit people were not necessarily eth-

nically Javanese but may have been allies of the Majapahit kingdom which

had its centre on Java.This scenariowouldpresuppose that theAlorese them-

selves had been already on Pantar in coastal areas before that time and re-

cognised the newcomers as their leaders. This would also mean that the

new leaders adapted to the Alorese language rather than introducing their

own language.Thenumber of Alorese speakersmight havebeenhigher than

the number of incoming speakers of other languages, or Alorese could have

been already a lingua franca in the Alor Archipelago used by speakers of

Alor-Pantar languages as a second language to communicate with people

on the coast. Thus, Alorese became the language of the kingdoms in the

coastal areas as well as on smaller off-shore islands.

1.2.4.3 Migration from Lepan Batan

Many clans in the Solor Archipelago trace their origins back to the island

Kroko Puken, also called Lepan Batan, from where they had to flee due to a

natural disaster about 500 years ago (Vatter 1932:9-10; Barnes 1982). These

immigrant clans are also referred to as téna mau lit. ‘boat float’ (Ataladjar

2015:10-11).4 Lepan and Batan are two small islands located towards the east

of the Solor Archipelago, in the strait between Lembata and Pantar (Atalad-

jar 2015:17). The inhabitants of these two islands fled from a flood, maybe

caused by a tsunami or a volcanic eruption. In most myths about how this

disaster came about a naga snake is involved. People fled with boats to Alor,

Pantar, Lembata, Adonara, Solor and Flores, some even to Timor (Ataladjar

2015:21-22). Some of these boats became stones according to the legends,

and are still there, such as the watu téna ‘stone boat’ on a beach of southern

Lembata (L1, Ataladjar 2015:32-34).

The core clans from Lamalera, a village on the south coast of Lembata,

even relate their history further back to Seram Goram in the Moluccas and

4 Ataladjar (2015:8) does not provide themeaning ofmau but according to Pampus (1999)

maomeans ‘float’ inWL-Lewolema.

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/23db93ee-5155-461f-b2cf-f003e2236296
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Luwuk on Sulawesi. They came as allies of the Hindu-Javanese kingdom of

Majapahitwhich extended its power overmost parts of present-day Indone-

sia at its peak between 1350 and 1389, including Flores and the Solor Ar-

chipelago (Aritonang and Steenbrink 2008:73; Barnes 2013:39-40; Atalad-

jar 2015:10,12-13). According to oral history, the ancestors of the clans from

Luwuk came as people of GajahMada, the primeminister of theMajapahit

empire at that time, to Seram Goram and then further to Lepan Batan. In

the legend, it is said that GajahMada himself came to Lepan Batan together

with the people from Luwuk. When the clans from Luwuk came to Lem-

bata, they found people there and they started to live with them together

peacefully.

The Nagarakertagama chronicles of Majapahit written in 1365 suggest

that the places of origin, such as Luwuk and Seram Goram, transmitted by

oral history are plausible. The chronicles provide a list of Majapahit depend-

encies in eastern Indonesia, among others these are Solor, Pantar (there

called Galiyao), Timor, Seram (also: Seran) and Gorom (also: Gurun, Goran)

in theMoluccas and Luwuk on Sulawesi (Pigeaud 1960:34; Pigeaud 1962:34;

Barnes 1982; Hägerdal 2012:22; Ataladjar 2015:9-10).

In the 16th century, the islands of Lepan andBatan arementioned in the

records of European sailors. The islands were located on the route of trade

ships from Europe to Timor and Moluccas and it is known that Magellan’s

ship “Victoria” passed Lepan Batan on 9 January 1522 (Ataladjar 2015:19).

FranciscoAlbo, thehelmsmanonMagellan’s shipVictoria,writes inhis dairy

about their travel through the Alor Archipelago in January 1522.5 He men-

tions two little islands in between Pantar and Lembata which have been

identified as Lepan and Batan by Le Roux (1928:12). Albo writes in Span-

ish y son habitadas ‘and (they) are inhabited’. Le Roux (1928:14) doubts that

his statement is related to the islands of Lepan and Batan but claims that

Albo meant the islands of Pantar and Lembata which Albo also mentions

in the same sentence. This assumption by Le Roux is based on the fact that

Lepan and Batan were no longer inhabited at the time when Le Roux was

writing, thus in the early 20th century. However, we know from oral history

5 At that timeMagellan himself had already died in a fight on an island of the Philippines.

Only one of his five ships, the Victoria, finally completed the journey around the world.

The Victoria was under the commando of Juan Sebastian de Elcano and the diaries of

Antonio Pigafetti in Italian and of Francsico Albo in Spanish have become the most im-

portant documents on the journey of this ship (Le Roux 1928:1).
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that people had to flee from these islands due to a natural disaster, so it is

likely that Lepan and Batan were still inhabited when the “Victoria” passed

in 1522. Ataladjar (2015:36) uses Albo’s statement as a basis to assume that

the disaster must have happened after 1522.6 In the history of Larantuka,

people from Lepan Batan are mentioned. These people were already there

when Sira Napang became king of Larantuka in 1525 (Ataladjar 2015:37).

From this, Ataladjar (2015:37) concludes that the disaster of Lepan Batan

must have happened between 1522 and 1525. Nowadays, Lepan is a coral is-

land below sea level, whereas Batan is about 250 m above sea level and its

land is fertile, although neither of the islands has any freshwater source. On

Batan, there is still an old ruined village which points to past inhabitance.

In the stories, Lepan Batan is described as fertile and having a safe har-

bor called Leffo Hajjo. The people had a good life on Lepan Batan and they

had trade connections toMunaseli and Pandai on Pantar (Ataladjar 2015:15-

16). According to stories from Lembata, crucial elements of the present-

day Lamaholot culture were found on Lepan Batan (Ataladjar 2015:18). The

people of Lepan Batan already believed in the god Lera Wulan Tana Ekan

(cf. §1.2.2), built a korke and had nubanara stones. The korke is a temple to

worship Lera Wulan Tana Ekan (‘Sun-Moon Land-Soil’) and the ancestors

(cf. §1.2.2). The nubanara stones are an important element in rituals.

The people on Lepan Batan could have been a group of Western Lama-

holot speakers similar to the Alorese that have settled in the coastal areas of

Pantar and Alor, close to the island Lepan and Batan, since at least the 14th

century (cf. §1.2.4.2). This does not exclude the possibility that there was an

additional minority of people from the Moluccas as reported by Lamalera’s

oral history. If indeed the people on Lepan Batanwere descendants of West-

ern Lamaholot speakers, this could explainwhy the immigrants fromLepan

Batan have integrated so well with the Lamaholot in the Solor Archipelago.

Clans that claim to originate fromLepanBatan are linguistically not distinct

from other clans in the Lamaholot area. Linguistic boundaries rather follow

village boundaries and do not mark clan distinctions.

6 Vatter (1932:9-10) had suggestedmid or end of the 17th century as the date for the Lepan

Batan disaster which was based on traditional counting of generations. On the other

hand, Barnes (1982:411) suggested 1450 also based on generation counting.
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1.2.4.4 Colonialism and Christianisation

In themiddle of the 16th century,Dominicanpriests fromPortugal, followed

byPortuguese traders and soldiers, came to the SolorArchipelago viaMalac-

ca where they had settled earlier (Aritonang and Steenbrink 2008:75). The

Dominicans established their first settlement on the island of Solor in 1561.

Portuguese priests, but also laymenmarrying local women, started to chris-

tianise the local population (Abdurachman 2008). When the Dutch con-

quered the Solor fortress in 1613, some Portuguese and christianised locals

moved to Larantuka. An additional influx of Christian people to Larantuka

came in the 17th century when Portuguese, Christian Malays and Christian

Chinese fled, via Makassar, from Malacca which had been conquered by

theDutch in 1641 (Aritonang and Steenbrink 2008:87). Thesemigrants from

from the west are also known as sina jawa malaka or lau wai ‘from the wa-

ter’ (Ataladjar 2015:10-11). After the fall of Malacca in 1641, Larantuka gained

more and more importance and additional settlements of incoming Chris-

tians were established inWureh on Adonara and Konga in eastern Flores.

At this time the Malay variety of the town Larantuka started to develop

as the people from Malacca spoke a variety of Malay. Malay became the

main language of the mixed population of Larantuka, including indigen-

ous Lamaholot, migrants from Rote, Sabu, Sulawesi and Ternate, as well as

Portuguese marchants, solidiers and priests. Over time, this language de-

veloped into its own variety of Larantuka Malay (Steinhauer 1991:181). The

speakers themselves call their language Nagi (Paauw 2008:66). Larantuka

Malay is also reported to be spoken in several villages around Konga bay

in eastern Flores and in the village Wure on Adonara (Steinhauer 1991:180;

Paauw 2008:69). The strong influence from Portuguese and the direct des-

cendance from Peninsular Malay (Malacca) makes the history of Larantuka

Malay fundamentally different from the history of other Malay varieties in

eastern Indonesia, such as Alor Malay or Kupang Malay (Paauw 2008:11).

In the wider Solor Archipelago, the local languages of the Flores-Lembata

family were the main means of communication. Larantuka Malay was not

used much, as Portuguese missionaries experienced difficulties in commu-

nicating with people from the villages (Aritonang and Steenbrink 2008:76).

Other varieties of Malay were not used either until a variety of Malay, differ-

ent from Larantuka Malay, was introduced in primary education in the first

half of the 20th century (Aritonang and Steenbrink 2008:244).
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The decline of the Portuguese and the rise of the Dutch as colonial po-

wers in eastern Indonesia during the 18th and 19th century reduced the

Dominican influence on Flores and in the Solor Archipelago. In the early

20th century, Catholic missionaries from the Societas Verbi Divini (SVD),

mainly German, started to become active in the area and cooperated with

the Dutch colonial government in developing Flores and the Solor Archipe-

lago (Aritonang and Steenbrink 2008:94,244). The first primary schools in

the areawithMalay as language of instructionwere established by SVDmis-

sionaries. Since then bilingualism in local languages and Malay started to

spread to wider parts of the society.

Nowadays the languages of the colonial powers, Portuguese and Dutch,

are no longer used in eastern Flores and the Solor Archipelago, but loan-

words, such as Central Lembata kédéra ‘chair’ from Portuguese cadeira

[kaˈdejra] ‘chair’ or bal ‘ball’ from Dutch bal ‘ball’ remain. These words are

different from the corresponding Indonesian words kursi ‘chair’ and bola

‘ball’, which are also loans but with different histories.

1.2.4.5 The Indonesian national language

In 1945 Indonesia declared independence. With the independence move-

ment in the first half of the 20th century, Malay was chosen to become

the national language and since then, under the name ‘Indonesian’, the lan-

guage was standardised further and developed into a full national language

for administration and education (Sneddon 2003). In this dissertation, I use

the term ‘Indonesian’ to refer to the local variety of Indonesian that people

speak in eastern Flores and the Solor Archipelago. This variety diverges in

various respects from Indonesian that is spoken in the west of the country,

such as on Java, as well as fromwritten Indonesian. It also diverges fromLar-

antuka Malay (cf. §1.2.4.4). The local variety of Indonesian used in eastern

Flores and in the Solor Archipelago has not yet been studied in particular.

Initially, Indonesianwas a second language thatwasonly acquiredwhen

children started to go to school. Nowadays, Indonesian, ormore precisely its

local variety, is an additional first language next to the local languages, even

the only first language for many children. Code-switching between Indone-

sian and local languages is common practice and many loan words from

Indonesian have been added to the lexicon of the local languages. Accord-

ing to the results of a cultural questionnaire that I conducted in the village
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Lewaji on Lembata (cf. §1.2.2), couples with different local language back-

ground either use the language of the husband or Indonesian as their family

language. In case the couple lives in the village of the husband, the wife will

learn the local language of the village. However, when they live somewhere

else, they may rather use Indonesian as their family language. Nowadays,

some couples with different language backgrounds, even though living in

the village of the husband, may chose Indonesian as their family language.

Indonesian is continuing to gainmore andmore importance,while the local

languages become more marginalised. During the political period of the

New Order, in the 1960ies to the 1990ies, local languages were forbidden at

schools with the aim of strengthening the new national language Indone-

sian. These days, local languages are not suppressed anymore. Nevertheless,

local languages are used less and less due to the fact that they are only useful

in the context of traditional village life. If asked, people usually agree that it

is a pity that the local languages are used less by younger people.

1.2.4.6 Summary

The eastward migration of the Alorese speakers to the islands of Alor and

Pantar in the 14th century is the earliestmigrationmovement known for the

region of eastern Flores and its adjacent islands. Further, oral history tells

that in the 16th century a devastating natural disaster forced a large number

of people to flee from the small islands Lepan and Batan located between

the islandof Pantar and the islandof Lembata.Thesepeople settled through-

out the Solor Archipelago and until today, they trace back their clan origin

to Lepan Batan. Also in the 16th century, the first Catholic priests from Por-

tugal arrived in the Solor Archipelago and began their missionary work. In

the 17th century, the town of Larantuka became a center of Christianity and

settlement for migrant groups from different parts of Island Southeast Asia,

such as fromMalacca. The 17th and 18th centurywere characterised by a rise

of Dutch colonial power. In the 20th century, a newCatholic order, the Soci-

etasVerbiDivini (SVD), began theirmissionarywork in the area. Until today,

SVD is themostwide-spreadCatholicmissionary order in easternFlores and

the Solor Archipelago. Since independence in 1945, the Indonesian national

language, a variety of Malay, has gained more and more importance due to

its use in administration and education. This has also caused a decline in

use of local languages.
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1.3 The wider areal context

1.3.1 Linguistic diversity

The Flores-Lembata languages of eastern Flores and the Solor Archipelago

are located in eastern Indonesia, an area of linguistic diversity and con-

tact. Eastern Indonesia is characterisedby thepresence of Austronesian lan-

guages and languages of non-Austronesian (‘Papuan’) families which have

co-existed and influenced each other for about 3,500 years.7 This contact

has led to linguistic features diffusing between languages regardless of their

genetic affiliation (Klamer et al. 2008:10,136; Ewing andKlamer 2010a). This

contact zone of Austronesian and non-Austronesian languages has been

studiedas a linguistic area labelledEastNusantara (Klamer et al. 2008; Ewing

and Klamer 2010b; Holton and Klamer 2017). A slightly smaller linguistic

area has been named Wallacea (Schapper 2015). Both proposed areas are

characterised by a specific set of linguistic features that have diffused over

language family boundaries and are attested in Austronesian as well as non-

Austronesian languages.

The area studied in particular for this dissertation is part of this con-

tact zone and covers the province of Nusa Tenggara Timur (NTT) and the

country of Timor-Leste (cf. Figure 1.2 on page 4). This area has been chosen

as it covers the Flores-Lembata languages and its western as well as eastern

neighbours of both Austronesian and non-Austronesian language families.

In the area studied for this dissertation, there are languages of two language

families: Austronesian languages and Timor-Alor-Pantar (TAP) languages

which are Papuan.8

7 The non-Austronesian language families of this area are often referred to by the cover

term ‘Papuan’ although they do not form a genealogical unit with a common ancestor.

The term ‘Papuan’ has been used because most of the non-Austronesian language fam-

ilies are found on the island of New Guinea and in its vicinity. The western part of New

Guinea belongs to Indonesia and is called (West) Papua, while the eastern part of the

island constitutes the country Papua NewGuinea. In this dissertation, the term ‘Papuan’

is used interchangeably with ‘non-Austronesian’ as it refers to all languages of the region

that do not belong to the Austronesian languages family.
8 The Timor-Alor-Pantar languages are now the western-most non-Austronesian lan-

guages spoken in eastern Indonesia. Until 1815, the now extinct Tambora language was

spoken on Sumbawa island which is located further west than TAP. This language was

probably not related to either the Austronesian or Timor-Alor-Pantar (Donohue 2007).
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The Austronesian (AN) language family is, in terms of number of lan-

guages and geographic spread, one of the biggest language families world-

wide.The 1,200Austronesian languages are spoken fromTaiwan in thenorth

to New Zealand in the south, and fromMadagascar in the west to the Easter

Islands and Hawai’i in the east. Virtually the whole area in between these

points is populated by speakers of Austronesian languages, with the excep-

tion of the island of New Guinea and Australia (Blust 2013:1-3). The AN lan-

guages spoken in the area of study, displayed in Figure 1.3, are part of the

subgroup of Malayo-Polynesian which includes all AN languages outside of

Taiwan, the homeland of the Austronesian language family (Blust 2013:30).

Figure 1.3: The AN languages of the area: current stage of classification

Further subgrouping within Malayo-Polynesian is still debated (Blust 1993;

Donohue and Grimes 2008; Blust 2009; Klamer 2019). This includes the

putativeAN subgroupCentral-Eastern-Malayo-Polynesian (CEMP)which is

supposed to include the area of study for this dissertation and all Austrone-

sian languages further north and east, excluding only the island of Sulawesi.

This dissertation provides evidence for a Bima-Lembata subgroup en-

compassing the languages of Sumba, Sabu, Bima, Western Flores, Central
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Flores and Flores-Lembata (cf. §5.5). Within the Bima-Lembata subgroup

Sumba-Hawu (Blust 2008), Central Flores (Elias 2017b) and Flores-Lembata

(§5.4) have been identified as innovation-defined subgroups. Further likely

subgroups within Bima-Lembata are Bima and West-Central Flores (Flores

Barat in Fernandez 1996). The details of the internal structure of Bima-Lem-

bata remain to be investigated.

Two further low-level subgroups within (CE)MP can be established on

the island of Timor: Central Timor and Timor-Babar (Edwards 2018b; Ed-

wards 2019). Central Timor encompasses the languagesWelaun, Tokodede,

Mambae and Kemak on the island of Timor. Timor-Babar includes the re-

maining AN languages of the island of Timor as well as languages further to

the east.

The languages of the Timor-Alor-Pantar (TAP) family are spoken on the

islands of Alor and Pantar, as well as in East Timor (Klamer 2017; Schap-

per 2014b). Several hypotheses about the relation of the TAP languages to

other non-Austronesian language families in the wider area have been pro-

posed but none of these has yet been demonstrated on the basis of enough

evidence to draw definite conclusions (Holton and Robinson 2017b). At the

current stage of research, the TAP languages aremost likely either an isolate

family or are related to the languages of West Bomberai (Holton and Robin-

son 2017b:183-184).Within the TAP languages, the Alor-Pantar languages of

the islands of Alor and Pantar form a clear subgroup excluding the TAP lan-

guages of Timor (Holton and Robinson 2017a). Subgroupings of the Timor-

Alor-Pantar languages have been proposed in Holton et al. (2012), Schapper

et al. (2012); Schapper et al. (2017) and Kaiping and Klamer (to appearb).

1.3.2 Genetic diversity

Archaeology and population genetics reveal two major waves of modern

human (homo sapiens) migration into island Southeast Asia: an earlier ar-

rival of non-Asian populations and a later influx of Asian populations (Hud-

jashov et al. 2017:2447).9 Descendants of the earliest wave of migrants are

still living on New Guinea highlands and in Australia. But also in parts of

the Philippines and eastern Indonesia a high degree of ancestry from this

9 Other human species, homo erectus and homo floresiensis, have been attested in island

Southeast Asia preceding the first occurrence of homo sapiens (Bellwood 2017:34-85).
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earlier population is attested (Bellwood 2017:86-87).

The first modern humans entered the region in the Late Pleistocene

about 50,000 years ago — colloquially referred to as Late Ice Age, a time

when the islands of Sumatra, Java and Borneo still formed an extension of

the Asia continent called the Sunda shelf. Much later, about 4,000-5,000

years ago, theMalayo-Polynesian branch of the Austronesian languages and

its speakersmoved fromTaiwan into island Southeast Asia and further west

and east (cf. Karafet et al. 2010:1833; Bellwood 2017:181; Hudjashov et al.

2017:2439-2440).10 Some latermigration phases are connected to the spread

of Hinduism starting almost 2,000 years ago, the later spread of Islam sev-

eral hundred years ago and more recent Chinese influence (Karafet et al.

2010:1841-1842).

Traces of all migration phases are still present in the modern day gen-

ome of the Indonesian people (Karafet et al. 2010:1842). There appears to

be a clear boundary between Asian genomes in the west and non-Asian

genomes in the east between the islands of Bali and Flores, more specific-

ally between Sumbawa and Flores (Karafet et al. 2010:1837-1838; Hudjashov

et al. 2017:2447). This genome boundary coincides with the Wallace line,

a boundary of transition between Asian and Australian types of flora and

fauna.

The genetic sampling results of Hudjashov et al. (2017) provide more

specific data on the Indonesian province of Nusa Tenggara Timur and the

countryof Timor-Lestewhichare the focusof this dissertation.The sampling

results fromtheeasternpart of Flores (Bama), fromLembata and fromTimor

show an almost half-half division of the Papuan and the Austronesian gen-

ome component. This genetic profile is very similar to the sampling results

on the islands of Alor and Pantar which show only a slightly higher Pap-

uan component. Towards the west, the central and western part of Flores

(Bena and Rampasasa) and Sumba show a smaller Papuan component than

found further east. On Sumba, the Austronesian component is the biggest.

On Flores, the admixture is more diverse, also including other Southeast

10 The Austronesian expansion may have contributed to the Neolithic transition in island

Southeast Asia. But there is also evidence for neolithic influence from mainland South-

east Asia, such as domesticated pigs, and also NewGuinea has been recognised as a cen-

ter of neolithic innovations. For example, the cultivation of bananas in the region most

likely has its origins in New Guinea and was taken towards the west form there (Hud-

jashov et al. 2017:2440).
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Asian components (Hudjashovet al. 2017:2442).Overall, the eastern Indone-

sian islands sampled in Hudjashov et al. (2017), all show a very similar pic-

ture of genetic contact. Following different types of analyses, Hudjashov

et al. (2017:2445) deduce a date for the latest admixture of around more or

less 2,000 years ago between twopopulations: one “non-Asian/Papuan-like”

type and one “Indonesian/Philippine-like” (Austronesian) type. There is a

crucial difference between the Austronesian component of western Flores

and Sumba on the one hand and the Austronesian component of Lembata,

Alor, Pantar and Timor on the other hand. The source for the Austronesian

admixture onwestern Flores and Sumba contains a larger proportion of Java

and Bali components, while the Austronesian admixture on Lembata, Alor,

Pantar and Timor is dominated by Sulawesi inheritance (Hudjashov et al.

2017:2447).

The dates of themost recentmajor genetic admixture between the “Au-

stronesian” and “Papuan” components in eastern Indonesia contrast with

the archaeological signals of the Austronesian expansion in the region that

date back to about one thousand years earlier (Hudjashov et al. 2017:2447-

2448). This suggests that there were either several migration waves out of

Taiwanwhich blur the genetic signal, or that culture and technology spread

earlier than genetic contact took place (Hudjashov et al. 2017:2448).

1.4 Research questions and aims

The Flores-Lembata languages in eastern Indonesia are located in an area

that is linguistically mainly Austronesian, with the exception of the Timor-

Alor-Pantar family (cf. §1.3.1). In contrast, the genetic profile of the popula-

tionappears tobemixedwith almost equal “Austronesian-like” and “Papuan-

like” components (cf. 1.3.2). Assuming that usually languages match with

genomes, this miss-match of genome and language family raises the hypo-

thesis of language shift: speakers of non-Austronesian languages may have

shifted toAustronesian languages. Language shift can leave traces of the lan-

guages that are disappearing in the structure of the languages people are

shifting to, especially when preceded by a period of bilingualism (Thoma-

son and Kaufman 1988; Muysken 2010; Ross 2013).

Based on the hypothesis that languages match with genomes and non-

Austronesian speakers shifted to incoming Austronesian languages, non-
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Austronesian features are expected to be found in the Austronesian lan-

guages of the area. Previous research has indeed reported non-Austronesian

traits, specifically in some of the Austronesian languages of Nusa Tenggara

Timur and Timor-Leste. In particular for Western Lamaholot, a subgroup

of Flores-Lembata, a whole set of non-Austronesian structural features has

been reported by Klamer (2012a). Further examples of non-Austronesian

traces in Austronesian languages of this area include (i) sound correspond-

enceswithnoAustronesian source (Edwards 2016b), (ii) pluralwords (Moro

2018), and (iii) non-decimal numeral systems (Schapper andHammarström

2013; Schapper and Klamer 2017).

With this background, this dissertation aims to examine in more de-

tail the contact history of the Flores-Lembata family by taking a regional

comparative perspective. This family is particularly interesting because the

Flores-Lembata languages are genealogically closely related to theirwestern

neighbours: the Austronesian languages of Western and Central Flores (cf.

Chapter 5). However, morpho-syntactically, they are mixed and share fea-

tures with their eastern neighbours of the Timor-Alor-Pantar family, as well

as with the Austronesian languages of Timor (cf. Chapter 8, 9 and 10).

The grammatical description of the Central Lembata language in Part I

provides the description of a language belonging to the previously undes-

cribed Central Lamaholot subgroup of the Flores-Lembata family, as laid

out in §1.1. After having filled this documentation gap, Part II investigates

the phonological and lexical history of the Flores-Lembata family and an-

swers the following research questions:

(1) How are the Proto-Malayo-Polynesian (PMP) proto-sounds reflec-

ted in the Flores-Lembata languages?

(2) What is the evidence for (i) subgroups within Flores-Lembata, (ii)

Flores-Lembata as a subgroup, and (iii) Bima-Lembata as a higher-

level subgroup including Flores-Lembata and other Austronesian

languages?

(3) Which Flores-Lembata lexical items are inherited from anAustro-

nesian ancestor?

(4) Which Flores-Lembata lexical items are not inherited from anAu-

stronesian ancestor?

(5) WhichFlores-Lembata lexical items canbe reconstructed toProto-

Flores-Lembata?
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Questions (1) and (2) are addressed in Chapter 5 and questions (3) to (5)

are addressed in Chapter 6. Chapter 5 is a top-down approach to the histor-

ical phonology of Flores-Lembata. In this chapter, I show that Proto-Malayo-

Polynesian (PMP) sounds are regularly reflected in the languages of Flores-

Lembata. Based on exclusively shared sound changes, I provide evidence

for Flores-Lembata as a subgroup, as well as for five lower-level subgroups

within this family. In addition, I propose the change of PMP *b > w in the

same set of lexical items as evidence for a higher-level subgroup Bima-Lem-

bata that includes, next to Flores-Lembata, the Austronesian languages of

Central andWestern Flores, of Sumba, Sabu and Bima.

Chapter 6 describes the Flores-Lembata lexicon with a focus on words

inherited from PMP, on the one hand, and words that cannot be shown to

have a PMP origin, on the other hand. I show that Proto-Flores-Lembata

(PFL) has a comparably small component of non-Austronesian vocabulary,

while the individual subgroups of Flores-Lembata have added more new

vocabulary to different extents. There is an increase of non-Austronesian

vocabulary towards the geographic centre of the Flores-Lembata subgroup

which includes the three Lamaholot subgroups.

Part III of this dissertation aims at the comparative analysis of gram-

matical innovations in the languages of Flores-Lembata to detect possible

contact-induced changes. The Flores-Lembata languages underwent a con-

siderable number of structural innovations that are not attested in their

closest genealogical relatives further west, the other languages of the Bima-

Lembata subgroup. In contrast,most of these features are present inAustro-

nesian languages of Timor, as well as in the non-Austronesian Timor-Alor-

Pantar languages. The following research questions are addressed in Part III.

(6) Which structural features in the Flores-Lembata languages are in-

novations?

(7) Which structural innovations canbeattributed to contact-induced

change?

Chapter 8 is concerned with three morpho-syntactic innovations. (i) The

Lamaholot subgroups have developed an alienability distinction in their

possessive constructions. (ii) All Flores-Lembata have reanalysed property

words as nouns. (iii) Central Lamaholot also innovated plural marking on

nouns via grammaticalisation of the third person plural pronoun.
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Chapter 9 describes three word order changes in the noun phrase that

are found in all Flores-Lembata languages. (i) Possessor nouns are pre-no-

minal, while (ii) locative nouns and (iii) numerals are post-nominal. This is

the opposite to the inherited Austronesian word order in the noun phrase.

However, this is the word order found in the non-Austronesian languages of

the area.

Chapter 10 discusses the innovation of two clause-final elements in the

languages of Flores-Lembata. (i) All Flores-Lembata languages have clause-

final deictic motion verbs, such as ‘come’ and ‘go’, although the general con-

stituent order is verb-medial. In the Lamaholot subgroups and in Kedang,

but not in Sika, these clause-final verb can also encode elevation. (ii) The

Lamaholot subgroups, but not Kedang and Sika, have innovated clause-final

negators.While Eastern Lamaholot andCentral Lamaholot still retain also a

pre-predicate negator at the same time,Western Lamaholot has only clause-

final negation.

InChapter 11, I synthesise the results fromPart II andPart III andprovide

a hypothesis on the contact scenario that possibly led to the innovations in

lexicon and grammar established in the preceding chapters by answering

the last two research questions:

(8) What kind of scenario led to the lexical and structural changes in

the Flores-Lembata languages?

(9) What kind of language(s) was/were the contact language(s)?

I argue that the Flores-Lembata languages acquired most of their innovat-

ive features through contact-induced change via language shift preceded by

long-term language mixing in a bilingual community. The now extinct con-

tact languages were typological very similar to the Timor-Alor-Pantar (TAP)

languages but there is not enough lexical evidence to assume that the con-

tact languages were a branch of TAP.
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Grammatical description





CHAPTER2

Introduction to Part I

2.1 Location and speakers

Central Lembata is spoken by about 3,000 people in six villages in the cent-

ralmountains on the island of Lembata: Kalikasa (Katakeja), Bakan (Ile Ker-

bau), Lewaji (Dori Pewut), Kolilerek (Tubuk Rajan), Waimuda (Nuba Boli)

andMudalerek (NogoDoni).1 All six Central Lembata villages are part of the

Atadei district (Indonesian: kecamatan) in the Lembata regency (Indone-

sian: kabupaten).2 The number of speakers is calculated according to recent

census data (Badan Pusat Statistik Kabupaten Lembata 2018). The map in

Figure 2.1 shows the three biggest villages of the Central Lembata speaking

area. The map also contains district names and boundaries in the Lembata

regency. Kalikasa is the administrative capital of the Atadei district.

1 The names in brackets are the official village names only used in very formal or written

contexts, while the other names are the original names that have been in use since long

before these villages becameofficially administrative units of desa (Indonesian: ‘village’).

The official desa names were created by village elders and are not used in daily conver-

sation.
2 Lembata has been a single regency since 1999. Previously, it was part of Flores Timur

which is located towards the west of Lembata, encompassing the eastern tip of Flores

and the islands Adonara and Solor.

29
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Figure 2.1: Fieldwork locations on Lembata

In the Atadei district, infrastructure is still developing. During the time of

my fieldwork trips, electricity was produced by generators but only for a few

hours at night. Kalikasa hadmobile coveragewhereas the other two villages,

Bakan and Lewaji, did not. The inhabitants of the Atadei district are mainly

farmers. There are only a few places of employment like in schools or the

medical center in Kalikasa. This is why many people leave the area to work

in the regency’s capital Lewoleba or even further away in Kalimantan, Java

orMalaysia. Roads are available reaching all villages in the districtwith daily

running trucks to transport passengers and goods. However the roads are

generally in bad states which makes travelling slow and uncomfortable.

Kalikasa is officially named Katakeja ‘I am the one in the middle’ in the

language of Central Lembata. This refers to its central position on the island

of Lembata. The word Kalikasa denotes a cactus plant which is found in the

area and which used to be planted around the village for protection. The of-

ficial name of the village Bakan is Ile Kerbau whichmeans ‘buffalo hill’. This

name was chosen because the hills around Bakan used to be full of buffa-

loes (L2:117). According to oral history, the word bakan has three meanings

(i) ‘plain’, (ii) ‘a kind of grass’ and (iii) ‘older siblings’ (cf. L2, L3). The village

Lewaji is officially named Dori Pewut meaning ‘joining the bees’. This goes

back to the origin story of the village Lewaji which tells about the Pewut

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/015d8369-4ebd-4897-a0fb-8a87d29fee75
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/015d8369-4ebd-4897-a0fb-8a87d29fee75
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/54ee5518-8f6c-4933-8cb7-b6764ab89e7f
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‘bee’ clan as the only native clan of the village that emerged out of the earth

and other immigrant clans that fled from a tsunami that had destroyed their

island Lapan Batan and joined the Pewut ‘bee’ clan (L2:36-48, §1.2.4.3). The

name Lewaji is short for lewuwajinu ‘the village of the younger siblings’. This

goes back to an event in oral history that caused the inhabitants of Lewaji to

be seen as younger siblings, thus subordinate to those of Bakan, which they

had to address from then on as ‘older sibling’ (L2:110). It becomes clear that

the official names are the newer names of the villages because their mean-

ing is transparent in the local language, whereas the meanings of the older

names are already more obscure and only known by certain people, mainly

elders. Sometimes the older names have several possiblemeanings, as in the

case of Bakan.

Based on oral history (L3:398-408), the oldest village among the Central

Lembata villages is Bakan and people have come from there and founded

the other surrounding villages of Kolilerek, Kalikasa, Waimuda and Muda-

lerek. However, for Lewaji, it has been said that there were people already

living there with which the Bakan people started to live together (L2:37-39).

The Atadei district reaches further southeast and includes about 16 vil-

lageswhere theneighbouring languageAtadei Painara (also: EasternAtadei,

or South Lembata) is spoken.3 Based on information from a sociolinguistic

questionnaire archived in the Central Lembata Corpus (Fricke 2019) and

on information given in Keraf (1978a), the variety of Central Lembata is also

spoken in a fewmore villages towards thewest. Among those are Boto (Laba

Limut) and Udek in the Nagawutung district and Lewuka (Belobao) in the

Wulandoni district. Nowadays, for administrative and infrastructural reas-

ons, there is not much contact between the Central Lembata people from

Atadei and those from the other districts.

In previous publications, theCentral Lembata areawas considered to be

part of the Lamaholot dialect chain (Arndt 1937; Keraf 1978a;Grangé 2015b),

although very little information was available on the languages of that area.

During my fieldwork, it became evident that the speakers of Central Lem-

bata do not consider their language to be Lamaholot. Lamaholot for them

is the language spoken in the northern part of Lembata and on the other is-

3 According to district records the Atadei Painara speaking villages are: Karangora (Ile

Kimok),Waipei, Atalojo, Bauraja,Waiwejak, Lewokurang, Paulolo (LebaAta), Lewokoba,

Watuwawer (AtaKore), Atawolo (Lusi Lame), Brenai, Lerek, Lamanuna,Dulir,Tobilolong

and Baulolong. Not all of these are administrative units of desa.

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/015d8369-4ebd-4897-a0fb-8a87d29fee75
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/015d8369-4ebd-4897-a0fb-8a87d29fee75
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/54ee5518-8f6c-4933-8cb7-b6764ab89e7f
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/015d8369-4ebd-4897-a0fb-8a87d29fee75
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lands to the west, Adonara, Solor and Eastern Flores, thus the language that

has been linguistically classified asWestern Lamaholot (cf. §4.1). I chose the

language name Central Lembata as a geographical label to cover the six At-

adei villages described above. The speakers themselves do not have a spe-

cific name for their language variety. They would refer to it as bahasa daerah

(Indonesian: ‘local language’), or combine the Indonesian term bahasa ‘lan-

guage’ with a village name, such as Bahasa Bakan ‘Bakan language’.

2.2 Data collection and processing

The fieldwork to collect data for the grammarof Central Lembata inChapter

3 was conducted in three villages: Kalikasa (Katakeja), Bakan (Ile Kerbau)

and Lewaji (Dori Pewut) in the Central Lembata speaking area (cf. §2.1).

The central part of Lembata was chosen as field site as it shows the highest

linguistic diversity of theLamaholot area, and the varieties spoken therehad

not been studied before (cf. §1.1 and 4.1.4). The data collection in the field

was carried out for a total of about 9 months distributed over the years of

2015, 2016 and 2018. Out of these 9months, twomonthswere spentworking

with native speakers of Central Lembata in Yogyakarta, a student town on

Java.

Recordings of Central Lembata speech were stored in ‘wav’ format for

audio data and in ‘mp4’ format for video data. All audio recordings, in most

cases with corresponding video, were transcribed using the linguistic an-

notation software ELAN produced by the Max Planck Institute for Psycho-

linguistics, The Language Archive, Nijmegen, TheNetherlands, accessible at

https://tla.mpi.nl/tools/tla-tools/elan (Wittenburg et al. 2006).4 Transcrip-

tionwasdonebyme togetherwithnative speakers of Central Lembata.While

transcribing, Imadenotes onwordmeanings. ELANproduced ‘eaf ’ fileswith

time-aligned annotations and thesewere exported as ‘flextext’ files and then

imported into a FLEX project that contains a lexical database. FLEX is free-

ware provided by SIL at https://software.sil.org/fieldworks. The program al-

lows linguists to build a text corpus with glossings and translations that

are connected to a lexical database that can be built and expanded while

glossing. In the FLEX corpus, the texts were glossed and translated into Eng-

4 One recording of a conversation could not be transcribed due to bad quality (cf. C4).

https://tla.mpi.nl/tools/tla-tools/elan/
https://software.sil.org/fieldworks/
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/ff691b35-3263-4da0-ba14-10178c398e7c
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lish and in most cases also Indonesian. This was also done with help of nat-

ive speakers when needed. Finally, the glossed and translated transcriptions

were re-imported into ELAN to link them to the recordings. These eaf files

are archived together their corresponding recordings in the Central Lem-

bata Corpus (cf. §2.3). For someof the transcriptions, the exported glossings

are still work in progress.

2.3 The Central Lembata Corpus

Thedata collected is archivedathttps://hdl.handle.net/1839/ed1aa6f0-93da-

4a44-8ddb-66221cbc01ce in the Central Lembata Corpus at the MPI Lan-

guage Archive in Nijmegen, the Netherlands. Table 2.1 gives an overview of

the records in the corpus. It contains video and audio recordings of speak-

ers native to Kalikasa, Bakan, Lewaji and surrounding villages. The time in-

dications refer to the length of the whole recordings. The time of recorded

Central Lembata free speech amounts to approximately 7,5 hours in form

of narratives (∼ 4,5 hours) and conversations (∼ 3 hours). The total record-

ings are much longer because parts of the recordings are in Indonesian and

there are also recordings that do not contain free speech but other contents,

such as wordlists or elicited sentences.

The main elicitation tasks used were the Surrey Stimuli (Fedden et al.

2010) and the Event andPosition List (Moro and Fricke submitted). Both eli-

citation lists are collections of short video clips and some pictures that the

speaker had to describe using Central Lembata. The wordlist and the cul-

tural questionnaire contributed to the LexiRumah database (Kaiping et al.

2019) and the CultureRumah database (Kaiping and Klamer to appeara).

Apart from recordings, a lexical database of about 1,800 Central Lem-

bata lexical entries is part of the corpus. A community dictionary based on

this lexical database will be published with a local publisher in Indonesia.

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/ed1aa6f0-93da-4a44-8ddb-66221cbc01ce
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/ed1aa6f0-93da-4a44-8ddb-66221cbc01ce
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Table 2.1: Overview of records in the Central Lembata Corpus

Genre Recorded time Speakers

Conversation 4 hours 11 females; 6 males

6 <30 years; 3 <60 years;

2 >60 years; 6 unknown

Narratives 5 hours 4 females; 10 males

2 <30 years; 8 <60 years;

4 >60 years

Surrey Stimuli 2 hours 3 females; 5 males

3 <30 years; 5 <60 years

Event and Position List 2,5 hours 2 females; 4 males

2 <30 years; 4 <60 years

Other elicitations 4,5 hours 1 female; 2 males

2 <30 years; 1 <60 years

Wordlist (600 items) 2 hours 1 male

1 <60 years

Sociolinguistic questionnaire 1,5 hours 2 males

2 <60 years

Cultural questionnaire 40 minutes 1 male

2 <60 years

Total 22 h 10 min

2.4 Citation codes

Each recording session in my data collection has a citation code which is

deduced from the original file name of the associated recording. A list of

citation codes is found in the list of abbreviations on page xxii. These codes

are usedwhen citing examples from the corpus in this dissertation and else-

where. An example of a citation would be L1:50. This means that the ex-

ample sentence or phrase is found in the recording with the code L1 in line

number 50.The line corresponds to the segment number in the correspond-

ing ‘eaf ’ file that can be opened with the program ELAN, as well as to the

line in the flextext file readable by FLEX (cf. §2.2). In the FLEX corpus, as

well as in the archive, the titles of the texts in the FLEX corpus all start with

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/23db93ee-5155-461f-b2cf-f003e2236296
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/23db93ee-5155-461f-b2cf-f003e2236296
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the citation code. In the electronic version of this dissertation, the citation

codes are linked to the Language Archive where the recordings are public-

ally accessible (cf. §2.3).

A few examples in this dissertation are taken from the Hewa Collection

collected by me in 2013 in the village Hewa, in theWulanggitang district of

the Flores Timur regency, Indonesia. This collection is archived at the MPI

LanguageArchive inNijmegen, theNetherlands (Fricke et al. 2019).The cod-

ing system for examples from this corpus follows the same strategy, with the

difference that HC (=HewaCollection) is the beginning of the code and that

the line number does not correspond to an ELAN annotation but to a line in

the correspondingToolbox text file. An example is the codeHC_SR:31which

refers to line 31 in the text SR (=Spatial relations) in the Hewa Collection.

2.5 Transcription and glossing conventions

All linguistic examples in the grammar of Central Lembata are either tran-

scribedusing the International PhoneticAlphabet (IPA)or apractical ortho-

graphy with each character representing one phoneme. This orthography is

laid out in §7.3. IPA transcriptions, in phonemic (/ /), are used in the section

on theCentral Lembata phonology, while the practical orthography, in italic

font, is used in all other sections of the grammar.

For abbreviations in glosses, I follow the Leipzig glossing rules with my

own additions whenever necessary (Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary

Anthropology 2015). A list of all glosses and their meanings is given in the

list of abbreviations on page xix.





CHAPTER3

A grammar of Central Lembata

3.1 Structure of this grammar

In this grammar, I describe the phonology of Central Lembata (§3.2), nouns

and noun phrases (§3.3), pronouns (§3.4), verbs (§3.5) and basic clausal

syntax (§3.6). §3.7 is a description on location as this is a prominent feature

in the language that interacts with several parts of the grammar. §3.8 is a

summary of the chapter.

3.2 Phonology

3.2.1 Phoneme inventory

Central Lembata has 14 phonemic consonants displayed in Table 3.1 and 6

phonemic vowels listed in Table 3.2. Minimal pairs that demonstrate the

phonemic status of theCentral Lembata consonants and vowels are given in

Appendix A. In the phoneme tables of §3.2.1, orthographic representations

diverging from IPA symbols are given in angle brackets.
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Table 3.1: Consonant inventory of Central Lembata

Labial Coronal Dorsal

Voiceless plosive p t [t]̪ k

Voiced plosive b d g

Nasal m n ŋ <ng>

Trill r

Fricative v <w> s

Affricate dʒ <j>

Lateral l

Central Lembata has 6 plosives that appear in voiceless-voiced pairs. These

are bilabial /p b/, coronal /t d/ and dorsal /k g/. The voiceless plosive /t/ of

the coronal pair is articulated dentally as [t]̪, whereas /d/ is alveolar. The

3 nasals in the consonant inventory of Central Lembata occur in the same

places of articulation as the stops. The two fricatives, voiceless coronal /s/

and voiced labiodental /v/, and the voiced coronal affricate /dʒ/ form a nat-

ural class. They all appear in all positions of the word and lack a voicing

contrast. In the phonology of Central Lembata, the affricate /dʒ/ could also

be analysed as a fricative, the voiced counterpart of /s/. This becomes evid-

ent from morpho-phonological devoicing of /dʒ/ to /s/ when following a

plosive. This is the case when the plural suffix /dʒa/ is added to a plosive-

final root, such as /ra.mut/ ‘root’. The affricate /dʒ/ is transformed into /s/

and the plosive is deleted which leads to the word /ra.mu.sa/ ‘root-pl’ (cf.

§3.3.2). The labiodental fricative /v/ can also be realised as a labiodental

approximate [ʋ] with lower lip and upper teeth slightly more apart. Finally,

Central Lembata has two phonemic liquids, the voiced lateral /l/ and the

voiced coronal trill /r/.

Table 3.2: Vowel inventory of Central Lembata

Front Central Back

High i u

Mid e <é> ə <e> o

Low a
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Central Lembata has two high vowels, the unrounded front vowel /i/ and

the rounded back vowel /u/, three mid vowels, the unrounded front vowel

/e/, the central vowel /ə/ and the rounded back vowel /o/, and finally one

low vowel, the central vowel /a/. The phonemes /e/ and /o/ can have more

open variants [ɛ] and [ɔ], especially in closed syllables. This alternation is

free variation rather than based on a strict allophonic rule.

3.2.2 Phonotactics

3.2.2.1 Distribution of single phonemes

In Table 3.3 and 3.4, I indicate all permitted positions for single conson-

ants and vowels. A plus signmarks permitted positions for phonemes and a

minus marks disallowed positions. Consonants and vowels in Central Lem-

batahave awidedistribution, only a fewdistribution constraints apply, sum-

marised in (1).

(1) Distribution constraints of Central Lembata phonemes

a) The voiced plosives /b, d, g/ cannot appear in the coda.
b) The nasal /ŋ/ cannot appear in the root-initial onset.
c) A schwa /ə/ cannot appear root-finally.

Table 3.3: Distribution constraints of consonants

Position p b t d k g m n ŋ v s dʒ r l

syllable level

onset + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

coda + - + - + - + + + + + + + +

root level

initial + + + + + + + + - + + + + +

medial + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

final + - + - + - + + + + + + + +
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Table 3.4: Distribution constraints of vowels

Position i u e ə o a

syllable level

initial + + + + + +

medial + + + + + +

final + + + + + +

root level

initial + + + + + +

medial + + + + + +

final + + + - + +

Although being allowed in all positions, the phoneme /dʒ/ is marginal in

initial position. In my corpus, it only occurs in four native words, which

are /dʒəma/ ‘night; time period’, /dʒua/ ‘two’, /dʒene/ ‘upwards’ and /dʒune/

‘downwards’.

Schwa cannot appear root-finally but it can be found in non-final open

syllables or in final syllables of derived words. The latter is rare but found

in derivatives that result from consonant deletion, such as /iməŋ/ > /imə/

‘place’ or /kudʒəŋ/ > /kudʒə/ ‘cooking pot’. More about consonant insertion

and deletion in alienable nouns is found in §3.3.1.2 later on. In the phonetic

realisation of consonant-final words, schwa can be epethetically added at

the end of the word. Those schwas are not phonemic.

3.2.2.2 Consonant clusters

Central Lembata has several clusters of two consonants. Clusters of more

than two consonants do not occur. In careful speech, consonant clusters can

be broken up by the insertion of a non-phonemic schwa. Table 3.5 provides

an overview of the consonant clusters found in onset position in my corpus

of Central Lembata. A dash represents a cluster that is not attested.
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Table 3.5: Onset consonant clusters in Central Lembata

C1→ /p/ /b/ /t/ /k/ /g/ /s/

C2↓

/p/ - - - /kp/ - /sp/

/b/ - - - /kb/ - /sb/

/t/ /pt/ - - /kt/ - -

/d/ - /bd/ - /kd/ - -

/k/ /pk/ - - - - /sk/

/g/ - - - - - /sg/

/v/ /pv/ /bv/ - /kv/ /gv/ /sv/

/s/ /ps/ - - /ks/ - -

/dʒ/ - /bdʒ/ - - - -

/m/ - - /tm/ /km/ /gm/ /sm/

/n/ /pn/ /bn/ /tn/ /kn/ /gn/ /sn/

/l/ /pl/ /bl/ /tl/ /kl/ /gl/ /sl/

/r/ /pr/ /br/ /tr/ /kr/ /gr/ /sr/

Several of these non-attested clusters can be explained by the regular con-

straints listed in (2) below, while some of the gaps cannot be explained by

the same restrictive rules. These gaps may be due to a lack of data.

(2) Combination constraints of consonants in word-initial clusters.

a) The first consonant of a cluster has to be a plosive or the

voiceless fricative /s/.
b) If the first consonant is voiced, the second consonant can-

not be voiceless.
c) Two consonants only distinguished by voice or by nasality

cannot be combined.
d) The plosive /d/ cannot be the first consonant of a cluster.
e) The affricate /dʒ/ is only combined with preceding /b/.

Universally, syllables are often built according to a sonority hierarchywhich

means that sonority increases rather than decreases towards the nucleus

of the syllable (Blevins 1995; Parker 2002:8). However, the Constraints (2a)

and (2b) can only be explained partially by this universal tendency. Plosives

tend to precede other consonant in a cluster (Constraint 2a), and voiceless
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elements precede voiced phonemes in the onset of a syllable (Constraint

2b). But not all clusters appear to be sonority based. Clusters such as /kp/,

/sp/, /sb/ or /sg/ violate the sonority hierarchy.

Further, Constraint (2c) could arise due to the articulatory similarity of

the the two consonants involved. At first glance, the cluster /tn/ appears to

be an exception to this. However, this cluster is also distinguished in place

of articulation, as the phoneme /t/ is articulated as dental [t]̪ and /n/ is al-

veolar. For Constraint (2d) and (2e) no explanation could yet be found.

Table 3.6 lists an example of each consonant cluster and the number of

lexical items that contain this cluster in my corpus.

Table 3.6: Consonant clusters with frequencies and examples

Cluster Number of lexemes Example Gloss

/k/-initial

/kn/ 36 /kna.ver/ ‘door’

/kl/ 25 /klo.rer/ ‘morinda tree’

/kv/ 19 /kva.lek/ ‘shoulder’

/kr/ 18 /kro.kor/ ‘tree sp.’

/kb/ 15 /kbe.kek/ ‘strong’

/km/ 13 /kmi.ker/ ‘flying fox’

/ks/ 11 /ksi.lap/ ‘lightening’

/kd/ 7 /kdu.uk/ ‘spin’

/kp/ 7 /kpa.e/ ‘be silent’

/kt/ 4 /ktu.mav/ ‘cloth louse’

TOTAL 155

/s/-initial

/sn/ 29 /snə.gur/ ‘smoke’

/sl/ 7 /sla.e/ ‘be clean’

/sb/ 6 /sbu.ur/ ‘scatter’

/sv/ 5 /sve.gir/ ‘uneven’

/sr/ 4 /sru.dəm/ ‘kneel’

/sp/ 3 /spa.a.ti/ ‘four of them’

/sm/ 2 /sme.i/ ‘blood’

TOTAL 56
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Cluster Number of lexemes Example Gloss

/g/-initial

/gr/ 15 /gri.di/ ‘be angry’

/gl/ 13 /gla.sa/ ‘play’

/gm/ 6 /gma.di/ ‘call’

/gn/ 6 /gne.tem/ ‘pass on’

/gv/ 4 /gve.sa/ ‘pull’

TOTAL 44

/b/-initial

/bl/ 28 /blə.bət/ ‘cage’

/bn/ 16 /bni.sak/ ‘broken’

/br/ 6 /bra.koŋ/ ‘lush’

/bdʒ/ 3 /bdʒa.e/ ‘hillwards’

/bd/ 3 /bdo.riŋ/ ‘follower’

/bv/ 1 /bva.rak/ ‘hot’

TOTAL 37

/p/-initial

/pl/ 11 /pli.rar/ ‘k. o. basket’

/pr/ 9 /prə.vak/ ‘thick’

/pn/ 7 /pna.it/ ‘bitter’

/pt/ 2 /pto.de/ ‘pound’

/ps/ 2 /psa.at/ ‘curse’

/pv/ 1 /pvə.li/ ‘pay (ceremonial)’

TOTAL 32

/t/-initial

/tn/ 11 /tni.saŋ/ ‘hole’

/tm/ 7 /tmə.lar/ ‘flea’

/tl/ 1 /tlu.por/ ‘aubergine’

/tr/ 1 /trə.kət/ ‘stick’

TOTAL 20

In contrast to the complex onsets listed above, a complex coda is not pos-

sible in Central Lembata. Word-medially, sequences of consonants can oc-
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cur but they are different from onset clusters for two reasons. Word-medial

sequences are always divided by a syllable boundary, or even a morpheme

boundary, where the first consonant is the coda of the preceding syllable

and the secondconsonant is theonset of thenext syllable.Thus,word-medial

sequences only occur at a synchronicmorphemeboundary or in loanwords.

In the examples in Table 3.6, it can be seen that there is a tendency for

/n/, /l/ and /r/ to be the most frequent second consonant. Taking the sonor-

ity hierarchy into account, it is not surprising that /l/ and /r/ are frequently

attested as the secondmember of a cluster. This is because liquids are higher

in sonority than plosives for example and thus usually found closer to the

nucleus of the syllable (Blevins 1995).

Many of the other clusters may be the results of historic derivational

processes. The nasal /n/ as a second consonant is highly frequent. For most

cases, there is evidence that the word is a derivative using the infix -n- (cf.

§3.3.6.1). Another striking observation is the high frequency of /k/-initial

clusters. This may have been caused by a fossilised prefix k-. This could be

a reflex of PAN *ka-...-an ‘formative for abstract nouns (often deverbal)’ or

PAN *ka- ‘formative for abstract nouns of quality (Blust and Trussel 2010).1

Due to the high frequency of /p/ and /t/ as initial consonants in clusterswith

another non-liquid consonant, I suggest that these plosives might also be

historic derivational prefixes. Possible sources are PMP *pa- ‘causative pre-

fix’ and PMP *ta- ‘prefix marking spontaneous or involuntary action’ (Blust

and Trussel 2010). A more systematic analysis of the words with /p/- and

/t/-initial consonant cluster is needed to confirm this putative connection.

Another possible origin of initial consonant clusters is the loss of an un-

stressed antepenultimate vowel, such as in /tməlar/ ‘flea’ (< PFL *təməla <

PMP *qatiməla ‘flea’). This could explain why consonant clusters only ap-

pear word-initially (cf. (3a) in §3.2.3).

1 Reflexes of PAN *ka- are attested in Austronesian languages of the region. Examples of

reflexes are the nominalising affix k(a)- ... (-k) in Tetun (van Klinken 1999:81), the nom-

inalising prefix ka- in Kambera (Klamer 1998:259-260) and the nominalising circumfix

ʔ-...-ʔ in Amarasi (Edwards 2016a:121). Edwards (2016b:68) also reconstructs *ka-...-t for

Pre-Uab Meto.
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3.2.3 Stems

Stems are canonically disyllabic with a template of (C)(C)V.(C)V(C). From

this template, I derive the distribution constraints for syllable types in Cent-

ral Lembata in (3).

(3) Distribution constraints of syllables types in a stem

a) Consonant clusters are only allowed stem-initially.
b) Only root-final syllables can have a coda.

Table 3.7provides a list of possible stemtypes including examples. Examples

of identical vowel sequences are given in addition to non-identical vowel se-

quences whenever attested. The stem types V.V and CCV.V are not attested

with identical vowel sequences.

Table 3.7: Stem types in Central Lembata

Stem type Example Gloss

V.V /o.i/ ‘correct’

V.VC /u.ak/ ‘stream’

/a.an/ ‘what’

V.CV /o.pi/ ‘buy’

V.CVC /e.vel/ ‘tongue’

CV.V /pa.i/ ‘tooth’

/li.i/ ‘leg; foot’

CV.CV /pi.ra/ ‘howmany’

CV.VC /ba.en/ ‘morning’

/pu.ur/ ‘blow’

CV. CVC /pa.dʒuk/ ‘stick’

CCV.V /sme.i/ ‘blood’

CCV.CV /pli.ra/ ‘k. o. basket’

CCV.VC /klu.ok/ ‘cooked rice’

/kdu.uk/ ‘spindle’

CCV.CVC /bni.sak/ ‘broken’

There arenophonemicdiphthongs inCentral Lembata.Thenucleus of a syl-

lable can only contain one vowel. However, sequences of two identical vow-
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els can occur, such as in /pu.ur/ [puːr] ‘blow’. Phonetically, these sequences

are realised as long vowels, no glottal stop can be inserted in between them.

The general rule of disyllabic stems can have two exceptions. First, func-

tionwords, such as shortened forms as la ‘loc’ from lané ‘loc’ and discourse

marker, such as bo ‘disc’ or ro ‘fin’, canhave an exceptionalmonosyllabicCV

structure. But no word consisting of only a single vowel is attested.

Second, words with a final sequence of two identical vowels, such as

/tu.ˈlu.u/ ‘repair’, realised as [tu.ˈluː], are underlyingly trisyllabic but only

have two syllables on the surface. The underlying trisyllabic structure leads

toultimate stress in thephonetic realisationof thesewords (cf. §3.2.5).How-

ever, there are also a few words in my corpus (listed in Table 3.8) that, syn-

chronically, have to be regarded as trisyllabic stems but cannot be explained

by a structure with two identical vowels.

Table 3.8: Trisyllabic stems in Central Lembata

Trisyllabic stem Gloss

Loanwords Origin

/ker.ba.or/ ‘buffalo’ < Malay kerbau ‘buffalo’

/ke.de.ra/ ‘chair’ < Portuguese cadeira ‘chair’

/i.dʒo.ni/ ‘green’ < Malay hijau ‘green’

/re.ka.do/ ‘invite guest’ < Portuguese recado ‘message’

/sər.vu.e/ ‘struggle’ (v.) ? < Portuguese serviço

‘service, work, labour’

/ta.ba.kor/ ‘tabacco’ < Portuguese tabaco ‘tabacco’

Plant or animal names

/kal.ve.or/ ‘balam tree’

/mak.dʒa.va/ ‘bean sp.’

/səl.va.lak/ ‘earthworm’

/tak.be.ser/ ‘pumpkin sp.’

/le.ŋa.rar/ ‘sea weed’

/lak.bo.rit/ ‘spider’

/səl.ga.er/ ‘tomato’

/kal.ka.sar/ ‘tree sp.’
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Trisyllabic stem Gloss

Others

/nər.mo.i/ ‘correct’

/lak.va.e/ ‘couple’

/sbu.a.i/ ‘eat’ (archaic)

/pə.vu.dʒa/ ‘foam’

/tok.ba.dʒu/ ‘rainbow’

/səl.da.e/ ‘randomly’

/na.ke.te/ ‘recently’

/kra.po.sa/ ‘tinea’ (disease)

/nə.gə.ro/ ‘yesterday’

Many of the trisyllabic stems inTable 3.8 are either loanwords (as indicated)

or can be analysed as historic compounds. There are two pieces of evidence

for this. Firstly, in many of these words, the first syllable does not conform

to the phonotactical rule which disallows closed syllables in non-final posi-

tion of the word (cf. rules in (3)). Thus, the first syllable is probably historic-

ally an independent prosodic word. Secondly, many of the trisyallbic words

denote plant or animal names which often are compounds due to the rep-

resentation of taxonomies, where the name specifies to which subcategory

a certain animal or plant belongs. For the two tree names /kal.ka.sar/ and

/kal.ve.or/, even the first syllable matches which could point to a word for

tree or a certain tree category.

For those trisyllabic stems that currently can neither be explained by

their foreign origin nor their status as animal or plant name, I suspect that

they either arehistoric compoundswith synchronically non-analysable com-

ponents or that they have incorporatedmorphology that is not discoverable

anymore. Although the history of most historic compounds or morpholo-

gically complex words remains opaque, a few can be explained as follows.

The word /lak.va.e/ ‘couple’ has two components, the first part going back

to /la.ki/ ‘male’ (< PMP *laki ‘man’) and the second one to /va.e/ ‘female’

(< PMP *bahi ‘woman’). In Central Lembata /la.ki/ ‘male’ is only used for

animals but in other varieties of Lamaholot is can also be used for humans.

Theword /va.e/ ‘female’ is still found inCentral Lembata but it is considered

archaic. The word /kra.po.sa/ ‘tinea’ could be a stem with a plural suffix -ja

realised a /sa/ (cf. §3.3.1.2). The word /pə.vu.dʒa/ ‘foam’ appears to have an
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unknown prefix /p/ as it etymologically comes from Proto-Flores-Lembata

(PFL) *vuda ‘foam’ (< PMP *bujəq ‘foam’).

3.2.4 Complex words

In Central Lembata, morphologically complex words can have more than

two syllables. For words with more than two syllables, the last syllable is

usually a suffix, as for instance in (4).

(4) /ko.po.ŋu/

kopong-u

child-spec

‘the child’

For the suffixes -u ‘spec’ and -ja ‘pl’ that attach to alienable nouns, morpho-

phonological rules apply to avoid a vowel sequence or to resolve consonant

clusters.When the suffix -u ‘spec’ is attached to a vowel-final noun stem, the

liquid [r] is inserted between the stem-final vowel and the suffix, such as in

snaé-[r]-u ‘shawl-spec’. When the suffix -ja ‘pl’ is attached to a consonant-

final noun stem, different rules apply to solve the consonant cluster, such as

the deletion of j in kopong + -ja→ kopong-a ‘child-pl’ (cf. §3.3.2).

In contrast to these two suffixes that attach to alienable nouns, the use

of pronominal suffixes on verbs can result in a word-medial cluster at the

morpheme boundary, such as in panaw-ga ‘walk-1sg’. But vowel sequences

at the morpheme boundary are not possible with pronominal suffixes. In

those cases a nasal is inserted, such as in grati-[ng]-a ‘call-3sg’ (cf. §3.4.2.4).

Also the use of possessor suffixes that attach to inalienable nouns can lead

to word-medial clusters, such as in najan-ga ‘name-1sg.poss’ (cf. §3.4.3).

There are also some words that have four and five syllables but cannot

be analysed further into morphemes, listed in (5).

(5) Words with more than three syllables
/te.de.ra.kum/

/se.ge.re.ge.te/

/sə.pə.rə.pu.tə/

‘chitter’

‘walk drunk’

‘wince because of an ant bite’

These words refer to repetitive movements of the body. This suggests that

the high amount of syllables is iconic for these movements.
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3.2.5 Stress

Stress in Central Lembata is marked by increased vowel length and higher

pitch. In unstressed syllables, vowels can be reduced to schwa. In Central

Lembata, the penultimate syllable of the word is stressed, unless the pen-

ultimate contains the vowel schwa. This becomes clear in suffixed nouns,

such as kopong /ˈko.poŋ/ ‘child’→ kopong-u /ko.ˈpo.ŋu/ ‘child-spec’, which

are both stressed on the penultimate syllable.

In most words, the underlying penultimate stress corresponds to the

penultimate vowel on the surface level, as /ko.ˈpo.ŋu/ ‘child’ is realised as

[ko.ˈpo.ŋu] on the surface. In both representations, the stress falls on the

penultimate vowel.However, in trisyllabic stemswith final sequences of two

identical vowels, the surface realisation shows ultimate stress, as in /tu.ˈlu.u/

‘repair’ which is realised as [tuˈluː]. A list of minimal pairs that are, on the

surface, distinguished by stress and vowel length are given in (6). Underly-

ingly, the pairs are distinguished by the number of syllables in the word.

(6) Surface minimal pairs by vowel length

Phonemic Phonetic Gloss

a. /tu.lu/ [ˈtu.lu] ‘frog (edible)’

/tu.ˈlu.u/ [tu.ˈluː] ‘repair’

b. /bo.ti/ [ˈbo.ti] ‘carry (a person)’

/bo.ˈti.i/ [bo.ˈtiː] ‘make a small hill of sand or rice grains’

c. /do.ri/ [ˈdo.ri] ‘follow (tr.)’

/do.ˈri.i/ [do.ˈriː] ‘follow (intr.)’

d. /ta.li/ [ˈta.li] ‘again’

/ta.ˈli.i/ [ta.ˈliː] ‘add’

e. /nu.bu/ [ˈnu.bu] ‘grow’

/nu.ˈbu.u/ [nu.ˈbuː] ‘shoot (n.)’

f. /ba.tu/ [ˈba.tu] ‘throw’

/ba.ˈtu.u/ [ba.ˈtuː] ‘pull something out of the soil’

Schwa is the only penultimate vowel that cannot be stressed. Words with

penultimate schwa are stressed at the ultimate syllable, such as /bə.ˈka/ ‘to

fly’. This even applies when all vowels in the word are schwa, such as in

/(ˈkva.ru) ə.ˈbət/ ‘bunch (of maize plants)’ or /rə.ˈkət/ ‘sharp’where the stress

falls on the ultimate schwa.
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However, for consonant-finalwords apparent free variationbetweenpen-

ultimate and ultimate stress is found. One example is /ke.dak/ ‘big’ which is

sometimes realised as [ˈke.dak] and sometimes as [ke.ˈdak]. This variation

can be explained by two competing rules. The general rule of penultimate

stress leads to the realisation of [ˈke.dak]. But there appears to be a tend-

ency to stress heavy final syllables with CVC structure which leads to the

realisation of [ke.ˈdak]. To repair the non-penultimate stress in the second

realisation, an epenthetic schwa can be added to a consonant-final word,

such as in /ke.dak/ [ke.ˈda.kə] ‘big’. This results again in regular penultimate

stress.

3.2.6 Summary

Central Lembata has 14 consonant /p, b, t, d, k, g, m, n, ŋ, r, v, s, dʒ, l/ and

6 vowel /i, u, e, ə, o, a/ phonemes. Voiced plosives cannot appear in coda

position, the nasal /ŋ/ cannot appear initially and phonemic schwa is not

allowed root-finally. A wide range of consonant clusters is found in word-

initial position. Many of them are a result of fossilised morphology. The

template of a stem is (C)(C)V.(C)V(C). Stems are generally disyllabic, while

the morpho-syntactic word can also be trisyllabic due to affixation. Central

Lembata words have penultimate stress, unless the penultimate is a schwa.

3.3 Nouns and noun phrases

3.3.1 Noun types

Central Lembata distinguishes between two main types of nouns: inalien-

able nouns and alienable nouns. This semantic division is reflected in the

grammatical properties of the nouns, summarised in Table 3.10.
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Table 3.10: Noun types in Central Lembata

Inalienable Alienable

Semantics

Body parts

Kinship terms

Parts of wholes

Property concepts

All others

Suffixes Possessor

Plurality

Specificity

None

Subtypes None
Simple (40%)

Coda alternating (60%)

In semantic terms, inalienable nouns refer to entities that are in a possessive

relationship with another entity that cannot be resolved (Payne 1997:105).

These nouns have referents that do not exist without the entity by which

they are possessed or of which they are part. The two entities cannot be

separated under normal circumstances. Most alienable nouns can also be

possessed but, if they are, the connection between possessor and posses-

sum can be dissolved. Inalienable nouns are typically body part nouns, kin-

ship terms and parts of wholes. From a cross-linguistic perspective, these

are expected categories for inalienable possession (Payne 1997:105; Shopen

2007:185). In Central Lembata, in addition to these three categories, prop-

erty concepts are also expressed by inalienable nouns.2 There are also some

Central Lembata nouns thatmight be considered inalienable froma seman-

tic point of view but which are grammatically alienable. Examples include

the body part nouns latar ‘head hair’ and tusor / tusu ‘breast’.

The semantic distinction between inalienable and alienable nouns is

grammaticalised in the choice of suffixes available for the noun. Nouns in

Central Lembata have only one slot for suffixes. Inalienable and alienable

nouns each have their own set of suffixes that can be used in this slot. Inali-

enable nouns take possessor suffixes (cf. §3.4.3), whereas alienable nouns

2 §3.6.6 and§3.3.4 provide further evidence for theword class of propertynouns. In §8.3.5,

I argue that the expression of property concepts by possessed nouns is an innovation in

Lamaholot.
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can take a specific suffix, a plural suffix or no suffix (cf. §3.3.1.2). Further-

more, inalienable nouns are formally coherent, whereas alienable nouns

have two formal subtypes.Alienablenouns are subdivided into simplenouns

and coda alternating nouns. Around 40% of alienable nouns are simple

nouns which have only one form per lexeme, whereas around 60% of ali-

enable nouns are coda alternating nouns, and have a long and a short form

of each lexeme.

The association of a noun with the alienable or inalienable type is not

entirely lexicalised. There are a few cases where a noun can behave as in-

alienable or alienable depending on the context in which it occurs. An ex-

ample is knawer ‘door’. This word can be either seen as an independent en-

tity, in which case it will behave as alienable with all associated features, or

as part of a whole, namely the door of a house or a hut, in which case it will

behave inalienably.

3.3.1.1 Inalienable nouns

Examples of inalienable nouns from each of the four semantic fields are

given in Table 3.11. For each field, one consonant-final and one vowel-final

form is provided.

Table 3.11: Inalienable nouns

Lexeme Gloss

Body parts lotor

mata

‘knee’

‘eye’

Kinship terms anak

ina

‘child’

‘mother’

Parts of wholes wikil

tawa

‘branch’

‘stem’

Property concepts kédak

weru

‘big.one’

‘new.one’

Inalienable nouns take a possessor suffix to indicate the possessor (§3.4.3).

For body parts and kinship terms, pronominal suffixes of all persons can be

employed, such as in (7) and in (8). In these examples, the use of a third
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person plural possessor suffix -ja is exemplified with the body part term niju

‘nose’, while the kinship term awa ‘spouse’ is marked for a first person singu-

lar possessor with the possessor suffix -ga.

(7) niju-ja

nose-3pl.poss

‘their noses’ (C1:76)

(8) awa-ga

spouse-1sg.poss

‘my wife’ (C1:189)

Unlike body parts and kinship terms, parts of wholes and property concepts

can only be possessed by third person possessors and obligatorily appear in

a phrasal construction with a dependent noun preceding them, such as una

‘house’ in (9). These construction are described further in §3.3.4.2 on noun

phrases with inalienable head nouns.

(9) una

house

weru-ja

new.one-3pl.poss

‘new houses’ (NB:34)

Property nouns are either inherently nominal, such as letes ‘cold.one’ or de-

rived from an adjectival root, such as kédak ‘big.one’ < kéda ‘big’ (cf. §3.3.6).

The first type of property nouns are analysed as nouns because they appear

in the same syntactic slot as the nominalised adjectival roots, thus as mod-

ifiers of nouns or as predicates (cf. §3.3.4.2 and §3.6.6).

Table 3.12 contains property nouns that are inherently nominal and not

derived from an adjectival root. Table 3.13 contains property nouns that are

derived from an adjectival root with the samemeaning as the derived prop-

ertynoun.Most of thederivedpropertynouns inTable 3.13 arederivedusing

the nominalising infix -n- or the suffix -k. The infix -n- is a frequent nomin-

alising suffix which also appears in other contexts, e. g. deriving a tool or

result from an action verb (cf. §3.3.6). The suffix -k only appears in connec-

tion with property concepts in Central Lembata.

The property nouns in the tables are sorted by their semantic properties

following categories proposed by Dixon (1982:16).

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/79b5dadb-8c55-453e-8a24-0c0f744424d6
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/79b5dadb-8c55-453e-8a24-0c0f744424d6
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/fcc8d085-1fb7-44ce-9099-4cc082426338
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Table 3.12: Underived property nouns

Property noun Gloss Property noun Gloss

physical property human propensities

gom ‘deep’ kruweng ‘ashamed’

kmoson ‘dull’ kruit ‘ashamed’

klemur ‘fat’ délong ‘bold’

mebur ‘fresh’ klébit ‘deaf; stupid’

brakong ‘lush’ geli ‘jealous’

groju ‘many leaves’ kmalas ‘lazy’

gai ‘painful; strong, hard’ bnogel ‘lazy’

reket ‘sharp’ kwasan ‘rich’

krogong ‘skinny’ knipék ‘blind’

klésar ‘smooth; even, flat’ kmiran ‘stingy’

gmelos ‘smooth’ blenger ‘stupid’

molur ‘straight’ klebéng ‘stupid’

kbékék ‘strong’

plekok ‘weak’

age dimension

kbélek ‘elder’ klépar ‘narrow’

weru ‘new’ duang ‘big and old’

okim ‘old (things)’

nuja ‘young, fresh (fruits)’

colour others

mitem ‘black; dark’ kpolot ‘round’

kberis ‘blue, green bird sp.’ klopor ‘round’

remak ‘dark’ blurek ‘round and tiny’

ijoni ‘green’ gésak ‘different’

méran ‘red’ blakun ‘naked’

kumas ‘yellow’

speed

gnesik ‘fast’
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Table 3.13: Derived property nouns

Adjectival root Derived noun Gloss

physical property

pait pnait ‘bitter’

berat bnerat ‘heavy’

kati knating ‘hot’

gewa knewak ‘rotten’

peju pnejuk ‘salty’

gilu kniluk ‘sour’

seru sneruk ‘sweet’

seba snebar ‘wet’

slae slaek ‘clean’

manga mangak ‘hard; thick’

klea kleak ‘light (weight)’

mila milan ‘dirty’

meli meling ‘quiet; no people’

mipi mipiw ‘thin’

dimension

keda kedak ‘big’

dae daek ‘near’

koda kodak ‘long’ (time)

doa doak ‘long; far’

mego megon/megok ‘short’ (thing)

lere lerek ‘short (vertical); flat’

ana anak ‘small’

golo golok ‘tall; high’

color

buja bujak ‘white’

human propensities

susa snusan ‘poor; sad’
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Adjectival root Derived noun Gloss

others

sukar snukar ‘difficult’

rai raik ‘many’

From the tables, it becomes visible that the underived property nouns show

a high diversity in semantic domains expressed and at the same time the

category of dimension is highly underrepresented, whereas the property

concepts that have an adjectival root have a clear tendency to express prop-

erties of physical property and dimension.

Property concepts expressedbynouns are an innovation inCentral Lem-

bata and the whole Flores-Lembata family. This innovation and its history

is discussed in §8.3.

3.3.1.2 Alienable nouns

Alienable nouns, subdivided into simple and coda alternating nouns, cover

various semantic fields. Simplenounshaveone form for each lexeme,where-

as coda alternating nouns have a long form and a short form for each lex-

ical item. The division into simple and coda alternating nouns is lexically

determined. However, historically the phonological structure of the stem

plays an important role to determine whether a noun is simple or coda al-

ternating. In this section, I focus on the synchronic forms and distributions

of alienable nouns. The historic development of alienable nouns and their

subdivision into simple nouns and coda alternating nouns is discussed in

§3.3.3.

Table 3.14 provides examples of simple alienable nouns, which cover

around 40% of the alienable nouns in the Central Lembata lexicon. Simple

alienable nouns are mainly consonant-final but there are also a few vowel-

final nouns that fall into this category, such as snaé ‘shawl’.

Table 3.15 gives examples of coda alternating alienable nouns, which

encompass around 60% of all alienable nouns in the lexicon. Coda altern-

ating nouns have two synchronic realisations of the same lexeme. One form

is consonant-final, such as for example aor ‘dog’ or buser ‘cotton bow’, and

another form is shorter and vowel-final, such as au ‘dog’, or consonant-final
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but with only one vowel which is phonetically long, such as buus [buːs] ‘cot-

ton bow’.3 The short forms with long vowels are marginal. In glosses of this

dissertation, the long form is marked with \l (long) and the short form is

marked with \s (short) but only if the distinction is relevant for the context

of discussion.

Table 3.14: Simple alienable nouns

Lexeme Gloss

manuk ‘chicken’

kébol ‘sugar palm’

taum ‘indigo plant’

gerep ‘young woman’

apur ‘lime’

emut ‘dust’

snaé ‘shawl’

Table 3.15: Coda alternating alienable nouns

Long form Short form Gloss

aor au ‘dog’

witér witi ‘goat’

lisor liso ‘rice plant’

buser buus ‘cotton bow’

piring piri ‘plate’

kopong kopo ‘young person; child’

ékén éké ‘bamboo stairs’

binén biné ‘woman, female’

unan una ‘house’

karaj kara ‘grain’

3 In the case of buser / buus ‘cotton bow’, the long form is the historically underlying form

as this word goes back to PMP *busuR. The short form is thus generated by deletion of

the final consonant /r/ which leads to a schwa-final word. As final schwa is dispreferred

in the syllable structure, this is possibly the reasonwhy the schwa is dropped and the /u/

is lengthened instead.
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The two shapes of a coda alternating noun are used in different syntactic

contexts. Different distribution rules (10) apply for the two shapes of coda

alternating nouns in a noun phrase (NP) and nouns as part of a verb phrase

(VP).

(10) Distribution rules for the two forms of coda alternating nouns

a) Noun Phrase: In non-final position, coda alternating nouns

occur as short forms, see examples in (11). In final position,

coda alternating nouns occur as long forms, see examples in

(12).

b) Verb phrase: object nouns (which are always in final posi-

tion of the VP) occur as short forms, see examples in (13).

Long forms cannot occur within the VP.

In the following, I illustrate the two rules with examples. Within the noun

phrase, the choice of long or short form is only based on the ‘core’ part of

the NP, including nouns and numerals (cf. Table 3.22 in §3.3.4). Non-final

elements, such as kopo ‘child\s’ in (11a) and biné ‘woman\s’ in (11b) appear

in the short form as they are followed by another element in the NP, i. e. the

inalienable noun anak ‘little.one’ in (11a) and the numeral tuné ‘one’ in (11b).

(11) a. Kopo

child\s

anak

little.one

wo

dist

ro

fin

kreka-nga.

startle-3sg

‘That little.one child got frightened.’ (F1:26)

b. Biné

female\s

tuné

one

na=soga

3sg=hold

kaén.

cloth

‘A woman holds a piece of cloth.’ (FH1:28)

NP-final nouns always appear in the long form, such as kopong ‘child\l’ in

(12a) and in (12b) and also lamén ‘male\l’ in (12c). Demonstratives, such as

wo ‘dist’, and end of phrase particles, such as ro ‘fin’, are outside of the ‘core’

NP. Therefore, the noun kopong ‘child\l’ in (12b) is the only element in the

NP.

(12) a. Kopong

child\l

gelé-na.

lie.down-3sg

‘The child sleeps.’ (F2:4)

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/aa0cc643-84bd-4f2a-920d-de846e7b8a63
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/a9984d33-c1eb-4d49-9e25-c6d9b3d5d1de
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/453e3d50-017f-4c68-9597-0aa972bcc04c
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b. Kopong

child\l

wo

dist

ro

fin

kreka-nga.

startle-3sg

‘That child is frightened.’ (F2:25)

c. Kopo

child\s

lamén

male\l

soro-nga

hide-3sg

woné

dist

kursi

chair

paap.

side

‘A boy hides next to the chair.’ (FH1:37)

In verb phrases, such as in (13), the object noun occurs in the short form,

regardless of the presence of absence other elements in the NP, such as tu

‘one’ in (13c) or wo ‘dist’ in (13d).

(13) a. Kam=paraw

1pl.excl=feed

kopo.

child\s

‘We bring up (our) children.’ (T3:290)

b. Go

1sg

durum

see

ika.

fish\s

‘I sell fish.’ (NT:3)

c. Na=soga

3sg=hold

kaju

wood\s

tu.

one

‘She holds a wooden stick.’ (FH1:7)

d. Papi-nga

burn-3sg

witi

goat\s

wo,

dist

we

so

ta=kaan-a

1pl.incl=eat-3sg

kia

incep

wé.

prox

‘Let’s grill that goat, so that we can eat it now.’ (L3:191)

As soon as an object noun is fronted, such as lisor ‘rice\l’ in (14), it is not part

of the VP any more and thus follows the rule for coda alternating nouns in

the NP. The fronted object now appears in the long form because it is in NP-

final position.

(14) Bo

disc

lisor

rice\l

bo

disc

ro

fin

bo

disc

da=durum.

3pl=sell

‘And the rice, they sell [it].’ (M3:8)

The rules for the distribution of short and long forms of coda alternating

nouns only apply to nouns that are notmarked for specificity or plural num-

ber by means of suffixes (cf. §3.3.2). Coda alternating nouns with a suffix

only have one form and it is the long form that takes the suffix (cf. §3.3.2).

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/453e3d50-017f-4c68-9597-0aa972bcc04c
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/a9984d33-c1eb-4d49-9e25-c6d9b3d5d1de
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/5359c27f-1aa4-46d7-ba2b-e4ae11bfa1dd
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/5a10a88e-1dab-4e11-a862-7f6734fa2c07
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/a9984d33-c1eb-4d49-9e25-c6d9b3d5d1de
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/54ee5518-8f6c-4933-8cb7-b6764ab89e7f
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/11b62e03-93ca-4ed8-bcd4-14ffd7b67b72
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3.3.2 Suffixes on alienable nouns

Simple nouns, such asmanuk ‘chicken’, and the long forms of coda alternat-

ing nouns, such as aor ‘dog’, can be optionally marked with the suffixes -ja

‘pl’ for plurality or -u ‘spec’ for specificity. The specificity suffix -u is of un-

known origin. It could be related to tu ‘one’ with an irregular loss of initial t.

The plural suffix -ja has developed from the third person plural pronoun da

(cf. §8.4.2.1). Nouns marked for specificity or plurality mainly occur as NP-

final nouns and only rarely as object nouns. In theVP, plurality or specificity

of the object noun is in most cases not overtly marked, compare example

(13a).

The suffix -u ‘spec’ is the main means to mark an alienable noun as sin-

gular specific. A noun that is marked as specific indicates that the referent

of the noun is a particular referent which is known to the speaker. Table

3.16 lists examples of nouns marked as specific using the suffix -u ‘spec’.

As most simple nouns and all coda alternating free forms are consonant-

final, the suffix -u ‘spec’ simply attaches to the stem, such as for the words

kopong-u ‘child\l-spec’, aor-u ‘dog\l-spec’,manuk-u ‘chicken\l-spec’. When

a simple noun is vowel-final, such as snaé ‘shawl’, the consonant [r] is in-

serted in between the final vowel of the stem and the suffix -u ‘spec’. The

etymological origin of the inserted [r] remains unclear (cf. §3.3.3.1).

Table 3.16: Specificity suffix -u on alienable nouns

Specific noun Morphemes Meaning

kopongu kopong -u ‘the child’

aoru aor -u ‘the dog’

manuku manuk -u ‘the chicken’

snaéru snaé [r] -u ‘the shawl’

The plural suffix -ja ‘pl’ canmark the noun for plural number, as exemplified

in Table 3.17. The plural suffix is used when there is no other indication of

plurality in the noun phrase, e. g. by numerals or quantifiers. It can be used

for all kinds of alienable nouns, including animates and inanimates, but not

for concepts that inherently cannot have a plural meaning, such as kelem

‘sky’ or luwak ‘sun’.
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Table 3.17: Plural suffix -ja on alienable nouns

Plural noun Morphemes Meaning

koponga kopong -ja ‘children’

aoja aor -ja ‘dogs’

manusa manuk -ja ‘chickens’

snaéja snaé -ja ‘shawls’

As most simple nouns and all coda alternating long forms are consonant-

final, the use of the plural suffix -ja ‘pl’ results in an underlying consonant

cluster which is resolved according to themorpho-phonological rules listed

in (15) to (17), each with a number of examples.

According to the rule in (15), the final consonants j,m, ng, l, w, s of a noun

taking a plural suffix are retained but they cause the initial j of the suffix to

be dropped.

(15) Deletion of j in -ja ‘pl’ following j, m, ng, l, w, s

j → zero / j, m, ng, l, w, s _a

uaj -ja → uaja ‘rattan-pl’

wetem -ja → wetema ‘millet-pl’

kopong -ja → koponga ‘child-pl’

kadal -ja → kadala ‘fence-pl’

ktumaw -ja → ktumawa ‘louse.cloth-pl’

temus -ja → temusa ‘whale-pl’

According to the rule in (16) the j of the plural suffix is devoiced to s after

voiceless stops p, t, k and subsequently these voiceless stops are deleted.

(16) Devoicing of j in -ja ‘pl’ after p, t, k and deletion of p, t, k

1. j → s / _{p, t, k}

2. p, t, k → zero

bepap -ja → bepasa ‘lizard-pl’

ramut -ja → ramusa ‘root-pl’

manuk -ja →manusa ‘chicken-pl’
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For nouns ending in r or n, the rule in (17) applies. This means that the con-

sonant j of the suffix -ja is realised when the final consonant of the noun is

either n or r. These coda consonants are dropped and j remains.

(17) Deletion of nominal coda n, r before -ja ‘PL’

n, r → zero / _ ja

liar -ja → liaja ‘ginger-pl’

aor -ja → aoja ‘dog-pl’

aper -ja → apeja ‘fire-pl

utan -ja → utaja ‘bean-pl’

angin -ja → angija ‘wind-pl’

The fact that r is seemingly dropped here is probably related to the fact that

final r is historically not part of the stem but inserted (cf. §3.3.3.1). In some

cases, the final n could be a historic genitive suffix, and thus historically not

bepart of the stem.However, inboth examples givenabove /n/ is historically

part of the stem: utan < PMP *qutan ‘small, wild herbaceous plants; scrub-

land, bush’ and angin < PMP *haŋin ‘wind’.

The liquids l and r do not always behave according to the general rules

listed above. With 10 out of 12 occurrences in corpus, the final consonant

l normally follows the rule in (15), thus causing deletion of j in the suffix.

However, two l-final nouns inmy corpus follow the rule in (17) whichmeans

that l is deleted and the initial j is kept.4 With 116 out of 128 occurrences in

my corpus, the final consonant r usually follows the rule in (17). However,

in 12 cases in my corpus the final consonant r follows the rule in (15) and is

retained.5

The fact that the suffixes -ja ‘pl’ and -u ‘spec’ aremutually exclusive and

the observation that nouns with the specificity suffix -u are by default sin-

gular leads to the question whether the two suffixes are a plural variant and

4 Examples of nouns that delete final l when pluralised and thus violate the rule in (15):

nukél → nukéja ‘a kind of weaving tool’, bnuél → bnuéja ‘thread winder’.
5 Examples of nouns that retain final r when pluralised and thus violate the rule in (17):

naker → nakera ‘roof ’, latar → latara ‘hair’, klobar → klobara ‘part of corn cob’, apur → apura

‘lime’, labur → labura ‘shirt’, kelir → kelira ‘part of banana plant’, lusir → lusira ‘needle’ ,

kebur → kebura ‘part of coconut’, kalar → kalara ‘traditional bracelet’ , kunur → kunura

‘breadfruit’, user → usera ‘flesh’ , snokar → snokara ‘digging stick’.
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a singular variant of the same category. This could be e. g. number or spe-

cificity. Analyzing this category as number would suggest that a morpholo-

gically unmarked noun can be either read as singular or plural. However,

it appears to be the case that unmarked nouns, at least as heads of a noun

phrase, are always singular. Analyzing this category as specificity, with a sin-

gular and a plural morpheme, would require showing that marked head

nouns are specific and that unmarked head nouns are non-specific, unless

there is another element such as a demonstrative or a possessor present that

yields a specific reading. However, this does not seem to be the case, as there

are non-specific nouns marked with -ja ‘pl’, such as laméja in (18).

(18) Bo

disc

kalau

if

lamé-ja

man-pl

bo

disc

grati

call

maa

say

ama

father

...

‘Concerning men, we call them ama.’ (C1:130)

The plural noun laméja ‘man.pl’ has a clear non-specific meaning, as the

meaning of the sentence concerns men in general and no specific group of

men. So far, no evidence has been found to analyse both suffixes as a sin-

gular and a plural allomorph of the same category. A more systematic data

collection is needed to ultimately answer this question.

Number marking is an innovation in Central Lembata and the whole

Central Lamaholot subgroup. Inparticular, themarkingof plurality onnouns

appears to be an areal feature, possibly of non-Austronesian origin. This fea-

ture and its history is discussed in more detail in §8.4.

3.3.3 Coda alternation: origin and regional context

This section is a historic and comparative discursus on the emergence of

coda alternation in Central Lembata. I first propose a diachronic explana-

tion for coda alternation in Central Lembata in §3.3.3.1 which appears to be

an innovation. It becomes evident that in Central Lembata coda alternation

is connected to the innovation of the specificity suffix.

In the following, I examine how wide-spread the phenomenon of coda

alternation is among the varieties of Lamaholot. In §3.3.3.2, I show that

coda alternation, as well as number marking through suffixes, as described

for Central Lembata in §3.3.2, is found in all varieties of Central Lamaho-

lot. This suggests that these features developed in Proto-Central Lamaholot.

In §3.3.3.3, I show that Western Lamaholot and Eastern Lamaholot do not

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/79b5dadb-8c55-453e-8a24-0c0f744424d6
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have these features but there is a slight possibility that these languages had

coda alternation and/or number marking in the past but lost the features.

In §3.3.3.4, I point out that coda alternation in Central Lembata shows strik-

ing similarities with morphological metathesis and cases of consonant in-

sertion attested in Austronesian languages of Timor.

3.3.3.1 Central Lembata

In the following, I propose a hypothesis on the development of coda altern-

ation which is attested in around 60% of the alienable nouns in Central

Lembata. The remaining 40% of alienable nouns in this language do not

showcoda alternation, thus have only one form (cf. §3.3.1.2). There are three

steps that led to the development of coda alternation in Central Lembata,

as demonstrated in Table 3.18.

Table 3.18: The development of coda alternation in Central Lembata

r-insertion ili ‘mountain’ + -u ‘spec’ → ile-r-u ‘mountain-spec’

Reanalysis iler-u ‘mountain-spec’ → iler ‘mountain’

→ 2 stems: ili/iler ‘mountain’

Analogy ikan ‘fish’ → ika/ikan ‘fish’

First, the liquid r was inserted before the specificity suffix -u ‘spec’ when the

suffix attached to a vowel-final stem, such as ili ‘mountain’ (< PMP *qilih

‘mountain’), see also §3.3.2. The specific form of the word ili ‘mountain’ is

then iler-u ‘mountain-spec’. Generally, high vowels i and u are lowered to e

and o in this process. Therefore, the final vowel i of ili ‘mountain’ is lowered

to e.

The inserted r is of unknown origin.6 Central Lembata does not allow a

vowel-final stem to take a vowel-initial suffix. Sequences of two vowels are

allowed stem-internally but not at a morpheme boundary (cf. 3.2.2). In the

pronominal suffix paradigms (cf. §3.4.2.4), this is solved by the insertion of

a nasal ng in between the verbal stem and the suffix -a ‘3sg’ or -i ‘3pl’, such

6 A possible origin could be a previously lost stem-final consonant (Blevins 2008:93-97).

However, as most of the nouns with inserted r go back to a historically vowel-final stem,

this appears unlikely.
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as in tula ‘make’ which becomes tula-ng-a ‘make-3sg’. It is not clear why in

the verbal case a nasal is inserted, while in the case of nominal stem and

suffix -u ‘spec’ the liquid r is inserted.

As the second step, the inserted r is reanalysed as being part of the stem,

which leads to anewadditional longer formof the stem, here iler ‘mountain’,

that exists in addition to the original short short form ili ‘mountain’.

As the last step, many consonant-final nouns, mainly those ending in

nasals n or ng, drop their final consonant in analogy to gain an additional

form, such as ikan ‘fish’ (< PMP *hikan ‘fish’) which has the two forms ikan

and ika. However, this process appears to be only semi-productive and is

not applied to all C-final nouns in Central Lembata. Only around 60% of

the alienable nouns show coda alternation. There is a clear pattern towards

certain consonants being dropped more easily than others. The majority of

alienable nouns ending in the nasals n and ng have dropped their final con-

sonants to gain a vowel-final form, with only very few exceptions for ng that

were not dropped.7 A fewnouns that have final consonants other thann and

ng also have dropped their final consonant to gain coda alternation. There

are sporadic examples of dropped final k, t, r, l and m in my corpus.8 The

consonants j and w are rare in final position. My corpus of Central Lem-

bata contains seven alienable nouns with final j, out of which four are coda

alternating, and one alienable noun ending in w which is also coda altern-

ating.9

Synchronically, both forms of the nouns, the original form and the new

form, are still used. Within the NP, the short form appears in non-final pos-

7 In my corpus, there are 4 out of 51 nouns ending in ng that do not show coda alterna-

tion, thus did not drop their final consonant to gain a second form. These are: nileng ‘k.o.

jewelery’, giwang ‘earring’, tuteng ‘frog sp.’, klewang ‘long machete’ (loan fromMalay).
8 Coda alternating nouns with final k, t, l, m: weka/wekak ‘bird sp.’, kapa/kapak ‘axe’,

gaja/gajak ‘wound’, suri/surit ‘weaving sword’, bnue/bnuel ‘thread winder’, peri/perim

‘bamboo sp.’. To identify coda alternating nounswith final r that come from r-final nouns

that dropped there final consonant is more difficult because, if no etymology is known,

the same words could be vowel-final nouns with r insertion. Nevertheless, a few cases

could be identified: wuli/wulir ‘bunch’ (In wulir the high vowel i before r is not lowered,

this shows that the r is part of the stem and not inserted.), ula/ular ‘snake’(PMP *hulaR

‘snake’).
9 Alienable nouns with final j: blawaj ‘stretching tool’, blebaj ‘k.o. basket’, punaj ‘snake sp.’,

ena/enaj ‘soil’, kara/karaj ‘grain’, kresa/kresaj ‘tree sp.’, ua/uaj ‘rattan’. Alienable nounwith

final w: ktuma/ktumaw ‘cloth louse’.
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ition and within the VP, the short form appears in object position following

the verb (cf. §3.3.1.2). In these positions, specificity marking on the noun

with the suffix -u ‘spec’ is not allowed (non-final NP position), or strongly

dispreferred (post-verbal object position). Assuming that the use of the spe-

cificity suffix initiated the additionalC-final stemsof V-final alienablenouns,

as laid out above, it is logical that these new forms with inserted r appear in

positions where specificity marking is allowed or frequently used.

I propose that the alternation started with vowel-final nouns.When the

pattern of long forms and short forms in their specific syntactic positions

was regularised, C-final nouns started to drop their final consonant in ana-

logy to the system that had developed in V-final nouns and started to fol-

low the same distribution pattern. This suggests that the language was in

the process of regularising the system of coda alternation to all alienable

nouns. However, at some point, this process ceased. Alternatively, it can be

proposed that the process is only semi-productive with a tendency to apply

to vowel-final and n/ng-final nouns and less to others. There are still a few

rather recent Malay loans, such as piring ‘plate’, kopi ‘coffee’, kerbau ‘buffalo’

or kusing ‘cat’, which have coda alternation. Therefore, the fossilisation of

the process must have occurred when Malay had already been in use as a

lingua franca in the region, which means not longer than 400 years ago (cf.

§1.2.4.4).

3.3.3.2 Central Lamaholot

In this section, I show that coda alternation, as well as number marking

(cf. §3.3.2) is not only found in Central Lembata, the language described in

this grammar sketch, but in all varieties of the Central Lamaholot subgroup

(cf. §4.1.4). Although the Central Lamaholot varieties are only poorly docu-

mented, the 33 wordlists collected by Keraf (1978a:262-297) throughout the

Lamaholot area provide evidence that traces of plural marking, specificity

marking and coda alternation are found in all varieties of Central Lama-

holot, as shown in Table 3.19. This suggests that both phenomena can be

reconstructed to Proto-Central Lamaholot. To what extent the systems are

active and how they differ in detail among the varieties of Central Lamaho-

lot remains to be explored. Table 3.19 shows a selection of nouns in Central

Lamaholot (CL) varieties and their corresponding PMP forms. Central Lem-

bata long and short forms are added for comparison.
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Table 3.19: Comparative data for C insertion in CL varieties (Keraf 1978)

Variety ‘dog’ ‘snake’ ‘head louse’ ‘stone’ ‘mountain’

PMP *asu *hulaR *kutu *batu *qilih

Central Lembata au/aor ula/ular kutu/kutor watu/wator ili/iler

Lewotala aoru ularu kutoja fatoja ileru

Imulolo aor ular kutor fator iler

Lewopenutu aoru ularu kutoj fatoru ile

Mingar aoru ular kutoru wato ileru

Lewuka aor ular kutu wator iler

Kalikasa au ula kutu watu ile

Lewokukun aoru ularu kutoru watoru ileru

Painara aho ulay kutoy wator iler

C = consonant, CL = Central Lamaholot

The nouns in the table have diverse forms. There are vowel- and consonant-

final forms, forms with the specificity suffix -u, as iler-u ‘hill-spec’ inMingar,

and plural forms with the suffix -ja, as kuto-ja ‘louse-pl’ in Lewotala.

Identifying thepresenceof morphology andcodaalternation in theother

Central Lamaholot varieties is onlypossible because themorphologyof Cent-

ral Lembata is known. There are no indications in the Keraf wordlists on

these variety of forms. The sole occurrence of only one form per concept

in the data provided by Keraf (1978a) suggests that the author was neither

aware of the coda alternation nor the suffixes. The words must have been

elicited without analysis of the morphology.

3.3.3.3 Western and Eastern Lamaholot

In this section, I address the question of whether the phenomenon of coda

alternation was more wide-spread than Central Lamaholot. Based on in-

spection of the wordlists in Keraf (1978a) it appears that the phenomena

of coda alternation as well as number marking (cf. §3.3.2) are exclusive to

Central Lamaholot and not found in Western or Eastern Lamaholot variet-

ies, as theWestern and Eastern Lamaholot varieties, in Table 3.20 and Table

3.21, have very regular shapes of nouns. The nouns in the table, which are
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cognates of the Central Lamaholot nouns shown in the previous section, all

are vowel-final and do not show any suffixes or inserted final r.

Table 3.20: Comparative data for nouns inWL varieties (Keraf 1978)

Variety ‘dog’ ‘snake’ ‘head louse’ ‘stone’ ‘mountain’

PMP *asu *hulaR *kutu *batu *qilih

Pukaunu aho ula kuto wato ilé

Lewolema aho ula kuto wato ilé

Waibalun aho ula' kuto wato ilé

Baipito aho ula' kuto wato ilé

Bama aho ula' kuto wato ilé

Lewolaga aho ula kuto wato ilé

Tanjung aho ula' kuto wato ilé

Ritaebang aho ula kuto wato ilé

Lewotobi aho ula' kuto wato ilé

Kiwangona aho ula' kuto wato ilé

Dulhi aho ula' kuto wato ilé

Horowura aho ula' kuto wato ilé

Waiwadan aho ula kuto wato ilé

Watan aho ula' kuto wato ilé

Lamakera aho ula kuto wato ilé

Botun aho ula kuto wato ilé

Ile Ape aho ula kuto wato ilé

Lamalera ao ula kuto wato ilé

Mulan aho ula kuto wato ilé

Belang ao ula kuto wato ilé

Wuakerong aho ula kuto wato ilé

Lamahora aho ula kuto wato ilé

Merdeka aho ula kuto wato ilé

WL =Western Lamaholot
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Table 3.21: Comparative data for nouns in EL varieties (Keraf 1978)

Variety ‘dog’ ‘snake’ ‘head louse’ ‘stone’ ‘mountain’

PMP *asu *hulaR *kutu *batu *qilih

Lamatuka aho ula uto wato ilé

Lewoeleng aho ula uto wato ilé

EL = Eastern Lamaholot

3.3.3.4 Languages of Timor

On Timor, several Austronesian languages are attested that have lexemes

with two forms. Similar to the coda alternating nouns in Central Lembata

(cf. §3.3.3.1), these two forms show phonological alternations in their coda

and they are used in different morpho-syntactic environments. Therefore,

they can be classified as cases of coda alternation. In the Timor cases, the

second form is historically derived from its base by metathesis or by con-

sonant insertion. Consonant insertion— the insertion of r before the suffix

-u ‘spec’ — is also attested in Central Lembata, but metathesis is not (cf.

§3.3.3.1).

Cases of metathesis that create additional forms of lexemes for spe-

cific morpho-syntactic contexts are summarised in Edwards (2016a:31-67).

Based on current knowledge and documentation, the following languages

in the Timor region are reported to have metathesised and unmetathesised

forms with morphological function: Leti, Roma, Mambae, Helong and lan-

guages of theMeto cluster.10 Althoughdiffering in details, in these languages

there is a tendency for a final versus non-final distribution of the two forms

on the phrase level. For example in Roma (Steven 1991), the unmetathesised

form, such as krahan ‘house’, occurs when an attributive modifiers follows

the noun in the phrase, such as in (19a), or in object position, such as hiwit

‘machete’ in (19b). Unmodified nouns occur in themetathesised form, such

as hiwti ‘machete’ in (19c).

10 Basedon initial descriptionsby JosephLovestrand (personal communication), it appears

that the language Kodi spoken on Sumba shows very similar patterns of metathesis. Pos-

sibly, this pattern is more wide-spread in the region than currently documented.
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(19) Roma

a. krahan

house\unmetathesised

popotna

large

‘large house’ (Steven 1991:67)

b. N-la

3sg-go

n-dahal

3sg-search

hiwit-a.

machete\unmetathesised-epn

‘He searched for a machete.’ (Steven 1991:67)

c. Hiwti

machete\metathesised

ta-walli.

neg-exist

‘There wasn’t any machete.’ (Steven 1991:67)

To some extent, this pattern is similar to Central Lembata. In the Roma ex-

amples above, the unmetathesised formwould correspond to the short form

in Central Lembata, while the metathesised form would correspond to the

long form (cf. §3.3.1.2).

Cases of final consonant insertion that create an additional form of a

lexeme are attested in Amfo’an, a variety of Meto, and in varieties closely re-

lated to Amfo’an (Culhane 2019). An interesting parallel between the con-

sonant insertion in Amfo'an and consonant insertion in Central Lembata

is the following. In addition to the insertion of regular g and j in Amfo'an,

Culhane (2019:75, 77) finds the insertion of l in certain words unexplained.

Historically, the inserted l comes from *r. Also Central Lembata inserts the

liquid r which is of unknown origin. This putative connection remains to be

examined further.

In theTAP family, codaalternating formsof a lexemes indifferentmorpho-

syntactic distributions are not attested. Reduced nouns in Makalero have

some similarities in distribution with the coda alternation cases described

in this section. However, only three lexemeswith reduced forms are attested

in Makalero: ara-← arapau ‘buffallo’, oma-← omar ‘stilt house’ and nu-←
nunu ‘lips’ (Huber 2011:120). These reduced forms dropped their final con-

sonant or final syllable. They are found innominal compounds and as verbal

complements.

3.3.3.5 Summary

Codaalternation is attested throughoutCentral Lamaholot aswell as in some

Austronesian languages of Timor. The similarities in function, i. e. two forms
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for different morpho-syntactic environments, and, for some languages also

in strategy, i.e. consonant insertion in Central Lembata and Amfo'an, are

striking. Nevertheless, there is no evidence to assume a shared innovation

for this phenomenon in Central Lembata and the languages of Timor. Thus,

coda alternationmay be seen as a “universal” strategy attested in the region

to mark an opposition in syntactic position for certain word classes, mainly

nouns.

3.3.4 Noun phrases

3.3.4.1 Basic noun phrases

A noun phrase (NP) in Central Lembata has the following slots.

Table 3.22: Noun phrase template

NP slots Core Subordinate Final

Elements N (N) (N) NUM relative clause DEM DISC

ThisNP template shows all possible nounphrase slots and the elements that

can be inserted in these slots. In a noun phrase, all elements apart from one

noun (N) are optional.

The core slot containsup to threenouns. If nonumeral (NUM) is present,

the final noun in the core slot can take a suffix, whereas all preceding nouns

cannot be marked morphologically. The suffixes available for inalienable

nouns (possessor) and for alienable nouns (plural and specificity) have been

discussed in §3.3.1. With a numeral in the final position of the core slot, no

morphological marking of the preceding noun is allowed (cf. §3.3.4.4). The

core slot of the NP can be followed by a relative clause which is semantic-

ally subordinated but structurally simply juxtaposed (cf. §3.3.4.5). Follow-

ing the subordinate slot, there is a final slotwhich can contain a demonstrat-

ive (DEM) and one or both of the discourse particles (DISC) ro ‘fin’ and bo

‘disc’ or less frequently di ‘disc’ (cf. §3.3.4.6).

The simplest nounphrase contains a nounalone, either inalienable (20)

or alienable (21).
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(20) Ina-ga

mother-1sg.poss

Lélu.

name

‘My mother is Lelu.’ (M1:4)

(21) Kopong

child\l

gelé-na.

sleep-3sg

‘The child sleeps.’ (F2:4)

Inalienable head nouns are marked with a suffix, such as -ga ‘1sg.poss’ in

(20). Alienable head nouns are optionally marked with -u ‘spec’, such as in

(22) or -ja ‘pl’, such as in (23).

(22) Aor-u

dog-spec

gelé

sleep

dori-nga.

follow-3sg

‘The dog also sleeps.’ (F1:5)

(23) Kopong-a

child-pl

da=maluw-i.

3pl=be.hungry-3pl

‘The children are hungry.’ (L3:189)

In general, most nouns preceding the main noun in the core NP are pos-

sessors of inalienable nouns and in that case the core NP is an inalienable

possessive construction (cf. §3.3.4.2). Additional nouns preceding an alien-

able noun are more restricted. Only a hyponym-hypernym (kind-category)

relation can be expressed between an alienable nouns and another noun

preceding it. The alienable noun then expresses a kind and is preceded by

another noun expressing a category. This is illustrated in (24) where the ali-

enable head noun granak ‘young male’ expresses that the referent of kopo

granak is ‘a male kind’ of the category ‘child’.

(24) Kopo

child\s

granak

young.male

kéda

big

kéi.

pfv

‘The boy is already grown up.’ (C1:92)

As the head noun in this kind of construction is an alienable noun, it can be

marked for plural, as in (25), or for specificity, as in (26).

(25) Bo

disc

dané

3pl

kopo

child\s

grana-sa

young.male-pl

d-awa.

3pl-still

‘They were still boys.’ (M2:104)

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/bd5c9228-19d9-4049-8d96-319e282a5ef6
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/453e3d50-017f-4c68-9597-0aa972bcc04c
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/aa0cc643-84bd-4f2a-920d-de846e7b8a63
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/54ee5518-8f6c-4933-8cb7-b6764ab89e7f
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/79b5dadb-8c55-453e-8a24-0c0f744424d6
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/12f3ce8c-c92e-418f-b23d-e2b2bd592416
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(26) ... ta=dapat

1pl.incl=get

manuk

chicken

teluk-u.

egg-spec

‘... we will get eggs.’ (C3:115)

The sentence in (27) is an example of a noun phrase which has three nouns

and a numeral in the core NP.

(27) Kopo

child

lamé

male

anak

small.one

tuné

one

na=diro

3sg=prog

duu

see

anem

thing

tuné.

one

‘A boy is looking at something.’ (S3:27)

This complex NP includes an inalienable possessive construction with kopo

lamé ‘boy’ as the possessor and anak ‘small.one’ as the inalienably possessed

noun.

3.3.4.2 Inalienable possessive construction

An inalienable head noun and its preceding possessor noun can express

various semantic relations. These are possessum-possessor, meronym-holo-

nym (part-whole), hyponym-hypernym (kind-category) and property rela-

tions.

In an inalienablepossessive construction, the inalienablenounexpresses

thepossessum, e.g.ulu ‘head’, and ismarkedwith apossessor suffix (cf. §3.4.3),

while the preceding noun denotes the possessor, e.g. witi ‘goat’, such as in

(28).

(28) witi

goat\s

ulu-n

head-3sg.poss

‘the goat’s head’ (NT:2)

In this construction, it is possible to replace the possessor noun with pro-

clitic, such asmo= ‘2sg’ in (29) or kam= ‘1pl.excl’ in (30).

(29) Mo=lima-m

2sg=hand-2sg.poss

nao

kind

ga

where

re?

now

‘How is your hand now?’ (C6:177)

(30) kam=ina-mi

1pl.excl=mother-1pl.excl.poss

‘our mothers’ (M3:116)

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/d10ee89f-1b7f-4c7d-afd3-a3f5e125d3b7
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/849f30c1-e2e8-4a17-810c-26de6399efef
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/5a10a88e-1dab-4e11-a862-7f6734fa2c07
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/3f979cd5-b498-46d5-97f9-de359d1d6bc0
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/11b62e03-93ca-4ed8-bcd4-14ffd7b67b72
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When the possessor is expressed by a preceding nominal, free pronoun or

clitic, the possessor suffix on the inalienable noun can be left unexpressed,

as in (31).

(31) rusa

deer\s

ulu

head

‘the deer’s head’ (F1:42)

Part-whole relations are expressed by a construction that is parallel to an

inalienable possessive construction. In addition to the pronominal posses-

sor suffix, a nominal possessor obligatorily precedes the inalienable noun,

as exemplified in (32). In (32), the inalienable head noun lolo ‘leaf ’ refers to

a meronym, a part of whole. Its holonym is expressed by skajo ‘tuber\s’. The

meronym lolo ‘leaf ’ is marked by a possessor suffix, such as the possessed

noun in a possessive construction, while the holonym skajo ‘tuber’ in the

dependent slot remains unmarked, in the same way as the possessor in a

possessive construction.

(32) skajo

tuber\s

lolo-nu

leaf-3sg.poss

‘a tuber leaf ’ (C5:18)

Finally, an inalienable head noun can express a kind, such as snipan ‘side’,

of a certain category, such as éka ‘garden\s’ in (33) where the use of the pos-

sessor suffix -i ‘3pl’ on the head noun snipan ‘side’ yields a plural reading of

the noun phrase.

(33) Da=muul-i

3pl=plant-3pl

waak-i

finish-3pl

éka

garden

snipan-i.

side-3pl.poss

‘They finished planting the side gardens.’ (T3:57)

In Central Lembata, property nouns, such as kédak ‘big.one’ in (34), are in-

alienable nouns from a structural perspective. This means that they can be

marked with possessor suffixes, such as -i ‘3pl’ in (34).

(34) naluk

vegetable

kédak-i

big.one-3pl.poss

‘big vegetables’ (C5:24)

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/aa0cc643-84bd-4f2a-920d-de846e7b8a63
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/cebfc6ea-4833-4afe-9a78-09910a9784f2
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/5359c27f-1aa4-46d7-ba2b-e4ae11bfa1dd
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/cebfc6ea-4833-4afe-9a78-09910a9784f2
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Here, the inalienable noun kédak ‘big.one’ is preceded by the noun naluk

‘vegetable’ referring to a category ‘vegetables’, namely ‘the big ones’. To rep-

resent this structure, this NP could be literally translated with ‘the big ones

of vegetables’ meaning ‘big vegetables’.

The singular suffix -n ‘3sg.poss’ can only attach to vowel-final stems.

Therefore, consonant-final inalienable nouns, such as anak ‘small.one’ in

(35), are not marked for third person singular.

(35) Kopo

child

anak

small.one

kerka-nga.

startle-3sg

‘The little child gets frightened.’ (F1:37)

Inalienable nouns ending in a vowel can be optionally marked with a pos-

sessor suffix, such as the 3sg.poss suffix in (36).

(36) labur

shirt

weru(-n)

new.one-3sg.poss

‘new shirt’ (NB:34)

For third person possessors in singular and in plural, the third person pos-

sessor suffix can be left out. This is observed especially in nouns expressing

parts of wholes andproperty conceptswhere the possessor is also expressed

in a preceding nominal. However, the pattern of this variation remains un-

clear and more research is needed.

3.3.4.3 Alienable possessive constructions

Nominal possessors of alienable nouns cannot be part of the core NP. Only

free alienable possessor pronouns (cf. §3.4.3) can be found in the slot pre-

ceding an alienable noun. The NPs in (37) and (38) are examples of free

possessor pronouns preceding the alienable noun within the core NP.

(37) go=kopong

1sg.poss=child

‘my child’ (L3:195)

(38) Mo

2sg

m-eti

2sg-bring

moé

2sg.poss

tapo-ja?

coconut-pl

‘Did you bring your coconuts?’ (C3:131)

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/aa0cc643-84bd-4f2a-920d-de846e7b8a63
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/fcc8d085-1fb7-44ce-9099-4cc082426338
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/54ee5518-8f6c-4933-8cb7-b6764ab89e7f
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/d10ee89f-1b7f-4c7d-afd3-a3f5e125d3b7
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In an alienably possessed noun phrase, a possessor pronoun is obligatory

and cannot be replaced by a nominal possessor. However, a nominal posses-

sor can optionally be added as an independent nounphrasewhich precedes

the possessed noun phrase as in (39).

(39) Jon

name

no

and

Méri

name

da=unan-u

3pl.poss=house-spec

‘John and Mary’s house’ (N1:2)

In this example, the possessor NP Jon no Méri precedes the alienably pos-

sessed NP. In the alienably possessed NP, the possessor clitic da= ‘3pl.poss’

precedes the alienable noun unan-u ‘house-spec’.

3.3.4.4 The numeral slot

After the noun in the core NP, a numeral (cf. §3.5.2.2) can occur as shown

in (40).

(40) klié

bird\s

kora

owl\s

tuné

one

‘an owl’ (F1:36)

In this core NP, there are two nouns followed by a numeral. The coda altern-

ating noun klié ‘bird\s’ appears in the short form as it is modified by kora

‘owl’ and the kora ‘owl’ appears also in the short form as it is modified by the

numeral tuné ‘one’ (cf. §3.3.1.2). The reason to analyse the numeral as part

of the core NP is that it yields the short form of the preceding coda alternat-

ing noun. This is different from demonstratives which do not yield the short

form of a preceding alternating noun and are thus considered to be outside

of the core NP.

In noun phrases with inalienable nouns, the numeral slot can also be

filled, such as in (41). However, the use of a numeral does not permit any

possessor marking on the preceding inalienable noun, here ulu ‘head’.

(41) rusa

deer\s

ulu

head

tuné

one

‘a deer’s head’ (F1:14)

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/92858271-cf87-4a7f-b1cb-d9ffd20dced7
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/aa0cc643-84bd-4f2a-920d-de846e7b8a63
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/aa0cc643-84bd-4f2a-920d-de846e7b8a63
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This omission of the possessor suffix on an inalienable nouns appears par-

allel to the observation that coda alternating alienable nouns followed by a

numeral, as kora ‘owl\s’ in (40) followed by tuné ‘one’, have to appear in the

short form which cannot take any suffixes.

Any numeral that is higher than one is obligatorily preceded by the gen-

eral classifier ua ‘clf’ as in (42).

(42) Skajo

tuber\s

ua

clf

telu

three

da=taru

3pl=place

jé

upwards

méja

table

lolo.

top

‘Three cassava roots are placed on the table.’ (FH3:25)

The combination of classifier and numeral behaves in the same way as the

numeral ‘one’ by not allowing any morphological marking on the noun and

yielding the short form of coda alternating nouns, such as skajo ‘tuber\s’.

3.3.4.5 Relative clauses

Central Lembata does not have a native marker for relative clauses. Usually,

juxtaposition of clauses (cf. §3.6.11) is used rather than embedding. How-

ever, under the influence of the national language Indonesian, the Indone-

sian relative marker yang has entered Central Lembata speech and is very

productive.

A relative clause is placed in the REL slot following dependent, head,

andnumerals,while preceding thedemonstrative and slot for discoursemark-

ers. A relative clause can be used to relativise subject noun phrases (43) as

well as object noun phrases (44) but it can also function as a nominaliser

(45).

(43) Tité,

1pl.incl

yang

rel

soga

hold

una

house

biasan-i

normal-3pl.poss

di,

disc

tité

1pl.incl

kaa

1pl.incl.eat

t-olu.

1pl.incl-precede

‘Us, who have an ordinary house, we eat first.’ (T3:265)

(44) Buku,

book

yang

rel

go

1sg

opi

buy

wo

dist

ro,

fin

weli.

expensive

‘The book that I bought was expensive.’ (NB:84)

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/564284e1-1346-4cc6-86d4-70ec9aa4504a
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/5359c27f-1aa4-46d7-ba2b-e4ae11bfa1dd
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/fcc8d085-1fb7-44ce-9099-4cc082426338
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(45) Kaju

wood

mekul

part

bo

disc

yang

rel

klopor.

round

‘The piece of wood [is] the round one.’ (S7:35)

The functions of the relativiser yang shown here in Central Lembata sen-

tences are the same functions that theword yanghas in Indonesian. Also the

syntactic position of the relative clause before the demonstrative matches

with the position of an Indonesian relative clause.

3.3.4.6 Phrase-final slots

The last two slots in an NP are the demonstrative slot and the slot for dis-

course particles. An example of a NP with demonstrative and the discourse

particle bo in the final slots is given in (46).

(46) Magu

man

tu

one

ré

prox

bo

disc

na

3sg

tobé-nga

sit-3sg

woné

dist

una

house

lerit.

edge

‘This man is sitting at the edge of the house.’ (S5:42)

Here, the noun phrase is headed by the alienable nounmagu ‘man’ followed

by a numeral, and then the proximate demonstrative ré in the demonstrat-

ive slot and the discourse particle bo the slot for end particles. Demonstrat-

ives are discussed inmore detail in §3.3.5 and §3.7.1. Discourse particles are

are introduced in §3.6.10.

3.3.5 Demonstratives in noun phrases

Central Lembata demonstratives (cf. §3.7.1) can replace a noun or a noun

phrase, as seen in (47) withwé ‘prox’, but also appear adnominally to locate

a noun phrase in space, as seen in (48) with wo ‘dist’. In example (47), the

demonstrative wé ‘prox’ is functioning as a subject NP, whereas in (48), the

demonstrative wo ‘dist’ locates the object NP kaju tawa kédak ‘big tree’ in

space and follows the noun phrase.

(47) Wé

prox

da=lewor.

3pl.poss=village

‘This is their village.’ (NT:9)

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/9fd7358d-6e2b-4926-9291-082d8d45eee3
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/14604707-89ad-4170-b1e2-2669e4c71f11
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/5a10a88e-1dab-4e11-a862-7f6734fa2c07
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(48) ... ké

so

dekul-a,

crash-3sg

dekul-a

crash-3sg

kaju

tree

tawa

stem

kédak

big

wo

dist

...

‘... so he crashes, he crashes into that big tree ...’ (S2:16)

The distal demonstratives, such as wo ‘dist’ in (49), and the demonstrat-

ive nakété, such as in (50), can also be used anaphorically. In (49), the distal

demonstrativewo ‘dist’ specifies that the storagehousehadbeenmentioned

before.

(49) Wétak

storage.house

wo

dist

tité

1pl.incl

bérsi-nga

clean-3sg

kéi.

already

‘We already cleaned that storage house.’ (T3:170)

In (50), the use of the anaphoric demonstrative nakété indicates that the

speaker is talking about the same child as he had already mentioned in the

discourse.

(50) Kopong-u

child-spec

nakété

anaph

diré

stand

léda

lean

la

loc

ama-n.

father-3sg.poss

‘That child stands leaning against his father.’ (S2:2)

3.3.6 Nominalising morphology

Derivation by means of prefixes and infixes has been described for several

Lamaholot varieties (Arndt 1937:6-16; Keraf 1978a:185-222; Pampus 1999:31-

36). Themost frequent nominalising affixes in Central Lembata are the gen-

eral nominaliser -n-with its allomorphb- (§3.3.6.1) and the suffix -k (§3.3.6.2)

which is only used to derive property nouns. These derivational processes

appear to be fossilised nowadays. In some cases, only the derived form is

still in use while its base has become obsolete. Most consonant clusters in

Central Lembata probably go back to derived forms (cf. Table 3.6). In the

following sections, I provide examples of each nominalisation affix.

3.3.6.1 The infix -n- and its allomorph b-

The infix -n- and the prefix b- are allomorphs of a nominalisation affix.11

They typically nominalise a verb or an adjectival root. In a few cases, the

11 As similar system of nominalisationmorphologywith evenmore allomorphs of the infix

-n- has been described for Leti, an Austronesian language spoken to the east of Timor

island (Blevins 1999).

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/b80b6b48-abaa-4b1c-a63e-921f5eac82d9
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/5359c27f-1aa4-46d7-ba2b-e4ae11bfa1dd
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/b80b6b48-abaa-4b1c-a63e-921f5eac82d9
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base can also be a noun.The allomorphs are distributed according to the ini-

tial phoneme of the base, as laid out in Table 3.23. The prefix b- is preceding

bases startingwith n, d,w and l. In all other cases, the infix -n- is inserted dir-

ectly after the word initial consonant. The choice of the allomorph appears

to be related partially to the place of articulation of the initial consonant of

the base. The prefix b- is used with stems starting with labial (w) or coronal

(n,d,l) consonants, while the infix -n- is attested with consonants of labial,

coronal and also dorsal places of articulation.

A nominalised vowel-final verb can take an additional final consonant,

k, r, ng or n, during the derivation process, such as k inwara ‘burn’→ bwarak

‘in burning condition’. In some cases, it is unclear whether the final conson-

ant belongs to the verbal stem (but is not realised when the verb appears in

its bare form) or if it is indeed suffixed during the derivation process.

Table 3.23: The nominalisation infix -n- and its allomorph b-

Allomorph Initial C Base Derivative

b-

n néka ‘shine’ bnéken ‘light’

d dori ‘follow’ bdorin

‘the following

(person)’

w wara ‘burn’ bwarak ‘in burning/

hot condition’

l lawaj ‘stretch’

(weaving process)

blawaj

‘stretching tool’

-n- any other tiba ‘ladle sth’ tniba ‘scoop’

Infixationwith -n- leads to themorpho-phonological processes inTable 3.24.

An initial g of the verb becomes voiceless when the infix is added. Initial bil-

abial bor p can lead to themerger of the nasal infix and the initial consonant

into a single initial nasalm. The alveolar stop t followed by the infix can be

deleted. However, this rule is only sporadically found. An example of an ex-

ception is tungen ‘cover’→ tnungen ‘covered’ where t is retained.
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Table 3.24: Morpho-phonological processes following infixation

Process Base Derivative

g > k / _-n- gorot ‘sweep’ knorot ‘broom’

-n- >m- / #{p, b}_ balok ‘mill sth.’ malok ‘cotton mill’

pujé ‘follow (object)’ mujéng ‘new, following’

-n- > n- / #t_ tukar ‘climb’ nukar ‘steep condition’

There are several generalisations that can be drawn from the semantics of

the bases and their nominal derivatives. When an action or action-process

verb is nominalised, the derived noun will denote either the actor of the

action, the tool to perform the action or the result of the process. In a few

cases, the base is not an action verb but a noun. Examples of nominalised

action verbs that express actions, tools or results are listed in Table 3.25.

Table 3.25: Nominalised action verbs

Base (v.) Gloss Derivative (n.) Gloss

Action Actor

dori ‘follow’ bdorin ‘the following

(person)’
kiok ‘bleep’ kniok ‘chicks’

lalan ‘way’ (n.) blalan ‘walker’

n-olu ‘3sg-precede’ bnolung ‘ancestors’

téré ‘fill up’ tnéréng ‘person that fills

sth. up’

Action-Process Tool

balok ‘mill’ (v.) malok ‘cotton mill’

bosil ‘crash candlenuts’ mosil ‘candlenut crasher’

géséng ‘rub’ knéséng ‘a tool to make fire

(by rubbing)’
gorot ‘sweep’ knorot ‘broom’

lawaj to stretch

(weaving process)

blawaj ‘stretching tool’

sapé ‘hang’ snapéng ‘hanger’
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Base (v.) Gloss Derivative (n.) Gloss

sawit ‘break/cut’ snawit ‘kind of tool’

sigi ‘prick’ snigi ‘toothpick’

sipat ‘plant’ snipat ‘dibble stick’

subat ‘close’ (v.) snubat ‘cap’

tiba ‘ladle’ tniba ‘scoop’

Action-Process Result/Property

békén ‘let ripe’ bnékén ‘stored to get ripe’

bisak ‘break’ bnisak ‘broken’

bitol ‘open’ (v.) bnitol ‘open’ (adj.)

bukat ‘open’ (v.) bnukat ‘open’ (adj.)

diri ‘stand’ bdiring ‘standing’

dori ‘follow (human)’ bdoring ‘the following’

géngar ‘fry’ knéngar ‘fried’

kuluk ‘seed’ (n.) knuluk ‘round’

néka ‘shine’ bnéken ‘light’

n-olu ‘3sg-precede’ nolung ‘old, preceding’

paken ‘name’ (v.) maken ‘name’

pujé ‘follow (object)’ mujéng ‘new, following’

suda ‘order; command’ (v.) snudang ‘slave’

taki ‘make a ladder’ tnaki ‘tree stairs’

tejak ‘break’ tnejak ‘broken’

tetuk ‘crash’ netuk ‘crashed’

tisa ‘tier up’ tnisang ‘torn; broken’

tukar ‘climb’ nukar ‘steep’

tungen ‘cover’ (v.) tnungen ‘covered’

When a verb denoting an involuntary process is nominalised, the derived

nounwill express the result of this process. Examples are given inTable 3.26.
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Table 3.26: Nominalised verbs of involuntary processes

Base (v.) Gloss Derivative (n.) Gloss

Involuntary process Result

belok ‘appear’ melok ‘hole’

diri ‘stand’ bdiring ‘in standing condition’

mataj- ‘die’ maték ‘dead’

segu ‘smoke’ (fire) snegur ‘smoke’

seman ‘get rotten’ sneman ‘something that is rotten’

sobaj ‘swell’ snobaj ‘in swollen condition’

wara ‘burn’ bwarak ‘in burning/hot condition’

Finally, adjectival roots can also be nominalised with the infix -n-. In this

case, the semantic of the word does not change but it is rather the syntax

of the phrase that determines whether the property concept has to be ex-

pressed as an adjective or a noun. More details on the grammar of property

concepts can be found in §3.3.1.1 and §3.6.6.

Table 3.27: Nominalised adjectival roots

Base (adj.) Derivative (n.) Gloss

berat bnerat ‘heavy’

gewa knewak ‘rotten’

gilu kniluk ‘sour’

kati knating ‘hot’

koda knodan ‘long’ (time)

pait pnait ‘bitter’

peju pnejuk ‘salty’

seba snebar ‘wet’

seru sneruk ‘sweet’

susa snusan ‘poor’

sukar snukar ‘difficult’
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3.3.6.2 The suffix -k

The suffix -k attaches mainly to adjectival roots, and in a few cases also to

nouns, as exemplified inTable 3.28.The suffix -k yields themeaningof ‘being

like the object denoted’ (for nominal bases) or ‘being in the condition of the

property denoted’ (for adjectival bases). The nominalised adjectival roots

are property nouns which are semantically not different from their roots

but functionally distinct (cf. §3.3.1.1 and§3.6.6).

Table 3.28: Derived property nouns with the suffix -k

Basis Derived property noun

Nominal base

rema ‘night’ (obsolete) remak ‘dark’

watu ‘stone’ watuk ‘frozen (stone condition)’

Adjectival root

ana ‘small’ anak ‘small (condition)’

buja ‘white’ bujak ‘white (condition)’

daé ‘close by’ daék ‘close (condition)’

doa ‘far away’ doak ‘far (condition)’

3.3.7 Summary

Central Lembata has a grammatical distinctionbetween inalienable and ali-

enable nouns. Inalienbale nouns take obligatory possessor suffixes, while

alienable nouns optionally take a plural or a specificity suffix. The class of

alienable nouns can be subdivided into two formal classes: simple nouns

that have only one form, and coda alternating nouns that have one long

and one short form. The use of the two forms of coda alternating nouns

is syntactically conditioned. Long forms appear in final position of a pre-

verbal core NP, while short forms are used in non-final position of a core

NP and in any position of a post-verbal object NP. A Central Lembata noun

phrase has a core part with up to three nouns and a numeral. Following the

core NP, there is a final slot for demonstratives and discourse markers. A re-

lative clause can be inserted in between the core NP and the NP-final slot.
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Only the noun in the final position of the core NP can be morphologically

marked. Demonstratives differentiate distal and proximate distance. They

can replace a noun phrase or locate a noun phrase in space or discourse.

In Central Lembata two main nominalising affixes are attested: the infix -

n- nominalises verbs and the suffix -k nominalises adjectival roots and, to a

lesser extent, also nouns.

3.4 Pronominals

3.4.1 Overview

Free and bound pronominals can replace a noun or a noun phrase. Only

boundpronominals can occurwith a co-referential noun phrase. In this sec-

tion on pronominals, I discuss free pronouns, pronominal clitics and pro-

nominal affixes. The Central Lembata has pronominals are summarised in

Table 3.29 and 3.30. Core argument pronouns, clitics and affixes denote a

core argument of a clause, i. e. intransitive subject (S), transitive subject (A)

or object (P). Possessor pronouns, clitics and suffixes denote the alienable

or inalienable possessor of a possessed entity. In addition, pronominal pro-

clitics and suffixes are relevant for mood and aspect marking as I show in

the respective sections below (cf. §3.4.2.2 and §3.4.2.4). In the tables, free

variants are separated by a slash, while conditioned allomorphs are separ-

ated by a semicolon. Several overlapping forms can be observed across the

paradigms. In the sections hereafter, I discuss each pronoun set separately

in more detail.
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Table 3.29: Overview of Central Lembata core argument pronominals

S/A/P Free S/A Proclitics S/A Prefixes S/P Suffixes

G-set K-set

1sg goné / go ka= k- -ga -ka

2sg moné /mo ma= m- -gu; -u -ku

3sg nané na= n- -nga; -a -na

1pl.incl tité ta= t- -sa -sa

1pl.excl kamé kam= m- -mi -mi

2pl mio ma= m- -mi -mi

3pl dané da= d- -ngi; -i -Ø

Table 3.30: Overview of Central Lembata possessor pronominals

Alienable Inalienable

Free Proclitic Free Proclitic Suffix

1sg goé go= goné go= -ga

2sg moé mo= moné mo= -mu

3sg naé na= / né= nané na= -nu; -V ; -Ø

1pl.incl tité tité -sa

1pl.excl kamé kam= kamé kam= -mi

2pl mio mio -mi

3pl daé da= / dé= dané da= -ja; -i

When comparing the pronominal paradigms, several identical forms can be

observed. The free pronouns for core arguments and for inalienable pos-

sessors are identical, with the exception that the core argument pronoun

set includes two short forms for 1sg and 2sg. These cannot be analysed as

proclitics because they also appear in post-verbal object position. The free

pronouns denoting alienable possessors diverge in four out of seven forms

from the other free pronoun sets.

The proclitics are in most cases abbreviations of the full free pronouns.

Exceptions are the proclitics ka= ‘1sg’,ma= ‘2sg’, ta= ‘1pl.incl’ andma= ‘2pl’

which are only found in the proclitic set referring to core arguments and
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not in the set referring to possessors. The initial consonants of the these

proclitics are the same as in the free forms, except for ka= ‘1sg’ which also

diverges in the consonant, but the vowel is generalised to /a/ which is not

found in the long form. Functionally, the subset of proclitics that are not

directly derived from the free forms only appears in irrealis contexts.

In the suffix paradigms, the same forms occur for 1pl.incl, 1pl.excl and

2pl across all paradigms, while the same form for 1sg is found in the inali-

enable possessor suffixes and in one of the S/P suffix sets.

The questionmust be asked whether the identical forms are homopho-

nesor syncretic, that is twodifferent formswith the samephonological shape

or one form with twomeanings. In this grammar sketch, I treat them as ho-

mophones. In the glossing, I differentiate possessor pronouns from core ar-

gument pronouns, by glossing forms such as go either as ‘1sg’ or ‘1sg.poss’

depending on their meaning in the context.

In the following sections, I first discuss core argumentpronouns in§3.4.2,

followed by a section on alignment of core arguments in 3.4.2.5. Possessor

pronouns are introduced in 3.4.3.

3.4.2 Core argument pronominals

3.4.2.1 Free pronouns

In Table 3.31, I present the Central Lembata free pronouns. The set of full

disyllabic pronouns is complete, whereas the set of monosyllabic free forms

just contains pronouns for the first and second person singular.

Table 3.31: Free pronouns

Full Short

1sg goné go

2sg moné mo

3sg nané -

1pl.incl tité -

1pl.excl kamé -

2pl mio -

3pl dané -
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Historically, the ultimate syllable né found in all singular forms and in the

third person plural is an addition, it cannot be reconstructed to a higher

level than Proto-Lamaholot. This syllable appears to have been added to

make the whole set of pronouns disyllabic. The same ultimate syllable is

also found in locationals (cf. §3.7.1). The origin and meaning of né remains

unknown.

Free pronouns have the same distribution as nouns, with the restriction

that pronouns cannot be modified by other nouns or numerals. All full and

short free pronouns can appear as S, A andP arguments, thus in both subject

and object position. Thismakes themdifferent from the proclitics discussed

in 3.4.2.2 further below.

Free pronouns can also stand in isolation or be combined with other

elements, such as a demonstrative, in a noun phrase as in (51) and (52). In

these examples, the full pronounsnané ‘3sg’ and tité ‘1pl.incl’ are combined

with the proximate demonstratives ré and wé respectively in the same way

as regular nouns are combined with demonstratives, as for example aor wé

glossed as ‘dog prox’ and translated as ‘this dog’.

(51) Nané

3sg

ré

prox

surit.

sword

‘This is a weaving sword.’ (I2:67)

(52) Tité

1pl.incl

wé

prox

t-o

1pl.incl-to

ga

where

t-ai?

1pl.incl-go

‘Where are we going to?’ (L3:92)

3.4.2.2 Pronominal clitics

The Central Lembata proclitics given in Table 3.32 denote S and A subject

arguments. Theproclitics canbe optionally precededby a co-referential free

pronoun or a full NP. Central Lembata shows a full paradigm of proclitic

pronouns. However functionally, the set is not homogeneous. A subset of

proclitic pronouns can only appear in irrealis contexts.

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/a42cc53e-9e58-41c3-95b4-4cca3373ee53
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/54ee5518-8f6c-4933-8cb7-b6764ab89e7f
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Table 3.32: Pronominal S/A clitics

Proclitic Context

1sg ka= Irrealis

2sg ma= Irrealis

3sg na= Realis & Irrealis

1pl.incl ta= Irrealis

1pl.excl kam= Realis & Irrealis

2pl ma= Irrealis

3pl da= Realis & Irrealis

Three pronouns, na= ‘3sg’, kam= ‘1pl.excl’ and da= ‘3pl’, can appear in all

contexts, i. e. in realis and irrealis sentences. An example is (53), where the

proclitic na= ‘3sg’ attaches to the instransitive verb géji ‘enter’, indexing an

S argument on the verb.

(53) Kopo

child\s

biné

female\s

tu

one

na=géji

3sg=enter

wo

dist

una.

house\s

‘A girl enters the house.’ (FH1:15)

In (54), the proclitic na= ‘3sg’ is the only element denoting the A argument

of the first clause with the verb pakit ‘peel’.

(54) na=pakit-a

3sg=peel-3sg

pa

then

na=gaa

3sg=eat

‘She peels it, then she eats.’ (FH4:27)

The remaining pronouns, ka= ‘1sg’, ma= ‘2sg’, ta= ‘1pl.incl and ma= ‘2pl,

are only found in irrealis sentences. Irrealis mood is used to express that

there is no evidence for an event or state having actually happened (Payne

1997:244). In Central Lembata, three irrealis contexts are attested: the ex-

pression of intentions or future events, negated sentences and imperatives.

In the following examples, the speaker expresses the intention to do some-

thing, in (55) the time reference is immediate future and in (56) it is distant

future.

(55) Ma

want

ka=tutu

1sg=tell

ré

now

bo

disc

tentang

about

Jon

name

no

and

Méri.

name

‘I want to tell now about John and Mary.’ (N1:1)

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/a9984d33-c1eb-4d49-9e25-c6d9b3d5d1de
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/1cd6c910-3298-4c55-80b1-ddd3b384d990
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/92858271-cf87-4a7f-b1cb-d9ffd20dced7
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(56) Sampé

until

minggu

week

jua

two

kia,

incep

nepo

later

ka=k-ai

1sg=1sg-go

duur-a

look-3sg

éka.

garden

‘Only in two weeks from now, I will go to look after the garden.’

(N3:117)

In addition to intentions or future events, proclitics are also used in neg-

ated sentences (57), and in imperatives (58). The 3pl suffix in (58) is unex-

pressed.

(57) Ta

neg

ka=k-éten-a

1sg=1sg-know-3sg

si.

neg

‘I don’t know.’ (UM:34)

(58) Ma=guté-Ø

2sg=take-3pl

wé

so.that

ka=lou-ngi.

1sg=rinse-3pl

‘Take them [washed cloths], so that I can rinse them.’ (C3:93)

Since first and second person proclitics (except for 1pl.excl) can only be

used in irrealis contexts, no first and second proclitics can be used when

realis contexts are expressed, instead free pronouns are used in such con-

texts. The fact that the restriction for irrealis contexts only applies to first

and second person might be related to the fact that first and second person

are more often used in expressions of intention and in imperatives, which

are two of the typical irrealis context in Central Lembata.

3.4.2.3 Pronominal prefixes

The pronominal prefixes listed in Table 3.33 attach to a fixed set of vowel-

initial verb roots given in (59).Themajority of synchronic vowel-initial verbs

in Central Lembata do not take any prefix. In contrast to the productive S/P

marking suffixes discussed in the following section, these prefixes index S/A

arguments on the verb and they cannot be left out.

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/2c38fbb9-94dc-4778-81c1-28a7de1a7b02
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/1cf12830-75f6-478e-985f-515ecd60b7f6
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/d10ee89f-1b7f-4c7d-afd3-a3f5e125d3b7
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Table 3.33: Prefix pronouns for S/A core arguments

1sg k-

2sg m-

3sg n-

1pl.incl t-

1pl.excl m-

2pl m-

3pl d-

(59) Verbal roots which take person prefixes

-a∼-a12 ‘unintentionally’, -ai ‘go’, -al ‘wear’, -ao ‘be like’, -ar ‘do’, -ata

‘the one that …’, -awa ‘still’, -énu ‘drink’, -era ‘become; use; wear’, -

éten ‘know; understand’, -eti ‘bring’, -ewa ‘catch; reach’, -ia ‘stay’, -o

‘towards’, -olu ‘precede’, -ora ‘join; be with’.

For some of the roots listed in (59), a generalisation of the third person sin-

gular prefix n- to all persons can be observed. This affects the stems -ao ‘be

like’ in collocations as nao gané ‘how’ or nao wé ‘like this’, the aspect marker

-awa ‘still’, the destination marker -o ‘towards’ and the commitative marker

-ora ‘join; bewith’. The first personplural inclusive prefix t- and the third per-

son plural prefix d- are still found on these words but not in all contexts that

would semantically demand them.Other personprefixes on thesewords are

not found at all in my corpus.

3.4.2.4 Pronominal suffixes

Central Lembatahas two functionally identical suffix sets given in 3.34. Both

suffix sets mark S and P arguments. The two suffix sets are named after the

initial consonants of their first and second person singular forms. For the

2sg, 3sg and 3pl suffixes in the set of G-suffixes, different allmorphs are

used for vowel-final and consonant-final stems, as for example -ngi ‘3pl’ for

vowel-final stems and -i for consonant-final stems.

12 This is a fully reduplicated formwhere both parts take the obligatory prefix. An example

is kaka ‘1sg-unintentionally∼1sg-unintentionally’.
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Table 3.34: Pronominal S/P suffixes

G-suffixes K-suffixes

1sg -ga -ka

2sg -gu / -u -ku

3sg -nga / -a -na

1pl.incl -sa -sa

1pl.excl -mi -mi

2pl -mi -mi

3pl -ngi / -i -Ø

TheG-suffixes arehighly productive andareusedwith themajority of verbal

stems in Central Lembata. In addition to verbal predicates, the G-suffixes

also attach to nominal predicates. In (60), the suffix -i ‘3PL’ marks the in-

transitive subject of the verb. The same argument is also marked by a pro-

clitic, this leads to double marking which is frequently found in Central

Lembata (cf. §3.6.1).

(60) Pa

then

da=panaw-i.

3pl=walk-3pl

‘Then they left.’ (N4:37)

The G-suffixes are also found on recent loans from Indonesian as in (61),

where the third singular suffix -a ‘3sg’ marks the transitive object (P) of the

verb rékam ‘record’ which is a loan from Indonesian.

(61) Mo

2sg

rékam-a

record-3sg

wé.

prox

‘You recorded this.’ (C1:176)

The K-suffixes are a minor pattern which is less productive and only found

on certain verbal predicates. The K-suffixes have the same functions as the

G-suffixes, thus indexing S or P such as in (62) and (63). In (62), the intrans-

itive verb toba ‘fall’ indexes the first person singular subject (S) argument

using -ka ‘1sg’.

(62) ... ké

thus

toba-ka.

fall-1sg

‘… so, I fell down.’ (N2:69)

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/a9dcf005-e0ec-4296-979c-6251fc122176
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/79b5dadb-8c55-453e-8a24-0c0f744424d6
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/e4f3ca6c-fecb-42bc-b022-a25e14126485
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In (63), the transitive verb bélo ‘cut’ takes the first person singular suffix -ka

‘1sg’ to mark the object (P) argument.

(63) Ma=bélo-ka.

2sg=cut-1sg

‘You will kill me.’ (N4:74)

Unlike the G-suffixes, K-suffixes appear on a closed class of verbal stems.

The presence of the phoneme k in the 1sg and 2sg suggests they are older

forms as k occurs in the Proto-Malayo-Polynesian (PMP) pronouns *aku

‘1sg’ and *kahu ‘2sg’ (Blust and Trussel 2010). This distinction between G-

andK-suffixes is also relevant in§3.5.2 on verb classes, as the verb classes are

named after the suffix paradigm they take, thus K-suffix verbs and G-suffix

verbs.

The use of pronominal suffixes is determined by the inherent aspect of

the predicate, i. e. event or state. Stative predicates aremarked with a suffix,

while dynamic predicates, expressing an event, do not take a suffix. This can

be observed with intransitive verbs (64) as well as transitive verbs (65). Un-

like for the suffixes, the presence or absence of a pronominal proclitic does

not influence the interpretation of the predicate as a state or event.

(64) Intransitive verb: state vs. event

a. Na=géwé-na

3sg=rise-3sg

la

loc

watu

stone

lolo.

top

‘He has climbed onto the rock.’ (NT:5)

b. Na=géwi

3sg=rise

la

loc

watu

stone

lolo.

top

‘He is climbing onto the rock.’ (NT:5)

(65) Transitive verb: state vs. event

a. Ema-n

mother-3sg.poss

rio-na

wake.up-3sg

na=kopo.

3sg.poss=child\s

‘The mother has woken up her child.’ (NB:7)

b. Ema-n

mother-3sg.poss

rio

wake.up

na=kopo.

3sg.poss=child\s

‘The mother wakes up her child.’ (NB:7)

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/a9dcf005-e0ec-4296-979c-6251fc122176
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/5a10a88e-1dab-4e11-a862-7f6734fa2c07
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/5a10a88e-1dab-4e11-a862-7f6734fa2c07
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/fcc8d085-1fb7-44ce-9099-4cc082426338
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/fcc8d085-1fb7-44ce-9099-4cc082426338
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The two sentences in (64) and (65) are only differentiated by the presence

or absence of the person suffix -na ‘3sg’ on the verb. The verb géwi ‘ascend’

undergoes vowel lowering of the final vowel when a suffix is added. This is

a regular pattern for final high vowels in K-suffix verbs (cf. §3.5.2.2).

The use of the person suffix -na ‘3sg’ in (64a) yields a stative interpreta-

tion of the clause, whereby the person has completed the process of climb-

ing onto the rock. Without the suffix, as in (64b), the sentence means that

the person is in the process of climbing up, thus expressing a dynamic event.

Parallel to this, the suffix -na ‘3sg’ in (65a) yields a stative meaning, thus

the action of waking up the child is completed and the child is awake now.

Whereas in (65b), the event of waking up the child is ongoing.

Stative predicates, marked by S/P suffixes, can be combined with a the

perfective aspectmarker kéi, such as in (66a), and dynamic predicates, with-

out suffixes, can occur with the imperfective marker nawa ‘still’, such as in

(66b). Although themain verb lebo ‘bathe’ cannot take a suffix in the imper-

fective context, the verb nawa ‘still’ itself has a pronominal suffix. The pre-

dicate as a whole is clearly expressing a dynamic event but the verb nawa

‘still’ as such is non-dynamic. This explains the use of the suffix on this verb.

(66) a. Go

1sg

lebo-ka

bathe-1sg

waak

finish

kéi.

pfv

‘I already took a shower.’ (NT:15)

b. Go

1sg

nawa-ka

still-1sg

lebo.

bathe

‘I’m still showering.’ (NB:25)

Stative predicates do not necessarily refer to a past context. In example (63)

above, a future state of being killed is expressed.Also in example (67), an im-

mediate future state is expressed with the suffixed verb lebo-ka ‘bathe-1sg’.

This event is not taking place at the moment of the utterance, therefore the

suffix can be used.

(67) Go

1sg

ka=lebo-ka

1sg=bathe-1sg

kia.

incep

‘I will take a shower now.’ (NT:14)

Under specific circumstances, S/A suffixes may also mark nominal predic-

ates, which are similar to states in being non-dynamic. In (68), I provide an

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/5a10a88e-1dab-4e11-a862-7f6734fa2c07
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/fcc8d085-1fb7-44ce-9099-4cc082426338
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/5a10a88e-1dab-4e11-a862-7f6734fa2c07
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example of the noun user ‘content’ which takes the verbal person suffix -a

‘3sg’ to express the meaning of ‘having content’.

(68) Lisor-u

rice.plant-spec

mulai

start

na=user-a.

3sg=content-3sg

‘The rice plants start to have grains.’ (T3:109)

Nominal predicateswithpropertynouns, such as in (69), can also bemarked

with S/P suffixes. In Central Lembata, property concepts are in most con-

texts expressedby inalienablenouns (cf. §3.6.6 and§3.3.1.1), and thesenouns

can function predicatively.

(69) a. Buku

book

mipiw-a.

thin.one-3sg

‘The book gets thin(ner).’ (NB:19)

b. Go

1sg

golok-ga.

tall.one-1sg

‘I am tall. / I get taller.’ (NB:65)

Inmost cases, the use of S/P suffixes on the nominal predicate leads to a pro-

cedural reading or a change of state, such as for mipiw ‘thin.one’ in (69a),

where the book becomes thinner. In some cases the semantics of the suf-

fixed predicate are more vague, such as in (69b). The translation of (69b),

containing the nominal predicate golok ‘tall.one’ with a first person suffix,

can either be ‘I am tall’ or ‘I get taller’. Possibly, the suffixes are generally

favoured in a third person context, as they are related to uncontrolled, non-

dynamic states rather than events, and these are more likely to occur with

third persons thanwith first and second person. Thismight be a reasonwhy

the interpretation of (69b) remains vague. When modified with bé ‘rather’,

as in (70a), the nominal predicate is obligatorily suffixed.The same sentence

without a suffix, such as in (70b) is ungrammatical.

(70) a. Da=duu

3pl=see

éka

condition

si

a.bit

bé

rather

lérék-a.

flat.one-3sg

‘They saw that the land was rather flat.’ (L2:23)

b. * Da=duu

3pl=see

éka

condition

si

a.bit

bé

rather

lérék.

flat.one

Intended: ‘They saw that the land was rather flat.’ (NB:88)

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/5359c27f-1aa4-46d7-ba2b-e4ae11bfa1dd
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/fcc8d085-1fb7-44ce-9099-4cc082426338
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/fcc8d085-1fb7-44ce-9099-4cc082426338
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/015d8369-4ebd-4897-a0fb-8a87d29fee75
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/fcc8d085-1fb7-44ce-9099-4cc082426338
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In addition, S/P suffixes occur in imperatives, such as in (71).

(71) Mo

2sg

boté-na

carry-3sg

kopo

child

wo

dist

nau,

descend

wé

so.that

go

1sg

boti.

carry

‘Bring that child down here, so that I can carry it.’ (NT:5)

Without the S/P suffix -na ‘3sg’, the sentence has a declarative reading, as

shown in (72), where the verb boti ‘carry’ appears without suffix.

(72) Mo

2sg

boti

carry

kopo

child

wo

dist

nau.

descend

‘You are carrying the child down here.’ (NB:87)

The pattern of stative predicates with suffixes and event predicates without

suffixes couldbe a remnant of a semantic alignment system thatmarks S like

P (with a suffix) in stative predicates, and S like A (without a suffix) in event

predicates. This is a common pattern in the region (Klamer 2008). However,

in Central Lembata not only the marking of S appears to be affected by the

dynamics of the predicate but also the marking of P. Thus, P is not always

suffixed but this is done only in non-dynamic contexts. In all other contexts

P is not marked on the verb.

In addition to the general free pronouns introduced in §3.4.2.1, Central

Lembata has complex plural pronouns formed fromnumerals and pronom-

inal suffixes. Examples of this are given in Table 3.35.

Table 3.35: Complex pronouns based on numerals

Suffix jua ‘two’ telu ‘three’ paat ‘four’

1pl.incl -ta / -sa jua-ta telo-sa s-paat-i-sa

1pl.excl -m(i) jua-mi telo-mi s-paat-i-mi

2pl -m(i) jua-mi telo-mi s-paat-i-mi

3pl -Ø jua-Ø telo-Ø s-paat-i-Ø

The complex pronouns can appear in all core argument positions, as juata

in subject position in (73) and juam in object position in (74). The 1pl.excl

and 2pl suffixes can be reduced to -m.

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/5a10a88e-1dab-4e11-a862-7f6734fa2c07
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/fcc8d085-1fb7-44ce-9099-4cc082426338
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(73) Bambé

tomorrow

bo

disc

jua-ta

two-1pl.incl

t-ai

1pl.incl-go

lau

seawards

éka.

garden

‘Tomorrow, the two of us will go to the garden.’ (N3:72)

(74) Mo

2sg

tutu

tell

mio

2pl

jua-m

two-2pl

néné

grandfather

Kara

name

ro

fin

wé.

prox

‘Tell about the two of you and grandfather Kara!’ (C6:178)

The person suffixes, except for -ta ‘1pl.incl’, used in the complex pronouns

above are the same as the verbal K-suffixes (cf. Table 3.34). The suffix -ta

‘1pl.incl’ which only appears with numeral jua ‘two’ could be an older form

of the first person plural inclusive suffix with the plosive t not being fric-

ativised to s. For numerals higher than three, the circumfix s-...-i is added

for all persons. Basically, all one-word-numerals can become complex pro-

nouns by affixation. However, the higher the numeral, the less natural such

affixation is.

Asnumerals share theirmorpho-syntactic propertieswithK-suffix verbs,

numerals are analysed as a subclass of verbs (cf. §3.5.2.2). Thus the complex

numeral pronouns are structurally intransitive verbal predicates.

3.4.2.5 Alignment of core arguments

Free pronouns can be used for all three main argument types, S, A and P.

Central Lembata does not have case marking on nouns or pronouns.

However, Central Lembata has a head-marking structurewhich ismani-

fested in bound pronouns that mark arguments on the verb. As shown in

the previous sections, there is one proclitic set (cf. §3.4.2.2), one prefix set

(cf. 3.4.2.3) and two suffix sets (cf. §3.4.2.4). When considering grammat-

ical alignment patterns, proclitics and prefixes show nominative-accusative

alignment by indexing S and A arguments with the same clitc or prefix on

the verb, whereas P arguments remain unmarked. On the other hand, the

suffixes follow a ergative-absolutive pattern by marking S and P with the

same suffixes on the verb, whereas A remains unmarked.

The great majority of verbs are found in clauses where both alignment

patterns operate at the same time. This is shown in the following examples.

In (75) and (76), the accusative alignment is visible in the proclitics, as the

same proclitic na= ‘3sg’ is used in (75) to mark S and in (76), it is used to

mark A.

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/2c38fbb9-94dc-4778-81c1-28a7de1a7b02
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/3f979cd5-b498-46d5-97f9-de359d1d6bc0
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(75) Na=gelé-na.

3sg=lie-3sg

‘She is lying down.’ (N4:21)

(76) Nepo

later

na=supeng-u.

3sg=pick.up-2sg

‘Then she will pick you up.’ (C1:240)

In (76) and (77), the ergative alignment is visible in the suffixes, as the same

suffix -u;-gu ‘2sg’ is used in (76) to mark P, and in (77) to mark S.

(77) Nepo

later

mo

2sg

tué-gu.

return-2sg

‘The you will return home.’ (C1:229)

Obviously, for the class of suffixless verbs (cf. §3.5.2), only nominative-accu-

sative marking is available. As most of the suffixless verbs are intransitive,

they only have an S argument and cannot take a suffix. This pattern suggests

a split-S alignment system,where, for someverbs, suchas the suffixless verbs

described here, S is marked in the same way as A, namely without a suffix,

and for other verbs, S is marked in the same way as P, namely with a suffix.

Further investigation of this is needed to clearly show that this apparent

split-S alignment is based on semantic properties of the S argument.13

3.4.3 Possessor pronouns and suffixes

Central Lembata has different sets of possessor pronominals for alienable

and for inalienable nouns listed in Table 3.36. For alienable nouns, a pren-

ominal free possessor pronounor aproclitic refers to thepossessor,while for

inalienable nouns a bound possessor suffix is obligatory and a free pronoun

or a proclitic can be added optionally preceding the noun.

13 Grangé (2015b:43) describes semantic alignment for Eastern Adonara, a variety of West-

ern Lamaholot.

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/a9dcf005-e0ec-4296-979c-6251fc122176
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/79b5dadb-8c55-453e-8a24-0c0f744424d6
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/79b5dadb-8c55-453e-8a24-0c0f744424d6
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Table 3.36: Possessor prononominals

Alienable Inalienable

Free Proclitic Free Proclitic Suffix

1sg goé go= goné go= -ga

2sg moé mo= moné mo= -m(u)

3sg naé na= / né= nané na= -n(u); -V ; -Ø

1pl.incl tité tité -sa

1pl.excl kamé kam= kamé kam= -mi

2pl mio mio -mi

3pl daé da= / dé= dané da= -ja; -i

Alienable possessor pronouns precede the possessed noun as in (78).

(78) Naé

3sg.poss

teman

friend

oli.

arrive

‘Her/her friend is coming.’ (FH2:15)

In this example, thepronounnaé ‘3sg.poss’marks thenoun teman ‘friend’ as

possessed by a third person singular possessor. The free possessor pronouns

either appear in their full form as naé ‘3sg.poss’ such as in (78) above or as

a proclitic as go= ‘1sg.poss’ in (79).

(79) go=unan

1sg.poss=house

‘my house’ (C1:187)

Full forms and proclitics are free variants. Note that most proclitics overlap

with core argument pronouns or proclitics (cf. §3.4.2.1 and 3.4.2.2). How-

ever, as formost persons the full forms are divergent, it is possible to identify

whether a proclitic is a possessor or a core argument pronoun by testing the

possibility of replacement with the long forms. In example (79) above, the

proclitic go= ‘1sg.poss’ can be replaced by goé ‘1sg.poss’ but a replacement

with goné ‘1sg’ would be ungrammatical.

The bound possessor pronouns inTable 3.36 are attached to inalienable

nouns such as in (80), where the inalienable kinship term ema ‘mother’ is

marked for its first person singular inalienable possessor using the suffix -ga

‘1sg.poss’.

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/8738877e-f762-419e-850b-19d78702b4cc
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/79b5dadb-8c55-453e-8a24-0c0f744424d6
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(80) Ema-ga

mother-1sg.poss

noto

give

kérjan

work

ré

prox

rai∼rai.
many∼many

‘My mother gave me a lot of work.’ (N2:37)

The allomorphs -ja and -i for the third person plural in Table 3.36 are used

for vowel-final stems and consonant-final stems respectively. However, the

three possessor suffix variants -nu, -V and -Ø for the third person singular

cannot bemerely explained by the phontactics of the stem towhich they at-

tach. There appears to be a tendency for -nu to be used with kinship terms.

Vowel lengthening (doubling of the final vowel) and the zero suffix occur

with vowel-final and consonant-final body part terms respectively. This vari-

ation is illustrated with the inalienable nouns ina ‘mother’, lotor ‘knee’ and

lima ‘hand’ in Table 3.37. The inalienable nouns in the table can be option-

ally preceded by an inalienable possessor pronoun. An example is goné ina-

ga with a free pronoun or go=ina-ga ‘my mother’ with a proclitic. Alternat-

ively, it is also possible to express the possessor by a preposed full noun, such

as inwiti ulu-n ‘goat head-3sg.poss’ = ‘goat’s head’. The preposed inalienable

possessor noun is part of the core NP with the possessed noun and cannot

co-occur with a free possessor pronoun or clitic (cf. §3.3.4).

Table 3.37: Inalienably possessed nouns

‘mother’ ‘knee’ ‘hand’

1sg.poss ina-ga lotor-ga lima-ga

2sg.poss ina-mu lotor-mu lima-mu

3sg.poss ina-nu lotor-Ø limaa

1pl.incl.poss ina-sa lotor-sa lima-sa

1pl.excl.poss ina-mi lotor-mi lima-mi

2pl.poss ina-mi lotor-mi lima-mi

3pl.poss ina-ja lotor-i lima-ja

A special type of possessive pronouns are pronouns that replace an entire

possessive construction in the same way as the English pronoun mine can

refer tomy house. These pronouns are listed in Table 3.38. They can appear

in all NP positions, for example in subject position such as in (81) and as a

nominal predicate of an equative clause as in (82).

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/e4f3ca6c-fecb-42bc-b022-a25e14126485
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Table 3.38: Possessive pronouns referring to possessed items

Gloss Singular Plural

‘mine’ goénu goésa

‘yours (sg.)’ moénu moésa

‘his, hers, its’ naénu naésa

‘ours (incl.)’ titénu titésa

‘ours (excl.)’ kaménu kamésa

‘yours (pl.)’ mionu miosa

‘theirs’ daénu daésa

(81) Bo

disc

naésa

3sg.poss.pl

bo

disc

také.

not.exist

‘He does not have any [children].’ Lit. ‘His do not exist.’ (C6:265)

(82) Una-ja

house-pl

wo

dist

ro

fin

titésa.

1pl.incl.poss.pl

‘Those houses belong to us.’ Lit. ‘These houses are ours.’ (NB:46)

These possessive pronouns are composed of a free possessor pronoun and

the inalienable possessor suffix -nu (< PMP *nu ‘genitive case marker for

common nouns’) for singular possessed items and -sa for plural possessed

items. These inalienable possessor suffixes are homophonous with the pos-

sessor suffixes -nu ‘3sg.poss’ and -sa ‘1pl.incl.poss’. However, in these con-

structions their semantics is reduced to singular and plural and the person

value is lost.

3.4.4 Summary

Central Lembata has five sets of pronominals encoding core arguments: a

set of free pronouns, a set of proclitics, a set of prefixes and two sets of suf-

fixes. Free pronouns can refer to all three core argument types of a clause,

i. e. S, A and P. The proclitics and the prefixes can only index S and A argu-

ments, while the suffixes only index S and P arguments. A subset of the pro-

clitics only occurs in irrealis contexts. The prefixes are obligatory for a fixed

set of vowel-initial verbs. The suffixes are associated with non-dynamic and

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/3f979cd5-b498-46d5-97f9-de359d1d6bc0
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/fcc8d085-1fb7-44ce-9099-4cc082426338
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uncontrolled predicates. To express a possessor, for inalienable and for ali-

enable nouns different sets of pronominals are used. Alienable nouns are

obligatorily marked with a preposed free possessor pronoun or a possessor

proclitic from a set specific to alienable nouns. Inalienable nouns are oblig-

atorily marked with a possessor suffix and can be preceded optionally by a

free pronoun or proclitic from a set specific to inalienable nouns.

3.5 Verbs

3.5.1 Overview

In this section, I introduce three morpho-syntactic verb classes: G-suffix

verbs, K-suffix verbs, and suffixless verbs. In Central Lembata, numerals and

locationals are subclasses of verbs. Numerals fall into the class of K-suffix

verbs and locationals are suffixless verbs. In §3.5.3, I present two cases of

verbs that grammaticalised in several functional directions. These are the

verb -ora ‘be with; join’ and the verbmaa ‘say’.

3.5.2 Verb classes

Verbs can be divided into three different classes based on their eligibility to

take person suffixes (cf. §3.4.2.4).

1. G-suffix verbs (open)

2. K-suffix verbs (closed)

3. Suffixless verbs (open)

The distribution of verbs over these classes is lexicalised and not determ-

ined semantically. The class of G-suffix verbs is an open class that contains

the majority of the verbs. Verbs in this class can take suffixes from the G-

suffix set. The class of K-suffix verbs is a small closed class of verbs that takes

suffixes from the K-suffix set. There are about 30 K-suffix verbs inmy corpus

out of 360 verbs in total. This class is a relic of an older inflection pattern

which is only used with the small set of K-suffix verbs. The class of suffixless

verbs contains those verbs that cannot take any suffix, including location-

als which synchronically have clear verbal properties. Suffixless verbs are an

open class of roughly equal size with the class of K-suffix verbs.
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3.5.2.1 G-suffix verbs

G-suffix verbs are verbs that can take the suffixes of the G-set given in Table

3.39 (cf. §3.4.2.4).

Table 3.39: G-Suffixes

1sg -ga

2sg -gu / -u

3sg -nga / -a

1pl.incl -sa

1pl.excl -mi

2pl -mi

3pl -ngi / -i

With over 300 lexical entries, G-suffix verbs constitute the great majority of

verbs inmy corpus. Table 3.40 lists a few examples of G-suffix verbs grouped

according to their stem type.

Table 3.40: G-suffix verbal stems and their stem types

V-final C-final Coda alternating

C-initial tula ‘make’ bekat ‘fly’ duu / duur ‘see’

V-initial odo ‘give’ élaj ‘cut’ era / eraw ‘cry’

Prefixed -era ‘become’ -éten ‘know’ -énu / -énum ‘drink’

G-suffix verb stems are either vowel-final as tula ‘make’, consonant-final as

bekat ‘fly’ or have two stem forms, that alternate between vowel-final and

consonant-final form such as it is found for duu / duur ‘see’. In this case of al-

ternating coda, the consonant-final form is always employed when the verb

has a suffix as in (83). If it appears without a suffix, the vowel-final form is

used as in (84). It is different to nominal coda alternation which is based on

the syntactic position of the noun (cf. §3.3.1.2).

(83) Nepo

then

ka=k-ai

1sg=1sg-go

duur-a

see-3sg

éka.

garden\s

‘Then, I will go to have a look at the garden.’ (N3:117)

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/2c38fbb9-94dc-4778-81c1-28a7de1a7b02
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(84) Ka=duu

1sg=see

ewa.

animal\s

‘I will have a look at the animals.’ (C1:195)

G-suffix verb stems are disyllabic with a (C)(C)V.(C)V(C) pattern. Inflected

G-suffix verbs can allow a sequence of two consonants in wordmedial posi-

tion when a consonant-final stem takes a consonant-initial suffix as in (85).

These consonant sequences are only foundatmorphemeboundarieswithin

a morpho-syntactic word but not within a stem (cf. §3.2.2.2 and 3.2.4). In

this example, the verb duler ‘visit’ takes the suffix -ga ‘1sg’. This results in a

word-medial sequence of /r.g/ at a syllable and morpheme boundary.

(85) Da=duler-ga.

3pl=visit-1sg

‘They visited me.’ (C6:80)

This contrasts with the phontactics of nouns, where consonant clusters are

resolved when suffixes are added according to specific rules discussed in

§3.3.1.2. This could point to a loser connection between verbal stems and

pronominal suffixes than between nominal stems and plural and specificity

suffixes.

3.5.2.2 K-suffix verbs

K-suffix verbs are verbs that can take the suffixes of the K-set given in Table

3.41 (cf. §3.4.2.4). With around 30 intransitive and transitive content verbs

(86) and twelve basic numerals (87), K-suffix verbs are a small closed class.

Table 3.41: K-suffixes

1sg -ka

2sg -ku

3sg -na

1pl.incl -sa

1pl.excl -mi

2pl -mi

3pl -Ø

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/79b5dadb-8c55-453e-8a24-0c0f744424d6
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/3f979cd5-b498-46d5-97f9-de359d1d6bc0
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(86) Intransitive K-suffix verbs

biti ‘execute a certain weaving process’, bura ‘be full (of food)’, diri

‘stand’, gelé ‘lie down; sleep’, geto ‘be broken’, gewa ‘be rotten’, géwi ‘as-

cend; enter’, iré ‘visit; play; walk about’, kari ‘run’, lebo ‘take a shower;

take a bath’, mea ‘be on one’s own’, modo ‘fall’, nebu ‘not be thirsty’,

nubu ‘grow’, wara ‘burn’

Transitive K-suffix verbs

baju ‘pound’, bari ‘pick’, batu ‘throw’, boti ‘carry; hold’, -eti ‘bring’, giki

‘bite’, gliku ‘hold; place a holder’, guti ‘take’, liwu ‘fill in’, rio ‘wake

someone up’, sodi ‘catch’, tota ‘burn down’, tuno ‘grill’, widu ‘pull’

(87) Monomorphemic numerals

tune / tu ‘one’, jua ‘two’, telu ‘three’, paat ‘four’, léém ‘five’, enem ‘six’,

pito ‘seven’, buto ‘eight’, siwa ‘nine’, spulo ‘ten’, ratu ‘hundred’, ribu

‘thousand’

TheK-suffixesprobably represent anolder inflectionpatternwhichhasbeen

retained with several intransitive as well as transitive verbs (cf. §3.4.2.4).

Most of the verbs in (86) are part of the basic vocabulary. Possibly, the older

suffix pattern is retained on these verbs because they are frequently used.

The stems taking K-suffixes start with a consonant and end in a vowel.

With theK-suffixeswhich all start with a consonant, these verbs show a very

regular C(C)V.(C)V.CV structure when inflected.

Another featureonly foundwithK-suffixes is vowel loweringof the stem-

final vowel. A suffix attached to a stem ending in /i/ or /u/ causes this final

vowel to be lowered to /e/ and /o/ respectively, such as in guté-na ‘take-3sg’

from guti ‘take’, karé-na ‘run-3sg’ from kari ‘run’ or wido-ka ‘pull-1sg’ from

widu ‘pull’. The suffix can be left unexpressed, while the vowel lowering is

retained and therewith the stativemeaning of the phrase (cf. §3.4.2.4), such

as contrasted in (88).
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(88) a. Go

1sg

guti

take

mok.

mug

‘I take the mug.’ (NT:5)

b. Go

1sg

guté-na

take-3sg

mok

mug

kéi.

pfv

‘I already took the mug.’ (NT:5)

c. Go

‘1sg

guté-Ø

take-3sg

mok

mug

kéi.

pfv

‘I already took the mug.’ (NT:5)

In the set of K-suffix verbs there are a few base forms with final mid-vowels,

such as gelé ‘lie down; sleep’, geto ‘be broken’, rio ‘wake s.o. up’, tuno ‘grill’

(< PMP *tunu), pito ‘seven’ (< PMP *pitu), spulo (<PMP *sa-ŋa-puluq) and

buto ‘eight’ (< PFL *butu ’eight; bunch; group’). As none of these final mid-

vowels traces back to ahistoricmid-vowel (seeproto-forms given inbrackets

if available), it canbehypothesised that for all or at least someof these verbs,

the mid-vowels were initially caused by suffixation but then generalised to

all forms of these verbs.

Numerals with suffixes are predicates but they are not fully verbal any-

more as they cannot function as the predicate of a full independent clause.

These numeral predicates rather fill the slot of free pronouns (cf. §3.4.2.1),

as for example telo-mi ‘three-1pl.excl’ in (89).

(89) Telo-mi

three-1pl.excl

m-énu

1pl.excl-drink

wai.

water

‘The three of us were having drinks.’ (C1:182)

As for other K-suffix verbs, stem-final high vowels in numerals are lowered

to mid vowels when a suffix is attached, such as telu ‘three’ becomes telo-

mi ‘three-1pl.excl’ or telo-Ø ‘three-3pl’. In the latter example of the third

person plural suffix -Ø, the vowel lowering on the stem is evidence for the

presence of a zero suffix.

In addition to their ability to takeperson suffixes, numerals often appear

with a core argument clitics preceding them, such as in (90).

(90) Da=telo-Ø

3pl=three-3pl

wo

dist

d-ai

3pl-go

...

‘The three of them went there ...’ (M2:73)

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/5a10a88e-1dab-4e11-a862-7f6734fa2c07
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/5a10a88e-1dab-4e11-a862-7f6734fa2c07
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/5a10a88e-1dab-4e11-a862-7f6734fa2c07
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/79b5dadb-8c55-453e-8a24-0c0f744424d6
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/12f3ce8c-c92e-418f-b23d-e2b2bd592416
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The ability of numerals to be preceded by core argument clitics is additional

evidence for their verbal status.

3.5.2.3 Suffixless verbs

Suffixless verbs are a set of mainly intransitive verbs that cannot occur with

apronominal suffix.These verbs represent a small classwith currently about

30 content words in my corpus listed in (91) and a set of 9 locationals with

several variants discussed in §3.7.1.

(91) Intransitive suffixless verbs

-ai ‘go’, belo(k) ‘appear’, blélot ‘look back’, blonget ‘look down’, boko

‘stand up’, bowo ‘bark’, denger ‘hear’, édo ‘shake’, géji ‘ascend; to enter’,

géka ‘laugh’, glasa ‘play’, gulur ‘snore’, gwajo ‘visit’, iwol ‘move themouth

because of food which is too hot’, jadi ‘give birth’, ksemil ‘smile’,maa

‘say; to think’, péko ‘turn’, péngos ‘turn away’, sidol ‘walk/stand on

tiptoe’, suduk ‘bend’, swedok ‘limp’, tukar ‘climb’, wosuk ‘move back-

wards’

Transitive suffixless verbs

-aar ‘do’,mawar ‘share’, nanam ‘plait’, sigi ‘prick’

Suffixless verbs can begin and end in either a vowel or a consonant. Their

template corresponds to what is generally found in Central Lembata disyl-

labic stems, namely (C)(C)V.(C)V(C).

Most suffixless verbs are intransitive. As suffixes mark S and P argu-

ments on verbs but not A, intransitive verbs that do not take suffixes treat

their S argument like A, namely unmarked or marked by a free pronoun or

proclitic. This supports analysingCentral Lembata as having a split-S system

(cf. §3.4.2.5).

3.5.3 Grammaticalised verbs

In this section, I discuss two verbs that have grammaticalised in several dir-

ections. These are the verb -ora ‘join; be with’ belonging to the class of G-

suffix verbs and the verb maa ‘say’ which is a suffixless verb. The verb maa

‘say’ probably goes back to Proto-Flores-Lembata (PFL) *ma ‘tongue’ (pos-

sibly connected with PMP *həma ‘tongue’) or PFL *madi ‘say’.
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3.5.3.1 The verb -ora ‘join; be with’

Although not frequent, the verb -ora ‘join; be with’ is still found as a fully

inflected verb, such as in (92) or (93).

(92) Go

1sg

k-ora

1sg-join

k-ai

1sg-go

weli

sidewards

éka.

garden

‘I join in going to the garden.’ (NB:8)

(93) Kam=m-ora-gu

1pl.excl=1pl.excl-be.with-2sg

pnua.

talk

‘We are talking with you.’ (C1:133)

In both examples, the verb -ora ‘join; be with’ appears as the first verb in

a serial verb construction. It is inflected for subject person and in example

(93), the object is also indexed on the verb using the bound pronoun -gu

‘2sg’which shows that this verb is transitive and follows theG-suffix pattern.

Next to this verbal use, we find the verb -ora grammaticalised into an ex-

istential (cf. §3.6.8), prepositions (94a), (94b) and (94c), and a coordinating

conjunction (95).

As a preposition, theword nora can introduce different kinds of objects,

such as a comitative argument as in (94a) and (94b), or a P argument as

in (94c). The preposition nora or its short form no always appears with the

default agreement prefix n- ‘3sg’. It does not agree with the S/A argument of

the clause. An example is given in (94a) in which the subject is first person

plural exclusive and in (94c) in which the subject is third person plural.

(94) a. Kam=mojip

1pl.excl=live

tali

again

nora

com

liso

rice

nora

com

kwaru.

corn

‘We live again of rice and corn.’ (M3:63)

b. Ta=minum

1pl.incl=drink

no

com

tata

older.sibling

nona

young.woman

kia,

incep

ina.

girl

‘Let’s drink with your older sister now, my dear.’ (C1:38)

c. Da=bara-nga

3pl=carry-3sg

nora

com

bala.

ivory.tusk

‘They are carrying an ivory tusk.’ (T1:123)

As a coordinating conjunction, nora or no is translated with ‘and’, as in (95).

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/fcc8d085-1fb7-44ce-9099-4cc082426338
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/79b5dadb-8c55-453e-8a24-0c0f744424d6
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/11b62e03-93ca-4ed8-bcd4-14ffd7b67b72
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/79b5dadb-8c55-453e-8a24-0c0f744424d6
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/60c04791-aa10-4f7e-9527-c91d88f8cdb2
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(95) Bapa

father

tuné

one

nora

com

na=kopo

3sg.poss=child

...

‘A father and his child ...’ (S2:12)

In contrast to the prepositional use of nora, as a coordinator the long form

nora appears less grammaticalised. The use of the default agreement pre-

fix n- ‘3sg’ is not possible for non-3sg NPs as the ungrammatical phrase in

(96a) demonstrates. A construction such as in (96b) which is inflected for

1sg must be used instead. Different to the long form nora, the coordinator

in its short form no can be used to coordinate a first person pronoun with

another nominal element as can be seen in (96c). In this example, the con-

junction no does not agreewith the preceding first person singular pronoun

which leads to the conclusion that no is completely grammaticalised into a

conjunction here and has lost its verbal properties.

(96) a. * go

1sg

nora

and

bapa-ga

father-1sg

Intended: ‘me and my father’ (NB:8)

b. Go

1sg

k-ora

1sg-com

kopong-u

child-spec

wé

prox

...

‘Me and this child ...’ (NB:8)

c. go

1sg

no

and

bapa-ga

father-1sg

‘me and my father’ (NB:8)

The bound verbal stem -o ‘towards’ may come from the verb -ora ‘join’ as

well, such as in (97). The fact that this element is inflected clearly points to

a verbal origin, however the word is so short that it is difficult to determine

where it came from and the connection between -o ‘towards’ and -ora ‘join’

has to remain tentative.

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/b80b6b48-abaa-4b1c-a63e-921f5eac82d9
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/fcc8d085-1fb7-44ce-9099-4cc082426338
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/fcc8d085-1fb7-44ce-9099-4cc082426338
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/fcc8d085-1fb7-44ce-9099-4cc082426338
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(97) a. Biné

female

tuné

one

diro

prog

géji

ascend

n-o

3sg-towards

ju

downwards

una

house

or

inside

n-ai.

3sg-go.

‘A girl is climbing into the house.’ (FH5:5)

b. Pindah

move

t-o

1pl.incl-towards

lau

seawards

lewu

village

weru

new.one

t-ai.

1pl.incl-go.

‘Let’smove to thenewvillage (down there in seawarddirection).’

(L2:138)

In sum, the verb -ora ‘join; bewith’ has grammaticalised into comitative pre-

positions, a coordinator and, perhaps, a destinationmarker. As a comitative

and as a coordinator in the short form no, only the 3sg prefix is used. In

other uses of -ora ‘join; be with’, the inflectional paradigm is still intact.

3.5.3.2 The verbmaa ‘say’

The suffixless verbmaa ‘say’ has grammaticalised into several directions as

well. As a main verb, the verbmaa ‘say’ is frequently used in stories to intro-

duce direct speech as in (98).

(98) Da=maa:

3pl=say

kamé

1pl.excl

AtaWuwur.

name

‘They said: We are AtaWuwur (clan members).’ (L3:367)

Further, the verbmaa grammaticalised into a speech verb complementiser,

amarker of future, intention, volition or ability and finally into a conditional

conjunction.

As a complementiser, the verb maa ‘say’ appears as the second verb in

a multi-verb sequence together with another speech verb as in (99), where

the verb kai ‘say’ is the main verb and the verbmaa functions as a comple-

mentiser.

(99) Kai-nga

say-3sg

maa

say

na=n-eti

3sg=3sg-bring

tange-ja.

raw-pl

‘Tell her that she should bring the raw ones.’ (C3:20)

As amarker of volition, future, intention or ability the verbmaa also appears

in a multi-verb sequence, but this time as the first element. An example

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/2f27320a-9969-45a3-a01d-a9ee2ab37a8e
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/015d8369-4ebd-4897-a0fb-8a87d29fee75
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/54ee5518-8f6c-4933-8cb7-b6764ab89e7f
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/d10ee89f-1b7f-4c7d-afd3-a3f5e125d3b7
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is given in (100), where the verb maa ‘say’ precedes the locational verb ju

‘downwards’ and the motion verb -ai ‘go’.

(100) Go

1sg

maa

say

ka=ju

1sg=downwards

wosu

outside

k-ai.

1sg-go

‘I want to go outside.’ (FH7:10)

As a conditional conjunction, maa appears clause-initially and optionally,

it can be combined with the Indonesian conditional conjunction kalau ‘if ’.

Two examples are given in (101). See also §3.6.11 for more details on condi-

tional clauses.

(101) a. Ara

but

maa

say

balar

ivory.tusk

také,

not.exist

bo

disc

da=ganti

3pl=replace

d-era

3pl-use

witi.

goat

‘But if there is no ivory tusk, they replace it with a goat.’ (T1:124)

b. Kalau

if

maa

say

da=jua

3pl=two

suka

like

nermoi

really

...

‘If they really like each other, ... (T1:4)

The grammaticalisation pathway of wordsmeaning ‘say’ to quotationmark-

ers and complementisers is cross-linguistically and also regionally common

(Klamer 2000).

3.5.4 The verbalising prefix g-

Central Lembatahas a fossilised verbalisingprefix g-. This prefix is only found

on three verbs in my corpus which are listed in Table 3.42.

Table 3.42: Verbalisation with the prefix g-

Noun Gloss Verb Gloss

bliko ‘wooden protector’ gliku ‘place a wooden protector’

mekul ‘part’ gmekul ‘split’

mata ‘eye’ gmata ‘speak face to face’

When the prefix is added to a consonant cluster initial word, the initial con-

sonant is dropped and replaced by the prefix, such as in bliko ‘wooden pro-

tector’→ gliku ‘place a wooden protector’.

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/090d65aa-380f-4cb7-a143-a9dbc78b274d
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/60c04791-aa10-4f7e-9527-c91d88f8cdb2
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/60c04791-aa10-4f7e-9527-c91d88f8cdb2
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3.5.5 Summary

Central Lembata verbs can be divided into three subclasses based on their

morpho-syntactic properties. G-suffix verbs can take pronominal suffixes of

the G-suffix set which is a full set of pronominal suffixes that mark S and

P arguments. K-suffix verbs are inflected with pronominal suffixes from the

K-suffix set which is amore archaic set tomark S and P arguments. It is only

found with a minority of frequently used verbal stems. Lastly, there is the

class of suffixless verbs which cannot take any suffix. Most of the suffixless

verbs are intransitive. This means that they mark their S argument in the

same way as an A argument, namely using free pronouns or proclitics. The

verb -ora ‘join; be with’ and the verbmaa ‘say’ both show typical grammatic-

alisation pathways in Central Lembata. The bound stem -ora ‘join; be with’

can still be used as inflected for person as a predicate but in other contexts,

its meaning has becomemore generic and is used as an existential, a comit-

ative preposition or a coordinating conjunction. In those cases, the third

person singular inflection is used as a default. The verbmaa ‘say’ is used as a

complementiser with other speech verbs, but also as amarker of intentions

and conditions. Central Lembata shows a few examples of verbalisation us-

ing the prefix g-.

3.6 Basic clausal syntax

3.6.1 Simple verbal clauses

Central Lembata verbal clauses show SV order in intransitive clauses and

AVP order in transitive clauses. S stands for an intransitive subject, A for a

transitive subject, V stands for a verb and P stands for the most object-like

argument of a transitive verb. Example (102) shows an intransitive clause.

(102) Kopo

child\s

lamé

male\s

tuné

one

na=tobé-nga.

3sg=sit-3sg

‘A boy sits.’ (S2:23)

In (102), the intransitive verb tobé ‘sit’ is marked twice for the third person

singular subject (S). First with a third person singular S/A proclitic na=, then

with a third singular S/P suffix -nga. This doublemarking appears frequently
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in the corpus. However, it is not obligatory. Either the proclitic, the suffix, or

both, can be left out, as shown in (103), where the intransitive verb tobé ‘sit’

is only marked with the third singular proclitic na=.

(103) Grapu

woman\s

tu

one

na=tobé.

3sg=sit

‘A woman sits.’ (S6:7)

The use of the S/P suffix is most likely related to the aspectual properties

of the predicate, i. e. state (suffix) versus event (no suffix), as discussed in

§3.4.2.4.

In both examples of intransitive clauses given in (102) and (103) above,

a full subject NP is present. This is not obligatory, a full subject NP can be

either replaced by a full pronoun or can be left out completely.

The examples in (104) show transitive clauses. In (104a), the verb tula

‘make’ ismarked for first person singular subject (A) employing the free pro-

noun go ‘1sg’. In (104a), the object (P) is not marked on the verb but rather

appears as a bare noun. It is also possible to mark the object on the verb

as in (104b) or to express it by a bound pronoun on the verb alone as in

(104c). Here neither A or P are expressed in a noun or noun phrase, both

are expressed by pronouns. The bound pronoun in (104b) and (104c) yields

a stative meaning, thus here meaning completed.

(104) a. Go

1sg

tula

make

nowi.

sarong.male\s

‘I make a sarong (for males)’ (I2:4)

b. Go

1sg

tula-nga

make-3sg

nowi

sarong.male\s

kéi.

pfv

‘I made the sarong already.’ (NB:88)

c. Go

1sg

tula-nga

make-3sg

kéi.

pfv

‘I made it.’ (NB:88)

Objects can also be optionally introduced by the comitative preposition no

‘com’, such as in (105).

(105) a. Na=soga

3sg=hold

no

com

kaju

wood\s

majak.

dry.one

‘She holds a dried wooden stick.’ (FH3:7)

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/48e5d303-dadd-41a6-a1f7-8533340c9ded
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/a42cc53e-9e58-41c3-95b4-4cca3373ee53
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/fcc8d085-1fb7-44ce-9099-4cc082426338
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/fcc8d085-1fb7-44ce-9099-4cc082426338
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/564284e1-1346-4cc6-86d4-70ec9aa4504a
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b. Na=soga

3sg=hold

kaju

wood\s

mekul.

part.

‘She holds a piece of wood.’ (FH2:35)

The following verbs are examples of verbs that typically introduce their ob-

ject with a comitative: bawat ‘bring’, -eti ‘bring’, galew ‘ask’, -énu ‘drink’, béé

‘give’, tula ‘make’, perak ‘see’, soga ‘hold’, guti ‘take’, pusaj ‘step rice (husk)’,

pékat ‘exchange’, témuk ‘receive’, pata ‘boil’, muul ‘plant’, -ewa ‘catch’, pétén

‘miss; think of’.

Although semantically, some of these verbs, such as béé ‘give’ or galew

‘ask’, are typical two object verbs, it is not obligatory to overtly express the

theme (T) and the recipient (R) in the same clause; it is possible that one

of the objects is omitted and is interpreted from the context. Most of the

time, the only object is T and it can optionally be preceded by no(ra), such

as illustrated in the two examples with the verb galew ‘ask’ in (106).

(106) a. Mo

2sg

galew

ask

no

com

né=ke'ada'an

3sg.poss=condition

lau

seawards

siné,

a.bit

Bosu.

‘Ask a bit about their conditions there overseas, Bosu.’ (C1:104)

b. Mo

2sg

tutu

speak

galew

ask

ke'ada'an

condition

tak

neg

jelas

clearly

si.

neg

‘You are asking not clearly about the conditions.’ (C1:104)

Although not frequently found, it is possible to express two objects, denot-

ing a recipient (R) and a theme (T). These constructions are found with the

verbs béé and noto both meaning ‘give’. R is expressed by a bound pronoun

(107a), a free pronoun (107b), by a prepositional phrase using lane /la ‘loc’

as in (107c) or by full NPs as in (107d). The latter construction with a direct

full NP without preposition is less frequent. The constituent order of T and

R depends on the formal properties of R. If R is expressed by a pronoun,

it precedes T such as in (107a) and (107b), however if R is expressed by a

prepositional phrase or a full NP it follows T, as in (107c) and (107d).

(107) a. Mo

2sg

noto-ga

give-1sg

glas

glass

kédak.

big

‘You gave me a huge glass’ (C1:15)

b. Go

1sg

noto

give

nané

3sg

na=muku

3sg.poss=banana\s

tuné.

one

‘I give him a banana.’ (UM:12)

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/8738877e-f762-419e-850b-19d78702b4cc
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/79b5dadb-8c55-453e-8a24-0c0f744424d6
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/79b5dadb-8c55-453e-8a24-0c0f744424d6
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/79b5dadb-8c55-453e-8a24-0c0f744424d6
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/1cf12830-75f6-478e-985f-515ecd60b7f6
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c. Na=béé

3sg=give

buku

book

la

loc

kopo

child\s

lamé

male\s

tu.

one

‘She gives a book to a boy.’ (FH1:6)

d. Na=noto

3sg=give

apél

apple

réné

prox

né=teman.

3sg.poss=friend

‘He gives this apple to his friend.’ (FH3:42)

In the theme NP in (107b) the 3sg.poss proclitic is used although the trans-

lation of theNP is ‘a banana’ and not ‘his banana’. This is because the banana

given to R is not his banana from the start. The possessor pronoun is used

because it becomes his banana due to the process of giving. In Central Lem-

bata theme NPs with a transfer verb such as béé ‘give’ frequently contain a

possessor pronoun.

T is usually expressed by a simple NP as in the previous examples. It is

also possible to express T with a prepositional phrase using the preposition

no ‘com’, while R is expressed by a bound pronoun on the verb, as illustrated

in (108).

(108) Da=langsung

3pl=immediately

béé-nga

give-3sg

no

com

bala.

tusk\s

‘The immediately hand over the ivory tusk.’ (T1:141)

In sum, all arguments can be expressed by full NPs or pronouns with the

possibility of omission when an argument is deductible from the context.

Objects of monotransitive verbs, as well as T arguments of ditransitives, can

be optionally preceded by the preposition no(ra) ‘com’. R arguments are in-

troduced by locationals, such as la(ne) ‘loc’ or réné ‘prox’, when they follow

the T argument.

3.6.2 Temporal adverbs

Central Lembata neither marks tense on the verb nor uses any other kind

of morphology for this purpose. Instead, the language possesses a set of ad-

verbs to place an event in time. Anoverviewof the temporal adverbs is given

in Table 3.43. They are discussed in detail below.

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/a9984d33-c1eb-4d49-9e25-c6d9b3d5d1de
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/564284e1-1346-4cc6-86d4-70ec9aa4504a
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/60c04791-aa10-4f7e-9527-c91d88f8cdb2
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Table 3.43: Temporal adverbs

Time frame Temporal adverb Translation

Past

negero jema jua (bé(né)) Lit. yesterday night two prox

Fr. ‘in the past’

jema bé(né) Lit. night prox

Fr. ‘in the past’

jema jua bé(né) Lit. night two prox

Fr. ‘two days ago’

Immediate

past

negero ‘yesterday’

nakété ‘just now’

Present wé(né) / ré(né) Lit. prox

Fr. ‘now’

Non-present nepo ‘later; just now’

Immediate

future

béné ‘later today’

bambé ‘tomorrow’

Future

bambé jema jua Lit. tomorrow night two

Fr. ‘in the future’

wé jaé n-ai Lit. prox hillwards 3sg-go

Fr. ‘in the future’

jema jua Lit. night two

Fr. ‘in two days’

Fr. = free translation, Lit. = literal translation

Without the use of any temporal adverb, a sentence in Central Lembata is

unspecified concerning temporal information. To express the notion ‘now’,

and thus convey present, it is possible to use one of the proximate demon-

stratives wé(né) or ré(né) (cf. §3.3.5), as shown in (109).

(109) Maa

want

ka=tutu

1sg=tell

ré

prox

bo

disc

tentang

about

Jon

John

no

and

Méri.

Mary

‘I would like to tell now about John and Mary.’ (N1:1)

As the formof the temporal expressions for ‘now’ and theproximatedemon-

stratives are the same, it is not always clear if the speaker intends a tem-

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/92858271-cf87-4a7f-b1cb-d9ffd20dced7
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poral or a deictic sense. It may also be questionedwhether these two senses

should be distinguished at all. The proximate demonstratives wé(né) and

ré(né) can also be followed by words expressing parts of a day, such as baén

‘morning’, lejo ‘day time’ and buuk ‘night’. This leads to the following col-

locations: wé baén ‘now (morning)’, wé(né) lejo ‘now (midday)’ and wé(né)

buuk ‘now (evening)’. The words expressing parts of the day, such as baén

‘morning’, are the only nouns in Central Lembata that can be preceded by a

demonstrative. In all other cases, demonstratives follow thenoun (cf. §3.3.4).

In addition to proximate demonstratives, such aswé(né), distal demonstrat-

ives can also be combined with parts of the day, such as in wo(né) lejo ‘dist

day’ meaning ‘that day’.

Adverbs to express immediate past and immediate future are found in

two pairs: béné / nakété and bambé / negero. The adverb béné ‘later today’

expresses a point in timewhich is in the future but still on the same day and

the adverb nakété ‘earlier; just now’ expresses a point in timewhich is in the

past but still on the same day or the evening before. The adverb béné is also

a proximate locational but cannot be a demonstrative. These two immedi-

ate non-present expressions can be combined with the parts of the day in

the same way as shown for the proximate demonstratives above. This leads

to expressions like nakété lejo ‘earlier at noon’, nakété buuk ‘earlier at night’,

béné buuk ‘in the coming evening’, béné baén ‘in the comingmorning’ or ‘to-

morrowmorning’. In these collocations of nakété / béné and parts of the day,

nakété and béné can be shortend to nak and bé, thus for example bé baén for

‘tomorrowmorning’ or nak buuk ‘lat night’.

The other immediate non-present pair is negero ‘yesterday’ and bambé

‘tomorrow’.Thewordbambé ‘tomorrow’ canalsobe combinedwith theparts

of the day as in bambé baén ‘tomorrow morning’ (sometimes contracted to

bangbén) or bambé buuk ‘tomorrow evening’.

The remaining future andpast expressions are all collocations composed

of multiple words. The word jema historically means ‘night’ but synchronic-

ally only appears in these fixed expressions. The use of bé(né) ‘prox’ in these

collocations is surprising. As has been shown above, this word is also used

as the immediate future adverb denoting ‘in a bit; later today’ but in colloca-

tions, it only appears in expressions pointing to past events.When referring

to immediate future, bé(né) stands alone or precedes another word as in

béné buuk ‘later tonight’, while in the collocations expressing a past point in

time, it is the last element, such as in jema jua bé ‘two days ago’.
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The non-present marker nepo ‘later; just now’ either denotes a point in

time in the immediate past as in (110) or in the future as in (111). There is a

crucial syntactic difference between the past and the future reading of nepo.

To obtain the past reading, the adverb nepo has to directly precede themain

verb, such as given in (110), no pronoun can interfere.

(110) Na=nepo

3sg=non.pres

oli.

arrive

‘He just arrived.’ (C5:83)

For the future readinghowever, a pronounappears between the adverbnepo

and the main verb as is the case in (111) and (112).

(111) Nepo

non.pres

na=supeng

3sg=pick.up

moné.

2sg

‘Then / Later she will pick you up.’ (C1:249)

The future use of nepo leads to the use of a proclitic, such as ka= ‘1sg’ in (112),

typically found in irrealis contexts (cf. §3.4.2.2).

(112) Na=panaw-a

3sg=walk-3sg

nepo

non.pres

ka=guté-Ø.

1sg=take-3pl

‘When he has left, I will take it.’ (C5:103)

In (112), nepo can be analysed as a sequential conjunction (cf. §3.6.11) as it

connects twoevents in a sentence. It introduces a clause expressing anevent

that is going to takeplace after another event has happened, thus potentially

in the future.

3.6.3 Aspectual adverbs

To specify the internal temporal properties of an event, Central Lembata

mainly employs the aspectual adverbs given inTable 3.44. Two semantically

opposing pairs can be found. First, the use of kéi ‘pfv’ or nawa ‘still’ defines

whether something as takenplace already or not yet. Second, the use of naro

‘compl’ or kia ‘incep’ defines whether something is beginning or terminat-

ing. The progressive marking diro ‘prog’ does not have a clear counterpart.

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/cebfc6ea-4833-4afe-9a78-09910a9784f2
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/79b5dadb-8c55-453e-8a24-0c0f744424d6
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/cebfc6ea-4833-4afe-9a78-09910a9784f2
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Table 3.44: Aspectual adverbs

Adverb Meaning Aspect Position

kéi ‘already’ perfective (pfv) clause-final

nawa ‘still’ imperfective (still) pre-predicate

naro ‘finished’ completive (compl) clause-final

kia ‘first’ inceptive (incep) clause-final

diro ‘in progress’ progressive (prog) pre-verbal

The pre-verbal adverb diro ‘prog’ is used tomark an event as progressive, as

illustrated in (113).

(113) Kopo

child

biné

female

jua

two

da=diro

3pl=prog

tobé.

sit

‘Two girls are sitting.’ (FH2:11)

The progressive adverb diro is placed directly preceding the main verb and

the proclitic pronoun is attached to this aspect marker.

The clause-final kéi ‘pfv’, as in (114a), and the pre-predicate nawa ‘still’,

as in (114b), express perfective (pfv) and imperfective (still) aspect.

(114) a. Go=kopo

1sg.poss=child

biné

female

lodo

exit

kéi.

pfv

‘My daughter left home already.’ (=is married) (M3:157)

b. Awa-ga

spouce-1sg.poss

nawa

still

na=lau

3sg=seawards

Ilé Apé.

name

‘My wife is still at Ile Ape.’ (C1:189)

A clause containing kéi ‘pfv’ cannot be negated, as shown in (115a), whereas

for a clause with nawa ‘still’, negation is possible and yields themeaning ‘not

yet’ as in (115b).

(115) a. * Go=kopo

1sg=child

biné

female

ta

neg

na=lodo

3sg=exit

kéi.

pfv

Intended: ‘My daughter has not left home yet.’ (=not yet mar-

ried) (NB:87)

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/8738877e-f762-419e-850b-19d78702b4cc
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/11b62e03-93ca-4ed8-bcd4-14ffd7b67b72
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/79b5dadb-8c55-453e-8a24-0c0f744424d6
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/fcc8d085-1fb7-44ce-9099-4cc082426338
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b. Bapa

father

nawa

still

ta

neg

na=lebo

3sg=bathe

si.

neg

‘Father has not taken a shower yet.’ (UM:33)

Usually, the imperfective marker nawa precedes the predicate and the per-

fective marker kéi follows it. However, in some cases, nawa ‘still’ can also

appear clause-finally as in (116).

(116) Reno

name

anak

little

nawa.

still

‘Reno is still little.’ (M3:181)

The adverbnawa is of verbal origin. It seems to originate froma vowel-initial

verb that is inflected for S/A person as the third person plural form d-awa

‘3pl-still’ is still frequently found. However, all other persons appear to have

generalised to nawa which contains a fossilised 3sg prefix. S/P person suf-

fixes of the more archaic K-suffix set (cf. §3.4.2.4) can be added to the stem

nawa ‘still’, such as -ku ‘2sg’ in (117).

(117) Mo

2sg

gerep

young.woman

nawa-ku.

still-2sg

‘Are you still single?” (UM:98)

It is not entirely clear what the meaning of a verb -awa would have been.

Possible meanings are ‘be incomplete’ or ‘be ongoing’. Verbal traces such

as these cannot be found for kéi ‘pfv’ which always appears clause-finally,

which is not a typical position for verbs in Central Lembata.

Compared to the aspectual adverbs kéi and nawa, the clause-final ad-

verb naro ‘compl’ is less frequent but it also occurs in contexts that express

an event that is completed or has terminated, such as in (118).

(118) Tité

1pl.incl.poss

ékan

garden\l

we

prox

bo

disc

slaén-a

clean-3sg

naro.

compl

‘Our garden is now cleared.’ (N3:62)

The adverb narohas a similar function to the perfective adverb kéi discussed

above. Both express a terminated action.

The adverb kia ‘incep’ expresses an event which has to be done or hap-

pen first before another event can start as in example (119). This adverb is

also often used in imperatives as in (120). I analyse the adverb kia as an in-

ceptive (incep) as it is related to the starting of an event.

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/1cf12830-75f6-478e-985f-515ecd60b7f6
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/11b62e03-93ca-4ed8-bcd4-14ffd7b67b72
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/1cf12830-75f6-478e-985f-515ecd60b7f6
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/2c38fbb9-94dc-4778-81c1-28a7de1a7b02
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(119) Mo

2sg

bantu

help

ema-m

mother-2sg.poss

maa

want

pus

wash

piri

dish

kia.

incep

‘Help your mother first to wash the dishes.’ (N2:16)

(120) Gaa

eat

uta

peanuts

kia.

incep

‘Eat peanuts now.’ (C1:202)

In discourse, the two aspectual adverbs naro ‘finished’ and kia ‘incep’ are

often combined to the expression naro kiameaning ‘that’s enough for now’,

‘let’s stop now’ or the like.

3.6.4 Negation and prohibition

Central Lembata has six negating lexemes which are summarised in Table

3.45. The non-existential také ‘not.exist’ is a predicate, while the other neg-

ators negate a predicate.

Table 3.45: Negators in Central Lembata

Function Subject Predicate

Non-existential ... také

Negation of N / V predicates ... tak / ta ... si(né)

Prohibition of predicates ... aké ... baé

The negator také ‘not.exist’ only appears in isolation as the answer “no” to

a question or as a non-existential (cf. §3.6.8). The three negators tak, ta and

si(né) express negation and the twonegator aké and baé express prohibition.

The negators si(né) and baé are clause-final, the others appear before the

predicate. The clause-final negators si and siné are in free variation.

There are three double negation patterns in Central Lembata: 1) ta ...

si(né) to negate a verbal predicate (121), 2) tak ... si(né) to negate a non-verbal

predicate (122) and 3) aké ... baé to express prohibition (123).

(121) Ta

neg

da=waak-i

3pl=finish-3pl

si.

neg

‘It (the food) will never be finished.’ (T3:242)

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/e4f3ca6c-fecb-42bc-b022-a25e14126485
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/79b5dadb-8c55-453e-8a24-0c0f744424d6
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/5359c27f-1aa4-46d7-ba2b-e4ae11bfa1dd
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(122) Tak

neg

tulor-u

frog-spec

siné.

neg

‘It’s not the frog.’ (F1:25)

(123) Aké

proh

péten

think

baé.

proh

‘Don’t worry.’ (N3:69)

Although most frequently found in a double pattern, it is possible to leave

out one of the negators and thus have single pre-predicate or single clause-

final negation.

As Austronesian languages generally show pre-predicate negation, the

presence of a clause-final negator in Central Lembata is regarded as an in-

novation. This hypothesis is discussed in detail in §10.3.

3.6.5 Multi-verb sequences

Multi-verb sequences are verbal clauses that contain two ormore verbs that

share at least one argument. The verbs can be separated by pronouns or

nominal objects but not by conjoining elements. Multi-verb sequences are

frequently found in Central Lembata. A full analysis of these constructions

that includes thequestionof whichof theCentral Lembata verbal sequences

qualify formally as serial verb constructions in the sense of Aikhenvald and

Dixon (2006) remains to be done.

Central Lembata has the types of multi-verb sequences listed below. V1

stands for the first verb in the sequence, while V2 stands for the second verb

in the sequence. There are also sequences with more than three verbs but

they are not discussed in detail here.

(124) Types of multi-verb sequences

1. V1 + V2 = Two events

a) simultaneous

b) sequential

2. V1 + V2 = One single event

a) two aspects of the same event

b) newmeaning

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/aa0cc643-84bd-4f2a-920d-de846e7b8a63
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/2c38fbb9-94dc-4778-81c1-28a7de1a7b02
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c) two verbs with very similar meanings

d) V2 locational and deictic motion verb

e) V2 grammaticalised

Multiverb sequences are divided into two main classes, those that denote

two events and those that denote one single event. A multi-verb sequence

that expresses two events can express two or more events that are happen-

ing at the same time as in (125a) or shortly after each other as in (125b).

(125) a. Nepo

later

ta=seli

1pl.incl=meet

ptuto-sa

talk-1pl.incl

tali

again

wi.

disc

‘Later we will meet and talk again.’ (C1:247)

b. Da=ola-nga

3pl=cut-3sg

tube-nga

cook.in.bamboo-3sg

pa

then

da=kaa.

3pl=eat:3pl

‘They cut it, cooked it in bamboo and then they ate.’ (L3:110)

Multiverb sequences that denote one single eventmake use of the two verbs

in very different ways as listed above. In the following, I exemplify all five

subtypes that express one single event.

Motion verbs can occur in multi-verb sequences to express different

aspects of one event, such as the way of moving and the direction of the

movement. An example is given in (126). There the first verb ksopel ‘jump’

expresses the way the dog moves and the second verb lodor ‘descend’ ex-

presses the direction of movement.

(126) Aor

dog

ksopel

jump

lodor-a.

descend-3sg

‘The dog jumps down.’ (F2:49)

Locational verbs, such as lau ‘seawards’ that indicate a location in seaward

direction (cf. §3.7.1), can also be part of multi-verb sequences, as illustrated

in (127). The locational verb alone does not specify yet that anymotion is in-

volved.The first verbpana ‘walk’ indicates thewayof movement and through

that, it becomes clear that the sentence expresses motion. These construc-

tions are discussed in more detail in §3.7.2 on locative expressions.

(127) Da=jua

3pl=two

pana

walk

da=lau

3pl=seawards

éka

garden

keja.

middle

‘The two of them went to the middle of the garden.’ (N3:93)

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/79b5dadb-8c55-453e-8a24-0c0f744424d6
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/54ee5518-8f6c-4933-8cb7-b6764ab89e7f
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/453e3d50-017f-4c68-9597-0aa972bcc04c
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/2c38fbb9-94dc-4778-81c1-28a7de1a7b02
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Other aspects of themovement can also be expressed by the second verb in

a multi-verb sequence. In the following two examples, the second verb in-

dicates whether the agent of the movement is being followed (128a), or the

agent of themovement is following another agent (128b). The first verb kari

‘run’ in (128a), expresses the way of motion, while the second verb -olu ‘pre-

cede’ specifies the semantic aspect of preceding another entity.Whereas in

(128b), the first verb beka ‘fly’ specifies the way of movement, while the se-

cond verb dori ‘follow’ expresses that the agent of the multi-verb sequence,

the owl, is following someone else, in this case the child.

(128) a. Kopong

child

nakété

anaph

di

also

kari

run

n-olu

3sg-precede

kéi.

pfv

‘That child is running ahead already.’ (F2:27)

b. Na=beka

3sg=fly

dori-nga

follow-nga

kopo

child

nakété.

anaph

‘It [the owl] flys following the child.’ (F2:36)

In addition to motion events, there are also other events that can be ex-

pressed by a multi-verb sequence whose members specify different aspects

or parts of the same event. These can be resultative constructions or con-

structions where the two verbs have related meanings but the second is

more specific than the first. These cases are shown in (129) and (130). In the

multi-verb sequence in (129), the first verb pegu ‘cut’ expresses the action,

while the second verb -era ‘become’ introduces the result of the action. Both

verbs have the same agent subject which is expressed by the free pronoun

go ‘1sg’ and by the inflection on the second verbwhich is a vowel-initial pre-

fixing verb (cf. §3.4.2.3).

(129) Go

1sg

pegu

cut

k-era

1sg-become

mekul

part

jua.

two

‘I cut it into two pieces.’ (FH7:16)

In (130), the speech verb tutu ‘tell’ expresses that the person is speaking,

while the second verb galew ‘ask’ specifies that the person is not only speak-

ing but asking about something.

(130) Mo

2sg

tutu

tell

galew

ask

keadaan.

condition

‘You are asking about the circumstances.’ (C1:104)

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/453e3d50-017f-4c68-9597-0aa972bcc04c
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/453e3d50-017f-4c68-9597-0aa972bcc04c
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/090d65aa-380f-4cb7-a143-a9dbc78b274d
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/79b5dadb-8c55-453e-8a24-0c0f744424d6
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The next subtype of single eventmulti-verb sequences is the casewhere two

verbs are combined to yield a new meaning. One could also analyse them

as verbal compounds. Examples are bélu bakat glossed as ‘cut cut’ meaning

‘murder’, kari pana ‘run walk’ meaning ‘flee’ and gelé tobé ‘lie sit’ meaning

‘live’ or ‘stay’.

A specific form of multi-verb sequences are those that combine verbs

which are synonyms. Examples are diki dongot ‘carry’, gawak kpulé ‘hug’ and

tobé bau ‘sit’. In all three examples, the individual parts mean the same as

both parts together, so no new meaning is generated. This is different from

the case of verbal compounds, given in the preceding paragraph.

Finally, there aremulti-verb sequences thathave a secondelementwhich

is highly grammaticalised and could be analysed as a preposition. In that

case, it is questionable whether synchronically, these constructions should

still be seen as multi-verb sequences. But historically they have their origin

in multi-verb sequences. The second verb of a grammaticalised multi-verb

sequences canbe a grammaticalised formof -ora ‘bewith’ ormaa ‘say’ which

are discussed in §3.5.3, a locational verb which are introduced in §3.7.1 or

an aspectual markers of verbal origin, discussed in §3.6.3.

3.6.6 Nominal predicates

Nominal predicates usually contain a noun phrase with only a noun and no

other elements. In case of coda alternating nouns, the free form is found (cf.

§3.3.1.2). Nominal predicates occur mainly in equative clauses. A subtype

of these are clauses containing a noun that expresses a property concept in

predicate position. The subject NP in these clauses is usually more complex

than the predicate NP. In some cases, the nominal predicate can be marked

with a S/P suffix but most nominal predicates are unmarked. For examples

and more details on predicative nouns with suffixes see §3.4.2.4.

Equative clauses are built by juxtaposing two NPs; there is no copula or

other linking element. Two examples of equative clauses are given in (132)

and (131). Noun phrase boundaries are marked with brackets. In both ex-

amples, two NPs are combined. The first NP is more complex, whereas the

second NP is simply a noun. In (131), the first NP contains an inalienable

possessed noun. In (132), the first NP contains the noun magun ‘man’, the

demonstrative wo ‘dist’ and the discourse marker bo ‘disc’.
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(131) [ Bapa-m

father-2sg.poss

] [ pegawén

official

].

‘Is your father a government official?’ (C1:145)

(132) [Magun

man

wo

dist

bo

disc

] [molan

healer

].

‘That man is a healer.’ (NT:12)

In predicate position, property concepts are expressed by unmarked nouns,

as in (133), where the property noun kédak ‘big.one’ is not marked for num-

ber. Property nouns in predicate position cannot take any suffix, thus are

never marked for number.

(133) [ Una-ja

house-pl

wo

dist

] [ kédak

big.one

].

‘Those houses are big.’ (NB:74)

Equative clauses aredifferentiated fromattributivepropertynouns (§3.3.4.2)

by the fact that the subject NP contains at least one second element next to

the noun that marks the end of the phrase. Examples of eligible elements

include a demonstrative, such as wo ‘dist’, as in (133), or the end of phrase

marker ro ‘fin’.

The subject of nominal predicates can also be expressed by a full pro-

noun, as in (134).

(134) [ Gone

1sg

ro

fin

] [ golok

tall.one

].

‘I am tall.’ (NB:80)

On the other hand, a short form of a pronoun go ‘1sg’ cannot be the subject

in this construction shown in (135).

(135) * [ go

1sg

] [ golok

tall.one

].

Intended: ‘I am tall.’ (NB:65)

The short form is only possible if the nominal predicate takes a S/Pmarking

suffix as discussed in §3.4.2.4. An example is (69b) in that section.

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/79b5dadb-8c55-453e-8a24-0c0f744424d6
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/5a10a88e-1dab-4e11-a862-7f6734fa2c07
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/fcc8d085-1fb7-44ce-9099-4cc082426338
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/fcc8d085-1fb7-44ce-9099-4cc082426338
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/fcc8d085-1fb7-44ce-9099-4cc082426338
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3.6.7 Adjectival root predicates

Central Lembatahas a set of adjectival rootswhich canbederived intonouns,

such as given in Table 3.46. For the derivational morphology involved see

§3.3.6.

Table 3.46: Adjectival roots and their nominal derivatives

Gloss Adjective Noun

‘big’ kéda kédak

‘long (time)’ koda kodak

‘dirty’ mila milan

‘quiet’ meli meling

‘bitter’ pait pnait

‘heavy’ berat bnerat

‘hot’ kati knating

‘rotten’ gewa knewak

‘salty’ peju pnejuk

‘sour’ gilu kniluk

This section discusses the use of the adjectival roots. Their nominal deriv-

atives are discussed as nominal predicates in §3.6.6 and asmodifiers within

NPs in §3.3.4. The only syntactic context where the adjectival roots are used

is intensification or negation, using one of the modifying means listed in

Table 3.47. An example of an adjectival root in use is buja ‘white’ in (136)

which is modified by kéda ‘big’.

(136) Kumi

mustache

kéda

big

buja.

white

‘The mustache was very white.’ (L3:271)

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/54ee5518-8f6c-4933-8cb7-b6764ab89e7f
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Table 3.47: Modifiers for adjectival predicates

Modifying means Meaning

ro ‘very’

kéda ‘big’

(tu)ga ‘extremely’

di ‘more’

diro ‘prog’

kéi ‘pfv’

ta ... si(né) ‘neg’

full reduplication ‘very very’

In all other contexts, property concepts are expressed as nouns, which are

either nominalisations of their adjectival counterparts, such as the nouns in

Table 3.13 or they are underived nouns, such as letes ‘cold.one’ which does

does not have an adjectival root.

Property nouns that donot have an adjectival root can also be combined

with the modifiers listed above in a nominal predicate, as for example letes

‘cold’ in (137).

(137) Lau

seawards

Kalikasa

name

éka

condition

buuk

night

kéda

very

letes.

cold

‘In Kalikasa, the nights are very cold.’ (NT:1)

Adjectival root predicates are different from nominal predicates. The sub-

ject of a nominal predicate, such as golok in goné ro golok ‘1sg fin tall.one’ = ‘I

am tall.’, always needs a phrase-final element, such aswo ‘dist’ or ro ‘fin’ (cf.

§3.6.6). Otherwise, the predicative noun could not always be distinguished

from a attributive property noun, such as in a noun phrase as ata golok ‘per-

son tall.one’ = ‘a tall person’.

This is not the case for adjectival root predicates, which are in contrast

very similar to verbal predicates. They can take short pronouns or proclitics

(138) to mark their subjects which is not possible for nominal predicates.

(138) Mo

2sg

diro

prog

golo.

tall

‘You are getting taller.’ (NB:76)

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/5a10a88e-1dab-4e11-a862-7f6734fa2c07
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/fcc8d085-1fb7-44ce-9099-4cc082426338
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However, I do not analyse adjectival roots as verbs, because they obligatorily

appear in intensified or negated contexts, while verbs are only optionally

modified by the same modifiers, such as diro ‘prog’ or ta ... si(né) ‘tak’.

3.6.8 Existential clauses

Central Lembata has twoways to construct an existential clause, eitherwith

the intransitive verb nong ‘exist’ or with the existential nora/no that has

grammaticalised from the verb -ora ‘join; be with’ (cf. §3.5.3). The intransit-

ive existential verbnong ‘exist’ cannot be inflected. It can either be usedwith

an intransitive subject as in (139) or in isolation as an answer to a question

as in (140).

(139) Kopi

coffee

bo

disc

nong

exist

ara

but

kopi

coffee

pnait.

bitter

‘There was (or: they had) coffee but the coffee was bitter.’ (M3:84)

The existential nong ‘exist’ also has a negative counterpart which is the in-

transitive verb také ‘not exist’ as in the question in example (140).

(140) Q: No

exist

mo=kléréng

2sg.poss

také?

marble not.exist

‘Do you have marbles?’

A: Nong.

exist

‘Yes, I do.’ (C2:14-15)

The existential nong and its negative counterpart také are syntactically dis-

tributed in the same way. They can stand in isolation or they can be the

intransitive predicate of a subject argument.

The transitive existential is attested in two forms, nora and no. The exist-

ential nora can appear with a transitive subject, as in (141). Any coda altern-

ating noun, as in (142), appears in the short formas is the rule for post-verbal

object.

(141) Guru

teacher

pegawén

official

nora

exist

da=gula.

3pl.poss=sugar

‘The public teachers had their sugar.’ (M3:88)

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/11b62e03-93ca-4ed8-bcd4-14ffd7b67b72
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/11010291-0a19-4960-b2db-193896f06e5c
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/11b62e03-93ca-4ed8-bcd4-14ffd7b67b72
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In (142), the coda alternating noun rusa/rusar ‘deer’ appears in the short

form when following nora ‘exist’. This provides evidence that this NP is an

object.

(142) Weli

sidewards

watu

stone

paap

side

ro

fin

bo

disc

nora

exist

rusa.

deer\s

‘On the other side of the stone, there is a deer.’ (F2:39)

Although taking an object argument, the existential nora ‘exist’ is not com-

pletely verbal.When negated, it follows the pattern for non-verbal elements

(cf. §3.6.4) by using tak ‘neg’ as in (143). It might be that here the noun wai

‘water\s’ is negated rather thannora ‘exist’ and this is triggering the negation

for non-verbal elements.

(143) Tak

neg

nora

exist

wai

water\s

si.

neg

‘There is no water.’ (NB:86)

The shorter form no has even fewer verbal properties. It cannot have a sub-

ject and for coda alternating nouns, the nominal element following the ex-

istential no does not appear in the vowel-final form as a verbal object would,

but in the consonant-final form, as in apér ‘fire\l’ in (144) andwaér ‘water\l’

in (145).

(144) Tak

neg

no

exist

apér

fire\l

si.

neg

‘There was no fire.’ (N3:16)

(145) No

exist

waér

water\l

na=weli.

3sg=sidewards

‘There is water there.’ (L3:203)

3.6.9 Questions

Questions in Central Lembata have the sameword order as declarative sen-

tences. Polar questions are usually unmarked but they can be marked op-

tionally by an interrogative particle such as those listed in Table 3.48.

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/453e3d50-017f-4c68-9597-0aa972bcc04c
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/fcc8d085-1fb7-44ce-9099-4cc082426338
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Table 3.48: Interrogative particles

Type Particle Gloss

Native i ‘q’

bo ‘disc’

Loan (Indonesian) to ‘q’

ka ‘q’

Negator také ‘not.exist’

The particle bo is not glossed with ‘q’ for question marker as it can also oc-

cur in declarative sentences (cf. §3.6.10). The interrogative particles listed

in Table 3.48 appear clause-finally as in (146), except for bo ‘disc’ which is

mainly found clause-initially in questions, as in (147).

(146) Buuk

night

ua

clf

telu

three

i?

q

‘That’s for three nights, right?’ (C6:22)

(147) Bo

disc

Jérman

German

né

3sg.poss

di

also

gésak

different

tali?

again

‘And in German, it is different again? (C1:35)

The interrogative particle také — originally a non-existential — is often

combined with other interrogative markers such as i in (148).

(148) No

exist

mo=kléréng

2sg.poss=marble

i

q

také?

not.exist

‘Do you have marbles?’ (C2:14)

Information questions in Central Lembata contain an interrogative word.

An overview of the question words is provided in Table 3.49.

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/3f979cd5-b498-46d5-97f9-de359d1d6bc0
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/79b5dadb-8c55-453e-8a24-0c0f744424d6
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/11010291-0a19-4960-b2db-193896f06e5c
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Table 3.49: Interrogative words

Simple Gloss Word class

ga(né) ‘where’ locational verb

énak / éna ‘who’ coda-alternating(?) noun

aan ‘what; which’ inalienable(?) noun

pira ‘how many’ numeral

Compound Gloss Components

nao ga(né) ‘how’ ‘be like’ + ‘where’

jema pira ‘when’ ‘time unit’ + ‘howmany’

bo aan ‘why’ ‘disc’ + ‘what’

(bo) puken aan ‘why’ (‘disc’) + reason + ‘what’

bi aanenu ‘why’ ‘not know’ + ‘what-3sg.poss’

Question words in Central Lembata do not form a word class on their own.

Simple question words belong to the word class of their expected answer.

The word to ask for a place ga(né) ‘where’ is a locational verb. The word

énak/éna ‘who’ to ask for a person and the word aan ‘what’ to ask for a thing

are nouns. And the word pira ‘howmany’ to ask for an amount is a numeral.

This classification is based on the morpho-syntactic properties of the ques-

tion words that match with those of the word classes they are assigned to.

In (149), the question word ga ‘where’ is placed between the pronoun

mo ‘2sg’ and the clause-final verb oli ‘arrive’.

(149) Weki-m

body-2sg.poss

snebar

wet

wo

dist

bo

disc

mo

2sg

ga

where

oli?

arrive

‘Your body is wet, where are you coming from?’ (L3:202)

This position between pronoun and clause-final verb is the same position

found for locationals suchaswé(né) ‘prox’ orwo(né) ‘dist’. Anotherproperty

that the question word ga(né) ‘where’ has in common with locationals is

the presence of a long and a short form which are synonyms created by the

presence or absence of the final syllable né (cf. §3.7.1).

The question words énak ‘who’ and aan ‘what’ appear in core argument

positions in the same way as nouns. In (150), the question word enak ‘who’

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/54ee5518-8f6c-4933-8cb7-b6764ab89e7f
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appears in subject position, whereas aan ‘what’, in (151), appears in object

position.

(150) Énak

who

era

cry

weli?

sidewards

‘Who is crying over there?’ (C2:70)

(151) Mio

2pl

tula

do

aan

what

tali?

again

‘What else did you do?’ (C6:207)

Apart from their placement in core argument positions, the question words

énak ‘who’ and aan ‘what’ also showmorphological properties of nouns. The

question word énak ‘who’ can take a specificity suffix -u ‘spec’ (152) as is the

case with alienable nouns (cf. §3.3.1.2).

(152) Bo

disc

mo

2sg

najan-mu

name-2sg.poss

énak-u?

who-spec

‘And what is your name?’ (UM:57)

The question word aan ‘what’ can take an inalienable possessor suffix (153)

as is the case with inalienable nouns (cf. §3.3.1.1).

(153) Manuk

chicken

aan(e)-n?

what-3sg.poss

‘What kind of chicken?’ (NB:38)

Finally, the question word pira ‘how many’ behaves like a numeral as it can

be usedwith a classifier as in (154) and it can take the ordinal number form-

ing circumfix kes...n as shown in (155).

(154) Go=kléré

1sg.poss=marble

ua

clf

pira

how.many

bla?

prox

‘Howmany marbles do I have here?’ (C2:64)

(155) Kopo

child

kes-pira-n?

ord-how.many-ord

‘Which child is it? (first, second..?)’ (C6:93)

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/11010291-0a19-4960-b2db-193896f06e5c
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3.6.10 Clause and phrase boundary markers

Central Lembata has three discourse particles that appear either at the end

or beginning of a clause or at the end of a noun phrase (cf. §3.3.4). Their

forms and possible positions are given in Table 3.50.

Table 3.50: Clause and phrase boundary markers

Form Gloss Clause-initial Clause-final NP-final

bo ‘disc’ yes yes yes

ro ‘fin’ no yes yes

di ‘also’ no yes yes

From this table, it can be seen that the particle bo can appear in all three

positions, whereas the other two particles ro and di are only found at the

end of a clause or a NP. The origin of these particles is not entirely clear but

the following are some possible language-internal sources. The particles bo

and romight goback to the distal locationalswo(né) and ro(né) (cf. §3.5.2.3).

On the other hand, the particle di probably goes back to di meaning ‘also;

additional; more’.

For now, ro is glossed as ‘fin’ meaning final marker because it marks the

end of a clause or NP, and bo is glossed as ‘disc’ meaning discourse marker

as it has wider discourse functions. The phrase final particle di is glossed

‘also’ as this is the primary meaning of the word.

The particles ro and bo are extremely frequent. In final position of a NP

or a clause, they can be combined as ro bo. The particle di is moremarginal.

In phrase initial position, bo very often appears in questions as in example

(156). It is also part of the question word bo aan ‘why’ which is composed

out of the particle bo and the question word aan ‘what’ (cf. §3.6.9).

(156) Bo

disc

ta=muul

1pl.incl=plant

aan?

what

‘What are we going to plant?’ (N4:34)

In clause- or NP-final position, bo aswell as ro seem to emphasise the phrase

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/a9dcf005-e0ec-4296-979c-6251fc122176
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boundary.14 This can be between a subject and a non-verbal predicate as in

(157) or a subject and a verbal predicated as in (158) and (159).

(157) Maguja

man.pl

wo

dist

bo

disc

mola-ja.

healer-pl

‘Those men are healers.’ (NT:12)

(158) Kamé

1pl.excl

wé

prox

bo

disc

gaa

eat:1pl.excl

kwaru

corn

netuk.

crushed

‘We eat crushed corn here.’ (C1:6)

(159) Kopong

child

ro

fin

géwé

ascend

na=wo.

3sg=dist

‘The child climbed up there.’ (F2:29)

But both finalmarkers, bo and ro, can also appear at the end of a clause, thus

at the end of a VP, as in (160) and (161).

(160) Kuun

ficus.species

duang

big

réné

prox

toba-nga

fall-3sg

ro.

fin

‘This big ficus tree fell down.’ (C6:60)

(161) Kreka

startle

bo

disc

na=oli

3sg=come

bo.

disc

‘Suddenly, he came.’ (C6:146)

In the case of clause-finalbo, there is often a connotationof surprise or ques-

tioning in the sentence. However, bo as a non-final elements is much more

frequent.

In final position, the combination of ro and a plain verb without pro-

noun or proclitic preceding it, as in (162), yields an imperative meaning.

(162) T-énu

1pl.incl-drink

ro.

fin

‘Let’s drink.’ (C1:11)

14 At first glance, the particle ro appears to be similar to the Lewoingu Lamaholot particle

-ke which Nishiyama and Kelen (2007:129) describe as a focus particle. However, when

trying to reproduce the Lewoingu sentences containing -ké in the Lamaholot variety of

Central Lembata, it can only be replaced by Central Lembata ro where Lewoingu -ké

appears at the end of a determiner phrase.

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/5a10a88e-1dab-4e11-a862-7f6734fa2c07
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/79b5dadb-8c55-453e-8a24-0c0f744424d6
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/453e3d50-017f-4c68-9597-0aa972bcc04c
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/3f979cd5-b498-46d5-97f9-de359d1d6bc0
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/3f979cd5-b498-46d5-97f9-de359d1d6bc0
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/79b5dadb-8c55-453e-8a24-0c0f744424d6
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3.6.11 Clause combining

In Central Lembata coordination is much more frequent than subordin-

ation. Subordination can be found for relative clauses using a non-native

relative marker discussed in §3.3.4.5, or with the complementiser ma dis-

cussed in §3.5.3. Table 3.51 lists clause-initial conjunctions for clause co-

ordination.

Table 3.51: Conjunctions

Type Conjunction Meaning

Sequential pa / waak pa ‘then’

Sequential nepo ‘then’

Contrasting ara ‘but’

Causal puken ‘because’

Consequential ké ‘so’

Purpose wé ‘so that’

Conditional / Temporal maa ‘if; when’

To combine two clauses that express a sequence of two events, the conjunc-

tion pa, waak pa or nepo can be used. The conjunction nepo ‘then’ is a gram-

maticalisation of the temporal adverb nepo that indicates a point in the im-

mediate past (cf. §3.6.2).

Frequently used Indonesian conjunctions in Central Lembata are In-

donesian kalau ‘if ’ and Indonesian karena ‘because’. The Indonesian con-

junction kalau ‘if ’ is often directly followedby thenative conjunctionmaa ‘if;

when’. The conjunction karena ‘because’ is never combined with the native

conjunction puken ‘because’.

In Central Lembata conditional clauses can be expressed using the con-

junctionmaawhich is grammaticalised from the verbmaa ‘say’. The Indone-

sian conjunction kalau ‘if ’ is also used in conditional clauses, either on its

own or combined with maa. Table 3.52 shows the amount of instances of

both markers, the nativemaa and the Indonesian kalau, in my corpus.
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Table 3.52: Conditional markers in Central Lembata

Conditional marker Occurrences in corpus

maa 49

kalau maa 21

kalau 12

From the table, it can be seen that the native construction using maa with

49 occurrences inmy corpus, such as in (163), is more frequent than the use

of the Indonesian conditional conjunction kalau which appears only in 12

instances on its own, such as in (164), and in 21 instances combined with

maa, such as in (165). However, the usage of the Indonesian loan is high

enough not to be neglected when discussing conditional constructions in

Central Lembata.

(163) Nakété

anaph

maa

if

ta

neg

ka=lega

1sg=split

kaju

wood

si

neg

bo,

disc

ta

neg

ta=onik

1pl.incl=set

api

fire

si.

neg

‘If, just now, I did not split wood, we would not make fire [now].’

(N1:18)

(164) Karena,

because

kalau

if

go

1sg

mea-ka

self-1sg

en

just

bo,

disc

go

1sg

sibuk

busy

ré

prox

bé

prox

lewu.

village

‘Because, if I am on my own, I will be busy here in the village, ...’

(C1:195)

(165) Kalau

if

maa

if

da=bukut-i

3pl=protect-3pl

bo

disc

ro,

fin

bo

disc

kam=dapat

1pl.excl=get

no

com

tapu

coconut

mirek

candlenut

wai.

some

‘If they protected them [the young plants], they got some coconut

and candlenut trees.’ (M3:136)

Apart from the conditional conjunctions kalau andmaa, the phrase bound-

ary marker bo is an important part of conditional clauses. This marker is

found in between the two parts of the sentence. It introduces the clause

stating the consequence that results from the condition expressed in the

first clause.

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/92858271-cf87-4a7f-b1cb-d9ffd20dced7
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/79b5dadb-8c55-453e-8a24-0c0f744424d6
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/11b62e03-93ca-4ed8-bcd4-14ffd7b67b72
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3.6.12 Summary

Central Lembata has SV order in intransitive sentences and SVP order in

transitive sentences. Arguments can be expressed by NPs, pronominals or

both. A recipient argument in a ditransitive can be expressed by a pronom-

inal, a full direct object NP or a prepositional phrase. Central Lembata em-

ploys temporal andaspectual adverbs. Predicates arenegatedbydoubleneg-

ation.A rangeof multi-verb sequences are attested inCentral Lembata.Nom-

inal predicates are juxtaposed to the subject NP. Adjectival roots can only be

used in intensified or negated contexts. In all other cases, a (derived) prop-

erty noun is employed. The existential nong and the non-existential také are

predicates. Nong has grammaticalised into no and lost its verbal qualities.

Polar questions are optionallymarked by an interrogative particle. Informa-

tion questions contain questionwords that belong to the word class of their

expected answer. Central Lembata has a few discourse markers that occur

at clause or phrase boundaries. A range of conjunctions is attested, of which

some can be combined with Indonesian loans that have the same function.

3.7 Location

Location is an important feature in the grammar of Central Lembata. This

section discusses locationals, their semantics and their functions. Location-

als are a subtype of suffixless verbs (cf. §3.5.2.3) which specify features such

as distance and direction from the deictic centre (§3.7.1). In the following

sections, I use the terms ‘locationals’ or ‘locational verbs’ as synonyms. A

subset of locationals also functionasdemonstratives. Locational verbphrases

can contain a complex object NP, as well as a phrase-final deictic motion

verb that specifies the direction of movement away or towards the deictic

centre (§3.7.2).

3.7.1 Locationals

Syntactically, locationals or locational verbs appear in predicate position.

They share their syntactic features with suffixless verbs as they usually ap-

pear with a pro-clitic pronoun but never take a suffix. They can be intrans-

itive, as in (166), or take a nominal object, as in (167).
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(166) Kopongu

child.spec

na=bété.

3sg=dist.vis

‘Is the child there?’ (NB:2)

(167) Watoru

stone.spec

na=ju

3sg=downwards

una.

house\s

‘The stone is at the house (down there).’ (NB:3)

In (167), the coda alternating noun una / unan ‘house’ appears in the short

form. This is the form which is obligatorily used for object nouns in the VP

(cf. §3.3.1.2).

Semantically, locational verbs in Central Lembata express distance, dir-

ection, elevation and, to a limited extent, visibility from the deictic centre.

Table 3.53 gives an overview of locational terms in Central Lembata.

Table 3.53: Locational verbs in Central Lembata

Semantic distinctions Gloss Basic from b-initial

Default loc la(né)

Distance

prox bla(né)

we(né) bé(né)

re(né)

dist wo(né)

ro(né)a

dist.vis bété

Vertical direction
upwards jé(né) bjé(né)

downwards ju(né) bju(né)

Horizontal direction

hillwards jaé bjaé

seawards lau blau

sidewards weli beli

a Ro(né) only appears in the dialect of Lewaji.

In Table 3.53, the locational verbs are listed according to their semantic

properties. There is one default locational la(né) that is not semantically

specified further.15 There is a twoway distinction in distance: proximate and

15 The locational la(né) is probably etymologically related to a historical preposition. The

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/fcc8d085-1fb7-44ce-9099-4cc082426338
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/fcc8d085-1fb7-44ce-9099-4cc082426338
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distal. In addition, there is one distal locational bétéwhich can only be used

for objects or places visible from the deictic centre. The other distal and

proximal locationals are not specified for visibility. There is a two way dis-

tinction in elevation: high and low; and a threeway distinction in horizontal

direction: hillwards, seawards and sidewards.However, the horizontal direc-

tions are also partly vertical as hillwards naturally also means upwards and

seawards is downwards.

Each locational has a basic disyllabic form. The second syllable né is

optional and not inherited. It has been added to create disyllabic forms in

the same way as has been described for free pronouns (cf. §3.4.2.1). In ad-

dition, most locationals have a second form with a prefix b- of unknown

origin. Locationals with initial w drop their initial w when the prefix b- is

added, such as wéné ‘prox’ which becomes béné and weli ‘sidewards’ which

becomes beli. This yields up to four variants for one locational. For example

‘upwards’ can be realised as jé, jéné, bjé or bjéné. These long and short forms

occur in free variation, usually depending on speech rate and pragmatic fea-

tures. The proximate locational blané ‘prox’ appears to be historically de-

rived from lané ‘loc’ via prefixation. Synchronically, however, these two loc-

ationals have divergent semantics.

The default locational la(né) is the only locational verb that cannot be

intransitive, as shown in the ungrammatical example in (168a). The loca-

tional lané ‘loc’ is a transitive verb that must take an object, as in (168b).

(168) a. * Da=d-ia

3pl=3pl-stay

da=lané.

3pl=loc

Intended:‘They are staying here.’ (NB:2)

b. Wator-u

stone-spec

na=lané

3sg=loc

una.

house\s

‘The stone is at the house.’ (NB:3)

The locational lané, or short la, can be seen as a default locational that can

only appear with a nominal object. This is explained by its origin as a locat-

ive preposition (cf. footnote 15). Therefore, it is suggested that la(né) is not

first syllable la is used as a locative preposition in several Austronesian languages of the

region, as for example in Kambera spoken on Sumba (Klamer 1998:122) or in Roma, a

language spoken on the island Roma eastwards of Timor (Steven 1991:67).

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/fcc8d085-1fb7-44ce-9099-4cc082426338
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/fcc8d085-1fb7-44ce-9099-4cc082426338
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a verb that grammaticalised into a locative preposition but the locative pre-

position la that developed into a locational verb to adapt to the system of

locational verbs found in the language.

Apart from a location, la(né) can also mark a benefactive as in (169). In

this example, lané precedes the recipient argument kopo lamé ‘a boy’ of the

main verb béé ‘give’.

(169) Na=béé-nga

3sg=give-3sg

lané

loc

kopo

child\s

lamé.

male\s

‘She gives it to a boy.’ (FH1:42)

A subset of the Central Lembata locationals discussed above can be used

as demonstratives. Table 3.54 shows all demonstratives in Central Lembata,

the subset of locationals and the temporal adverbnakété ‘just now’ (cf. §3.6.2)

that can be used as an anaphoric demonstrative.

Table 3.54: Demonstratives

Gloss Full Short

prox wéné wé

réné ré

dist woné wo

(roné) (ro)a

anaph nakété nak

a Ro(né) only appears in

the dialect of Lewaji.

Each demonstrative has a full form and a short form. There is no semantic

difference between the full and the short form, they can freely replace each

other. Pragmatically, the full form puts more emphasis on the demonstrat-

ive. The distal and the proximate demonstratives come in synonym pairs.

The use of proximate /w/-initial or /r/-initial demonstratives is ideolectal or

free variation.Compare§3.3.5 for theuseof demonstratives innounphrases.

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/a9984d33-c1eb-4d49-9e25-c6d9b3d5d1de
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3.7.2 Locational verb phrases

Locational verbs can be the only verb of a predicate, such as in (170) or the

final verb in a multi-verb sequence, such as in (171). In (170), the distal loc-

ational verb wo(né) ‘DIST’ specifies the location of the object noun bnelak

field’ in terms of distance from the speaker. In the free English translation,

the distance aspect is expressed with the demonstrative ‘that’.

(170) Na=woné

3sg=dist

bnelak.

field

‘It [the stone] was on that open field.’ (L3:259)

The sentence (171) shows the use of la(né) ‘loc’ as the last verb in a multi-

verb sequence.

(171) Pa

then

na=toko

3sg=hang

lané

loc

kaju

wood

wikil.

branch

‘Then he hangs (it) on a tree branch.’ (FH3:31)

Locational verb phrases can have complex complements that specify the

relation of two elements in space, such as being on top of something else

or moving towards a certain place. In (172), I present a template for Central

Lembata locational phrase.

(172) Locational phrase template

[LOC.V + [N + (LOC.N)]
NP

+ (DMV)]

The first two elements, the locational verb (LOC.V) and a noun (N) denoting

a place are the only obligatory elements in this template. Locative nouns

(LOC.N) and deictic motion verbs (DMV) are optional elements, discussed

in the subsections hereafter. An example of a basic locational phrase is (173)

with the locational verb lau ‘seawards’ and a nominal objectWatuwawer, a

place name.

(173) D-ia

3pl-stay

lau

seawards

Watuwawer.

name

‘They stayed inWatuwawer (in seaward direction).’ (L2:48)

In example (173), the locational lau ‘seawards’ specifies that Watuwawer is

located in seaward direction from the speaker’s position. This information

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/54ee5518-8f6c-4933-8cb7-b6764ab89e7f
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/564284e1-1346-4cc6-86d4-70ec9aa4504a
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/015d8369-4ebd-4897-a0fb-8a87d29fee75
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could only be incorporated into the free English translation by adding a re-

lative clause such as ‘which is located in seaward direction from here’.

The wide range of locationals in Central Lembata is used to specify sev-

eral semantic aspects of the subject referent in relation to the deictic centre,

which often is the speaker. Depending on the locational verb used, the dis-

tance, direction or elevation of the subject referent can be specified further

from the deictic centre’s point of view.

In example (174), the locational jé ‘upwards’ specifies the location of the

garden éka as being located higher than the position of the speaker.

(174) Go

1sg

bolé

pick

muku

banana

luam

heart

jé

upwards

éka.

garden

‘I’m picking banana hearts at the garden.’ (NT:18)

In addition to the locational verb containing deictic information, there are

twooptional slots available in a locational phrase.The slot for locativenouns

(LOC.N) is discussed in §3.7.2.1 and the slot for deictic motion verbs (DMV)

is introduced in §3.7.2.2.

3.7.2.1 Locative nouns

The locative noun (LOC.N) slot can be filled with a locative noun that con-

veys information on the topological relation of the subject referent and an-

other object or place. Table 3.55 gives an overview of themost frequent loc-

ative nouns in Central Lembata.

Table 3.55: Locative nouns

Locative noun Gloss

oor ‘inside’

wutu ‘end’

lolo ‘top’

leeng ‘lower part’

keja ‘middle’

weja ‘side’

In both examples (175) and (176) the locational noun oor ‘inside’ indicates

that the subject referent is located inside another object, which is in this

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/5a10a88e-1dab-4e11-a862-7f6734fa2c07
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case a storage house. Through the context in which the sentences appear, it

is known that the subject refers to harvested rice and maize from the fields.

(175) Da=doka

3pl=store

la

loc

wétak

storage

oor.

inside

‘They are storing it in the storage house.’ (T3:167)

(176) D-er

3pl-do

waak-i

finish-3pl

doka-ngi

lift-3pl

d-ewa

3pl-reach

jé

upwards

wétak

storage

oor.

inside

‘They lifted all of it into the storage house.’ (T3:183)

3.7.2.2 Deictic motion verbs

Whenever motion is involved and the locational phrase expresses a direc-

tion (goal) or an origin (source) of the subject referent, a deicticmotion verb

(DMV) is added in the final slot of the locational phrase. The deictic verbs

listed inTable 3.56 semantically express thedirectionof themovement from

the deictic centre’s perspective.

Table 3.56: Phrase-final deictic verbs ‘go’ and ‘come’

Motion verb Gloss

go

-ai ‘go’

géji / géwi ‘go.up’

lodo ‘go.down’

come

méné(k-) ‘come’

aka( j-) ‘come.up’

nau(n-) ‘come.down’

The phrase-final deictic verbs can be classified into ‘come’ and ‘go’ verbs.

‘Come’ verbs express amovement that goes towards thedeictic centre,where-

as ‘go’ verbs express a movement away from the deictic centre. In addition

to the aspect of coming or going, the speaker can specify whether themove-

ment is in upward or downward direction by using deictic verbs that incor-

porate elevation. The ‘go’ verbs géji/géwi ‘go.up’ and lodo ‘go.down’ can also

be used as medial verbs with the meanings ‘climb/ascend/enter’ and ‘des-

cend/exit’. In medial position, they can be inflected using person suffixes

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/5359c27f-1aa4-46d7-ba2b-e4ae11bfa1dd
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/5359c27f-1aa4-46d7-ba2b-e4ae11bfa1dd
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but the remain uninflected in final position. The ‘go’ verbs géji ‘go.up’ and

géwi ‘go.up’ are free variants. The ‘come’ verbs only appear in final position

and can be inflected in that position.

In the following, I illustrate the use of the DMV in come-go pairs ac-

cording to the level of elevation. The first pair of DMV are the verbs -ai ‘go’

andméné ‘come’ which are unspecified for elevation. However, in combin-

ation with locational verbs (cf. Section 3.7.1), elevation can be expressed, as

shown in the following examples. In (177a), the phrase with the verb -ai ‘go’

expresses a downwardmovement ‘to the ground’, as it is combined with the

locational verb juné ‘downwards’, whereas in (177b), another phrasewith the

same verb expresses an upward movement ‘up to your house’ because it is

used in a clause that contains the locational verb jé ‘upwards’.

(177) a. Kopo

child

anak

little

kerka-nga,

startle-3sg

pa

then

péal-a

fall

no

with

juné

downwards

ena

soil

n-ai.

3sg-go

‘The little child is startled, then it falls to the ground.’ (F1:37)

b. ... mo

2sg

jé

upwards

una

house

m-ai

2sg-go

...

‘... you go up to your house, ...’ (N3:111)

The same two options can be found with the verb méné ‘come’. In (178a),

the verb méné ‘come’ is preceded by the locational verb jéné ‘upwards’, ex-

pressing a downwardmovement from a higher place.Whereas in (178b), the

verb méné ‘come’ expresses an upward movement from a lower place, as it

is preceded by the locational verb ju ‘downwards’.

(178) a. Korar-u

owl-spec

di

also

na=beka-nga

3sg=fly-3sg

jéné

upwards

méné.

come

‘The owl also flies (down) from above.’ (F1:41)

b. Da=ju

3pl=downwards

lala

road

méné.

come

‘They are approaching from the road (down there).’ (NB:12)

The twoDMV aka ‘come.up’ and nau ‘come.down’ both encode amovement

in the direction towards the deictic centre, as well as information on eleva-

tion, as illustrated in (179) and (181a). In (179) the verb aka ‘come.up’ is ex-

pressing amovement towards the deictic centre which is located at a higher

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/aa0cc643-84bd-4f2a-920d-de846e7b8a63
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/fcc8d085-1fb7-44ce-9099-4cc082426338
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place than the origin of the movement. The DMV is preceded by the loca-

tional verb lau ‘seawards’ with its object the placename Ilé Apé. The loca-

tional lau ‘seawards’ expresses that the place Ile Ape is located in seaward

direction from the deictic centre, the speaker, thus located at a lower posi-

tion than the speaker.

(179) Na=tué

3sg=return

lau

seawards

Ilé

Ile

Apé

Ape

aka,

come.up

hari

day

Sabtu.

Saturday

‘She will return from Ile Ape on Saturday.’ (C1:193)

The DMV aka ‘come.up’ is usually preceded by a locational verb that ex-

presses a lower location and this location is then the place of origin of the

movement, such as shown in (179) above. However, the verb aka ‘come.up’

can also be preceded by a locational unspecified for elevation, such as in

(180). In this case, the locational bé preceding the deictic motion verb aka

‘come.up’ expresses the destination place of the movement, Lewaji, which

is identical to the deictic centre and located higher than the origin of the

movement.

(180) Da=kari

3pl=run

d-o

3pl-with

bé

prox

Lewaji

name

aka.

come.up

‘They fled up here to Lewaji.’ (L2:75)

A similar pattern is found with the verb nau ‘come.down’. This verb can be

either preceded by a locational unspecified for elevation, and then express-

ing the destination of themovement, such as in (181a). Or it can be preceded

by a locational expressing a higher place which encodes the origin of the

movement, such as in (181b). In (181a), the verb nau ‘come.up’ is preceded

by the proximate locational bé which denotes the destination of the move-

ment expressedby thedeicticmotionverb. In (181b), thedeicticmotionverb

nau ‘come.down’ is preceded by the locational jé ‘upwards’ which denotes a

higher place than the deictic centre and thus the origin of themovement. A

stem-final consonant n is added when the verb takes a suffix.

(181) a. Wawi

pig

[...] tu

one

na=bé

3sg=prox

nau.

come.down

‘a pig is coming down here’ (L2:57)

b. Da=jé

3pl=upwards

lala

road

naun-i.

come.down-3pl

‘They are coming down from the road (up there).’ (NB:11)

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/015d8369-4ebd-4897-a0fb-8a87d29fee75
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/fcc8d085-1fb7-44ce-9099-4cc082426338
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The third pair of motion verbs are lodo ‘go.down’ and géji or géwi ‘go.up’.

These verbs encode a a downward or and upward movement and they are

placed clause-finally. In most cases, the motion verb lodo ‘go.down’ is pre-

cededby a upwards locational verb, such as jé ‘upwards’ in (182a) and (182b).

(182) a. Da=jé

3pl=upwards

lala

road

lodo.

go.down

‘They are going down from the road (up there).’ (NB:12)

b. Bo

disc

korar-u

owl-spec

na=du

3sg=see

jé

upwards

kaju

tree

lolo

top

lodo.

go.down

‘The owl looks down from the top of the tree.’ (F1:44)

In parallel to this pattern, the synonymic motion verbs géji and géwi, both

glossed as ‘go.up’, are often preceded by a downwards locational verb, such

as in (183).

(183) Da=belo

3pl=appear

ju

downwards

ena

soil

géji.

go.up

‘They appeared out of the ground.’ (NT:19)

The DMV verbs lodo and géji / géwi can also express and outward versus in-

wardmovement. In that case, lodo ‘go.up’ corresponds to an outwardmove-

ment and can also be read as meaning ‘exit’, while géji / géwi ‘go.up’ corres-

ponds to an inward movement and can also be read as ‘enter’. An example

is given in the elicited sentence in (184).

(184) a. Aor-u

dog-spec

kari

run

la

loc

kam=una

1pl.excl.poss=house

lodo.

exit

‘The dog runs out of our house.’ (NT:19)

b. Aor-u

dog-spec

kari

run

la

loc

kam=una

1pl.excl.poss=house

géji.

enter

‘The dog runs into our house.’ (NT:19)

In addition to the clause-final deictic motion verbs just discussed, Central

Lembata has adapted the clause-final position for an additional set of verbs

appearing with locational phrases. These clause-final verbs are mainly pos-

ture verbs and a few other intransitive verbs, listed in 3.57.

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/fcc8d085-1fb7-44ce-9099-4cc082426338
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/aa0cc643-84bd-4f2a-920d-de846e7b8a63
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/5a10a88e-1dab-4e11-a862-7f6734fa2c07
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/5a10a88e-1dab-4e11-a862-7f6734fa2c07
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/5a10a88e-1dab-4e11-a862-7f6734fa2c07
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Table 3.57: Additional clause-final verbs in Central Lembata

Posture verbs

tobé ‘sit’

diri ‘stand’

gelé ‘lie (human)’

pawa ‘lie (thing)’

swakat ‘crouch’

toko ‘hang’

suduk ‘bend’

Other verbs

oli ‘arrive’

géka ‘laugh’

irak ‘shout’

sédu ‘dance’

In (185), the verb diri ‘stand’ is placed clause-finally. The clause also contains

the locational verb ju ‘to be at a lower place’ glossed as ‘downwards’ which

is placed clause-medially, directly after the subject. The two verbs are sep-

arated by the object NP watu puk ‘foot of the stone’. The object NP is not

obligatory, as a locational verb, such aswo ‘dist’ in (186), can be directly fol-

lowed by a clause-final verb.

(185) Aoru

dogspec

na=ju

3sg=downwards

watu

stone

puk

stem

diri.

stand

‘The dog is standing at the foot of the stone.’ (F1:47)

(186) Ké

so

ata

person

dikeja,

person.pl

go

1sg

denger,

hear

da=wo

3pl=dist

irak.

shout

‘So, I hear people shouting there.’ (S2:31)

Clause-final verbs are an innovation inCentral Lembata.The canonicalword

order is verb-medial and only a small subset of verbs is phrase-final, i. e. the

deiciticmotion verbs and a couple of other verbs, for example posture verbs,

as has been shown in this section. §10.2 investigates the emergence of these

clause-final verbs in Central Lembata and other Flores-Lembata languages.

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/aa0cc643-84bd-4f2a-920d-de846e7b8a63
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3.7.3 Summary

Central Lembata has a set of locational verbs that express distance and dir-

ection from the deictic centre. A subset of these locationals functions also

as demonstratives. A locational verb phrase can contain the following ele-

ments: a locational verb, a noun denoting the location as a point of refer-

ence, and optionally a locative noun and a deictic motion verb. Locative

nouns convey information on the topological relation between the subject

and the location. Deictic verbs are used to indicatedmovement by differen-

tiating between ‘come’ and ‘go’, as well as elevation.

3.8 Summary and conclusions

Central Lembata has an average-sized phoneme inventory with little distri-

butional restrictions for phonemes. Syllables are open in medial position

and open or closed in final position. All stems are generally disyllabic and

stressed at the penultimate syllable, except for a penultimate syllable with a

schwawhich results in ultimate stress. Central Lembata is the only language

in the Flores-Lembata family for which a plural suffix as well as a specificity

suffix is attested for nouns. The phenomenon of coda alternating nouns is

also unique to Central Lembata within the FL family. The noun phrase has

a core part for nouns and numerals, while demonstratives and discourse

markers occur on the right edge of the NP located outside of the core NP.

In addition to free pronouns, Central Lembata has a set of S/Amarking pro-

clitics of which a subset only appears in irrealis contexts and two sets of S/P

marking suffixes that are predominantly found in non-dynamic predicates.

Free possessor pronouns are used for possessed alienable nouns, also if a

possessor NP is present. Possessor suffixes are only allowed on inalienable

nouns. Verbs can be divided into three morpho-syntactic classes based on

which suffix set they take. The verb -ora ‘join; be with’ and the verb maa

‘say’ both show typical grammaticalisation pathways. These are from the

verb meaning ‘be with; join’ to an existential, a comitative, a coordinator

andmaybe a destinationmarker; and from the verbmeaning ‘say’ to a com-

plementiser, a marker of future, intention, volition or ability and to a con-

ditional conjunction. Central Lembata has SVP basic word order. Nominal

predicates are juxtaposed to their subject NP and optionally marked with
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S/P suffixes. Tense and aspect are expressed through adverbs. Double neg-

ation is the most common negation strategy for clauses. Location marking

is a crucial aspect in the Central Lembata grammar. Locational verbs ex-

press direction or distance from the deicitic centre. In a locational phrase,

detailed information on location and movement can be conveyed by locat-

ive nouns and clause-final deictic motion verbs.
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CHAPTER4

Introduction to Part II

4.1 The Flores-Lembata languages

4.1.1 Overview

The local languages spoken in the eastern part of Flores and in the Solor Ar-

chipelago are grouped together as the Flores-Lembata languages, displayed

on themap inFigure 4.1.TheFlores-Lembata languages are a subgroupwith-

in theMalayo-Polynesian branch of Austronesian. All neighbouring langua-

ges are alsoAustronesian, except for the non-Austronesian languages on the

islands of Alor and Pantar to the eastwhich belong to theTimor-Alor-Pantar

family (cf. §1.3.1). In coastal areas of the islands of Alor and Pantar, an Au-

stronesian language is spoken: theWestern Lamaholot language Alorese (cf.

§1.2.4.2). Towards the west of the Flores-Lembata languages, the Austro-

nesian Central Flores languages are spoken (Elias 2018). On the island of

Timor, southeast of the Solor Archipelago, the Austronesian Timor-Babar

languages and Central Timor languages are found (cf. §1.3.1).
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Figure 4.1: The Flores-Lembata subgroups and their linguistic context

Based on exclusively shared sound changes (cf. §5.3.1), I distinguish five

Flores-Lembata subgroups which are listed in Table 4.1 in geographical or-

der fromwest to east along with their abbreviations as used throughout this

dissertation. In Chapter 5, I providemore details on these subgroups, the in-

ternal structure of the Flores-Lembata family, as well as on the classification

of Flores-Lembata within Malayo-Polynesian.

Table 4.1: The Flores-Lembata subgroups

Subgroup Abbreviation

Sika SK

Western Lamaholot WL

Central Lamaholot CL

Eastern Lamaholot EL

Kedang KD

Based on lexical similarity ormutual intelligibilitymanymore than five lan-

guages canbe established.1 Thus, each of the subgroups contain one ormore

1 Keraf (1978a) contains a lexicostatistical approach on the Lamaholot subgroups which

distinguishes 17 languages based on the criterion of a lexical similarity of 80%or higher.
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languages.

Previous studies on the Flores-Lembata languages have not considered

Central Lamaholot and Eastern Lamaholot as independent subgroups or

branches of Flores-Lembata. The geographic areas of Central Lamaholot

and Eastern Lamaholot were usually included in the so-called Lamaholot

dialect chain or cluster (cf. Grangé 2015b) but remained linguistically un-

described.Most published researchon individual varieties of theLamaholot

dialect chain so far has been conducted on varieties of the Western Lama-

holot group.

In this dissertation, I use the term Lamaholot to refer to the three sub-

groups Western Lamaholot, Eastern Lamaholot and Central Lamaholot as

a unit of closely-related subgroups that have been in close contact.2 How-

ever, there is no evidence that Lamaholot, thus the three subgroups, forms

an innovation-defined group within Flores-Lembata (cf. §5.3.2). The reas-

ons for not abandoning the label and concept of Lamaholot encompassing

the three subgroups as a whole is (i) the fact that the speakers of the three

Lamaholot subgroups see themselves as belong to one socio-cultural unit

opposed to their neighbours Kedang in the east and Sika in the west and

(ii) the three subgroups have been in contact until today and share cer-

tain structural features that are not attested in Sika and Kedang, such as

clause-final negation and an alienability distinction in the possessive con-

struction (cf. Part III). Also lexically, they aremore similar to eachother than

to Sika and Kedang. In the following section, I introduce each of the Flores-

Lembata subgroups in detail.

2 The termLamaholot itself probably goes back to a place name. The first part lamameans

‘place’ (Keraf 1978a:7). It is found inmany place names throughout the Solor archipelago.

The second term holotmeans ‘stick together’ (Arndt 1937:3; Keraf 1978a:7) and according

to Arndt (1937:3) in older forms of the language it also means ‘human’. The word holot is

cognate with the name Solor which refers to an island between Flores and Lembata and

to the whole Solor archipelago covering Adonara, Solor and Lembata. The sound change

from PFL *s >WL h is regular (cf. §5.2.3). So, the island name Solor represents the more

archaic form of the name. The final t in holot replaced the r in the place name Solor.

It could be related to the suffix -t found on attributes in Sika (cf. §8.3.3.1). So Lamaho-

lot could mean something like ‘the place of the Solorese’ (cf. Hägerdal 2012:22). How-

ever, earlier sources, i. e. the Majapahit chronicles Nagarakertagama and the Pigafetti

records from the Portuguese ship Victoria mention the name Solot with final t referring

to the area west of Pantar and Lembata. Barnes (1982:409) suggests that the version of

the name with final t is the original.
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4.1.2 Sika

Sika (SK) is thewesternmost language of the Flores-Lembata family, spoken

by around 175,000 people spreading over an area of about 80 km fromwest

to east in the easternhalf of the islandof Flores (Lewis andGrimes 1995:601),

see map in Figure 4.1. The language is spoken in the whole Sikka regency,

with its capital Maumere, as well as in the villages Hewa, Kokang, Wodong

and parts of Pantai ’Oa in the southwestern edge of the Flores Timur re-

gency.3 According to the literature, there are three main dialects of Sika

(Rosen 1986:40-41; Lewis 1988:9-10; Lewis and Grimes 1995:601): the dia-

lect from the village“Sikka Natar” on the south coast, the dialect of “Krowe”

(central mountain area of the Sikka regency) and the dialect of “Tana 'Ai” in

the very east of the Sikka regency.

The oldest and perhaps most detailed description of the language is a

grammar by themissionary Paul Arndt (1931) written in German. It covers a

wide range of fields, it is however rather difficult to read for linguists today

as example sentences are usually not translated and no wordlist is given.

Other descriptions are Rosen (1986) on phonology, verb classes and verbal

suffixes in Sika, Lewis and Grimes (1995), a very short sketch of Sika, and

Bolscher (1982), an introduction to the Sika language written by a mission-

ary in Indonesian for foreign priests coming to the area. Pareira and Lewis

(1998) is a Sika-Indonesian dictionary. Lewis also published several anthro-

pological works and articles on the Sika culture, especially on the Tana ’Ai

area (Lewis 1988; Lewis 1998; Lewis 2006). The most recent publication is

Fricke (2014a) onphonology, verbal inflection, possessive constructions and

spatial language in the Hewa variety of Sika.

4.1.3 Western Lamaholot

Western Lamaholot (WL) is the biggest Flores-Lembata subgroup in terms

of geographic space andnumberof speakers, covering anareaof about 90km

from west to east, see map in Figure 4.1. Western Lamaholot varieties are

spoken all over the Flores Timur regency, on the eastern tip of Floreswith its

capital Larantuka, the islands Solor and Adonara, as well as in coastal areas

3 In the linguistic literature, the language Sika is usually written with a single k, while in

official documents as well as in the name of the regency, Sikka is spelled with double k

reflecting Dutch spelling from colonial times.
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of the Lembata regency including its capital Lewoleba, and in a few villages,

such as the village Ojang in the northeastern part of the Sikka regency. The

Western Lamaholot varieties in the Sikka regency are called Muhang and

are largely undescribed.4 In addition, Alorese spoken in coastal areas of the

islands of Alor and Pantar is linguistically part of Western Lamaholot al-

though this group of speakers has been separated from their homeland for

several hundreds of years and the language has diverged considerably since

then (cf. §1.2.4.2). I come back to the history of Alorese at the end of this

section. The total number of speakers of Western Lamaholot varieties must

amount to at least 300,000, as the Flores Timur regency alone has about

240,000 inhabitants according to census data, not including the speakers

on Lembata, Alor and Pantar.

Western Lamaholot varieties have a long history of linguistic and eth-

nographic research. The first linguistic description of Western Lamaholot

varieties is Arndt (1937), a grammatical description by a German mission-

ary using information from several western varieties but excluding those

on Lembata (Arndt 1937:3). The grammar is written in German and has a

structure based on a grammar of a European language. Formodern-day use,

it is unfortunate that the language examples are not always translated and

never glossed on a word-by-word basis. However, it represents an early re-

cord of the languagewhich, in some cases, gives information on older stages

of the language. In the 1970s, two linguists, native to different parts of the

Lamaholot area, published grammatical descriptions of Western Lamaho-

lot varieties in Indonesian. Fernandez (1977) is a short description of the

Western Lamaholot variety spoken around the mountain Ile Mandiri close

to the town of Larantuka on Flores. Keraf (1978a) describes themorphology

of the Western Lamaholot variety spoken in the village of Lamalera on the

south coast of Lembata. The exceptional aspect of Keraf ’s work is his lexical

survey on 33 Lamaholot dialects of all three subgroups, which he includes

in the appendix of his work. Contemporary research on Lamaholot has in-

volved linguists of various origins. Nishiyama and Kelen (2007) is a brief

description of the variety of the villages Lewoingu and Lewolaga located

in the eastern part of Flores. Nagaya (2011) represents a grammatical de-

scription of one of the westernmost Lamaholot varieties spoken around the

4 Most likely the variety Keraf (1978a) labels as Pukaunu, located in the western edge of

the Flores Timur regency, is similar or identical to Muhang.
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mountain Lewotobi located on Flores. Klamer (2011) is a sketch grammar

of Alorese, theWL offspring spoken on Alor and Pantar. Grangé (2015b) de-

scribes split intransitivity in East Adonara Lamaholot and compares several

Lamaholot varieties in terms of their lexicon. Grangé (2015b:47) proposes

eastern Adonara as the homeland of Lamaholot, which most likely means

thehomelandof theWestern Lamaholot subgroupbecause his hypothesis is

based only on data fromWestern Lamaholot varieties.5 Kroon (2016) is a de-

scriptive grammar of the variety of Lamaholot spoken on the island of Solor.

Akoli (2010) and Michels (2017) are Master theses comparing different as-

pects in severalWestern Lamaholot varieties. Pampus (1999) is an extensive

dictionary of the Lewolema variety of WLwith translations into Indonesian

and German.

Vatter (1932), Arndt (1938) and Arndt (1940) are early records of cul-

tural aspects in the Western Lamaholot area. Vatter (1932) is not restric-

ted to the Western Lamaholot area but also contains information on the

wider region of the whole Solor and Alor Archipelago. Barnes (1987) is a

study on weaving practices among the Lamaholot people, which also takes

the Central and Eastern Lamaholot areas into account. Barnes (1996) is an

ethnographic study on the whale hunting community of Lamalera on Lem-

bata. Kohl (1998) is an extensive ethnographic description of the Lewolema

community in the eastern tip of Flores. Rappoport (2014) is a musicological

study on songs in Tanjung Bunga, the northeastern tip of Flores.

A more extensive note on Alorese is in order here. According to his-

torical and ethnographic sources, speakers of Alorese emigrated from the

Lamaholot area toPantar around the year 1300 (cf. §1.2.4.2), and later spread

further to Alor (Klamer 2011:16). It has been suggested that Alorese is a dia-

lect of Lamaholot by Stokhof (1975:9) but based on lexical divergence —

only 55% lexical similarity between Alorese and WL varieties could be at-

tested— and morphological simplification compared toWL varieties, Alo-

rese should be considered a separate language (Klamer 2011:24).6 This per-

centage of lexical similarity between Alorese and WL indeed shows that

Alorese is lexically as different from other WL varieties as these are differ-

5 Grangé (2015b:48) himself suggests that more research on the Lamaholot varieties on

Lembata is needed to confirmor reject his proposal of EasternAdonara as the Lamaholot

homeland.
6 The WL varieties used for comparison to Alorese are Lewoingu, Solor and Lamalera

(Klamer 2011:118-127).
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ent fromCentral Lamaholot andEastern Lamaholot. Keraf (1978a:Appendix

VI) calculates 55% lexical similarity between Western Lamaholot, Central

Lamaholot and Eastern Lamaholot resepctively. In contrast, according to

Keraf (1978a), Sika and Kedang only show 30% of lexical similarity to all

Lamaholot varieties. But the shared sound change of Proto-Flores-Lembata

(PFL) *r > ʔ inWestern Lamaholot and Alorese (cf. §5.2.5 and §5.3.1.2) and

the shared innovation of the clause-final negator Proto-Western Lamaholot

(PWL) *hala (< PMP *salaq ‘wrong’) > Alorese lahé (cf. §10.3.4.4) points to

a common ancestor for WL and Alorese: Proto-Western Lamaholot (PWL).

Therefore, Alorese can be considered an offspring of PWLwhich has under-

gone independent andmore drastic changes compared with other varieties

of WL. This divergence can be explained by the fact that Alorese has been

geographically separated from other varieties of WL for about 700 years, as

well as by longstanding contacts between speakers of Alorese and speakers

of Alor-Pantar languages.

4.1.4 Central Lamaholot

Central Lamaholot (CL) varieties are spoken in the central and southwest-

ern parts of the island Lembata, see map in Figure 4.1. Most parts of this

area are mountainous and roads to smaller villages are not always in good

conditions. This makes it hard to reach the villages. The estimated num-

ber of speakers amounts to around 17,000 people based on census data of

the Lembata regency. The Atadei district in the central mountains of Lem-

bata is the only district which is completely Central Lamaholot speaking.

Other districts that are partly CL speaking areWulandoni, Nagawutung and

Nubatukan.

Central Lamaholot has been largely undescribed. Until recently, the 200

items wordlists of eight Central Lamaholot varieties in Keraf (1978a) were

the only published information on Central Lamaholot. The grammar sketch

of theCL variety Central Lembata inChapter 3 of this dissertation is the first

detailed description of a Central Lamaholot variety. There are two recent

works of Masters students that discuss varieties of Central Lamaholot. Akoli

(2010) describes aspects of the Lewokukung variety, based on a wordlist of

200 basic items and a transcribed and translated folk story. Krauße (2016) is

a brief grammar sketch on the CL variety spoken on the Atadei peninsular

of Lembata, named Atadei Painara or Eastern Atadei.
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4.1.5 Eastern Lamaholot

Eastern Lamaholot (EL) is spoken in a small area of about 20 km in the east-

ern part of the island Lembata, see map in Figure 4.1. Speakers of Eastern

Lamaholot are mainly found in the Lebatukan district, but probably also

partly in the Nubatukan district to the west or the Omesuri district to the

east. In the west of this area Western Lamaholot and Central Lamaholot

varieties are spoken. Towards the east the language is adjacent to Kedang.

The number of speakers amounts up to 8,000 people based on census data.

Until today, Eastern Lamaholot remains largely undescribed. The only ma-

terials available on Eastern Lamaholot are two 200 itemswordlists collected

by Keraf (1978a) of the varieties Lewoeleng and Lamatuka.

4.1.6 Kedang

Kedang (KD) is spoken by approximately 29,000 people at the easternmost

tip of Lembata in 28 villages surrounding the volcano Ujolewung (Samely

1991a:1), seemap in Figure 4.1. The area is part of the Lembata regencywhich

includes the whole island of Lembata where, besides Kedang, also several

different Lamaholot varieties are also spoken. Samely (1991a) is the only

published grammatical description of Kedang. This grammar is focused on

the phonetics and phonology of the language. Samely and Barnes (2013) is a

comprehensivedictionary resulting fromSamely’s data collection andmany

decades of anthropological fieldwork carried out by Barnes. Several anthro-

pological publications about Kedang by Robert Barnes and Ruth Barnes are

available, suchasBarnes (1974), an ethnographic studyof theKedangpeople,

or Barnes (2005) about the innovation of weaving practices in Kedang.

4.2 Language sample and data sources

Thehistorical reconstruction and lexical comparison carried out in Part II of

this dissertation is based on lexical data from 46 Flores-Lembata varieties,

listed in Table 4.2. The lexical items are taken from published dictionaries

and, to large extents, from the LexiRumah database which collects compar-

ativewordlists fromvarious sources at https://lexirumah.model-ling.eu/lexi-

rumah/ (Kaiping and Klamer 2018; Kaiping et al. 2019). In the list below, I

https://lexirumah.model-ling.eu/lexirumah/
https://lexirumah.model-ling.eu/lexirumah/
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first give the abbreviation of the variety I use in this dissertation, then the

ISO 369-3 code, the name of the variety and in the last column the sources

I used for the lexical data. The varieties are sorted by subgroup. The names

of the varieties are taken from the data sources. No claims are made as to

whether these varieties represent definable languages or dialects within the

given subgroup. In most cases, the names are identical with village names,

other place names or mountain names. As some larger units of several vari-

eties have been defined as languages, I indicate those language names in

brackets after some of the varieties in the list.

Table 4.2: The Flores-Lembata varieties in the language sample of Part II

Abbr. ISO 369-3 Variety Sources

Sika (SK)

hew ski Hewa Keraf 1978b; Fricke 2014b,

Klamer 2015a

kr ski Krowe Pareira and Lewis 1998

mm ski Maumere Fricke 2014b

ta ski Tana 'Ai Lewis 1995

Western Lamaholot (WL)

ab / al aol Alor Besar (Alorese) Moro 2016a

bn / al aol Baranusa (Alorese) Moro 2016b

ms / al aol Munaseli (Alorese) Moro 2016c

pd / al aol Pandai (Alorese) Moro 2016d

ad adr Adonara Klamer 2015c

bt adr Botun Keraf 1978b

dl adr Dulhi Keraf 1978b

hrw adr Horowura Keraf 1978b

ko adr Kiwangona Keraf 1978b

lmk adr Lamakera Keraf 1978b

wt adr Watan Keraf 1978b

ww adr Waiwadan Keraf 1978b

bl lmr Belang Keraf 1978b

lh lmr Lamahora Keraf 1978b
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Abbr. ISO 369-3 Variety Sources

lml lmr Lamalera Keraf 1978b

md lmr Merdeka Keraf 1978b

ml lmr Mulan Keraf 1978b

wk lmr Wuakerong Keraf 1978b

bm slp Bama Keraf 1978b

bp slp Baipito Keraf 1978b

lg slp Lewolaga Keraf 1978b

lwi slp Lewoingu Klamer 2015d

lwl slp Lewolema Keraf 1978b; Pampus 1999

re slp Ritaebang Keraf 1978b

tj slp Tanjung Keraf 1978b

wb slp Waibalun Keraf 1978b

ia ila Ile Ape Keraf 1978b

ltb lwt Lewotobi Keraf 1978b

pk - Pukaunu Keraf 1978b

Central Lamaholot (CL)

kk lvu Kalikasa (Central Lembata) Fricke 2015a; Fricke 2019

lk lvu Lewuka Keraf 1978b

lwk lvu Lewokukung Keraf 1978b

il lmj Imulolo Keraf 1978b

lp lmj Lewopenutu Keraf 1978b

lwt lmj Lewotala Keraf 1978b

mr lmj Mingar Keraf 1978b

lr lmf Lerek (Atadei Painara) Fricke 2015b

pn lmf Painara (Atadei Painara) Keraf 1978b

Eastern Lamaholot (EL)

lmt lmq Lamatuka Keraf 1978b

le lwe Lewoeleng Keraf 1978b

Kedang (KD)

lb ksx Leubatang Klamer 2015b
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Abbr. ISO 369-3 Variety Sources

lw ksx Leuwayang Samely 1991b;

Samely and Barnes 2013

In parts of Chapter 5, I also use lexical data from other Austronesian lan-

guages outside of the Flores-Lembata subgroup. These languages and their

sources are provided in Table 4.3 hereafter. For these languages no abbrevi-

ations are used in this dissertation.

Table 4.3: Other Austronesian languages used for comparison in Part II

ISO 369-3 Language Sources

Central Flores and Palu'e

- Proto-Central Flores (PCF) Elias 2018

ljl Lio Elias 2017b

end Ende Aoki and Nakagawa 1993

end Nga'o Elias 2017e; Elias 2017d

xxk Keo Baird 2002

nxe Nage Elias 2017c

nxg Ngada Arndt 1961

ror Rongga Arka et al. 2007

ple Palu'e Donohue 2003

Western Flores

mqy Manggarai Verheijen 1967

kvh Komodo Verheijen 1982

Bima and Sumba-Hawu

bhp Bima Ismail 1985

xbr Kambera Onvlee 1984; Klamer 1998

hvn Hawu Grimes et al. 2008; Jonker 1908

Timor (AN)

- Proto-Rote-Meto (PRM) Edwards in prep
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The Proto-Malayo-Polynesian (PMP) sounds and reconstructions in Part II

are fromBlust andTrussel (2010). For the purpose of this dissertation, I take

the PMP forms by Blust and Trussel as they are without evaluation their

evidence as this is not feasible within the scope of this work. However, it has

to be noted that some of the PMP forms are based on comparably small sets

of data with sometimes a geographical bias towards the western part of the

Austronesian language family. Therefore, it is possible that with further re-

search in this field and increasing availability of lexical data, somePMP form

may have to be revised. It also needs to be taken into account when reading

the PMP forms in this dissertation that they are based on a much larger set

of languages than the languages in the subgroup of Flores-Lembata. Blust

andTrussel (2010) also reconstruct lower-level forms, such as Proto-Central-

Malayo-Polynesian (PCMP) and Proto-Central-Eastern-Malayo-Polynesian

(PCEMP). However, as the existence of these subgroups is still disputed (cf.

§1.3.1), these forms are not taken into account systematically. Nevertheless,

if such a PC(E)MP reconstruction is known for a cognate set discussed here,

I indicate this.

4.3 Methodology

To answer the research questions for Part II, 46 wordlists of Flores-Lembata

varieties (cf. §4.2) were analysed using the online tool EDICTOR (etymo-

logical dictionary editor) at http://edictor.digling.org. The wordlists are ac-

cessible through the lexical database LexiRumah but originally come from

various sources as indicated in the database and in the tables in §4.2. The

wordlists contain between 200 and 600 lexical items each. In total they

cover 607 different concepts of basic as well as special vocabulary. For some

concepts, additional information from dictionaries, also listed in §4.2, was

added.

From these wordlists, I collected over 400 lexeme sets. I define a lexeme

set as a set of related words that appear across languages. These sets are

often cognate sets which means that they trace back to a reconstructible

proto-form in a proto-language, such as Proto-Flores-Lembata (PFL) or/and

Proto-Malayo-Polynesian (PMP). An example of a cognate set is the set for

the concept ‘seven’ in Table 4.4. However, a lexeme set can also be a set of

related forms that cannot (yet) be reconstructed to a common proto-form,

http://edictor.digling.org
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such as in the set for ‘tongue’ in Table 4.4. Such an unreconstructible form

is marked by a hashtag (#) (cf. §4.4). The unreconstructibility of sets could

be due to missing cognates, unexplained irregularities or borrowing.

Table 4.4: Examples of lexeme sets

‘seven’ ‘tongue’

PMP *pitu -

PFL *pitu #ebel

SK pitu -

CL (kk) pito evel

WL (lwi) pito veveləŋ

EL [...] eblə

KD pitu ebel

I establish a set when a lexeme occurs in at least two of the Flores-Lembata

subgroups (cf. §4.1). Occasionally, my database contains lexemes that are

only found in one Flores-Lembata subgroup but these are only considered

if they go back to a PMP form.

The lexeme sets used for Proto-Flores-Lembata (PFL) reconstructions

and those sets of similar forms that cannot be reconstructed to PFL, are lis-

ted in Appendix B. In the appendix, the sets are sorted alphabetically ac-

cording to concept. Each set contains a PFL reconstruction or a potential

reconstructionmarkedby ahashtag, aswell as all related forms in individual

languages that are attested in the LexiRumah database and occasionally in

dictionaries. The language varieties in the appendix are marked with the

abbreviations listed in Table 4.2.

The lexeme sets, potentially cognate sets, are analysed in several ways

to answer the research questions in §1.4, replicated here. The first two ques-

tions are addressed in Chapter 5 and the last three questions are answered

in Chapter 6.

(1) How are the Proto-Malayo-Polynesian (PMP) proto-sounds reflec-

ted in the Flores-Lembata languages?

(2) What is the evidence for (i) subgroups within Flores-Lembata, (ii)

Flores-Lembata as a subgroup, and (iii) Bima-Lembata as a higher-
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level subgroup including Flores-Lembata and other Austronesian

languages?

(3) Which Flores-Lembata lexical items are inherited from anAustro-

nesian ancestor?

(4) Which Flores-Lembata lexical items are not inherited from anAu-

stronesian ancestor?

(5) WhichFlores-Lembata lexical items canbe reconstructed toProto-

Flores-Lembata?

To answer question (1) on how the Proto-Malayo-Polynesian (PMP) sounds

are reflected in theFlores-Lembata languages, I used the comparativemethod

(cf. Campbell and Poser 2008) to establish regular sound correspondences

in lexeme sets that go back to PMP forms. The results of this analysis are

shown in the first part of Chapter 5.

To answer question (2) on evidence for subgroups, I identified exclus-

ively shared sound changes from the regular correspondences established

before. On the basis of regular sound changes as shared innovations, five

Flores-Lembata subgroups could be established. To provide evidence for

Flores-Lembata and higher level subgroups, other Austronesian languages

in the region but outside of the Flores-Lembata group had to be taken into

account. As the LexiRumah database also contains lexemes from Austro-

nesian languages of Timor and Flores, for the same concepts as the Flores-

Lembata wordlists, I could use this database for the purpose of finding evid-

ence for exclusively shared sound changes in Flores-Lembata and in Bima-

Lembata, with the addition of a few other sources (cf. Table 4.3). The evid-

ence for subgroups is provided in the second part of Chapter 5.

Chapter 6 examines the Flores-Lembata lexicon according to PMP and

non-PMP origin of lexeme sets and their reconstructability to PFL. To an-

swer questions (3) and (4) which concern the origin of the Flores-Lembata

lexemes, I evaluated each set according to the presence or absence of a re-

lated PMP form. Lexeme sets with regular sound correspondences and a

PMP form were considered to be of PMP origin, thus going back to an Au-

stronesianancestor. Lexeme setswithout relatedPMP formwere considered

of non-PMP origin.

For a cognate set to be reconstructible to Proto-Flores-Lembata (PFL),

as asked for in question (5), the following criteriamust be fulfilled. First, the

sound correspondences between the reflexes in different subgroups have to
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be regular. The regularity is determined based on the regular correspond-

ences established in Chapter 5. Second, there are two possible conditions

that lead to a PFL reconstruction. (i) If the lexeme set can be traced back

to a PMP form (attested in Blust and Trussel 2010), then the set is always

reconstructed to PFL, or (ii) if no related PMP form is known, the set must

be attested in at least Sika and Kedang, then the set can also be reconstruc-

ted to PFL. This means that a form that appears in only one or two Flores-

Lembata subgroup and has a PMP form is reconstructed to PFL. However,

if no PMP form exists, only items that are attested in Sika and Kedang are

reconstructed to PFL. Sika and Kedang are the two Flores-Lembata sub-

groups that are geographically the furthest apart and therefore, the occur-

rence of related forms in these two languages points to inheritance from

Proto-Flores-Lembata (PFL) rather than to diffusion after the split of the

family. The possibility of Sika andKedang forming a subgroupwithin Flores-

Lembata (and therefore sharing vocabulary) has been ruled out (cf. §5.3.2).

In the majority of non-PMP sets, the lexeme is not only attested in Sika and

Kedang but also in at least one Lamaholot variety. In the sample, there are

only 6 sets of related lexical items that are attested in Sika and Kedang but

no known reflexes in the Lamaholot variety. Five out of these six go back to

Proto-Malayo-Polynesian which suggests that the Lamaholot varieties have

replaced these concepts with new words.7 A lexeme shared by several sub-

groups, but not fulfilling the criteria just set out, is not reconstructed to

PFL. For example, if a set of formswith regular correspondences is currently

only known to be found in Kedang and Lamaholot, and does not trace back

to PMP, I do not consider it reconstructible to PFL because I cannot rule

out diffusion between adjacent subgroups. For such a set, a potential recon-

struction is established and marked with a hashtag (#) and a subgroup ab-

breviation, such as LH-KD for Lamaholot-Kedang.

The following limitations apply to the analysis in Chapter 6. For recon-

structions and regularity judgements in this chapter, I focus on consonants,

as in the scope of this study, an equally systematic analysis of the vowel re-

flexes is not feasible.Nevertheless, I take into account that a sporadic change

7 TheFlores-Lembata cognate sets inmy sample that only have reflexes in Sika andKedang

but in none of the Lamaholot varieties are: PFL *m-tida ‘sharp’ < PMP *tazim, PFL *tave

‘laugh’ < PMP *tawa, PFL *udu ‘grass; bush’ < PMP *udu, PFL *vivir ‘lips’ < PMP *biRbiR

‘lower lip’, PFL *posok / *blosok ‘rub; wipe’ < PMP *usuq (?) and PFL *ipohoʔ ‘breathe’

with no known PMP source.
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between phoneticallymore similar vowels, such as i > e, ismore likely than a

change between very different vowels, such as a > u. Thus, a possible lexeme

set with a very unlikely vowel change would not be considered reconstruct-

ible to PFL. In this chapter, a systematic research onwhether the reconstruc-

tions of the non-Austronesian Flores-Lembata lexicon are also attested in

other Austronesian languages of the area or in the non-AustronesianTimor-

Alor-Pantar (TAP) languages was not within the scope of this dissertation.

Nevertheless, connections to forms in other languages were indicatedwhen

known. It is alsopossible that someof themturnout tobe actually of Austro-

nesian origin if more comparative research is done on Austronesian vocab-

ulary.

4.4 Data representation

4.4.1 Transcription conventions

PMP phonemes, as well as occasional Proto-Austronesian (PAN) forms, are

transcribed as in Blust andTrussel (2010).Most of the symbols used by Blust

and Trussel (2010) are equivalents to IPA. However, the grapheme <j> in the

PMP reconstructions represents [g], [ɣ] or [gʲ], the grapheme<z> represents

a voiced palatal affricate [dʒ] or [ɟʝ], the grapheme <R> represents [r], the

grapheme <y> represents [j] and the grapheme <e> represents schwa [ə]

(Ross 1992; Wolff 2010; Blust 2013:245, 554, 588, 601). To allow a differenti-

ation between schwa [ə] and the unrounded front vowel [e] on lower levels,

I retranscribe all PMP *e with *ə. In all other cases, I keep the transcriptions

in Blust andTrussel (2010). The non-IPA symbols in the PMP forms are listed

in Table 4.5.

Myown reconstructions of PFL are givenusing IPA symbols.Only for the

palatal approximant [j], I use the symbol <y> instead of its IPA symbol [j] to

avoid confusion with a voiced palatal affricate [dʒ]. All reconstructions are

marked with an asterisk <*> in front of the word and given in normal font.

Individual phonemes arehighlighted inbold to showcorrespondences. If no

PFL form can be reconstructed but a set of similar forms is attested, I give a

form that could potentially be a PFL reconstruction based on reversing the

sound changes they undergo in the subgroups. I mark these unreconstruct-

ible forms with a hash tag (#), instead of an asterisk (*). A form marked by
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# thus refers to a lexeme shared by several subgroups but which, based on

current knowledge, is not reconstructible to a proto-language.

Table 4.5: Non-IPA symbols in PMP forms in Blust and Trussel (2010)

Blust and Trussel 2010 IPA symbol This dissertation

<j> [g] / [ɣ] / [gʲ] <j>

<z> [dʒ] / [ɟʝ] <z>

<R> [r] <R>

<e> [ə] <ə>

<y> [j] <y>

Reflexes of entire words or phonemes that are attested in present-day lan-

guages are given in italic and transcribed in phonemic IPA. Again with the

exception of the palatal approximant [j], which I represent as <y> to avoid

confusionwith a voiced palatal affricate [dʒ]. The symbolw is retranscribed

as v for the Flores-Lembata languages, as it is realised as a voiced fricative [v]

or approximant [ʋ] in all languages of Flores-Lembata. The vowels ɛ and æ

in some Lamaholot sources are retranscribed as e, as they are not phonemic.

The same is done for ɔ and ɜ which are retranscribed as o and schwa ə re-

spectively for the same reason. Tomake the transcriptions of Kedang lexical

data from two different sources consistent, I retranscribe Samely (1991a)’s

<e> [ɛ] and <è> [æ] as e and ɛ respectively and I also retranscribe Klamer

(2015b)’s [w] as v. In addition, all Kedang [ɔ] are retranscribed as o as there

is no phonemic contrast between [o] and [ɔ]. Note that the words in the

lexeme sets in Appendix B are given according to the sources and are not

retranscribed.

4.4.2 Organisation of tables

Tables with sets of related lexemes in this part are composed according to

the following conventions. For an example of a lexeme table, see Table 5.4

in Chapter 5 or Table 4.4 in §4.3. Each column lists reconstructions and

their reflexes for one concept. The first rows show reconstructions. Then in

the subsequent rows, the respective reflexes in the five Flores-Lembata sub-

groups are provided. The concepts given in the last row of the tables are the
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concepts associated with the synchronic meanings of the reflexes. If these

do notmatchwith the reconstructedmeanings or if themeaning of one lex-

ical items in the set has changed, this is indicated.The subgroups are given in

the left-most column. The varieties of one subgroup sometimes differ con-

siderably in their lexicon and for some items, PMP reflexes are only found

in a subset of varieties. Therefore, I indicate the variety in brackets if ne-

cessary. See §4.2 for a list of varieties and their abbreviations. A dash in the

table means that the concept is expressed by a new lexical item that is not

cognate. The symbol [...] means that no data is available on this concept for

the given language. A vertical line (|) marks a (historic) morpheme bound-

ary in a reflex,mostly to show fossilizedmorphology or that a certain part of

the word is added later and not reconstructible to PFL or PMP. In contrast,

a hyphen marks a morpheme boundary signalling active morphology or a

morpheme boundary in reconstructions. Angle brackets < > mark infixes.

Morpheme boundaries of an infix are marked differently to other morph-

eme boundaries to avoid confusion with two affixes. A dash in stem-final

position means that person suffixes are usually attached to this word. A

questions mark (?) before a form means that it is not entirely clear if this

form belongs to the set. Lexical items given in square brackets [ ] have been

identified as lexical replacements or borrowings.

Chapter 6 contains tableswith lists of reconstructions based on cognate

sets. The reconstructions are given alphabetically according to the Flores-

Lembatameaning and with a PMP source if applicable. Themeaning of the

PMP source is only indicated when diverging from the PFL meaning. If no

PFL form can be reconstructed following the criteria set out in 4.3, I give a

form with a hash tag (#) that could potentially be a PFL reconstruction (cf.

§4.4.1). For some lexemes two forms are reconstructed. If they are separated

by a slash (/), I assume that there was variation between the two forms in

the proto-language. This variation is often related to (historic) affixation. If

the two forms are separated by ‘or’, I mean that it is not possible to decide

on the actual proto-formbased on the current data. Parts of reconstructions

may be represented in brackets to indicate that therewas probably variation

between two forms. An example is PFL *(v)uvuŋ ‘ridge’ which was probably

realised as PFL *vuvuŋ and PFL *uvuŋ.



CHAPTER5

Historical phonology and subgroupings

5.1 Introduction

This chapter presents a historical perspective of the Flores-Lembata phon-

ology with the aim of reconstructing PFL phonemes and the establishment

of shared innovations that support the five Flores-Lembata subgroups, as

shown in Figure 5.1. The present study is the first attempt to establish the

internal structure of the Flores-Lembata family based on exclusively shared

sound changes, taking into account languages of all five subgroups in this

family.Ashigher-level subgroupswithinMalayo-Polynesianare still debated

(cf. §1.3.1 for more details), only a thorough bottom-up reconstruction can

finally reveal the higher-level subgroupswithin theMalayo-Polynesian fam-

ily. This chapter on historical phonology in the Flores-Lembata languages is

a contribution to this endeavour.

171
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Figure 5.1: Genealogical classification of the Flores-Lembata languages

I show in this chapter that the five Flores-Lembata subgroups are supported

by exclusively shared sound changes and lexical innovations (cf. §5.3) and

that there is no clear evidence for mid-level subgroups within the Flores-

Lembata family (cf. §5.3.2). Evidence for Flores-Lembata as a subgroup is

provided in §5.4 and evidence for a Bima-Lembata subgroup as an imme-

diate ancestor of Flores-Lembata in §5.5. Evidence for the potential sister

subgroups of Flores-Lembata and Bima-Lembata are not within the scope

of this dissertation.

All three Lamaholot subgroups are internally diverse, and within each

of these groups we can identify several languages. Some of these languages

undergo further regular sound changes, such as PFL *s > h. However, these

sound changes are not subgroup-defining, as they are very commonchanges

that appear to have diffused between the languages. Sika and Kedang, in

contrast, do not contain asmuch internal diversity. No further regular sound

changes are attested on lower levels, with the exception of possible merger

of final n and ŋ in western Sika varieties.

The internal structure of Flores-Lembata presented in Figure 5.1 above

is in line with previous research by Fernandez (1996:174) who establishes a
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Flores-Lembata subgroup (named Flores Timur) with three primary bran-

ches Sika, Lamaholot (i. e. Western Lamaholot) and Kedang. In contrast to

Fernandez and the proposal here, Doyle (2010:30) groups Sika and Lamaho-

lot (i. e.Western Lamaholot) together as a subgroupwithin Flores-Lembata.

Previous subgroupings neither included Eastern Lamaholot nor Central La-

maholot varieties.

In addition to the subgrouping works by Fernandez and Doyle, a lex-

icostatistic analysis has been carried out by Keraf (1978a) with a focus on

Lamaholot, but also including one Sika and one Kedang variety. Thus this

work also takes into account varieties from all subgroups of Flores-Lembata

but uses a differentmethod, namely lexicostatistics, while the present study

is based on shared innovations in formof sound changes. Based on33Lama-

holot wordlists with 200 basic vocabulary items, Keraf ’s work distinguishes

the threemain groups of Lamaholot, which each share 55% of lexical simil-

arity:Western Lamaholot, Central Lamaholot andEastern Lamaholot (Keraf

1978a:Appendix VI). Keraf’s work also shows that the Lamaholot subgroups

are lexically closer to each other (55% lexical similarity) than to the other

languages of Flores-Lembata, Sika and Kedangwhich only share about 30%

of their vocabulary with the Lamaholot varieties. Elias (2017a) uses Keraf ’s

lexical data to apply the comparative method (Campbell and Poser 2008)

and historical glottometry (François and Kalyan 2018), with the aim of ex-

amining the internal subgrouping of the Lamaholot dialect chain. His find-

ings of shared innovations also confirmed themain groupings intoWestern,

Central and Eastern Lamaholot.

Table 5.1 and 5.2 show all sets of non-identical consonantal sound cor-

respondences that are attested in the family of Flores-Lembata, following a

top-down approach from PMP consonants. Other PMP consonants are re-

tained unchanged in the Flores-Lembata languages. Some exceptions oc-

cur in final position. Two reflexes separated by a slash point to an uncondi-

tioned split, a split determined by the phonological environment or a split

between two different varieties within the subgroup. Details on these splits

are provided in the respective subsections.
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Table 5.1: PMP obstruents and their non-identical reflexes

PMP *k *q *h *s *b *d/*z/*j *z *g

PFL *k *ʔ/Ø *ʔ/Ø *s *h *b *v *d *l *g

Env. #_ V_V #_VL

SK ʔ ʔ/Ø Ø h h b v r r l g

WL k ʔ/Ø ʔ/Ø h/Ø h/Ø b v d r l/r g

CL k Ø Ø s Ø b v d dʒ l/r g

EL ʔ/Ø ʔ/Ø ʔ/Ø h h b v d r l/r g

KD ʔ ʔ/Ø ʔ/Ø h/Ø h/Ø b v d r/y/Ø l k

PMP *k [k], *q [q], *h [h], *s [s], *b [b], *d [d], *z [dʒ]/[ɟʝ], *j [g]/[ɣ]/[gʲ]

Table 5.2: PMP non-obstruents and their non-identical reflexes

PMP *ŋ *R *y

Env. #_ V_V

PFL *n *ŋ *r *y

SK n n r y/i

KD n ŋ r y/i/e

CL n ŋ r y/dʒ

WL n ŋ ʔ y/dʒ

EL n ŋ r [...]

PMP *ŋ [ŋ], *R [r], *y [j]

The chapter is structured as follows. In §5.2, I establish regular sound corres-

pondences between Flores-Lembata lexical items that go back to Proto-Ma-

layo-Polynesian (PMP) reconstructions. That the sound correspondences in

these lexical items are mostly regular is a sign for inheritance from a com-

mon ancestor (Campbell and Poser 2008:172). This means that the Flores-

Lembata languages descend from PMP and ultimately from Proto-Austro-

nesian. PMP is taken as a point of reference as this is the ancestor of all

Austronesian languages that are found outside of the island Taiwan and

because a large amount of reconstructions are available for PMP in Blust
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and Trussel (2010). All PMP reconstructions in this dissertation are taken

from this source (cf. §4.2). In §5.3, I provide evidence for the lowest level

subgroups within the Flores-Lembata family (§5.3.1), but I also show that

there is little evidence for mid-level groups within the Flores-Lembata fam-

ily (§5.3.2). In §5.4, I provide evidence for Flores-Lembata as an innovation-

defined subgroup. In addition, in §5.5, I show that Flores-Lembata is part

of a bigger Bima-Lembata subgroup encompassing also languages of Bima,

Sumba andWestern and Central Flores.

5.2 Reflexes of PMP sounds

5.2.1 PMP voiceless stops *p, *t, *k and *q

5.2.1.1 Initial and intervocalic position

The Proto-Malayo-Polynesian (PMP) root-initial and intervocalic voiceless

stops are relatively well-preserved in all languages of Flores-Lembata, ex-

cept for PMP *q which changed into a glottal stop in Proto-Flores-Lembata

(PFL) or earlier. For a discussion on root-final stops see §5.2.1.3. Table 5.3

shows the PMP voiceless stops with their reflexes in Flores-Lembata. Cent-

ral Lamaholot andWestern Lamaholot prove to bemost conservative in this

respect because these languages not only retain PMP *p and *t but also *k.

In Sika, Kedang and Eastern Lamaholot, there is a sound change from PMP

*k > ʔ/Ø. PMP *q is reflected as ʔ orØ in all Flores-Lembata languages. Cent-

ral Lamaholot is the only language that subsequently lost ʔ completely, thus

does not show any reflex of PMP *q.
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Table 5.3: Reflexes of PMP voiceless stops *p, *t, *k and *q

Env. #_ V_V #_ V_V #_ V_V #_ V_V

PMP *p- *-p- *t- *-t- *k- *-k- *q- *-q-

PFL *p- *-p- *t- *-t- *k- *-k- *ʔ- *-ʔ-

SK p p t t ʔ/Ø ʔ ʔ/Ø ʔ

WL p p t t k k ʔ/Ø Ø

CL p p t t k k Ø Ø

EL [...] p t t Ø ʔ Ø Ø

KD p p t t ʔ/Ø ʔ/Ø ʔ/Ø Ø

Below I present cognate sets with regular reflexes of PMP voiceless stops

in the languages of Flores-Lembata. Table 5.4 and 5.5 provide examples of

reflexes of PMP *p in the languages of Flores-Lembata. The PMP stop *p is

regularly reflected as p in all languages of Flores-Lembata for which data is

attested. For Eastern Lamaholot, there is no data for reflexes of initial PMP

*p-.

Table 5.4: Reflexes of initial PMP *p-

PMP *pitu *palu *pusəj *sa-ŋa-puluq *piliq

PFL *pitu *palu-k *pusər *s-pulu *piliʔ

SK pitu - puher pulu (?) liʔi

WL (lwi) pito - kə|puhur pulo pileʔ

CL (kk) pito palu|k kə|pusər s|pulo pili

EL [...] [...] [...] [...] [...]

KD pitu palu|ʔ puhɛː pulu pil

‘seven’ ‘hit’ ‘navel’ ‘ten’ ‘choose’
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Table 5.5: Reflexes of intervocalic PMP *-p-

PMP *hapuy *sapu *apa *ipən *ma-kapal *kiput

PFL *api *hapu *apa *ipə- *m-kapal *kiput

SK api hapus apa - apar -

WL (lml) ape hapu - ipã - -

WL (dl) ape - - ipə - kipuʔ

WL (ms) ape hapo apai - gapal kupoʔ

CL (lt) ape|ru apu|dʒa - - - -

CL (lr) ape|r - apoi pəi - k<ən>ipot|ən

EL ape hapu ape ipe - -

KD api - ape - kapal ipeʔ

‘fire’ ‘wipe’ ‘what’ ‘teeth’ ‘thick’ ‘narrow’

Table 5.6 provides cognate sets that show the regular reflexes of PMP *t.

In initial and intervocalic position, PMP *t is regularly reflected as t in all

Flores-Lembata languages. In Kedang vaʔ ‘stone’ < PMP *batu in Table 5.6,

the final syllable is lost. Therefore, the reflex of intervocalic PMP *t appears

now in final positionwhich causes the change of PMP *t > ʔ which is regular

in Kedang in final position (cf. §5.2.1.3).

Table 5.6: Reflexes of initial and intervocalic PMP *t

PMP *talih *taŋis *qa-təluR *batu *m-atay *qutin

PFL *tali *tani *təlur *vatu *matay *uti

SK tali tani təlo|n vatu mate uti

WL (li) tale taniŋ telu vato mata -

WL (ad) taleʔ tani telu|k vato mataː ute

CL (kk) tali - təlu|k vatu matadʒ uti

EL tale tani təlũ vato mata [...]

KD - - tolor vaʔ mate vuti

‘rope’ ‘cry’ ‘egg’ ‘stone’ ‘die’ ‘penis’

Table 5.7 and 5.8 show cognate sets containing reflexes of PMP *k. Sika has

changed PMP *k > ʔ in all positions. In initial position, a few instances of
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loss of PMP *k are observed but they may relate to transcriptions issues as

not all researchers consistently transcribed initial glottal stops. Also in Ke-

dang and Eastern Lamaholot, PMP *k > ʔ or Ø. This change of PFL *k > ʔ

in Sika, Kedang and Eastern Lamaholot is not entirely complete, there are

sporadic retentions of PFL *kwith the reflex k. Central Lamaholot andWest-

ern Lamaholot always retain PMP *k as k. The Lamaholot reflexes of PMP

*aku in Table 5.8 have an irregular initial g and also the Kedang form con-

tains irregular vowel changes. For a discussion of these forms see §6.2.4.

Table 5.7: Reflexes of initial PMP *k-

PMP *kutu *kahiw *kaəna *kami *kulit

PFL *kutu *kayu *kaan *kami *kulit

SK ʔutu ʔai ʔaa ʔami ʔulit

WL (lwl) kuto kadʒo kãã kame kulit

CL (kk) kutu kadʒu kaa kame -

EL [...] - aa ame ulit|ã

KD ʔutu ʔai aa (k)eː -

‘headlice’ ‘tree; wood’ ‘3pl.eat’ ‘1pl.excl’ ‘skin’

a The original transcriptions of the reflexes in this set contained single vowels.

Table 5.8: Reflexes of intervocalic PMP *-k-

PMP *ikuR *hikan *takaw *aku

PFL *ikur *ikan *t<əm>akav *aku

SK iʔur iʔan ? toʔi aʔu

WL (li) ikuʔ|uŋ ikaŋ təmaka ? goː

WL (lml) iku ikã [...] ? go|e

CL ikur ikan takav ? go|ne

EL iʔũ iʔã [...] ? go|ʔe

KD - iʔa maʔo ? ɛʔi

‘tail’ ‘fish’ ‘steal’ ‘1sg’

Table 5.9 and 5.10 provide cognate sets with reflexes of PMP *q. The reflex
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of PMP *q is either zero or a glottal stop in the languages of Flores-Lembata.

I suggest that PMP *q regularly changed into glottal stop in PFL or even

earlier. Subsequently, this glottal stop was lost on an irregular basis in the

daughter languages.The irregular patternbetween zero and glottal stopmay

to a certain extent result from transcription issues, especially in initial and

final position. Researchers may not always have distinguished an onsetless

syllable from a syllable with an initial glottal stop. Central Lamaholot has

lost glottal stops completely, so all reflexes of PFL *ʔ < PMP *q are zero.

Table 5.9: Reflexes of initial PMP *q-

PMP *qapuR *quzan *qabu *quma *quay

PFL *ʔapur *udan *ka-ʔavu *uma *uay

SK ʔapur uran avu uma ue

WL (ad) ʔapuʔ ʔuraŋ kə|ʔavu|k mã ʔua

WL (lwi) apuʔ uraŋ kə|ʔavu maŋ uvay|əŋ

CL apur udʒan k|avo|k - uadʒ

EL [...] ura [...] [...] [...]

KD apur uya ava|ʔ ? lumar vua vɛi

‘lime’ ‘rain’ ‘ash’ ‘gardenfield’ ‘rattan’

Table 5.10: Reflexes of intervocalic PMP *-q-

PMP *ma-paqit *taqi *waqay

PFL *m-paʔit *taʔi *vaʔi

SK baʔit taʔi vaʔi

WL (ad) pait tae -

WL (ms) paiʔ taiŋ -

CL pait tai -

EL [...] [...] -

KD pɛiʔ - -

‘bitter’ ‘excrements’ ‘foot; leg’

The PMP stop *q is reflected as ʔ or zero in the languages of Flores-Lembata.
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Therefore, I reconstruct PFL *ʔ in all positions as a reflex of PMP *q. How-

ever, if onlyWL-Adonara shows a ʔ as a potential reflex of PMP *q, I do not

reconstruct it to PFL becauseWL-Adonara seems to insert glottal stops be-

fore every initial vowel. The alternation between zero and glottal stop in

the reflexes in Sika,Western Lamaholot, Eastern Lamaholot andKedang ap-

pears tobe irregularwith zerobeing thenormandglottal stop the exception.

For Sika, there is an apparent regularity which favours glottal stop in inter-

vocalic position and zero in initial position for reflexes of PMP *q.

5.2.1.2 Initial stops with PMP *ma-

There are instances of PFL *m directly preceding root-initial stops. In most

cases this initial *m goes back to the PMP stative prefix *ma-. As all words

that reflect PMP *ma- are stative concepts in the languages of Flores-Lem-

bata, it is likely that the function of the initial *m in PFL was still retained

asmarking stative. In themodern languages this initial *m hasmergedwith

the following consonant in different ways. In the Sika reflex nauʔ ‘tinea’, the

prefix appears to be lost. Table 5.11 provides examples of reflexes of PFL *m-

p.

Table 5.11: Reflexes of initial PMP *ma-p

PMP *ma-paqit *ma-pənuq *ma-pəju *panaw

PFL *m-paʔit *m-pənu *m-pədu *m-panau

SK baʔit bənu bəru nauʔ

WL (ad) pait pəno pəro mənao

WL (lwi) pai|k mənu|ŋ pəro mau

CL pait mənu|k pədʒu -

EL [...] [...] [...] [...]

KD pɛiʔ pɛnu pɛyu -

‘bitter’ ‘full’ ‘salty’ ‘tinea’

In Sika, the merging of PFL *m-p resulted in voicing of the initial conson-

ant and dropping of initial *m, thus PFL *m-p > Sika b. In the Central and

Western Lamaholot data, either the nasal or the stopwas kept and the other

was dropped completely. This apparent irregularity of keeping either the
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nasal or the stop in Central andWestern Lamaholot is most likely related to

two functionally different forms of many property nouns that are attested

in Lamaholot varieties: a base form and a derived form (cf. §8.3.3.2). In the

table, the reflexes of words denoting property (‘adjectival’) concepts, such

as ‘bitter’, ‘full’ and ‘salty’, are either given in their base form, with the initial

p going back to a form without prefix, or in their derived form, with initial

m going back to a form with prefix *m- that replaced the initial p, thus PFL

*m-p >m. The change of PFL *m-p >m appears to be regular, as it is also at-

tested in the reflexes of PFL *m-panawwhere PFL *m-p >WLm. In addition,

to interpret the CL andWL forms with initial m as derived property nouns

is supported by the initial presence of additional final consonants that are

related to derivational processes -k and -ŋ (cf. §3.3.6.1).

The samedevelopment is observed in reflexes of PFL *m-t given inTable

5.12. In Sika *m-t is reflected as d. In the other languages either t or m is

retained. In Kedang, sporadic voicing of the consonant occasionally occurs,

such as in PFL *m-tidəm > Kedang deyeʔ ‘sharp’.

Table 5.12: Reflexes of initial PMP *ma-t

PMP *ma-tasak *mantalaq ‘Venus’ *ma-tuquR *ma-tuqah *tazim ‘whet’

PFL *m-tasak *mətala *m-tuʔur *m-tuʔa *m-tidəm

SK dahaʔ dala duʔur duʔa|n diran

WL tahak pə|tala tuʔu|k t<en>uʔe -

CL tasak - - tua -

EL [...] malã - [...] -

KD taʔɛn malɛ tala ? turi [roka] tua dɛyɛʔ

‘ripe’ ‘star’ ‘dry’ ‘old’ ‘sharp’

Reflexes of PMP*ma-k and *ma-q are given inTable 5.13. ForPMP*ma-k, the

loss of the prefix is observed in Sika, while inWL-Alorese, it is merged with

the initial consonant resulting in g. The Kedang form kapal could be a result

of PMP *ma-k > g > k. The first change is the same as attested in Alorese and

the change of *g > k is regular in Kedang (cf. §5.2.1.1). In reflexes of *ma-q,

the m of the prefix is retained while the stop is lost. There is no evidence

to reconstruct a reflex of initial PMP *q to PFL for the words starting with a

reflex of *ma-q.
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Table 5.13: Reflexes of initial PMP *ma-k and *ma-q

PMP *ma-kapal *ma-qitəm *ma-qudip

PFL *m-kapal *mitəm *modip

SK ʔapar mitan more|t

WL (al) gapal miteŋ mori|k

WL (lwi) - mitəŋ mori

CL - mitəm modʒip

EL - mitã mori

KD kapal mitɛŋ ‘black; dirty’ -

‘thick’ ‘black’ ‘alive’

5.2.1.3 Final stops PMP *p, *t, *k and *q

Sika and Kedang change PMP *-k > -ʔ and PMP *-q becomes ʔ or Ø in PFL.

The conditioning of the split of PMP *-q > ʔ/Ø remains unclear. Further, PFL

*-ʔ (< PMP *-q) is sporadically lost inmost FL languages and lost completely

inCentral Lamaholot. In addition to the sound changes already observed for

initial and medial position, Kedang changes final PMP *t > ʔ, while initial

and intervocalic PMP *t is retained in Kedang. Alorese loses all final con-

sonants, except for the sporadic retention of k. Central Lamaholot retains

all final consonants unchanged except for PMP *-q which is lost. Further,

sporadic loss of final consonants is attested in all Flores-Lembata languages.

InWestern Lamaholot, the consonant is also sporadically changed into glot-

tal stop instead of being lost completely.
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Table 5.14: Reflexes of final PMP *-p, *-t, *-k and *-q

PMP *-p *-t *-k *-q

PFL *-p *-t *-k *-ʔ/Ø

SK Ø t/Ø ʔ/Ø ʔ/Ø

WL p/Ø t/ʔ/Ø k/ʔ/Ø ʔ/Ø

WL (al) Ø Ø k/ʔ/Ø Ø

CL p t k Ø

EL Ø t/Ø ʔ/Ø [...]

KD [...] ʔ/Ø ʔ ʔ/Ø

The evidence for reflexes of final PMP *-p is scarce as only one cognate set,

given in Table 5.15 could be found. The Sika reflexmore|t ‘alive’ most likely

contains an attributive suffix (cf. §8.3.3.1).

Table 5.15: Reflexes of final PMP *-p

PMP *ma-qudip

PFL *modip

SK more|t

WL (lwi) mori

WL (ko) morip

CL modʒip

EL mori

KD -

‘alive’

Table 5.16 lists examples of cognate sets reflecting final PMP *t. There is a

regular change of final PMP *t > ʔ in Kedang.
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Table 5.16: Reflexes of final PMP *-t

PMP *Ramut *lipət *ma-paqit *ma-bəRəqat *kulit

PFL *ramut *ləpət *m-paʔit *bərat *kulit

SK ramut ləpet baʔit bərat ʔulit

WL (lwi) ramu ləpə|k pai|k baʔa kuli

WL (ad) ʔamut ləpət pait baʔat -

WL (ms) ramu|k ləpeʔ paiʔ baʔ kuli|k

CL ramut ləpət pait bərat -

EL ramut|ã [...] [...] bəra ulitã

KD ramuʔ lɛpiʔ pɛiʔ baraʔ -

‘root’ ‘fold’ ‘bitter’ ‘heavy’ ‘skin’

Table 5.17 lists reflexes of PMP final *k. PMP *k regularly changes into glot-

tal stop in Sika, Kedang and Eastern Lamaholot. Sporadic PMP *k > ʔ is at-

tested in final position inWestern Lamaholot and sporadic loss of final *k is

attested in all languages, except for Central Lamaholot. The Sika form anak

‘small’ appears to retain an irregular final k. However, the final k could also

be a suffix found on property nouns (cf. §8.3.3).

Table 5.17: Reflexes of final PMP *-k

PMP *manuk *anak ? *təbək

PFL *manuk *anak *tubak

SK manuʔ anak -

WL (ad) manuk ʔanaʔ -

WL (lwi) manu anaʔ -

CL manuk anak tubak

EL manuʔ ana tuba

KD manuʔ anaʔ tubaʔ

‘chicken; bird’ ‘child; small’ ‘stab’

Table 5.18 provides reflexes of PMP *q in final position. For some words, es-

pecially those expressing properties, no reflex of final PMP *q can be recon-

structed to PFL. An example is PFL *doa ‘far; long’ (< PMP *zauq). For other
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words, final PMP *q is reflected as ʔ in PFL and retained as such in Sika and

Kedang.

Table 5.18: Reflexes of final PMP *-q

PMP *zauq *mamaq *budaq *budaq *salaq

PFL *doa *mamaʔ *budaʔ *vuda *sala

SK - maʔmaʔ buraʔ vura|n hala

WL (ad) doã - buraʔ vurhã n|alã

WL (ms) doa|ŋ mame bura|k ? bura|ŋ hala|ŋ

CL doa mamo|t budʒa|k pə|vudʒa s<n>ala|k

EL doa [...] burõ [...] [...]

KD doa mamɛʔ buyaʔ vura|n -

‘far; long’ ‘chew’ ‘white’ ‘foam’ ‘wrong’

In many cases, the final consonant appears to be replaced by a suffix, such

as -k, -n or -ŋ (cf. §3.3.6.2 and §8.3.3). However, synchronically these suffixes

are often interpreted as part of the root and thus can be regarded as fossil-

ised. The final t in the Central Lamaholot verb mamot ‘chew’ in Table 5.18

remains unexplained. There is a suffix -t attested on property nouns, such

as in Sikamoret ‘alive’ (cf. Table 5.15) but as ‘chew’ is a verb, no such suffix is

expected.

5.2.2 PMP voiced obstruents *b, *d, *z, *j and *g

5.2.2.1 Overview

In this section, I discuss the Flores-Lembata reflexes of PMP*b, *d, *z [dʒ/ɟʝ],

*j [g/gʲ/ɣ] and *g.The three voicedPMP stops *b *d and *g have the phonetic

values of [b, d, g]. PMP *b and PMP *d appear in all positions, while PMP *g

is rather rare in general and does not occur in final position. PMP *j [g/gʲ/ɣ]

is only found in intervocalic and final positions. PMP *z [dʒ/ɟʝ] is only found

in initial and intervocalic positions. For more information on the phonetic

values of the PMP sounds *j and *z see §4.4.

Table 5.19 is an overview of sound correspondences going back to the

PMP voiced obstruents. PMP *b unconditionally splits into PFL *b and *v
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in initial position and in intervocalic position, all instances of final PMP *-b

> PFL *-v. An unconditioned split here means that the conditioning of this

split remains unknown.

PMP *d, *z and *j have merged into PFL *d for initial and intervocalic

position. In final position PMP *d > PFL *r and PMP *j > PFL *y. Initial PMP

*z followed by an intervocalic liquid becomes l or in some Lamaholot vari-

eties also r. Only very few reflexes of PMP *g are found in the languages of

Flores-Lembata. These cognates show a regular change of PMP *g > k in Ke-

dang.

Table 5.19: Reflexes of PMP *b, *d, *g, *j [g/gʲ/ɣ] and *z [dʒ/ɟʝ]

Env. #_ #_ V_V _# #_VL #_ V_V _# _# #_ V_V

PMP *b *b *b *z *d/*z *d/*z/*j *d *j *g *g

PFL *b *v *b *v *v *l *d *d *r *y *g *g

SK b v b v ʔ/Ø l r r r Ø g g

WL b v b v Ø l/r d r r/Ø Ø g g

CL b v b v v l/r d dʒ r dʒ/Ø g g

EL b v b v [...] l/r d r [...] [...] g g

KD b v/Ø b v Ø l d y/r/Ø r Ø k k

In the following, the split of PMP *b, the merger of PMP *d/*z/*j and the

retention of PMP *g are discussed in more detail.

5.2.2.2 Split: PMP *b > PFL *b/*v

Unconditional PMP *b > PFL *b/*v is attested in initial position, as shown

in Table 5.20. In intervocalic position, PMP *b is less frequent and all inter-

vocalic PMP *b > PFL *v, as shown in Table 5.21.

There is evidence that PMP *b > *b/*v already occurred on a higher

level than PFL. PMP *b > *b/*v is evidence for a Bima-Lembata subgroup

including Flores-Lembata, Flores, Bima and Sumba-Hawu. This is discussed

in more detail in §5.5.

PFL *b remains b in all daughter languages and PFL *v remains v in all

daughter languages, except for Kedang where PFL *v > Ø before u. An ex-

ample is Kedang ua|n ‘fruit’ (< PFL *vua < PMP *buaq). The change appears
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to be incomplete. Thus, for example, KD-Leubatang has vura|n ‘foam’ (< PFL

*vuda < PMP *bujəq) with retention of v, but also ua|n ‘fruit’ (< PFL *vua <

PMP *buaq) with loss of v. There is one apparent instance of intervocalic

PFL *v > h in Kedang: Kedang tehu ‘sugarcane’ < PFL *təvu < PMP *təbuh.

Table 5.20: Reflexes of initial PMP *b-

PMP *b- *babuy *batu *buaq *b- *bayu *budaq

PFL *v- *vavi *vatu *vua-n *b- *bayu *budaʔ

SK v vavi vatu vua|n b bai buraʔ

WL (lwi) v vave vato vua|ŋ b bayo bura

CL v vavi vatu vua|k b badʒu budʒa|k

EL v [...] vato vuʔã b [...] burʔã

KD v vavi vaʔ ua|n b bae buyaʔ

‘pig’ ‘stone’ ‘fruit’ ‘pound’ ‘white’

Table 5.21: Reflexes of intervocalic PMP *-b-

PMP *-b- *qabu *təbuh

PFL *-v- *ka-ʔavu *təvu

SK v avu təvu

WL (lwi) v kə|ʔavu təvo

CL (kk) v k|avo|k təvu

CL (lr) v k|avo|k təvo|r

EL ? [...] [...]

KD v avaʔ tɛhu

‘ash’ ‘sugarcane’

In the southernLembata varieties of Central Lamaholot, suchasCL-Imulolo,

andWestern Lamaholot, such asWL-Lamalera, a consecutive sound change

of PFL *v > f is found. The same change is found in theAlorese varieties Alor

Besar and Baranusa.

Evidence for final PMP *-b is rare, only one cognate set given in Table

5.22 is attested in my database where PMP *-b > PFL *-v.
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Table 5.22: Reflexes of final PMP *-b

‘yawn’

PMP *ma-huab

PFL *muav

SK moaʔ

KD moa

CL kə|muav

WL pə|moa

EL [...]

Most of the FL languages, except for Central Lamaholot, loose PFL *v in final

position. In Sika, final PFL *v is reflected as ʔ instead of being lost.

5.2.2.3 Merger: Initial and intervocalic PMP *d/*j/*z > PFL *d

Initial and intervocalic PMP *d, *j and *z have merged in PFL as they have

the same reflexes in all Flores-Lembata languages. As initial PMP *d- is re-

tained unchanged in Kedang and Lamaholot, I suggest that PMP *d, *j and

*z merged into PFL *d. In §5.2.2.4, I show why I propose PFL *d not only

for initial position but also for intervocalic position, although in the mod-

ern languages of Flores-Lembata no intervocalic d is attested. Final PMP *-d

and *-j did not merge, but PMP *-d > PFL *-r and PMP *-j > PFL *-y.

Table 5.23 provides cognate sets that contain reflexes of initial PMP *d-

and PMP *z- thatmerged into PFL *d-. Initial PFL *d- is reflected as r in Sika,

whereas it is retained unchanged in Lamaholot and Kedang.
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Table 5.23: Reflexes of initial PMP *d- and *z- [dʒ/ɟʝ]

PMP *dəŋəR *diRi *dahun *zəkət *zauq *zaqit *zaRum ‘needle’

PFL *dəŋər *diri *doun *deket *doa *daʔit *daru

SK rəna - roun - - raʔit -

WL (lwi) veŋe deʔiŋ - - doa|ŋ - dau|ŋ

WL (ad) deŋeʔ deʔi - - doã - -

CL dəŋər diri - - doa - -

EL dəŋe diri - deʔe doa - -

KD dɛŋər ?ma|dɛr - ? duʔ doa - -

‘hear’ ‘stand’ ‘leaf ’ ‘burn

(fields)’

‘far;

long’

‘sew’ ‘sew’

The word for ‘sew’ comes from two PMP sources: *zaqit ‘sew’ > Sika raʔit

and *zaRum ‘needle’ > WL-Lewoingu dau|ŋ ‘sew’. This is a case of semantic

change from ‘needle’ to ‘sew’. The vowel change PMP *au > PFL *oa in the re-

flexes of PMP *zauq ‘far; long’ cannot be explained so far. Also the apparent

change of PWL *d > v inWL-Lewoingu veŋe ‘hear’ is unexpected and cannot

be explained further at the current stage.

Reflexes of initial PMP *z- or *d- in words that contain an intervocalic

liquid PMP *-l- or PMP *-R- behave exceptionally. In these words PMP *z

or *d is not reflected as PFL *d but as PFL *l due to the assimilation to the

following liquid in theword. Table 5.24 provides the three cases found inmy

data set.
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Table 5.24: Reflexes of initial PMP *z-/*d- before intervocalic liquid

PMP *zalan *duRi ‘thorn; fish bone’ *daləm

PFL *lalan *luri *laləm

SK (mm) lala luri|n -

SK (hw) lara luri|n -

WL (ad) rarã riʔũː -

WL (lwi) lara|ŋ riʔu -

WL (lwt) larã riʔu -

WL (bn) - ruʔi|ŋ -

CL lalan riu|k -

EL lara riʔũ -

KD lala luri|n lalɛ|ŋ

‘road’ ‘bone’ ‘inside’

For PFL *lalan (> PMP *zalan), Sika, Kedang and Central Lamaholot show

regular reflexes. In the WL varieties, the medial l has been changed into r

and for some varieties, this even effected the initial l to change into r. In

SK-Hewa, this change is also found. I suggest that this happened due to in-

fluence of the neighboringWL variety Lewotobi which has larã ‘road’.

The reflexes of PMP *duRi ‘thorn, splinter, fish bone’ in Sika and Kedang

are regular. The Lamaholot forms need more explanation. WL-Baranusa, a

variety of Alorese, is most conservative in this form. It retains the order of

the vowels, first u then i. The change of PFL *r > ʔ is regular. After the sound

change of PFL *r > ʔ in Western Lamaholot, the initial l is changed into r,

as has also been observed in WL-Adonara rarã ‘road’. In all other Western

Lamaholot varieties, metathesis of the two vowels has occurred in addition

to these changes. TheCentral Lamaholot form riuk ‘bone’ (< PFL *luri < PMP

*duRi) is irregular as usually PFL *-r- = r in Central Lamaholot. In the word

riuk, the intervocalic PFL *-r- appears to be deleted. I propose that CL riuk

is a loan fromWL riʔu with the addition of the suffix -k and the deleting of

the glottal stop which is regular in Central Lamaholot.

Intervocalic PFL *-d- (< PMP *d *z *j) undergoes several different chan-

ges in individual languages as shown in Table 5.25. Central Lamaholot re-

flects PMP *-d- as dʒ intervocalically, whereas Sika, WL and EL reflect PMP
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*-d- as r in intervocalic position. In Kedang, intervocalic PMP *-d- > ywhich

is then sometimes reduced to zero. It is very likely that Kedangwent through

the intermediate stage of PFL *-d- > *-dʒ- before > y or Ø. There is evidence

from loanwords, such as yendela ‘window’ from Indonesian dʒendela and

yadi ‘become; happen’ from Indonesian dʒadi, that Kedang y in initial po-

sition comes from an earlier dʒ (Samely and Barnes 2013:712). So, it could

be that initial dʒ and intermediate dʒ (from PFL *d) became y. This is the

same change as attested in Central Lamaholot which underwent PFL *-d-

> PCL *-dʒ-. Also, in some varieties of Central Lembata, intervocalic dʒ is

weakened sporadically to y, such as in CL-Lerek nayan ‘name’ from Proto-

Central-Lamaholot *nadʒan ‘name’.

Table 5.25: Reflexes of intervocalic PMP *-d-, *-z- and *-j-

PMP *ma-qudip *budaq *quzan *tazim ‘whet’ *ŋajan ŋijuŋ

PFL *modip *budaʔ *udan *m-tidəm *nadan *(n)iduŋ

SK moret buraʔ uran diran naran iru

WL (lwi) mori bura uraŋ - naraŋ iru|ŋ

WL (ad) mori|t buraʔ ʔuraŋ - narã iru|net

CL modʒip budʒa|k udʒan - nadʒan nidʒu

EL mori burɔ ura - nara nirũ

KD - buyaʔ uya dɛyɛʔ naya ni|ŋ

‘alive’ ‘white’ ‘rain’ ‘sharp’ ‘name’ ‘nose’

In the examples inTable 5.25, Kedang reflects PFL *d (> *dʒ) > y/Ø.However,

there are also cases where PMP *d > r/s in Kedang. Table 5.26 shows the

cognate sets inmydataset that contain possiblewordswith intervocalic PFL

*d > r/s in Kedang. The reflexes in the other Flores-Lembata languages are

regular, following the intervocalic pattern in Table 5.19.
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Table 5.26: Irregular Kedang reflexes of intervocalic PMP *-d-

PMP *udu *huaji *budaq *si ida

PFL *udu *vadi *vuda *hida

SK uru|ŋ vari vura|n r|imu

WL (lwi) - ari|ŋ vura|haŋ raː

WL (pd) - ariŋ wuraŋ hire

CL - vadʒi pə|wudʒa da|ne

EL [...] (v)ari [...] ? ro|ʔe

KD (v)uru ʔariʔ vura|n ? suo

‘grass; bush’ ‘younger

sibling’

‘foam’ ‘3pl’ a

a The Central Lamaholot form dane ‘3pl’ (< PFL *sida/*hida) follows the pattern of ini-

tial PMP *d. The initial syllable of the pronounwas lost before the intervocalic change

of PFL *d > dʒ took place (cf. §5.2.2.4). The Eastern Lamaholot reflex could be re-

lated to theWL enclitic pronoun =ro ‘3pl’ only used for objects (Michels 2017:42). The

Sika pronoun rimu ‘3pl’ is the result of the inherited third person plural pronounmer-

ging with a reflex of the Central Flores reconstruction *imu ‘friend; companion’ (Elias

2018:118). In several Central Flores languages, theword has undergone a semantic shift

from ‘friend; companion’ to ‘3sg’.

In the first three examples in the table above, PFL *-d- > r in Kedang. It re-

mains unclear what causes this irregularity as usually PFL *-d- > y in Kedang

as shown above.

The reflex s < PFL *d appears only in one example: Kedang suo ‘3pl’. As

I have proposed intervocalic PFL *-d- (> *dʒ) > y/Ø for Kedang, an interme-

diate stage of PFL *hida > *hidʒa > dʒawith loss of the initial syllable could

be imagined. Alternation between dʒ and s is also attested in other Kedang

words, such as in yadi (from dʒadi) / sadi ‘become, happen’ from Indone-

sian dʒadi (Samely and Barnes 2013:712). Therefore, it is possible that dʒa

‘3pl’ became sa but in other words, the initial dʒwas kept and later changed

into y. However, the diphtongisation from a > uowhich would be necessary

to gain the present-day form suo ‘3pl’ remains obscure. Therefore, it is also

possible that suo is not cognate with the other forms of the set.
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5.2.2.4 Alternative options for the PFL reflex of PMP *d/*j/*z

In §5.2.2.3, I have shown, by providing evidence for identical correspond-

ence sets, that the reflexes in the Flores-Lembata languages indicate a mer-

ger of initial and intervocalic PMP *d, *j and *z. I propose that these three

PMP consonantsmerged into PFL *d in initial and intervocalic position des-

pite the fact that synchronically no intervocalic -d- tracing back to PMP

*d/*j/*z is attested (cf. §5.2.2.3). Therefore, reconstructing the value of the

merged Proto-Flores-Lembata (PFL) sound is not straightforward. In this

section, I motivate the reconstruction of PFL *d < PMP *d/*j/*z in initial

and intervocalic position.

Based on the reflexes attested in the individual subgroups, there are

three options for the PFL reflexes of PMP *d/*j/*z in initial and intervocalic

position respectively:

1. PFL *d- and *-dʒ-
2. PFL *d- and *-d-
3. PFL *dʒ- and *-dʒ-

I argue for the secondoptionwhichproposes PFL *d inbothpositions. In the

following, I lay out the consequences for each of the three reconstruction

options.

Option 1 ProposingPFL *d- in initial position andPFL *-dʒ- in intervocalic

position would require the following subsequent sound changes in SK, KD,

WL and EL. No sound change would be required in CL.

• PFL *d- > r / #_ in SK
• PFL *-dʒ- > r / V_V in SK
• PFL *-dʒ- > r / V_V inWL
• PFL *-dʒ- > r / V_V in EL
• PFL *-dʒ- > y / V_V in KD

A downside of this option is that proposing the allophones *d- and *-dʒ-

in PFL cannot easily explain the Central Lamaholot reflexes da ‘3pl’ from a

putative PFL *hidʒa ‘3pl’ listed in Table 5.27 below.1 Assuming PFL *hidʒa

1 The evidence for reconstructing the initial syllable *hi in PFL *hidʒa/*hida comes from

theWL variety Alorese which retains the form hire ‘pl’ (< PMP *si ida) as a plural word.

In otherWL varieties, the the 3pl pronoun ra is attested. Thus, the reflex of PFL *-dʒ- is

r as proposed above. For theWL reflexes, there are no issue of putative PFL *-dʒ- as long

as assuming that the change of *-dʒ- > r occurred before the loss of the initial syllable.
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would require an exceptional change of intervocalic *-dʒ- > d in the word

da as a free 3pl pronoun in most CL varieties. This change does not appear

in any other word.

Table 5.27: Reflexes of PMP *si ida ‘3pl’ reconstructions of Option 1

PMP *si ida ‘3pl’

PFL *hidʒa ‘3pl’

PCL *idʒa

CL (clb, pn, lk) da|(ne) ‘3pl’

CL (il, lp, mr) da|(ro) ‘3pl’

CL (clb, pn) -i / -dʒa ‘3pl.poss’

CL (clb) -dʒa ‘pl’

CL (lwk) ya|ne ‘3pl’

WL ra|(ʔe) ‘3pl’

WL-Alorese hire ‘pl’

PMP=Proto-Malayo-Polynesian

PFL=Proto-Flores-Lembata

PCL=Proto-Central Lamaholot

A possible solution would be to propose that there was variation between

PFL *da / *hidʒa ‘3pl’. Consequently, most CL free pronouns would come

from PFL *da, while the CL suffixes, as well as the lwk free pronoun would

come from PFL *hidʒa. In this scenario, Proto-Western Lamaholot (PWL)

would have lost PFL *da and only retains reflexes of PFL *hidʒa.

The other forms do not cause problemswhen assuming PFL *hidʒa. The

Central Lamaholot suffixes -i ‘3pl.poss’ and dʒa ‘3pl.poss/pl’ going back to

PMP *si ida can be explained by PFL *hidʒa as they contain intervocalic -dʒ-

. Also the CL-Lewokukung (lwk) form can be explained, as y in this variety

comes from an earlier dʒ.

Additional support for Option 1 — PFL *d- in initial and *-dʒ- in inter-

vocalic position — could be the reconstruction of PFL *dʒ- in initial posi-

tion as a marginal phoneme (cf. §5.2.2.6).
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Option2 Proposing, PFL *d- in initial position andPFL *-d- in intervocalic

position would require the following subsequent sound changes in the FL

subgroups.

• PFL *d- > r / #_ in SK
• PFL *-d- > r / V_V in SK
• PFL *-d- > r / V_V inWL
• PFL *-d- > r / V_V in EL
• PFL *-d- > (*dʒ >) y / V_V in KD
• PFL *-d- > dʒ / V_V in CL

In contrast to the first option, this option would more easily explain the

Central Lamaholot reflexes da ‘3pl’ in Table 5.27. The CL varieties that have

da ‘3pl’ (all except for CL-lwk) have lost the initial syllable of Proto-Central

Lamaholot (PCL) *ida (< PFL *hida) before the change of PFL *-d- > dʒ

in Central Lamaholot. In contrast, CL-lwk lost the initial syllable after the

change of PFL *-d- > *-dʒ-, and subsequently underwent the change of *dʒ

> y As initial PFL *d is retained in CL, the form remains da.

Option 3 Proposing, PFL *dʒ- in initial position and PFL *-dʒ- in inter-

vocalic position would require the following subsequent sound changes in

the Flores-Lembata subgroups.

• PFL *dʒ- > r / #_ in SK
• PFL *dʒ- > d / #_ in KD
• PFL *dʒ- > d / #_ in CL
• PFL *dʒ- > d / #_ inWL
• PFL *dʒ- > d / #_ in EL
• PFL *-dʒ- > r / V_V in SK
• PFL *-dʒ- > r / V_V inWL
• PFL *-dʒ- > r / V_V in EL
• PFL *-dʒ- > y / V_V in KD

LikeOption 2, Option 3would easily explain the Central Lamaholot reflexes

da ‘3pl’ in Table 5.27. The CL varieties that have da ‘3pl’ would have lost the

initial syllable of their reflexes from PCL *idʒa (< PFL *hidʒa) before the

change of PFL *dʒ- > d in Central Lamaholot. As initial PFL *dʒ- > d, the

form became da.
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However, assuming this sound change of PFL *dʒ- > d- causes an addi-

tional problem. There are a few CL words that have initial dʒ which does

not come from PFL *y but has to be reconstructed to PFL *dʒ- (cf. §5.2.2.6).

Therefore, assumingPFL*dʒ- >d-would require explainingwhy thesewords

did not change their initial consonant while all others did.

Weighing these threeoptionagainst eachother,Option2—reconstruct-

ing initial and medial *d — is the most likely. The main problem with Op-

tion 1 is that it cannot explain the CL pronoun da ‘3pl’. The main problem

with Option 3 is that it cannot explain the CL words with initial dʒ. Both

problems are avoided when choosing Option 2.

5.2.2.5 Final PMP *-d and *-j

Table 5.28 displays reflexes of final PMP *-d and PMP *-j. In final position,

these two consonants do not merge. Final PMP *-d > PFL *r > r/Ø in the

present-day languages and final PMP *j [g/ɣ/gʲ] > PFL *y [j]. PFL *y is later

lost in most varieties. In Central Lamaholot, PFL *y either becomes dʒ or is

lost (c.f. §5.2.6). The reflexes of PMP *pusəj ‘navel’ have an irregular final r

in the reflexes, as usually final PMP *-j > y.

Table 5.28: Reflexes of final PMP *-d and *-j

PMP *qulu

tuhud

*batad

‘millet;

sorghum’

*pusəj *qənaj *qunəj *sakaj

PFL *lotur *vatar *pusər *ənay *una *hakay

SK tur vatar puher ne une haʔe

WL lotor vata kə|puhur - ono haka

CL lotor - kə|pusər ənadʒ ‘soil’ una ‘house’ aka∼ akadʒ

EL [...] [...] [...] - - [...]

KD - vatar puhɛː ene - aʔ

‘knee’ ‘corn’ ‘navel’ ‘sand; soil’ ‘inside’ ‘ascend; climb’
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5.2.2.6 Evidence for PFL *dʒ with no PMP source

Following a bottom-up approach, there is some evidence provided in Table

5.29 to reconstruct PFL *dʒ in initial position. However, only one set, PFL

*dʒua ‘two’, can clearly be reconstructed to PFL, all other sets have no re-

flexes in Kedang and Eastern Lamaholot. PFL *dʒua ‘two’ is probably an ir-

regular reflex of PMP *duha ‘two’, as regularly PMP *d- > PFL *d-, but for the

other words no PMP sources could be found.

Table 5.29: Reflexes of initial PFL *dʒ- without regular PMP source

PMP - ? *duha - - - -

PFL *dʒ- *dʒua #dʒəma #dʒae #dʒe(ta) #dʒu

SK r rua rema ‘time

unit’

- re|ta ‘hill-

wards’

-

WL r rua rəmaʔ rae - -

CL dʒ dʒua dʒəma

‘time unit’

dʒae dʒe dʒu

EL ? [...] [...] [...] [...] [...]

KD s sue - - - -

‘two’ ‘night’ ‘hillwards’ ‘upwards’ ‘downwards’

The sound correspondences in the table are different from reflexes of initial

PFL *d-, as CL has dʒ-, KD has s- and WL has r-, while all three reflect PFL

*d- as d-. Note that the correspondence set that leads to the reconstruction

of PFL *dʒ- is similar to the reflexes of intervocalic PFL *-d- (cf. Table 5.25).

5.2.2.7 The retention of PMP *g

Table 5.30 provides reflexes of PMP *g in initial and intervocalic position.

In the data I used for this study, there is not much evidence for reflexes of

PMP *g in the languages of Flores-Lembata. Only four cognate sets could be

found. In Kedang, the reflex of PMP *g is k. Given that Kedang also has PFL

*k > ʔ (cf. §5.2.1), PFL *g > k must have happened after PFL *k > ʔ had been

completed.
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Table 5.30: Reflexes of PMP *g

PMP *gaRaŋ *gaRut *gatəl *baqagi

PFL *garaŋ *garu *gatər *bagi

SK - garu gatar bige

WL (lwi) - raguʔ gatə -

WL (ad) - raguʔ gatə|k -

WL (ms) - gau gate|ʔ bage

CL - kə|ragu gətə|k -

EL - ragu [...] [...]

KD karaŋ karo - boʔ

‘rough’ ‘scratch’ ‘itchy’ ‘divide’

In the Kedangword boʔ ‘divide’, the intervocalic PFL *g has become the final

consonant of the word and is therefore changed into glottal stop. Kedang

only allows glottal stop, nasals and liquids in final position (Samely 1991a:46-

47).

For the words going back to PFL *garu ‘scratch’, the Lamaholot varieties

have undergone metathesis of the initial and medial consonant which led

to ragu instead of garu, while Alorese retains the unmetathesised form gau.

5.2.3 PMP fricatives *h and *s

5.2.3.1 Loss of PMP *h

Table 5.31 show the reflexes of PMP *h in the languages of Flores-Lembata.

PMP *h is almost always lost in the Flores-Lembata languages. However,

there are a few potential cases of PMP *h retained as h or ʔ which are dis-

cussed further below.
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Table 5.31: Reflexes of PMP *h

Env. #_ V_V _#

PMP *h *h *h

PFL *Ø *h/Ø *ʔ

SK Ø Ø Ø

WL Ø h/ʔ/Ø ʔ/Ø

CL Ø Ø Ø

EL ʔ/Ø Ø Ø

KD ʔ/Ø h/Ø Ø

Table 5.32, 5.33 and 5.34 provide cognate sets with reflexes of PMP *h in the

languages of Flores-Lembata. In initial position, PMP *h- was most likely

already lost in Proto-Flores-Lembata or earlier. In Eastern Lamaholot and

Kedang, a glottal stop is found sporadically at the position of initial PMP

*h-. However, as both languages occasionally also insert glottal stops before

initial vowels, such as in EL-Lewoeleng ʔiʔu ‘tail’ (< PMP *ikuR), it cannot

be decided without doubt whether the initial glottal stop has been added at

a later stage or is a reflex of PMP *h. For WL-Adonara a regular pattern of

inserting a glottal stop before every initial vowel is attested.

Table 5.32: Reflexes of initial PMP *h-

PMP *hapuy *hikan *haŋin *huaji *hular

PFL *api *ikan *aŋin *vadi *ular

SK api iʔan anin vari ular

WL ape ikaŋ aŋin ari|ŋ ulaʔ

CL api ikan aŋin vadʒi ular

EL ape ʔiʔa aŋin vari ula

KD api ika aŋin ʔariʔ ular

‘fire’ ‘fish’ ‘wind’ ‘younger sibling’ ‘snake’

In intervocalic position, PMP *-h- is also generally lost as shown in Table

5.33. In WL, there are a few instances of PMP *h reflected as glottal stop in
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between vowels, such as in WL-Lamahora vaʔi ‘water’. Similar to the case

of initial PMP *h-, the glottal stop between two vowels could also be an in-

sertion rather than a reflex of PMP *h. However, this appears unlikely as

insertion of glottal stop intervocalically is not otherwise found in the phon-

ologies of the Flores-Lembata languages.

Table 5.33: Reflexes of intervocalic PMP *-h-

PMP *kahu *luhəq *wahiR ? *duha *dahun *buhək

PFL *kau *luu *vaʔir *dʒua *doun *vuhak

SK ʔau lu vair rua roun -

WL (lwi) - lou|ŋ vai rua - -

WL (lh) - [...] vaʔi [...] - -

WL (ltb) - [...] vaiʔ rua - -

CL - - vai dʒua - -

EL - - vae [...] - -

KD - lu|n vei sue - uha

2sg ‘tear’ ‘water’ ‘two’ ‘leaf ’ ‘hair’

Kedang uha ‘hair’ (< PMP *buhək) provides possible evidence for the reten-

tion of intervocalic PMP *-h-. Thiswould be exceptional as intervocalic PMP

*-h- has been lost in all known languages of the area. In the word uha ‘hair’

(< PMP *buhək), the loss of initial PFL *w (< PMP *b) before u is regular

in Kedang. PMP *ə > a before *k is also attested in PMP *təbək ‘stab’ > Ke-

dang tubaʔ. Due to the regularity of the other reflexes, the Kedang example

uha ‘hair’ provides possible evidence for occasional retention of intervocalic

PMP *h in Kedang. Based on current data, this would be the only case of

PMP *h = h in Kedang.

In final position, PMP *-h is mainly lost or sporadically retained as glot-

tal stop, such as inWL-Adonara taleʔ ‘rope’ in Table 5.34. However, as there

is just one example with a glottal stop at the position of PMP *-h, this could

also be an irregular insertion.
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Table 5.34: Reflexes of final PMP *-h

PMP *talih *təbuh *qilih *tumah *ma-tuqah

PFL *tali *təvu *ili *tuma *m-tuʔa

SK tali təvu ili|n - dua|n

WL (ad) taleʔ tevo ʔile kə|tumã t<en>uʔe

WL (lwi) tale təvo ile kə|tuma t<ən>ue|ŋ

CL tali təvu ili kə|tumav tua|na

EL tale - ile [...] [...]

KD - tɛhu ili - -

‘rope’ ‘sugarcane’ ‘mountain’ ‘cloths louse’ ‘old’

5.2.3.2 Split: PMP *s > PFL *s/*h

Table 5.35 shows the reflexes of PMP *s in the languages of Flores-Lembata.

PMP *s splits unconditionally into PFL *s and PFL *h in initial and inter-

vocalic position. All Flores-Lembata languages, except for Central Lamaho-

lot, later complete this change by changing the reflexes of PFL *s into h. In

Central Lamaholot PFL *s = s while PFL *h > Ø.

Table 5.35: Reflexes of PMP *s

Env. #_ V_V _#

PMP *s *s *s

PFL *s *h *s *h *Ø

SK h h h h Ø

WL h/Ø h h h/Ø Ø

CL s Ø s Ø Ø

EL [...] h h h Ø

KD h/Ø h/Ø h/ʔ h/Ø Ø

Tables 5.36, 5.37 and 5.38 provide cognate sets with reflexes of PMP *s in

the languages of Flores-Lembata. In initial and medial position, there is an

unconditioned split of PMP *s into PFL *s / *h. No conditioning for the split
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of PMP *s in Proto-Flores-Lembata could be determined and the instances

of PMP *s = PFL *s and PMP *s > PFL *h in my data set are roughly equal in

number. It is probably a result of an incomplete sound change of *s > *h in

Proto-Flores-Lembata.

Most Central Lamaholot varieties retain PFL *s = s,with the exception of

CL-Painarawhichhas PFL *s >h.All other FL languages haveundergonePFL

*s > h in the vast majority of lexemes. However, this change is not entirely

complete, as there are sporadic retentions of PFL *s = s in Sika andWestern

Lamaholot. PFL *h is lost in Central Lamaholot. In Kedang initial PFL *h >

Ø while in other positions PFL *s/*h are retained as h, ʔ or lost. Table 5.36

shows reflexes of initial PMP *s.

Table 5.36: Reflexes of initial PMP *s

PMP *s *siwa *sama *salaq *s *sakay *qasiRa

PFL *s *siva *sama *sala *h *hakay *hira

SK h hiva hama hala h haʔe -

WL (ad) h hiva hama n|alã h haka [siʔa]

CL s siva s<n>ama|ŋ s<n>ala|k Ø aka(dʒ) ira

EL ? [...] [...] [...] h [...] hira

KD h - hama ke|he h/Ø aʔ -

‘nine’ ‘same’ ‘wrong’ ‘climb’ ‘salt’

InTable 5.36, theWLword siʔa ‘salt’ contains an irregular retention of initial

s. Possibly WL lost the inherited cognate for the word for ‘salt’ and reintro-

duced it through borrowing from a language that still retained the s. As salt

is a trade commodity, it is highly borrowable. A possible donor languages

for WL siʔa ‘salt’ would be a Central Flores language, such as Lio which has

siʔe ‘salt’ (cf. §6.2.4).

Table 5.37 lists reflexes of intervocalic PMP *s. Kedang shows sporadic

PFL *s/*h > ʔ/Ø. PFL *(t)usu ‘breast’ (< PMP *susu) has an irregular change

of PMP *s > PFL *t initially, as well as irregular loss of the initial consonant

in Sika.
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Table 5.37: Reflexes of intervocalic PMP *s

PMP *s *tasak *pusəj *susu *s *asu *əsa *pusuŋ

PFL *s *m-tasak *pusər *(t)usu *h *ahu *əha *puhuŋ

SK h dahaʔ puher uhu h ahu ha puhuŋ

WL (ad) h tahak ke|puhur|et tuho h aho [...] puho

CL s tasak kə|pusər tusu Ø au m|ea puo

EL ? [...] - [...] h aho [...] puho

KD h/ʔ taʔɛn puhɛː tuʔu h/Ø au ehaʔ -

‘ripe’ ‘navel’ ‘breast’ ‘dog’ ‘one;

alone’

‘heart’

Table 5.38 shows reflexes of final PMP *s. In PFL *tani ‘cry’ (< PMP *taŋis)

final *s is lost. In PFL *bukat ‘open’ (< PMP *buŋkas) final *s is irregularly re-

placed by t. Final PFL *t is regularly reflected as ʔ in Kedang (cf. §5.2.1.3). In

the PFL reflex *menipihi ‘thin’ (< PMP *ma-nipis), the final *s has become

intervocalic. Therefore, it is retained as h in Western Lamaholot and East-

ern Lamaholot. In Central Lamaholot PFL *h > Ø. The insertion of v in CL

varieties may be explained by the avoidance of two adjacent vowels in final

position.

Table 5.38: Reflexes of final PMP *s

PMP *ma-nipis *taŋis *buŋkas

PFL *m-nipih-i *tani *bukat

SK - tani -

WL (ko) məniphi tani [...]

WL (ad) menipi tani buka

CL (lwk) mipivu - [...]

CL (kk) mipiv - bukat

EL mipihi tani [...]

KD mipi - bukaʔ

‘thin’ ‘cry’ ‘open’
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5.2.4 PMP nasals *m, *n and *ŋ

The PMP nasals *n, *m and *ŋ are mainly retained as such in the languages

of Flores-Lembata as shown in Table 5.39. The nasal which undergoes the

most changes is *ŋ.Word initially PMP *ŋ- > n/Ø for all FL languages. In Sika

medial *-ŋ- > n.

Table 5.39: Reflexes of PMP nasals *m *n and *ŋ

Env. #_ V_V _# #_ V_V _# #_ V_V _#

PMP *m- *-m- *-m *n- *-n- *-n *ŋ- *-ŋ- *-ŋ

PFL *m *m *m *n *n *n *n *ŋ *ŋ

SK m m Ø n n n/ŋ/Ø Ø n ŋ/n/Ø

WL m m Ø [...] n n/ŋ/Ø n/Ø ŋ ŋ

CL m m m [...] n n n ŋ ŋ/Ø

EL m m Ø [...] n n/Ø n/Ø ŋ Ø

KD m m Ø [...] n n/Ø n ŋ ŋ/n

Table 5.40 gives an example of PMP *m reflexes for each position in the

word. In initial andmedial position, PMP *m is retained in all FL languages,

while in final position only Central Lamaholot keeps PMP *m in final posi-

tion.

Table 5.40: Reflexes of PMP *m

PMP *manuk *Ramut *ma-qitəm *tazim ‘whet’

PFL *manuk *ramut *mitəm *m-tidəm

SK manuʔ ramut mita|n dira|n

WL (ad) manuk ʔamut mitə -

WL (lwi) ramu mitə|ŋ -

CL manuk ramut mitəm -

EL manuʔ ramu mitã -

KD manuʔ ramuʔ mitɛ|ŋ ‘black; dirty’ dɛyɛ|ʔ

‘chicken’ ‘root’ ‘black’ ‘sharp’
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Table 5.41 provides cognate sets illustrating the development of PMP *n for

each position. Initial PMP *n is scarce inmy data and there are no examples

of initial n (< PMP *n) in Lamaholot and Kedang. In Sika, there is also the

word niur ‘coconut’ (< PMP *niuR). Intervocalic PMP *n is regularly reflec-

ted as n. Final PMP *n is mainly reflected as n. However, sporadically, the

reflex of final PMP *-n > Ø inWestern Lamaholot and Kedang. In some vari-

eties, such as SK-Krowe or WL-Munaseli (a variety of Alorese), final PMP

*-n > ŋ. This change is also sporadically attested in other Western Lamaho-

lot varieties.

Table 5.41: Reflexes of PMP *n

PMP *niuR *ina *anak *haŋin *bulan

PFL *niur *ina *anak *aŋin *vulan

SK (hw) niur ina anak anin vulan

SK (kw) niur ina - aniŋ vulaŋ

WL (lwi) - - anaʔ aŋin vula

WL (ad) - ʔina ʔanaʔ ʔaŋi vulã

WL (ms) - ina anaŋ aŋiŋ vulaŋ

CL - ina ana|k aŋin vulan

EL - ina ana aŋin [...]

KD - ʔine anaʔ aŋin vula

‘coconut’ ‘mother’ ‘child; small’ ‘wind’ ‘moon’

Table 5.42 shows cognate sets that contain reflexes of initial and intervocalic

PMP *ŋ. Initial PMP *ŋ > n in PFL. Intervocalic PMP *ŋ is retained as ŋ in

Kedang and Lamaholot, while Sika shows PMP *-ŋ- > n. In Sika, this leads to

amerger of PMP *n/*ŋ > n in intervocalic position. TheWestern Lamaholot

and Eastern Lamaholot reflexes of PMP *taŋis ‘cry’ have irregular reflexes

containing intervocalicn (<PMP*ŋ)most likely goingback toPFL, therefore

reconstructed as PFL *tani ‘cry’.
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Table 5.42: Reflexes of initial and intervocalic PMP *ŋ

PMP *ŋusu *ŋajan *ŋijuŋ *dəŋəR *taŋis *naŋuy

PFL *nusu *nadan *(n)iduŋ *dəŋər *tani *naŋi

SK - naran iru rəna tani nani

WL (lwi) - naraŋ iruŋ weŋe taniŋ naŋe

WL (lml) - naraŋ niruŋ dəŋa tani naŋe

WL (ms) nuhu|ŋ naraŋ iruŋ dəŋa taniŋ naŋge

CL nus nadʒan nidʒu dəŋər - naŋe

EL nuhe nara nirũ dəŋe tani naŋi

KD ? nunu naya niŋ dɛŋər - naŋi

‘mouth’ ‘name’ ‘nose’ ‘hear’ ‘cry’ ‘swim’

Final PMP *-ŋ appears to be easily lost in the languages of Flores-Lembata.

Formost lexical items it can still be reconstructed to PFL but is not found in

all reflexes. Sometimes, such as in CL gaʔa|k ‘rough’ orWL iru|net ‘nose’, the

final nasal is replaced by a suffix.

Table 5.43: Reflexes of final PMP *-ŋ

PMP *pusuŋ *bubuŋ *garaŋ *kədəŋ *ŋijuŋ

PFL *puhun *(v)uvuŋ *garaŋ *kəda *(n)iduŋ

SK puhuŋ - - ʔəra iru

WL (ad) puho uvuŋ gaʔa|k - iru|nət

WL (ab) - fufuŋ - - niruŋ

CL puo uvuŋ - - nidʒu

EL puho [...] [...] - nirũ

KD - - karaŋ - ? niŋ

‘heart’ ‘ridge’ ‘rough’ ‘stand’ ‘nose’

In sum, while the nasalm is clearly separate in all FL languages, the nasals n

andŋhavepartlymerged in initial and final position. In Sika thismerger also

occurs intervocalically. In some Western and Eastern Lamaholot varieties,

final n or ŋ has often been deletedwith the preceding vowel being nasalised,

such as inWL-Lewolema puhũ ‘flower’ (< PMP *pusuŋ).
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5.2.5 PMP liquids *l and *R

The PMP liquids *l and *R [r] are generally reflected in a regular manner.

PMP*l and *R [r] are usually retainedunchangedwith the exceptionof PMP

*R >WL ʔ. This sound change is complete in intervocalic and final position

but possibly incomplete initially. The reflexes of PMP *l and *R are given in

Table 5.44.

Table 5.44: Reflexes of PMP *l and *R [r]

Env. #_ V_V _# #_ V_V _#

PMP *l- *-l- *-l *R- *-R- *-R

PFL *l *l *l *r *r *r

SK l l r r r r

WL l l l ʔ/r ʔ ʔ

CL l l [...] r r r

EL l l [...] r r [...]

KD l l l r r r

Table 5.45 shows cognate sets that contain reflexes of PMP*l.Most instances

of PMP *l are retained as l. However, there are occasional irregular changes

of PFL *l > r in Western and Eastern Lamaholot, mainly influenced by the

presence of a second liquid in the word, such as in WL-Adonara rəra ‘day,

sun’ (< PMP *qaləjaw). Other examples of sporadic *l > r are reflexes of PFL

*lalan ‘road’ in some Western Lamaholot varieties and reflexes of the un-

reconstructible lexeme set #latar ‘hair’ in Western and Eastern Lamaholot.

Unreconstructible lexeme sets will be discussed in §6.3.

Only one cognate set is found which contains reflexes of PMP *l in final

position. In this set PMP *l becomes r in Sika.
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Table 5.45: Reflexes of PMP *l

PMP *qaləjaw *qalima *təlu *hulaR *ma-kapal

PFL *lədav *lima *təlu *ular *m-kapal

SK ləro lima təlu ular ʔapar

WL (lwi) ləraː lima|ŋ telo ulaʔ -

WL (ad) rəra - telo ʔulaʔ -

WL (ms) ləra lima|ŋ təlo ula gapal

CL (kk) - lima təlu ular -

CL (lwt) lədʒaf lima|ha [...] ular|u -

EL ləra lima [...] ula [...]

KD loyo liŋ telu ular kapal

‘sun’ ‘hand’ ‘three’ ‘snake’ ‘thick’

Table 5.46provides cognate sets that contain reflexes of initial PMP*R. From

that set it is clear that the change of *R > ʔ inWL is not complete in all vari-

eties in word initial position. An example is PMP *Ramut > WL-Lamalera

ramut ‘root’ in which initial PFL *r > r.

Table 5.46: Reflexes of initial PMP *R

PMP *Ramut *Rumaq *Raya

PFL *ramut *ruma *raya

SK ramut - -

WL (lml) ramut - -

WL (ad) ʔamut - -

WL (bn) ramu|k ʔuma -

CL (kk) ramut - -

CL (lr) ramut - rayan

EL ramu - -

KD ramuʔ - ria

‘root’ ‘house’ ‘big’

Table 5.47 shows cognate sets containing reflexes of intervocalic and final

PMP*R. In intervocalic and final position the sound changeof PMP*R > ʔ/Ø
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has been completed inWestern Lamaholot. Final PMP *-R is alsomainly lost

in Sika. Central Lamaholot and in Eastern Lamaholot sometimes added a

suffix.

Table 5.47: Reflexes of intervocalic and final PMP *R

PMP *baqəRu *laRiw *bəRəqat *qapuR *dəŋəR *təluR

PFL *vəru *plari/*kari *bərat *ʔapur *dəŋər *təlur

SK vərun p|lari bərat ʔapur rəna təlo|n

WL (lwi) vuʔu|ŋ pə|laʔe baʔa apuʔ weŋe telu

WL (lwl) vuʔũ pə|laʔe baʔat apuʔ weŋe təlu|k

WL (ms) vunoŋ p|laeŋ baʔ apu dəŋa təlu|k

CL vərun k|ari bərat apur dəŋər təlu|k

EL vəru [...] bəra [...] dəŋe təlũ

KD vɛrun - baraʔ apur dɛŋər tolor

‘new’ ‘run’ ‘heavy’ ‘lime’ ‘hear’ ‘egg’

5.2.6 PMP glides *w *y

In this section, I discuss reflexes of initial and intervocalic PMPglides *wand

intervocalic PMP *y. PMP *y does not appear word-initially. Reflexes of final

glides are analysed together with their preceding vowels in §5.2.8. The PMP

glide *wmergeswith some instances of PMP*bas voiced fricative v in Proto-

Flores-Lembata (cf. Section 5.2.2). In initial and intervocalic position, there

are no further changes, except for PMP *w > PFL *v. PMP *y is weakened to

a high vowel or zero in some cases, but strengthend to dʒ in others.
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Table 5.48: Reflexes of PMP initial and intervocalic *w and *y

Env. #_ V_V V_V

PMP *w- *-w- *-y-

PFL *v *v *y

SK v [...] y

WL v v y/dʒ

CL v v y/dʒ

EL v v [...]

KD v v y

Table 5.49 provides cognate sets with reflexes of PMP *w. PMP *w is gener-

ally retained as v in initial and intervocalic position.

Table 5.49: Reflexes of initial and intervocalic PMP *w

PMP *wahiR *ka-wanan *ka-wiri *ma-tawa *qasawa

PFL *vaʔir *vanan *viri *tave *hava

SK vair vanan viri to vai

WL (lwi) vai vanaŋ - - kə|vae

CL vai vana - - ava

EL vae vana viri - hava

KD vei vana veri tave veʔ

‘water’ ‘right side’ ‘left side’ ‘laugh’ ‘spouse’

Table 5.50 shows intervocalic reflexes of the PMP glide *y [j] in the lan-

guages of Flores-Lembata. PMP *y only appears in intervocalic and final

position. Kedang and Sika retain *y in intervocalic position. In Lamaholot,

reflexes of PMP *y are either retained as y, or strengthened to dʒ. The con-

ditioning factors are unknown. In CL-Central Lembata the change of PMP

*y > dʒ is completed for final and intervocalic position. In the WL variet-

ies Alorese and Lewolema, the change is also complete. CL-Lerek and WL-

Adonara show an incomplete change of PMP *y > dʒ. WL-Lewoingu regu-

larly retains y as a reflex of PMP *y in intervocalic position. In Sika and Ke-

dang, the glide y often becomes i or e. For EL, not enough data is available.
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Table 5.50: Reflexes of intervocalic PMP *-y-

PMP *bayu *layaR *kahiw *Raya *ma|həyaq

PFL *bayu *layar *kayu *raya *məya

SK bai layar ʔai - mea|ŋ

WL (ms) badʒɔ ladʒa kadʒu - m<n>ia|ŋ

WL (lwl) [...] [...] kadʒo - [...]

WL (ad) badʒo layaʔ kayo - mia

WL (lwi) bayo layaʔ kayo - mia

CL (lr) badʒo layar kayo raya|n -

CL (kk) badʒu ladʒar kadʒu - -

EL [...] [...] - - [...]

KD bae layar ʔai riaː -

‘pound’ ‘sail’ ‘wood; tree’ ‘big’ ‘shy; ashamed’

5.2.7 PMP vowels

The PMP vowels *a, *i and *u are unchanged in non-final position. In final-

position,WesternLamaholot undergoes vowel loweringof highvowels: PMP

*-i > e and PMP *-u > o. In Eastern Lamaholot and Central Lamaholot, vowel

lowering is found sporadically for reflexes of final PMP *-u and final PMP *-i.

In Kedang, final PMP *-a > e/ɛ/o. In most cases, the change PMP *a > e or ɛ

is attested, with only one example of final PMP *a > o; Kedangmato ‘eye’ (<

PMP *mata).
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Table 5.51: Reflexes of PMP vowels *a, *i, *u

Non-final Final

PMP *a *i *u *-a *-i *-u

PFL *a *i *u *-a *-i *-u

SK a i u a i u

WL a i u a e o

CL a i u a i/e u/i

EL a i u a i/e u/o

KD a/ɛ i u e/ɛ/o i u

Table 5.52 and Table 5.53 provides examples which contain reflexes of PMP

*a, *i and *u. Final andnon-final refers to thepositionof theprotophoneme.

Sometimes the synchronic reflex of a non-final proto phoneme can be final,

such asWestern Lamaholot ramu < PMP *ramut ‘root’.

Table 5.52: Reflexes of non-final PMP *a, *i and *u

PMP *ŋajan *hikan *pitu *ma-paqit *kutu *Ramut

PFL *nadan *ikan *pitu *m-paʔit *kutu *ramut

SK naran iʔan pitu baʔit ʔutu ramut

WL (lwi) naraŋ ikaŋ pito pait kuto ramu

CL nadʒan ikan pito p<n>ait kutu ramut

EL nara iʔã [...] [...] [...] ramu

KD naya iʔa pitu pɛiʔ ʔutu ramuʔ

‘name’ ‘fish’ ‘seven’ ‘bitter’ ‘headlice’ ‘root’
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Table 5.53: Reflexes of final PMP *a, *i and *u

PMP *mata *ina *kami *diRi *təlu *batu

PFL *mata *ina *kami *diri *təlu *vatu

SK mata ina ʔami - təlu vatu

WL (lwi) mata - kame deʔi|ŋ telo vato

WL (ad) mata|k ʔina kame deʔi telo vato

WL (ms) mata|ŋ ina|ŋ kame - təlo vato

CL mata ina kame diri təlu vatu

EL - ina ame diri [...] vato

KD mato ʔine (k)eː - telu vaʔ

‘eye’ ‘mother’ ‘1pl.excl’ ‘stand’ ‘three’ ‘stone’

TheWestern Lamaholot reflexes of PMP *diRi ‘stand’ have undergonemeta-

thesis of their vowels. The final vowel e (< PMP *i) that had been lowered is

moved to the penultimate syllable, while the vowel i that had been in the

penultimate has been moved to the end. The nasal ŋ in WL-Lewoingu is a

later insertion.

The reflexes of PMP *ə aremore complex than those of the PMP vowels

*a, *i and *u discussed above. Reflexes of PMP *ə are summarised in Table

5.54. While Sika, CL and EL show regular reflexes, WL and KD have uncon-

ditioned splits of PFL *ə in both positions. With more data, a conditioning

environment for these splits could possibly be found. In the final syllable

Sika has completed a regular change of PMP *ə > a and EL shows regular

PMP *-ə > e. CL is most conservative and retains PMP *ə = ə in all positions.
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Table 5.54: Reflexes of PMP *ə

Penultimate Ultimate

PMP *ə *ə

PFL *ə *ə

SK ə a

WL (lwl) ə/e ə

WL (lwi) ə/e ə/e

WL (ad) ə/e ə/a

WL (ms) ə/a ə/e/a

WL (ab) e/a e/a

CL ə ə

EL ə e

KD e/ɛ e/ɛ

Table 5.55 provides examples with reflexes of penultimate PMP *ə. In Ke-

dang, a o in the ultimate syllable leads to the assimilation of the penulti-

mate vowel reflecting PMP *ə, such as in loyo ‘day’ (< PMP *qaləjaw) and

tolor ‘egg’ (< PMP *qatəluR). The o in the ultimate syllable of tolor ‘egg’ is

an irregular reflex of PMP *u, while the final o in loyo ‘day’ is a regular reflex

of PMP *aw. Table 5.56 lists examples containing reflexes of PMP *ə in the

ultimate syllable of the word.
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Table 5.55: Reflexes of penultimate PMP *ə

PMP *qaləjaw *qatəluR *dəŋəR *qatiməla *təlu

PFL *lədav *təlur *dəŋər *təməla *təlu

SK ləro təlo rəna məla təlu

WL (lwl) rəra təlu|k dəŋəʔ təməla telo

WL (lwi) ləraː telu weŋe - telo

WL (ad) rəra telu|k dəŋəʔ təməla telo

WL (ms) lara təlu|k dəŋa məre təlo

WL (ab) lara talu|kuŋ daŋa tamela telo

CL lədʒa təlu|k dəŋər təməla təlu

EL ləra təlũ dəŋe [...] [...]

KD loyo tolor dɛŋər mɛlɛ telu

‘day; sun’ ‘egg’ ‘hear’ ‘flea’ ‘three’

Table 5.56: Reflexes of ultimate PMP *ə

PMP *ənəm *gatəl *dəŋəR *kədəŋ

PFL *ənəm *gatər *dəŋər *kəda

SK əna gatar rəna ʔəra

WL (lwl) nəm|(ə) gatə|k dəŋəʔ -

WL (lwi) nəm|uŋ gatə weŋe -

WL (ad) nam|u gatə|k dəŋəʔ -

WL (ms) nəm|u gateʔ dəŋa -

WL (ab) nam|uŋ gate daŋa -

CL enəm gətə|k dəŋər -

EL [...] [...] dəŋe -

KD ɛnɛŋ - dɛŋer -

‘six’ ‘itchy’ ‘hear’ ‘stand’

Apart from the four PFL vowels *a, *i, *u and *ə that go back to PMP vow-

els, there is evidence for PFL *e without a PMP source. PFL *e is attested

in intervocalic and final position. Table 5.57 provides cognate sets reflexes
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tracing back to PFL *e. The word #ale ‘waist’ is not reconstructible to PFL

because there is no reflex of it in Sika. Therefore, it is marked with # instead

of * (cf. 6.3).

Table 5.57: Cognate sets containing PFL *e without PMP source

PFL *tena *kə-melu #ale *kera a

SK tena melur - ʔera

WL (ad) tɛna kəmelut - keʔa

WL (ms) tɛna mɛluk alɛ|ŋ kea

CL tena kəmelut|ən ale kera

EL [...] [...] [...] [...]

KD tɛnɛ mɛluʔ alɛ|n ere

‘canoe’ ‘smooth’ ‘waist’ ‘turtle’

a This word for ‘turtle’ has been reconstructed to PCEMP *kera ‘turtle’.

5.2.8 PMP vowel-glide sequences in final position

Table 5.58 shows the reflexes of PMP final vowel-glide sequences. Central

Lamaholot retains the final glides after a. In all other instances the final glide

is lost. The loss of the final glide can influence the quality of the preceding

vowel. The last row in the table indicates the number of examples found for

this pattern in my dataset.

Table 5.58: Reflexes of PMP *-aw, *-ay, *-iw, *-uy

PMP *-aw *-ay *-iw *-uy

PFL *-av *-ay *-i/*-yu *-i

SK o e/i i i

WL a ay/a/e/i e/yo e

CL av/a ay/adʒ i/dʒu i/e

EL a a [...] i/e

KD o e i i/e

Number of examples in database 3 8 2 3
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As shown in the examples inTable 5.59, the final vowel-glide sequence PMP

*-aw> av inCentral Lamaholotwith retentionof the final glide,while in Sika

and Kedang PMP *-aw > o and inWestern and Eastern Lamaholot PMP *-aw

> a. In CL-Imulolo, final *v > f.

Table 5.59: Reflexes of final PMP *-aw

PMP *panaw *takaw *qaləjaw ‘day’

PFL *panav *t<əm>akav *lədav ‘sun; day’a

SK pano ? toʔi ləro ‘sun’

WL (lwi) pana təmaka rəraː ‘sun’

CL (kk) pana(v) takav -

CL (il) - [...] lədʒaf ‘sun’

EL pana [...] ləra ‘sun’

KD pan maʔo loyo ‘sun; day’

‘walk’ ‘steal’ ‘sun; day’

a All Flores-Lembata languageshave awordmeaning ‘day’ that is derived from thewords

for ‘sun’ listed here. In Kedang, both words have the same shape. CL-Kalikasa has re-

placed the word for ‘sun’ but retains a reflex in the word lədʒon ‘day’ which is derived

with a suffix -n.

Central Lamaholot is most conservative in the retention of final PMP *w.

Nevertheless, a partial loss of the final PMP glide *w is observed. TheCentral

Lamaholot formpanav ‘walk’ only appearswith suffixes, suchas inda=panav-

i ‘3pl-walk-3pl’ = ‘they went’, otherwise pana is used. However, the CL form

takav ‘steal’ never appears without the final consonant.

The final PMP sequence *-ayundergoes fortition to adʒ inCentral Lama-

holot, as well as sporadically inWestern Lamaholot. Final *-ay is thus recon-

structed to PFL, with the exception of body part nouns that take a nasal suf-

fix. In these words, the final glide is deleted. In Sika and Kedang, PMP *-ay

> e. The Sika reflex vaʔi-n ‘leg’ (< PMP *waqay) is an exception, as PMP *ay

> i. The Kedang reflex vua ‘rattan’ (< PMP *quay) also appears to be an ex-

ception, as PMP *ay > a in this word. For Eastern Lamaholot little evidence

is available. Nevertheless, it appears from ELmata ‘die’ (< PMP *matay) that

PMP *ay > EL a in final position.
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Table 5.60: Reflexes of final PMP *-ay

PMP *quay *qatay *matay *qənay *waqay *sakay

PFL *uay *ate-n *matay *ənay *vaʔi *hakay

SK ue vate|n mate ne vaʔi|n haʔe

WL (lwi) uvay|əŋ ate|ŋ mata - - haka

WL (lh) [...] - matadʒ [...] - [...]

WL (ms) uve ate|ŋ mate əni -

CL (kk) uadʒ - matadʒ ənadʒ ‘soil’ - akadʒ

EL [...] - mata [...] - [...]

KD vua hatɛ|n mate ene - aʔ

‘rattan’ ‘liver’ ‘die’ ‘sand’ ‘leg’ ‘ascend’

My dataset only contains two cognate sets that go back to PMP forms with

the final vowel-glide sequence *-iw given in Table 5.61. Most likely due to

the quality of the PMP consonant preceding the final sequence, the two sets

develop in different ways. PMP *kahiw ‘wood; tree’ becomes PFL *kayu due

to loss of medial *h and PMP *laRiw becomes PFL *p-lari/*kari. The initial

syllable *pə is an innovation. The reflexes of PMP *kahiw > PFL *kayu follow

the regular pattern of intervocalic PFL *y. In Sika and Kedang, ultimate PFL

*yu > i. The reflexes of PMP *laRiw > PFL *p-lari/*kari follow the regular

pattern of final PFL *i, which is lowered to e inWestern Lamaholot.

Table 5.61: Reflexes of final PMP *-iw

PMP *kahiw *laRiw

PFL *kayu *p-lari/*k-ari

SK ʔai p|lari

WL (lwi) kayo pə|laʔe

CL (kk) kadʒu k|ari

EL - [...]

KD ʔai -

‘wood; tree’ ‘run’

Final PMP *-uy is reflected regularly as PFL *i. The reflexes in the Flores-
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Lembata languages follow the pattern of PFL *-i.

Table 5.62: Reflexes of final PMP *-uy

PMP *hapuy *babuy *naŋuy

PFL *api *vavi *naŋi

SK api vavi nani

WL (lwi) apeʔ vave naŋe

CL (kk) api vavi naŋe

EL ape [...] naŋi

KD api vavi naŋi

‘fire’ ‘pig’ ‘swim’

5.2.9 The Proto-Flores-Lembata phoneme inventory

This section summarises the PFL phonemes reconstructed based on regu-

lar sound correspondences in the Flores-Lembata languages. In addition, I

summarise the PMP sources for the PFL sounds. For details on the reflexes

please consult the individual sections above. Table 5.63 presents the Proto-

Flores-Lembata (PFL) vowel inventory and Table 5.64 the PFL consonant

inventory.

Table 5.63: Vowel inventory of Proto-Flores-Lembata

Front Central Back

High *i *u

Mid *e *ə *o

Low *a

The PFL vowels are retained from their PMP sources as such, with the addi-

tion of PFL *e which does not have a PMP source.
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Table 5.64: Consonant inventory of Proto-Flores-Lembata

Labial Coronal Dorsal Glottal

Voiceless stops *p *t *k *ʔ

Voiced stops *b *d *g

Affricate *dʒ

Fricative *v *s *h

Nasal *m *n *ŋ

Rhotic *r

Lateral *l

Approximant *y [j]

All reconstructed PFL consonants have regular PMP sources listed in 5.65,

except for PFL *dʒ. Nevertheless, there is evidence for PFL *dʒ as amarginal

phoneme of PFL (cf. §5.2.2.6). In Table 5.65, initial, intervocalic and final

phonemes are only listed separately when different changes apply.

Table 5.65: PMP sources for PFL phonemes

PMP source PFL Position Type of change

*p *p all no change

*t *t all no change

*k *k all no change

*q *ʔ all lenition

*b *b all no change

*d / *j / *z *d all merger

*g *g all no change

*m *m all no change

*n/*ŋ *n- initial merger

*n *-n- intervocalic no change

*ŋ *-ŋ- intervocalic no change

*b/*w *v all merger

*s *s all no change

*s *h all lenition

*R *r all no change
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PMP source PFL Position Type of change

*R/ *d *-r final merger

*l *l all no change

*y *y all no change

*j *-y final lenition

- *dʒ initial -

*a *a all no change

*i *i all no change

*u *u all no change

*ə *ə all no change

- *e all -

5.2.10 Reconstructed initial clusters in PFL

Table 5.66provides examples of cognates setswith reconstructed initial con-

sonant clusters that most likely alternated with a single consonant form or

another cluster. Three of the five sets are of PMP origin but the clusters can-

not be traced back to PMP. No data on Eastern Lamaholot is available for

these concepts.

The table shows different patterns in each set but there are similarities

in the fact that a simple onset consonant gains a complex variant. For those

sets with a PMP source, the original form and the innovation can be easily

identified, such as PFL *vani ‘bee’ is the original, the base, and PFL *blani

is the innovated form, as they are traced back to PMP *wani ‘bee’. In the

synchronic forms, it appears that Sika and Kedang avoid complex onsets.

Nevertheless, some of the Kedang forms, such as lani ‘bee’ and nɛbiʔ ‘wall’

most likely go back to forms with complex onsets, similar to the forms still

found in some Lamaholot varieties.

Theprocesses behind this variation inonset cannotbe entirely explained

at the current stage. However, for the set denoting the concept ‘wall’, nom-

inalising morphology can be recovered. The reconstruction *gəbi / *gnəbin

‘wall’ shows a process of nominalisation that is attested in CL-Central Lem-

bata (cf. §3.3.6) and is most likely more wide-spread. Base forms starting

with g are nominalised by the infix -n- and a suffix -k or -n. In some variet-

ies, this process transforms the voiced g into voiceless k.
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Table 5.66: PFL initial consonant clusters

‘bee’ ‘cheek’ ‘run’ ‘wall’ ‘shoulder’

PMP *wani *pipi *lariw - -

PFL
*vani /

*blani

*pipi /

*klipi

*kari /

*plari

*gəbi /

*gnəbi|n

*kpali|k /

*kwali|k

SK (hew) vani pipi plari gəbi pali|k

KD lani pipi|n - nɛbiʔ vali

CL (kk) blani pipi kari kənəbin kwale|k

CL (lr) [...] klipi kar kənabe|r kwale|k

WL (lwl) vane kəlipiʔ pəlaʔe kənəbiʔ kpali|k

WL (ad) vane pipi|kət palaʔe kənəbiʔ -

WL (lwi) vane kəlipi pəlaʔe kənəbi -

WL (ms) blane pipi|ŋ plaeŋ gəbe -

WL (pd) bəlane pipi|ŋ plae gnabeŋ -

From the data, which mainly comes from wordlists, it is not clear whether

only one form is retained in the language, either the base or the derived

form, or whether both forms are still in use but only one was given. In Pam-

pus (1999:631) forWL-Lewolema, gəbiʔ is given as a verbmeaning ‘construct

a bamboo wall for a house’2, while the derived form kənəbiʔ means ‘wall’.

However, as varieties such as SK-Hewa with gəbi ‘wall’ and WL-Munaseli

with gəbe ‘wall’ appear to use the base form to refer to the nominal concept

‘wall’, the nominalising morphology is most likely not functional anymore

in these varieties.

5.3 Subgroups within Flores-Lembata

In this section, I summarise evidence for the subgroups established within

the family of Flores-Lembata. First, in §5.3.1, I provide evidence for the low-

est levelswhichhavebeenconsidered individual languages ordialect clusters

inpreviouswork.These are Sika,Kedang,Central Lamaholot,WesternLama-

holot and Eastern Lamaholot. Second, in §5.3.2, I show that there is little

2 Original definition: ‘mit einerWand (aus gespaltenem Bambus) versehen’
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evidence to group these languages further intomid-level groups. Somegroup-

ings are more likely than others but none of them shows very convincing

evidence. For examples of the sound changes given in the following section,

see §5.2.

5.3.1 Evidence for low-level subgroups

5.3.1.1 Sika

The following regular sound changes only occur in Sika and thus define Sika

as an independent branch of Flores-Lembata.

1. PFL *d > r in all positions
2. PFL *-ŋ- > n in intervocalic position
3. PFL *mp- > b in initial position
4. PFL *mt- > d in initial position

Most of these changes could have been active at the same point in time.

Only Change 4 must have occurred after Change 1 was completed. Other-

wise the the phonemes d resulting from PFL *m-t word initially would have

become r as well.

In addition, Sika also undergoes PFL *k > ʔ in all positions, PFL *d > r in

all positions and PFL *s > h in all positions. However, these changes are not

unique to Sika but also occur in other Flores-Lembata languages.

Examples of lexical innovations in Sika are (i) gahar ‘tall’, (ii) heret ‘yel-

low’ ( 6= PFL *kumas-ən ‘yellow’ < ? Malay kuning ‘yellow’+ mas ‘gold’) and

(iii) ləpo ‘house’ ( 6=PFL*ruma ‘house’ <PMP*Rumaq ‘house’). For the concept

‘tall’ no PFL form is known. All subbranches appear to have innovated dif-

ferent words. PFL *ruma ‘house’ is only retained in Alorese with the form

uma, all other Flores-Lembata languages have innovated a word for house.3

Possible cognates of ləpo ‘house’ are found on Rote and Timor, such as

Termanu lopo ‘shelter’ andMeto lopo ‘Timorese roundhouses for social activ-

ities’ (Owen Edwards, pers. comm.). Sika could have borrowed the word

from these languages and changed o > ə. Nonetheless, it remains unknown

how the contact between the Sika speakers and the Rote-Meto speakers

could have taken place. For the other two innovations, no cognates or sim-

ilar forms could be found in other languages so far.

3 WL (except for Alorese) has laŋo ‘house’, CL has una ‘house’ and KDhas huna ‘house’. The

CL and KD words probably go back to PMP *qunəj ‘inside’.
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5.3.1.2 Western Lamaholot

In Western Lamaholot varieties one exclusively shared sound change is at-

tested: PFL *r > ʔ.

Western Lamaholot also undergoes intervocalic PFL *-d- > r and PFL *s

> h in all positions. However, these are changes that are also attested in other

subgroups. Therefore, they are not subgroup-defining forWestern Lamaho-

lot. Nevertheless, the change of PFL *-d- > r in Western Lamaholot must

have occured after the change of PFL *r > ʔ, as otherwise PFL *r and PFL

*-d- would have merged to ʔ. Also for *s > h it is likely that it is a rather re-

cent change in Western Lamaholot because s remains in ritual speech and

in some fossilised derivatives (Pampus 1999:28).

There are two subsequent diffused changes attested in individual vari-

eties of Western Lamaholot. These are Proto-Western Lamaholot (PWL) *w

> f and PWL *y > dʒ. PWL *w > f is mainly found in the varieties of south-

ern Lembata and in Alorese on Alor. Fortition of PWL *y > dʒ is attested

scattered in several areas throughout thewholeLamaholot area (Elias 2017a).

Examples of lexical innovations in the Western Lamaholot subgroup

are blaha ‘long’ and the clause-final negator PWL *hala ‘neg’ (< PMP *salaq

‘wrong’). The innovation of the negator PWL *hala is not only a semantic

change but also a syntactic change. PFL had pre-predicate negation but this

new negator is placed clause-finally (cf. §10.3). Another exclusively shared

innovation of the Western Lamaholot subgroup is the loss of initial schwa

and the additionof finalu(ŋ) to thenumeral ‘six’ fromPFL *ənəm ‘six’,which

is now realised as namu or nəmuŋ in theWL varieties.

Alorese spoken on the islands of Alor and Pantar has been identified as

an independent language (Klamer 2011). Based on the shared sound change

of PFL *r > ʔ and the other shared innovations just listed, Alorese is part of

theWestern Lamaholot.

5.3.1.3 Central Lamaholot

The following sound changes define the subgroup of Central Lamaholot.

They go back to the level of Proto-Central Lamaholot (PCL).

1. PFL *-d- > PCL *-dʒ- in intervocalic position
2. PFL *h > Ø in all positions
3. PFL *ʔ > Ø in all positions
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There are a few subsequent changes attested in individual varieties of Cent-

ral Lamaholot. For example, the variety of Painara changes all PCL *s > h

and PCL *dʒ (< PFL *-d- < PMP *d/*j/*z) undergoes an unconditioned split

of *dʒ to y and dʒ. Also in Lewokukung, PCL *dʒ sporadically changes into y

but this change affects a different selection of items as in Painara. In Central

Lembata, the reflex of PCL *y is dʒ.

The change of PCL *s > h and PCL *dʒ > y in Painara and the retention

of PCL *s = s and the change of PCL *y > dʒ in Central Lembata creates a sa-

lient distinction in these two adjacent varieties. Painara has the phonemes

h and y but no s and almost no dʒ, while Central Lembata has the phon-

emes s and dʒ but no h nor y. This clear linguistic border coincides with the

socio-cultural division of Paji and Demon villages that is found throughout

the Lamaholot area (cf. §1.2.3.4). In the past, Paji and Demon were enemies

involving a lot of mistrust and violent acts of killing. In the case of the adja-

cent varieties of Painara andCentral Lembata the phonemic distinctiveness

of the varieties appears to coincidewith their socio-cultural distinctiveness.

It could be that the enmity between the two areas has contributed to the

phonological diversification of the two varieties.

In the varieties of Central Lamaholot andbeyond, cases of soundchange

diffusion can be observed. Glide fortition of *y > dʒ is also attested in all

other Central Lamaholot varieties, except for Painara, as well as in several

varieties ofWesternLamaholot (Elias 2017a). In thewestern varieties of Cent-

ral Lamaholot, the changes of *s > h and *w > f have probably diffused from

neighboringWestern Lamaholot varieties (Elias 2017a).

Overall, Central Lamaholot is phonologically themost conservative sub-

group of Flores-Lembata. Central Lamaholot is the only FL group that re-

tains PFL *s = PCL *s and PFL *-av = av. In addition, final consonants are re-

tainedmore frequently in Central Lamaholot than in other Flores-Lembata

languages.

Examples of lexical innovations of Central Lamaholot are keda|k ‘big’ ( 6=
PFL *raya < PMP *Raya), s<n>əgur ‘smoke’ and luvak ‘sun’ ( 6= PFL *lədav ‘sun’
< PMP *qaləjaw ‘day’). A reflex of PFL *raya ‘big’ is only retained in Kedang

riaː ‘big’, all other subgroups have innovated a new form for this concept.4

No PFL form for ‘smoke’ can be reconstructed.

In addition to lexical innovations, there are two morphological innova-

4 WL and EL have bela ‘big’ or similar forms, and SK has gəte ‘big’.
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tions that are exclusive to Central Lamaholot: pluralmarkingwith the suffix

-dʒa and coda alternation in alienable nouns which results in nominal lex-

emes with two surface forms, such as au/aor ‘dog’ (cf. §8.4.2.1 and §3.3.3).

5.3.1.4 Eastern Lamaholot

No exclusively shared sound change is attested in the Eastern Lamaholot

varieties. Eastern Lamaholot undergoes PFL *-d- > r, PFL *s > h and PFL *k

> ʔ. These changes have also occurred in other subgroups andmay have dif-

fused to Eastern Lamaholot. As all three changes are very common sound

changes, it may also be pure chance that they occur in more than one sub-

group.

Examples of lexical innovations in Eastern Lamaholot are ʔuhu ‘narrow’

(6= PFL *kiput < PMP *kiput ‘narrow’) and əso ‘tree’ ( 6= PFL *kayu ‘tree; wood’
< PMP *kahiw ‘wood; tree’). The latter could be related to forms in Alor-

Pantar languages, such as Kula asaka ‘tree’ or Sawila asəkə ‘tree’.

5.3.1.5 Kedang

The following sound changes only occur in Kedang and thus define Kedang

as an independent subgroup within Flores-Lembata.

1. PFL *g > k in all positions
2. PFL *-d- > (*dʒ >) y/Ø in intervocalic position; PFL *d > r before u(a)

Kedang also undergoes PFL *s > *h and PFL *k > ʔ in all positions which is

not listed as an exclusive innovation because it also occurs in Sika and East-

ern Lamaholot. However, the sound change PFL *g > kmust have happened

after the change of PFL *k > ʔ had occurred. Otherwise, PFL *k and PFL *g

would have merged as ʔ.

Examples of lexical innovations in Kedang are ʔebo ‘tail’ ( 6= PFL *ikur <

PMP *ikuR) and uben ‘night’. For the concept night, no PFL form is known.

All subgroups appear to have innovated different words for ‘night’.

5.3.2 No good evidence for mid-level subgroups

At the current stage of research, there is no good evidence formid-level sub-

groups in the Flores-Lembata family. Mid-level subgroups would unite two
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or more of the low-level groups defined in §5.3 by exclusively shared innov-

ations.

Nevertheless, there are three sound changes that are attested in more

than one subgroup:

• PFL *k > ʔ in SK, KD and EL
• PFL *-d- > r in SK,WL and EL
• PFL *s > h in SK, KD,WL and EL
• PFL *-aw > -o in SK and KD

There are two main reasons for not basing mid-level subgroups on these

changes. (1) The changes just listed are all cross-linguistically very common,

thus theywouldonlybeweak subgrouping evidence. If all three soundchan-

ges would be exclusive to the same set of languages, onemay be able to take

themas evidence for a subgroup. However, this is not the case for the Flores-

Lembata languages. (2) For at least some of these changes, I have pointed

out in the section above that theymust have happened after another sound

change in that subgroup to explain the synchronic forms in the subgroup.

For example, the subgroup-defining change for WL PFL *r > ʔ must have

happened before PFL *-d- > r, as -r- < PFL *-d- is retained unchanged in

the WL varieties and not changed into ʔ. For these reasons, I suggest that

the shared changes are either independent developments in the individual

subgroups or spread through vertical diffusion after the split-up of Proto-

Flores-Lembata. For Sika, an individual development of PFL *-d- > r is likely

as Sika undergoes the same change also in initial position.

Apart from the shared sound changes just discussed, there is another

potentially shared sound change of PFL *-d- > dʒ in CL and KD. In Kedang,

there is only indirect evidence for this change, as nowadays all PFL *-d- have

become y in Kedang.While the change of PFL *-d- > *dʒ could provide evid-

ence for a CL-Kedang subgroup, it must be borne in mind that reconstruc-

tion of medial *-d- for PFL is somewhat problematic (§5.2.2.4) and an al-

ternate reconstruction is PFL *-dʒ-. However, in this alternative case of re-

cosntruction, intervocalic dʒwould be a shared retention in CL and Kedang

and provide no evidence for subgrouping. Given this possibility, I prefer not

to subgroup CL and Kedang together on the basis of *-d- > dʒ.

Despite the absence of shared sound changes, there is lexical evidence

for treating the Lamaholot varieties as a single unit apart from Sika and

Kedang. This is based on lexical statistics by Keraf (1978a) who calculates
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about 50% shared basic vocabulary betweenWL, EL and CL, whereas only

about 20-30% is shared by these three groups with Kedang or Sika. How-

ever, this evidence is not particularly strong subgrouping evidence because

lexical items could have easily diffused between these adjacent languages.

Furthermore, their speakers are in intensive contactwith eachother.Only in

combination with exclusively shared sound changes, could the lexical evid-

ence could provide additional support. For the three Lamaholot subgroups,

no shared sound change is attested. Therefore, there is no good basis for

proposing a proto-language, such as Proto-Lamaholot. Nevertheless, due to

the relative lexical similarity and the more recent shared social history it is

justifiable to speak of Lamaholot as a unit when keeping in mind that this

language group historically encompasses three independent subgroups of

Flores-Lembata.

There might be a slight evidence for Kedang-Lamaholot as a subgroup

includingKedang,WesternLamaholot, EasternLamaholot andCentral Lama-

holot based on shared lexical innovations. Kedang and the Lamaholot sub-

groups have 73 shared lexical innovations compared with 41 lexical items

shared between Lamaholot and Sika (cf. §6.3.2 and §6.3.3). However, given

the lack of any supporting evidence I do not consider this evidence alone

strong enough to assume a Kedang-Lamaholot subgroup.

5.4 Evidence for a Flores-Lembata subgroup

The subgroup of Flores-Lembata encompasses exclusively all five innova-

tion-defined groups discussed in §5.3.1: Sika, Kedang, Central Lamaholot,

Western Lamaholot and Eastern Lamaholot. The Flores-Lembata subgroup

is defined by the following three sound changes. Examples of cognate sets

containing the sounds affected by the PFL sound changes have been listed

earlier in the tables in §5.2.

1. PMP *ŋ-/*n- > PFL *n- / #_
2. PMP *z/*d/*j > PFL *d
3. PMP *s > PFL *s/*h

While each of these individual changes may be found in other groups, such

as for example *ŋ > n in Timor-Babar, no other languages share the exact set

of these three changes.
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5.5 Evidence for a Bima-Lembata subgroup

After having shown that Flores-Lembata is an innovation-defined subgroup,

I propose that Flores-Lembata can be grouped together with the languages

of Central Flores, Western Flores, Bima, Sumba-Hawu based on the uncon-

ditioned split of initial PMP *b- > *b-/*w- in the same lexical items, as in

Flores-Lembata (cf. §5.2.2.2). I name this subgroup Bima-Lembata as these

two islands are the westernmost island (Bima) and the easternmost island

(Lembata) of this subgroup. All languages in between these islands, includ-

ing the Sumba-Hawu languages in the south, are part of Bima-Lembata. Ex-

amples of initial PMP *b- > w in a representative selection of languages of

this area are listed in Table 5.67.

Table 5.67: Initial PMP *b- > PBL *w- in the Bima-Lembata languages

‘pig’ ‘stone’ ‘fruit’ ‘moon’ ‘woman’ ‘foam’

PMP *babuy *batu *buaq *bulan *bahi *bujəq

PFL *vavi *vatu *vua *vulan *vai *vuda

SK vavi vatu vua vulan vai vura|n

KD vavi vaʔ (v)ua vula - vura|n

CL vavi vatu vua|k vulan - pə|vudʒa

WL (lwi) vave vato vua|ŋ vula vai vura|haŋ

EL [...] vato vuʔã [...] - [...]

PCF *wawi [...] [...] *wula *fai *woda

Lio ʋaʋi ʋatu - ʋula fai ʋora

Ende wawi watu - wurha hai wora

Ngao ʋaʋi ʋatu - wuɮa - ʋoɹa

Keo wawi watu - wuda fai -

Nage ʋaʋi ʋatu - ʋuda fai ʋoɹa

Ngada ʋaʋi ʋatu ʋua ʋula fai ʋoza

Rongga wawi watu - wula fai ʋoɹa

Palu’e wawi watu - wula wai -

Manggarai - watu wua wulaŋ wai wusa
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‘pig’ ‘stone’ ‘fruit’ ‘moon’ ‘woman’ ‘foam’

Komodo - ɓatu wua wulaŋ - -

Bima ʋaʋi ʋadu ʋua ʋura - [...]

Kambera wei watu wua wulaŋ - wura

Hawu vavi vo|vadu vue vəru - voro

PRM *bafi *batu *bua-k *bulan *fee *fudʒə

PMP = Proto-Malayo-Polynesian, PRM = Proto-Rote-Meto (Owen Edwards, pers. comm.)

PCF = Proto-Central Flores (Elias 2018), PFL = Proto-Flores-Lembata

I propose that the change of *b- >w in relevant lexical items occurred at the

level of Proto-Bima-Lembata, and those probably merged with reflexes of

PMP *w. Proto-Bima-Lembata (PBL) *w then further develops into ʋ, v or f

in individual languages. The reflex of PBL *w is PFL *v. The change of PBL

*w > f only occurs in individual lexemes of Proto-Central Flores (PCF), such

as PCF *fai ‘woman’ (< PMP *bahi). A similar change of PBL *w > PFL *v >

f is regular in some varieties of Western and Central Lamaholot (cf. 5.3.1).

Komodo ɓatu ‘stone’ is the only irregular reflex in these cognate sets as it

shows PMP *b > ɓ.

The last line of the table provides Proto-Rote-Meto (PRM) reconstruc-

tions to show that the Rote-Meto languages do not follow the same pattern.

The Austronesian Rote-Meto languages are the geographically closest east-

ern neighbour of Bima-Lembata.

WordswhichdonotundergoPMP*b>whave various reflexes in the lan-

guages of Flores-Lembata, Flores, Bima and Sumba, as shown in Table 5.68.

In Flores-Lembata *b is retained as b, while in the other languages different

patterns emerge. Some extend the shift to w further, such as some Central

Flores languages, while others keep b or change it into ɓ. The most regular

is Palu'e where all words with PMP *b that do not undergo *b > w/v under-

went *b > p instead. As the same lexical items undergo PMP *b > w initially

in all languages of Bima-Lembata, while the other lexemes reflect PMP *b

in different ways, the split of PMP *b- > *b-/*w- in initial position is strong

evidence for an innovation-defined subgroup. The Austronesian languages

of Timor show a different pattern. Thus for example, while the Rote-Meto

languages show a split of PMP *b > f /b, the distribution does not affect the

same lexemes as for the languages of Flores, Bima and Sumba.
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Table 5.68: Initial PMP *b- > b/ɓ/p/w in the Bima-Lembata languages

‘return’ ‘divide’ ‘pound’ ‘heavy’ ‘white’ ‘flower’

PMP *balik *baqagi *bayu *bərəqat *budaq *buŋa

PFL *balo(ŋ) *bagi *bayu *bərat *budaʔ *buŋa

SK baloŋ bige bai bərat buraʔ -

KD - boʔ bae baraʔ buyaʔ -

CL - - badʒu bərat budʒa|k buŋa

WL (lwi) [...] - bayo baʔa bura -

EL - [...] [...] bəra burõ -

PCF *ɓale [...] *wayu - - [...]

Lio ɓale - wadʒu - - ʋoŋa

Ende ɓaɹe bagi wadʒu - - woŋa

Ngao - - ʋadʒu - - ʋoŋa

Keo ɓade bagi wadʒu - - woŋa

Nage - - watʃu - - ʋoŋa

Ngada ɓale bagi wadʒu - - ʋoŋa

Rongga ɓale baɣi wadʒu - - -

Palu’e palu - padʒu pədʒa pura -

Manggarai - bahi - - - -

Komodo waleʔ [...] wadʒu - - -

Bima mbali bage mbadʒu bara ɓura ɓuŋa

Kambera beli - bai - burahu -

Hawu [...] bəke - - ? vo pudi [...]

PRM *bali/*ɓali - *mbau *berat - *ɓuna-k

PMP = Proto-Malayo-Polynesian, PRM = Proto-Rote-Meto (Owen Edwards, pers. comm.),

PCF = Proto-Central Flores (Elias 2018), PFL = Proto-Flores-Lembata

Therefore, I conclude that the split of initial PMP *b- > *b-/*w- is a shared

innovation and which can be posited as evidence for subgrouping the lan-

guages of Flores-Lembata, Central Flores,Western Flores, Bima, and Sumba-

Hawu. This subgroup can be called Bima-Lembata based on its geographic

extension from west to east. Such a subgroup has been suggested by Blust

(2008:48)whoproposed that the Sumba-Hawugroupmay include languages
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of Western and Central Flores, but only can include Bima if also languages

further east are included.These languages further east are theFlores-Lembata

languages. The internal division of Bima-Lembata remains to be investig-

ated further. At the present stage of research, Sumba-Hawu (Blust 2008),

Central Flores (Elias 2017b) andFlores-Lembata (§5.4) are innovation-defined

subgroups within the Bima-Lembata languages.

5.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, I have shown regular reflexes of Proto-Malayo-Polynesian

(PMP) consonants and vowels in all languages of Flores-Lembata. I defined

five subgroups within Flores-Lembata which are each supported by shared

sound changes and lexical innovations.

Sika is defined by the exclusive sound changes of PFL *d > r, PFL *-ŋ- >

n, PFL *mp- > b and PFL *mt- > d, as well as lexical innovations, such as ga-

har ‘tall’, heret ‘yellow’ and ləpo ‘house’. Kedang is defined by the exclusively

shared sound changes of PFL *g > k and PFL *-d- > j/Ø, as well as lexical in-

novations, such as ʔebo ‘tail’ and uben ‘night’. Central Lamaholot is defined

by the exclusively shared sound changes of PFL *-d- > dʒ, PFL *h > Ø, and

PFL *ʔ > Ø, as well as lexical innovations, such as kedak ‘big’, snəgur ‘smoke’,

luvak ‘sun’. Western Lamaholot is defined by the exclusively shared sound

change of PFL *r > ʔ and lexical innovations, such as blaha ‘long’, and the

semantic change of hala ‘wrong; mistake’ > hala ‘neg’. Eastern Lamaholot

does not undergo any exclusively shared sound change, but there are lexical

innovations, such as ʔuhu ‘narrow’ and əso ‘tree’.

This work is the first to include Eastern Lamaholot and Central Lama-

holot varieties and establish them as independent subgroups of the Flores-

Lembata family. There is no evidence to group any of the five subgroups

together as a mid-level subgroup within Flores-Lembata.

Further, I provided evidence for Flores-Lembata as a subgroup based

on three shared sound changes: PMP *ŋ- > PFL *n in initial position, PMP

*j/*z/*d > PFL *d and PMP *s > PFL *s/*h.

Finally, I provided evidence for a larger Bima-Lembata subgroup includ-

ing Flores-Lembata, Bima, Sumba-Hawu andWest-Central Flores based on

the lenition of initial PMP *b- > *w- in a specific set of lexical items which

do not show this lenition in other languages of the region.



CHAPTER6

Inheritance and innovation in the lexicon

6.1 Introduction

This chapter is about the lexicon of the Flores-Lembata languages and their

ancestor Proto-Flores-Lembata (PFL). I show that PFL has a largely Austro-

nesian vocabulary, as about 80% of my PFL reconstructions have a Proto-

Malayo-Polynesian (PMP) source.However, the individual subgroupsof Flo-

res-Lembata underwent a considerable addition of vocabulary that cannot

be traced back to PMP. The amount of additional vocabulary varies per sub-

group. Larger amounts of additional vocabulary is found in Lamaholot, fol-

lowed by Kedang, and then Sika with the smallest amount of lexical addi-

tions. In the Central Lamaholot subgroup, the non-Austronesian compon-

ent amounts to more than 50%.

I propose that this new vocabulary is a lexical substrate that entered the

subgroups due to contact with now extinct non-Austronesian languages. A

lexical substrate is a layer of vocabulary from one or more substrate lan-

guages that are not spoken anymore. Typically, the speakers of the substrate

languages have shifted to new languages—here the proto-languages of the

Flores-Lembata subgroups — and retained part of the lexicon of their ori-

ginal language. An alternative proposal could be to identify the newly added

233
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vocabulary in the Flores-Lembata subgroups as (large scale) borrowing. In

this case, one would not assume that non-Austronesian speakers shifted to

the Flores-Lembata languages but that the speakers of the Flores-Lembata

languages borrowed large amounts of vocabulary from a non-Austronesian

source. There are two arguments that point to substrate rather than large

scale borrowing. First, due to the genetic diversity of the population of the

region that shows an almost equal Austronesian / non-Austronesianmix (cf.

§1.3.2), there must have been a considerable amount of non-Austronesian

speakers all over this region in the past. Nowadays all languages spoken

in the region, except for the Timor-Alor-Pantar languages, are Austronesi-

an. More likely than the extinction of a large amount of non-Austronesian

speakers, which would have caused the genetic signal to be much weaker,

is that the speakers of non-Austronesian languages shifted to Austronesian

languages. Second, not only the lexicon but also the morpho-syntax of the

Flores-Lembata languages shows non-Austronesian features as I will show

in Part III of this dissertation. The transfer of morpho-syntactic features is

a typical outcome of language shift preceded by a period of bilingualism

(Muysken2010:272). Borrowing grammatical features fromanunrelated lan-

guage is less likely.

This chapter is based on a systematic analysis of 422 lexeme sets collec-

ted from the Flores-Lembata wordlists stored in the Lexirumah database. A

lexeme set is a set of related forms based on cognacy or borrowing. See §4.3

for more details on the methodology applied for this chapter and §4.4 for

conventions in data representation.

Table 6.1 gives an overview of the results of this chapter. The lexeme

sets are sorted by reconstructability to PFL according to three categories: (i)

210 sets that can be reconstructed to Proto-Flores-Lembata (PFL), (ii) 185

sets that cannot be reconstructed to PFL but have regular correspondences

and (iii) 27 sets with irregular correspondences. Further, the three types of

sets are assessed according to the availability of a PMP source. Most of the

PFL reconstructions have a PMP origin. The lexeme sets of non-PMP origin

are largely regular and with 248 sets in total, they outnumber those of PMP

origin with 174 sets in total.
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Table 6.1: Lexeme sets analysed for this chapter

Total PMP no PMP source Section

PFL 210 173 37 §6.2

Unreconstructible regular sets 185 - 185 §6.3

Unreconstructible irregular sets 27 1 26 §6.4

Total 422 174 (40%) 248 (60%)

The lexeme sets that show regular sound correspondences but are classi-

fied as unreconstructible may ultimately be reconstructible to PFL but re-

flexes in some of the subgroups were lost or are missing from current data

sources. More comprehensive data from the Flores-Lembata languages will

likely show that a number of these lexeme sets are indeed reconstructible to

PFL. However, it is also possible that thesewords are (early) borrowings that

entered theFlores-Lembata languages after thebreak-up into subgroupsbut

before the subgroup-defining sound changes occurred. These sets cannot

be identified as late loans as they underwent the expected regular sound

changes. The scenario of early borrowings would presuppose geographical

separation of the subgroups, then contact resulting in lexical borrowing and

only after new vocabulary had entered the subgroups, the regular sound

changes occurred.

This chapter is divided into four sections. §6.2 presents the 210 lexeme

sets that can be reconstructed to PFL according to the criteria explained

in §4.3. §6.3 discussed the 185 unreconstructible lexeme sets which, never-

theless, show regular sound correspondences between subgroups. §6.4 dis-

cusses cases of lexeme sets with irregular correspondences. Some of these

maybeexplicablebyborrowing. §6.5 summarises the findings of the chapter

and draws conclusions.

6.2 Proto-Flores-Lembata reconstructions

6.2.1 Overview

This section presents 210 cognate sets that can be reconstructed to Proto-

Flores-Lembata (PFL). Most of these reconstructions (around 80%) have a
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PMP source (§6.2.2), while a subset (around 20%) does not match to any

known PMP form (§6.2.3).

6.2.2 PFL reconstructions with PMP sources

This section lists and discusses the 173 PFL reconstructions that have a PMP

source. Out of these most have reflexes in all Flores-Lembata subgroups,

meaning in Sika,Kedangand inat least onof theLamaholot varieties (n=113).

But there are also a few PFL reconstructions that only have reflexes in a sub-

set of the Flores-Lembata subgroups. These are presented in separate tables.

The PFL reconstructions in this section reflect the PMP form in a largely

regular way. However, this does not exclude someminor irregularities at the

level of individual phonemes, such as insertions of an additional phonemes

(marked by a vertical line probably reflecting historical affixation), the loss

of a single phoneme, sporadic metathesis or sporadic vowel changes.

Table 6.2 lists 113 PFL forms that are of PMPorigin and are reflectedwith

largely regular sound correspondences in all Flores-Lembata subgroups.

Table 6.2: PFL reconstructions and their PMP sources (n=113)

PFL PFL meaning PMP

*aku ‘1sg’ *i aku

*kami ‘1pl.excl’ *kami

*kita ‘1pl.incl’ *kita

*hida ‘3pl’ *si ida

*tudu ‘accuse’ *tuzuq

*pəniki ‘bat’ *paniki

*vani/*blani ‘bee’ *wani

*manuk ‘bird; chicken’ *manuk

*m-paʔit ‘bitter’ *paqit

*mitəm ‘black’ *ma-qitəm

*puhun ‘blossom; flower’ *pusuŋ ‘heart; heart of banana’

*prupi/plupi ‘blow’ *upi

*vulu-k ‘body hair’ *bulu

*luri ‘bone’ *duRi

*vuhur ‘bow’ *busuR
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PFL PFL meaning PMP

*(t)usu ‘breast’ *susu

*mamaʔ ‘chew’ *mamaq

*pipi/*klipi ‘cheek’ *pipi

*ana(k) ‘child; small’ *anak

*piliʔ ‘choose’ *piliq

*hakay ‘climb’ *sakay

*mai ‘come’ *mai

*vatar ‘corn; maize’ *batad ‘millet; sorghum’

*lədav ‘day; sun’ *qaləjaw ‘sun’

*matay ‘die’ *m-atay

*gali ‘dig’ *kali

*bagi ‘divide’ *baqagi

*ahu ‘dog’ *asu

*-inu ‘drink’ *inum

*mada ‘dry; thirsty’ *maja

*pa-vari ‘dry in sun’ *waRi

*kVan ‘eat’ *kaən

*təlur ‘egg’ *qatəluR

*mata ‘eye’ *mata

*ama ‘father’ *ama

*api ‘fire’ *hapuy

*ikan ‘fish’ *hikan

*təməla ‘flea’ *qatiməla

*vuda ‘foam’ *bujəq

*ləpət ‘fold’ *lipət

*tuʔan ‘forest’ *tuqan

*vua-n ‘fruit; betelnut’ *buaq

*m-pənu-k ‘full’ *pənuq

*bəli ‘give’ *bəRay

*udu ‘grass; bush’ *udu

*lima ‘hand, arm, five’ *qalima

*kutu ‘headlice’ *kutu

*dəŋər ‘hear *dəŋəR

*bərat ‘heavy’ *(ma)bəRəqat
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PFL PFL meaning PMP

*pida ‘howmany’ *pija

*bə-ləmaa ‘inside; deep’ *daləm

*una ‘inside; house’ *qunəj ‘pith of plant; core’

*viri ‘left side’ *kawiri

*tave ‘laugh’ *tawa

*ʔapur ‘lime’ *qapur

*vivir ‘lips’ *biRbiR ‘lower lip’

*isi-k or *ihi-k ‘meat’ *isi

*vulan ‘moon’ *bulan

*ina ‘mother’ *ina

*ili ‘mountain’ *qilih

*vava ‘mouth’ *baqbaq

*nadan ‘name’ *ŋajan

*pusər ‘navel’ *pusəj

*vəru ‘new’ *baqəRu

*niduŋ/iduŋ ‘nose’ *ŋijuŋ/*ijuŋ

*m-tuʔa ‘old (people)’ *ma-tuqah

*əha ‘one; alone’ *əsa

*uti ‘penis’ *qutin

*ata ‘person’ *qaRta ‘outsider, alien people’

*vavi ‘pig’ *babuy

*bayu ‘pound’ *bayu

*veli ‘price; bride price; ex-

pensive; buy’

*bəli

*udan ‘rain’ *quzan

*uay ‘rattan’ *quay

*vanan ‘right side’ *ka-wanan

*m-tasak ‘ripe’ *ma-tasak

*lalan ‘road’ *zalan

*ramut ‘root’ *Ramut

*layar ‘sail’ *layaR

*m-pədu ‘salty’ *qapəju ‘gall’ >*ma-pəju

*sama ‘same’ *sama

*ənay ‘sand’ *qənay

*garu ‘scratch’ *garut
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PFL PFL meaning PMP

*tahik ‘sea’ *tasik

*pitu ‘seven’ *pitu

*iu ‘shark’ *qihu

*m-tidəm ‘sharp’ *tazim ‘whet’

*meya ‘shy; ashamed’ *ma-həyaq

*ənəm ‘six’ *ənəm

*ular ‘snake’ *hulaR

*mətala ‘star’ *mantalaq ‘Venus’

*t<m>akav ‘steal’ *takaw

*tai ‘stomach; belly’ *tian

*vatu ‘stone’ *batu

*mulur ‘straight’ *lurus

*təvu ‘sugarcane’ *təbuh

*naŋi ‘swim’ *naŋuy

*luu ‘tear’ *luhəq

*pulu ‘ten’ *sa-ŋa-puluq

*m-kapal ‘thick’ *ma-kapal

*rivu/*ribu ‘thousand’ *Ribu

*təlu ‘three’ *təlu

*panav ‘walk’ *panaw

*kayu ‘tree; wood’ *kahiw

*dʒuab ‘two’ *duha

*uta ‘vegetable; bean’ *qutan

*vaʔir ‘water’ *wahiR

*apa ‘what’ *apa

*budaʔ ‘white’ *budaq

*aŋin ‘wind’ *haŋin

*binay ‘woman; sister’ *binay ‘woman’

*sala ‘wrong’ *salaq

*vadi ‘younger sibling’ *huaji

a The prefix b- is a nominaliser in CL-Central Lembata (cf. §3.3.6.1).
b PFL *dʒ- < PMP *d- is an irregular reflex.

Table 6.3 lists the 24 PFL reconstructions that have a PMP form and show

largely regular correspondences in the three Lamaholot subgroups and in
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Kedang. Despite the absence of a reflex in Sika, this is enough evidence to

classify these sets as cognate sets and reconstruct these words to PFL with

the assumption that Sika has replaced these concepts with new words or a

reflex is not attested in my dataset.

Table 6.3: PFL reconstructions without Sika reflex (n=24)

PFL PFL Meaning PMP source

*hakay ‘ascend’ *sakay

*raya ‘big’ *Raya

*tuno ‘burn; grill’ *tunu

*tanem ‘bury’ *tanəm

*doaa ‘far; long’ *zauq

*pukət ‘fishnet, fish trap’ *pukət

*kavilb ‘fishhook’ *kawil

*əpat ‘four’ *əpat

*paluk ‘hit’ *palu

*k-silap ‘lightning’ *silap ‘sparkle; drizzle’

*təkek ‘lizard’ *təktək

*a(m)pu ‘mother’s brother’ *əmpu ‘grandparent/grandchild’

*nusu ‘mouth’ *ŋusu

*kiput ‘narrow’ *kiput

*garaŋ ‘rough’ *garaŋ

*takut ‘scared’ *takut

*kələm ‘sky’ *kələm ‘dark, overcast, obscure’

*diri ‘stand’ *diRi

*lahe-k ‘testicles’ *lasəR

*m-nipih-i ‘thin’ *ma-nipis

*basa ‘wash’ *basəq

*tanic ‘weave’ *tənun

*kapikd ‘wing’ *kapak

*tuune ‘year’ *taqun

a PMP *-au- > PFL *-oa- is an irregular change.
b Sika kavir ‘fishhook’ is related but has irregular initial *k =k rather than expected

*k > ʔ/Ø.
c The vowel changes from PMP to PFL are irregluar.
d (i) Sika kapik ‘wing’ is related but has irregular initial *k =k rather than expected

*k > ʔ/Ø. (ii) PMP *a > PFL *i is an irregular change.
e PMP *-aqu- > PFL *-uu- is an irregular change.
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The 22 PFL reconstructions listed in Table 6.4 have reflexes in Sika and at

least one Lamaholot variety but no reflex in Kedang. Nevertheless, these are

cognate sets that can be traced back to PMP with regular correspondences.

Therefore, these lexemes are reconstructed to PFL and it is assumed that

Kedang replaced the respective concepts with newwords or my database is

missing a Kedang reflex for these words.

Table 6.4: PFL reconstructions without Kedang (n=22)

PFL PFL meaning PMP source

*modip ‘alive, live’ *ma-qudip

*ʔavu ‘ash, dust’ *qabu

*umaa ‘garden’ *quma

*leba ‘burden stick’ *lemba

*tanib ‘cry’ *taŋis

*taʔi ‘excrement’ *taqi

*puhun ‘heart’ *pusuŋ ‘heart; heart of banana’

*laki ‘husband; male’ *laki

*gatər ‘itchy’ *gatəl

*lotur ‘knee’ *qulu tuhud

*siva ‘nine’ *siwa

*meran ‘red’ *ma-iRaq

*gəvalikc ‘return’ *balik

*padi ‘rice plant’ *pajay

*tali ‘rope’ *talih

*plari/*kari ‘run’ *lariw

*kulit ‘skin’ *kulit

*g-nilu-kd ‘sour’ *ŋilu

*ikur ‘tail’ *ikuR

*m-panau ‘tinea’ *panaw

*puki ‘vagina’ *puki

*hapu ‘wipe’ *sapu

a Kedang lumar ‘garden’ could be related.
b Intervocalic PFL *-n- < PMP *-ŋ- is irregular.
c PMP *balik > PFL *gəvalik is most likely PMP *b > *w > *v with the addition of a

verbalising prefix g- (cf. §3.5.4).
d Kedang kiru ‘sour’ could be related.
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The 14 PFL reconstructions listed in Table 6.5 have reflexes in two or more

Lamaholot varieties but neither a reflex in Sika nor in Kedang. Neverthe-

less, these are cognate forms that can be traced back to PMP with regular

correspondences. Therefore, these lexemes are reconstructed to PFL and it

is assumed that Kedang and Sika replaced the respective concepts with new

words or the reflexes have not been attested in my dataset.

Table 6.5: PFL forms without reflexes in Sika and Kedang (n=14)

PFL PFL meaning PMP source

*sika ‘chase away’ *sika

*buŋa/*puŋa ‘flower’ *buŋa

*(kə)namuk ‘fly’ (n.) *ñamuk ‘mosquito’

*tuma ‘louse on clothing’ *tumah

*ta(ke) no; not *taq

*bukat ‘open’ *bu(ŋ)kas

*mula ‘plant’ *mula

*(v)uvuŋa ‘ridge’ *bubuŋ

*hira ‘salt’ *qasiRa

*tudu ‘sleep’ *tuduR

*ipe ‘teeth’ *(n)ipən

*baŋun ‘wake up’ *baŋun

*an ‘what’ *anu

*muav ‘yawn’ *ma-huab

a Sika puvun ‘ridge’ could be related.

6.2.3 PFL reconstructions without PMP sources

Table 6.6 lists 37 regular PFL reconstructions that, based on the current

stage of knowledge, do not go back to a PMP form. If a related or resemb-

lant form is known to also occur in regional Austronesian languages out-

side of the Flores-Lembata family, this is indicated in the last column with

“Flores”meaning the Austronesian languages of Flores, “Timor (AN)”mean-

ing the in the Austronesian languages of Timor, “Timor (TAP)” meaning in

theTimor-Alor-Pantar languages of Timor, and “Alor-Pantar”meaning in the

Alor-Pantar languages on the islands of Alor and Pantar. I do not consider
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the possible occurrences of the lexemes in languages outside of the East

Nusa Tenggara and Timor-Leste region. Further research on the lexicon of

the languages in this area and beyond will probably increase the number

of these regionally spread items. Currently, 14 out of 37 lexeme sets listed

here are also found outside of the Flores-Lembata family. The remaining 23

reconstructions may be considered as exclusive innovations of PFL.

Table 6.6: PFL reconstructions without PMP sources (n=37)

PFL PFL meaning Regional spread

*təmisi ‘ant’

*dasan ‘ask; report’

*muku ‘banana’ Flores, Timor (AN), Timor

(TAP), Alor-Pantar
*təmayuŋ ‘bedbug’ Flores, Timor (AN)

*giki ‘bite’ Flores, Timor (AN), Timor

(TAP), Alor-Pantar
*vəki ‘body’ Flores

*tena ‘canoe’

*laku ‘civet cat’ Flores, Timor (AN), Alor-Pantar

*rusu or *ruhu ‘coral reef ’

*pati ‘cut’ Flores, Timor (AN)

*gurit ‘dig’

*bao ‘float’

*lodoŋ ‘fall down; descend’

*voda-k ‘fat’ Flores

*pə-vunu ‘fight’

*napu-k ‘flat; stream; river’

*paua ‘mango’ Flores, Timor (AN)

*motoŋ ‘marungga’ Alor-Pantar

*osan ‘mat’

*k<n>əpuŋ/*həpuŋ‘mosquito’

*kəmeruŋ ‘rice ear bug’ Timor (AN)

*(n)ubak ‘stream; river’

*vura ‘sand’

*labur ‘shirt’ Flores, Maluku
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PFL PFL meaning Regional spread

*kpali-k/*kwali-k ‘shoulder’

*kamak ‘skin; bark of tree’

*kə-melu ‘smooth’

*m-potaŋ ‘spit’ (v.)

*(k)rəvun ‘sweat’

*səru-k ‘sweet’

*alis ‘tendon’ Flores

*kera ‘turtle’ Flores, Timor (AN), Alor-Pantar b

*ale ‘waist’

*hogo ‘wake up’

*gəbi/*gnəbin ‘wall’ Flores

*(l)oyor ‘wave; sea’

*nora ‘with’ Flores, Timor (AN)

a Could be related to PWMP *qambawaŋ ‘manggo’.
b PCEMP *kəRa or *keRa ‘turtle’.

6.2.4 Irregular reflexes in individual subgroups

In the following, I discuss instances of regular PFL reconstructions that are

linked to cognate sets which contain unexpected changes in individual sub-

groups. These sets have been listed and counted already in the tables above

because they can be reconstructed to PFL. Most irregularities appear in Ke-

dang and the Lamaholot varieties. The Sika reflexes are largely regular. This

observation is in line with the fact that there is more additional non-PMP

vocabulary attested in Lamaholot and Kedang than in Sika as will be shown

in §6.3 below. Both, irregularities in inherited words, such as in discussed

in this section, and the additional non-PMP vocabulary, as discussed below,

may both point to the historic presence of speakers of unrelated languages,

especially in the Lamaholot and Kedang areas, that ultimately switched to

Lamaholot and Kedang varieties.

Table 6.7 show the reflexes of the first person pronouns in the FL lan-

guages.While the Sika reflexes are completely regular, theKedangandLama-

holot reflexes show several irregularities, highlighted in bold.
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Table 6.7: Irregularities in the first person pronouns

PMP *i aku *kami *kita

PFL *aku *kami *kita

SK aʔu ʔami ʔita

WL go|ʔe kame tite

CL go|ne kame tite

EL go|ʔe ame gite

KD ko / ɛʔi e / ke te

‘1sg’ ‘1pl.excl’ ‘1pl.incl’

For the 1sg pronouns, it appears that the Lamaholot varieties and Kedang

underwent irregular *k > g and lost the initial vowel a. The lowering of the

final vowel *u > o is regular in WL and EL but not in CL and Kedang (cf.

§5.2.7).The subsequent changeof *g > k inKedang to gain ko ‘1sg’ is a regular

change (cf. §5.2.1). For Kedang two variants for 1sg are given: ɛʔi as a general

pronoun and ko as an emphatic pronoun (Samely 1991a:69). It is unclear if

the general pronoun ɛʔi comes fromPFL*akuas two irregular vowel changes

would remain unexplained.

The reflexes of PFL *kami appear largely regular. The Kedang pronoun e

‘1pl.excl’ can be explained by the loss of the second syllable and the regular

changes of PFL *k > ʔ/Ø and *-a > e. However, the Kedang variant ke has an

irregular retention of PFL *k = k.

The Sika reflex of PFL *kita is regular. The Kedang reflex is also regular

when assuming the loss of the initial syllable. However, in the Lamaholot

varieties, an irregular change of the initial consonant is observed. CL and

WL undergo *k- > t- and EL undergoes *k- > g- in their reflexes of PMP *kita.

The initial t in CL and WL could be explained by sporadic assimilation of

the initial consonant to that of the medial consonant.

Table 6.8 lists examples of sporadic lenition of PFL *b > v attested in the

languages of Flores-Lembata. The same type of lenition in different lexical

items has been attested already on a higher level in Proto-Bima-Lembata

(cf. §5.5). Here again a few lexemes appear to start a new wave of lenition.

Two of the three sets have a PMP source. I also include one set without PMP

source because it shows the same pattern of lenition.
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Table 6.8: Sporadic lenition of PFL *b > v

PMP *Ribu *binay -

PFL *ribu/ *rivu *binay

‘female;

sister’

#ebel

SK rivu wine|ŋ -

WL (ad) ribu - əvər|ət

WL (lwi) ribu - vevel|əŋ

WL (lwl) ribu bineʔ veve

CL (kk) ribu binadʒ

k|winadʒ

bine

evel

CL (lr) rib [...] evel

EL [...] [...] eblə

KD ribu bine|n ebel

‘thousand’ ‘woman’ ‘tongue’

For the concept ‘thousand’, it is also possible that PFL had *rivu, thus leni-

tion going back to an earlier stage, and the Kedang and Lamaholot varieties

borrowed the Malay word ribu ‘thousand’.

For the concept ‘tongue’, no PFL form can be reconstructed because this

set cannot be traced back to PMP and Sika does not have a related word. It

only appears in Kedang and the Lamaholot varieties. As a change of b > v is

more likely than v > b, as the same change is attested in other sets, I assume

that the original form was ebel ‘tongue’ and the the Western and Central

Lamaholot varieties underwent lenition. In some varieties, an additional v

is added before the initial vowel. Sporadic insertion of v before vowels is

not uncommon in the Flores-Lembata languages. Another example is the

Central Lamaholot form for ‘bow’ from PMP *busuR > PFL *vuhur ‘bow’. As

PFL *h is lost in Central Lamaholot, v is inserted in between the twomedial

vowels resulting in CL-Kalikasa vuvor ‘bow’. Also in Sika vaten ‘liver’ from

PFL *ate-n < PMP *qatay ‘liver’, the initial v is inserted before the vowel.

The two sets ‘salt’ and ‘how much’ in Table 6.9 have irregular forms in

some varieties that can possibly be explained as borrowings, marked with

an arrow (→). Both concepts are related to themarket place. From theCent-
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ral Lamaholot and Eastern Lamaholot forms, PFL *hira ‘salt’ can be recon-

structed. The unexpectedWestern Lamaholot reflexes containing s aremost

likely loans from Central Flores languages which have siʔe ‘salt’. PFL *pida

(< PMP *pija) ‘how much’ is regularly reflected in most subgroups, as the

correspondences of SK r - KD y/Ø - WL r are regular reflexes of PFL *-d- <

PMP *-j-. The Central Lamaholot forms are irregular, as PFL *-d- < PMP *-j-

is normally reflected as Central Lamaholot -dʒ-. It is possible that Central

Lamaholot speakers borrowed pira ‘how much’ from their Western Lama-

holot neighbours.

Table 6.9: Possible borrowings (→) in individual subgroups

PMP *qasiRa *pija

PFL *hira *pida

SK - pira

WL (ad) →siʔa pira

WL (lwl) →siʔa pira

WL (bl) →sia [...]

WL (pd) →sia pira

CL (kk) ira →pira

CL (lr) ira|r →pira

EL hira [...]

KD - pie

‘salt’ ‘how much’

Table 6.10 shows reflexes of PFL*tuʔan (<PMP*tuqan) ‘forest’ and instances

of resemblant forms in the Lamaholot varieties that cannot be explained by

regular soundchanges.TheLamaholot formsunderwentunexpectedvoicing

of the initial plosive *t.
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Table 6.10: Irregular forms for ‘forest’ in Lamaholot

PMP *tuqan

PFL *tuʔan

SK tuʔan

WL (lwl) duã

CL (kk) duan

EL -

KD tuen

‘forest’

6.2.5 Discussion

Table 6.11 summarises the features of the PFL vocabulary reconstructed for

this dissertation. The left-most column categorises the spread of the lexeme

sets. The Lamaholot subgroups are grouped together as LH here as they are

located in the centre of the Flores-Lembata family. Kedang and Sika are

at the edges. LH thus means one or more Lamaholot subgroups. For the

last category of PFL reconstructions that only contain reflexes in Lamaholot

varieties, thismeans that reflexes are attested in at least two Lamaholot sub-

groups. Lexeme sets that neither have related forms in Sika and Kedang nor

a PMP source are not reconstructible to PFL. These are discussed in §6.3.

Table 6.11: PFL reconstructions (n=210)

PMP source no PMP source Total

SK - (LH) - KD 113 37 150

LH - KD 24 - 24

SK - LH 22 - 22

LH 14 - 14

Total 173 (81%) 37 (19%) 210 (100%)

The 210 PFL reconstructions are to a great extent of Austronesian origin,

for 81% of them there is a known PMP source. About one fifth of the PFL
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vocabulary remains of unknown origin. PFL, as a descendant of PMP, has

thus replaced about 20% of the vocabulary for the concepts in this study

since PMP times. PMP was spoken around 4000 years ago (Pawley 2005).

When selecting only basic vocabulary forms from the sample, around

124 PFL forms remain.1 Out of these only 13% are not of PMP origin. This

lowerpercentageof non-PMPvocabulary inPFLbasic vocabulary compared

to thewhole database confirms that lexical replacement in basic vocabulary

is less likely to occur than in other parts of the vocabulary.

The PFL vocabulary which is not of PMP origin could be regarded as

a non-Austronesian lexical substrate in PFL. However, at the current stage

of research, it is not entirely clear if the set of lexical items in PFL that do

not trace back to PMP (listed in §6.2.3) can be part of a substrate because

it is unknown howmuch of this vocabulary traces further back to an earlier

ancestor of PFL. In §6.2.3, I have shown that about 30% of the non-PMP

vocabulary in PFL has related forms elsewhere in the region. As this number

is based on an initial survey,more in-depth systematic investigation into the

1 About half of the lexeme sets in the database have been classified as denoting basic con-

cepts. Often one basic concept is expressed by two or more lexeme sets. The classifica-

tion as basic concepts is based on the Leipzig-Jakarta Basic Vocabulary list (Tadmor et al.

2010:238-241) withmy own extensions, concerning in particular regionally relevant con-

cepts. In total, the following 192 concepts have been classified as basic for the purpose of

this study: 1pl excl; 1pl incl; 1sg; 2sg; 3pl ; 3sg; all; ant; ash, dust; back; banana; bathe; betel

vine; big; bird, chicken; bite; bitter; black, dirty; blood; blow; body, self; body hair; bone,

seed; breast, milk; burn, shine; child, small; cloud, fog; coconut; come; cry; cut, kill; day,

sun; deaf; die; dog; dream; drink; drop, fall from above; dry, thirsty; ear; eat; egg; eight;

excrements; eye; fall from above, descend; fall over; far, long; fat; fingernail; finished; fire;

fish; flat, below, river; flower, blossom; fly; fly (n.); flying fox; foot, leg; forehead; forest;

four; fruit, betelnut; full; give; go; good; grass, bush; hair; hand, arm, five; head; headlice;

hear; heart; heavy; here; hide; hillwards, above; hit; horn; hot; house; how much, how

many; how?; hungry; inside, deep; inside, liver, house; itchy; knee; knife; know; laugh;

leaf; lie down (non-human); liver; man; many; meat, flesh ; meeting house; moon, mar-

ket; mosquito; mother; mountain; mouth; name; narrow; navel; near; neck; needle; new;

night; nine; no, not; nose; old; one, alone; person; pound; price, bride price, expensive,

buy; rain; rat; rattan; red; rice; road; roof rafter; root; rope; round; run; salt; sand, soil;

say; say; sea, wave; see; seven; short; sick, painful; sit; six; skin, bark of tree; sky; sleep,

lie down; smoke; snake; soil; spit; stand; star; stomach, belly; stone; storage house, barn

; suck; sugar palm; sugarcane; sun; sweet; swim; tail; teeth; ten; that; thatch for roofinɡ;

thatched roof; thick; this; thousand; three; tie; tongue, say; tree, wood; two; vomit; wake

someone up; wake up; walk; wash, bathe; water; what; where; white; who; wide; wife,

husband; wind; wing; woman, sister; yellow; yesterday; younger sibling.
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lexicon of the languages of the region and even beyond may shed light on

how far this vocabulary can be traced back. Some of it may even ultimately

go back to PMP. It is possible that with further research, the number of PFL

reconstructions without PMP source becomes so small that one could ac-

count for it by lexical replacement that naturally occurs in any language for

different reasons, such as avoidance of homophony, semantic change, bor-

rowing and invention of new words.

6.3 Unreconstructible regular lexeme sets

6.3.1 Overview

This section discusses 185 lexeme sets that cannot be reconstructed to PFL

but which show regular correspondences between the subgroups in which

they occur. These sets cannot be reconstructed to PFL because related forms

neither occur in Sika and Kedang, nor is there a PMP source which could

justify a PFL reconstruction. The regularity of the related forms in the set

makes it possible to reconstruct a hypothetical form that could be a PFL

form if the missing forms in Sika and/or Kedang would be found. These hy-

pothetical reconstructions are marked with a hash tag (#). The lexeme sets

discussed here may ultimately be reconstructible to PFL when more data

becomes available but they could also be early borrowings that entered a

subset of the Flores-Lembata subgroups (cf. §6.1).

The lexeme sets are organised in three categories: setswithout a reflex in

Sika (§6.3.2), sets without a reflex in Kedang (§6.3.3) and sets with neither

a reflex in Sika nor in Kedang (§6.3.4). For each category, I provide a list of

hypothetical reconstructions with hash tag (#) and their regional spread as

far as this information is available to me. The same categories of regional

spread as for the PFL reconstructions without PMP source in §6.2.3 apply.

6.3.2 Lamaholot-Kedang lexeme sets

Table 6.12 contains 73Lamaholot-Kedang (LH-KD) regular butunreconstruc-

tible lexeme sets. Out of these, 19 sets are regionallymorewide-spread, thus

are attested in at least one language outside of the FL subgroup. The great
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majority (54 out of 73 sets) is only attested in Kedang and the Lamaholot

varieties.

Table 6.12: Shared lexemes in LH and KD without PMP source (n=73)

#Lamaholot-Kedang Meaning Regional spread

#soloi ‘answer’ (v.)

#gəter ‘ask question’

#bovoŋ ‘bark’

#həbua ‘bathe’

#malu ‘betel vine’ Timor (AN), Timor (TAP)

#puur ‘blow’ Flores, Timor (AN), AP

#papi ‘burn; clear land’

#letuʔ ‘close’ (v.)

#kovab ‘cloud; fog’

#korok ‘chest’

#tapu ‘coconut’

#hekan ‘condition; time; garden’

#mudəŋ ‘correct; the following’

#bəpap ‘crocodile’ Alor-Pantar

#belu ‘cut; kill’ Flores

#sedu ‘dance’

#klebit ‘deaf ’

#butu ‘eight; bunch; group’ Flores, Timor (AN), AP c

#gokal ‘fall over’

#bəka ‘fly’

#lei ‘foot, leg’

#(kəne) breuŋd ‘friend’

#neʔi ‘give’ Timor (AN)

#gedi ‘go up; ascend’

#dikə-ne ‘good; person’

#vurek ‘gravel’

#tavaf ‘grow; stem’

#pohiŋ ‘help’

#vuok ‘hole’

#vetak ‘house; barn’
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#Lamaholot-Kedang Meaning Regional spread

#nara bone gaku ‘how’

#kverak ‘jackfruit’ Alor-Pantar

#kudul ‘knee’

#lolo ‘leaf ’

#ləpa ‘leaf; sheet; lontar leaf ’

#benehik ‘light (not dark)’

#(kutu) kihan ‘louse eggs’

#kabe ‘man; husband; person’

#rai-kg ‘many’

#tudak ‘narrow’

#dahe-k ‘near’

#vuli ‘neck’ Alor-Pantar

#batul ‘needle’ Alor-Pantar

#payam ‘papaya’

#volar ‘ridge’

#vadək ‘rope’

#doruh ‘rub; wipe’ Alor-Pantar

#taʔu ‘salt’

#bota(n) ‘sand’

#kəburak ‘scabies’ Flores

#kuluk ‘seed’ Alor-Pantar

#durum ‘sell’

#saur ‘sew’ Timor (AN), Alor-Pantar

#məkul ‘short’

#tobe ‘sit’

#təguʔ ‘skewer’

#molan ‘sorcerer’

#gala(r) ‘spear’ Flores

#təmidui ‘spit’ Timor (AN)

#bəta ‘split’

#tubak ‘stab’

#(kə)boti ‘stomach; belly’

#kebaŋ ‘storage house; barn’ Alor-Pantar

#pola ‘sugar palm’
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#Lamaholot-Kedang Meaning Regional spread

#soŋa ‘tie’

#ebel ‘tongue’

#(bela) bayan ‘treaty’ Alor-Pantar

#deko ‘trousers’ Flores, Timor (AN), AP

#ləvu ‘village’

#luaŋ ‘vomit’

#hamu ‘wipe; sweep’ Timor (AN)

#kumas ‘yellow’

#evian ‘yesterday’

a Central Lamaholot ləbo ‘bathe’ could be related.
b Sika kova ‘cloud’ could be related but would involve an irregular retention of PMP *k

= Sika k. This lexeme set might trace back to PMP *awaŋ ‘atmosphere, space between

earth and sky’ with an insertion of initial k- and an irregular change of PMP *a > PFL

*o.
c PCEMP *butu ‘group, crowd, flock, school, bunch, cluster’
d Sika deuŋ ‘friend’ could be related but would involve an irregular correspondence of

Lamaholot/Kedang br- and Sika d-.
e The set #dikə-n could derive from PMP *diqaq ‘good’ with an irregular change of PMP

*-q- > PFL *-k- before ə. However, as also the change of PMP *-aq > PFL *-ə in this

word remains unexplained, PFL *dikə ‘good; correct’ might also be unrelated to PMP

*diqaq. The original meaning of this set is probably ‘good; correct’. The word ‘good’

is combined with another word for ‘person’, i.e. PFL *ata, such as still in used for ex-

ample in Central Lembata ata dikən ‘person’. This was probably done as an opposition

of members of another group that were enemies. Over time, also the second part of

the compound acquires the meaning ‘person’. However, in some subgroups, such as

for example in Kedang and Eastern Lamaholot, both meanings ‘good’ and ‘person’ are

retained. In Alorese, a reflex of PFL *dikə means ‘right side’.
f Eastern Lamaholot nava ‘stem’ could be related.
g #rai ‘many’ could trace back to PMP *Raya ‘big’.
h Western Lamaholot doruk ‘rub; wipe’ could be related but would involve an irregular

retention of PFL *r =WL r.
i This could be related to PWMP *qizuR ‘saliva; spittle’.

6.3.3 Lamaholot-Sika lexeme sets

Table 6.13 lists 41 lexeme sets with regular reflexes in at least one Lamaholot

(LH) variety and in Sika (SK). 18 out of 41 sets have related forms in other

languages of the region. 23 out of 41 lexeme sets are only attested in Sika
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and the Lamaholot subgroups.

Table 6.13: Shared lexemes in LH and SK without PMP source (n=41)

#Lamaholot-Sika Meaning Regional spread

#supel ‘arrow’ Flores, Alor-Pantar (?)

#baka ‘bite’ Flores

#(sə)mei ‘blood’

#nahi ‘breath’ Flores

#ihere ‘close’ (v.)

#kobu ‘crocodile’

#gasik ‘count’ Timor (AN)

#kəbehar ‘cuscus’

#baŋak ‘flow’ Flores

#-ai ‘go’

#voloŋ ‘hill; ridge’ Flores

#tara ‘horn’

#(raʔi) etan ‘know’ Timor (AN)

#blavir ‘long; far’

#koli ‘lontar palm’ Flores, Alor-Pantar

#(meiŋ)ʔətan ‘meat’

#təker ‘narrow’ Flores

#lusir ‘needle’

#guman ‘night’ Timor (AN), Alor-Pantar

#dʒəma ‘night, time unit’

#pehana ‘other’ Flores

#likat ‘oven’ Flores

#əpak ‘palm of hand; footprint’

#pahat ‘plant yam’ Flores

#tubu ‘pull’

#gide ‘pull’

#gualok ‘round’

#madi ‘say’ Flores

#kəmekot ‘scorpion’

#buʔu ‘short’ Flores

#blara ‘sick; painful’
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#Lamaholot-Sika Meaning Regional spread

#tuʔayb ‘sleep’

#nuhi ‘smoke’ Flores, Timor (AN)

#pemek ‘squeeze’ Alor-Pantar

#robak ‘stab’

#hukut ‘think; remember; miss’

#klekac ‘thunder’

#papa lele ‘trade’

#puʔu ‘wash’ Flores

#kəsako ‘whisper’

#ledan ‘wide’

a Kedang palan ‘other’ could be related.
b Kedang tɛʔɛl ‘sleep’ could be related.
c CL-Kalikasa kələgor ‘thunder’ could be related but would require an irregular change

of the last syllable #ka to Kalikasa gor.

6.3.4 Lamaholot lexeme sets

Table 6.14 lists 71 lexeme sets with regular reflexes in at least two Lamaholot

(LH) subgroups but no reflexes in Sika and Kedang. 16 out of 71 sets have a

possibly related forms in other languages of the region. 55 out of 71 lexeme

sets are only attested in the Lamaholot subgroups.

Table 6.14: Shared lexemes in LH varieties without PMP source (n=71)

#WL-CL-EL Meaning Regional spread

#əvan ‘accuse’

#tapan ‘answer’ Timor (TAP)

#svaol ‘all’

#knaru ‘back’

#navak ‘body’

#ravuk ‘body hair’ Timor (AN)

#esari nai ‘breathe’ (v.)

#hopi ‘buy’

#kiri ‘comb’ Alor-Pantar (PAP *kir

(Robinson 2015))
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#WL-CL-EL Meaning Regional spread

#oli ‘come; arrive’

#suda ‘command; order’ (v.)

#bisu ‘cook’

#kluok ‘cooked rice; uncooked rice’

#vekan ‘divide’

#knavi ‘door’ Alor-Pantar (?)

#ləŋat ‘fall from above’

#gəni ‘fight’

#vahak ‘finished’

#lerek ‘flat; below’

#kənito ‘forehead’

#alus ‘good’

#pehen ‘grasp; hold’

#madu ‘grasshopper’

#latar ‘hair’

#kote ‘head’ Timor (AN)

#soroŋ ‘hide’

#dani ‘hit (drum)’

#umaŋ ‘hole’

#plati/kati ‘hot’

#maluv ‘hungry’

#bati ‘hunt’

#gekay ‘laugh’

#səmekiŋ ‘left side’

#loit ‘let go’

#pavaŋ ‘lie’ (position for things)

#kleaka ‘light (weight)’

#kmoruŋ ‘locust’

#vuda ‘lungs’ Alor-Pantar

#elam ‘meat; flesh’

#vətəmb ‘millet’ Flores

#vala ‘mud’ Alor-Pantar

#niləŋ ‘necklace’

#magun ‘old people’
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#WL-CL-EL Meaning Regional spread

#toʔu ‘one’

#gesak ‘other’

#glasa ‘play’

#nakiŋ ‘promise’ Alor-Pantar

#vidu ‘pull’ Flores

#magar ‘rack above hearth’

#tue ‘return’

#(a)luŋu ‘river; stream’

#bua ‘sail’ (v.)

#sodam ‘smell’ Timor (AN)

#m<an>akap ‘sorcerer’

#pərino ‘spit’

#piʔuk ‘squeeze’

#puka ‘stem’ Flores

#mopa ‘straight’

#kebol ‘sugar palm’

#luvak ‘sun’

#blolo/golo ‘tall’ Alor-Pantar

#luʔo ‘thatch for roofing’

#tnakar ‘thatched roof’

#pənəŋe thick

#prəvak thick

#petən ‘think; miss’

#məna ‘vagina’ Flores

#rio ‘wake someone up’

#ga(ne) ‘where’ Alor-Pantar, Timor (TAP)

#henaku ‘who’ Timor (AN)

#ugadak ‘wound’

a Sika heak ‘light (weight)’ and Kedang ʔahaʔ ‘light (weight)’ could be related to #kleak.
b Kedang vereʔ ‘millet’ could be related to #vətəm.

6.3.5 Discussion

In the previous section, 185 sets of related lexemes that cannot be recon-

structed to Proto-Flores-Lembata (PFL) have been presented. These lexeme
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sets have forms in at least two subgroups of Flores-Lembata and the sound

correspondences between the lexical items are regular. The sets cannot be

reconstructed to PFL because they do not fullfill the criteria set out in §6.1.

In short, the criteria for reconstructibility to PFL are the occurrence of re-

flexes at least in Sika and Kedang, or alternatively, having a PMP source. The

185 lexeme sets examined here only occur in a subset of the Flores-Lembata

languages and do not have a known PMP source.

Table 6.15 provides an overview of the numbers of unreconstructible

vocabulary sets that are found. There is a set of vocabulary that is attested in

Lamaholot varieties and in Kedang (LH-KD), a set that is attested in Lama-

holot varieties and in Sika (LH-SK) and a set of vocabulary that is only at-

tested in the Lamaholot varieties (LH). For the three Lamaholot varieties

this means that a related form is attested in at least one of the three Lama-

holot subgroups when also shared with Sika or Kedang (category LH-SK or

LH-KD), but attested in at least two subgroups when not shared with Sika

or Kedang (category LH).

Table 6.15: Unreconstructible regular lexeme sets

no PMP source

LH - KD 73

LH - SK 41

LH 71

Total 185

There are two ways to explain this unreconstructible vocabulary. First, it is

possible that the remaining subgroups lost the reflexes so that ultimately

the lexemes could be reconstructed to PFL. However, the ultimate origin of

the words would still remain unclear, as they do not appear to be of Austro-

nesian origin (because they lack a PMP ancestor form). Second, it is possible

that the words entered the subgroups after the split of Flores-Lembata into

subgroups but before the regular sound changes occurred in the individual

subgroups. It is not possible that these words were added to the lexicon of

the Flores-Lembata subgroups after all subgroup defining sound changes

hadoccurredbecause then, the regular correspondences between thewords

in the subgroups could not be explained.
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The second option appears more realistic because for the first option

one has to assume that a huge amount of vocabulary, especially in Sika and

Kedang, has been lost or is not attested in the dataset. This is very unlikely.

I thus argue that the new vocabulary entered the subgroups before the sub-

group defining sound changes occurred. New lexical items of unknown ori-

gin can indicate that the speakers of the language invented new words or

that they borrowed the words from an unknown source. Considering the

large amount of new lexical items appearing in the Flores-Lembata sub-

groups, the invention of such a large amount of new words appears very

unlikely. So my hypothesis is that the vocabulary must have come from at

least one substrate language. Of course, this does not exclude the possibil-

ity that for some of the sets the missing forms in either Sika or Kedang will

still be found and the set will thus be reconstructible to PFL.

Onemaypropose that the shared lexical items in several Flores-Lembata

subgroups are evidence for mid-level subgroups within the Flores-Lembata

family. However, as no phonological evidence for such mid-level subgroups

could be found (cf. §5.3.2), shared lexical items alone are very weak evid-

ence for subgrouping. I rather suggest that the shared lexical items in Ke-

dang and Lamaholot, Sika and Lamaholot and among the Lamaholot vari-

eties result from contact with the same substrate language(s).

In fact, three lexical substrates can be proposed. A western substrate

that affected Sika and the Lamaholot varieties (§6.3.3), a central substrate

that only affected the Lamaholot varieties (§6.3.4) and an eastern substrate

that affected Kedang and the Lamaholot varieties (§6.3.2). As Lamaholot is

located in the middle, it has been affected by all three substrates. Whether

these three substrates were actually three different languages or just repres-

ent three different selections of vocabulary from the same language cannot

be decided from the present data.

6.4 Irregular lexeme sets

In my dataset, there are 27 irregular lexeme sets that cannot be reconstruc-

ted toPFLbecause theydonot showregular soundcorrespondencesbetween

the forms in the different subgroups. Nevertheless, the sets contain forms

that are resemblant and their similarity cannot be ignored. Some of these

sets can possibly be explained as late loans that entered the subgroups after
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the sound changes had occurred but others remain unclear. I discuss pos-

sible loans in §6.4.1 and unclear sets in §6.4.2.

6.4.1 Possible loans

This section discusses 13 lexeme sets with irregular sound correspondences

that can most likely be explained by borrowing. Table 6.16 lists three lex-

emes that are most likely loans from Malay.2 These words are considered

loans because there is a clear Malay source and they did not undergo the

regular sound change of PFL *r > ʔ in Western Lamaholot. However, in the

sets #ritik ‘drizzle’ and #rusa ‘deer’, the sound changes PFL *s > h in SK and

WL, as well as the change of PFL *k > ʔ in Kedang can be seen. These sound

changes are not subgroup defining and occur inmore than one subgroup. In

the set #soroŋ ‘give’, the change of PFL *s > h has not occurred. It has been

observed that PFL *s > h is sometimes incomplete (§5.2.3). However, as the

unexpected s occurs in all subgroups here, it is more likely that #soroŋ ‘give’

is amore recent loan froma timewhen *s > hdid not occur anymore. In case

of the incomplete sound change, some variation between varietieswould be

expected.

Table 6.16: Malay loans in the Flores-Lembata languages

Malay rintik ‘speckle’ rusa ‘deer’ soroŋ ‘push; shove’

#ritik #rusa #soroŋ

SK - ruha soroŋ ‘serve; stretch out hands’

WL (lwi) (kite)rite|ŋ ruha soroŋ

WL (ms) rik ruha -

CL (kk) rətik rusa -

EL [...] [...] sorõ

KD ritiʔ ruha soroŋ

‘drizzle’ ‘deer’ ‘give’

There are four other instances of a missing sound change of PFL *r > ʔ in

Western Lamaholot listed in Table 6.17. For these cases, the loan hypothesis

2 The Malay meanings are taken from Stevens and Schmidgall-Tellings (2004).
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is less easy to prove because there are no known sources for these poten-

tial loans. All four lexeme sets are not reconstructible to PFL but they oc-

cur in several Lamaholot subgroups, similar to the substrate sets discussed

in §6.3.4. However, they are missing regular correspondences in Western

Lamaholot. Therefore, I propose that they entered the Flores-Lembata lan-

guages, or at leastWestern Lamaholot, after the sound change of PFL *r > ʔ.

Table 6.17: Lexeme sets that did not undergo PFL *r >WL ʔ

#turu #kromi #raaŋ #krogoŋ

SK (kr) - - - ʔruguŋ

WL (ad) təʔuru krome rãː -

WL (lwl) nurə̃ʔ kərome ra krogoŋ

WL (pd) nuroŋ kmore [...] -

CL (kk) turən kromi raːŋ krogoŋ

CL (lr) turən [...] raŋa -

EL [...] [...] [...] [...]

KD - - - -

‘dream’ (v.) ‘rat’ ‘voice’ ‘skinny’

Similar to #soroŋ ‘give’ from Malay soroŋ ‘push; shove’, there are six other

lexeme sets with unexpected s occurring in four subgroups Sika, Western

Lamaholot, Kedang and Eastern Lamaholot as listed in Table 6.18. These

could be loans that came into the languages after the sound change of *s

> h in these subgroups. Central Lamaholot varieties regularly retain *s = s

with the exception of CL-Lerek, as can be seen in the data in the table be-

low. This sound change of Proto-Central-Lamaholot (PCL) *s > h in Lerek

must be of a much more recent date than the change of PFL *s > h in the

other Flores-Lembata subgroups. For some of these words in Sika and Ke-

dang, there is also an unexpected k. This suggests that thewords entered the

language also after that sound change had occurred.
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Table 6.18: Lexeme sets that did not undergo PFL *s >WL/KD/SK h

#soka #pasak #sadok #si(n)oŋ #səgat #soga

SK (hew) soka pasak sadok - - -

SK (kr) soka pasak sadok ‘kick ball’ sinoŋ - -

WL (lwi) soka pasak - sioŋ - -

WL (lwl) soka pasak sadok siõ səgat soga

CL (kk) soka pasak sadok - səgat soga

CL (lr) - pahak [...] - həgət|əŋ -

EL sokə pasa sado - - -

KD soka pasaʔ - - - -

‘dance’ ‘shoot’ ‘fist’ ‘smell’ ‘stab’ ‘hold’

Related forms to the set #soka also occurs in languages further west, such as

in Palu’e with the word tʃoka ‘dance’ and in Bima with soka ‘dance’. But no

language of origin can be determined. The set #pasak is related to the word

pasa ‘shoot’ in severalCentral Flores language andProto-Central Flores (PCF)

*pasa ‘shoot’ can possibly be reconstructed. Thus, a Central Flores language

could be the donor for this lexeme set. The set #si(n)oŋ ‘smell’ could be re-

lated to Malay cium ‘smell’ but the intervocalic n would then remain un-

explained. The remaining three sets (#sadok, #səgat, and #soga) are more

problematic and it remains unclear if they can be explained by borrowing.

No related forms are known and they only appear in a small subset of the

Flores-Lembata languages.

6.4.2 Lexeme sets with unexplained correspondences

In this section, I discuss 14 lexeme sets that have obvious similarities but

no regular correspondences across the subgroups. Only one out of the sets

can be traced back to PMP, namely PMP *susu ‘breast’. All others are of un-

known origin and only occur in a subset of the Flores-Lembata subgroups.

The lexeme sets of unknown origin could possibly be part of the lexical sub-

strate discussed in §6.3 but for some reason, they did not undergo regular

sound changes after entering the subgroups. Table 6.19 lists two examples

of irregular initial correspondences.
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Table 6.19: Unexpected initial correspondences

PMP - *susu

#bərəkət/dəkət ? PFL *(t)usu

SK - uhu

WL (ad) dəkət tuho

WL (lwi) bərəkə tuho

WL (bl) rəkət [...]

WL (pd) dəkek tuho

WL (ms) dəkɛk tuho

CL (kk) rəkət tusu

CL (lwt) bərəkət [...]

CL (lr) rəkət|ən tuho|r

EL raʔe [...]

KD - tuʔu

‘sharp’ ‘breast’

The lexeme set #bərəkət/dəkət ‘sharp’ is of unknown origin and only oc-

curs in the Lamaholot varieties. There is alternation of (bə)r and d in on-

set position. The alternation does not align with the subgroups. A possible

explanation for this set is to analyse dəkət ‘sharp’ as the base form which is

nominalisedwith the prefix b-, attested as a nominaliser in CL-Central Lem-

bata (cf. §3.3.6). As a following step one would assume the change of b(ə)d

> b(ə)r ~r.

The lexeme setmeaning ‘breast’ traces back to PMP *susu ‘breast’. In the

reflexes, the initial PMP *s is lost in Sika, while in Kedang and the Lamaho-

lot varieties, it is replaced by t. The replacement of *s by t is sporadically

found in other words as well, such as for example WL-Adonara təratu ‘one

hundred’ < PMP *sa-ŋa-Ratus ‘one hundred’. This does not provide enough

evidence for this form to be reconstructed to PFL with either *usu or *tusu

for instance.

Table 6.20 lists examples of unexpected irregular correspondences of

consonants in intervocalic position. All the sets are of unknown origin.
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Table 6.20: Unexpected intervocalic correspondences

#bəCo(l) #uduk/uruk #loka #dihe #nudəp

SK boʔu - - - -

WL (ad) beto - loʔok - nudərət

WL (lwi) - - loʔo - ude

WL (lwl) beʔo / bəso / beto - loʔok - udet

WL (lml) bəso uruk [...] die [...]

WL (wb) beto - [...] - [...]

WL (bl) bəsol [...] [...] didi [...]

WL (pd) beta [...] - - ude|k

CL (lr) bedʒo uduk lokaŋ - udəm

CL (kk) - uduk loka didʒi nudəp

CL (lwt) bəsol - [...] dihe [...]

EL bəso udu [...] - [...]

KD - uruʔ - - -

‘come’ ‘push’ ‘let go’ ‘blow’ ‘heel of foot’

Table 6.21 shows instances of similar lookingpairs in twodifferent subgroups.

The initial ormedial consonant alternates with zero. Table 6.22 shows three

sets with words that obviously look related but no clear pattern can be de-

termined. For the set #dʒeta ‘hillwards’, I also consider the possibility that

these are not all cognates of the same set. There could be #reta to account

for the words in Sika andWL-Waibalun (wb) and #dʒ(a)e to account for the

forms in CL-Kalikasa andWL-Lewolema.3

3 Proto-Central-Flores *d(ʒ)eta ‘above’ couldbe related. (Elias 2018) suggests that this form

comes from PMP *i atas ‘above’. However, the change of PMP *i a > PCF *d(ʒ)e does not

appear to be regular.
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Table 6.21: Instances of consonant alternating with zero

LH-KD #(g)iu #me(r)it #(d)anen #(m)are

WL (lwi) - - - -

WL (lml) - [...] - -

WL (bl) - [...] - -

WL (pd) - - mare

CL (kk) giu mərit danen -

EL - [...] [...] are

KD iu mɛiʔ anen -

‘cook’ ‘knife’ ‘(uncooked) rice’ ‘smell’

Table 6.22: Resemblant sets with unclear pattern

PMP (?) *kalawaq - -

PFL *kalaka #(kə)bukal #dʒe(ta)

SK (kuku) raka bulak reta

WL (ad) - kəbukare [...]

WL (lwl) - - rae

WL (wb) [...] [...] reti b

WL (pd) klake - [...]

CL (lr) laka (borit) kəbukal re|dʒe a

CL (kk) lak (borit) kəbukal dʒae ‘hillwards’ / dʒe ‘upwards’

EL [...] [...] [...]

KD - ʔebal -

‘spider’ ‘butterfly’ ‘hillwards; above’

a Krauße 2016:126
b Akoli 2010:59

6.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, I have shown that while Proto-Flores-Lembata (PFL) has a

largelyAustronesianvocabulary, the lexiconof the individual Flores-Lemba-
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ta subgroups has been considerably influenced by non-Austronesian sub-

strate languages. In the following, I first discuss the PFL lexicon and then

the lexicon of the individual subgroups.

About 81% of the Proto-Flores-Lembata (PFL) vocabulary that I recon-

structed has an Austronesian, i. e. Proto-Malayo-Polynesian (PMP), source

(§6.2). PMP was presumably spoken 4,500-3,500 years ago in the northern

Phillipines, and the first Austronesian speakers arrived about 3,500 years

ago in the areawhere the FL languages are spoken today (Klamer 2019; Paw-

ley 2005). This suggests a very fast spread of PMP speakers and languages

through the whole Indonesian archipelago. As PFL is not a direct descend-

ant of PMP, and its closest relatives of the Bima-Lembata family (cf. §5.5)

are spoken in the area, Proto-Bima-Lembata (PBL) could have been spoken

by the first Austronesian speakers on Flores and beyond. It is unknown how

much timemay have passed between the times of PBL (possibly 3,500 years

ago) and the times of PFL. It may have been one or twomillennia. If this es-

timation is correct, a time span of about 1,500 to 2,000 years between PMP

and PFL can be proposed. As only about 19% of the PFL reconstructions are

of non-PMP origin, one can propose a lexical replacement rate of 19% for

the time span between PMP and PFL. In contrast to a stronger substrate hy-

pothesis for some of the individual Flores-Lembata subgroups—discussed

inmore detail in the following paragraph—, it remains unclear if these 19%

of non-PMP vocabulary in PFL (13% when considering only basic vocabu-

lary) can be attributed to substrate influence. Further research into the re-

gional spread of this vocabulary is needed.

As illustrated in Table 6.23, in the individual Flores-Lembata languages

that are spoken today, the percentage of Austronesian vocabulary drops fur-

ther to between 62% in the Sika variety of Hewa and 47% in the Central

Lembata variety of Central Lamaholot.When only examining basic vocabu-

lary, the PMP percentages are about 10% higher for each language. See foot-

note (1) earlier in this chapter on the selection of basic vocabulary in this

study. In the table, each subgroup is represented by one variety as I have not

observed significant variationbetween the varieties of one subgroup regard-

ing the distribution of PMP versus non-PMP vocabulary.

As the time span between PFL and the present-day Flores-Lembata lan-

guages is the same for all, it canbe concluded that since PFL times the Lama-

holot subgroups underwent the biggest increase in lexical replacement, fol-

lowed by Kedang and then Sika. Considering the whole database, Central
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Lamaholot with 53%, Western Lamaholot with 51% and Eastern Lamaho-

lotwith 46%have the highest percentages of non-PMPvocabulary, followed

by Kedang with 43%, and then Sika with 38%. This suggests more non-

Austronesian influence in the Lamaholot subgroups than in Sika and Ke-

dang.

Table 6.23: Lexemes of PMP / non-PMP origin in individual languages

Whole database Basic vocabulary

PMP non-PMP Total PMP non-PMP total

SK (hew) 62% 38% 75% 25%

136 84 220 91 31 122

WL (lwi) 49% 51% 61% 39%

134 142 276 89 58 147

CL (kk) 47% 53% 57% 43%

158 175 333 97 73 170

EL (lmt) 54% 46% 62% 38%

69 59 128 57 35 92

KD (lb) 57% 43% 64% 36%

131 97 228 78 44 122

The comparably low percentage on non-PMP vocabulary in Eastern Lama-

holot is most likely influenced by the small number of non-basic vocabu-

lary that is known for this subgroup. Less than one third of the 128 EL lex-

ical items are non-basic vocabulary, while out of the 333 CL lexical items

almost half is non-basic. Due to the different absolute numbers of lexical

items available per subgroup, the percentages are not entirely comparable.

About 19% of the non-PMP vocabulary was already present in PFL and

is inherited into the individual languages. To this non-PMP vocabulary of

PFL, Sika has added about 18% of non-PMP vocabulary after having split

fromPFL,while inCentral Lamaholot, an addition of more than 30%of new

vocabulary is attested. Much of the non-PMP vocabulary is shared between

Kedang and the Lamaholot varieties (cf. §6.3.2), and another part of it only

among the Lamaholot varieties (cf. §6.3.4).

In §6.3.5, I have proposed that the Flores-Lembata languages have been

influenced by a lexical substrate after the split of PFL. The Lamaholot sub-
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groups located in the centre were affected most and thus have the largest

amount of lexical replacement. A larger amount of lexical replacement can

also indicate that the contact wasmore intense or of longer duration. I have

pointed out that a number of the lexical items that do not go back to PMP

are also found in otherAustronesian andnon-Austronesian languages of the

region, but this is still the minority.
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Morpho-syntactic innovations





CHAPTER 7

Introduction to Part III

7.1 Language sample and data sources

In this part, I compare structural features across languages in the area of the

Indonesian province NusaTenggara Timur (NTT) and the country of Timor-

Leste shownon themap in Figure 7.1. The Flores-Lembata languages are loc-

ated in themiddle of this area, surrounded by other Austronesian languages

and by the languages of the Timor-Alor-Pantar family (cf. 1.3.1).

Table 7.1 gives an overview of the Flores-Lembata varieties and the data

sources used in Part III andTable 7.2 provides a list of other languages in the

area of study that are used for morpho-syntactic comparison. If applicable,

dialectal varieties of the languages are given in brackets after the source to

indicate that the source takes data from a particular variety. The location of

these languages can be found on the map in Figure 7.1.
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Table 7.1: The Flores-Lembata varieties in the language sample of Part III

Variety ISO 639-3 Sources

SK-Hewa ski Fricke 2014a

SK-Hewokloang ski Rosen 1986

SK-Krowe ski Lewis and Grimes 1995

SK-Nita ski Rosen 1986

KD-Leubatang ksx Klamer 2015b (only lexical)

KD-Leuwayang ksx Samely 1991a

CL-Atadei Painara lmf Krauße 2016

CL-Central Lembata lvu Fricke 2019; Chapter 3

CL-Lewokukung lvu Keraf 1978b (only lexical)

WL-Adonara adr Grangé 2015a; Klamer 2015c (only lexical)

WL-Alorese aol Klamer 2011 (Baranusa, Alor Kecil);

Moro 2016a (Alor Besar) (only lexical)

WL-Lamalera lmr Keraf 1978a

WL-Lewoingu slp Nishiyama and Kelen 2007

WL-Lewotobi lwt Nagaya 2011

WL-Solor adr Kroon 2016

EL-Lewoeleng lwe my own fieldnotes 2017
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For each linguistic example from a Flores-Lembata language in Part III, I

provide a heading containing the subgroup abbreviation and the spelled

out variety, as listed inTable 7.1. For exampleWL-Lewoingumeaning the Le-

woingu variety in theWestern Lamaholot subgroup. If relevant, the dialectal

variety can be specified in brackets after the language name. For linguistic

examples from language outside of the Flores-Lembata subgroup, only the

language name with an optional indication of the dialectal variety is given,

but there is no subgrouping prefix used as is the case for the Flores-Lembata

languages.

7.2 Methodology

To answer the research questions (6) and (7) in §1.4, replicated here, about

structural features in the Flores-Lembata languages that can be attributed

to contact-induced change, I comparemorpho-syntactic features in the area

of study laid out in §7.1 above.

(6) Which structural features in the Flores-Lembata languages are in-

novations?

(7) Which structural innovations canbeattributed to contact-induced

change?

The morphological and syntactic features discussed in the chapters of Part

III are chosen on the basis of potentially being contact-induced innovations

in the languages of Flores-Lembata. Each feature is investigated following

three steps.

Firstly, it is shown that the feature is an innovation and not a reten-

tion from an Austronesian (AN) ancestor language, such as Proto-Malayo-

Polynesian (PMP). The feature is considered innovated if the feature can

neither be reconstructed to Proto-Austronesian (PAN) nor Proto-Malayo-

Polynesian, nor is it typically found inAustronesian languages as awhole, in

particular not in those spoken further west. For this study, the area further

west of the Flores-Lembata languages covers the AN languages of Sumba,

Central and Western Flores which do not show traces of contact with the

non-Austronesian languages of the Papuan area.
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Secondly, I provide data on the presence of the respective feature in

the eastern part of the area of study, which covers the languages of Flores-

Lembata, of Timor and of theTimor-Alor-Pantar (TAP) family. As the Flores-

Lembata languages and the AN languages of Timor are both Austronesian

but show the features that I have classified as not inherited from an Austro-

nesian ancestor, I conclude that the Flores-Lembata languages and the AN

languages of Timor innovated these features.

Lastly, evidence for contact-induced change as well as for internally-

driven change is investigated for the innovated features in the Flores-Lem-

bata languages. Potential evidence for contact-induced change are (i) the

presence of the structural pattern in the neighbouring non-Austronesian

languages of the TAP family which could be related to the unknown contact

language and are the only non-AN languages in the area, and (ii) the docu-

mentation of similar cases in other areas where it has been shown that non-

Austronesian languages have caused the same pattern to arise in Austrone-

sian languages. Potential evidence for internally-driven changes are (i) uni-

versal tendencies in language change, such as typical grammaticalisation

pathways that are cross-linguistically frequent, and (ii) universal marked-

ness of features because marked features (more difficult to learn) are less

likely to survive languages shift and to be taken over by the target language

community (Thomason 2001:76).

I do not discuss the emergence of these features in the Austronesian

languages of Timor as this is not within the scope of this dissertation. How-

ever, based on the very similar observations concerning the occurrence of

the features discussed here, one may hypothesize similar developments for

the Austronesian languages of Timor. However, the linguistic situation of

the Austronesian languages of Timor appears to be more complex than the

situation of the Flores-Lembata languages, including more languages of at

least two higher-level subgroups (cf. §1.3.1). Therefore, a more fine-grained

analysis is needed to reconstruct the raise of the features in these languages.

7.3 Transcription and glossing conventions

In Part III, I transcribe all language data according to a standardised ortho-

graphy. The same orthography is also used in the Central Lembata gram-

mar sketch in Chapter 3 of Part I. The orthography is based on the Indone-
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sian standard orthography as much as possible. Most orthographic char-

acters correspond to IPA symbols. Table 7.3 shows those phonemes that

have orthography characters which are different from the corresponding

IPA symbols. The IPA symbols approximately represent the realisation of

these phonemes but they are not necessarily the exact phonetic realisation

whichmay vary across languages and speakers, sometimes the phonetic en-

vironment also plays a role.

Table 7.3: Phonemes with non-IPA orthography

Orthographic character IPA symbol Sound

<a> /ɐ/ near-open central vowel

<é> /e/ close-mid front vowel

<è> /æ/ near-open front vowel

<e> /ə/ central vowel (schwa)

<j> /dʒ/ voiced post-alveolar affricate

<ng> /ŋ/ velar nasal

<w> /v/ voiced labiodental fricative

<y> /j/ palatal approximant

<'> /ʔ/ glottal stop

For reasons of comparability, examples fromother sources are retranscribed

into the orthographic conventions just presented. InAppendixC.1, I provide

a table that shows a list of languages from other sources and the original

transcription conventions used in these sources. This makes it possible to

retrieve the original transcription of the examples from other sources used

in this thesis.

Place names and languages names are not retranscribed using the or-

thographic conventionsdiscussedhere. If noEnglish equivalent exists, place

names are spelled following local conventions or the published source used.

Glosses in examples from other sources are adapted to the conventions

of this thesis. In Appendix C.2, a table with glosses in this thesis and the

original glosses fromother sources is given.Thismakes it possible to retrieve

the original way in which the examples were glossed.



CHAPTER8

Innovations in the nominal domain

8.1 Introduction

In this chapter, I discuss threemorpho-syntactic features of nouns that have

been innovated in the languages of Flores-Lembata or in a subset of these

languages. These features are (i) a formal distinction between alienable and

inalienable possession attested in Western Lamaholot and Central Lama-

holot, (ii) properties (adjectival concepts) expressed by nouns in all Flores-

Lembata languages, and (iii) general plural marking on nouns by means of

suffixes or plural words attested in Central Lamaholot and Alorese.

Table 8.1 lists each of these features and provides information on their

spread in Nusa Tenggara Timur and Timor-Leste (cf. map in §7.1). A minus

(-)means that the feature is not attested. A plus (+)means that the feature is

attested in all or nearly all languages of this group. Aminus/plus (-/+)means

that the feature is attested in at least one language or up to half of the lan-

guages of the group but not in all. In this table, Flores, Sumba andTimor are

geographical labels referring to theAustronesian languages spoken on these

islands. Flores refers to western and central Flores, Sumba also includes the

island of Sabu, and Timor also includes the island of Rote. Sika (SK), Ke-

dang (KD), Western Lamaholot (WL) and Central Lamaholot (CL) are sub-
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groups of the Flores-Lembata language family (cf. §4.1). The Flores-Lembata

subgroup of Eastern Lamaholot (EL) had to be excluded because virtually

no data on the morpho-syntax of this language group is available. The only

non-Austronesian (non-AN) language family in the area are the Timor-Alor-

Pantar languages (TAP).

Table 8.1: The spread of innovations in the nominal domain

Austronesian Non-AN

Feature Sumba Flores SK KD WL CL Timor TAP

Alienability - - - - + + -/+ +

Property n. - - + + + + -/+ -/+

Plural - - - - -/+ + -/+ +

The three innovations listed in the table are possibly the result of contact-

induced change. They have in common that they are attested in the eastern

part of the area of study but not in the west, roughly distinguishing east and

west by drawing a line between the island of Timor in the east and the island

of Sumba in the west. In the east, these features occur in the Austronesian

as well as in the non-Austronesian languages.

None of the features discussed here is attested on Sumba and in west-

ern and central Flores. The only exception is a minor alienability distinc-

tion in the Central Flores language Keo (cf. §8.2.2). When looking at the

Flores-Lembata family, property nouns are the only feature shared by all

of its members. The other features are only attested in WL and CL. In the

Austronesian languages of Timor, a scattered distribution of the three fea-

tures emerges. For the TAP languages, an alienability distinction and plural

marking on nouns is attested throughout the family, while property nouns

are only attested in some of the TAP languages.

This chapter follows themethodology explained in §7.2 to demonstrate

that each of the three features is an innovation in Flores-Lembata that is

likely to have arisen due to contact with non-Austronesian languages. The

alienability distinction is discussed in §8.2. Property nouns are examined in

§8.3 and plural marking on nouns is taken up in §8.4. In §8.5, I summarise

the findings and conclude that property nouns are an areal feature which

developed due to the pre-posed possessor word order (cf. §9.2), while the
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alienability distinction andpluralmarking onnouns are newcategories that

were innovated in the Flores-Lembata languages and the AN languages of

Timor due to contact with non-Austronesian languages.

Glosses and transcriptions from other sources are adapted to the con-

ventions of this dissertation (cf. §7.3). A list of adapted glosses and re-tran-

scribed sounds with their original representations is found in Appendix C.

8.2 Alienability

8.2.1 Overview

In the context of this thesis, I define alienability as a semantic property

of a possessive construction. According to Payne (1997:105), an alienable

possessive construction expresses a relation between two entities that is

not permanent, thus can be resolved. An inalienable possessive construc-

tion expresses a relation between two entities that are inherently connec-

ted and cannot normally be separated. Typical nouns that are used in in-

alienable possessive constructions are body part nouns, kinship terms or

parts of wholes. I refer to these nouns as inalienable nouns, while nouns

that are found in alienable possessive constructions are referred to as alien-

able nouns (Payne 1997:105; Shopen 2007:185). In the languages discussed

here, a typical alienable possessive construction could be a more analytical

constructionwith free pronouns, while an inalienable constructionmayuse

a bound pronoun or no linking element between the two nouns. On a sym-

bolic level, the grammar represents the semantic nature of these possess-

ive constructions, an alienable possessive relation beingmore detached and

less fixed, while an inalienable possessive relationship is closer and less easy

to resolve. This is parallel to the relation between free possessor pronoun

and possessed noun which can be separated, thus occur on their own, and

bound pronoun and possessed noun which cannot be detached so easily.

In some languages, inalienable nouns take an obligatory bound pronoun,

which means that the noun and the pronoun cannot be separated at all.

The distinction between alienable and inalienable possession is an in-

novation in the Austronesian languages, as it is not inherited from Proto-

Malayo-Polynesian (PMP). Klamer (2002:373) lists the alienability distinc-

tionas a typical featureof eastern Indonesian languagesdistinguishing them
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from those further west. Blust (2013:482) states that possessive construc-

tions in the Austronesian languages of Taiwan, the Philippines and western

Indonesia tend to be simple, while further east different constructions are

used to express alienable or inalienable possessive relations. The details in

how these Austronesian languages distinguish the two constructions vary

(Himmelmann 2005:165). An overview of different strategies in languages

of eastern Indonesia is given in Klamer et al. (2008:116-122). The fact that an

alienability distinction is neither attested in all major subgroups of Austro-

nesian nor of Malayo-Polynesian, but only in its eastern branches, makes it

unlikely to reconstruct this feature to PMP. This is in line with the result of

Reesink andDunn’s studyusingphylogeneticmethods to reconstruct ances-

tral states for PMP. Reesink andDunn (2018:946) reconstruct no alienability

distinction for PMP with a high degree of confidence. Thus, this feature is

very unlikely to be inherited. Klamer et al. (2008:116, 122) have listed the

alienability distinction as a non-Austronesian feature in many of the Au-

stronesian language of East Nusantara that arose as a result of contact with

non-Austronesian languages.

In East Nusa Tenggara and Timor-Leste, there are languages that just

have one type of possessive construction. All nouns can be used in this con-

struction with no morpho-syntactic distinction between alienable and in-

alienable. But there are also languages that have two different types of con-

structions, one for inalienable nouns and another one for alienable nouns.

The map in Figure 8.1 displays the distribution of languages that grammat-

ically distinguish alienability and those that do not. Alienability is gram-

maticalised in Lamaholot, in the Austronesian languages of Timor and in

thenon-AustronesianTimor-Alor-Pantar languages. Furtherwest, in theAu-

stronesian languages of Sabu, of Sumba, in Central and Western Flores, as

well as in Kedang and Sika, this distinction is not relevant in the choice of

the possessive construction.

In this section on alienability, I argue thatWestern Lamaholot andCent-

ral Lamaholot have innovated an alienability distinction and not inherited

this feature from any common ancestor. After having proposed that the ali-

enability distinction is not inherited from PMP above, I provide evidence

in §8.2.2 that this feature is neither inherited from a more recent ancestor

of the Flores-Lembata family, such as Proto-Bima-Lembata or Proto-Flores-

Lembata. To do so, I demonstrate the absence of the feature in the languages

of Sumba, inWestern and Central Flores, and in Kedang as well as Sika.
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In §8.2.3, I provide evidence for the presence of the alienability distinc-

tion inWestern Lamaholot, Central Lamaholot and in the Austronesian lan-

guages of Timor as well as the TAP languages. Finally, §8.2.4 provides a dis-

cussion of the emergence of the alienability distinction in the Austronesi-

an languages of the area suggesting that Western Lamaholot and Central

Lamaholot acquired the alienability distinction due to contact with non-

Austronesian languages, possibly belonging to the TAP family or at least be-

ing typologically similar to the TAP languages.

8.2.2 No alienability distinction

I show in this section that there is no alienability distinction attested in the

closest relatives of Central Lamaholot andWestern Lamaholot, i. e. Sika and

Kedang, neither in the Austronesian languages of Flores and Sumba which

are the languages closest related to the Flores-Lembata family (cf. §5.5).

Therefore, I propose that Central Lamaholot andWestern Lamaholot innov-

ated the alienability distinction.

For the Flores-Lembata languages Sika andKedang, no grammatical dis-

tinctionbetweenalienable and inalienablepossessive construction is known

(Arndt 1931; Fricke 2014a; Samely 1991a). In Sika, possessive constructions

are formedby juxtaposing thepossessorNPand thepossessednounwithout

any inserted element regardless of the alienability status of the possessive

relation. The same construction is used for an inalienable possessive rela-

tions (1a), where the possessed noun kikir ‘finger’ is a body part, aswell as for

an alienable possessive construction (1b), where the possessed noun labur

‘shirt’ is an object that may easily switch its possessor.

(1) SK-Hewa

a. bi'an

human

kikir

finger

‘someone’s finger’ (Fricke 2014a:40)

b. bi'an

human

labur

shirt

‘somebody’s shirt’ (Fricke 2014a:40)

In Sika, vowel-final possessed nouns take a possessive suffix in alienable

and inalienable adnominal possession (Lewis and Grimes 1995:607; Fricke
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2014a:38-39). In contrast to pre-posed nominal possessors, all pronominal

possessors in Sika are postposed to the possessed noun. The same pronouns

are used for inalienable (2a), as well as alienable possessive relations (2b).

(2) SK-Hewa

a. mé

child

nimu-n

3sg-poss

‘her/his children’ (Fricke 2014a:39)

b. lepo

house

nimu-n

3sg-poss

‘his/her house’ (Fricke 2014a:42)

Kedang has preposed possessors, both pronominal and nominal. The same

construction is used for inalienable, shown in (3a) and (4a), as well as ali-

enable possessive relations, illustrated in (3b) and (4b). The pronominal as

well as the adnominal possessive construction are analytical: free possessor

pronouns are used, and no morphology.

(3) a. KD-Leuwayang

sétang

satan

né'

3sg.poss

ning

nose

‘the devil’s nose’ (Samely 1991a:157)

b. Kedang

bapa

father

né'é

3sg.poss

méi'

knife

‘father’s knife’ (Kedang speaker in Malang, pers. comm.)

(4) KD-Leuwayang

a. mo'

2sg.poss

a̤na'

child

‘your children’ (Samely 1991a:76)

b. ko'

1sg.poss

lumar

field

‘my field’ (Samely 1991a:75)

In contrast, for Keo spoken in central Flores, a minor distinction between

alienable and inalienable constructionshasbeendescribed (Baird2002:208).
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In Keo, a possessive construction by means of juxtaposition is more fre-

quently used for inalienable possessive relations (5a), and a construction

with the particle ko’o is usedmore often for possessive relations that are ali-

enable (5b).

(5) Keo

a. 'udu

head

wawi

pig

‘pig’s head’ (Baird 2002:210)

b. 'aé

water

ko'o

poss

kami

1pl.excl

‘our water’ (Baird 2002:204)

However in Keo, also the nature of the possessor in terms of animacy and

humanness plays a role in the choice of construction. While inanimate ob-

jects or animals are more likely to appear in a juxtaposed possessive con-

struction, possessors expressedbykinship termsorpropernames areprefer-

ably used in a possessive construction with particle.

For Kambera on the island of Sumba, for Hawu on Sabu and for Mang-

garai in western Flores, no distinction between an alienable and an inalien-

able possessive construction is reported (Klamer 1998; Semiun 1993;Walker

1982).

8.2.3 Alienability distinction

8.2.3.1 Lamaholot

In the varieties of Lamaholot, the distinctionbetween inalienable and alien-

able possessive construction is grammaticalised, while in the other Flores-

Lembata subgroupsKedang and Sika it is not (cf. §8.2.2). All knownvarieties

of Lamaholot make a grammatical distinction between inalienable and ali-

enable possession, though there is variation in formal details. In this section,

I lay out these details for varieties of Central Lamaholot (CL) and ofWestern

Lamaholot (WL) varieties.

In the majority of cases described here, which are CL-Central Lembata,

WL-Solor andWL-Adonara, the distinction is in construction type:morpho-

logical with a suffix for inalienable constructions and analytical with free
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pronoun for alienable constructions.However, in theWLvarieties, the alien-

ability distinction is losing ground to varying degrees. Both the analytical as

well as the morphological construction can be employed for alienable and

inalienable nouns. In WL-Lewoingu, one construction is used for inalien-

able and alienable, while inWL-Solor andWL-Adonara, there is a tendency

for free possessor pronouns to occur with alienable nouns and bound pos-

sessor pronouns with inalienable nouns. In fewer varieties, which are WL-

Lewotobi and WL-Alorese, the distinction lays in the pronominal suffixes

or free pronouns of which two variants exist, one for inalienable nouns and

one for alienable nouns.

First, I discuss varieties where the construction type differs. In Central

Lamaholot this distinction is intact, while in the Western Lamaholot vari-

eties it appears to be disappearing. In a strict sense, it is unknown whether

the distinction is disappearing or whether it has never been completely im-

plemented in some of theWL varieties. CL-Central Lembata has two sets of

possessor pronouns, one set of bound pronouns that are suffixed to the pos-

sessed noun in an inalienable possessive construction, such as -ga ‘1sg.poss’

in (6a), and one set of free pronouns that is obligatory and only found in

alienable possessive constructions, such as goé ‘1sg.poss’ in (6b). In the in-

alienable construction, there is an optional free pronoun, here go ‘1sg.poss’,

indexing the possessor and preceding the possessed noun. The full sets of

CL-Central Lembata possessive pronouns are listed in §3.4.3.

(6) CL-Central Lembata

a. (go)

1sg.poss

najan-ga

name-1sg.poss

‘my name’ (C1:105)

b. goé

1sg.poss

kajor

wood

‘my wood’ (C5:161)

Both possessive constructions can have a nominal possessor in addition to

the possessor pronoun. The nominal possessor always precedes the pos-

sessed noun. In an inalienable possessive construction, the possessor noun

immediately precedes the possessed (7a). In an alienable possessive con-

struction with a nominal possessor (7b), the possessor pronoun, here da=

‘3pl’, is obligatorily placed in between the nominal possessor and the pos-

sessed noun.

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/79b5dadb-8c55-453e-8a24-0c0f744424d6
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/cebfc6ea-4833-4afe-9a78-09910a9784f2
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(7) CL-Central Lembata

a. witi

goat\s

ulu-n

head-3sg.poss

‘the goat’s head’ (NT:2)

b. Jon

name

no

and

Méri

name

da=unan-u

3pl.poss=house-spec

‘John and Mary’s house (N1:2)

No free possessor pronoun can be inserted in between inalienable posses-

sor and possessed noun and the possessor noun witi ‘goat\s’ must appear

in its short form, marked with \s in the gloss, while the possessed noun is

markedwith a possessor suffix (cf. §3.3.1.2). In sum, CL-Central Lembata ex-

presses inalienable possession through morphological means, whereas ali-

enable possession is expressed by an analytic construction.

InWL-Solor, a clear distinction between inalienable and alienable pos-

sessive constructions is attested (Kroon 2016:67,94,125). There is a full set

of inalienable possessor enclitics, one of them being used in (8a), and post-

posed free possessive pronouns used with alienable nouns, as shown in ex-

ample (8b).

(8) WL-Solor

a. bapa

father

kote='ẽ

head=3sg.poss

‘father’s head’ (Kroon 2016:166)

b. labu

shirt

bapa

father

na'é ̃

3sg.poss

‘father’s shirt’ (Kroon 2016:166)

Not only the pronoun but also the word order differs in the two construc-

tions. In the inalienable construction, the possessor noun is preposed, while

in the alienable construction, thepossessor is postposed.Kroon (2016:68,166)

states that the there is a tendency to generalise the inalienable construction

to all nouns. Thus, the alienability distinction appear to be losing ground.

WL-Adonara also has a set of postposed free possessor pronouns and a

set of enclitics. Both canbeusedwith inalienable andalienablenouns.How-

ever, for inalienable nouns, the enclitic construction is generally preferred

and it is even obligatory (Grangé 2015a:40).

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/92858271-cf87-4a7f-b1cb-d9ffd20dced7
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WL-Lewoingu has a set of post-nominal possessor pronouns which are

derived from core argument pronouns (Nishiyama andKelen 2007:15,23,31)

and a full set of suffixes which can index the possessor on the possessed

noun. Both constructions, the one with free pronouns and the one with

suffixes, can be used with inalienable as well as alienable nouns. There is

no alienability distinction. In the data presented by Nishiyama and Kelen

(2007:23-27), repeated in (9) and (10), no distinction between inalienable

and alienable possessive construction is observed, as body part nouns, kin-

ship terms and nouns referring to transferable objects are all used in the

same two constructions.

(9) WL-Lewoingu: Free possessor pronoun

a. lima

hand

Bala

name

na'én

3sg.poss

‘Bala’s hand’ (Nishiyama and Kelen 2007:25)

b. oto

car

Lado

name

na'én

3sg.poss

‘Lado’s car’ (Nishiyama and Kelen 2007:25)

(10) WL-Lewoingu: Possessor suffix

a. bapa'-nen

father-3sg.poss

‘his father’ (Nishiyama and Kelen 2007:23)

b. lango-nen

house-3sg.poss

‘his house’ (Nishiyama and Kelen 2007:24)

InWL-Lewotobi and in theWL offspring Alorese, not the construction type

but the shape of the pronominal denoting the possessor determines the ali-

enability status. The alienability distinction is in these cases only found in

the third person. In WL-Lewotobi, inalienably possesed nouns are marked

by the suffix -N, meaning nasalisation of the preceding vowel, whereas ali-

enably possessed nouns aremarked by an enclitic -kẽ, such as shown in (11).

Both suffixes are analysed as nominalisers.1

1 InWL-Lewotobi, the distinction is in the construction, not in the properties of the noun

itself. This is suggested because a noun can, according to context, take the alienable or

inalienable marker (Nagaya 2011:237-238).
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(11) WL-Lewotobi

a. Ika

name

lei-N

foot-nmlz

‘Ika’s foot’ (Nagaya 2011:33)

b. Ika

name

doi-kẽ

money-nmlz

‘Ika’s money’ (Nagaya 2011:33)

The nominalising suffixes above can only be used as possessive marker for

possessed nouns with a third person singular possessor. For other persons,

a nominalised person pronoun has to be used. The use of such a free pro-

noun neutralises the alienability distinction. Thus, alienability can only be

distinguished for third person singular possessors (Nagaya 2011:117,233).

In Alorese, there is an alienability distinction in the third person singu-

lar possessor pronoun. There are two variants of this pronoun, no for inali-

enable nouns andni orné for alienable nouns (Klamer 2011:54). Historically,

this seems to be the same system as found in Central Lamaholot. The pre-

posed free possessor pronoun for inalienble nouns is identical with the core

argument pronoun. This is no in Alorese and na in Central Lamaholot. The

preposed free possessor pronoun for alienable nouns is different from the

core argument pronoun, in Alorese it is ni or né and in Central Lamaholot

it is naé.

In sum, in most Lamaholot varieties, including Central as well as West-

ern Lamaholot, the distinction is in construction type: morphological with

a suffix for inalienable constructions and analytical with free pronoun for

alienable constructions. Different to the distinction in construction, inWL-

Lewotobi, the distinction lays in the suffixes of which two variants exist: -N

for inalienable nouns and -kẽ for alienable nouns. In Alorese, the distinc-

tion is made in preposed free pronoun of which two variants exist: no for

inalienable nouns and ni/né for alienable nouns.

8.2.3.2 The Austronesian languages of Timor

To place the Flores-Lembata languages into a larger regional context, I show

that in many Austronesian languages of Timor the distinction between in-

alienable andalienablepossession is grammatically expressed. Inmost cases,

inalienable nouns takepossessor suffixes and freepronouns,while alienable
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nouns only take free pronouns, such as in the example (12) from Amarasi, a

Meto language in western Timor.

(12) Amarasi

a. au

1sg

fuuf-k=i

fontanelle-1sg.poss=1det

‘my fontanelle’ (Edwards 2016a:258)

b. au

1sg

tas=i

bag=1det

‘my bag’ (Edwards 2016a:258)

Also in the east Timorese language Tetun, alienability plays a role in the

choiceof possessive constructions. Inalienablepossessive constructions tend

to be constructions with a preposed possessor and a possessor enclitic on

the possessum, while alienable possessive constructions are constructions

using a free pronoun and no enclitic with a pre- or postposed possessor (van

Klinken 1999:144). The same ismost likely true formany otherTimorese lan-

guages but published descriptions are still insufficient.

In contrast, for the languages of Rote, which are subgrouped together

with the Meto cluster on Timor (cf. Edwards 2018b), no alienability distinc-

tion has been documented (Jonker 1915). As can be seen in the examples

in (13) from the language Termanu on Rote, inalienable referents such as a

feet and alienable referents such as a buffaloes appear in the same possess-

ive construction.

(13) Termanu

a. au

1sg

ei=ng=ala

foot-1sg.poss-pl

‘my feet’ (Jonker 1908:152)

b. au

1sg

kapa=ng=ala

buffalo-1sg.poss-pl

‘my buffaloes’ (Jonker 1908:372)

8.2.3.3 The Timor-Alor-Pantar languages

In all known and described Timor-Alor-Pantar (TAP) languages, an alienab-

ility distinction is attested. The AN languages of Timor (§8.2.3.2) and the
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Lamaholot varieties (§8.2.3.1) thus typologically pattern with the TAP lan-

guages and not with their closest Austronesian relatives (§8.2.2).

The alienability distinction strategy in the TAP languages varies. There

are languages that encode inalienable possession with a prefix and alien-

able possessionwith a free pronoun, such asWestern Pantar, Blagar (Klamer

2017:25-27) or Bunaq (Schapper 2009:311-312). Languages, such as Kaera,

Abui orKamang, have twodistinct prefixes for this purpose (Klamer2017:25-

27). Again another strategy is attested in Teiwa and some languages of the

Timor branch of TAP (Huber 2011:124; Klamer 2017:27), where possessor

prefixes are obligatory in inalienable constructions while optional in alien-

able constructions.

Especially the strategy of using a free pronoun versus a prefix and the

use of two different affixes to express an alienability distinction is structur-

ally similar to what has been described for Lamaholot and the Austrone-

sian languages of Timor (cf. §8.2.3.1 and 8.2.3.2). An example of free pro-

nounversusprefix strategy is the inalienable construction inWesternPantar

which uses a possessor prefix and an optional free pronoun (14a), while the

alienable possessive construction uses a free possessor pronoun (14b).

(14) Western Pantar

a. (gai)

3sg.poss

ga-wasing

3sg.poss-tooth

‘its/his/her tooth’ (Holton 2014:62)

b. wénang

man

gai

3sg.poss

bla

house

‘the man’s house’ (Holton 2014:61)

These two constructions and their functioning in distinguishing alienability

is very similar to what I have described for Lamaholot in §8.2.3.1, especially

to the constructions of CL-Central Lembata that also have an optional ali-

enable free possessor pronoun in the inalienable construction, such as gai

‘3sg.poss’ in theWestern Pantar example (14a).

8.2.4 The emergence of the alienability distinction

In §8.2.3.1 and §8.2.3.2, I have shown that Lamaholot and the Austronesi-

an languages of Timor grammaticalised the distinction between alienable
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and inalienable possession. There are various ways in which this distinction

is realised. In most varieties of Lamaholot, an analytical construction with

a free pronoun is used for alienable possession, while a bound pronoun is

found in constructions expressing inalienable possession. Central Lamaho-

lot uses preposed free pronouns and suffixes, while among Western Lama-

holot varieties two main strategies are found: postposed free pronouns and

suffixes (WL-Solor andWL-Adonara) or two variants of the same pronoun,

either a free element or a bound element, that distinguish alienable and

inalienable only in the third person (WL-Lewotobi and Alorese). Similarly,

in the Austronesian languages of mainland Timor, the presence of a bound

pronoun on the possessed noun is associated with inalienable possession.2

As shown in §8.2.3.3, very similar patterns to distinguish alienable and

inalienablepossessionare attested in theTimor-Alor-Pantar languages. First,

the grammaticalisation of a semantic distinction, namely the alienability

distinction, is shared between some of the Austronesian and all the non-

Austronesian languages of this area. Second, for some languages, also the

construction strategies are similar: free pronoun for alienable and bound

pronoun for inalienable.

The main difference between the possessive constructions in the Au-

stronesian languages and in the Timor-Alor-Pantar languages lays in the po-

sition of the possessive affix which is a prefix in the TAP languages and a

suffix in the Austronesian languages. This difference can be explainedwhen

considering that, historically, possessor affixes are grammaticalised freepos-

sessor pronouns. As the word order in TAP languages is Poss-N, thus a pos-

sessor is preceding thenoun, this naturally leads to possessor prefixes. In the

Austronesian languages, which have an inherited N-Poss order, this leads

to suffixes. In the modern Flores-Lembata languages, the possessor is not

always postposed but also occurs preposed to the noun. The nominal pos-

sessor is constantly pre-posed, while for the pronominal possessor there is

2 It varies language by language whether the nouns themselves are classified into inali-

enable and alienable or whether it is rather the type of possessive relationship that is

expressed by a particular construction. However, whether the alienability distinction is

found on the construction level or on the word level is only of minor relevance for the

topic discussed here which is concerned with the emergence of such a distinction in

the Austronesian languages. Onemay suggest that the emergence of such an alienability

distinction starts at the construction level and can lead to the formation of word classes

based on alienability later.
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cross-linguistic variation in position (cf. §9.2). However, possessor prefixes

are not attested in the Flores-Lembata languages. This suggests that the pos-

sessor suffixes developed at a time when the pronominal possessor was still

constantly postposed.

In the TAP languages, the alienability distinction can be reconstructed

to Proto-TAP because it is a feature attested throughout the family without

any known exception. In the Austronesian languages, the alienability dis-

tinction is an innovation. This is because there is no evidence that it is in-

herited from PMP as I have laid out in §8.2.1. I propose that the alienability

distinction found in Western Lamaholot and Central Lamaholot is neither

inherited from Proto-Flores-Lembata. This is because neither Sika and Ke-

dang show this distinction. As I have shown in §8.2.2, the languages ofWest-

ern and Central Flores, as well as of Sumba do not have a regular distinction

between alienable and inalienable possession, such as attested in Lamaho-

lot. Therefore, there is no evidence to reconstruct an alienability distinction

to any level higher than Proto-Central Lamaholot (PCL) and Proto-Western

Lamaholot (PWL).

The innovationof an alienability distinction inLamaholot couldbe con-

tact-induced or internally-driven. All evidence points to contact-induced

change for this feature. The structural similarities of distinguishing alien-

able and inalienablepossession inTimor-Alor-Pantar languages and in those

Austronesian languages that distinguish these two types suggest structural

diffusion. Alienability appears to be inherited in the TAP languages but in-

novated in Western Lamaholot and Central Lamaholot. Therefore, the TAP

languages or languages typologically similar to TAP are a likely source of

the feature that entered Western Lamaholot and Central Lamaholot. It is

possible that there was contact with a now extinct branch of the TAP fam-

ily that had been present in the Solor Archipelago or with a language that

was typologically similar to TAP. There is considerable diversity of strategies

to distinguish alienable and inalienable among Lamaholot varieties. There-

fore, it is more likely that the varieties developed the pattern individually in

the Central Lamaholot and in theWestern Lamaholot varieties. There is also

no phonological evidence that Central Lamaholot andWestern Lamaholot

share a common proto-language on a level below Proto-Flores-Lembata (cf.

§5.3). There remains the possibility that the alienability distinction attested

in the WL and CL subgroups was innovated through independent contact

scenarios at the level of their respective proto-languages. However, for WL
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even this hypothesis needs to be taken with precaution considering the di-

versity of this feature within the subgroup. It is very well possible that the

alienability distinction developed after Proto-WL had split up into different

varieties. For CL not enough is known about this feature in other varieties

than Central Lembata to decide whether it goes back to PCL or not.

8.3 Property nouns

8.3.1 Overview

Cross-linguistically, properties of a nominal referent canbe either expressed

by adjectives, or they are expressed by words that fall into the category of

nouns or of verbs (Dixon 1982). Many Austronesian languages do not have

a morpho-syntactic class of adjectives. Words that express properties are

usually expressed by stative verbs (Blust 2013:493). Property nouns are not

considered an inherited feature in Austronesian languages. However, there

are some Austronesian languages in which property words in attributive

position behave morpho-syntactically in the same way as possessed nouns

and these languages are spoken around New Guinea, an area where non-

Austronesian languages are the majority (Blust 2013:493). Blust (2013:493)

does not explicitly say that this phenomenon could be a result of contact.

Nevertheless, it is striking that it is only found in the vicinity of non-Austro-

nesian languages.

The Flores-Lembata languages are a parallel case to Blust (2013:493) for

New Guinea. The Flores-Lembata languages are an Austronesian language

group with properties expressed by nouns. In many cases these are clear

nominalisations. Central andWestern Lamaholot also use possessed nouns.

Themap in Figure 8.2 shows howpropertywords have been classified in

the Austronesian and non-Austronesian languages of the area. It becomes

clear that in both language families, the classification of property words as

verbs and as nouns is wide-spread. Only in a few languages, property words

form their own word class of adjectives. In some Austronesian, i.e. Cent-

ral Lamaholot and Western Lamaholot, as well as some of the Timor-Alor-

Pantar languages of Pantar and of Timor, property words can be possessed.
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In this section, I discuss property words, i. e. words that express adjectival

concepts, and their classification as verbs or nouns. I show that property

concepts are expressed by nominals in all Flores-Lembata languages, a fea-

ture which is also found in most Austronesian languages of Timor and in

the TAP family but not in AN languages further west. This section is struc-

tured as follows. I have argued above that property nouns are not an inher-

ited feature in Austronesian languages. Neither can the feature be recon-

structed to amore recent ancestor, suchasProto-Bima-Lembata, as property

nouns are not attested in the Austronesian languages of Sumba, Western

Flores and Central Flores which are all part of this subgroup, as I demon-

strate in §8.3.2. In §8.3.3 I provide evidence that in all Flores-Lembata lan-

guages property words can be classified as nouns. Based on the evidence

presented before, this feature is an innovation in the Flores-Lembata lan-

guages. As it is found in all languages of the subgroup, it is likely to be an in-

novation of Proto-Flores-Lembata that was passed on to all modern FL lan-

guages. In §8.3.4, I show that many Austronesian languages of Timor also

have property nouns. An additional feature of property nouns is found in

Central Lamaholot and in WL-Lewoingu. In these languages, as I demon-

strate in §8.3.5, property nouns can be possessed in attributive position and

thus constitute a possessive constructionwith the noun that theymodify se-

mantically. Finally in §8.3.6, I examine the possibilities of language-internal

development versus contact-induced innovation for the feature of property

nouns inFlores-Lembata. I conclude that thenominal characteristics of prop-

erty words in FL can be explained by an analogy between property attribute

and possessed noun, as both occur following another noun in the NP. How-

ever, I also observe that similar structural features are attested in the TAP

languages which makes (possessed) property nouns an areal feature that

may have diffused either way.

8.3.2 No property nouns

In this section, I show that propertywords in the languages of Central Flores,

Western Flores, Sumba and Sabu do not show any nominal properties, such

as nominalising or possessive morphology. I also show that the structural

parallel between possessed nouns and property words that is attested in

the Flores-Lembata languages does not hold for the languages further west

discussed in this section. This makes them structurally different from the
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languages of Flores-Lembata that have property nouns. As the languages

of Flores, Sumba and Sabu are the closest relatives of the Flores-Lembata

family, the absence of property nouns in these languages supports the hy-

pothesis that this feature is an innovation in the FL family.

The languages of Central Flores are largely isolating, therefore there is

no morphological marking to distinguish word classes. According to Baird

(2002:134), property words in Keo behave like verbs, not like nouns. Differ-

ent to the Flores-Lembata languages, there is no morpho-syntactic parallel

between an attributive property word and a possessed noun. In a Keo, the

possessed noun, such as iné ‘mother’ (15a), precedes the other noun in the

NP, while the property word, such as petu ‘hot’ (15b), follows the noun. In

the Flores-Lembata languages, the possessed noun and the property word

both follow the noun (cf. §8.3.6.3).

(15) Keo

a. iné

mother

dako

dog

‘dog’s mother’ (Baird 2002:213)

b. kopi

coffee

petu

hot

‘hot coffee’ (Baird 2002:134)

InManggarai, a language ofWestern Flores, attributive propertywords, such

asmese ‘big’ in (16), do not show any marking.

(16) Manggarai

mbaru

house

mese

big

‘big house’ (Semiun 1993:30)

Attributive property words inManggarai as in the example above are differ-

ent from possessed nouns, such as baju ‘shirt’ in (17). Possessed nouns are

noun phrase initial and connected to the possessor noun with the particle

de. Attributive property words follow the noun they modify and no particle

can be inserted in between the two words. Predicative property words are

also unmarked, such asmese ‘big’ in (18).
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(17) Manggarai

baju

shirt

de

poss

ame

father

‘the shirt of the father’ (Semiun 1993:41)

(18) Manggarai

Mbaru

house

ho’o

this

mese.

big

‘This house is big. ’ (Semiun 1993:30)

However, Manggarai is not completely isolating as is the case for the lan-

guages of Central Flores as it has personmarking enclitics (Semiun 1993:17-

18), which can be attached optionally to reduplicated property words in

predicative position (19). Reduplicated property words yield an intensified

meaning translated with ‘very’.

(19) Manggarai

John

name

pintar-pintar(-n/-na).

clever-clever-3sg

‘John is very clever.’ (Semiun 1993:31)

Theperson suffixesusually attach tonouns and index thepossessor (Semiun

1993:20) or to verbs and index the actor (Semiun 1993:18-19). The suffixes

never attach to a property word, unless it is reduplicated, thus semantically

intensified, such as in (19) above.

In Kambera on Sumba, properties are expressed by intransitive verbs

(Klamer 1998:115-118). Also in Hawu on Sabu, properties are expressed by

verbs (Walker 1982:25).

8.3.3 Property nouns in the FL languages

8.3.3.1 Sika

Property words in Sika do not take any productive morphological mark-

ing (Arndt 1937:12). So there is no synchronic clear morphological basis to

either group them with nouns or verbs. In this section, I show that, nev-

ertheless, Sika property words can be classified as nominals based on the

derivational strategies used to generate property attributes. Part of the Sika
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property nouns are generated by nominalisingmorphology which uses pos-

sessive suffixes.

There are three possessive suffix variants in Sika: -n, -ŋ and -t (cf. Lewis

andGrimes 1995:607; Fricke 2014a:39-40). These suffixesmark a vowel-final

noun as possessed by a 3sg possessor (20a), but also have a nominalising

function (20b). Consonant-final nouns do not receive any marking (Fricke

2014a:39-40). As the same suffixes also appear on derived attributes, such as

in (20c), they can be analysed as nominalisations.

(20) a. SK-Krowe

Rapa

name

mu'u-n

banana-poss
‘Rapa’s banana’ (Lewis and Grimes 1995:608)

b. SK-Hewa

maté-n

dead-poss
‘corpse’ (Fricke 2014a:45)

c. SK-Krowe

telo

egg

hena-n

boil-poss
‘a boiled egg’ (Lewis and Grimes 1995:608)

Variation between the alveolar nasal n and the velar nasal ng is regional. The

southeastern varieties of Sika have n, while the varieties further west have

a velar nasal ng (Lewis and Grimes 1995:603). Lewis and Grimes (1995:607)

state that the functional difference between the nasal suffixes and the suffix

-t remains unclear. I observe for SK-Hewa that the choice of the possess-

ive suffix appears to be related to the semantics of the referent. The suffix

-n is more frequent and mainly used for non-human referents, whereas the

suffix -t shows a tendency towards human referents and is more marginal.

In addition, the variant -t mainly occurs on nouns in attributive position in

SK-Hewa (Fricke 2014a:46). It is unknown whether these restrictions also

hold for other varieties of Sika. It could be that -t goes back to a first person

plural inclusive suffix (Fricke 2014a:47), as the nasal suffix is clearly associ-

ated with the 3sg. Lewis and Grimes (1995:607) state that there is evidence

for an older system of a complete person paradigm of possessor suffixes.

However, nowadays only the third person singular forms are productive.
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The target category for an attribute modifying a noun, such as hena-n

‘boiled’ (20c), thus appears to be nominal. This explains why there are fos-

silised nominalising suffixes -n and -t on some Sika property words such as

those in Table 8.2.

Table 8.2: Derived property nouns in Sika

Root Derivative Source

blo ‘class.long’ blo-n ‘long’ Fricke 2014a:46

du'a ‘woman’ du'a-t ‘female’ Fricke 2014a:46

da'a ‘arrive’ da'a-n ‘raw, green’ Fricke 2014a:46

mara ‘thirsty’ mara-k ‘dried up’ Arndt 1937:12

The suffix -k, in contrast to -n and -t, has not been explicitly stated as a pos-

sessivemarker ornominaliser for Sika.However, it is found in examples such

asmara-k ‘dried up’. A suffix -k has been analysed as a nominaliser or adjec-

tiviser for the neighbouring language WL-Lewolema (Pampus 1999:35). A

suffix -k even appears to bemorewide-spread regionally, as it is also attested

as an adjectiviser in Tetun Fehan (van Klinken 1999:88-90).

Theevidencepresentedpoints to anominal character of propertywords.

However, this is only clear when a property noun is derived from another

word transparent through a nominalisation process. The majority of prop-

erty words do not show any nominalisation morphology, such as SK-Hewa

gahar ‘tall’ in (21), geté' ‘big’ or gu ‘old’. These adjectives appear in attributive

position without any derivation.

(21) SK-Hewa

tépi

sitting.place

gahar

high

‘high sitting place’ (Fricke 2014a:55)

Suchnon-derivedpropertynouns arenot clearly nominal, but as theprocess

to gain new property words has been shown to be nominalisation, as hena-n

‘boil-poss > boiled’ above, it can be assumed that in Sika the target category

to express a property is nominal.
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8.3.3.2 Lamaholot

In all varieties of Lamaholot that have been described, words that express

properties in attributive position can be classified as nouns. There are two

morpho-syntactic properties that point to their nominal character.

First, many property words in attributive position are obviously nomin-

alisations. This means that they are derived from a root by means of affixa-

tion, similar to what has been shown for Sika in the previous section. How-

ever, in Lamaholot these derivation processes are much more salient than

in Sika and the variety of nominalisation affixes is bigger. For the varieties

of Lamaholot, two subtypes of property words have been described. One

of them concerns words that are inherently nominal and the other subtype

contains words that are derived from an adjectival root using nominalising

affixes.3

I provide details on this for two varieties of Western Lamaholot (WL)

and one variety of Central Lamaholot (CL). No Eastern Lamaholot data is

available on this topic.

ForWL-Lewotobi, Nagaya (2011:175) differentiates adjectival nouns and

adjectival verbs. Adjectival nouns, such aswu'ũ ‘new’, are nominal, based on

theirmorpho-syntax. They can be used asNPs, as verbal objects or in predic-

ate position, and as attributes of other nouns without any formal changes

(Nagaya 2011:176). Adjectival verbs, such as béle' ‘big’, are nominalised op-

tionally in predicate function and obligatorily in attributive function using

the nominalisation suffix -N (nasalisation of the final vowel) or enclitic =kẽ

(Nagaya 2011:178-179). The suffixes -N and =kẽ are otherwise used to indicate

inalienable and alienable possession respectively (cf. §8.2.3.1). For property

nouns, the suffix -N is used for “stage-level adjectives” and the suffix =kẽ is

used for “individual-level adjectives” (Nagaya 2011:177).

ForWL-Lamalera, Keraf (1978a:107-111) distinguishes adjectives that just

have one form regardless in which syntactic context they occur, such as fu

‘new’ or alus ‘good’, and adjectives that have a root form and a derived form,

3 These adjectival roots are only used in particular morpho-syntactic contexts when the

property concept is modified. In these contexts the nominalised forms are not allowed.

This holds for all Lamaholot varieties and is described for CL-Central Lembata in §3.6.7.

In addition, in Western Lamaholot varieties, the roots can also optionally be used as

predicates (cf. Keraf (1978a:178-179) for WL-Lamalera and Nagaya (2011:178) for WL-

Lewotobi).
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such as muulu / mulur ‘straight’. There are several different derivation pro-

cesses that group those adjectives that undergo derivation, such as nasal-

isation of the final vowel, infixation with -n-, or final consonant deletion or

insertion. For those adjectives that have two forms, the derivatives and roots

can both appear in predicate function inWL-Lamalera (Keraf 1978a:112-113),

while only the derived forms are permitted in attributive function (Keraf

1978a:112). This is similar to the adjectival verbs inWL-Lewotobi, where only

the nominalised adjectival verb can appear in attributive function.

In CL-Central Lembata, there are also two types of property nouns as in

WL-Lamalera. Property nouns that are underived and inherently nominal,

such asweru ‘new’ or klemur ‘fat’, and property nouns that became nominal

through a historic derivation process, such as knating ‘hot’ that is derived

from the root kati ‘hot’ by nominalisation using the infix -n- (cf. §3.3.6). In

contrast to theWestern Lamaholot varieties described above, in CL-Central

Lembata, the nominalised formof propertywordswith two froms is obligat-

ory in predicate and attributive function (cf. §3.6.6). In addition, in Central

Lamaholot varieties, property words in attributive position take possessor

suffixes that otherwise only appear on possessed nouns (cf. §8.3.5).

8.3.3.3 Alorese

Although Alorese is part of theWestern Lamaholot group, it has developed

in its own way (cf. §1.2.4.2, §4.1.3). From a historical perspective, Alorese

property words are roots, such as WL-Alorese (Baranusa) bura for ‘white’

(Klamer 2011:124) or fossilised nominalisation with suffix, such as in WL-

Alorese (Alor Besar) burakang ‘white’ (Moro 2016a), which is a fossilised

formof bura-k-[a]ng ‘white-nmlz-3sg.poss’.Thewordbura ‘white’ goesback

toProto-Flores-Lembata (PFL) *budaʔwhichagain goesback toProto-Malayo-

Polynesian (PMP) *budaq ‘white’. The presence of roots and fossilised de-

rivatives without functional difference could mean that, at the time when

Alorese split fromWestern Lamaholot, the nominalisation of property roots

was still an activeprocesswhich thenwas lost and the forms fossiliseddue to

second language learning in the Alorese community, as has been proposed

for all other Alorese morphology (Klamer 2011:24,26).
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8.3.3.4 Kedang

In Kedang, property concepts are either expressed as verbs or as nouns.

In predicate function, the property word takes a verbal suffix (22a). In at-

tributive function, vowel-final property nouns are nominalised with suffix

-n (22b).

(22) KD-Leuwayang

a. Mo'

2sg.poss

a̤ba

necklace

al̤u=né.

nice=3sg

‘Your necklace is nice.’ (Samely 1991a:84)

b. Mo'

2sg.poss

a̤ba

necklace

al̤u-n

nice-nmlz

toi'=né.

missing=3sg

‘Your nice necklace is missing.’ (Samely 1991a:84)

The suffix -n used on property words in attributive position is a nominaliser

(Samely 1991a:67). It cannominalisewords fromdifferent classes, suchasdéi

‘to follow’ becoming déin ‘offspring’ ormaté ‘dead’ becomingmatén ‘corpse’.

But as in the example above, the same suffix also nominalises attributive

property words.

8.3.3.5 Summary

All Flores-Lembata languages show active or fossilised nominalisation pro-

cesses on all or part of their property words. In Sika and Kedang a suffix -n is

used as a nominaliser for property words. In the varieties of Central Lama-

holot a variety of nominalisationprocesses are attested forwords expressing

property concepts, which include the infix -n- and the suffix -k. In the vari-

eties of Western Lamaholot a mix of both situations is found. There is vari-

ation in the extent to which the nominalised forms are used. In some variet-

ies, they are only found in attributive position, such as in Kedang, whereas

others also use them optionally or obligatorily in predicate position. How-

ever, nominalised forms of property words are never found in graded, in-

tensified or negated contexts. There they always appear in the root form. In

Sika, Lamaholot and Kedang, there are also property words which are not

nominalised. In Kedang, these are all property words with consonant-final

stems. In Lamaholot and Sika the distinction is not phonologically condi-

tioned and seems irregular.
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8.3.4 Property nouns in the AN languages of Timor

In this section, I show that there are structural similarities betweenproperty

words in theFlores-Lembata languages and in someAustronesian languages

of Timor.

Among theAustronesian languages of Timor, there are languageswhere

property words have been analysed as nouns, such as in Amarasi (Edwards

2016a:233), in the Funai variety of Helong (Edwards 2018a), in the languages

of Rote (Jonker 1915:457), and inWelaun (Edwards 2019). But there are also

languages, such as Tetun, where property words have nominal and verbal

properties (van Klinken 1999:52). In Welaun, property nouns are nominal-

ised with affixes that are related to possessive morphology. There are also

languages that have been described as having a distinct category of adject-

ives, such as South Mambae (Fogaça 2017:148-149) or Helong (Balle 2017)

but this categorisation appears to be based on the semantics of these words

and not on their formal properties.

In Amarasi there is nomorpho-syntactic basis to distinguish nouns and

adjectives (Edwards 2016a:233).Apropertyword, suchas ko'u ‘big/U’ in (23),

is morpho-syntactically a noun.4

(23) Amarasi

faut

stone/m

ko'u

big/u

‘(a) big stone’ (Edwards 2016a:230,243)

Superficially this construction appears similar to a possessive construction

in Amarasi as the one in (24). However, a possessor noun, such as Smara'

‘Smara'/u’ in (24), is unmetathesised,markedwith u in the gloss, in contrast

to amodified noun, such as faut ‘stone/m’ in (23) which is marked with m in

the gloss.

(24) Amarasi

Smara'

Smara'/u

tuna-n

top/u-3sg.gen

‘top of Smara” (Edwards 2016a:261)

4 The abbreviations ‘m’ and ‘u’ in the glosses mean meathesised (m) and unmetathesised

(u). In Amarasi, synchronic metathesis is a salient feature of multiple parts of the gram-

mar (Edwards 2016a). The modified noun, here faut ‘stone/m’ appears in the metathes-

ised form whereas the property noun ko'u ‘big/u’ is unmetathesised.
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InWelaun, a Central Timor language, modifiers take an optional suffix -aan

that is historically related to a third person singular genetive suffix and also

functions as a nominaliser Edwards (2019). Thus modifiers, and property

words as kinds of modifiers, are structurally nominals, as they are derived

using nominalisation morphology. This is similar to what is described for

the languages of Flores-Lembata discussed in §8.3.3.

In Tetun, property words share certain features with intransitive verbs

(vanKlinken 1999:52).However, there are alsoproperties sharedwithnouns,

suchasderivationalmorphology (vanKlinken 1999:58). Synchronically, prop-

erty words in Tetun can be derived using, among others, the circumfix k-...-k

or the suffix -k (van Klinken 1999:87-89) but there are no records of pos-

sessive suffixes on these words. In attributive position, the property word

appears in its derived formwith final k, such as in (25). This suffix -k is prob-

ably ultimately related to the Lamaholot suffix -k used to derive property

nouns (cf. §3.3.6.2).

(25) Tetun

tua

wine

moruk

bitter

‘bitter wine’ (van Klinken 1999:90)

There is also a connection to possessive suffixes, in a similar way as it has

been found in Sika (cf. §8.3.3.1). Tetun resultatives in attributive position

are derived from verbs using the suffix -n which is also a genitive suffix (cf.

§9.3.3.2), such as sona-n ‘fried’ derived from sona ‘fry’ (van Klinken 1999:92).

8.3.5 Possessed property nouns

In the varieties of Central Lamaholot and in the Lewoingu variety of West-

ern Lamaholot, an additional feature of property nouns is attested. Property

nouns can be morphologically possessed in attributive position. Thus, in

this position they arepossessednouns.This is parallel towhatBlust (2013:493)

has proposed for some Austronesian languages in the New Guinea area.

In CL-Central Lembata, the possessor suffixes -n ‘3sg.poss’ and -ja/-i

‘3pl.poss’ are used on vowel-final inalienable nouns as well as on property

nouns that are vowel-final (cf. §3.4.3), such asweru ‘new’ in (26a) and (26b).
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(26) CL-Central Lembata

a. una

house

weru-n

new-3sg.poss

‘a new house’ (NB:34.3)

b. una

house

weru-ja

new-3pl.poss

‘new houses’ (NB:34.11)

For consonant-final stems, the third person singular possessor suffix is zero,

such as on the noun kédak ‘big’ in (27a), and the third person plural suffix is

-i ‘3pl.poss’, such as in (27b).

(27) CL-Central Lembata

a. magu

old.man

kédak

big

tu

one

wé

prox

‘this big man’ (S5:33)

b. magu

old.man

kédak-i

big-3pl.poss

spati

four

‘the four clan heads’ Lit. ‘the four big men’ (L3:283)

In the neighbouring variety of CL-Atadei, it appears possible to attach a

third person singular suffix -n even to consonant-final stems (28). In this

case, an epenthetic schwa <e> is inserted between the final consonant of

the stem and the suffix -n.

(28) CL-Atadei Painara

méja

table

golok-en

tall-3sg.poss

‘a tall table’ (Krauße 2016:120)

For this language, no example of a plural noun with property attribute is

available. However, a plural form -i ‘3pl.poss’ is given in a list of possessor

suffixes (Krauße 2016:121).

WL-Lewoingu also has suffixes on the property noun in attributive func-

tion, as shown in (29) where the property wordmite ‘black’ has a possessor

suffix, while the property word béle ‘big’ does not.

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/fcc8d085-1fb7-44ce-9099-4cc082426338
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/fcc8d085-1fb7-44ce-9099-4cc082426338
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/14604707-89ad-4170-b1e2-2669e4c71f11
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/54ee5518-8f6c-4933-8cb7-b6764ab89e7f
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(29) WL-Lewoingu

inamelaké

man

mé'énen

that

aho

dog

mite-nen

black-3sg.poss

béle

big

‘that man’s big black dog’ (Nishiyama and Kelen 2007:27)

Nishiyama and Kelen (2007:27-28) state that there is variation is the pres-

ence or absence of the possessor suffixes on property words.

Among theAustronesian languages of the area, possessedpropertynouns

appear to be unique to some varieties of Lamaholot. As shown in §8.3.3 and

§8.3.4, in the other languages of Flores-Lembata, as well as in several Au-

stronesian languages of Timor, some property nouns are derived from other

words via nominalisation using genitive suffixes. However, none of these

languages has synchronically possessed property nouns as a regular pattern.

In Amarasi on Timor, there are some cases of property nominals that take

genitive suffixes in predicate position (Edwards 2016a:258-259) but none

are attested in attributive position. This is the opposite to Central Lama-

holot and WL-Lewoingu where attributive property nouns take possessor

suffixes, while property nouns in predicative position cannot take suffixes.

Although, Amarasi property concepts are expressed by nominals as is also

the case in the languages of Flores-Lembata, they cannot be possessed in

attributive position.

8.3.6 The rise of property nouns in Flores-Lembata

8.3.6.1 Summary

Table 8.3 summarises the analysis of property words in the AN languages of

the area. For the Flores-Lembata languages, as well as the AN languages of

Timor, nominal properties are more salient, while in the languages of Cent-

ral andWestern Flores and of Sumba, no nominal properties are attested.

Table 8.3: Classification of property words in AN languages

Language Property words are ...

Flores-Lembata

Sika nouns

Kedang nouns
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Language Property words are ...

Central Lamaholot (possessed) nouns

Western Lamaholot (possessed) nouns

Central Flores, Western Flores and Sumba

Keo unmarked, analysed as verbs

Manggarai unmarked

Kambera intransitive verbs

Hawu verbs

Timor

Tetun verbs / nouns

South Mambae unmarked

Welaun nouns

Amarasi nouns

Helong (Funai) nouns

In the domain of property words, the Flores-Lembata languages do not be-

have like their closest Austronesian relatives of the region, the languages

of Central andWestern Flores and Sumba that express properties by verbs.

In the Flores-Lembata languages examined here, there are still remnants of

verbal qualities in some of the words that express properties. However, es-

pecially in attributive position, property words have more nominal charac-

teristics. The main features are (i) nominalising morphology on forms that

express properties and (ii) possessed nominals in attributive position.

Alsomost Austronesian languages of Timor, such as Amarasi orWelaun,

appear to be atypical for Austronesian languages as their property concepts

are not expressed by verbs, but rather by nouns. Nominalisation morpho-

logy can be found on property words, such as for example inWelaun. How-

ever, possessive marking on attributive property nouns is not found in the

Austronesian languages of Timor.Thismakes themdifferent fromthoseprop-

erty nouns found in some of the Lamaholot varieties but still similar to the

other languages of Flores-Lembata. The Austronesian languages in Central

andWestern Flores and on Sumba appear to be typical Austronesian as they

express properties by verbs.

From these observations, it can be concluded that the languages of Flo-
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res-Lembata, as well as the Austronesian languages of Timor innovated the

way they express property concepts in morpho-syntactic terms. As innova-

tions can be contact-induced or internally-driven, both possibilities will be

investigated in the following.

8.3.6.2 Evidence for contact-induced change

In this section, I provide information on the expression of properties in

the Timor-Alor-Pantar (TAP) languages and discuss the question whether

these languages are possible donor languages for the structural innovation

of property nouns in Flores-Lembata.

Based onwhat is knownon the languages of theTimor-Alor-Pantar fam-

ily, property words either fall into the class of verbs or they form their own

class.However,mostTAP languages lack adistinct class of adjectives (Schap-

per 2014b:14). In case there is a class of adjectives, this class usually shares

some features with nouns. There is a strong tendency for languages of Alor

to have property words patterningwith verbs, whereas on Pantar andTimor

the classification of propertywords as verbal is less frequent andmore nom-

inal properties are attested on words expressing properties.

For the languages Abui (Kratochvíl 2007:109-110), Adang (Robinson and

Haan 2014:248), Kaera (Klamer 2014b:120), Kamang (Schapper 2014a:307),

Wersing (Schapper andHendery 2014:454) andSawila (Kratochvíl 2014:381),

it has been stated that there is no distinction between adjectives and verbs.

For Abui, a small set of adjectives as a separate class has been described.

However, the majority of property concepts is expressed by stative verbs in

this language (Kratochvíl 2007:109-110).

Except for Kaera on the island of Pantar, all the currently known lan-

guages that do not distinguish verbs and adjectives are spoken on the island

of Alor. In the other languages of Pantar that have been described, namely

Teiwa,Western Pantar and Blagar, there is a distinctive class of adjectives. In

addition, the adjectives in Teiwa and Blagar can be possessed under certain

semantic circumstances.

Western Pantar has a separate class of adjectives lacking inflectional

morphology. Adjectives can appear in attributive aswell as predicative posi-

tion. No person prefixes are permitted on adjectives (Holton 2014:55). There

is no parallel between a possessive construction and a noun-attribute con-

struction.
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In Teiwa, adjectives form their own word class (Klamer 2010:116). Ad-

jectives can take possessor prefixes which nominalise the adjective, such as

in (30), where the adjective bunar ‘drunk’ is nominalised by a third person

singular prefix ga- ‘3sg’ which results in ga-bunar ‘the drunk one’.

(30) Teiwa

Ga-bunar

3sg-drunk

a'an!

3sg
‘The drunk one [is] he!’ (Klamer 2010:119)

The possessed adjective refers to “a definite, specific entity out of a larger

set” (Klamer 2010:119). To express an indefinite referent, the adjective has to

be used in its bare form (31).

(31) Teiwa

uy

person

bunar

drunk
‘a drunk person / drunk people’ (Klamer 2010:119)

In Blagar, adjectives also form a class on their own and they are different

from intransitive verbs (Steinhauer 2014:166). However, they share two fea-

tures with nouns, as they can be preceded by a third person singular posses-

sor pronoun in attributive position (32), and they take the same causative

prefix as nouns (33) (Steinhauer 2014:179,193). The use of the possessor pro-

noun in (32) makes the referent of the noun, here bapa ‘crocodile’, specific

in a similar way as has been described for Teiwa above.

(32) Blagar

bapa

crocodile

'e

3sg.poss

kuta

fat

‘the fat crocodile (among other crocodiles)’ (Steinhauer 2014:179)

The causative prefix in (33) is a combination of a person prefix and the infix

-a-. The infix -a- is only found on non-verbal roots in Blagar. Verbal roots use

the infix -i- instead (Steinhauer 2014:195).

(33) Blagar

Na

1sg.sbj

zar

water

'-a-ɓara.

3sg-caus-hot

‘I made the water hot.’ (Steinhauer 2014:193)
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The TAP languages of Timor optionally use a third person possessor pro-

nounwith propertywords in attributive position. InMakasae andMakalero,

a third person plural pronoun can precede the property word in attributive

position and yield a contrastive or specific notion. This is very similar to

what has been described for Teiwa and Blagar above. In (34), the Maka-

sae noun kareta-la ‘car-PL’ and its attribute supa ‘new’ are connected by gi

glossed as ‘link’ in the source. However, the linker gi is actually a third per-

sonpossessorpronoun (Huber 2008:29) and therefore, this noun-attributive

construction can be analysed as a possessive construction.

(34) Makasae
asi

1sg.poss

kareta-la

car-pl

gi

link

supa

new
‘my new cars’ (Huber 2008:29)

The attributive proclitic ki= in Makalero (35) occurs with nouns, verbs and

adjectives (Huber 2011:286). It is homophonous with the third person pos-

sessor prefix ki- (Huber 2011:226). According toHuber (2011:222), theMaka-

sae pronoun gi ‘3sg’ and the Makalero possessor prefix ki- as well as the at-

tributive proclitic ki= are cognate.

(35) Makalero

nana

snake

ki=pere

attr=big.sg

uere

2dem

‘the big snake’ (Huber 2011:285)

In both languages, Makalero andMakasae, property words also have strong

verbal qualities and inMakalero they are explicitly analysed as stative verbs

(Huber 2011:151). ForMakasae, the classification is not entirely clear yet (Huber

2011:28).

In Fataluku, another TAP language in Eastern Timor, adjectives can be

nominalised and possessed in attributive position (36). Here the attribute

tahin ‘beautiful’ is nominalised using the suffix -u ‘nom’ and it is preceded

by a third person pronoun which makes the construction parallel to a pos-

sessive construction.

(36) Fataluku

lau

cloth

i

3sg

tahin-u

beautiful-nom

‘beautiful cloth’ (van Engelenhoven 2009:347)
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In sum, a variety of patterns is found in the TAP languages. The expression

of properties by means of verbs appears to be most wide-spread, as it ap-

pears on Alor, on Timor and also in one language of Pantar. On the islands

of Pantar and the island of Timor, there are cases of nominalised property

words and possessed property words in a similar pattern that has been de-

scribed for the languages of Flores-Lembata in §8.3.3. It could be that the

nominal features of propertywords in theTAP languages goes back to Proto-

Timor-Alor-Pantar because the pattern is found onTimor and on Pantar, the

two most distinct branches of the family. But it could also be that the nom-

inal features of propertywords inTAP are also innovations, as they are in the

Flores-Lembata languages and the Austronesian languages of Timor. There

are several possible ways to explain the development in the AN and non-

AN languages of the area: independent developments, borrowing fromTAP

languages into Austronesian languages, borrowing from Austronesian lan-

guages into TAP languages or borrowing from a third source into TAP and

AN languages.

The fact that, also in the AN languages of Timor, there is a tendency for

property words to have nominal features (cf. §8.3.4), makes this an areal

feature that is found scattered in Austronesian as well as non-Austronesian

languages all over Timor, Alor, Pantar and the Solor Archipelago but not fur-

ther west. This areal feature could have diffused through these languages.

8.3.6.3 Evidence for internally-driven change

In this section, I present evidence for an internally-driven development of

nominalised andpossessedpropertywords in theFlores-Lembata languages.

There is a conceptual overlap between the categories of nouns and adject-

ives and these two categories are semantically not always distinguishable

(Dixon 1982; Wierzbicka 1988; Sassoon 2013). Members of both categories

can be, for example, gradable or vague (Sassoon 2013:3-4). This semantic

proximity between typical nominal and adjectival concepts makes it pos-

sible that property concepts are expressed by nouns in many languages of

the world.

In the Flores-Lembata languages, a crucial syntactic change in the lan-

guages, namely the shift from postposed possessor nouns to preposed pos-

sessor nouns, could have triggered the reanalysis of adjectives as nouns, and

in particular as possessed nouns. As I will discuss in §9.2, the languages of
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Flores-Lembata have changed the order of possessor and possessed noun,

probably due to contactwith non-Austronesian languages. In a typical west-

ernAustronesian language, allmodifiers follow the noun theymodify. These

post-nominal modifiers can express possessors, wholes of a part, or proper-

ties, such as in the examples from Indonesian given in (37), where themod-

ified noun buah ‘fruit’, given in bold, is followed by the possessor noun orang

‘person’, the holonym (whole of a part) kelapa ‘coconut tree’ and the prop-

erty word or attribute busuk ‘rotten’.

(37) Indonesian

a. buah

fruit

orang

person

‘a person’s fruit’

b. buah

fruit

kelapa

coconut.tree

‘a coconut (fruit)’

c. buah

fruit

busuk

rotten

‘a rotten fruit’

In case of preposed possessor languages, such as the Flores-Lembata lan-

guages, nominal possessors aswell aswholes of parts, which are a subtype of

possessive constructions, are placed preceding the noun they modify. How-

ever, properties or attributes remain postnominal. This leads to the follow-

ing structure in a language such as CL-Central Lembata in (38), where the

noun wua / wuak ‘fruit’ is preceded by the possessor noun ata ‘person’, the

holonym tapu ‘coconut tree’ but followedby the attributive property knewak

‘rotten’. Themodified noun is given in bold to highlight the inconsistency in

position compared to the Indonesian example in (37) above.
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(38) CL-Central Lembata

a. ata

person

wuak

fruit

‘a person’s fruit’

b. tapu

coconut.tree

wuak

fruit

‘a coconut (fruit)’

c. wua

fruit

knewak

rotten

‘a rotten fruit’

After this syntactic change of preposing the possessor and the holonym in

a noun phrase but not property words, property words have the same syn-

tactic position as possessed nouns, and not the same as possessors, aswould

be in the case of a typical Austronesian language. This realignment could

have caused the reanalysis of a property words as a possessed noun or part

of whole, which are typically nominals. In Central Lamaholot, the construc-

tion has beenmade into a full possessive construction by allowing possessor

suffixes on the property noun under certain conditions (cf. 3.3.4.2).

8.3.6.4 Conclusions

In the two preceding sections, evidence for a contact-induced as well as an

independent development of the nominal character of property words in

the Flores-Lembata languages was presented.

I argue that nominalised and possessed propertywords in the languages

of Flores-Lembata are a result of the preceding contact-induced word or-

der change in the adnominal possessive construction (cf. §9.2). The pre-

posing of the possessor led to the reanalysis of the property word as a pos-

sessednoun in attributive position.Only inCentral andWestern Lamaholot,

these nouns are morphologically marked for possession but in all Flores-

Lembata languages, they are nominal. This internally-driven process of re-

analysis could have been reinforced by contact with languages that had or

have nominal property words, such as the Timor-Alor-Pantar languages, as

shown in§8.3.6.2. Property nouns couldhave been a feature of Proto-Timor-

Alor-Pantar because it is attested in the TAP languages of Timor as well as

in the TAP languages of Pantar. These languages belong to two very distant
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branches of the TAP family. Therefore, it could be that the feature of prop-

erty nouns is inherited from Proto-TAP, a proto-language with which the

Flores-Lembata languages or rather their ancestor PFL could have been in

contact.

Also in the Austronesian languages of Timor the attributive property

aligns with the possessed noun and the part of whole in a noun phrase and

is nominal inmost languages. Thus, in the Austronesian languages of Timor,

the same reanalysis of property words as (possessed) nouns can be pro-

posed. These languages also have undergone a syntactic change from post-

posed to preposed nominal possessors.

I conclude, that property nouns are an areal feature which possibly has

diffused between Austronesian and non-Austronesian languages but it is

not always possible to determine the direction of diffusion. However, there

is some evidence that the feature is an old feature in TAP (going back to

PTAP) rather than an innovation.

8.4 Plural marking on nouns

8.4.1 Overview

In East Nusa Tenggara and Timor-Leste, most Austronesian languages do

not mark number on nouns in a formal way. However, there are several lan-

guages in the eastern part of the area that have developed plural words or

pluralmorphemes tomark nouns, as indicated on themap in Figure 8.3. For

the languages indicated as having pluralmarking, thismarking canbe either

by plural words or plural suffixes. In the following section, the strategies are

explained in more detail per language.

In Austronesian languages in general, plurality marking on nouns is not

a wide-spread phenomenon. Nevertheless, a putative plural infix *-ar- has

been reconstructed for PAN (Blust 2013:389). However, the cases of plural

marking described for the area studied here cannot be explained as reflexes

of this affix. They must be considered innovations.

In this section,morpho-syntactic strategies for pluralmarking on nouns

are discussed. Plural marking by means of suffixes or plural words is a fea-

ture of all TAP languages and some Austronesian languages of Timor and

some of the Flores-Lembata group.
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I have argued above that, although plural marking of nouns does occur in

several Austronesian languages of all branches, the phenomenon is not an

inherited feature for theAustronesian languages of theFlores-Lembata fam-

ily as well as those on Timor where it also occurs in many languages.

In §8.4.2, I show that plural marking on nouns is rare in the Flores-

Lembata languages in general but there are clear cases of it. I introduce the

emergence of a plural suffix in CL-Central Lembata which has developed

parallel to a specificity suffix which is only used in singular contexts. Then I

discuss the cases inWestern Lamaholot, the plural word hiré inWL-Alorese

and the associative plural suffix -wé inWL-Lewoingu. Finally, there are non-

obligatory plural words in SK-Hewa and in Kedang for human or animate

referents. In §8.4.3, I demonstrate that in the Austronesian languages of

Timor several instances of nominal plural marking are attested. In §8.4.4, I

show that pluralmarking onnouns appears to be a feature of all Timor-Alor-

Pantar languages. In §8.4.5, I suggest that the concept of plural marking on

nouns was borrowed from TAP languages or from languages typologically

similar to TAP into some Austronesian languages of the area. But instead of

also borrowing actual forms, universal strategies were applied, such as the

grammaticalisation of third person plural pronoun.

8.4.2 Plural in the Flores-Lembata languages

8.4.2.1 Central Lembata

Central Lembata, a variety of Central Lamaholot, has innovated a pair of

number marking suffixes on alienable nouns: -u for singular specific and -ja

for plural. The two suffixes behave morpho-syntactically in the same way

and they are mutually exclusive. At the end of §3.3.2, I discussed the ques-

tion of whether these two suffixes belong to the category of number and

concluded that, synchronically, there is no evidence for that. It appears that

-u ‘spec’ encodes specificity while -ja ‘pl’ encodes plural number. Whether

these two suffixes have been historically one category is difficult to decide.

However, I suggest that they emerged within a common development for

the following reasons: they attach to the same subset of nouns, namely ali-

enablenouns, they cannotbe combinedwith eachother, and theyboth yield

morpho-phonological processes when attaching to the nominal stem.

The plural suffix -ja and the pronoun da ‘3pl’ trace back to Proto-Central
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Lamaholot (PCL) *da ‘3pl’.WhenPCL*da ‘3pl’ attached to vowel-final nouns

to mark them for plurality, the regular sound change of PCL *d > j [dʒ] in

intervocalic position applied (cf. §5.2.2) and the suffix became -ja, such as

in ao-ja ‘dog-pl’ from vowel-final au ‘dog’ (< PMP *asu ‘dog’). This process

caused the preceding vowel to be lowered from high vowel to mid vowel,

thus here fromu to o.WhenPCL *da ‘3pl’ attached to a consonant-final stem

two developments are attested. First, the final consonant was deleted and

the same sound change of PCL *d > j in intervocalic position applied, such

as in angin ‘wind’ (< PMP *haŋin ‘wind’) which becomes angi-ja ‘wind-pl’.

Or second, the final consonant of the stem is retained and the initial con-

sonant of the suffix is lost, such as in wetem ‘millet’ (< PMP *bətəm ‘millet

sp.’) which becomes wetem-a ‘millet-pl’.

The specificity and the plural suffix do not appear on inalienable nouns,

for two reasons. First, the suffix slot is already occupied by a possessor suffix

and second, number as a category is less relevant for inalienable nouns (cf.

§3.3.1 and 3.3.2).

Number marking with suffixes as described here for Central Lembata

appears to spread over all varieties of Central Lamaholot but not overWest-

ern and Eastern Lamaholot. Evidence for this is given in §3.3.3 about coda

alternation because these two phenomena are connected in Central Lama-

holot.

8.4.2.2 Western Lamaholot

Two unrelated instances of plural marking are attested in WL-Alorese and

inWL-Lewoingu.

TheWL language Alorese has a plural word hiré which is placed after a

noun to mark it as plural, such as inmato anang hiré ‘frog small pl’ = ‘(the)

small frogs’ (Moro 2018:178). The word hiré is a grammaticalisation of the

third person plural pronoun inherited from PWL *hira ‘3pl’ (< PMP *si ida

‘they’). This grammaticalisation process has been shown to be a result of

contact with Alor-Pantar languages (Moro 2018).

WL-Lewoingu has a plural suffix -wé which attaches to personal names

and nouns (Nishiyama and Kelen 2007:43). The origin of this suffix is un-

known. However, this suffix does not to appear very frequent as it is only

found on two examples in the grammar of Nishiyama and Kelen (2007:43):

Lado-wé ‘Lado and the folks’ and guru-wé ‘teachers’. Also in both examples
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the referents are human, thus this is probably rather a case of associative

plural, meaning ’X and its people’, than a general plural.

8.4.2.3 Sika and Kedang

Plural words are attested in the Sika variety of Hewa and in Kedang. How-

ever, these plural words are not obligatory and their use is restricted to hu-

man or animate referents. SK-Hewa has a plural word 'ahan only used for

human referents, such as in dédi' anak 'ahan ‘child small pl’ = ‘the small chil-

dren’ (Fricke 2014a:14). The word 'ahan originally means ‘all; entire’ (Pareira

and Lewis 1998:2). In Kedang, there is the word ata which can follow anim-

ate nouns to mark them as plural, such as in au ata oyo ‘dog pl sidewards’ =

‘those dogs’ (Samely and Barnes 2013:73). The use of these plural words is

very restricted and thus different from plural words attested inWL-Alorese

or from the plural suffix attested in CL-Central Lembata.

8.4.3 Plural in the AN languages of Timor

In the Austronesian languages of Timor, several cases of plurality and spe-

cificitymarking are attested but it is not a feature that is found in all Austro-

nesian languages of Timor. There are cases of plural words, as well as plural

suffixes or enclitics.

In Tetun, spoken in the eastern part of Timor, the plural word sia ‘3pl’

is attested, in addition to a singular specific article ida ‘one’ which is ho-

mophonous with the numeral ‘one’ (van Klinken 1999:123-124). The sources

for the Tetun plural word and the specificity marker exactly match with

the sources for the CL-Central Lembata plural and specificity suffixes: the

plural marker is grammaticalised from the third person plural pronoun and

the specificity marker comes from the numeral ‘one’. Further cases of plural

words are attested in Welaun, Mambae, Naueti and Waima’a. Welaun has

hira ‘pl’ derived from PMP *pija ‘howmany’ (Owen Edwards, pers. comm.).

South Mambae (Fogaça 2017:159), Naueti (Veloso 2016) andWaima’a (Him-

melmann et al. 2006) all use the language-internal 3pl pronoun as a plural

word. Also the Malay variety used in Kupang, the biggest city in western

Timor, has calqued the structure of the local languages and developed a

plural word dong from its third person plural pronoun.
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The languageAmarasi inwesternTimor has a plural enclitic =n and a set

of determiner enclitics that mark specificity (Edwards 2016a:214,237,239).

Helonghas aplural suffix -s (Edwards 2018a).TheRote languageshaveplural

enclitics that are related to the the 3pl pronoun ala/ara (Jonker 1908:260;

Jonker 1915:297).

8.4.4 Plural in the Timor-Alor-Pantar languages

All known Timor-Alor-Pantar (TAP) languages mark plurality on nouns, ex-

cept for Bunaq on Timor where nouns are unmarked for number (Schapper

2009:197). The languages of the Alor-Pantar branch of the TAP family have

plural words following nouns. Several of them go back to Proto-Alor-Pantar

(PAP) *non ‘pl’, which functions as a plural word (Klamer et al. 2017:376-

377).

In theTimor branchof the family, plural suffixes or enclitics are attested.

Makasae has a nominal plural suffix -la (Huber 2008:14), such as in asukai-la

‘man-pl’. In Makalero, two optional plural suffixes are attested for nouns: -

raa for kinship terms and -laa for others (Huber 2011:236-237). Fataluku has

a plurality enclitic =éré to mark nouns, such as in olo=éré ‘bird=pl’ meaning

‘birds’ (Heston 2015:21). Although in Bunaq nouns are generally unmarked

for number, there is a pluralmarker for human referents which derives from

the third person plural pronoun hala'i. It is mainly used in its full form but

can also be reduced to =i ‘hum.pl’ (Schapper 2009:197-199).

8.4.5 The emergence of plural marking

Plural marking on nouns is attested in scattered subset of the languages of

Timor, in the Solor Archipelago and the Alor archipelago but not further

west (cf. map in Figure 8.3). All TAP languages have plural marking, most

AN languages of Timor also mark plurality on nouns. Among the Flores-

Lembata languages, plural marking is less wide-spread.

Pluralmarking ismore common in thenon-ANTimor-Alor-Pantar (TAP)

languages of the area than in the Austronesian languages. However, plural

marking in the TAP languages goes back to two unrelated developments.

TheAlor-Pantar branch developed plural words deriving fromPAP *non ‘pl’,

while the Timor branch developed plural morphemes that attach to nouns

as suffixes or enclitics and are unrelated to PAP *non ‘pl’.
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In the Austronesian languages that have pluralmarking, this sometimes

goes hand in hand with specificity marking which could be interpreted as

the singular counterpart of the plural marker. However, synchronically it is

not always clear if these two types of marking belong to the same category

(cf. §3.3.2). Plural marking is an innovation in the Austronesian languages

of the region. The different cases of pluralmarking cannot be reconstructed

to a common ancestor.

The development of a third person plural pronoun into a plural marker

is a commonprocess inAustronesian languages aswell asworld-wide (Holm

2000:215-217; Michaelis 2008:205; Wu 2017:61). The CL-Central Lembata

suffix -ja goes back to the third person plural pronoun PCL *da. On Timor,

there are several cases of 3pl pronouns as sources for plural markers (cf.

§8.4.3). In Tetun, for example, the plural word sia is still identical in form

with the synchronic 3pl pronoun of the language but has broadened its

function.

The plural morphemes in the TAP languages Makalero -raa/-laa, Maka-

sae -la and Fataluku =éré are of unknown origin. However, taking the very

common pathway of 3pl pronoun to plural marker into account, a possible

relation to Austronesian forms of surrounding languages, such as Lakalei,

Idate or Tetun Dili, emerges, as these languages all have sira (< PMP *sida

‘3pl’) as their third personplural pronoun.The second syllable ra could have

developed into the plural marker of the non-Austronesian languages of the

area. The language-internal 3pl pronoun, such as kilooraa in Makalero, is

not a possible source. It is derived from the 3sg pronoun kiloo by adding the

plural suffix -raa (Huber 2011:221).

Twomain conclusions canbedrawn. Firstly, allTAP languageshaveplural

marking on nouns, while in the Austronesian languages, especially in the

easternpart of the area, there is a tendency towardspluralmarking. Secondly,

pluralmarking emerges independently inmost Austronesian languages and

the plural words ormorphemes cannot be reconstructed to higher levels. In

contrast, in the AP languages, a plural word can be reconstructed to Proto-

Alor-Pantar. The more ancient plural marking in the AP languages and the

more recent developments in the Austronesian languages suggest that the

Austronesian languages innovated plural marking. It cannot be proven that

this happened due to contact with AP languages as the forms, reflexes of

PAP *non ‘pl’ for AP languages and reflexes of PMP *sida ‘3pl’ for Austro-

nesian languages of the area, are different. However, there is the possibility
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that only the conceptwas borrowedbut not the form.Moro (2018) describes

the case of Alorese where the concept of marking plurality, by means of a

plural word, was borrowed from neighbouring AP languages, but not the

form. Alorese grammaticalised a 3pl pronoun going back to Proto-Western

Lamaholot (PWL) *hira ‘3pl’ into a plural word. The same scenario could

be imagined for Central Lembata and several languages of Timor. However,

in the cases of Central Lembata and Timor, the potential donor language

which uses a plural marker is not spoken in the direct vicinity anymore but

could have been there in the past.

8.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, I discussed threemorpho-syntactic innovations in the nom-

inal domain that are attested in the Flores-Lembata family and also among

the Austronesian languages of Timor. One of these innovations, property

nouns, can be reconstructed to Proto-Flores-Lembata (PFL). The other two

features, an alienability distinction and plural marking on nouns, cannot be

reconstructed to PFL but they are rather innovated in some of the FL sub-

groups.

In Figure 8.4, I illustrate in which languages or language groups the in-

novations occur. For the AN languages of Timor, the symbols are placed be-

low the subgroupbecause the features arenot found inall languagesof these

groups andmost likely do not go back to the proto-languages but rather de-

veloped on lower levels. As the scope of this dissertation does not include

Timor languages in detail, in this figure, I do not provide further details in

which languages of Timor the features occur. The tree structure is based on

the current knowledge on the languages investigated (cf. §1.3.1).

Each of these three features in the Flores-Lembata languages appears to

have a slightly different history. A formal distinction between alienable and

inalienable possession is most likely a non-Austronesian feature that dif-

fused intoWestern Lamaholot and Central Lamaholot (§8.2). Similarly, the

concept of plural marking on nouns possibly diffused fromnon-Austronesi-

an languages into several Flores-Lembata languages (cf. §8.4). WL-Alorese

andCentral Lamaholot have general pluralmarker. In SK-Hewa,Kedang and

WL-Lewoingu, the plural markers attested are restricted to animates or hu-

mans.
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Figure 8.4: Innovations in the nominal domain

An alienability distinction and plural marking are both also attested in the

Alor-Pantar (AP) languages which are located in geographic proximity to

Flores-Lembata. The features are found in all AP languages and can be re-

constructed as features of Proto-Alor-Pantar (PAP). The fact that alienabil-

ity and plural marking are old features in AP but new features in some of

the FL languages suggests possible structural borrowing from AP languages

into some of the FL languages. However, the donor languages could also

have been languages that are typologically similar to the TAP languages. As

no lexical material is borrowed, there is no clear proof that TAP languages

were involved in the development of thesemorpho-syntactic features in the

Flores-Lembata languages.

Also in some of the AN languages of Timor, the same two features of

plural marking and an alienability distinction are attested. These feature

may very well also have emerged due to contact with non-Austronesian lan-

guages but in a process distinct and independent from the developments in

Flores-Lembata.

The PFL feature of property nouns is different, as it is less clear whether
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it is an old AP features (cf. §8.3.6.4). Property nouns have been innovated in

PFL as a consequence of the preposing of the possessor in the noun phrase

that happened earlier in the language’s history (cf. §8.3). As the preposing

of the nominal possessor happened due to non-Austronesian influence (cf.

§9.2), nominalised and possessed property words can be seen as an indir-

ect consequence of contact. Although this cannot be attributed directly to

contact, it must be noted that property nouns appear to be an areal feature

only found inFlores-Lembata, partly onTimor and inTAP, but not onSumba

and Flores, which corresponds exactly to the distribution of the other two

nominal features: alienability distinction and plural marking.





CHAPTER9

Innovations in the noun phrase

9.1 Introduction

In this chapter, I discuss three syntactic features of the noun phrase that

have been innovated in all Flores-Lembata languages, as well as in some

closely related Austronesian languages. In the unrelated Timor-Alor-Pantar

(TAP) languages the same features are attested. These areal features are (i)

pre-nominal possessor (Poss-N), (ii) post-nominal locative nouns (N-Loc)

and (iii) post-nominal numerals (N-Num). The three features are not inher-

ited from an Austronesian ancestor but are innovated in the Austronesian

languages due to contact with non-Austronesian languages.

Table 9.1 provides information on their distribution among the langua-

ges of Nusa Tenggara Timur and Timor-Leste (cf. map in §7.1). A minus (-)

means that the feature is not attested. A plus (+) means that the feature

is attested in all or nearly all languages of this group. In this table, Sumba

also includes the island of Sabu, and Timor also includes the island of Rote.

All three features are attested throughout the languages of Flores-Lembata,

the Austronesian languages of Timor and the non-Austronesian languages

of the Timor-Alor-Pantar family. Only post-nominal numerals (N-Num) also

spread further west to Central Flores.

327
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Table 9.1: The spread of innovations in the noun phrase

Austronesian Non-AN

Feature Sumba W Flores C Flores Flores-Lemb. Timor TAP

Poss-N - - - + + +

N-Loc - - - + + +

N-Num - - + + + +

W=West; C=Central

In this chapter, I investigate each of these features in detail following the

methodologydescribed in§7.2. In §9.2, I discuss thedevelopment of Poss-N

in the Flores-Lembata languages. In §9.3, I show that post-nominal locatives

are a consequence of the previous change in the posessive construction.

In §9.4, I discuss the emergence of N-Num in Flores-Lembata. In §9.4.4, I

show traces of non-decimal counting systems in the numerals of Lamaho-

lot and Kedang whichmay also be attributed to non-AN influence. In §9.5, I

summarise the findings of this chapter and conclude that all three syntactic

features of the noun phrase in Flores-Lembata, and also in the Austrone-

sian languages of Timor and Central Flores, are not inherited from an Au-

stronesian ancestor but rather innovated through contact-induced change.

The syntactic changes most likely occurred in Proto-Flores-Lembata, in the

proto-languages of the languages of Timor (cf. §1.3.1), and in Proto-Central

Flores, due to separate events of contact with non-Austronesian languages.

Glosses and transcriptions from other sources are adapted to the con-

ventions of this dissertation (cf. §7.3). A list of adapted glosses and re-tran-

scribed sounds with their original representations is found in Appendix C.

9.2 Pre-nominal possessor

9.2.1 Overview

This section discusses the order of a nominal possessor (Poss) and its pos-

sessed noun (N) in a possessive construction. The languages of Nusa Teng-

gara Timur and Timor-Leste include languages with N-Poss order inherited

fromProto-Malayo-Polynesian, aswell as languageswithPoss-Norderwhich
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has been argued to have emerged in the Austronesian languages due to con-

tact with non-Austronesian languages. The Poss-N order in adnominal pos-

sessive constructions is one of the most discussed typological features of

Austronesian languages in eastern Indonesia. This featurewas initiallymen-

tioned by Brandes (1884:20-27) and became known as the ‘reversed gen-

itive’ contrasting with the N-Poss order found in Austronesian languages

further west. Himmelmann (2005:112-113,175) proposes two major types of

Austronesian languages of Asia and Madagascar based on typological cri-

teria: symmetrical voice languages and preposed possessor languages. Blust

(2013:455) notes thatHimmelmann’s pre-posed possessor languages corres-

pond to Brandes’ languages showing the ‘reversed genitive’. Blust also sug-

gests that Poss-N may be the result of substrate influence. Klamer et al.

(2008:123) lists thePoss-Norder as oneof the areal features inEastNusanta-

ra shared among Austronesian and non-Austronesian languages.

The map in Figure 9.1 shows that the Austronesian languages of Flores-

Lembata and Timor, as well as the Timor-Alor-Pantar (TAP) languages have

Poss-N, while the Austronesian languages of Central Flores,Western Flores,

Sabu and Sumba have N-Poss word order. Although not every single lan-

guage is discussed in this section, on the map all languages are classified

because this word order pattern appears to be distributed without known

exceptions.

In §9.2.2, I describe adnominal possessive constructions with N-Poss

order in the western languages of the area of study, i. e. Sumba, Western

Flores and Central Flores, to show that these languages follow the typical

Austronesian word order. As these languages are the closest relatives of the

Flores-Lembata family, their N-Poss order strengthens the argument that

Poss-N is an innovation in Flores-Lembata. In §9.2.3, I show that all Flores-

Lembata languages have Poss-N and that the same order is also found in the

Austronesian languages of Timor as well as in the non-Austronesian TAP

languages. In §9.2.4, I discuss the development of the non-Austronesian

word order in the possessive construction in the Austronesian languages of

Flores-Lembata and Timor. I argue that the Flores-Lembata languages, and

also the AN languages of Timor, innovated Poss-N due to separate contact

scenarios with non-Austronesian languages.
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9.2.2 N-Poss

In this section, I show that the Austronesian languages of Central Flores,

Western Flores, Sabu and Sumba have N-Poss word order in their possess-

ive constructions. This word order is an inherited Austronesian feature as

explained in §9.2.1.

As shown in example (1) fromKeo, inCentral Flores, the possessed noun

'udu ‘head’ is directly followed by the nominal possessor wawi ‘pig’. There is

no morphological marking.

(1) Keo

'udu

head

wawi

pig

‘pig’s head’ (Baird 2002:210)

Keo also has a possessive construction which uses the possessive particle ko

or ko'o placed in between N and Poss (cf. Baird 2002:204, 217). The word

order always remains N-Poss.

In Manggarai, spoken in Western Flores, N and Poss are connected by

the preposition dé, such as in (2). The word order is equally N-Poss.

(2) Manggarai

baju

shirt

dé

poss

amé

father

‘the father’s shirt’ (Semiun 1993:41)

Kambera andHawu, on the islands Sumba and Sawu, both also have N-Poss

order, as shown in (3) and (4).

(3) Kambera

ana-na=i

child-3sg.poss=art

Ndilu

name

‘Ndilu’s child’ (Klamer 1998:51)

(4) Hawu

emu

house

duaé

king

‘king’s house’ (Walker 1982:48)
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9.2.3 Poss-N

9.2.3.1 The Flores-Lembata languages

In all Flores-Lembata languages, the Poss-N order is attested. Therefore, a

preposed nominal possessor can be reconstructed to Proto-Flores-Lembata

(PFL) with high confidence. There is evidence from pronominal possessors

in the Flores-Lembata languages that the original order was N-Poss at some

point in the past and Poss-N is an innovation of PFL. Free possessor pro-

nouns occur pre- or post-nominally, with a tendency from postposition in

the west to preposition in the east. Bound possessor pronouns are all suffix-

ing. Possessive prefixes never occur in the Flores-Lembata languages.

In case alienable and inalienable possession are expressed by different

constructions, the nominal possessor is pre-posed in both constructions. In

most cases, the possessed noun can bemarked with a bound possessor pro-

noun, while the possessor noun is never marked morphologically. In this

section, examples of adnominal possessive constructions are given for all

Flores-Lembata languages, with the exception of Eastern Lamaholot variet-

ies due to a lack of data on possessive constructions in this language.

The westernmost Flores-Lembata language Sika (SK), juxtaposes nom-

inal possessor and possessed noun, while marking the possessed nounwith

a suffix, as in (5).

(5) SK-Krowe

Rapa

name

mu'u-n

banana-poss
‘Rapa’s bananas’ (Lewis and Grimes 1995:608)

The suffix -n ‘poss’ marking the possessed noun is only found on vowel-final

nouns, whereas consonant-final nouns have zeromarking (Fricke 2014a:39-

40). For more details on possessive suffixes in Sika see §8.3.3.1.

In varieties of Western Lamaholot, possessor and possessed noun are

also directly juxtaposed and a suffix or enclitic can be added to the pos-

sessed noun, as can be seen in the examples (6a), (6b) and (6c).

(6) a. WL-Lewotobi

Hugo

name

lango'=kẽ

house=nmlz

‘Hugo’s house’ (Nagaya 2011:24)
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b. WL-Lewoingu

guru

teacher

oto-ka

car-3pl

‘teachers’ (pl) car’ (Nishiyama and Kelen 2007:26)

c. WL-Solor

lango

house

wolar=ẽ

rooftop=3sg.poss

‘rooftop of a house’ (Kroon 2016:69)

In theWL variety of Lewotobi, only a third person singular marker is left on

the possessed nouns and this marker also functions as nominaliser (Nagaya

2011:111). This is parallel to the situation in the neighboring SK variety of

Hewa (Fricke 2014a:45). In contrast, the WL varieties of Lewoingu and So-

lor still retain a full person paradigm of possessor suffixes (Nishiyama and

Kelen 2007:23; Kroon 2016:67).

InWL-Lewoingu, there is also a pattern of N-Poss (7). Here, the posses-

sor is expressed twice, by a noun and by a pronoun.

(7) WL-Lewoingu
oto

car

Lado

name

na'én

3sg.poss
‘Lado’s car’ (Nishiyama and Kelen 2007:25)

As this N-Poss order inWL-Lewoingu only appears with an additional pro-

noun, this construction is different from the constructions discussed so far.

The construction in (7) might be literally translated as ‘the car, Lado’s pos-

session’ where the second part Lado na'én ‘Lado’s possession’ again shows

Poss-N order. The first part is then analysed as a preposed adjunct.

Alorese, belonging to theWL subgroup, has developed an analytic pos-

sessive construction but maintains the order of Poss-N (8), where the third

person singular pronoun no and the possessive particle ning are in between

the nominal possessor ruha ‘deer’ and the possessednoun kotong ‘head’. His-

torically, there is a fossilised possessive nasal suffix on the possessed noun

kotong ‘head’ (Klamer 2011:26).

(8) WL-Alorese

ruha

deer

no

3sg

ning

poss

kotong

head

‘the deer’s head’ (Klamer 2011:55)
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Central Lamaholot (CL) varieties havepossessive constructionswhere apro-

noun occurs between Poss and N and constructions where Poss and N are

juxtaposed.1 In the example from CL-Atadei Painara in (9a), Poss and N are

separated by the third person singular proclitic ne. The possessed noun is

marked by a possessor suffix of which a full paradigm exists in this variety

(Krauße 2016:121). In the example (9b) from CL-Central Lembata, no free

pronoun is found between Poss and N. Similar to CL-Atadei Painara, a pos-

sessor suffix -n ‘3sg.poss’ is attached to the possessed noun bapa ‘father’. CL-

Central Lembata also has a full paradigm of possessor suffixes (cf. §3.4.3).

(9) a. CL-Atadei Painara

Daniel

name

ne

3sg

una-n

house-3sg.poss

‘Daniel’s house’ (Krauße 2016:121)

b. CL-Central Lembata

kopong

child

bapa-n

father-3sg.poss

‘the child’s father’ (P:14)

The language Kedang also uses a possessive construction with a pronoun

(10), where the possessor sétang ‘devil’ is followed by a third person singular

possessor pronoun né' which is followed by the possessed noun ning ‘nose’.

(10) KD-Leuwayang

sétang

satan

né'

3sg.poss

ning

nose

‘the devil’s nose’ (Samely 1991a:157)

9.2.3.2 The AN languages of Timor

The Austronesian languages of Timor pattern typologically with the Flores-

Lembata languages in having pre-nominal possessors, as seen in the follow-

ing example (11) from Amarasi with Poss-N order. A third person singular

1 In CL-Central Lembata the distinction between connecting Poss and N with a pronoun

or by juxtaposition is used tomarked alienability (cf. §3.3). In CL-Central Lembata, pos-

sessor suffixes are used tomarked inalienable possession only. In CL-Atadei Painara, the

choice of juxtaposition or free pronoun construction rather appears to differentiate pos-

sessive relations from part-whole or attributive relations (Krauße 2016:121).
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pronoun in is inserted between the possessor faafj=é ‘pig=dist’ and the pos-

sessed noun éku-n ‘neck-3sg.poss’ which is marked with a possessor suffix.

(11) Amarasi
faafj=é

pig=3det

in

3sg

éku-n

neck-3sg.poss
‘the pig’s neck’ (Edwards 2016a:258)

This analytical construction with a pronoun in between the two nouns is

similar to what has been described for Alorese, Central Lamaholot and Ke-

dang in §9.2.3.1. However, in Amarasi, the insertion of the third person pos-

sessive pronoun is optional (Edwards 2016a:256). This is different to the

Central Lamaholot varieties,where the insertion of the 3sgpronoun is func-

tional. In CL-Central Lembata, the construction with a pronoun in between

Poss and N is reserved for alienable possessive relations, and in CL-Atadei

Painara, the construction with a pronoun is only found in attributive con-

structions, but not in part-whole relations.

Tetun allows preposed as well as postposed possessors. However, the

preposedpossessors arewith80%by far themost frequentwordorder found

(van Klinken 1999:142). Juxtaposition of Poss and N (12a), as well as a pos-

sessive constructionwith an inserted third person pronoun (12b) are found.

(12) Tetun

a. fahi

pig

na'in

noble

‘the pig’s owner’ (van Klinken 1999:143)

b. Bui

name

Hirik

name

ni

3sg

naran

name

‘Bui Hirik’s name’ (van Klinken 1999:143)

In addition to stylistic, dialectal and structural factors, alienability plays a

role in the choice of the possessive construction in Tetun (cf. §8.2).

9.2.3.3 The Timor-Alor-Pantar languages

The non-Austronesian Timor-Alor-Pantar languages all have a basic word

order of Poss-N (Schapper 2014b:14). Juxtaposition of Poss and N and con-

structions with a third person pronoun in between Poss and N are both at-

tested in TAP.
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Western Pantar, for example, has a construction with a linking pronoun

(13a), where the possessor wénang ‘man’ is followed by a third person pro-

noun gai and the possessed noun bla ‘house’, but also a construction, such as

in (13b) where the possessor yattu ‘tree’ is directly followed by the possessed

noun ga-'ung ‘3sg-head’ that is marked with a possessor prefix.

(13) Western Pantar

a. wénang

man

gai

3sg.poss

bla

house

‘the man’s house’ (Holton 2014:61)

b. yattu

tree

ga-'ung

3sg-head

‘the head (top) of the tree’ (Holton 2014:63)

The use of these two different constructions is determined by the alienabil-

ity of the possessive relationship expressed. In an alienable possessive con-

struction, the linking pronoun is obligatory, while in inalienable possessive

constructions, it is optional but the possessor prefix is obligatory (Holton

2014:60,62).

9.2.4 The emergence of Poss-N

I propose that the Poss-Nword order in the Austronesian languages of Nusa

Tenggara Timur and Timor-Leste is an innovation which emerged due to

contactwith non-Austronesian languages. In §9.2.1, I have proposed already

that Poss-N in the adnominal possessive constructions is not inherited from

Proto-Malayo-Polynesian. In addition, the retention of possessor suffixes

in many of the Austronesian languages that have preposed nominal pos-

sessors, support the presence an earlier postposed possessor order (Klamer

et al. 2008:128). According to Himmelmann (2005:113), not taking into ac-

count Oceanic languages, Austronesian languages with a preposed posses-

sor are found on Timor, in the Moluccas and in West Papua. These are all

areas where non-Austronesian languages are spoken alongside Austronesi-

an languages until today and contact across language families is likely.2

2 However, at least one exception is known. Himmelmann (2005:114) states that the For-

moson language Pazeh spoken on Taiwan has pre-nominal possessors. It is unknown

whether this construction is a retention or innovation in this language.
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NusaTenggaraTimur andTimor-Leste is suchanarea aswell.TheTimor-

Alor-Pantar (TAP) languages in this region all have Poss-N order which thus

can be considered an old feature that is reconstructible to Proto-TAP. I have

shown in the §9.2.3.1 and §9.2.3.2 that in this area, the languages geograph-

ically closer toTAP languages, i. e. the Flores-Lembata languages and theAN

languages of Timor, have innovated Poss-N, while those AN languages fur-

ther west, i. e. the languages of Central Flores, Western Flores and Sumba,

have retained N-Poss. Therefore, I conclude that contact with non-Austro-

nesian languages has either introduced or reinforced the pattern of pre-

posed possessors in the Austronesian languages with which they had con-

tact. This is in line with Reesink and Dunn (2018:947) who suggest that the

preposedpossessor “gainedpopularity in communalects that came into con-

tact with speakers of Papuan languages.”

Although the Flores-Lembata languages and the AN languages of Timor

have both innovated Poss-N, no shared development canbe proposed. First,

this word order feature is certainly typological and not subgroup defining

(Himmelmann 2005:114). This feature cannot be used to propose that the

Austronesian languages of Timor and the Flores-Lembata languages form

a subgroup. In addition, phonological evidence has been presented in §5.5

that the Flores-Lembata languages subgroupwith their western neighbours

onFlores and Sumba, andnot directlywith theAN languages of Timor.Thus,

the innovation of Poss-Nmost likely occurred in Proto-Flores-Lembata and

not earlier because the closest relatives of Flores-Lembata retain N-Poss, as

I have shown in §9.2.2.

9.3 Post-nominal locatives

9.3.1 Overview

This section is about the noun phrase word order of the noun (N) and locat-

ive expressions that encode topological information (Loc). Topological in-

formation is encoded in words that express a spatial relation between an

object or a person and a point of reference. In English, these are prepos-

itions, such as ‘in’, ‘near’, ‘on’, ‘behind’ and the like (Levinson 2003:71-72).

The point of reference in the expressed spatial relation, such as a house or a

tree, is usually expressed by a noun, also referred to as ‘relatum’ or ‘ground’
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in spatial relation theory (Levinson 2003:7,35).

According to Blust (2013:309), locative expressions in Austronesian lan-

guages are generally composed of a generic locative preposition followed by

a locative noun that expresses a topological relation. These two elements,

preposition and locative noun, form a complex preposition together and

precede the ground noun. This inherited Austronesian order of Loc-N is re-

versed in the Flores-Lembata languages as well as in the AN languages of

Timor. In this section, I argue that the innovation of N-Loc in these lan-

guages is a consequence of the innovation of preposed possessors as dis-

cussed in §9.2, and thus also a result of contact with non-Austronesian lan-

guages.

On the map in Figure 9.2, languages with Loc-N and those with N-Loc

are displayed. The word order of Loc-N is attested in the Austronesian lan-

guages of Central andWestern Flores, as well as on Sumba and Sabu. How-

ever further to the east, in the AN languages of Timor, the Austronesian

Flores-Lembata languages and in the non-Austronesian Timor-Alor-Pantar

languages, the word order N-Loc is found. As for the order of nominal pos-

sessor and possessed noun in §9.2, not every single language in the area of

study is discussed in this section but as no exceptions are known, on the

map all languages are either indicated as N-Loc or Loc-N.

Typical locational constructions in the languages of this area often con-

tain two elements that express different semantic aspects of the location.

The first element can be a default locational preposition or a locational that

carries information about distance or direction to the deictic centre. These

can be words meaning ‘seawards’ or ‘upwards’. The second element, often

a nominal such as ‘inside’, ‘top’ or ‘lower part’, encodes topological inform-

ation.3 In this section, I am concerned with the second element, hencefor-

ward “topological nouns” or “locative nouns” (Loc), and its position relative

to the ground noun (N).

3 There are also languages which only have one locational element per locational phrase.

This could be a single adposition, such as inKeo inCentral Floreswhich has prepositions

or in some Timor-Alor-Pantar languages which have postpositions. These adpositions

either express spatial information on distance and direction or topological information.
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This section is structured as follows. §9.3.2 and §9.3.3 concern the position

of locative nouns in the noun phrase by showing a pattern of Loc-N word

order towards the west and N-Loc word order further east. The languages

of Sumba, Western Flores and Central Flores, discussed in §9.3.2, have re-

tained the typical Austronesian Loc-N word order and thus provide evid-

ence for the hypothesis that the N-Loc order in the Flores-Lembata lan-

guages (§9.3.3.1), as well as in the AN languages of Timor (§9.3.3.2), is an

innnovation. In §9.3.3.3 I show that the non-Austronesian TAP languages

also have Loc-N, which is not an innovation in these languages but most

likely a retention fromtheir ancestorProto-TAP.This fact supports structural

diffusion from TAP languages into Flores-Lembata and the AN languages

of Timor. In §9.3.4, I discuss the etymological origins of locative nouns in

Flores-Lembata. In §9.3.5, I compare and analyse the fossilised possessive

suffixes foundon locativenouns in a subset of theFlores-Lembata languages.

In §9.3.6, I argue that the word order change from inherited Austronsian

Loc-N to N-Loc arose due to contact with non-Austronesian languages of

the area. In addition, the change was facilitated by the previous change of

N-Poss to Poss-N because the locative noun and the ground noun struc-

turally represent a possessive construction, where a locative noun, such as

‘inside’ is the possessed noun and the ground noun, such as ‘house’, is the

possessor.

9.3.2 Loc-N

In the Austronesian languages of Central Flores, Western Flores, Sabu and

Sumba, all locational information precedes the ground noun. This inform-

ation can contain up to two elements, a general locational and an element

that specifies the topological relation with the ground noun.

In the language Keo in Central Flores, a prepositional structure is at-

tested (14), where the preposition 'oné precedes the ground NP kéka go'o

‘small house’.

(14) Keo

'oné

inside

kéka

hut

go'o

small

‘inside a small hut’ (Baird 2002:344)
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There is also a general locational preposition éna ‘loc’ (Baird 2002:340) but

it is not combined with other locational preposition such as 'oné ‘inside’.

Thus, in Keo only one element can precede the ground noun.

Also inManggarai, a set of locative prepositions in attested. Besides dir-

ectional, elevational or distance information, such as éta ‘a higher place’ or

wa ‘lower place’, some of these prepositions also convey topological inform-

ation, such as oné ‘inside’ ormusi ‘behind’ (Semiun 1993:34-35).

In the languages Kambera on Sumba (15), as well as in Hawu on Sabu

(16), a general locative preposition is combined with a topological expres-

sion preceding the ground noun.

(15) Kambera

la

loc

lumɓu

under

topu

mat

‘under a mat’ (Klamer 1998:124)

(16) Hawu

pa

loc

ɗida

top

kéraja

cage

ɓehi

iron

naɗé

dem.2sg

‘on top of this iron cage’ (Walker 1982:26)

In sum, the topological information precedes the noun in these languages.

The words conveying the topological information have been analysed as

prepositions or as nouns by different researchers. In Kambera, for example,

they are named “prepositional nouns” (Klamer 1998:123) and some of them

can still function as full nouns but most of them are grammaticalised and

have to be combined with the general locational la ‘loc’ as in (15).

The topological constructions can also be analysed as possessive con-

structions, with the topological noun (Loc) being the possessed noun (NP)

and the ground noun (NG) being the possessor (Poss). When adopting this

analysis, the Loc-NG order is explained by the order of the possessive con-

struction which is NP-Poss (cf. §9.2). The analysis of the topological nouns

as prepositions, especially in the languages of Flores, can be regarded as a

further stage in grammaticalisation. In Kambera and Hawu a default loca-

tional preposition is still needed, which suggests that the topological nouns

have not yet fully grammaticalised into prepositions.
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9.3.3 N-Loc

9.3.3.1 The Flores-Lembata languages

In this section, I show that the word order N-Loc is consistent throughout

all Flores-Lembata languages, using examples with three different topolo-

gical relations, namely ‘in’, ‘on’ and ‘under’. As for the Poss-N order, also the

innovationofN-Loc canbe reconstructed toProto-Flores-Lembata.The ety-

mologyof the locativenouns to express these relations is discussed in§9.3.4.

In Sika, topological information is expressed by a postposed locative

noun. However, in some cases, the information is encoded in the combin-

ation of the semantics of the preposition and the postposed locative noun.

In SK-Hewa, locative nouns are clearly marked as possessed by a possessive

suffix -n. Thus locative constructions in Sika can be analysed as possessive

constructions.

For SK-Krowe, there is little descriptive information available. However,

from example sentences in the dictionary by Pareira and Lewis (1998) it ap-

pears that final nasals are fossilised on some locative nouns, such as uneng

‘inside’. In example (17), the ‘in’ relation is expressed by the posposed loc-

ative noun uneng ‘inside’ and the prepositional element wawa ‘downwards’

adds directional information.

(17) SK-Krowe

wawa

downwards

tana

earth

uneng

inside

‘in the earth’ (Pareira and Lewis 1998:204)

The topological relations expressing ‘under’ and ‘on’ are expressed by the

combination of two elements, a preposition and a locative noun. The SK-

Hewa example in (18) shows the use of the possessed locative noun lewu

‘space underneath’ to express ‘below’ or ‘under’. The reading of ‘under’ is

enforced by the preposition wawa ‘downwards’ which points to a lower dir-

ection than the location of the deictic centre.

(18) SK-Hewa

'Ia

exist

méong

cat

wawa

downwards

méja

table

lewu-n.

space.underneath-poss

‘There is a cat under the table.’ (HC_SR:31)

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/49cf5fab-73e7-4f82-bf7d-39cb4e10d15b
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Toexpress the ‘on’ relation, a locational réta ‘hillwards’ or lala ‘upwards’ point-

ing to a higher location and the noun wutumeaning ‘end’ are combined. In

example (19) from the Krowe variety both, the locational réta ‘hillwards’ in-

dicating the upward direction and the locational nounwutu ‘end’ follow the

ground noun méja ‘table’, while the prepositional slot is filled with the de-

fault locational é'i loc.

(19) SK-Krowe

Lopa

proh

deri

2sg.sit

é'i

loc

méja

table

réta

hillwards

wutu.

end

‘Don’t sit on the table.’ (Pareira and Lewis 1998:218)

In the sources onSika, there is nodescriptive analysis of a topological ground

phrase in SK-Krowe. However, the example in (19) from the Sika diction-

ary by Pareira and Lewis (1998) suggests that the topological information is

combined in the two elements réta ‘hillwards’ andwutu ‘end’ which are both

placed after the ground nounméja ‘table’. Possibly, these are two locational

phrases, é'i méja ‘at the table’ and réta wutu ‘at the end in hillward direction’.

In the Hewa construction in (20), similar elements are found but they

appear in a different order and the locative noun has a possessive suffix. The

locational lala ‘upwards’, which does not exist in SK-Krowe according to the

dictionary of Pareira and Lewis (1998), precedes the ground noun 'ai ‘tree’

and the locative noun wutu-n ‘end-poss’ follows the ground noun.

(20) SK-Hewa

lala

upwards

'ai

tree

wutu-n

end-poss

‘on the tree’ (HC_SR:43)

The locationals lala ‘upwards’ in SK-Hewa and réta ‘hillwards’ in SK-Krowe

both point to an upward direction from the deictic center. The postposed

locative nounwutu ‘end’ indicates that the location is on the (upper) end or

surface.

Western Lamaholot (WL) varieties use postposed locative nouns for ‘in-

side’ that are cognate with the Sika noun uneng ‘inside’. The locative nouns

show remnants of possessive suffixes that vary across varieties, as can be

seen in the examples in (21a) and (21b).

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/49cf5fab-73e7-4f82-bf7d-39cb4e10d15b
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(21) a. WL-Lewotobi

ia

loc

boti

bottle

one'

inside

‘in the bottle’ (Nagaya 2011:259)

b. WL-Alorese

oro

loc

sepatu

shoe

unung

inside

‘in the shoe’ (Klamer 2011:77)

To express ‘on’,WLvarieties use eitherwutu ‘end; surface’ (22a), as also found

in Sika, or lolo ‘top; surface’ (22b) which is also found in Central and East-

ern Lamaholot varieties, as well as in Kedang. The distribution of these two

options seems to occur in free variation, as in most varieties, both options

are attested. Also these locative nouns show fossilised possessive suffixes.

InWL-Lewotobi, the possessive suffix is realised by nasalisation of the final

vowel.

(22) WL-Lewotobi

a. ia

loc

uri'

bed

wutũ

top

‘on the bed’ (Nagaya 2011:612)

b. pé

dist

méja

table

lolõ

top

‘on the table’ (Nagaya 2011:286)

To express the ‘under’ relation a postposed locative noun is also used, such

as in (23), where wewelen ‘under’ follows the ground nounméja ‘table’. The

final syllable -en is a fossilised possessive suffix.

(23) WL-Lewoingu

Busan

cat

to'u

one

pé

at

méja

table

wewelen.

under

‘There is a cat under the table’ (Nishiyama and Kelen 2007:90)

Central Lamaholot (CL) as well as Eastern Lamaholot (EL) varieties also use

postposed locative nouns, however these nouns do not show any trace of
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a possessive suffix.4 One could analyse them as grammaticalised postposi-

tions.

For Central Lamaholot, the formsmeaning ‘inside’ are or or ora depend-

ing on dialectal variation, as can be seen in the Central Lembata example

(24a) and the Atadei Painara example (24b) respectively.

(24) a. CL-Central Lembata

jéné

upwards

una

house

or

inside

‘inside the house’ (FH2:10)

b. CL-Atadei Painara

wel

sidewards

una

house

ora

inside

‘inside the house’ (Krauße 2016:126)

In Central Lamaholot, the locative noun lolo is used for ‘top’, as in (25), while

leng is attested for ‘below’, such as in (26).

(25) CL-Central Lembata

jéné

upwards

ulik

bed

lolo

top

‘on the bed’ (F1:10)

(26) CL-Central Lembata

wo

dist

méja

table

leng

space.underneath

‘under the table’ (FH1:4)

For Eastern Lamaholot, the locative noun bolo ‘inside’ (27a), lol'o ‘top’ (27b)

and langu ‘below’ (27c) are attested.

4 For Eastern Lamaholot almost no data is available. However, I elicited the expressions in

(27a) to (27c) from a speaker of the Eastern Lamaholot variety of Lewoeleng. As these

sentences were not recorded but written down by the speaker himself, the represent-

ation of phonemes might not correspond to the exact realisation of the words but the

structure could be captured well. The EL-Lewoeleng speaker uses an apostrophe in sev-

eral words. Probably, the apostrophe symbolises a glottal stop as this is theway people in

the region usually represent the glottal stop inwriting. However, the apostrophe appears

in between consonants and vowels which is an unusual place for a glottal stop in the lan-

guages of the region. It is unknown whether this is the actual place where a glottal stop

occurs in this language or whether the glottal stop rather occurs after the vowel, thus at

the end of the word.

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/aa0cc643-84bd-4f2a-920d-de846e7b8a63
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/a9984d33-c1eb-4d49-9e25-c6d9b3d5d1de
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(27) EL-Lewoeleng

a. do

loc

ul'i

house

bolo

inside

‘inside the house’ (NB:82)

b. do

loc

lub'a

cooking.pot

lol'o

top

‘on the cooking pot’ (NB:82)

c. do

loc

méjaa

table

langu

under

‘under the table’ (NB:82)

Kedang (KD) also exhibits post-nominal lcoative nouns, such as in example

(28), where laleng ‘inside’ is placed after the ground noun huna ‘house’.

(28) KD-Leuwayang

bè

loc

huna

house

laléng

inside

‘in the house’ (Samely and Barnes 2013:330)

It is not entirely clear whether there are fossilised possessive suffixes on the

locative noun in Kedang or not. Synchronically, Kedang does not have a suf-

fix -ng (Samely 1991a:62). On the one hand, the final nasal of the noun laléng

could be a fossilised suffix cognate with those found inWestern Lamaholot

and Sika. But as laléng goes back to PMP *daləm ‘in’, the final nasal might

also come from *m. Given that *m > ng is attested word finally for Kedang,

it is more likely that the final nasal is part of the stem and that there is no

suffix on the noun.

For the locative noun lolo' expression ‘top’, such as in example (29), no

clear suffix is found. There is no data of a full topological construction ex-

pressing ‘under’ in Kedang.

(29) KD-Leuwayang

bè

loc

én̤é

sand

lolo'

top

‘on the sand’ (Samely 1991a:158)

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/fcc8d085-1fb7-44ce-9099-4cc082426338
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/fcc8d085-1fb7-44ce-9099-4cc082426338
https://hdl.handle.net/1839/fcc8d085-1fb7-44ce-9099-4cc082426338
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9.3.3.2 The AN languages of Timor

The languages Amarasi (30) and Helong (31), both spoken in the Western

part of Timor island, have a postposed noun meaning ‘inside’. In Amarasi,

the locative noun nana- ‘inside’ has a third person singular genitive suffix -n

that goes back to the same PAN source *ni as the fossilised suffixes found in

most Flores-Lembata languages (cf. §9.3.5). However, in Helong, no suffix is

found on the locative noun; the ground noun uma ‘house’ and the locative

noun dalé ‘inside’ are simply juxtaposed.

(30) Amarasi

ét

ipfv.loc

ooj=é

water=3det

nana-n

inside-3sg.poss

‘in the water’ (Edwards 2016a:400)

(31) Helong

né

at

uma

house

dalé

inside

‘inside the house’ (Balle 2017:96)

This kind of juxtaposition is also found in South Mambae (32a), an Austro-

nesian language spoken in the eastern part of Timor Island. In South Mam-

bae the locative noun lala ‘inside’ is placed after the ground noun, here ai

‘tree’, and the twonouns form a compound. The same structure is also found

with other South Mambae locative nouns as in (32b).

(32) South Mambae

a. ni

loc

ai

tree

lala

inside

‘in the jungle’ (Edwards 2016a:60)

b. éér

water

lau

top

‘on the water’ (Grimes et al. 2014:28)

In the constructions from South Mambae above, there is no evidence for

genitive suffixes. However, there is evidence that locative constructions can

be analysed as possessive constructions with a lost genitive suffix -n on the
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possessum. In other varieties of Mambaemany body parts occur in the cita-

tion for with a final -n. Secondly, in SouthMambae nouns ending in CV gen-

erally metathesise their final syllable. However, locative nouns are unmeta-

thesised. The historic presence of a final consonant n in these words could

have blocked metathesis at the time when final syllable metathesis was a

productive process (Edwards 2016a:64).

Tetun again has the same structure and possibly a fossilised nasal suffix

at the locative noun laran ‘inside’ (33). van Klinken (1999:161) gives a list of

locative nouns and all of them except for one kotuk ‘behind; back’ end in n.

van Klinken (1999:150) analyses the final n on locative nouns as “fossilised

genitive marking”.

(33) Tetun

iha

loc

ké'an

house

laran

inside

‘inside the house’ (van Klinken 1999:161)

Theword order of groundnoun followedby a locative noun appears consist-

ent across the Timor area and is parallel to the word order found in Flores-

Lembata languages. Among Timorese languages surveyed here, possessive

marking on the locative noun is only found in Amarasi and Tetun. Taking

into account that the possessive marker goes back to a PAN from, it could

be assumed that is was lost in SouthMambae and Helong whereas Amarasi

andTetun canbe considered asmore conservative in this respect.Thehighly

isolating nature of SouthMambaewith only oneprefix (Grimes et al. 2014:8)

supports the loss of other affixes.

9.3.3.3 The Timor-Alor-Pantar languages

The non-Austronesian languages of the Timor-Alor-Pantar family have to-

pological verbs or postpositions, such as ta ‘on’ in Kaera (34).

(34) Kaera

gang

3sg

a-bat

3sg.poss-leg

ta

on

ga-dag

3sg-leave

‘She puts him on her lap.’ (Klamer 2014b:119)
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But it is also possible to encode topological informationwith nominals such

as shown in the following examples from Kaera (35a) and Western Pantar

(35b). The noun denoting ‘inside’ is marked with a possessive person prefix,

g- ‘3sg.poss’ in Kaera (35a) and ga- ‘3sg’ in Western Pantar (35b). In West-

ern Pantar, the same person prefixes, such as ga- ‘3sg’, are used to mark in-

alienable possessors on nouns as well as core arguments on verbs (Holton

2014:70).

(35) a. Kaera

abang

village

g-om

3sg.poss-inside

‘in the village’ (Klamer 2014b:110)

b. Western Pantar

bla

house

ga-umé

3sg-inside

‘in the house’ (Holton 2014:48)

Not all topological nouns in Timor-Alor-Pantar languages are marked with

a possessive prefix. They can also be simply postposed to the ground noun

without anymorphologicalmarking as in the examples fromWesternPantar

(36a) and Makasae (36b).

(36) a. Western Pantar

méa

table

gégung

under

‘under the table’ (Holton 2014:48)

b. Makasae

kaisa

box

lé'éré

prox

mutu

inside

é'é

prox

‘inside this box’ (Huber 2008:36)

In the examples above, it can be seen that the Timor-Alor-Pantar languages

consistently express topological relationswith anelement that appears after

the ground noun, the word order is thus N-Loc. There are cases where the

topological element has been analysed as a postposition, such as in (34).
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However, as stated for Western Pantar, the postposition is “similar to ob-

ligatorily possessed nouns” (Holton 2014:47) as it carries an obligatory per-

son prefix. Holton (2014:48) also gives an alternative analysis of the locat-

ive postpositions as they “share many properties with verbs”. Thus, the to-

pological element can be either analysed as a noun or a verb that in some

cases grammaticalised into a postposition. This situation is also described

for Teiwa, another Alor-Pantar language. Klamer (2010:208-210) discusses

possessed locative nouns inTeiwa and concludes that someof themare pos-

sibly “multifunctional items that can be used as either nouns or verbs”. As

possessor prefixes for nouns and verbal prefixes are often homophonous or

very similar in the languages of Alor-Pantar, it might be difficult to differen-

tiate nouns and verbs in this case.

In sum, TAP languages express topological information either by verbs

or nouns but these topological words are always postposed to the ground

noun, thus following the order of N-Loc which is also attested in Flores-

Lembata and on Timor.

9.3.4 Etymology of the Flores-Lembata locative nouns

In this section, I compare the lexemes that are used to express topological

information among Flores-Lembata languages and provide suggestions on

their origin and development. Table 9.2 shows four cognate sets that can

be established when comparing the Flores-Lembata locative nouns for ‘in-

side’ from the example sentences in §9.3.3.1. In the lower part of the table,

a selection of cognates found among other languages of Flores and Timor

are listed. The data in this section is taken from the sources of the example

sentences in the previous sections. Additional lexical data in this section is

taken from the same sources as used in Part II of this dissertation (cf. §4.2).

For cognates which underwent semantic shift and have a differentmeaning

than ‘inside’, this meaning is indicated next to the form.

Two of the cognate sets are of PMP origin and spread over wider areas.

Cognates going back to PMP *qunəj ‘soft core; pith’ are found in Western

Lamaholot (WL), Sika (SK) and in Central andWestern Flores. Cognates go-

ing back to PMP *daləm ‘in, area within, inner part of something; between;

below, under; deep; mind, feelings’ are found in Kedang (KD) as well as in

the Austronesian languages of Timor and in the Western Flores language

Komodo.
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Table 9.2: Locative nouns for ‘inside’ and their origins

PMP *qunəj *daləm - -

PCL - - *ora -

Reflexes in Flores-Lembata languages

SK-Hewa uné|n - - -

SK-Krowe une|ng - - -

WL-Lewotobi one|' - - -

WL-Lewoingu ono|'on - - -

WL-Solor one|'ẽ - - -

WL-Alorese (Baranusa) unu|ng - - -

CL-Central Lembata una ‘house’ - or -

CL-Atadei Painara una ‘house’ - ora -

EL-Lewoeleng - - - bolo

KD-Leuwayang huna ‘house’ laléng - -

KD-Leubatang - laléng - -

Reflexes in languages of Central Flores andWestern Flores

Keo 'oné - - -

Ende onẽ - - -

Manggarai oné - - -

Komodo - lalé - -

Reflexes in Austronesian languages of Timor

Amarasi - nana-n - -

Lole (Rote) - dalé-k - -

Helong-Funai - dalé|n - -

Tetun - lara|n - -

Mambae - lala - -

PMP=proto-Malayo-Polynesian; PCL=Proto-Central Lamaholot

In the languages of Flores-Lembata initial PMP *d regularly changes into l

if there is another liquid in the word, which explains the initial l in the Ke-

dang form laléng ‘inside’ going back to PMP *daləm (cf. §5.2.2). This means

that, although theFlores-Lembata languages and theAN languages of Timor

have changed their word order from Loc-N to N-Loc, these languages kept
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Austronesian lexemes as locative nouns. In contrast to most languages dis-

cussed here, Central Lamaholot and Eastern Lamaholot did not retain Au-

stronesian forms for ‘inside’. Central Lamaholot has innovated the formPCL

*ora ‘inside’ which probably alsomeant ‘liver’ as this is an alternatemeaning

in CL-Central Lembata, while Eastern Lamaholot has innovated PEL *bolo

‘inside’. No clear cognates of these items could be found in other languages.5

Locative nouns in Flores-Lembata languages that denote ‘top’ can be

grouped into two cognate sets given inTable 9.3. None of those two sets goes

back to a PMP form, such as for example PMP *babaw ‘upper surface’. Both

cognate sets appear to be innovations at the level of Proto-Flores-Lembata

(PFL). No clear cognates have been found in other languages. Reflexes in

square brackets are attested in the language for which they are listed but

cannotbeused to express the topological relation ‘on topof’. Reflexesmarked

with a question mark are not clearly cognate.

Table 9.3: Locative nouns for ‘top’ and their origins

PFL *lolo ‘top’ *wutu ‘end; tip’

SK-Hewa ? [lala ‘upwards’] wutu|n ‘top; end’

SK-Krowe - wutu ‘top; end’

WL-Lewotobi lolõ wutũ ‘top’

WL-Lewoingu lolo|n wutu|n ‘top; last’

WL-Solor lolõ wutũ ‘top; end, tip, edge’

WL-Adonara lolõ -

WL-Alorese (Baranusa) lulu|ng -

WL-Alorese (Alor Kecil) lolo|ng -

WL-Alorese (Alor Besar) lolo|ng [futu|nɡ ‘end’]

CL-Central Lembata lolo [wutu ‘end’]

CL-Lewokukung lolo -

EL-Lewoeleng lol'o -

KD-Leuwayang lolo' [wutu ‘tip’]

KD-Leubatang - ? 'oté ‘top’

5 Several languages of western Timor have similar forms meaning ‘hole’ which could be

cognatewith Lewoeleng bolo ‘inside’. Examples includeTermanu (Rote) bolo-k ‘hole, cav-

ity, hollow, pit’ and Helong bolo' ‘hole’. However the semantic relation of ‘hole’ and ‘in-

side’ is not straightforward.
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PFL *lolo ‘top’ could be related to #blolo/golo ‘tall’ which has reflexes in

Lamaholot andKedang andalso cognates in theAlor-Pantar languages, such

as Blagar blolu ‘tall’ and Reta balolu ‘tall’. The putative cognate lala ‘upwards’

in SK-Hewa is not clearly related. The vowel change appears to be irregular

and also the function and semantics are slightly different. The Hewa word

lala ‘upwards’ is a preposition that points to a place that is located at a higher

place and it does not function as a locative noun following the groundnoun.

PFL *wutu ‘end; tip’ has reflexes throughout all Flores-Lembata langua-

ges but it can only be used as a locative noun in Sika and some Western

Lamaholot varieties. In CL-Central Lembata for instance, the semantics of

wutu are restricted to an actual end of something as in (37) and cannot be

extended to themeaning ‘surface’ or ‘top’. The same restrictionholds forWL-

Alorese andKD-Leuwayang.Theuseofwutu ‘end’ as a locativenounappears

to be innovated in Sika and someWL varieties.

(37) CL-Central Lembata

wo

dist

[ kaju

wood

wutu

end

]

‘at the end of the piece of wood’ (S2:24)

For the expression of the topological relation ‘under; below’ in formof a loc-

ative noun, three cognate sets canbe established for the Sika andLamaholot

varieties. These sets are given in Table 9.4. For Kedang, there is no informa-

tion available on how this relation is expressed.

Table 9.4: Locative nouns for ‘under’ and their origins

PMP - *burit ‘back’ - -

LH - - - #langu

PWL - - *kəwəl -

SK-Hewa lewu|n - - -

WL-Lewotobi - wui ̃ - -

WL-Lewoingu - - wewel|en -

WL-Solor - - kenewel|ẽ langũ

WL-Alorese - - - lang

CL-Central Lembata - - - léng

EL-Lewoeleng - - - langu

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/b80b6b48-abaa-4b1c-a63e-921f5eac82d9
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Only one of the cognates sets goes possibly back to a PMP form, namely

PMP *burit ‘hind part, rear, back’. The initial w is a regular reflex of PMP *b,

and PMP *r appears to have merged with PMP *R which becomes glottal

stop or is deleted in WL. Final consonants are frequently dropped in West-

ern Lamaholot (cf. §5.2). The other sets must be regarded as innovations

at lower levels, as at the current stage no clear cognates in other languages

could be found. The forms most formally similar to #langu are Timor-Alor-

Pantar forms, such as alolang ‘below’ in Blagar-Pura and galolang ‘below’ in

Reta. The WL-Solor form kenewel could be a derivation of kewel using the

nominalising infix -n-.WL-Lewoinguwewel could be a partial reduplication

of wel, a short form of kewel. However, kewel or wel are known to be found

as independent forms in Lewoingu. Therefore this analysis has to be kept

tentative.

9.3.5 Suffixes on Flores-Lembata locative nouns

In the previous sections, I showed that in Sika,Western Lamaholot, but not

in Central Lamaholot, Eastern Lamaholot and possibly Kedang, a fossilised

nasal suffix is found on the topological nouns. In the case of Kedang, it re-

mains unclear whether there are fossilised suffixes on locative nouns or not

because there is only little data on locative nouns in this language. Table 9.5

provides an overview of the nasal suffixes and the varieties that have them.

Table 9.5: Suffixes on locative nouns

PAN *ni

PFL *-n

SK-Krowe -ng

SK-Hewa -n

WL-Lewotobi -' / -Ṽ

WL-Lewoingu -'on / -n / -en

WL-Solor -'ẽ / -ẽ / -Ṽ

WL-Alorese -ng

Sika andWL-Alorese displaymuchmore regularity in the shape of the suffix

thanWestern Lamaholot. The variation between SK-Krowe and SK-Hewa is
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a dialectal difference between the southwestern tana 'Ai varieties of Sika

that merge final n and ng to n and those further west that do not (Lewis

and Grimes 1995:603). In Western Lamaholot, the realisation of the suffix

is mainly nasal, in some cases, a glottal stop <'> is combined with the nasal

or found on its own. Nasals are either alveolar, velar or reduced to a nasality

feature of the final vowel.

In many Austronesian languages a nasal suffix is associated with genit-

ive or possessive marking. PAN *ni has been reconstructed as a ‘marker of

possession and part-whole relationships’. In several languages this has de-

veloped into a suffix (Blust and Trussel 2010). As Sika andWestern Lamaho-

lot show traces of a suffix going back to PAN *ni, leads to the conclusion that

a reflex has been present in Proto-Flores-Lembata and that Central Lama-

holot, Eastern Lamaholot andKedanghave lost this suffix on locative nouns.

In possessive constructions, a reflex is still found inCentral Lamaholot, such

as CL-Central Lembata -n(u) ‘3sg.poss’ (cf. §9.2.3.1). For Kedang, a reflex -n

is still found on adjectives in attributive position (cf. §8.3). Also taking the

Kedang reflex -n into account, makes it likely to reconstruct PFL *-n for the

possessive suffix found on locative nouns. In the western varieties of Sika

and inWL-Alorese, PFL final *-n appears to have changed into ŋ.

9.3.6 The emergence of N-Loc

The distribution pattern of Loc-N and N-Loc over the languages of Nusa

Tenggara Timur and Timor-Leste shows exactly the same pattern as the dis-

tribution of N-Poss and Poss-N discussed in §9.2. This is no coincidence, as

in most languages with N-Loc, the locational constructions are structurally

possessive constructions. The locative noun is formally a possessed noun

and ismarkedas suchbyapossessive affix.Thus, thenon-Austronesianword

order of Poss-N is also found in the locational construction. This has been

stated explicitly for Lamaholot and Alorese (Klamer 2012b:82-83; Klamer to

appear) .

The fact that locative constructions are expressed as possessive con-

structions alone is not a non-Austronesian feature. This feature is also found

in Austronesian languages in western Indonesia. Also cross-linguistically, it

is very common that possessive constructions with a nominal possessor are

employed to cover a wide range of meanings, which are not all strictly pos-

sessive.Themost commonsemantics expressedbypossessive constructions
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(after ownership) are kinship relations, part-whole relations andother kinds

of abstract relations (Shopen 2007:178). As described in this section, the

languages of Flores-Lembata and of Timor also use (inalienable) possess-

ive constructions to express locational constructions. The Flores-Lembata

languages extend the possessive construction even further, namely to at-

tributive property constructions (cf. §8.3).

Nevertheless, there are more parallels than the word order within the

Loc-N languages of the area on the one hand and the N-Loc languages on

the other hand. The locative nouns of the Loc-N languages are not marked

morphologically for possession. In contrast, locative nouns in the languages

withN-Loc—bothAustronesian and non-Austronesian—usually are pos-

sessednouns that aremarkedmorphologically for possession.Althoughpos-

sessed locative nouns are not a non-Austronesian feature in general, they

might indeed be a non-Austronesian feature of this region. Thus, the re-

analysis of the locative nouns as possessed nouns in the Austronesian lan-

guages of this area could have been reinforced due to contact.

Possibly the re-analysis of locative nouns as possessed nouns preceded

theword order change in the possessive construction. Considered to be pos-

sessednouns, locative nounswould automatically be affectedby any change

in the possessive construction. Therefore, assuming this order of changes, it

becomes evident that the change of N-Poss to Poss-N automatically also

caused the change of Loc-N to N-Loc. The fact that Poss-N and N-Loc is

attested in exactly the same sample of Austronesian languages supports the

hypothesis that the two developments are connected. For Flores-Lembata,

both features were probably innovated at the level of Proto-Flores-Lembata

because they are found throughout all FL languages but not in their closest

relatives to thewest, i. e. the languages of Central Flores,Western Flores and

Sumba. This innovation in PFL is a structural innovation of word order but

there is no shared innovation in forms. Some of the locative nouns used in

the Flores-Lembata languages are retentions fromPMP, such aswords going

back to PMP *qunəj ‘soft core; pith’ used to express ‘inside’, but others are

innovations in the subgroups, such as for example PCL *ora ‘inside’ or the

word lolo ‘top’ which is found inWL, EL, CL and KD but not in Sika.Without

a Sika reflex, it remains unclear whether this item can be reconstructed to

PFL or it spread through the languages after they had already split up into

subgroups.
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9.4 Post-nominal numerals

9.4.1 Overview

The modern-day Austronesian languages show three different patterns: (i)

Noun-Numeral (N-Num) as the dominant order, (ii) Numeral-Noun (Num-

N) as the dominant order or (iii) no dominant order (Dryer and Haspel-

math 2013). However, the distribution of these patterns shows a clear tend-

ency for Num-N in western Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Taiwan

and N-Num in eastern Indonesia and Papua-New-Guinea. Thus, a domin-

ant N-Num word order is more frequent in areas where non-Austronesian

languages are also spoken. It has been suggested that a consistent pattern of

N-Num in Austronesian languages could have been caused by contact with

non-Austronesian languages (Reesink and Dunn 2018:934). N-Num is the

most frequent word order found in non-Austronesian languages of the area

of eastern Indonesia and Papua-New-Guinea (Reesink andDunn 2018:930).

Reesink and Dunn (2018:934) have reconstructed both orders of noun

and attributive numeral as possible ancestral states for Proto-Austronesian

(PAN) andProto-Malayo-Polynesian (PMP). The fact that both ancestral sta-

tes can be reconstructed to PAN and PMP suggests that a N-Num pattern

could have been inherited from an Austronesian ancestor as a minor pat-

tern. Due to contact with non-Austronesian languages this pattern became

the exclusive order in languages thatwere in contactwith non-Austronesian

speakers.6

Looking closely at the languages of Nusa Tenggara Timur and Timor-

Leste, precisely again the division of west and east relating to Num-N andN-

Numbecomes visible, as displayed on themap in Figure 9.3.Western Flores,

Sumba and Sabu have Num-Nword order following the inherited Austrone-

sian pattern. In contrast, the Austronesian languages of Timor, the Flores-

Lembata languages, as well as the Central Flores languages have N-Num fol-

lowing the typical non-Austronesian pattern, also found in the Timor-Alor-

Pantar languages.

6 It has to be noted that there are also a few examples of Austronesian languages with a

dominantN-Numorder that are located outside of the contact area of eastern Indonesia.

Dryer and Haspelmath (2013) lists the language Ma'anyan on Borneo and the language

Paiwan on Taiwan as having N-Num as their dominant order. There is no evidence to

explain these cases of word order by contact.
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This section is structured as follows. In §9.4.2, I describe the Num-N order

found on Sumba and inWestern Flores to show that these languages, which

are among the closest relatives of the Flores-Lembata languages, retained

the typical Austronesian order in the numeral phrase. In §9.4.3, I show that

differently to the languages in the western part of the area, the languages

of Central Flores, Flores-Lembata, the AN languages of Timor have N-Num

order and that the same order is also found in the non-Austronesian Timor-

Alor-Pantar languages. §9.4.4 is an overview of the etymology of numerals

in the Flores-Lembata languages. In contrast to the non-Austronesian char-

acteristic found in the order of the numeral phrase, the numeral lexemes

themselves are overwhelmingly of Austronesian origin. Nevertheless, traces

of non-decimal counting systems are attested which is different to the in-

herited Austronesian decimal system (Blust 2013:278). In §9.4.5, I discuss

the emergence of the non-Austronesian N-Num order in the Austronesian

languages of the region, with a focus on the Flores-Lembata languages.

9.4.2 Num-N

In the languages of Sumba, Sabu andWestern Flores, numerals are pre-no-

minal, thus follow the typical Austronesian pattern. Frequently, numerals

are followed by a classifier. This classifier can be obligatory or optional de-

pending on the language. In some languages, such as Hawu andManggarai,

the combinationof classifier andnumeral canalsobeplacedpost-nominally.

However, this is a minor pattern, possibly showing topicalisation of nouns.

In Kambera, numerals are pre-nominal. In a noun phrase, a numeral

is always combined with a classifier that follows the numeral. Kambera has

five different classifiers that are used for different semantic classes of nouns,

such as humans, animals, long objects or flat objects (Klamer 1998:139). An

example is given in (38), where the classifier ngiu is placed in between the

numeral dua ‘two’ and the noun kamambi ‘goat’.

(38) Kambera

dua

two

ngiu

clf

kamambi

goat
‘two goats’ (Klamer 1998:139)

In the Western Flores language Manggarai, numerals are also pre-nominal,

as shown in (39a) and (39b). In Manggarai, there are two main classifiers
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that can optionally be used between the numeral and the noun. These are

mongko for things and animals, and ngata/tau for humans (Semiun 1993:13-

14). The classifier ngata is used for one person, the classifier tau is for more

than one as in (39b).

(39) Manggarai

a. telu

three

gelas

glass

‘three glasses’ (Semiun 1993:6)

b. sua-tau

two-clf

mensia

human

‘two people’ (Original translation: ‘two persons’) (Semiun

1993:43)

InHawu on Sabu (40), numerals are also pre-nominal. Hawuhas several dif-

ferent classifiers used according to the shape and other semantic properties

of the nominal referent (Walker 1982:18-20).

(40) Hawu

héo

nine

ɓela

clf

ɓaʄu

blouse

‘nine blouses’ (Walker 1982:19)

InManggarai (41a) and inHawu (41b), aminor pattern of postposed numer-

als with classifier following the numeral is attested.

(41) a. Manggarai

tanah

land

a̤-lingko

one-clf

‘an area of land’ (Semiun 1993:43)

b. Hawu

tuɗi

knife

ɗue

two

ɓengu

clf

‘two knifes’ (Walker 1982:19)

Theword order of N-Num-clf in the examples (41a) and (41b) indicates that

the classifiers in languages like Hawu and Manggarai are best analysed as
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nouns and the other nouns, here ‘land’ and ’knife’, are pre-posed or topical-

ised. Under this analysis, the word order of Num-N remains, as the numeral

is preceding the nominal classifier.

In sum, the languages of Western Flores, Sumba and Sabu all have Num-

N word order. Some of these languages have the additional option of pre-

posing the noun, while the classifier remains after the numeral, which leads

to a N-Num-clf order.

9.4.3 N-Num

9.4.3.1 The Central Flores languages

In the Central Flores language Keo (42), numerals follow the noun and an

obligatory classifier is placed in between the noun and the numeral. There

is a range of different classifiers available for count nouns (Baird 2002:145-

147).

(42) Keo

sapa

canoe

di'é

clf

tedu

three

‘three canoes’ (Baird 2002:145)

This clf-Num combination following the noun (N-clf-Num) is different to

the topicalised noun followed by a numeral and a classifier (N-Num-clf) in

languages such as Hawu and Manggarai, discussed in §9.4.2 above. In the

languages of Central Flores, the classifier is in between the noun and the

following numeral. Analysing classifiers as nouns makes the numerals in

these languages entirely post-nominal, thus following the N-Num pattern.

In the languages Hawu and Manggarai, the noun is preposed and the order

of Num-N is retained by the numeral and the classifier which is originally a

noun.

9.4.3.2 The Flores-Lembata langauges

Throughout all Flores-Lembata languages, numerals are post-nominal. If a

classifier is employed, it is placed between the noun and the numeral fol-

lowing the template N-clf-Num. With the numeral ‘one’, in most cases, no

classifiers are used. For higher numbers, there are classifiers. However, there
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is a lot of variation found in the number of different classifiers and in the de-

gree of optionality of classifiers among the languages of Flores-Lembata.

In Sika, there are a couple of different obligatory classifiers for referents

of different shapes and sizes (Fricke et al. 2019). In example (43) below, the

classifier teman is used in between a compound noun and the numeral hutu

‘four’. The classifier teman is widely used for any round or bulky object of

middle to big size.

(43) SK-Hewa

'Ia

dist

pau

mango

wua-n

fruit-poss

teman

clf

hutu.

four

‘There are four mangoes.’ (Fricke 2014a:40)

Western Lamaholot possesses several numeral classifiers that are used for

measurements (Kroon 2016:152). They are mostly used for fruits, parts of

plants, basically tomakeuncountablenouns countable, suchas lépa ‘clf.box’

in (44)whichprobablymeans something like ‘container’ and is used tomake

the uncountable noun tahan ‘rice’ countable.

(44) WL-Lewoingu

tahan

rice

lépa

clf.box

to'u

one

‘a box/container or rice’ (Nishiyama and Kelen 2007:29)

However, for many WL nouns, no classifier is needed, such as in example

(45) fromWL-Lewoingu, where the numeral telo ‘three’ follows directly the

noun hépé ‘knife’. Also inWL-Alorese, we find a similar pattern. Nouns and

numerals are merely juxtaposed, such as in (46).

(45) WL-Lewoingu

hépé

knife

telo

three

‘three knives’ (Nishiyama and Kelen 2007:44)

(46) WL-Alorese

ni

3sg

ning

poss

aho

dog

rua

two

‘his two dogs’ (Klamer 2011:45)
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In CL-Central Lembata, there is only one general classifier ua ‘clf’ which is

obligatorily used with any numeral above one. An example is in (47) where

the noun lamé ‘man’ is followed by the general classifier ua and the numeral

jua ‘two’.

(47) CL-Central Lembata
lamé

man

ua

clf

jua

two
‘two men’ (S2:1)

In Kedang, there are two optional classifiers that can accompany the nu-

meral. The general classifier urén (48), and the more specific classifier ulu'

‘seed, kernel, stone’ for round objects (Samely 1991a:96).

(48) KD-Leuwayang
wéta'

house

urén

clf

sué

two
‘two houses’ (Samely and Barnes 2013:662)

In sum, all Flores-Lembata languages all have post-nominal numerals. In

Sika and Central Lamaholot, numerals higher than the numeral for ‘one’

are obligatorily accompanied by a classifier. In Kedang, there is the optional

general classifier urén. Finally, in Western Lamaholot and Alorese, no gen-

eral classifier exists but a couple of specific classifiers that are mainly used

to make otherwise uncountable nouns countable.

9.4.3.3 The AN languages of Timor

The Austronesian languages of Timor also have post-nominal numerals and

optional classifiers, such as in Tetun (49a) and South Mambae (49b), or no

classifiers, such as in Helong (49c) and Amarasi (49d).

(49) a. Tetun

ata

slave

nia-k

3sg-poss

rua

two

né'é

this

‘these two slaves of her’ (van Klinken 1999:133)

b. South Mambae

haru

shirt

nora

clf

ruu

two

‘two shirts’ (Fogaça 2017:154)

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/b80b6b48-abaa-4b1c-a63e-921f5eac82d9
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c. Helong

Kaim

1pl.excl

sos

buy

asu

cow

tilu.

three

‘We bought three cows.’ (Balle 2017:15)

d. Amarasi

n-fee

3-give

naan

dist

toon

year

teun

three

‘That one has been given three years.’ (Edwards 2016a:265)

9.4.3.4 Non-AN Timor-Alor-Pantar languages

In the non-AN Timor-Alor-Pantar (TAP) languages numerals are also post-

nominal. Classifiers between noun and numeral are common inmost of the

languages of Alor and Pantar but cannot be reconstructed to Proto-Alor-

Pantar (Klamer 2014a:150-152; Klamer 2014c). In the Western Pantar noun

phrase in (50) the optional classifier haila ‘clf:area’ is placed in between the

noun bla ‘house’ and the numeral ye ‘one’.

(50) Western Pantar

bla

house

(haila)

clf:area

yé

one

‘one house’ (Holton 2014:56)

As in this example, the use of classifiers in the Alor-Pantar languages is not

necessarily obligatory and theremaybe specific restrictions, suchas inKaera,

where classifiers are not used with animals (Klamer 2014b:123) or in Adang,

where numerals higher than one aremainly used with classifiers (Robinson

andHaan 2014:249). InWersing, classifiers are even not found at all (Schap-

per and Hendery 2014:466). Klamer (2014a) suggested that the classifiers

in the Alor-Pantar languages developed through contact with Austronesian

languages of the region (Klamer 2014a:159; Klamer 2014c).

In the TAP languages of Timor, classifiers are present but used less ex-

tensively. In Makasae for example, classifiers are mainly used for human or

animal referents (51) and there is a tendency for classifiers to be optional

with the numeral ‘one’.
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(51) Makasae

Gi

3sg

bai

pig

boku

clf

u

one

suri.

shoot

‘He shot a pig.’ (Huber 2008:23)

In Makalero, classifiers are mainly associated with counting and there is no

suitable classifier for all nouns (Huber 2011:120-121).

9.4.3.5 Summary

The Austronesian languages of Central Flores, Flores-Lembata and Timor

consistently postpose the numeral in relation to the noun that is counted.

Classifiers are obligatory, optional or largely absent depending on the indi-

vidual language.There is a tendency for theAN languages surveyedhere that

the further east the less important the use of classifiers appears to be. In the

Central Flores languageKeo, classifiers are obligatory, in the Flores-Lembata

languages a mixed pictures emerges, while in the languages of Timor classi-

fiers are optional or lost.

Thenon-AustronesianTimor-Alor-Pantar languageshave the sameword

order in the numeral phrase as the AN languages discussed in this section,

thus postposed numerals in relation to the noun (N-Num). Classifiers in

between noun and numeral are a common but non-inherited feature in the

languages of Alor-Pantar. In the TAP languages of Timor classifiers are also

attested but used less.

9.4.4 Etymology of numerals in Flores-Lembata

Flores-Lembata basic numerals are etymologically mainly of Austronesian

origin and followadecimal counting system inherited fromProto-Austrone-

sian (Blust 2013:278). However, a few exceptions are found in the numerals

for ‘one’, ‘four’, ‘eight’ and ‘ten’. Table 9.6 gives an overviewof Flores-Lembata

basic numerals from one to ten in comparison to PMP forms. There is no

data on Eastern Lamaholot numerals. Numerals that are not or not straight-

forwardly inherited from PMP are marked in bold and are discussed below.
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Table 9.6: Basic numerals in the Flores-Lembata languages

PMP PFL Sika WL (al) WL (lwi) CL (kk) Kedang

‘one’ *əsa *ha ha tou to'u tu(né) 'udé'

‘two’ *duha *dʒua rua rua rua jua suwé

‘three’ *təlu *təlu telu talo telo telu télu

‘four’ *əpat *əpat hutu paa paa paat apa'

‘five’ *lima *lima lima léma léma léém lémé

‘six’ *ənəm *ənəm ena namu nemung enem énéŋ

‘seven’ *pitu *pitu pitu pito pito pito pitu

‘eight’ *walu *valu walu buto buto buto butu rai

‘nine’ *siwa *siva hiwa hiwa hiwa siwa lémé apa'

‘ten’ *sa-ŋa-puluq *spulu pulu kertou pulo spulo pulu

al=Alorese, lwi=Lewoingu, kk=Kalikasa (Central Lembata)

For the numeral ‘one’, Sika ha is a clear reflex of PMP *əsa ‘one’ as PMP *s >

h is regular in Sika. All other Flores-Lembata languages have innovated the

form for the numeral ‘one’. The Lamaholot forms tou, to'u and tuné are all

cognate. The second syllable of the CL word tuné is an insertion. The Ke-

dang form 'udé' ‘one’ is probably not cognate with the other forms for ‘one’.

The origins of these numerals for ‘one’ in Lamaholot and Kedang remain

unknown. There is a possible connection with the Timor-Alor-Pantar lan-

guages, as the vowel u also appears in the TAP numerals for ‘one’. PAP *nuk

‘one’ (Schapper and Klamer 2017:311), Makalero u(n) ‘one’ and Makalero tu

‘first’ may point to borrowing from TAP languages. However, as the words

are very short, the evidence appears to be too thin and difficult to prove.

The Kedang numeral suwé ‘two’ is not straightforwardly cognate with

the other forms for ‘two’ which are reflexes of PMP *duha ‘two’, as a change

of PMP *d- > s is not regularly attested. However, it is likely that for this form

an irregular change of PMP *d- > PFL *dʒ already occurred at the level of

PFL, with subsequent *dʒ > s in Kedang. Based on the Sika and Lamaholot

forms for ‘two’, PFL *dʒua ‘two’ has to be reconstructed. The reconstruction

of PFL *dua would not account for the present-day Lamaholot forms with

initial r and j (cf. §5.2.2.6, §5.2.2.1). A change of final *a > e also occurs in

other Kedang words, such as PMP *ina > Kedang iné ‘mother’. Thew in suwé

‘two’ could be an insertion in between the two vowels. Thus, Kedang suwé
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‘two’ is most likely cognate with the other forms.

The Sika numeral hutu ‘four’ is most likely a borrowing from neighbour-

ingLio sutu ‘four’, goingback toProto-Central-Flores (PCF) *wutu ‘four’ (Elias

2018:120). The change of *s > h is regular in Sika (cf. §5.2.3.2).

The Kedang numeral lémé apa' ‘nine’, composed out of lémé ‘five’ and

apa' ‘four’, shows a quinary system, in exactly the same way as found in the

languages of Alor-Pantar which also combine numerals for ‘five’ and ‘four’

to create a numeral for ‘nine’ (Schapper and Klamer 2017:288). Thus, Ke-

dangprobably borrowed thequinary system for its numeral ‘nine’ fromAlor-

Pantar languages. Schapper and Klamer (2017:307) say that the borrowing

of the quinary system could verywell be related to cultural contact between

the speakers of Kedang and Alor-Pantar languages. However, as discussed

further below, the Kedang numeral for ‘nine’ could also be a remnant of an

older non-decimal system.

The first part ker ‘ten’ of the Alorese numeral kertou ‘ten’ is clearly a bor-

rowing from Alor-Pantar languages. For PAP *qar ‘ten’ has been reconstruc-

ted (Schapper and Klamer 2017:311). The second part tou ‘one’ of the nu-

meral ‘ten’ is a retention from Proto-Western Lamaholot (PWL) *toʔu ‘one’.

SinceAlorese speakers settled onPantar andAlor until today, there has been

intense contact with speakers of Alor-Pantar languages (Moro 2018), there-

fore borrowing is very likely to occur.

The Kedang form butu rai ‘eight’ probably points to a now obsolete non-

decimal counting system, as had been suggested by Schapper and Ham-

marström (2013:428) and Schapper and Klamer (2017:306). The numeral is

composed of two words, butu and rai ‘many’. The form butu standing alone

does not have any meaning in the modern language, apart from being used

as an abbreviation for butu rai ‘eight’ (Samely and Barnes 2013:135,557).7 As

rai means ‘many’, butu could originally have meant ‘four’ in Kedang lead-

ing to the literal gloss ‘four many’ butu rai for the numeral ‘eight’. Although

nowadays, the putative original *butu ‘four’ has been replaced by apaʔ ‘four’,

a numeral of Austronesianorigin. Kedang’s formernumeral butu ‘four’ prob-

ably ultimately comes from the same source as Proto-Central Flores (PCF)

*wutu ‘four’. The change of *b >w is regular in Central Flores (Elias 2018:90).

7 Schapper andHammarström (2013:428) argue that raimeans ‘two’, similar to the numer-

als in the Central Flores languages where the numeral ‘eight’ is composed of ‘two’ and

‘four’. However, as Kedang has suwé ‘two’ and rai ‘many’ this interpretation is unlikely.
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The source couldbePCEMP*butu ‘group, crowd, flock, school, bunch, cluster’

which has been reconstructed to Proto-Central-Eastern-Malayo-Polynesian

(PCEMP) by Blust and Trussel (2010). In Kedang, this original meaning is

still found in the fixed expression butu bongan ‘sit and visit’ (Samely and

Barnes 2013:135). Here the word butu most likely retains a meaning more

closely to the reconstructed PCEMP *butu ‘crowd, group, bunch’. The se-

cond word bongan in the expression butu bongan ‘sit and visit’ also means

‘visit, make a social call, sit and visit’ (Samely and Barnes 2013:120). From

this evidence, I propose that Proto-Kedang (PK) *butumeant ‘group; bunch’

and also ‘four’. Also Proto-Alor-Pantar (PAP) *buta ‘four’ could be connected

with PCEMP *butu ‘group, crowd, flock, school, bunch, cluster’.

The Lamaholot numeral buto ‘eight’ also remains unexplainedwhen as-

suming a purely decimal system because it is etymologically related to nu-

merals meaning ‘four’ in other languages, such as the Central Flores lan-

guages. If assuming that the Lamaholot counting system was also a mix of

decimal and non-decimal, as I suggested for Kedang, and buto indeed ori-

ginally meant ‘four’, then buto ‘eight’ in Lamaholot could be explained by

originally having a second element similar to Kedang butu rai ‘eight’. The

putative second part of the Lamaholot numeral ‘eight’, such as rai ‘many’ in

Kedang, became unnecessary because the numeral ‘four’ was replaced by

paat (< PMP *əpat ‘four’) and the mixed system was replaced by a decimal

systemwhich led to the interpretation of buto alone as ‘eight’. Asmentioned

earlier, also inKedang thenumeralbutu rai ‘eight’ canbe abbreviated tobutu

‘eight’.

In sum, there was possibly a non-decimal system of ‘one, two, three’ and

the word ‘bunch, group’ for any higher numeral in Kedang, Lamaholot and

maybe also in the Alor-Pantar languages. Later the word for ‘bunch, group’

gained a more specific meaning, namely ‘four’, and by multiplication, this

led to the numeral ‘eight’. It remains unknown whether there were more

non-decimal numerals in this system because no traces are left. Nowadays

in Kedang and Lamaholot, a decimal system with mainly Austronesian lex-

emes is the norm. But it is possible that therewas a timewhere both systems

were used. Such a situation is still found today in the AN language Mam-

bae spoken on Timor. There are varieties of Mambae that use a decimal

counting system, while others use a non-decimal system. The wordlists in

Fogaça (2017:243-245) show that Central Mambae has a purely decimal sys-

tem, while NorthwestMambae and SouthMambae have a non-decimal sys-
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tem for the numerals six to ten.

For Central Flores, it has been argued that the non-decimal system in

theAustronesian languages of that area is a feature of non-Austronesian ori-

gin (Schapper and Klamer 2017:315). The remnants of non-decimal systems

in the numerals ‘eight’ in Lamaholot and Kedang and also ‘nine’ for Kedang,

could also be attributed to non-Austronesian contact. Ormore precisely, the

numeral ‘eight’ points to a pre-Austronesian non-decimal system that was

probably present in these languages in addition to the new decimal system

introduced fromanAustronesian ancestor. Possibly both systemswere com-

peting at a certain point in time and finally the decimal system won, while

the non-decimal system was lost, being kept in Kedang a bit longer than in

Lamaholot. Meanwhile, the numeral ‘ten’ in Alorese points to more recent

borrowing from Alor-Pantar languages. The numeral ‘nine’ in Kedang could

also be a recent calque from AP languages, or it could be a retention of an

older non-decimal system which was reinforced in Kedang (but not other

FL languages) by contact with AP.

9.4.5 The rise of post-nominal numerals

In the previous sections, I have shown that the languages of Central Flores,

of Flores-Lembata and the Austronesian languages of Timor underwent a

change inwordorder fromNum-N toN-Num.TheN-Numorder is considered

an innovationbecauseAustronesian languages furtherwest, such as inwest-

ern Flores and on Sumba, as well as Austronesian languages in general have

an inherited Num-N word order, as has been shown in §9.4. At the same

time, the counting systems of several languages that underwent this syn-

tactic change show traces of non-decimal counting systems, as I have shown

in §9.4.4. This again is an innovation in these Austronesian languages as a

decimal counting systemcanbe reconstructed toProto-Austronesian.These

two innovations, in word order and in counting system, are not necessarily

connected directly but they both could have been caused by contact situ-

ations with non-Austronesian languages.

The change in word order that is attested in Central Flores, Flores-Lem-

bata and in the AN languages on Timor could have either happened once

when an ancestor of those languages that display the N-Num order today

was in contact with speakers of non-Austronesian languages, or the feature

couldhavediffused through the variousAustronesian subgroups concerned.
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The scenario of a single event of change in an undefined ancestor language

becomes unlikely when considering the genealogical relations. The closest

relatives of Central Flores are thewesternFlores languages (Fernandez 1996).

These did not undergo the change from Num-N to N-Num, neither do they

show traces of non-decimal counting systems. In§5.5, I provide evidence for

subgrouping theCentral andWesternFlores languageswith the languages of

Flores-Lembata andof Sumba.Therefore, any scenario of shared innovation

for Num-N would have to explain why the languages of Western Flores and

Sumba do not show this change. Therefore, I suggest that at least three sep-

arate contact scenarios led to the pattern that is attested in Nusa Tenggara

Timur and Timor-Leste today. Proto-Central Flores, Proto-Flores-Lembata

and the proto-languages of Timor all underwent the change fromNum-N to

N-Num independently.

9.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, threenon-Austronesian syntactic features of thenounphrase

and the traces of non-decimal counting systems have been discussed. The

syntactic features are found in a subset of the Austronesian and in all non-

Austronesian languages of NusaTenggaraTimur andTimor-Leste. In theAu-

stronesian languages of this area these features are innovations, while in the

non-Austronesian Timor-Alor-Pantar languages they are inherited. Poss-N,

N-Loc and N-Num are attested in the Flores-Lembata languages and in the

AN languages of Timor. The feature of N-Num spreads further including the

Central Flores languages. I propose that these contact-induced word order

changes took place in several proto-languages independently.

In Figure 9.4, the innovation of features is indicated with different sym-

bols. The symbol is placed below the name of a subgroup in which all lan-

guages show the respective feature. Consequently, the feature can be recon-

structed to the proto-language of the subgroup. The tree structure is based

on the current knowledge on the languages investigated (cf. §1.3.1).

Proto-Flores-Lembata and the proto-languages of the AN languages of

Timor each underwent independently the same two syntactic changes lead-

ing to N-Num and Poss-N. In addition, as locative nouns were reanalysed as

possessed nouns, they were moved to a post-nominal position, leading to

N-Loc.
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Figure 9.4: Innovations in the NP

Proto-Central Flores only switched theorder of numeral andnounandgained

N-Num. I propose independent developments because, as long as there is no

lexical or phonological evidence that could prove that Flores-Lembata and

Timor form an innovation defined subgroup within the Austronesian lan-

guages of the area, there is no reason to argue for a single contact event.

In contrast, there is evidence for a Bima-Lembata subgroup including PFL,

Central Flores and the Austronesian languages further west on Flores and

Sumba (cf. §5.5). Assuming word order changes on a higher level, such as

Bima-Lembata or even higher, would demand an explanationwhy there are

languages that did not inherit the new pattern.

Traces of non-decimal counting systems are an additional innovation

found in the languages that underwent the word order change in the nu-

meral phrase. These innovations are possibly also attributed to contact with

non-Austronesian languages but there is not necessarily a causal connec-

tion with the change in word order. For Central Flores, the non-decimal

counting system is found in all Central Flores languages. Therefore, it can

be suggested that it emerged in Proto-Central Flores. In the Flores-Lembata
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languages this is not the case. Only in Kedang, and possibly in Lamaholot,

traces of non-decimal systems are found. Reconstruction of a non-decimal

system to PFL is not straigt-forward, though it is possible that decimal and

non-decimal systemswere in competition at this stage, leading to themixed

(though mostly decimal) systems seen in the present day languages.
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Innovations in the clause

10.1 Introduction

In this chapter, I discuss two clausal structural features of the Flores-Lemba-

ta languages that are considered atypical for Austronesian languages. These

features are (i) clause-final deictic motion verbs (DMV) and (ii) clause-final

negations (NEG). In Table 10.1, the Flores-Lembata languages and other lan-

guages of Nusa Tenggara Timur andTimor-Leste are evaluated for these fea-

tures.

For each language, the features found in this language are marked with

a plus (+) and the features not found in this language are marked with a

minus (-). When a feature is only found incidentally or in some varieties of

a language group, it is marked with minus/plus (-/+). In this table, Sumba

also includes the island of Sabu, Flores refers to western and central Flores,

andTimor also includes the island of Rote. The languages Sika (SK), Kedang

(KD),Western Lamaholot (WL), Central Lamaholot (CL) and Eastern Lama-

holot (EL) are subgroups of the Flores-Lembata language family (cf. §5.3).

For Eastern Lamaholot (EL) no data is available on deictic motion verbs,

hence it is marked with a question mark. The only non-Austronesian (non-

AN) languages in the area are the Timor-Alor-Pantar languages (TAP).

373
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Table 10.1: The spread of clause-final deictic motion verbs and negators

Austronesian Non-AN

Feature Sumba Flores SK KD WL CL EL Timor TAP

Fin. DMV - - + + + + ? -/+ +

Fin. NEG - - -/+ - + + + -/+ +

DMV=deictic motion verbs, NEG=negation

In the Austronesian languages, the two features are only attested in lan-

guages of the eastern part of the area studied in this dissertation, namely in

the Flores-Lembata languages and in the Austronesian languages of Timor.

In these Austronesian languages, final NEG and DMV arose out of contact

with non-Austronesian languages, possibly with TAP languages as they also

have these features and are the only non-Austronesian languages attested

in immediate proximity.

Clause-final DMV are found in all Flores-Lembata languages, but not at

all, or only occasionally, in their closest Austronesian neighbours on Timor

and Flores. This suggest a shared innovation of clause-final DMVat the level

of Proto-Flores-Lembata (PFL). In contrast, clause-final negation is found in

all varieties of Lamaholot but not in Kedang (KD) and only incidentally in

Sika (SK), namely in the variety of Hewa. This suggests innovation of clause-

final NEG at the levels of the Lamaholot subgroups.

This chapter follows the methodology laid out in §7.2 to demonstrate

that these two features are innovations that is likely to have arisen due to

contact with non-Austronesian languages. In §10.2, I discuss the semantics

and the development of clause-final deicticmotion verbs. In §10.3, I discuss

the development of clause-final negation in the Lamaholot varieties. In Sec-

tion 10.4, I summarise the findings and draw conclusions.

Glosses and transcriptions from other sources are adapted to the con-

ventions of this dissertation (cf. §7.3). A list of adapted glosses and re-tran-

scribed sounds with their original representations is found in Appendix C.
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10.2 Clause-final deictic motion verbs

10.2.1 Overview

Deictic motion verbs (DMV) are verbs denoting a movement into a direc-

tion, either away from the deictic centre (‘go’) or towards the deictic centre

(‘come’). The deictic center is most of the time the speaker. In most of the

Flores-Lembata languages, DMV do not only encode deictic direction but

also elevation, i. e. upward or downward direction. In §10.2, I discuss the

clausal position of DMV, their semantics and their etymology in the lan-

guages of Flores-Lembata and the languages surrounding this language fam-

ily.

In Austronesian languages, the basic word order is predominantly verb-

medial and also frequently verb-initial (Blust 2013:461). However, in contact

areas of Austronesian and Papuan languages, there are cases of Austrone-

sian languages with a verb-final word order (Blust 2013:470). These typo-

logical observations are supported by philogenetic evidence from Reesink

and Dunn (2018:950) who reconstructed verb-initial order as a very likely

ancestral states for Proto-Malayo-Polynesian. Verb-final order could not be

reconstructed for any node in the Austronesian language family (Reesink

and Dunn 2018:950).

Generally, the Austronesian languages of Nusa Tenggara Timur and Ti-

mor-Leste show verb-medial word order (Klamer 2002:374) and thus are

typical Austronesian in respect to this feature. However, there are Austrone-

sian languages of the area where clauses with deictic motion verbs (DMV)

have verb-finalwordorder. I propose that these verbs changed their position

due to influence from non-Austronesian languages.1

The map in Figure 10.1 shows the distribution of medial and final DMV

in the AN and non-AN languages of Nusa Tenggara Timur and Timor-Leste.

Clause-final DMV are found in all Flores-Lembata languages and incident-

ally in the AN languages of Timor, namely in the Rote languages. Clause-

final DMV are attested throughout all Timor-Alor-Pantar (TAP) languages.

TAP languages generally have verb-final order (Klamer 2017:15). Therefore,

in the TAP languages final DMV are not an exception.

1 For WL-Lewotobi, Nagaya (2011:46) has suggested that deictic motion verbs appearing

in SOV order are possibly a Papuan feature.
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The following sections are structured as follows. In §10.2.2, I show that in

the closest Austronesian relatives of Flores-Lembata, the AN languages of

Flores and of Timor, DMV are clause-medial as any other verbs in these lan-

guages. These languages do not show any change in this feature in respect to

the typical Austronesian word order pattern. The languages of Rote are the

only exception, as clause-final DMVare attested here. In §10.2.3, I show that

different to their closest relatives in the west, the Flores-Lembata languages

all have clause-final DMV,while other verbs in these languages are inmedial

position of the clause. In this section, I also illustrate the patterns of clause-

final DMV in the languages of Flores-Lembata. In §10.2.4, I present DMV

in the Alor-Pantar languages, the non-Austronesian neighbours of Flores-

Lembata to the east. I stress the similarities in the DMV system of Alor-

Pantar and Flores-Lembata. In §10.2.5, I discuss the possible etymologies of

the Flores-Lembata DMV. In §10.2.6, I propose contact-induced change for

the emergence of clause-final DMV in Flores-Lembata due to contact with

AP languages.

10.2.2 Medial DMV on Flores, Sumba and Timor

In the Austronesian languages of Central and Western Flores, deictic mo-

tion verbs (DMV) expressing ‘come’ and ‘go’ are found clause-medially, in

the same position as other verbs in those languages. There are no clause-

final verbs in these languages. A clause-medial DMV in a locational clause

is exemplified below in (1) for Keo, a Central Flores language. The deictic

verb kai ‘go’ may be cognate with the deictic verbs for ‘go’ found in Flores-

Lembata languages reconstructed to LH-SK #-ai ‘go’ (cf. §10.2.3). However,

in contrast to themajority pattern in Flores-Lembata languages, in Keo, this

decitic verb meaning ‘go’ is clause-medial.

(1) Keo

'Imu

3sg

kai

go

mbana

walk

pasa

market

rédé

east

So'a.

name

‘She went to the market in So’a.’ (Baird 2002:301)

In the Austronesian languages on Sumba, such as Kambera, DMV are also

clause-medial. An example is the verb laku ‘go’ in (2).
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(2) Kambera

... na-laku

3sg-go

la

loc

Umalulu.

Melolo

‘ ... he went to Melolo.’ (Klamer 1998:345)

In locational clauses from the Austronesian language Helong (3), DMV are

also clause-medial, as here the verbmaa ‘come’ (< PMP *ma(R)i ‘come’).

(3) Helong

Un

3sg

pait

return

maa

come

lui

boat

la

dist

lo.

neg

‘He did not return to the boat.’ (Jacob and Grimes 2011:355)

Anexception to the languages just discussed are theAustronesian languages

on the island of Rote. In these languages, clause-final DMV are found, as in

example (4) from Lole.

(4) Lole

Boé ma

then

Yohanis

name

kalua

exit

némé

from

uma

house

dalé

inside

mai.

come

‘Then John came out of the house.’ (Jacob and Grimes 2011:359)

The structure of the Lole locational clause with a clause-final DMV is very

similar to the structures found in locational clauses in the Flores-Lembata

languages which are discussed in §10.2.3 below. However, as the languages

of Rote are the only Austronesian languages of Timor known to have clause-

final DMV and they are in other respects more closely related to the lan-

guages of Timor than to the Flores-Lembata languages, this is the result of

an independent innovation in those languages.

In sum, virtually all the Austronesian languages of Sumba, Flores and

Timor have medial DMV, and thus retain the typical Austronesian word or-

der for their DMV.

10.2.3 Final DMV in the Flores-Lembata languages

10.2.3.1 Overview

In theFlores-Lembata languages,DMVin locational clauses appear in clause-

medial or clause-final position, with clause-final position being the most
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frequent choice. Other verbs always appear in clause-medial position. The

clause-finalDMVin theFlores-Lembata languages doesnot occur in the typ-

ical Austronesian position but appear to be moved to the end of the clause,

the typical position for verbs in the non-Austronesian Timor-Alor-Pantar

(TAP) languages.

Table 10.2 provides an overview of clause-final DMV in the Flores-Lem-

bata languages. The use of these forms is illustrated in the subsequent sec-

tions 10.2.3.2, 10.2.3.3 and 10.2.3.4. A more detailed discussion on the ety-

mology of the Flores-Lembata DMV is §10.2.5.

DMV do not only encode deictic direction but also elevation. There are

three categories: leveldenoting amovementunspecified for elevation,high

denoting a movement towards or away from a higher place than the loca-

tion of the deictic centre, and low denoting a movement towards or away

from a lower place than the location of the deictic centre. The words in the

category level often denote a movement from or towards a place with the

same height as the position of the deictic centre, thus no change in elev-

ation. Therefore, the category is labelled level. However, when combined

with locationals meaning ‘upwards’ or ‘downwards’ in a clause, an upward

or downwardmovement can be expressed. For this reason, I gloss the level

DMVwith plain ‘come’ and ‘go’, while DMV in the categories high and low

are glosses as ‘go.up’ / ‘come.up’ and ‘go.down’ / ‘come.down’ respectively.

For each elevation category, level, high and low, there are usually two

motion verbs, one which expresses the ‘go’ direction and one that expresses

the ‘come’ direction. Stem-final consonants in Central Lamaholot, given in

brackets in the table, are only realised when a suffix is added. Variants are

separated by a slash. Thewords given for one concept are not always all cog-

nates. The forms (most likely) not relating to the reconstructions provided

above are given in square brackets. The shared Flores-Lembata lexemes LH-

SK #-ai ‘go’ and LH-KD #gedi ‘go.up’ are not reconstructible to PFL at the

current stage of knowledge because for #-ai no cognate is found in Kedang

and for #gedi no cognate is found in Sika. For the concept ‘come.down’ no

PFL reconstruction is possible with the data available.
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Table 10.2: Deictic motion verbs in the Flores-Lembata languages

level high low

‘go’ ‘come’ ‘go.up’ ‘come.up’ ‘go.down’ ‘come.down’

PMP - *ma(R)i - *sakay - -

PFL #-ai *mai #gedi *hakay *lodoŋ ?

Clause-final position

SK -a mai - - - -

KD - ma kéu/[dau] a̤' do'/[bunu'] nè

CL -ai méné(k) géji/géwi aka( j) lodo nau(n)

WL (sl) -ai pai géré/[dopa] haka/[dai] lodo hau

WL (ltb) -ai dai - haka - hau

WL (al) -éi méné géré - lodo -

Cognates in clause-medial position

SK - - - - lodong -

WL (ltb) - - géré - lodo -

CL - - - - [bunu] -

ltb=Lewotobi, sl=Solor, al=Alorese

In Sika and in WL-Lewotobi, the concept of ‘return’ is also expressed by

clause-final verbs, namely Sika balér andWL-Lewotobi gwali. The concept of

‘return’ is a specific kind of ‘come’, as it means to come towards the deictic

centre but with the additional component that the person who is coming

had been at that place before. In addition CL-Central Lembata has a small

additional set of non-motion verbs that can optionally appear clause-finally

in combination with locational phrases that precede the verb (cf. §3.7.2.2).

The verbs listed inTable 10.2 can all appear in clause-final position. This

does not exclude their use in medial position. For WL-Lewotobi, Nagaya

(2011:336) states that deictic motion verbs can appear clause-medially, but

in this position they do not carry their deictic meaning but are pure mo-

tion verbs. How far this semantic difference related to the position of the

verb also holds for the other varieties of Flores-Lembata is not clear from

the sources available.

For the clause-final verbs inKedang listed as ‘go’ verbs inTable 10.2, it ap-
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pears that the semantics do not include a clear deictic component. They can

be used for amovement towards the speakers (‘come’), as well as away from

the speaker (‘go’) (Samely 1991a:130), thus I refer to them as “non-deictic”

(cf. §10.2.3.3). However, in the table, these Kedang verbs are listed with the

‘go’ paradigm for the sake of symmetry, as Kedang also has a separate set

of ‘come’ verbs (cf. §10.2.3.3). An additional reason to group them with the

‘go’ verbs is that some of the non-deictic Kedang verbs are cognate with ‘go’

verbs in other Flores-Lembata varieties.

In the following, I first describe the system in the Lamaholot varieties

in §10.2.3.2 as it appears to be most complete and eleborate. Clause-final

DMV are attested with all three levels of elevation and their semantics all

convey a clear deictic component. In Kedang (§10.2.3.3) also all levels of

elevation are attested in the set of clause-final verbs, however not all clause-

final verbs appear to differentiate between ‘come’ and ‘go’. In Sika only level

DMV verbs are attested (§10.2.3.4).

10.2.3.2 The Lamaholot varieties

Throughout all known varieties of the three Lamaholot subgroups, clause-

final DMV are found that encode elevation and direction in relation to the

position of the deictic centre. A complete set of DMVin Lamaholot contains

three verbs for ‘go’ and three verbs for ‘come’. These sets of three verbs each

have one verb that is unspecified for elevation (level), one verb that en-

codes a higher location (high) and one verb that encodes a lower location

relative to the deictic centre (low).

The Central Lamaholot variety of Central Lembata has a complete set

of clause-final DMV with three ‘go’ verbs: -ai ‘go’, géji/géwi ‘go.up’ and lodo

‘go.down’, and three ‘come’ verbs:méné(k-) ‘come’, aka( j-)‘come.up’ and

nau(n-) ‘come.down’. Their use is is discussed in detail in the Central Lem-

bata grammar sketch in §3.7.2.2.

In theWesternLamaholot variety Solor, as documentedbyKroon (2016),

the set of DMV is also complete. There are ‘go’ verbs for all three elevation

levels: -ai ‘go’, dopa/géré ‘go.up’ and lodo ‘go.down’, illustrated in (5), and also

‘come’ verbs for all three elevation levels pai ‘come’, haka/dai ‘come.up’ and

hau ‘come.down’. However, Kroon (2016) only provides an example of dai

‘come.down’, given in (6).2

2 Glosses in the examples fromKroon (2016:Appendix 5) are added, as the source does not
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(5) WL-Solor: ‘go’ verbs

a. Ra'é

3pl

lua

descend

wata

beach

r=ai.

3pl-go

‘They went (descended) down to the beach.’ (Kroon 2016:217)

b. Tite

1pl.incl

t=eté

1pl.incl=bring

wa'a

burden

ilé

mountain

dopa.

go.up

‘We bring these goods up to the mountain.’ (Kroon 2016:217)

c. ... ula

snake

wé

dist

gelora

glide.down

téti

upwards

wato

stone

lolo-n

top-3sg.poss

lodo.

go.down

‘... a snake gliding down from above the stone.’ (Kroon

2016:Appendix5)

(6) WL-Solor: ‘come’-verbs

Na'é

3sg

lau

seawards

watã

beach

dai.

come.up

‘He is coming from the beach.’ (Kroon 2016:Appendix5)

In someWL varieties, the set of clause-final DMV is not entirely complete.

WL-Lewotobi possesses one clause-final ‘go’ verb -ai ‘go’, but three ‘come’

verbs: dai ‘come’, hau ‘come.down’ and haka ‘come.up’ (Nagaya 2011:330-

331). There are theWL-Lewotobi verbs géré ‘go.up’ or lodo ‘go.down’ but they

are not clause-final.

In Alorese, an offspring of WL, the following clause-final DMV are at-

tested in Klamer (2011:64-65): méné ‘come’, -éi ‘go’, lodo ‘go.down’ and géré

‘go.up’. It remains to be investigated if Alorese also has clause-final DMV

meaning ‘come.down’ and ‘come.up’.

ForWL-Lewoingu, a list of DMV is given but their use is not sufficiently

described to deduce which of them are clause-final (Nishiyama and Kelen

2007:91,116-117). Nevertheless from the examples in Nishiyama and Kelen

(2007:116-117), it becomes clear that at least -a'i- 1 go’ can be clause-final.

To sum up, all Lamaholot varieties have clause-final DMV. The exact

number of DMV varies across varieties. A complete set of clause-final DMV,

with three ‘go’ verbs and three ‘come’ verbs, is documented for CL-Central

Lembata and for Alorese. In WL-Lewotobi an incomplete set, three clause-

final ‘come’ verbs and only one ‘go’ verb, is attested. For other WL varieties,

provide glossing.
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such as Solor or Lewoingu, the documentation of the DMV in use is not suf-

ficient to decide whether the full set of DMV is can appear in clause-final

position.

10.2.3.3 Kedang

Kedang has two sets of clause-finalmotion verbs, as documented by Samely

(1991a:129-131). Table 10.3 shows that one set is non-deictic, glossed with

‘move’, only encoding elevation. The second set is deictic, encoding eleva-

tion and the direction towards the speaker, glossed with ‘come’. A set that

solely encodes direction away from the speaker ‘go’ does not exist. To ex-

press this meaning, a non-deictic motion verb is used and the deictic direc-

tion away from the speaker is interpreted from the context.

Table 10.3: Clause-final motion verbs in Kedang

Non-deictic

‘move.up’ dau

‘move.up’ (vertically) kéu

‘move.down’ bunu'

‘move.down’ (vertically) do'

Deictic

‘come.sidewards’ ma

‘come.seawards’ nè

‘come.hillwards’ a̤'

The non-deictic set is based on the up-down axis, whereas the deictic set is

based on the sea-land axis. A non-deicticmotion verb such as dau ‘move.up’

can be preceded by the prepositions o̤té ‘upwards’, as in (7a), or o̤lé ‘down-

wards’. A deictic motion verb such as a̤' ‘come.hillwards’, which is based on

the sea-land axis, can be preceded by the prepositions o̤jo ‘sidewards’, o̤li

‘hillwards’ and o̤wé ‘seawards’, as in (7b).
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(7) KD-Leuwayang

a. Nuo

3sg

o̤té

upwards

wéla

inland

dau.

move.upwards

‘He goes up into the interior.’ (Samely 1991a:130)

b. Wèng

clf

pitu

seven

wati'

again

ko'

1sg.poss

a'é

older.sibling

a̤na'

child

a̤bé

male

ow̤é

seawards

a'̤.

come.hillwards

‘In seven days, my older brother comes here.’ (Samely

1991a:131)

With the non-deictic motion verbs, nevertheless, it is possible to express

deixis, thus a ‘come’ or ‘go’ movement. The combination of the preposi-

tion o̤té ‘upwards’ and the non-deicticmotion verb dau ‘move.upwards’ (7a)

yields a reading of ‘go’. The use of the opposite preposition o̤lé ‘downwards’

with the same deicticmotion verb leads to a reading of ‘come’, such as in the

phrase o̤lé dau ‘to come upwards from a lower position’ (Samely 1991a:131).

Thus, when using non-deictic motion verbs, ‘go’ and ‘come’ can be differen-

tiated by the choice of the preceding preposition.

In contrast, for the deictic motion verbs meaning ‘come’, the preposi-

tions on the sea-land axis have to be used in semantic accordance to the

DMV, so o̤wé ‘seawards’ can only be combined with a̤’ ‘come.hillwards’. In

(7b), the preposition o̤wé which encode the origin of the movement does

not add any semantic value to the phrase, as the verb a̤’ ‘come.hillwards’

already encodes the origin of the movement as being a location at sea level

or overseas.

To sum up, Kedang possesses a set of clause-final ‘come’ verbs and a set

of clause-final non-deictic motion verbs, ‘move’ verbs, which, in combina-

tion with prepositions, can express the deictic component of ‘go’ or ‘come’.

10.2.3.4 Sika

Sika has only two main clause-final deictic motion verbs: -a ‘go’ and mai

‘come’. In addition, the verb balér ‘return’ is also clause-final. In Sika, eleva-

tion is not encoded in deictic motion verbs. The verb -a ‘go’ is mainly found

in expressions such as ‘Where arewe going to?’ or ‘Shewalks there’, as shown

in examples (8a) and (8b). Anexample of the verbmai ‘come’ is given in (8c).
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(8) a. SK-Hewokloang

Ita

1pl.incl

épai ̤

where

t-a-t?

1pl.incl-go-1pl.incl

‘Where are we going to?’ (Rosen 1986:62)

b. SK-Nita

Nimu

3sg

gawi

walk

lau

to

n-a?

3sg-go

‘She walks there.’ (Rosen 1986:59)

c. SK-Hewa

A'u

1sg

'ia

loc

Weri

name

mai.

come

‘I’m coming fromWeri.’ (Fricke 2014a:61)

Both verbs -a ‘go’ andmai ‘come’ can be inflected by pronominal affixes. In

many varieties, these affixes have been eroded completely or generalised to

a default nasal /n/ or /ŋ/. The prefixes are retained with more stability than

the suffixes. The most conservative variety in this respect is spoken in the

Hewokloang area located in the inland towards the east of the regency cap-

ital Maumere (Rosen 1986:62). In this variety, a full paradigm of pronom-

inal prefixes and suffixes is retained.The erosion of the inflection suggests

that the verb -a ‘go’ is losing its verbal qualities and is on the way to gram-

maticalise into a clause-final directional particle (Rosen 1986:59-62; Fricke

2014a:35).

10.2.4 Final DMV in the Alor-Pantar languages

In Table 10.4, the forms of deictic motion verbs (DMV) in four present-day

Alor-Pantar languages and in Proto-Alor-Pantar (PAP) are reproduced from

Schapper (2017:274). The four languages are chosen to represent awide geo-

graphic as well as genealogical distance. They belong to different subbran-

ches of the Alor-Pantar (AP) languages and Western Pantar is the western-

most AP languages, whileWersing is one of the easternmost AP languages of

Alor. The DMV are grouped according to the same three levels of elevation
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and the deictic categories of ‘go’ and ‘come’ as in the Flores-Lembata lan-

guages (§10.2.3.1). TheWersing verb a is cognatewith the set of ‘come.down’

but underwent a semantic change and nowmeans ‘go.down’.

Table 10.4: Cognate sets of deictic motion verbs in the AP languages

level high low

‘go’ ‘come’ ‘go’ ‘come’ ‘go’ ‘come’

PAP *wai *mai *mid(a) *medai(ŋ) *pia *ya(ŋ)

Western Pantar wa ma mia middaŋ pia yaŋ

Teiwa wa ma mir daa - yaa

Blagar va ma mida da ʔipa ya

Wersing wai mai mid dai - a ‘go’

All Timor-Alor-Pantar languages are verb-final (Klamer 2017:15), and mo-

tion verbs occur in clause-final position, as in theTeiwa example in (9). Here

the DMVmir appears clause-finally after the subject pronoun and the loca-

tion.

(9) Teiwa

Iman

they

ta

top

hafan

village

u

dist

ga-mir-an,

3sg-go.up-real

maan?

neg
‘They didn’t go up to that village, did they?’ (Klamer 2010:160)

The data from the Alor-Pantar languages show two similarities with the Flo-

res-Lembata languages. First, thedeicticmotionverbsoccur in ‘go’ and ‘come’

set with each three levels of elevation. Second, DMV appear clause-finally

in both language groups. This word order is the norm in AP, while it is an

exception to the general word order in Flores-Lembata, where other verbs

occur in clause-medial position.

10.2.5 Etymology of the Flores-Lembata DMV

10.2.5.1 The Flores-Lembata ‘go’ verbs

The lexical itemsused in clause-final positionasdeicticmotionverbs (DMV)

in the Flores-Lembata languages are a mix of innovations and inherited
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forms.The ‘go’ verbs are innovated,whereas someof the ‘come’ verbs appear

to be inherited. This holds for those DMV that are unmarked for elevation

and for those that are encoding elevation.

In Table 10.5, I list the forms of elevated and unelevated DMVmeaning

‘go’ in the languages of Flores-Lembata including their reconstructions. No

PMP sources are attested for these cognate sets. Only the verb ‘go.down’ can

be reconstructed to Proto-Flores-Lembata (PFL) *lodoŋ ‘go.down’ with cer-

tainty. The other two forms #-ai ‘go’ and #gedi ‘go.up’ do not have cognates

in all Flores-Lembata languages whichmakes the reconstruction to PFL not

possible at the current stage.

Table 10.5: ‘Go’ verbs and their proto-forms

‘go’ ‘go.up’ ‘go.down’

PFL #-ai #gedi *lodoŋ

Sika -a - lodong

Kedang - kéu do'

Central Lamaholot -ai géji (/ géwi) lodo

Western Lamaholot -ai géré lodo

For the DMV #‘go’, cognates are found in all varieties of Sika and Lamaho-

lot. Kedang is missing a cognate and also any other unelevated clause-final

motion verb to express a movement away from the speaker. In Sika, the i of

#-ai is dropped and pronominal suffixes can be added.

LH-SK #-ai ‘go’ cannot be linked to any known Proto-Malayo-Polynesian

(PMP) formwith themeaning ‘go’ and cognates are largely absent in the re-

lated Austronesian languages of the area. The languages of Central Flores,

such as Keo, have a form kai ‘go’ which is similar to the Flores-Lembata

forms (Baird 2002:301). However, the apparent loss of initial k in Flores-

Lembata cannot be explained as usually k is retained in these languages

(cf. §5.2.1). Similarly, the language Welaun on Timor has kai ‘go’ (Edwards

2019:19). However, it is unclear how or if these forms are related as they are

found in geographically disparate languages.

Another possible source for the innovation of #-ai ‘go’ in Sika and Lama-

holot are the neighbouring non-Austronesian Alor-Pantar languages. The
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innovated form#-ai ‘go’ could be related to Proto-Alor-Pantar (PAP) *wai ‘go’

(Schapper 2017:274). However, it remains unclear if PFL borrowed fromPAP

why the initial w has been lost in PFL as these languages usually preserve w

(cf. §5.2.6).

For the LH-KD #gedi ‘go.up’, no cognate has been found in Sika. In Ke-

dang, *g > k and *d > y/Ø are regular changes (cf. §5.2.2). However, the vowel

change of *i > u in final position appears irregular. The reflexes of CL géji

and WL géré are regular, as PFL *-d- > Western Lamaholot -r- and Central

Lamaholot -j-. Final vowel lowering, as *i > e, is frequently found inWestern

Lamaholot. The additional form géwi in Central Lamaholot remains unex-

plained.

For PFL *lodoŋ ‘go.down’, there are cognates attested in all FL languages.

The cognate in Sika is only found in clause-medial position (Pareira and

Lewis 1998:122). The final consonant in the reconstructed form is probably

ŋ, reduced to glottal stop in Kedang and zero in Lamaholot.

10.2.5.2 The Flores-Lembata ‘come’ verbs

In Table 10.6, I list the ‘come’ forms in the Flores-Lembata languages and

their reconstructions. Most forms in the set of ‘come’ and ‘come.up’ go back

to Proto-Malayo-Polynesian (PMP) forms, whereas for the ‘come.down’ set

no PMP form is attested.

Table 10.6: ‘Come’ verbs and their proto-forms

‘come’ ‘come.up’ ‘come.down’

PMP *ma(R)i *sakay

PFL *mai *hakay

Sika mai - -

Kedang ma a̤' nè

Central Lamaholot méné(k-) aka( j-) nau(n-)

WL-Solor pai haka/dai hau

WL-Lewotobi dai haka hau

WL-Alorese méné - -

Sikamai ‘come’ and Kedangma ‘come’ are cognate, and go back to PFL *mai
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and ultimately to PMP *ma(R)i ‘come’. Cognates of this set are also found in

the Austronesian languages of Flores and Timor (Blust and Trussel 2010).

Strikingly, exactly the same proto-form *mai ‘come’ has also been recon-

structed for PAP (Schapper 2017:274). This raises the question whether PAP

has borrowed from its Austronesianneighbours orwhether this similarity in

form is due to coincidence. However, as no other DMV are borrowed from

Austronesian languages into PAP, this appears rather to be a coincidence.

This issues is also discussed by Klamer (2010:325-326).

Reflexes of PMP *sakay ‘climb; ascend’ are found in Kedang, Central

Lamaholot and Western Lamaholot varieties. For Proto-Flores-Lembata, I

reconstructed PFL *hakay based on the regular sound changes of PMP *s >

PFL *h > PCL / PK *Ø, the sound change PMP *y > PCL *dʒ, and finally, PMP

*k > PK *ʔ (cf. §5.2).

Central Lamaholot and Alorese appear to have innovated a new form

*mene ‘come’ of unknown origin. The first syllable of *mene ‘come’ could

be connected to PFL *mai ‘come’ but the evidence for this remains unclear.

Reflexes *mene are attested in Central Lamaholot and Alorese. As *mene is

only attested in these two languages, it cannot be reconstructed to PFL.

Western Lamaholot varieties have innovated dai or pai ‘come’ and dai

‘come.up’.The verbdai appears related toProto-Alor-Pantar (PAP) *medai(ŋ)

‘come.up’ (Schapper 2017:270). Also in some Alor-Pantar languages, the re-

flexes of this form show a loss of the initial syllable, such as Teiwa daa or

Wersing dai (Schapper 2017:274). Possibly,Western Lamaholot varieties bor-

rowed *dai from AP languages. In WL-Lewotobi, a semantic change from

‘come.up’ to general ‘come’ occured. Whether WL-Solor pai ‘come’ is con-

nected to *dai ‘come.up’ or *mai ‘come’ remains unclear.

The etymology of the forms for ‘come.down’ is more difficult to recon-

struct. It is not clear if all the Flores-Lembata forms for ‘come.down’ are cog-

nate. As further evidence is missing, they have to be regarded as independ-

ent forms of unknown origin.

10.2.6 The rise of clause-final deictic motion verbs

I argue that the Flores-Lembata languages innovated clause-final verbs in

locational clauses due to contact with non-Austronesian languages that had

a canonical verb-final constituent order. DMV in clause-final position as in

the Flores-Lembata languages are not found in their closest Austronesian
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relatives, as shown in §10.2.2, nor are they inherited from Proto-Malayo-

Polynesian (cf. §10.2.1). Therefore, clause-final DMVmust have been innov-

ated at the level of Proto-Flores-Lembata.This innovationhas probably star-

ted with the unelevated forms of LH-SK #-ai ‘go’ and PFL *mai ‘come’, as

clause-final reflexes of these verbs are attested throughout virtually all Flores-

Lembata languages, with the exception of Kedang, where no reflex of LH-SK

#-ai ‘go’ is attested. The elevated clause-final forms might have developed

later, as they are only attested in Kedang and Lamaholot and not in Sika.

For the innovation of clause-final DMV, a language-internal develop-

ment is unlikely. Only a small subset of verbs, namely deictic motion verbs,

became clause-final in the Flores-Lembata languages. All other verbs re-

main clause-medial. Therefore, it is unlikely to assume a universal principle,

such as a tendency to converge towards a certain word order pattern, as the

cause for the change.

I put forward three arguments to strengthen the hypothesis that the

innovation of clause-final verbs in locational clauses arose due to contact

with non-Austronesian languages. First, there is evidence from other stud-

ies that clause-final verbs in several Austronesian languages have evolved in

contact zones with non-Austronesian languages. According to Blust (Blust

2013:461), NewGuinea hasmany verb-final Austronesian languages and the

Solomon Islands have a few. The hundreds of non-Austronesian languages

found especially in NewGuinea have verb-final word order (Blust 2013:470)

which suggests that the verb-final order in many of the Austronesian lan-

guages of NewGuinea developed due to contact with the non-Austronesian

languages of that area (Blust 2013:471).

Second, the Flores-Lembata languages are far from being entirely verb-

final. Only a certain set of verbs,mainly deicitcmotion verbs, is used clause-

finally when appearing with a locational phrase. The reason for the syn-

tactic change only affecting DMV may lay in their semantic properties of

encoding elevation which is a feature the Flores-Lembata DMV share with

the non-AN Alor-Pantar languages. Therefore, I suggest that both the syn-

tactic position and the semantics of these verbs have been calqued from

non-Austronesian languages. Most likely from a language related or typo-

logically similar to the neighbouring Alor-Pantar languages, as these lan-

guages have clear parallels to the semantic features of Flores-Lembata DMV

discussed in §10.2.3 and 10.2.4. In the languages of Flores-Lembata, as well

as the Alor-Pantar languages, DMV encode elevation on a high-low axis
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in addition to the pure deictic component of ‘come’ and ‘go’. Finally, there is

strong evidence that the formWL dai ‘come.up’ has been borrowed fromAP

languages and weaker evidence that LH-SK #-ai ‘go’ has also been borrowed

(cf. §10.2.5). It could be that the semantic system of the DMV was calqued

first and subsequently, this semantic conformance caused the change in po-

sition based on the clause-final position of the same types of verbs in the

non-Austronesian contact language.

10.3 Clause-final negation

10.3.1 Overview

Clause-final negation is defined as a negation pattern with a clause-final

negator.3 This also includes cases of double negation where one negator is

in pre-predicate position and the second negator is clause-final. In Austro-

nesian languages, clause-final negators are innovations. As with 70% of the

world’s languages (Vossen 2016:4), Austronesian languages typically show

pre-predicate negation marking. However, there is a considerable number

of instances of clause-final negation amongAustronesian languages located

in areas where Austronesian and Papuan languages are close to each other

(Klamer 2002:375; Vossen 2016:119-121,202; Reesink and Dunn 2018:936).

This pattern of clause-final negationmarking inAustronesian languages has

been argued to be of Papuan origin (Reesink 2002:246). Clause-final nega-

tionhasbeen identified as aPapuan featureof Lamaholot (Klamer2012a:76).

Themap inFigure 10.2 shows thedistributionof pre-predicatenegation,

double negation and clause-final negation in the Austronesian and non-

Austronesian languages of Nusa Tenggara Timur and Timor-Leste. While in

the west, only pre-predicate negation is attested, some of the Austronesian

languages towards the east have developed clause-final negators in single

or double negation patterns. Among the Flores-Lembata languages, only

the Lamaholot varieties and SK-Hewa have clause-final negators. On Timor

a mixed picture of pre-predicate, double and clause-final single negation

emerges. In the non-Austronesian Timor-Alor-Pantar (TAP) languages, only

clause-final negation is attested.

3 An earlier version of §10.3 has been published as Fricke (2017).
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§10.3 discusses patterns of declarative sentence negation in the Flores-Lem-

bata languages and is structured as follows. §10.3.2 provides the theoretical

background on the model of a Jespersen Cycle to explain the diachronic

development of negation in Flores-Lembata languages. §10.3.3 shows that

in the closest Austronesian relatives of the Flores-Lembata languages, on

Flores and Sumba, only pre-predicate negation is attested. These languages

thus retain the typical Austronesian pattern for this feature. §10.3.4 presents

different negation patterns in the languages of Flores-Lembata. It is shown

that also some Flores-Lembata languages, i. e. Sika and Kedang, retain pre-

predicate negation, but that in the Lamaholot varieties a new pattern of

clause-final negation is innovated. §10.3.5 gives a brief overview of nega-

tion patterns found in the Austronesian languages of Timor. In these lan-

guages, similar to the Flores-Lembata group, all negation patterns are at-

tested. §10.3.6 discusses etymologies of thenegators used in theFlores-Lem-

bata languages. §10.3.7 discusses the proposal of contact-induced change

giving rise to clause-final negation.

10.3.2 Theoretical background: Jespersen Cycle

A JespersenCycle is a diachronic change frompre-predicate single negation,

to double negation, to post-predicate single negation (van der Auwera and

DuMon 2015:412).4 Awell known example is the Romance language French

which underwent all three stages of a JespersenCycle. Initially, French had a

single pre-predicate negatorne, nowadays standardFrenchuses double neg-

ation ne ... pas and colloquial varieties of French already reached the final

stage of the Jespersen Cycle by only using the single post-predicate negator

pas.

Inmany cases, a JespersenCycle starts with the need for emphatic nega-

tion (vanderAuwera andDuMon2015:412). Anelement is added to theneg-

ated sentence to emphasise its negative meaning, over time this emphatic

meaning is bleached and the new strategy becomes the neutral negation

pattern (van der Auwera 2009:41). Then, in the following stage, the original

negator is lost and the new element becomes the only negator in the clause.

4 It has been shown that, cross-linguistically, there is not only one kind of Jespersen Cycle

but several patterns that can be referred to as Jespersen Cycle. For the purpose of this

chapter, I will not go into details of this cross-linguistic diversity. For further information

see van der Auwera (2009) and Vossen (2016).
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Newnegators cancome fromdifferent sources. Cross-linguistically com-

mon sources are indefinites, like a word for ‘nothing’, negative main verbs,

like ‘refuse’ or ‘lack’, (van Gelderen 2008:196) or negative existentials (Croft

1991:6) that grammaticalise into a negator. Other sources are partitives, like

‘a little’, nominalisers, possessives or a copy of the original negator (Vossen

2016:36-37).

JespersenCycleshavebeenattested inmany languages all over theworld

(van Gelderen 2008; Vossen 2016). According to Vossen (2016:202), Jesper-

sen Cycles are common in the Austronesian language family, especially in

those parts of the family which are in contact with Papuan languages. Pap-

uan languages typically have clause-final negation in line with their verb-

finalword order. This observation suggests that the start of a JespersenCycle

can be triggered by language contact. An example is provided by Vossen

(2016:123). She proposes a Jespersen Cycle in the Austronesian Markham

Valley languages in PapuaNewGuinea. This group has languages in all three

stages of a Jespersen Cycle. Some of the Markham Valley languages have

pre-predicate single negation, most have double negation and two of them

have reached the final stage of post-predicate single negation. The fact that

the same pre-predicate negator is shared by languages that have single pre-

predicate negation and languages that have double negation is seen as a

strong evidence for a Jespersen Cycle. The same holds for the shared post-

predicate negator in varieties that have double and single negation (Vossen

2016:125).

To prove the existence of a Jespersen Cycle, one would, ideally, show

the change using historical data of the language under study. However, this

can only be done for languages with a long written tradition. Nevertheless,

the case study of theMarkhamValley languagesmentioned above andother

recent studies (vanderAuwera andVossen2016; Vossen and vanderAuwera

2014) have shown that it is equally possible to propose a Jespersen Cycle on

the ground of synchronic data from several related languages. Here, I show

this for the languages of Flores-Lembata.

10.3.3 Pre-predicate negation on Flores and Sumba

This section provides examples of pre-predicate negation attested through-

out theAustronesian languages of Flores, SumbaandSawu.These languages

have retained the inherited Austronesian pattern for this feature. In the lan-
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guages ofWestern andCentral Flores, negators are inpre-predicate position,

as Keomona in (10) and Manggarai toe in (11).

(10) Keo

'Imu

3sg

mona

neg

nai

climb

nio.

coconut

‘He didn’t climb the coconut tree.’ (Baird 2002:333)

(11) Manggarai

Joni

name

toe

neg

mo

go

le

loc

sekola-e.

school-3sg

‘John does not go to school.’ (Semiun 1993:92)

Also inKambera (12), on Sumba, pre-predicate negation is attested. InHawu

on the island of Sawu, the negation can be pre-verbal (13a) or post-verbal

(13b) but not clause-final.

(12) Kambera

Nda

neg

ku-ngangu-a

1sg.nom-eat-mod

iyang.

fish

‘I don’t eat fish.’ (Klamer 1998:108)

(13) Hawu

a. Do

stat

peɗa

be.sick

Ø

abs

ʄaa,

1sg

haku

result

ɗo

neg

ʄega

work

loɗo

day

ɗé.

prox

‘I’m sick, so I’m not working today.’ (Walker 1982:47)

b. Piɗé

pick.up

ɗo

neg

ri

erg

Ubu

name

Naba

name

Ø

abs

né

art

naléhu

handkerchief

puné.

prox

‘Ubu Naba did not pick up the handlerchief.’ (Walker 1982:47)

10.3.4 Negation in the Flores-Lembata languages

10.3.4.1 Overview of negation patterns

In the languages of Flores-Lembata all three stages of a Jespersen Cycle are

attested: 1) pre-predicate single negation, 2) double negation and 3) clause-

final single negation. These patterns and the varieties in which they occur

are laid out in Table 10.7.
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Table 10.7: Negation patterns in Flores-Lembata languages

Negation Pattern Occurrence

Pre-predicate: NEG V Kedang

Sika

Double: NEG V NEG SK-Hewa

EL-Lewoeleng

CL-Central Lembata

WL-Lamalera

Clause-final: V NEG WL-Lewoingu

WL-Lewotobi

WL-Solor

WL-Alorese

Pre-predicate single negation is found in the peripheral varieties of Flores-

Lembata, in Sika and Kedang, whereas clause-final negation is clustered in

the centre of the area, in theWestern Lamaholot varieties. In between, there

are varieties that show the intermediate state of double negation. These

are SK-Hewa, in between other Sika varieties with pre-predicate negation

and Western Lamaholot varieties with clause-final negation, and Central

Lamaholot, Eastern Lamaholot and WL-Lamalera in between other West-

ern Lamaholot varieties and Kedang.

10.3.4.2 Pre-predicate single negation

Pre-predicate single negation is the main negation pattern in Kedang (14)

and in Sika (15).

(14) KD-Leuwayang

Wèi

water

oha'

neg

in=u.

drink.1sg=1sg

‘I don’t drink water.’ (Samely 1991a:74)

(15) Sika

A'u

1sg

éné

neg

ra'intang.

know

‘I don’t know.’ (Arndt 1931:42)
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This pattern presents the first stage of a Jespersen Cycle. The second stage,

double negation, might be a minor pattern in Sika. Arndt (1931) gives one

example of double negation (16), however he does not specify exactly in

which context the sentence appears.

(16) Sika

Nimu

3sg

éné

neg

léta

invite

ata

person

natar

village

péhang

other

e'ong.

neg
‘He did not invite the people from the other village.’ (Arndt

1931:42)

In the original translation of example (16), Arndt presents the negator not

in bold but does not explain why he does so. The bold font may suggests

that the double negation functions as an emphatic negation. If this inter-

pretation is correct, this can be taken as evidence for the emphatic phase

of double negation when this pattern is not yet semantically bleached to

become the general pattern.

10.3.4.3 Double negation

Double negation uses a pre-predicate negator in combinationwith a clause-

final negator. Double negation is themain pattern in SK-Hewa (17), CL-Cen-

tral Lembata (18), EL-Lewoeleng (19) andWL-Lamalera (20).All theseLama-

holot varieties are found on the island of Lembata.

(17) SK-Hewa

Dedi'

child

anak

little

e'on

neg

puas

satisfied

iwa.

neg
‘The little child is not satisfied.’ (Fricke 2014a:9)

(18) CL-Central Lembata

Ta

neg

na=mojip

3sg=live

si.

neg

‘It does not live.’ (Fricke 2019)

(19) EL-Lewoeleng

Go'e

1sg

ta

neg

hab'u

bathe

wa.

neg
‘I don’t take a shower.’ (NB:81)

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/fcc8d085-1fb7-44ce-9099-4cc082426338
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(20) WL-Lamalera

T-ai

1pl.incl-go

fulã

market

pe

dist

tana

land

di

also

taku

neg

tegel

see

hala.

neg

‘When we went to the market, we didn’t see the island.’ (Keraf

1978a:232)

Double negation in SK-Hewa and CL-Central Lembata is not obligatory, ei-

ther of the negators canbe left out. However, inmy corpus data of these vari-

eties, double negation is the most frequent negation pattern used. The data

available inKeraf (1978a) forWL-Lamalera showconsistent double negation

as well. For EL-Lewoeleng only a few elicited sentences are available, they

all show double negation.

10.3.4.4 Clause-final single negation

Clause-final single negation is the main negation pattern in all Lamaho-

lot varieties documented outside of the island of Lembata. These varieties

are inWL-Alorese (21),WL-Lewotobi (22),WL-Lewoingu (23) andWL-Solor

(24).

(21) WL-Alorese

No

3sg

pana

walk

ha

this

néi

3sg.go.to

tahi

sea

lahé.

neg

‘He did not go to the sea.’ (Klamer 2011:87)

(22) WL-Lewotobi

Go

1sg

kẽ

1sg.eat

ikẽ

fish

hua

fish.sp

hela'.

neg

‘I don’t eat hua fish.’ (Nagaya 2011:392)

(23) WL-Lewoingu

Go

1sg

berin

hit

na

3sg

hala'.

neg

‘I did not hit him.’ (Nishiyama and Kelen 2007:69)

(24) WL-Solor

Ema

mother

déna

cook

wata

rice

la.

neg

‘Mom is not cooking rice.’ (Kroon 2016:158)
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In theWL varieties outside of Lembata, there are remnants of a minor pat-

tern of double negation. In example (25), the pre-predicate negator gara is

combined with the clause-final negator hala. Example (25) is taken from a

grammar by Arndt (1937) on Lamaholot varieties outside of Lembata.

(25) Lamaholot (outside Lembata)

Goe

1sg

gara

neg

taka

steal

kan'

eat

hala.

neg
‘I did not steal and eat it.’ (Arndt 1937:99)

Arndt (1937) notes that this double negation pattern is infrequent in Lama-

holot. Taking the Jespersen Cycle into account, this infrequent pattern can

be seen as evidence that these varieties previously went through a stage of

double negation.

10.3.5 Negation in the AN languages of Timor

This section presents a brief overview of negation patterns found in the AN

languages of Timor. Similar to the Flores-Lembata languages, all stages of a

Jespersen Cycle can be observed in these languages. The pre-pedicate neg-

ator can be found as the only negator, as in (26), or it is combined with the

clause-final negator to a double negation pattern, as in (27) and (28). In ad-

dition, cases of only clause-final negationwithout pre-predicate negator are

attested, as illustrated in (29) and (30).

In Tetun of Eastern Timor, there is a pre-predicate negator la and a post-

predicate negator ha’i (van Klinken 1999:228) which can be combined or

used separately, as in the example below where only la is used. According

to van Klinken (1999:228), pre-predicate negation only as in (26) occurs in

75% of the cases in Tetun.

(26) Tetun

... nia

3sg

la

neg

karian.

work
‘..., he doesn’t work.’ (van Klinken 1999:228)

Also in most languages of Rote pre-predicate negation is the only option,

such as in Termanu, Lole and Dengka (Jonker 1915:587).

However, in Dela on Rote, and in Amarasi in westernTimor, double neg-

ation is the norm, as in the examples below. In the Kotos variety of Amarasi,
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the clause-final negator =fa is occasionally left out in free speech. However,

speakers of Kotos Amarasi consider the double negationwith both negators

as the only correct form (Edwards 2016a:133).

(27) Dela

Ne-nori'

nmlz-teaching

naa

that

nda

neg

matetu'

straight

sa.

neg

‘That teaching is not good.’ (Tamelan 2007:8)

(28) Amarasi-Kotos

... ka=na-sai=fa.

neg=3-flow=neg

‘... it didn’t flow.’ (Edwards 2016a:132)

Clause-final negation without pre-predicate negator is attested in the Ro’is

variety of Amarasi (29) and in Helong (30).

(29) Amarasi-Ro’is

Au

1sg

k-oka

1sg-with

maé'.

neg

‘I won’t come along.’ (Owen Edwards, pers. comm.)

(30) Helong

Kaim

1pl.excl

laok

walk

lo.

neg

‘We are not going.’ (Balle 2017:15)

From this very brief overview, it can be suggested that also in the Austro-

nesian languages of Timor a Jespersen Cycle appears to be starting. Pre-

predicate as well as double negation are found. Clause-final negation may

occur optionally and in some languages, clause-final negation is the main

pattern. According to current knowledge, clause-final negators, in double or

single negation, are only found in languages of the Timor-Babar subgroup.

Central Timor languages have pre-predicate negation. See §1.3.1 for more

information on the Timor subgroups.

Despite the similarities of the Timor case and the Lamaholot case, I as-

sume that both developments are independent because the rise of clause-

final negationcannotbe reconstructed to anyproto-language thatwould en-

compass Lamaholot and languages of Timor with clause-final negators, but
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exclude those languages that remainwith pre-predicate negation only, such

asKedang,most Sika varieties, and some languages of Rote andTimor. In ad-

dition, the Flores-Lembata languages aremore closely related to theAN lan-

guages of Flores and Sumba than to theAN languages of Timor (cf. §5.5) and

the AN languages of Flores and Sumba do not show any case of clause-final

negation. Therefore it is very unlikely that the Flores-Lembata languages

have inherited clause-final negation fromacommonancestorwith theTimor

languages.

10.3.6 Etymology of the Flores-Lembata negators

10.3.6.1 Overview of negators

§10.3.6 examines the etymology of pre-predicate and clause-final negators

in the Flores-Lembata languages. Table 10.8 gives an overview of the negat-

ors grouped according to their negation pattern. Only negators appearing in

major patterns are discussed.

Table 10.8: Negators in the Flores-Lembata languages

Variety Pre-predicate Clause-final

KD-Leuwayang oha' ...

SK éné ...

SK-Hewa é'o(n) ... iwa

EL-Lewoeleng ta ... wa

CL-Central Lembata ta / tak ... si(né)

WL-Lamalera taku ... hala

WL-Lewotobi ... hela'

WL-Lewoingu ... hala'

WL-Solor ... la

WL-Alorese ... lahé

a The form tak is used for negation of nominals or other non-verbal elements.

10.3.6.2 Pre-predicate negators

For the pre-predicate negators, Kedang oha', Sika éné and SK-Hewa é'o(n),

no Austronesian proto-form can be found.
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For Sika éné several possibly related forms are found in languages of

the area. Possibly related to the Sika negator éné are Kedang anung ‘reject,

refuse, decline’ (Samely 1991a:162) or the post-verbal negator néné in the

Timor-Alor-Pantar language Adang (Robinson and Haan 2014). For the Ke-

dang pre-predicate negator oha' no convincing cognates ore related forms

are found.

For the SK-Hewa negator é'o(n), the homophonous negative existential

is a language-internal source. Negative existentials have been shown to be a

cross-linguistically common source of verbal negators by Croft (1991:6).

Among the pre-predicate negators inTable 10.8, only the negators tak/ta

in CL-Central Lembata, ta in EL-Lewoeleng, and taku in WL-Lamalera can

be clearly traced back to an Austronesian form. Proto-Malayo-Polynesian

(PMP) *ta ‘no, not’ has been reconstructed as a negative marker (Blust and

Trussel 2010). Reflexes of PMP *ta ‘no, not’ are found all over Austronesi-

an languages and even, as a result of diffusion, in several non-Austronesian

languages (Reesink 2002:246; Vossen 2016:161). The origin of the second

part of the pre-predicate negators, k in CL-Central Lembata and ku in WL-

Lamalera, remains unclear. This element is also present in the negative ex-

istential take which could be the direct source for the verbal negator in CL-

Central Lembata andWL-Lamalera.

10.3.6.3 Clause-final negators

Assuming that the ancestral pattern of the Flores-Lembata languages was

to have a pre-predicate negator (cf. §10.3.7), it is the origin of the clause-

final negator that we are most interested in. There are four possibilities to

explain the origin of the clause-final negator, (i) a loan, (ii) a spontaneous

innovation of unknown origin, (iii) a pre-predicate negator that is copied

and used in clause-final position, or (iv) an inherited word that became a

negator due to grammaticalisation. In this section, I show that the clause-

final negators in the Central andWestern Lamaholot varieties are inherited

words that grammaticalised, whereas the clause-final negators in SK-Hewa

and EL-Lewoeleng are most likely innovations.

The SK-Hewa negator iwa and the EL-Lewoeleng negator wa are most

likely cognate.This is importantbecause these languages arenot very closely

relatedand their closest relatives donothave a cognateof this negator.When

looking for possible sources of SK-Hewa iwa and EL-Lewoeleng wa several
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possibilities come up. These negators could be related to #ba/#βa/#(u)wa, a

cognate set of negators which has been argued to be of Papuan origin and

is attested all over Austronesian and Papuan languages (Reesink 2002:246;

Vossen 2016:158).5 Possibly also related to these could be the pre-predicate

negatorsmbiwa (Antonius andRuskhan 1997:25) in Rongga and 'iwa in Ende

(Aoki and Nakagawa 1993), both Austronesian languages of central Flores.

The Lamaholot prohibitive nawa found inWL-Lewotobi andWL-Solor may

also be connected to this cognate set, as well as finally, the post-predicate

particle fa ‘a little’ in some varieties of Rote (Jonker 1908:117). The Rote par-

ticle fa is also found in negations. The final negator fa is also found in several

varieties of Meto (Edwards 2016b:56).

The CL-Central Lembata post-predicate negator si(né) is homophonous

with theCL-Central Lembataword si(né) ‘a little’.Thus, I proposed that si(né)

‘a little’ grammaticalised into a negator in CL-Central Lembata. The same

grammaticalisation path from ‘a little’ to a negator can be proposed for the

Rote-Meto particle fa above.

AllWL varieties have clause-final negators that are cognates of hala and

go back to PMP *salaq ‘wrong, mistake’ (Blust and Trussel 2010). In the lan-

guages concerned, *s > h is a regular sound change (cf. §5.2.3). Apart from

this regular sound change, in some varieties, a is weakend to schwa and final

*q became glottal stop or is lost. In WL-Solor the syllable ha is lost leading

to the negator la, and inWL-Alorese, syllable metathesis and vowel rising of

a to e word-finally leads to lahé. Most of the varieties discussed still have a

cognate of this word with the original meaning ‘mistake’.

In sum, CL-Central Lembata grammaticalised a word for ‘a little’ into a

clause-final negator, whereas all WL varieties grammaticalised a word for

‘wrong, mistake’ into a clause-final negator. In contrast to grammaticalising

language-internalmaterial, the SK-Hewa and the EL-Lewoeleng clause-final

negator have to be regarded as an innovation of unknown origin.

10.3.7 The rise of clause-final negation

In the languages of Flores-Lembata, a JespersenCyclehasbeendocumented.

The varieties of Lamaholot added a second negator to their pre-predicate

5 The geographically closest non-Austronesian language that has a negator possibly re-

lated to this set is the Timor-Alor-Pantar language Western Pantar with kauwa ‘neg’

(Holton 2014:51).
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negation, gained double negation, and most Western Lamaholot varieties

eventually lost thepre-predicatenegator andwere leftwith clause-final sing-

le negation. Section 10.3.6 has shownwhich Flores-Lembata negators are in-

herited Austronesian words and which are innovations of unknown origin.

The strongest evidence for contact induced grammaticalisation is provi-

ded by Vossen’s (2016) typological study on Jespersen Cycles in Austrone-

sian languages. Vossen (2016:88,120) only finds evidence of double nega-

tion and clause-final single negation in areas which are located eastwards

to the islands of Borneo and Java.6 Reesink and Dunn (2018) equally note

that clause-final negation is only found in eastern Indonesia and inOceania.

Furtherwest, no instances of double or clause-final negation are found. This

strongly indicates a connection between the existence of clause-final nega-

tion and the location of Papuan languages.

The ancestor of all Flores-Lembata languages had pre-predicate single

negation, because pre-predicate single negation is the most common nega-

tionpattern inAustronesian languages (Vossen and vanderAuwera 2014:61)

and it is also the most common pattern universally (van der Auwera and

DuMon 2015:411). In addition, the Lamaholot varieties retain reflexes of the

Austronesian pre-predicate negator PMP *ta in pre-predicate position. As

there are still Flores-Lembata varieties, namely Sika and Kedang, for which

pre-predicate single negation is the only negation pattern (cf. §10.3.4.2), it

is very unlikely that the Jespersen Cycle already started in an ancestor lan-

guage including all the languages of Flores-Lembata. Itmust have started on

a lower level, namely independently in SK-Hewa and the three Lamaholot

subgroups.

The origin of the clause-final negators in Lamaholot can be explained

by contact-induced grammaticalisation (Heine andKuteva 2003;Heine and

Kuteva 2005). Language internal material is used to generate a new gram-

matical word, a clause-final negator. An additional argument for independ-

ent developments in eachLamaholot subgroup is that eachof the subgroups

uses a different clause-final negator. All WL varieties have a cognate of hala

goingback toPMP*salaq ‘wrong’. CL-Central Lembatahas si(né) as the clause-

final part of its double negation. And EL-Lewoeleng haswawhich is cognate

6 There are two exceptions to this. Chamic and Moken languages, which are Austrone-

sian minority languages in Vietnam, Cambodia and Thailand, show double and post-

predicate negation (van der Auwera and Vossen 2015; Vossen 2016:92,117,118).
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with the clause-final negator iwa attested in SK-Hewa.

In contrast to the separate developments of clause-final negators in the

three Lamaholot subgroups, all traces of pre-predicate negators found in the

Lamaholot subgroups are cognates and reflexes of the PMP negator *ta ‘no,

not’. Thus, I propose that Proto-Flores-Lembata had a pre-predicate negator

PFL *ta(kV) ‘no, not’ which is lost in most of theWL varieties by now but it

survives in EL, CL and theWL varieties on Lembata.

Potential contact languages for Lamaholot are the languages of theAlor-

Pantar (AP) family. In the AP languages, negators are clause-final, such as in

theWestern Pantar example in (31).

(31) Western Pantar

Anaga

today

was

sun

arugga

hot

kauwa.

neg

‘It’s not hot today.’ (Holton 2014:51)

Table 10.9 provides a selection of negators in languages of the AP family

taken from the grammar sketches in Schapper (2014b). These negators, ex-

cept for possiblyWesternPantar kauwa arenot cognatewith anyof theFlores-

Lembata negators. However, the clause-final position of the AP negators is

parallel to the position of several negators in Lamaholot and one of the neg-

ators in SK-Hewa. Thus, it remains unknown whether the contact language

was an Alor-Pantar language, as no actual language material was borrowed.

The contact language could also have been another unknown language that

became extinct.

Table 10.9: Negators in the Alor-Pantar languages

Language Negator

Western Pantar kauwa

Kaera bino

Blagar niaŋ

Adang nanɛ

Kamang naa

Sawila naanu

Wersing nanu
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I have shown that there is evidence to posit contact-induced grammatical-

isation as the cause for clause-final negation in the Lamaholot varieties and

in SK-Hewa. The absence of Jespersen Cycles in Austronesian languages of

Borneo, Java and furtherwest supports this hypothesis. In addition, the pres-

ence of several other potential Papuan features in Lamaholot as discussed

in this dissertation strengthens the proposal that contact-induced change

led to double and clause-final negation.

An open question is why the Hewa, Sika and Kedang pre-predicate neg-

ators are so diverse and why do they show innovations and no reflexes of

PMP *ta ‘no, not’ as attested in Lamaholot. While we do not know the an-

swer to these questions, this fact at least suggests that Hewa, Sika and Ke-

dang have distinct histories from the Lamaholot varieties.

10.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, I discussed two clause-final structural elements in the lan-

guages of Flores-Lembata: deicticmotionverbs (§10.2) andnegation (§10.3).

Both features are innovations as the inherited position for verbs is clause-

medial following the subject, and for negation, the inherited position is pre-

predicate. These two clausal innovations are very likely attributed to contact

with non-Austronesian languages.

In Figure 10.3, the innovation of each feature is indicated with a differ-

ent symbol. The symbol is placed below the name of a subgroup inwhich all

languages show the respective feature. Consequently, the feature can be re-

constructed to the proto-language of the subgroup. As the scope of this dis-

sertation does not include Timor languages in detail, in this figure, I do not

provide further details in which languages of Timor the features occur. The

respective sections of this chapter on the AN languages of Timor provide

more details. The tree structure is based on the current knowledge on the

languages investigated (cf. §1.3.1).

Clause-final deictic motion verbs were innovated in Proto-Flores-Lem-

bata (PFL) due to contact with a language possibly related or typologically

similar to the Alor-Pantar languages. At the level of PFL, only the unelev-

ated deicitic motion verbs ‘go’ and ‘come’ where introduced. These verbs

have cognates in all Flores-Lembata languages today, with the exception of

Kedang missing a cognate for the verb #-ai ‘go’.
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Figure 10.3: The innovation of clause-final DMV and negation

Further, inLamaholot andKedang, elevated formsencodinghigher and lower

places were added to the system. This further development could also have

been reinforcedby continuous contactwith anAlor-Pantar language, as these

languages also encode elevation in their deictic motion verbs, or at least

with a language that has a typologically similar profile to the AP languages.

The reasons for proposing AP languages or typologically similar lan-

guages as donors for the innovations above are the following. (i) AP lan-

guages also have clause-final verbs. (ii) AP languages have a set of DMV

encoding elevation (cf. §10.2.4) similar to what has been described for the

Flores-Lembata languages (§10.2.3). (iii) Both features are found in all AP

languages, thus are likely to be inherited features from Proto-Alor-Pantar.

(iv) There are two potential lexical borrowings from AP languages,Western

Lamaholotdai ‘come; come.up’ fromPAP*medaiŋ ‘come.up’, andLH-SK#-ai

‘go’ fromPAP *wai ‘go’ (cf. §10.2.5). However, especially the second potential

borrowing remains controversial as in case of borrowing from PAP or one of

its descendants, the loss of the initial glide would require an additional step

which remains unexplained.

Clause-final negation is exclusively found in the Lamaholot varieties
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and in SK-Hewa (cf. §10.3.4). To gain a second, clause-final negator,WL vari-

eties grammaticalised a word meaning ‘wrong; mistake’, CL varieties gram-

maticalised a word meaning ‘a little’ and EL varieties and SK-Hewa innov-

ated a word or unknown origin. There is some evidence that also this word

in EL and SK-Hewa goes back to a word meaning ‘a little’. Assuming that EL

wa and SK-Hewa iwa are cognate with fa ‘a little; neg’ in the Rote languages

and Meto varieties, this word originally could have also meant ‘a little’ (cf.

§10.3.6.3). In §10.3.7, it has been shown that contact with non-Austronesian

languages is a very likely cause for clause-final negation in the Lamaholot

varieties and in SK-Hewa.Whether these non-Austronesian languages were

related to the Alor-Pantar languages is difficult to prove for this case. It is

not implied that every single speech variety was in contact with the donor

languages directly but the feature could also have diffused among the Lama-

holot varieties and SK-Hewa.



CHAPTER 11

Discussion and conclusions

11.1 Overview

The Flores-Lembata languages are an innovation-defined subgroup and the

Flores-Lembata phonology traces back to Proto-Malayo-Polynesian (PMP)

with regular sound correspondences in consonants and vowels (cf. Chapter

5). The closest relatives of the Flores-Lembata languages are the Austrone-

sian languages of central andwestern Flores, Sumba, Sawu and Bima. These

languages form together the innovation-defined Bima-Lembata subgroup,

as I have shown in §5.5.

While in lexicon and phonology they group together, morpho-syntac-

tically, the Flores-Lembata languages diverge considerably from their west-

ern relatives, as I have shown in Part III of this dissertation. A number of

their grammatical features are sharedwith both theAustronesian languages

of Timor and with the non-Austronesian Timor-Alor-Pantar languages that

are spoken towards the east of the Flores-Lembata family. These features are

innovations in the Flores-Lembata languages and they are atypical for Au-

stronesian languages in general. I argue that these aberrant features in the

Flores-Lembata languages are the result of contact with non-Austronesian

languages in the area. Together with the non-Austronesian vocabulary pre-

409
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sented in Chapter 6, these features are part of a non-Austronesian substrate

in theFlores-Lembata languages.However, not all Flores-Lembata languages

are influenced to the same extent by this substrate. The Flores-Lembata lan-

guages in the geographical centre of the family, the Lamaholot subgroups,

have more substrate features than those at the edges.

In §11.2, I summarise and analyse the lexical and structural substrate

features in more detail and relate them to Proto-Flores-Lembata or indi-

vidual subgroups of Flores-Lembata. §11.3, I propose a scenario that could

have led to the contact-induced innovations attested. In §11.4, I draw final

conclusions and in §11.5, I provide general implications and suggestions for

further research.

11.2 Non-Austronesian substrate features

Table 11.1 provides an overview of the contact-induced innovations in the

Flores-Lembata languages thatwere discussed in this dissertation.The table

is arranged by the level at which the innovation occurred. Some of the in-

novations are reconstructible to Proto-Flores-Lembata (PFL) but most are

not, thus they must have occurred in lower-level subgroups. Some innova-

tions can only be traced to the level of individual languages.

I divide the features into four types concerning their level of occurrence.

First, there are features that trace back to PFL. These features are attested

in all five subgroups of Flores-Lembata andwithin these subgroups, all doc-

umented varieties have these features. Second, there are features that are

found in more than one subgroup of Flores-Lembata but not in all. These

features are attested in all documented varieties of these subgroups. For

the purpose of this comparison, I have grouped the three Lamaholot sub-

groups together into one category. Lamaholot here means that the feature

is attested in all three Lamaholot subgroups. However, for the shared lexical

items, the occurrence in at least two of the three subgroups was regarded

as sufficient. For the feature of alienability, no data on Eastern Lamaholot is

available. Thus, here the categorisation as Lamaholot is only based on data

fromWestern Lamaholot (WL) and Central Lamaholot (CL).
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Third, there are features that are only attested in one subgroup and recon-

structible to its proto-language.These features are attested in all knownvari-

eties of the subgroup. Fourth, there are features that are only found in one

language or varietywithin a subgroup. In addition to the level of occurrence,

I indicate the linguistic domain for each feature and the section of this dis-

sertation where the feature has been discussed.

The non-Austronesian substrate of PFL mainly affects the syntax of the

noun phrase and the numeral phrase, which is part of the noun phrase in a

wider sense. I have shown that the changes in the noun phrase, except for

the change in the numeral phrase, all go back to the word order change of

the possessive construction (§8.3.6.4; §9.5). Another syntactic change took

place in PFL. Deictic motion verbs were moved to the end of the clause,

while the basic word order of PFLwas otherwise verb-medial. Based on cur-

rent knowledge, the non-Austronesian component of the PFL lexicon is not

particularly largewith only about 20%of reconstructions not having a clear

ANorigin. In addition, one third of this non-AN vocabulary is found in other

AN languages and thus possibly reconstructs to a higher level, meaning that

it was not innovated in PFL.

After the split of PFL into five subgroups, these subgroups must have

also been in contact with several substrate languages. The new features at

the level of the subgroups not only concern the lexicon and the morpho-

syntax of the languages, but also the semantics, as new semantic categor-

ies, such as plural number and alienability, were grammaticalised.1 Thenon-

Austronesian features accumulate towards the centre of the Flores-Lembata

language familywith Central Lamaholot havingmost substrate features and

also the highest amount of non-Austronesian vocabulary, followed closely

by Western Lamaholot (cf. §6.5). By subgroup, the following features were

added after the split of PFL.

1 At the current stage, it remains unclear if the extension of clause-final deictic motion

verbs to elevated forms, such as ‘go.up’ and ‘go.down’, also includes a semantic innov-

ation or not. Verbs expressing upward or downward motion are attested in virtually all

languages of the region. However, the differentiation of a ‘come’ or ‘go’movement, thus a

deictic element, may not always be part of the semantics of these verbs. A verbmeaning

‘ascend’, thus expressing an upward movement, could mean ‘go.up’ as well as ‘come.up’.

This is still the case for some of the motion verbs in Kedang (cf. §10.2.3.3). As long as

the exact semantics of the movement verbs are not known, it cannot be decided if the

deictic component in the semantics of the elevated motion verbs is an innovation in

Kedang and Lamaholot or has been inherited.
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Sika did not gain any additional structural features. However, new lex-

ical items (42 in my database) entered the Sika subgroup. The same lexical

items are also attested in at least one Lamaholot subgroup and do not trace

back to PFL.

Kedang developed a plural word for animates, non-decimal numerals

for ‘eight’ and ‘nine’, and extended the clause-final position to other deictic

motion verbs that encode elevation. Kedang also gained new lexical items

(75 in my database) that are shared with at least one Lamaholot variety.

The Lamaholot subgroups have gained most new features, compared

with Sika and Kedang. First, the Lamaholot subgroups show a large num-

ber of new lexical items that are partly shared with Sika (42 in my databse),

partly with Kedang (75 in my database) and many of them only attested

among theLamaholot subgroups themselves (74 inmydatabase).Newstruc-

tural features in the Lamaholot subgroups are an alienability distinction in

the possessive construction, a non-decimal numeral for ‘eight’, clause-final

deictic motion verbs that encode elevation and clause-final negators that

are used exclusively in WL and in combination with a pre-predicate neg-

ator in CL and EL. In addition, Central Lamaholot has developed a plural

suffix.

In sum, about 34%of the vocabulary ofWLandCLhasbeenadded since

PFL times. About 24% of the Kedang vocabulary and about 19% of the Sika

vocabularyhas beenadded since that time.WLandCLhave each gained two

new syntactic features (clause-final negation and elevated deictic motion

verbs) and three new semantic features (alienability, plural marking and

a non-decimal numeral), Kedang has gained one syntactic feature (clause-

final elevated deictic motion verbs) and two semantic feature (plural mark-

ing for animates, and non-decimal numerals), while Sika has not gained any

new structural features since PFL.2

Following from the summaries above, three main types of substrate ef-

fects that affect more than one subgroup can be differentiated. (i) Themain

substrate effect in thewest is the addition of lexical items, and it affects Sika

and Lamaholot. (ii) In the east, the substrate effect also had a large lexical

component which is attested in Kedang and Lamaholot. Additionally, the

extension of the clause-final deictic motion verbs to elevatedmotion verbs,

2 I am not taking into account Eastern Lamaholot here because too little data is available

for this subgroup to make the numbers comparable.
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the development of the non-decimal numerals ‘eight’ and ‘nine’, and the de-

velopment of a plural word in Kedang can be attributed to contact. (iii) In

the centre of the Flores-Lembata area, the largest amounts of substrate ef-

fects are attested. In addition to an equally large amount of lexical items, the

alienability distinction, clause-final negation in all Lamaholot subgroups

and the plural marking in Central Lamaholot are substrate effects.

On the level of individual languages within the subgroups, further in-

novations are attested. However, it is not clear whether innovations in in-

dividual varieties can be attributed to contact with non-Austronesian sub-

strate languages. SK-Hewa has gained a clause-final negator and a plural

word for animates.WL-Lewoingu has developed a plural suffix for animates.

CL-Central Lembatahas addedmore intransitive clause-final verbswith loc-

ative phrases and WL-Alorese has developed a plural word. The history of

theWL-Alorese plural word iswell attested. TheAlorese speakers developed

this pluralworddue to contactwith speakers of Alor-Pantar languageduring

the past 500-600 years since they moved to the islands of Alor and Pantar

(Moro 2018). The additional clause-final verbs in CL-Central Lembata may

have been developed by analogy with the clause-final DMV that already ex-

isted. However, the developments of the clause-final negator in SK-Hewa

and the plural markers in Sika-Hewa andWL-Lewoingu remain obscure.

11.3 Contact scenarios

Depending on the circumstances, contact-induced language change can af-

fect any feature of a language (Thomason and Kaufman 1988:14). The social

scenario inwhich the contact takes place plays an important role in determ-

ining constraints on contact-induced change for a particular contact situ-

ation (Muysken 2010). Analysing the outcome of languages contact, such

as the innovated features of the Flores-Lembata languages discussed in this

dissertation, a possible contact scenario can be reconstructed.

The contact outcomes in case of the Flores-Lembata languages are new

vocabulary, morpho-syntactic changes and grammaticalisation of new se-

mantic categories. As shown in §11.2, the subgroups of Flores-Lembata have

beenaffected todifferentdegreesby these innovations.Most affected isCent-

ral Lamaholot, followed by Western Lamaholot and then Kedang. Least af-

fected is Sika. Contact-induced innovations that can be reconstructed to
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PFL aremorpho-syntactic changes and new vocabulary but not grammatic-

alisation of new semantic categories.

Convergence inword order andnewmorpho-syntactic categories based

on semantic distinctions have been described as a result of prolonged bi-

lingualism over several generations, involving all age groups in the society

(Muysken 2010:272). The changes in the syntax of the noun phrase in PFL,

as well as the position of deicticmotion verbs and the newnegators in some

of the Flores-Lembata languages are results of this kind of convergence in

wordorder.Thedevelopmentof thenewgrammatical categories plural num-

ber and alienability in possessive constructions are examples of the emer-

gence of newmorpho-syntactic categories. The phenomena observed in the

Flores-Lembata languages fall under bilingual copying. According to Ross

(2013:23), there are three stages of bilingual copying: (i) lexical calquing

(loan translation), (ii) grammatical calquing and (iii) syntactic restructur-

ing (=metatypy). As the source languages are not spoken any more, it is dif-

ficult to prove calquing in the Flores-Lembata languages. However, some of

the new features could indeed be the result of calquing. The grammatical-

isation of wordsmeaning ‘a little’ in Central Lamaholot and ‘wrong’ inWest-

ern Lamaholot to negators could be a case of lexical calquing. It is possible

that the source language also used a wordmeaning ‘a little’ or ‘wrong’ to ex-

press negation. Additionally, the Sika expression alaŋ ʔrouŋ for ‘hair’ literally

meaning ‘leaf of the head’ is very likely an example of lexical calquing (cf.

Donohue and Grimes 2008:147-148). Only bilingual speakers who are fluent

in both languages are able to recognise such a connection and copy it.

The development of different constructions for alienable and inalien-

able possession could be the result of grammatical calquing which trans-

lates a constructionmorphemebymorpheme (Ross 2013:23). The grammat-

icalisation of the 3pl pronoun into a plural marker in Central Lamaholot

could also be a case of lexical calquing that led to grammatical calquing.

However, this grammaticalisationpathway is alsouniversally attested.There-

fore, the argument for calquing is less strong here. All other changes are

cases of syntactic restructuring: The changes in the noun phrase, as well

as the clause-final position of the deictic motion verbs. These changes do

not reach the stage of metatypy where the whole syntax of the language is

restructured. However, the noun phrase is affected considerably and some

verbs are moved. Also the new negator in the Lamaholot varieties is placed

clause-finally.
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The proposed prolonged bilingual situation led to additional grammat-

ical features in some of the Flores-Lembata languages. In PFL only syntactic

changes are attested but no additional features. The same holds for Sika. In

Kedang and the Lamaholot varieties, features were added and this means

an increase in complexity (Ross 2013:32).

PFL and its descendants have all added new vocabulary. However, the

increase of new lexical items in PFL and Sika is lower than in Kedang and

the Lamaholot varieties. The large amount of new vocabulary could be a

remnant of code-switching by highly proficient bilinguals. The new vocab-

ulary is basic as well as special vocabulary. No specific semantic domain is

favoured. A social situation that can lead to such an unsystematic mixing

of vocabulary is a community where all speakers are bilinguals and where

code-switching is the most common form of communication. This concern

in particular congruent lexicalisation, a formof code-switching by fluent bi-

lingualswhere lexical items from twoormore sources are randomly inserted

into a common frame (Muysken 2008:364). The ”fossilisation” of such type

of code-switching can lead to a so-called bilingualmixed language (Thoma-

son 2001:198,215).

The new structural features, as well as the additional vocabulary, point

to bilingual communities with more than one contact scenario of a similar

kind. PFL is most likely the result of bilingual mixing, as are Kedang and the

Lamaholot subgroups.

For Sika, this is less clear. Possibly, Sika has a contact history which is

different to the Lamaholot varieties and Kedang. There is some new vocab-

ulary in Sika but no significant new structural features. In addition, themor-

phology of Sika appears to be much more simplified than in Kedang and

Lamaholot. Only traces of person marking on verbs are left in Sika (Rosen

1986), while Lamaholot and Kedang have a much more elaborate system

(cf. Samely 1991a; §3.4; §3.5). Therefore, the case of Sika points to simplific-

ation rather than complexification over time. This could be a sign of rapid

language shift (Ross 2013:30,37). Only a short period of bilingualism with

more adult learners than children may have preceded language shift. This

situation did not allow for the addition of new features because additional

grammatical features are usually the result of prolonged bilingualism in-

volving children and adolescents as stated above.

A similar contact scenario to the one proposed for Sika could have af-

fected Proto-Central Flores, as in the Central Flores languages virtually all
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morphology is lost. In addition, these languages have a non-decimal count-

ing systemwhich has been attributed to non-Austronesian contact (cf. Elias

2018:119; §9.4.4). Also similar contact effects, namelymorphological simpli-

fication, have been attested in Alorese (cf. Klamer 2012b). For this language,

a large number of second language learners has been attested which most

likely has caused the simplification (Moro 2019).

Nowadays no non-Austronesian languages are spoken anymore in the

whole areaof Flores-Lembata.Therefore, also the contact scenarios of Proto-

Kedang, and the proto-languages of Lamaholotmust have reached the stage

of language shift towards the Austronesian languages at some point. When

finally all speakers switched, the languages had already been heavily influ-

encedby thenon-Austronesian languages due to a long and intensive period

of bilingualism. Itmayevenbepossible that, as thewhole society becamebi-

lingual, speakers did not differentiate the languages anymore but themixed

code became their new language. Nevertheless, the Kedang and Lamaho-

lot languages remain overall more Austronesian than non-Austronesian in

lexicon and grammar. Therefore, assuming a mixed code does not mean an

equal mix that leads to doubts on the genealogical affiliation of these lan-

guages. However, the non-Austronesian component in lexicon and gram-

mar is considerably large, going beyond some instances of borrowing. This

amount of non-AN features suggest a language mixing based on long-term

bilingualism with code-switching practices, at least up to a certain degree.

From the comparative study in Part III, it appears that the non-Austro-

nesian substrate languages that influenced the Flores-Lembata languages

musthavebeen typologically very similar to theTimor-Alor-Pantar languages.

This typological similarity alone is not enough evidence to conclude that

these substrate languages belonged to the TAP family. There are a few clear

cases of related lexical items between the non-Austronesian vocabulary of

Flores-Lembata and the vocabulary of the TAP family, especially the Alor-

Pantar (AP) branch, as I have indicated in Chapter 6. But some of themmay

also be borrowings fromFlores-Lembata languages, especially fromAlorese,

into AP languages. In addition, I suggested in §10.2.5 that the deictic mo-

tion verbs #-ai ‘go’ in the Lamaholot subgroups and Sika and dai ‘come up’

inWestern Lamaholot could have come from an AP language. However, the

current lexical evidence is too weak to conclude that the non-Austronesian

substrate languages were related to the AP languages. It is also possible that

they were part of a different non-Austronesian family that was also in con-
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tact with the AP languages.

Finally, I have argued that PFL as well as its subgroups were in contact

with non-Austronesian languages that caused structural and lexical change.

The time and place of these contact scenarios is a question that linguistics

alone is probably not able to answer entirely. Nevertheless, there are a few

indications about timing. It is known that the first speakers of Austronesian

languages arrived in the area of East Nusa Tenggara and Timor-Leste about

3,500 years ago (Pawley 2005:17). As PFL descends from a proto-language

also covering several Austronesian languages towards thewest of PFL on the

islands of Flores and Sumba, it might have been this proto-language, Proto-

Bima-Lembata (PBL), whose speakers arrived around 3,500 years ago. The

point in time when PFL was spoken must thus have been later than that,

allowing enough time for PBL to diversify into several subgroups, one of

them being PFL. PFL was then acquired by speakers of non-Austronesian

languages with different syntactic patterns. It is unknown if these non-Au-

stronesian languages were related to the ones which later influenced the

descendants of PFL. After PFL broke up into five subgroups, these either

remained in contact with the same non-Austronesian languages and/or un-

derwent contact with other non-Austronesian languages. However, the in-

tensity of contact differed. Given that Proto-Sika did not gain any new struc-

tural features after it split off from PFL, this indicates that the contact Sika

experienced was less intense and most importantly did not involve much

long-term and pre-adolescent bilingualism. Given that Proto-Kedang, PWL

and PCL all gainedmore new features also after their split off from PFL, this

indicates that these subgroups experienced more contact involving long-

term bilingualism and children acquiring more than one language at the

same time.

Concerning the question where the Flores-Lembata family originates,

the “centre of gravity principle” can be taken as an indicator (Sapir 1916:79;

Robbeets andSavelyev2017:6-8).According to this principle, theplacewhere

the highest diversity of a language family is attested is likely to be the home-

land of the language family, the point from where the proto-language dis-

persed. For the Flores-Lembata family, the diversity hotspot is clearly the

island of Lembata, where four out of five subgroups are attested. Only Sika

is not spoken on Lembata.As the island of Lembata appears to be the home-

land of Proto-Flores-Lembata, as well as the present-day home of the sub-

groups that have most substrate features, this all points to the historic pres-
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ence of non-Austronesian languages on the island of Lembata.

PFL speakers came to this island, and were in contact with speakers of

non-Austronesian languages. These languages co-existed further until after

thebreak-upof PFL into subgroups.All the subgroups, except for Sika, gained

more non-Austronesian features after the split. This suggests that Proto-Sika

speakers left Lembata first as is also corroborated by the current location of

the Sika varieties, which are located furthest away from Lembata on the is-

land of Flores. There might have been contact between Sika and other non-

Austronesian languages but if there was, it was much less intense than on

the island of Lembata.

Proto-Kedang speakers moved to the eastern edge of Lembata island

and Proto-Western Lamaholot speakers moved out towards the west as the

Proto-Sika speakers did before them. But before that, they had gainedmore

non-Austronesian features. It remains unknownuntil how recently the non-

Austronesian languages on Lembata might have been spoken. However, it

must have been at least several hundred years ago that they died out, as

there are no known records of them in oral or written sources.

11.4 Summary of main conclusions

PFL and its subgroups have been in contact with non-Austronesian langua-

ges. This contact scenario was characterised by long-term bilingual com-

munities with fluent bilinguals of all age groups. As a result of this language

contact, PFL and its descendants gained new grammatical features and lex-

ical items. These speakers either finally shifted to the Flores-Lembata lan-

guages or their bilingual code became the “new” language. Slightly differ-

ent scenarios are assumed for PFL and the proto-languages of the lower-

level subgroups. Possibly, Proto-Sika is the result of more rapid language

shift,while subgroupswithmorenon-Austronesian features, suchasCentral

Lamaholot, may have had a longer period of bilingualism with the result of

being a bilingual mixed language. The non-Austronesian contact languages

were typologically similar to theneighbouringnon-AustronesianTimor-Alor-

Pantar languages that are still spoken today. But it remains unclear if the

Flores-Lembata substrate languageswere closely related to theTAP languages

as there is no sufficient lexical evidence for such a connection.
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11.5 Directions for further research

The internal structure of the Bima-Lembata groupwas not within the scope

of this dissertation but is an important step in further revealing the history

of the Austronesian languages of East Nusa Tenggara. Also the wider spread

of the non-AN vocabulary in PFL needs to be addressed in more detail.

Fromabroader perspective, an interesting point for further research are

the Austronesian languages of Timor which show a strikingly similar typo-

logical picture to the Flores-Lembata languages. In addition, the vocabulary

of the AN Timor languages also appears to be mixed (Edwards in prep) and

two layers of regular sound correspondences have been attested (Edwards

2016b; Edwards 2018b). As the results of this dissertation show, the Flores-

Lembata languages and the Austronesian languages of Timor do not have a

shared history. However, they appear to have undergone a similar history of

contact with non-Austronesian languages.

For the Flores-Lembata languages in particular, more lexical and most

importantly also structural data of Eastern Lamaholot varieties will allow

a more fine-grained picture of the three Lamaholot subgroups. Further re-

search should also investigate in more detail shared lexical items between

the individual Lamaholot subgroupswithKedangandSika.All possible com-

binations among the five Flores-Lembata subgroups need to be considered.

For the lexical analysis of shared lexical innovations in Chapter 6, the Lama-

holot subgroups had been considered as a unit. This was done because they

are located in the centre of the family and they are lexically more similar to

each other than to Sika and Kedang. Also the limited data on Eastern Lama-

holot would have made it impossible to consider the three Lamaholot sub-

groups in a comparable way.

In general, this dissertation has shown that it is important to take all

major parts of languages into account, the lexicon, the phonology and the

morpho-syntax, to reveal their history. In particular, it has been proven to

be of high relevance to investigate not only inherited features but also those

that entered the languages at various stages of their history. For this, the

genealogical affiliation of the languages needs to be known.Without know-

ing towhich subgroupa languagebelongs, it is impossible to decidewhether

a feature is inherited or innovated. Once such an investigation is done, it en-

ables us to reconstruct parts of the social histories of language contact in an-
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cient times on the basis of languages as they are spoken today. In particular

the Austronesian languages of eastern Indonesia, with virtually no records

of their past, have proven to be fruitful ground for such investigations.
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APPENDIXA

Central Lembata phoneme minimal pairs

A.1 Overview

In this appendix, thephonemic status of the consonants and vowels inCent-

ral Lembata, introduced in §3.2.1, is demonstrated by giving minimal pairs

of phonetically closeoppositions. Stress is notmarked in thephonemic tran-

scriptions because stress in Central Lembata is not always stable (cf. §3.2.5).

For the consonants, I start with the discussion of plosives in §A.2 and

nasals in §A.3. Subsequently, the fricatives and the only affricate are dis-

cussed together in §A.4, as they are articulatorily close and form a natural

class. Finally, the trill and the lateral are discussed together under the com-

mon label ‘liquid’ in §A.5. For the vowels, I first discuss the high vowels /i/

and /u/ in Section A.6, then mid vowels /e/, /o/ and /ə/ in §A.7 and finally

the low vowel /a/ in §A.8.

In the tables with minimal pairs in the following sections, I mark a gap

with n.a. (=not applicable) when no minimal pair can be found because

a sound cannot occur in the respective position. An example are minimal

pairs of /p/ and /b/ in final position. As voiced /b/ cannot occur in final posi-

tion, no finalminimal pairswith /p/ and /b/ is possible. A gap due tomissing

data is marked with [...].
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A.2 The plosives /p, t, k/ and /b, d, g/

Table A.1 shows the plosives in all permitted positions and provides min-

imal pairs to prove their phonemic contrast. For all three voicing contrasts,

no minimal pair in final position can be provided because voiced plosives

cannot appear in final position (cf. §3.2.2).

Table A.1: Voicing contrast between plosives

Phonemes Position Minimal pair Gloss

/p/ - /b/ initial /pu.uk/ ‘stem’

/bu.uk/ ‘night’

intervocalic /ə.pak/ ‘palm (of hand/foot)’

/ə.bak/ ‘small river’

final /o.kap/ ‘chase’

n.a.

/t/ - /d/ initial /ta.ni/ ‘weave’

/da.ni/ ‘hit (a drum)’

intervocalic /pa.ta/ ‘boil’

/pa.da/ ‘fast, forbid’

final /mə.rit/ ‘knife’

n.a.

/k/ - /g/ initial /ka.i/ ‘say’

/ga.i/ ‘painful’

intervocalic /so.ka/ ‘dance’

/so.ga/ ‘lift’

final /ma.nuk/ ‘chicken’

n.a.

n.a. = not applicable

A.3 The nasals /m, n, ŋ/

Table A.2 provides data that show the phonemic contrast between the bila-

bial /m/ and the alveolar /n/ in all positions, while Table A.3 provides evid-
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ence for the phonemic contrast of /n/ and /ŋ/ in intervocalic and final pos-

ition. The velar nasal /ŋ/ cannot occur in initial position.

Table A.2: Contrast between the nasals /m/ and /n/

Phonemes Position Minimal pair Gloss

/m/ - /n/ initial /ma.i/ ‘thirsty’

/na.i/ ‘breathe’

intervocalic /ta.ma/ ‘enter’

/ta.na/ ‘soil’

final /pa.dʒam/ ‘papaya’

/pa.dʒan/ ‘accompany’

Table A.3: Contrast between the nasals /n/ and /ŋ/

Phonemes Position Minimal pair Gloss

/n/ - /ŋ/ initial /nə.bu/ ‘not thirsty’

n.a.

intervocalic /na.ne/ ‘3SG’

/na.ŋe/ ‘swim’

final /ə.van/ ‘accuse’

/ə.vaŋ/ ‘animal’

n.a. = not applicable

A.4 The fricatives /v, s/ and the affricate /dʒ/

Table A.4 shows the phonemic status of the coronal fricative /s/ by contrast-

ing it to the coronal plosive /t/. The voiceless plosive /t/ is chosen for con-

trast as it only differs from /s/ in manner of articulation. In final position, a

minimal pair contrasting final /s/ and /t/ could not be found because final

/s/, with less than 30 occurrences in my corpus, is rather rare. However, a

minimal pair contrasting /s/ with /k/ could be found, namely /pu.us/ ‘wash’

and /pu.uk/ ‘stem’ .
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Table A.4: Contrast between the alveolars /s/ and /t/

Phonemes Position Minimal pair Gloss

/s/ - /t/ initial /si.va/ ‘nine’

/ti.va/ ‘throw away’

intervocalic /tu.su/ ‘breast’

/tu.tu/ ‘tell’

final /pu.us/ ‘wash’

[...]

[...] = gap due to insufficient data

Table A.5 shows the phonemic status of the labiodental /v/ by contrasting

it with the bilabial stop /b/. The voiced stop /b/ is chosen to demonstrate

the contrast because it only differs from /v/ in manner of articulation and

slightly in place of articulation. As the voiced stop /b/ does not occur in final

position, minimal pairs are only given for initial and intervocalic position.

Table A.5: Contrast between the labiodental /v/ and bilabial /b/

Phonemes Position Minimal pair Gloss

/v/ - /b/ initial /vi.ti/ ‘goat’

/bi.ti/ ‘execute a kind of weaving process’

intervocalic /na.vak/ ‘body’

/na.bak/ ‘big coconut bowl’

final /ma.luv/ ‘be hungry’

n.a.

n.a. = not applicable

Table A.6 shows the phonemic contrast between the affricate /dʒ/ and the

plosive /d/. The voiced plosive /d/ is chosen to provide evidence for the

phoneme status of /dʒ/ as these two phonemes only differ in manner of ar-

ticulation and slightly in place of articulation.
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Table A.6: Contrast between postalveolar /dʒ/ and alveolar /d/

Phonemes Position Minimal pair Gloss

/dʒ/ - /d/ initial /dʒu/ ‘downwards’

/du.u/ ‘see’

intervocalic /pu.dʒu/ ‘tie’

/pu.du/ ‘wind’ (v.)

final /so.badʒ/ ‘swell’

n.a.

n.a. = not applicable

Initial /dʒ/ is marginal. Therefore, only a near minimal pair could be found

for this position.

A.5 The liquids /l, r/

TableA.7providesminimal pairs contrasting the liquids /l/ and /r/with each

other.

Table A.7: Contrast between the liquids /l/ and /r/

Phonemes Position Minimal pair Gloss

/l/ - /r/ initial /le.do/ ‘be tired’

/re.do/ ‘shake’

intervocalic /a.la/ ‘make a sound’

/a.ra/ ‘but’

final /ma.val/ ‘kind of basket’

/ma.var/ ‘share (a field)’

A.6 The high vowels /i, u/

The following minimal pairs show the phonemic status of the high vowels

/i/ and /u/ by contrasting them with their phonetically close counterparts
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of /e/ and /o/ in Table A.8 andTable A.9 respectively, then further with each

other in Table A.10.

Table A.8: Contrast between the front vowels /i/ and /e/.

Phonemes Position Minimal pair Gloss

/i/ - /e/ initial /i.kan/ ‘fish’

/e.kan/ ‘garden; condition’

medial /ki.a/ ‘first; now’

/ke.a/ ‘turtle’

final /kpa.i/ ‘remember’

/kpa.e/ ‘be silent’

Table A.9: Contrast between the back vowels /u/ and /o/

Phonemes Position Minimal pair Gloss

/u/ - /o/ initial /u.la/ ‘snake’

/o.la/ ‘cut’

medial /snu.kar/ ‘difficult’

/sno.kar/ ‘digging stick’

final /lo.du/ ‘wash’

/lo.do/ ‘descend’

Table A.10: Contrast between the high vowels /i/ and /u/

Phonemes Position Minimal pair Gloss

/i/ - /u/ initial /i.da/ ‘ladder’

/u.da/ ‘reach, touch’

medial /ni.dʒu/ ‘nose’

/nu.dʒu/ ‘spoon’

final /di.i/ ‘also’

/du.u/ ‘see’
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A.7 Themid vowels /e, ə, o/

Having contrasted themid vowels /e/ and /o/with their high vowel counter-

parts in the previous section, I contrast them here with each other in Table

A.11. InTableA.12 andTableA.13, I contrast the central vowel /ə/with /e/ and

/o/ respectively. In Table A.12, there is a data gap as /ə/ and /e/ both occur

word initially but no minimal pair could be found. This might be due to the

fact that vowel initial words are less frequent than consonant initial words

in general. The vowel schwa /ə/ does not appear in final position, therefore

no minimal pairs with schwa can be provided for final position.

Table A.11: Contrast between the mid vowels /e/ and /o/

Phonemes Position Minimal pair Gloss

/e/ - /o/ initial /e.do/ ‘shake’

/o.do/ ‘give’

medial /te.na/ ‘boat’

/to.na/ ‘star’

final /tu.ne/ ‘one’

/tu.no/ ‘grill’

Table A.12: Contrast between the mid vowels /ə/ and /e/

Phonemes Position Minimal pair Gloss

/ə/ - /e/ initial [...]

medial /rə.kət/ ‘sharp’

/rə.ket/ ‘bite into pieces’

final n.a.

[...] = gap due to insufficient data, n.a. = not applicable
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Table A.13: Contrast between the mid vowels /ə/ and /o/

Phonemes Position Minimal pair Gloss

/ə/ - /o/ initial /ə.bak/ ‘river’

/o.bak/ ‘spill’

medial /sə.ba/ ‘wet’

/so.ba/ ‘wear’

final n.a.

n.a. = not applicable

A.8 The low vowel /a/

In this section, I contrast the central low vowel /a/ with the central mid

vowel /ə/ in Table A.14. Further, I contrast the low vowel /a/ with the front

mid vowel /e/ in Table A.15 and with the back mid vowel /o/ in Table A.16.

There are nominimal pairswith schwa /ə/ in final position as, phonemically,

this vowel never occurs in final position.

Table A.14: Contrast between the central vowels /a/ and /ə/

Phonemes Position Minimal pair Gloss

/a/ - /ə/ initial /a.nəm/ ‘thing’

/ə.nəm/ ‘six’

medial /pa.ta/ ‘boil’

/pə.ta/ ‘split’

final n.a.

n.a. = not applicable
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Table A.15: Contrast between the low vowel /a/ and the mid vowel /e/

Phonemes Position Minimal pair Gloss

/a/ - /e/ initial /a.an/ ‘what’

/e.en/ ‘only’

medial /ba.ra/ ‘carry’

/be.ra/ ‘fast’

final /to.ba/ ‘fall’

/to.be/ ‘sit’

Table A.16: Contrast between the low vowel /a/ and the mid vowel /o/

Phonemes Position Minimal pair Gloss

/a/ - /o/ initial /a.pi ‘fire’

/o.pi ‘buy’

medial /ba.ti ‘hunt’

/bo.ti ‘assemble’

final /la.ka/ ‘keep; not give away’

/la.ko/ ‘civet cat’
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Flores-Lembata lexeme sets

This appendix contains the lexeme sets that are used in Part II of this disser-

tation. The sets are extracted from the LexiRumah database (Kaiping et al.

2019) with occasional additions from other sources. For a full list of the

Flores-Lembata varieties usedhere, their sources andabbreviations see§4.2.

The forms in this appendix are not retranscribed and are given in IPA as

they are transcribed in the source. The sets are sorted alphabetically by the

concept that is assigned to the lexemes in LexiRumah, here given in bold.

As this appendix is sorted by semantic concept and not by formal lexeme

set, the same set can appear under more than one concept.

The Proto-Flores-Lembata (PFL) forms (marked by an asterisk) and the

potential reconstructions that are at the current stage of research not re-

constructible (marked by a hashtag) are taken from Part II of this disserta-

tion. Other proto-forms, such as Proto-Malayo-Polynesian (PMP) and other

Austronesian subgroups, are not indicated in this appendix. For those lex-

eme sets which are discussed in Part II, these proto-forms are given there.

This appendix also contains several lexeme sets without reconstruction but

which are potentially reconstructible to PFL or other (higher-level) proto-

languages. These sets have not been included into the main body of this

dissertation, therefore no reconstruction has been made. As they were part

of the database, they are nevertheless included in this appendix.
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1pl excl:

(1) PFL *kami, CL-IL kame, CL-KK kam, CL-KK kame, CL-KK ˈkame, CL-

LK kam, CL-LP kame, CL-LR kam, CL-LR kame, CL-LWK kame, CL-LWT kame,

CL-MR kame, CL-PN kam, EL-LE ome, EL-LMT ame, KD-LB keː, KD-LW ɛ, KD-

LW kɛ, SK-HEW ami, SK-HEW ʔami, SK-MM ʔami, SK-TA ʔami,WL-AB kame,

WL-AD ˈkame, WL-BL kame, WL-BM kame, WL-BN kame, WL-BP kame, WL-

BT kame, WL-DL kame, WL-HRW kame, WL-IA kame, WL-KO kame, WL-LG

kame, WL-LH kame, WL-LMK kame, WL-LML kame, WL-LTB kame, WL-LWI

kaˈmɛ, WL-LWL kame, WL-MD kame, WL-ML kame, WL-MS kame, WL-PD

kame,WL-PK kame,WL-RE kame,WL-TJ kame,WL-WB kame,WL-WK kame,

WL-WT kame, WL-WW kame.

1pl incl:

(1) PFL *kita, CL-IL tite, CL-KK tite, CL-KK ˈtite, CL-LK tite, CL-LP tite,

CL-LR ˈtite, CL-LWK tite, CL-LWT tite, CL-MR tite, CL-PN tite, EL-LE gite, EL-

LMT gite, KD-LB teː, KD-LW tɛ, SK-HEW ita, SK-HEW ʔita, SK-MM ʔita, SK-TA

ʔita,WL-AB ite,WL-AD ˈtite,WL-BL tite,WL-BM tite,WL-BN ˌʔiˈtɛ,WL-BP tite,

WL-BT tite, WL-DL tite, WL-HRW tite, WL-IA tite, WL-KO tite, WL-LG tite,

WL-LH tite, WL-LMK tite, WL-LML tite, WL-LTB tite, WL-LWI ˈtite, WL-LWL

tite,WL-MD tite,WL-ML tite,WL-MS ite,WL-MS tite,WL-PD tite,WL-PK tite,

WL-RE tite, WL-TJ tite, WL-WB tite, WL-WK tite, WL-WT tite, WL-WW tite.

1sg:

(1) PFL *aku, CL-IL go, CL-KK go, CL-KK gone, CL-KK gone, CL-LK go,

CL-LP go, CL-LR gɔn, CL-LWK gone, CL-LWT go, CL-MR go, CL-PN gon, EL-

LE goe, EL-LMT goʔe, KD-LB ɛʔi, KD-LW ɛi̘, KD-LW ɛʔ̘i, SK-HEW a̤u, SK-HEW

aʔu, SK-MM aʔu, SK-TA aʔu,WL-AB go,WL-AD ˈgoʔɛ,WL-BL goe,WL-BM go,

WL-BN goː, WL-BP goʔe, WL-BT goʔe, WL-DL go, WL-HRW goʔe, WL-IA go,

WL-KO goʔe, WL-LG go, WL-LH goʔe, WL-LMK goʔe, WL-LML goe, WL-LTB

go, WL-LWI goː, WL-LWL goʔe, WL-MD goʔe, WL-ML goʔe, WL-MS go, WL-

PD go,WL-PK go,WL-RE goʔe,WL-TJ go,WL-WB goʔe,WL-WK goʔe,WL-WT

goʔe, WL-WW goe.

2pl:

(1) PFL *miu, CL-KK ˈmio, CL-LR ˈmio voˈləm, KD-LB meː, KD-LW mɛ,

SK-HEWmiu, SK-MM miu, SK-TA miu, WL-AB mi, WL-AD ˈmio, WL-BN ˌmi

saˈkali, WL-LWI ˈmio, WL-MSmi, WL-PDmi.
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2sg informal:

(1) PFL *mo, CL-IL mo, CL-KK mo, CL-KK mone, CL-LK mo, CL-LP mo,

CL-LRmɔn, CL-LWKmone, CL-LWTmo, CL-MRmo, CL-PNmon, EL-LEmoʔe,

EL-LMT moʔe, KD-LB ɔː, KD-LW ɔ, WL-AB mo, WL-AD ˈmoʔɛ, WL-BL moe,

WL-BMmo,WL-BNmɔː,WL-BPmoʔe,WL-BTmoʔe,WL-DLmoʔe,WL-HRW

mo, WL-IAmo, WL-KOmoʔe, WL-LGmo, WL-LHmoʔe, WL-LMKmoʔe, WL-

LMLmoe, WL-LTBmo, WL-LWImoː, WL-LWLmoʔe, WL-MDmoʔe, WL-ML

moe, WL-MS mo, WL-PD mo, WL-PK mo, WL-RE moʔe, WL-TJ mo, WL-WB

moʔe, WL-WKmoʔe, WL-WTmo, WL-WWmoe.

(2) PFL *miu, CL-IL mio, CL-LK mio, CL-LP mio, CL-LWT mio, CL-PN

mio, EL-LEmio, SK-HEWmiu, WL-BMmio, WL-BPmio, WL-BTmio, WL-DL

mio, WL-HRW mio, WL-KO mio, WL-LG mio, WL-LMK mio, WL-LML mio,

WL-LTBmio,WL-LWLmio,WL-MLmio,WL-PKmio,WL-REmio,WL-TJmio,

WL-WBmio, WL-WKmiʔo, WL-WTmio, WL-WWmio.

(3) PFL *kau, SK-HEW ʔau, SK-TA ʔau.

3pl:

(1) PFL *hida, CL-IL daro, CL-KK da, CL-KK dane, CL-LK dan, CL-LP

daro, CL-LR ˈdane, CL-LWK jane, CL-LWT da, CL-MR daro, CL-PN dane, EL-

LE roʔe, EL-LMT roʔe, KD-LW suɔ, SK-HEW rimu, SK-MM rimu, SK-TA rimu,

WL-AD ˈraʔe, WL-BL rae, WL-BM ra, WL-BP raʔe, WL-BT raʔe, WL-DL raʔe,

WL-HRW raʔe,WL-IA ra,WL-KO raʔe,WL-LG ra,WL-LH raʔe,WL-LMK raʔe,

WL-LML rae, WL-LTB ra, WL-LWI ˈraː, WL-LWL raʔe, WL-MD raʔe, WL-ML

rae, WL-PK ra, WL-RE raʔe, WL-TJ ra, WL-WB raʔe, WL-WK raʔe, WL-WT

raʔe, WL-WW rae.

(2) PAL *we, WL-AB fe, WL-BN feː saˈkali, WL-MS we, WL-PD we.

3sg:

(1) PFL *na, CL-IL na, CL-KK na, CL-KK nane, CL-LP na, CL-LWK nane,

CL-LWT na, CL-MR na, CL-PN nane, EL-LE noʔe, EL-LMT noʔe, KD-LB nuɔ,

KD-LW ni, KD-LW nuɔ, SK-HEW nimu, SK-TA nimu, WL-AB no, WL-AD ˈn-

aʔɛ, WL-BL nae, WL-BM na, WL-BN nɔː, WL-BP naʔe, WL-BT naʔe, WL-DL

na,WL-HRWnaʔe,WL-IA na,WL-KO naʔe,WL-LG na,WL-LH nae,WL-LMK

naʔe, WL-LML nae, WL-LTB na, WL-LWI naː, WL-LWL naʔe, WL-MD naʔe,

WL-ML nae, WL-MS no, WL-PK na, WL-RE naʔe, WL-TJ naʔe, WL-WB naʔe,

WL-WK naʔe, WL-WT naʔe, WL-WW naʔe.

(2)WL-MS ro, WL-PD ro.
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above:

(1) LH #blolo/golo ‘tall’, CL-KK ˈlolo, CL-KK ˈgolo, WL-AB ɔrɔ ˈlɔlɔŋ, WL-

AB iti ˈlɔlɔŋ,WL-AD ˈbloʔlõ,WL-AD lolõ,WL-BN lɔlɔŋ,WL-LWI tɛti ˈlɔlɔŋ,WL-

MS lɔlɔŋ, WL-PD lɔlɔŋ.

(2)LH-SK#dʒe ‘upwards; above’, CL-KKd͡ʒe, CL-KKd͡ʒene, CL-LR rəˈd͡ʒe.

(3) SK-HEW lala nan, SK-HEW lala ʋutun.

alive:

(1) PFL *modip, CL-IL mod͡ʒipa, CL-KK mod͡ʒip, CL-KK moˈd͡ʒip, CL-LK

mod͡ʒip, CL-LPmod͡ʒip, CL-LRmod͡ʒiˈpən, CL-LWKmod͡ʒip, CL-LWTmod͡ʒip,

CL-MRmod͡ʒip, CL-PNmod͡ʒipən, EL-LEmori, EL-LMTmori, SK-HEWmoret,

SK-MMmoret,̪ SK-TAmorə-t,WL-ABmɔri,WL-AD ˈmorit,WL-BLmorip,WL-

BM mori, WL-BN mɔri, WL-BP mori, WL-BT mori, WL-DL morʔi, WL-HRW

morit, WL-IA moriw, WL-KO morip, WL-LG mori, WL-LH morip, WL-LMK

morʔi,̃ WL-LML mori, WL-LTB mori, WL-LWI ˈmɔri, WL-LWL mori, WL-MD

mori, WL-MLmori, WL-MSmɔrik, WL-PDmɔrik, WL-PKmori, WL-REmori,

WL-TJmori, WL-WBmori, WL-WKmorʔi, WL-WTmorʔi,̃ WL-WWmori.

(2) KD-LB bita, KD-LW bita, KD-LW bita matɛ.

all:

(1)WL-BN ʔata saˈkali, WL-MS sˈkaliʔ, WL-MS səˈkali, WL-PD skali.

(2) KD-LB rɛiʔ, KD-LW ræiʔ.

(3) WL-AD ˈwahã ˈkaeʔ, WL-BM waokae, WL-BP wakaŋkae, WL-BT wa-

haŋkae, WL-DL wahaŋkae, WL-HRW wahaŋkae, WL-IA wəkae, WL-KO wa-

haŋkae,WL-LGwəkãe,WL-LMKwahok,WL-LML fakahae,WL-LWIwau ˈkaʔɛŋ,

WL-LWLwakaŋkae,WL-MDwahakae,WL-ML fəka,WL-REwokae,WL-TJwa-

hak,WL-WBwakaŋkae,WL-WKwakae,WL-WTwahaŋkae,WL-WWwahaŋkae.

(4) CL-IL pua, CL-LP pua, CL-LWT pua, CL-MR puari, WL-BL pua.

(5) LH #svaol, CL-KK svaˈɔl, CL-LK səwaol, CL-LR vaˈɔl, CL-PN waol, EL-

LE rowao, EL-LMT rowao, WL-LH waol, WL-LTB waokãe.

(6) SK-HEW leuʋaiha, SK-HEW leʔu ʋaʔi ha, SK-TA haha.

and:

(1) CL-IL na, CL-KK no, CL-LP no, CL-LR no naˈne, CL-LWK no, CL-PN

no, EL-LE nu, EL-LMT ʔo, KD-LB noˈre, SK-HEW nora, SK-MM nora, WL-AB

nɔŋ, WL-AD nɔʔ, WL-BL no, WL-BM no, WL-BN nɔ̃ː, WL-BP nõ, WL-BT noʔõ,

WL-DL noʔo,WL-HRWnoʔõ,WL-IA no,WL-KO noʔõ,WL-LG noʔõ,WL-LMK
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noʔõ, WL-LML nã, WL-LTB noʔõ, WL-LWI ˈnɔʔɔŋ, WL-LWL noʔõ, WL-ML nɤ,

WL-MSnaŋ,WL-MSnəŋ,WL-PDnaŋ,WL-PKnoʔõ,WL-REnoʔõ,WL-TJnoʔo,

WL-WB nã, WL-WK no, WL-WT noʔõ, WL-WW noʔõ.

(2) CL-LK tal, WL-AD ˈtaliʔ.

(3) CL-KK ko, WL-LH kã, WL-MD ko.

(4) CL-KKmo, EL-LMTmo, SK-TAmole, WL-LHmã, WL-MDmo.

(5) CL-LWT fe, CL-MR we.

animal:

(1) CL-LWK binataŋ, SK-HEW binataŋ, WL-AB biˈnataŋ, WL-BP binataŋ,

WL-LG binataŋ, WL-LTB binataŋ, WL-LWI biˈnataŋ, WL-MS biˈnata, WL-PD

biˈnata, WL-PK binataŋ. From Indonesian/Malay binatang ‘animal’.

(2) LH-KD *əvaŋ, CL-IL əfaŋ, CL-KK əˈva, CL-KK əˈvaŋ, CL-KK əwaŋ, CL-

LK əwaŋ, CL-LP əfaŋ, CL-LR əˈvaŋ ˈlakut, CL-LWT əfanŋ, CL-MR əfau, CL-

PN əwaŋ ləku, EL-LE əwã, EL-LMT əwã, KD-LB ʔewaŋ, WL-AD ˈʔɜˈwã, WL-

BL əwan nawu, WL-BM əwã, WL-BT əwã, WL-DL əwã, WL-HRW əwã, WL-IA

əwaŋnawun, WL-KO əwã, WL-LH əwã, WL-LMK əwã, WL-LML əfã, WL-MD

əwã,WL-ML əwə,WL-RE əwã,WL-TJ əwã,WL-WB əwã,WL-WK əwã,WL-WT

əwã, WL-WW əwã.

ant:

(1)WL-AB kaˈrːe, WL-AD kɜˈmɜrɜk, WL-MS kəˈrːek, WL-PD kaˈrːe.

(2) PFL *təmisi, CL-KK təmiˈsɛr, CL-KK təmiˈsi, CL-LR temiˈher, KD-LB

mɛhi ˈwilɛŋ, SK-HEWmihe, WL-LWI təˈmihe.

arm:

(1) PFL *lima ‘hand; arm’, CL-KK liˈma, CL-LR liˈma, KD-LB liŋ, SK-HEW

lima, WL-AB limaŋ, WL-AD ˈlimaˈkɜt, WL-BN limaŋ, WL-LWI ˈlimaŋ, WL-MS

limaŋ, WL-MS limaʔ, WL-PD limaŋ.

arrow:

LH-SK #supel , CL-KK ˈsupəl, CL-LR ˈhupəl, SK-HEWhuper,WL-AB hupɔ,

WL-MS hupɔl, WL-PD hupɔl.

(2) CL-LR ˈəmat, KD-LB naˈmɛʔ, WL-AD ʔamɜt, WL-LWI ˈamɜ.

ash:

(1) PFL *ʔavu, CL-KK kaˈvɔk, CL-LR ˈkavok, SK-HEW aʋu, SK-MM avu,
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WL-AB afɔ, WL-AD kɜˈʔawuk, WL-LWI kəˈʔawu, WL-MS awo ˈkaha, WL-PD

awɔˈkaha, WL-PD awoˈkaha.

axe:

(1) KD-LB baˈliʔ, WL-AB bali, WL-BN bali, WL-MS bali, WL-PD bali.

(2)CL-KK ˈkapa, CL-KK ˈkapak, SK-HEW kapak,WL-AD soru ˈkɑpa. From

Indonesian/Malay kapak ‘axe’.

back:

(1) EL-LMT punuʔu, WL-AB punuŋ, WL-MS punuŋ, WL-MS punuʔ, WL-

PD punuŋ.

(2) KD-LB ʔobi, KD-LW ɔbi.

(3) CL-LK wurəsa, KD-LW u̘hur, WL-BP hurut.

(4) CL-LR vuˈhuk, CL-PNwuhuk, EL-LEwoho,WL-AD ˈwohʔoˈkɜt,WL-BL

usuk, WL-BM uhuk, WL-DL uhuk, WL-IA uhuk, WL-KO woho, WL-LG uhuk,

WL-LMK woho, WL-MD uhukət, WL-ML uhuk, WL-RE uhuk, WL-WK uhuk,

WL-WT wohõ, WL-WW uhuk.

(5)CL-IL kətubəŋəs, CL-LP kətubəŋ, CL-LWT kətubəŋha, CL-MR kətubəsa,

WL-LML kətubəŋ.

(6) LH #knaru, CL-KK kənaˈru, CL-KK kənarun, CL-LWK kənaruga, WL-

LH kənaruk.

(7)WL-LWI ˈkɔlaŋ, WL-LWL kolaʔ, WL-TJ kolaʔ, WL-WB kolaʔ.

(8) SK-HEW toʔe, SK-HEW tuʔe, SK-TA toʔə-ŋ.

(9) SK-MM ləpar, SK-MM leʔar, SK-TA leʔar.

banana:

(1)PFL*muku, CL-KK ˈmuku, CL-KK ˈmukɔr, CL-LR ˈmukor, KD-LBmuˈʔũ,

SK-HEWmuʔu, WL-ABmukɔ, WL-AD ˈmuko, WL-LWI ˈmukɔ, WL-MSmukɔ,

WL-PDmukɔ.

bark of tree:

(1) CL-KK ˈkad͡ʒu kaˈmak, CL-LR kaj ˈkamək, KD-LB ʔai ˈʔamaʔ, KD-LW ai

amaʔ, WL-AB kad͡ʒɔ ˈkamaŋ, WL-AD kajo ˈkaʔmã, WL-BN kad͡ʒu ˈkamaŋ, WL-

MS kad͡ʒɔ ˈkamaŋ, WL-PD kad͡ʒɔ ˈkamaŋ.

(2) SK-HEW ʔai klokok, WL-LWI kəˈloka.
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bat:

(1) KD-LB miˈʔi, SK-HEW niʔi, WL-AD pɜˈnike, WL-LWI pəniˈke, WL-MS

mikɛ, WL-PDmike, WL-PD pəˈnike.

(2) CL-KK krɛˈbɛ, CL-KK krɛˈbɛŋ, CL-LR kəreˈbeŋ.

bean:

(1)WL-AB kepa, WL-MS kepa, WL-PD kepa.

(2) PFL *uta ‘bean; vegetable’, CL-KK uˈta, CL-KK uˈtan, CL-LR ˈutan,

KD-LB uˈtan, WL-AD ˈʔutã, WL-LWI utaŋ.

because:

(1) WL-BN karɛna, WL-PD karna. From Indonesian/Malay karena ‘be-

cause’.

(2)WL-BN sɛˈbab,WL-KO səbab. From Indonesian/Malay sebab ‘reason’.

(3) EL-LE ʔele, KD-LB ʔele, KD-LW ɛlɛ, SK-HEW əle.

(4) CL-IL puka, CL-KK pukən, CL-KK ˈpukən, CL-LK pukən, CL-LP pukã,

CL-LWK puk, CL-LWT puk, CL-MR pukɤ, CL-PN pukən, EL-LMT puʔẽ, SK-

HEW puʔan poi, WL-AD ˈpukɜ, WL-BL puk, WL-BM pukã, WL-BP pukã, WL-

BT pukã, WL-DL pukã, WL-HRW pukã, WL-IA pukən, WL-LG pukən, WL-LH

pukã, WL-LMK pukã, WL-LML pukãŋ, WL-LTB pukã, WL-LWI ˈpukəŋ, WL-

LWL pukẽ, WL-MD pukã, WL-ML pukə, WL-PK pukə̃, WL-RE pukã, WL-TJ

pukã, WL-WB pukã, WL-WK puka, WL-WT pukã, WL-WW pukã.

bedbug:

(1)PFL*təmayuŋ, CL-KK təmaˈd͡ʒuŋ, CL-KK təmaˈd͡ʒu, CL-LR təmaˈd͡ʒuŋ,

KD-LB maɛŋ, SK-HEW maːin, WL-AB taˈmad͡ʒɔŋ, WL-AD tɜˈmajũ, WL-LWI

təˈmajuŋ, WL-MSmad͡ʒuŋ, WL-PDmad͡ʒuŋ, WL-PD təˈmad͡ʒuŋ.

betel nut areca:

(1) PFL *vua ‘betelnut; fruit’, KD-LB uwe, SK-HEW ʋua, WL-AB ua, WL-

AD ˈwuaʔ, WL-BN ʔufa, WL-LWI ˈwua, WL-MS ua, WL-PD ua.

(2) CL-KK kleˈruk, CL-LR ˈkleruk.

betel vine:

(1) LH-KD#malu, CL-KKmaˈlu, CL-KKmaˈlɔr, CL-LR ˈmalor, KD-LBmal,

WL-ABmalu, WL-AD ˈmaluʔ, WL-BNmalu, WL-MSmalu, WL-PDmalu.
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big:

(1)WL-AB beiŋ, WL-BN bi ̃ː , WL-MS beaʔ, WL-MS peiŋ, WL-PD bea.

(2) PFL *raya, CL-IL rad͡ʒan, CL-LR raˈjan, KD-LB riˈaː, KD-LW ria baraʔ.

(3) CL-KK kedak, CL-KK keˈdak, CL-LK keda, CL-LR keˈdak, CL-LWK ke-

dak, CL-LWT keda, CL-MR kedak, CL-PN kedakən, KD-LW kɛdɛŋ kɛnaʔ.

(4) EL-LE bəle, EL-LMT bəlaʔã, WL-AD ˈbele, WL-BL bel, WL-BM belə,

WL-BP beleʔ, WL-BT belʔã, WL-DL belã, WL-HRW belʔã, WL-IA belən, WL-

KO belʔã, WL-LG belə̃, WL-LH belã, WL-LMK belʔã, WL-LML belã, WL-LTB

belã, WL-LWI ˈbelə, WL-LWL bele,̃ WL-MD belã, WL-ML belɤ, WL-PK bəlʔã,

WL-RE belã, WL-TJ belə, WL-WB belã, WL-WK belʔe,̃ WL-WT belʔã, WL-WW

bele.

(5) SK-HEW gəte, SK-HEW gəteʔ, SK-MM gəte̪, SK-TA gəte.

bird:

(1)CL-IL koloŋ, CL-LP koloŋ, CL-LWK koloŋ, CL-LWT koloŋu, EL-LMT olõ,

SK-HEW olon, SK-MM olon, WL-AB koloŋ, WL-BL kolo, WL-BM kolõ, WL-BN

koloŋ, WL-BP kolõ, WL-BT kolõ, WL-KO kolõ, WL-LG kolõ, WL-LH kolo, WL-

LMK kolõ,WL-LML kolo,WL-LWI ˈkɔlɔŋ,WL-LWL kolõ,WL-MD kolo,WL-ML

kolo, WL-MS kɔlɔŋ, WL-PD kɔlɔŋ, WL-PK kolõ, WL-RE kolõ, WL-TJ kolõ, WL-

WB kolõ, WL-WK kolo, WL-WW kolõ.

(2) KD-LB buˈruŋ, WL-DL burõ.

(3) EL-LEmanuʔotõ, WL-HRWmanuk utã, WL-WTmanuk utã.

(4) CL-LR kuˈkak, WL-IA kukak.

(5) CL-KK kəlieŋ, CL-KK ˈklie, CL-KK kliˈɛŋ, CL-LK kəlieŋ, CL-PN kəlieŋ.

(6) SK-HEW kəna horon, SK-HEW kənahoron, SK-TA horo-ŋ.

bitter:

(1) PFL *m-paʔit, CL-KK pəˈnait, CL-LR ˈpeta ˈpeta, CL-LR pnetəˈnən, KD-

LB pɛiʔ, SK-HEW baʔit, WL-AB pei, WL-AD ˈpait, WL-LWI ˈpaik, WL-MS paiʔ,

WL-PD pai.

black:

(1)PFL*mitəm, CL-ILmitəm, CL-KKmitəm, CL-KKmiˈtəm, CL-LKmitəm,

CL-LPmitəm, CL-LRmiˈtəm, CL-LRmitəˈman, CL-LWKmitəm, CL-LWTmitəm,

CL-MRmitəmə, CL-PNmitəmən, EL-LEmitã, EL-LMTmitəwã, KD-LBmitɛŋ,

KD-LWmitɛŋkajɔʔ, SK-HEWmitan, SK-MMmita̪k, SK-MMmita̪n, SK-TAmita-

ŋ, SK-TAmitak,WL-ABmitɛŋ,WL-AD ˈmitɜ,WL-BLmitəm,WL-BMmitə,WL-
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BN mitːɛŋ, WL-BP mitən, WL-BT mitã, WL-DL mitã, WL-HRW mitã, WL-IA

mitəm, WL-KO mitɤ, WL-LG mitã, WL-LH mitəm, WL-LMK mitã, WL-LML

mitãŋ, WL-LTBmitã, WL-LWI ˈmitəŋ, WL-LWLmite,̃ WL-MDmitəm, WL-ML

miten, WL-MS mitɛŋ, WL-PD mitɛŋ, WL-PK mitã, WL-RE mitə̃, WL-TJ mitə,

WL-WBmitə̃, WL-WKmiteŋ, WL-WTmitã, WL-WWmitẽ.

blood:

(1) PFL *raː, WL-AB ra, WL-BN raː, WL-MS ra, WL-MS raŋ, WL-PD ra.

(2) KD-LB wɛiʔ, KD-LW væiʔ.

(3) LH-SK *(sə)mei, CL-IL səmeisa, CL-KK səmei, CL-KK ˈsmein, CL-LK

smei, CL-LP səmei, CL-LR həˈmei, CL-LWK səmei, CL-LWT həmeiha, CL-MR

səmei, CL-PN həmein, EL-LEmeʔi, EL-LMTmeʔi, SK-HEWmei, SK-MMmei,

SK-TA mei, SK-TA mei-̥ŋ, WL-AD mei, WL-BL mei, WL-BM mei, WL-BP mei,

WL-BTmei,WL-DLmei,WL-HRWmei,WL-IAmei,WL-KOmei,WL-LGmeiʔ,

WL-LH mei, WL-LMK mei, WL-LML mei, WL-LTB mei, WL-LWI ˈmei, WL-

LWL mei, WL-MD mei, WL-ML mehi, WL-PK mei, WL-RE mei, WL-TJ mei,

WL-WBmei, WL-WK səmei, WL-WTmei, WL-WWmei.

body:

(1)WL-MS badak, WL-MS badaŋ.

(2) PFL *vəki, CL-KK vəˈki naˈvak, KD-LB wɛʔ, SK-HEW ʋiʔin, WL-AB

fakiŋ, WL-AD ˈwɜkiˈkɜt, WL-LWI ˈwəkiŋ, WL-PD wəˈkːiŋ.

(3) LH *navak, CL-KK vəˈki naˈvak, CL-LR naˈvak, LH-Lewolema (Pam-

pus) nawak.

body hair :

(1) PFL *vulu-k ‘body hair; feather’, KD-LB wurun, SK-HEW ʋuluʔ, WL-

AB fuˈlukuŋ, WL-MS wuluk, WL-PD wuluk.

(2) LH #ravuk ‘body hair; feather’, CL-KK raˈvʊk, CL-LR riˈau, WL-AD

ˈrawuˈkɜt, WL-LWI rawuˈkəŋ.

bone:

(1) PFL *luri, CL-IL riukəs, CL-KK riuk, CL-KK riˈuk, CL-LK riuksa, CL-LP

riuk, CL-LR ˈriuk, CL-LWK riuk, CL-LWT riuk, CL-MR riuk, CL-PN riuk, EL-LE

riʔũ, EL-LMT riʔũ, KD-LB luˈrin, KD-LW haraʔ lurin, SK-HEW lurin, SK-MM

lurin, SK-TA luri-ŋ, WL-AB rui,̃ WL-AD ˈriʔũː, WL-BL riuk, WL-BM riʔu, WL-

BN ruˈʔiŋ,WL-BP riʔuk,WL-BT riʔũ,WL-DL riʔũ,WL-HRW riʔuk,WL-IA riuk,
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WL-KO riʔũ, WL-LG riʔu, WL-LH riʔu, WL-LMK riũ, WL-LML riuk, WL-LTB

riʔu, WL-LWI ˈriʔu, WL-LWL riʔuk, WL-MD riuk, WL-ML riuk, WL-MS rue,

WL-MS ruiŋ, WL-PD ruiŋ, WL-PK riʔuk, WL-RE riʔuk, WL-TJ riʔuk, WL-WB

riʔuk, WL-WK riʔũ, WL-WT riʔũ, WL-WW riuk.

bow:

(1) PFL *vuhur, CL-KK vuˈvu, CL-KK vuˈvɔr, CL-LR ˈuvor, KD-LBwur, SK-

HEWʋuhur,WL-AB fuhu,WL-ADwuhuʔ,WL-LWI ˈwuhu,WL-MSwuhu,WL-

PD wuhu.

branch:

(1)KD-LB liˈmaʔ,WL-AB kad͡ʒɔ ˈlimaŋ,WL-MS kad͡ʒɔ ˈlimaŋ,WL-PD kad͡ʒɔ

ˈlimaŋ.

(2)WL-MS kad͡ʒɔ kˈraŋak, WL-PD kad͡ʒɔ kəˈraŋak.

(3) CL-KK viˈkil, CL-LR ˈvigit, WL-AD ˈwikʔi.̃

breast:

(1) PFL *(t)usu, CL-KK tuˈsu, CL-LR tuˈhor, KD-LB tuʔu, SK-HEW uhu,

SK-TA uhu-ŋ, WL-AB tuhũ, WL-AD ˈtuho, WL-BN tuˈhɔː, WL-LWI ˈtuho, WL-

MS tuho, WL-PD tuhɔ.

bride price:

(1) PFL *veli ‘price; bride price; expensive; buy’, CL-KK veˈli əˈlan, CL-

LR veˈlin, SK-HEW belis, WL-AB feliŋ, WL-AD weli, WL-LWI ˈweliŋ, WL-MS

kˈwae ˈwɛliŋ, WL-PD weli, WL-PD weliŋ.

(2) KD-LB pae, WL-AB palaŋ.

broom:

(1)CL-LR bəˈnamur,WL-AB namɔ,WL-AD ˈnamu,WL-MS namɔ,WL-PD

namo.

(2) CL-KK knoˈrɔt, WL-LWI kəˈnuru.

burden stick:

(1)WL-AB kəˈlapaŋ, WL-MS ləpˈlɛpaʔ.

(2) PFL *leba, CL-KK bəleˈba, CL-KK bəleˈbar, CL-LR bəˈlebar, SK-HEW

leba, WL-AD bəˈlebaʔ, WL-LWI bəˈlebaʔ.
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butterfly:

(1) PFL *(kə)bukal, CL-KK kəbuˈkal, CL-LR kəbuˈkal, KD-LB ʔebal, SK-

HEWmata bulak, WL-AD kɜˈbukare, WL-LWI bukaˈlaka.

canoe:

(1) PFL *tena, CL-KK teˈnar, CL-KK tena, CL-LR ˈtenar, KD-LB tɛnɛ, SK-

HEW tena, WL-AB tɛna, WL-AD tɛna, WL-BN tɛna, WL-LWI ˈtɛna, WL-MS

tɛna, WL-PD tena.

cassava:

(1)WL-AB kura ˈd͡ʒafa, WL-BN kurːa, WL-MS kura ˈd͡ʒawa, WL-PD kura.

(2) CL-KK skaˈd͡ʒo uˈsər, CL-LR ˈhure ˈkajor, KD-LB ʔaˈlɛuʔ uwaʔ, WL-AD

uwe ˈkaju, WL-LWI uwe kajɔ.

cheek:

(1) PFL *pipi/*klipi, CL-KK piˈpi, CL-LR kliˈpi, KD-LB pipin, SK-HEW

pipi, WL-AB pipiŋ, WL-AD ˈpipiˈkɜt, WL-LWI kəˈlipi, WL-MS pipiŋ, WL-MS

pipiʔ, WL-PD pipiŋ.

chest:

(1) LH-KD #korok, CL-KK kɔˈrɔk, CL-LR koˈrok, KD-LB ɔˈrɔʔ, WL-LWI

ˈkɔrɔk, WL-MS kɔlɔŋ, WL-MS kɔlɔʔ, WL-PD kɔlɔŋ.

(2)WL-AB farɛ,̃ WL-PD warːɛŋ.

chicken:

(1) PFL *manuk ‘chicken; bird’, CL-KK maˈnʊk, CL-LR maˈnuk, KD-LB

maˈnuʔ, SK-HEWmanuʔ,WL-ABmanu,WL-AD ˈmanuk,WL-LWI ˈmanu,WL-

MSmanuʔ, WL-PDmanu.

child:

(1) PFL *anak, CL-IL ana, CL-LP ana, CL-LR anaˈkən, CL-LWT anakd͡ʒa,

CL-MR anud͡ʒa, CL-PN anaken, EL-LE ana, EL-LMT ana ranã, KD-LB anaʔ,

KD-LW a̘naʔ, SK-HEW dedi anak, WL-AB anaŋ, WL-AD ˈʔanaʔ, WL-BL ana,

WL-BM anaʔ,WL-BN ʔanaŋ,WL-BP ana,WL-BT ana,WL-DL anaʔ,WL-HRW

anaʔ, WL-IA ana, WL-KO anaʔ, WL-LG anaʔ, WL-LH ana, WL-LMK ana, WL-

LML ana, WL-LTB anaʔ, WL-LWI ˈanaʔ, WL-LWL ana, WL-MD ana, WL-ML

ana,WL-MS ana,WL-MS anaŋ,WL-MS anaʔ,WL-RE ana,WL-TJ ana,WL-WB
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ana, WL-WK ana, WL-WT ana, WL-WW ana.

(2) CL-KK kɔˈpɔ, CL-KK kɔˈpɔŋ, CL-KK kopoŋ, CL-LK kopoŋ.

(3) SK-HEW dediʔ, SK-MM dedi.

(4) SK-HEWmeː, SK-MMmeː, SK-TAmeː.

civet cat:

(1) PFL *laku, CL-KK laˈkɔr, CL-KK laˈkɔ, CL-LR laˈkɔr, KD-LB laˈʔu, SK-

HEW laʔu,WL-AB lako,WL-AD ˈlako,WL-LWI ˈlakɔ,WL-MS lakɔ,WL-PD lako.

clean:

(1)CL-KK slaˈɛk,WL-AB lahiŋ,WL-AD ˈlaɛʔ,WL-LWI ˈlaɛŋ,WL-MS lahɛk,

WL-MS lahɛŋ, WL-PD lahɛŋ.

clothing:

(1) KD-LB paˈkejan, SK-HEW pakian, SK-HEW pakaian, WL-AB paˈkiãŋ,

WL-LTB pakaian, WL-MS pəˈkiaŋ.

(2)WL-BN kond͡ʒo, WL-PD kɔndɔ.

(3) CL-IL alolo, CL-KK ˈale ˈlɔlɔ, CL-KK ˈale ˈlolo, CL-KK alelolo, CL-LK

alelolo, CL-LP alelol, CL-LR ˈale ˈlolo, CL-LWT alelolod͡ʒa, CL-MR alelolo, CL-

PN alelolo, EL-LMT alalolo, WL-AD aleˈlolo, WL-BL alelolo, WL-BT alelolo,

WL-DL alelolo, WL-HRW alelolo, WL-IA alelolo, WL-KO alelolo, WL-LH alel-

olo,WL-LMK alelolo,WL-LML alelolo,WL-MD alelolo,WL-ML alelolo,WL-RE

alelolõ, WL-TJ alelolo, WL-WK alelolo, WL-WT alelolo, WL-WW alelolo.

(4)WL-BM agopake,WL-BP agopake,WL-LG akəpake,WL-LWL agopake,

WL-PK akopake, WL-WB agopake.

(5) CL-KKməˈkaŋ-a, WL-LWI əˈkaŋ.

cloud:

(1) LH-KD #kova, CL-IL kofar, CL-KK koˈva, CL-KK koˈvar, CL-KK kowa,

CL-LK kowar, CL-LP kofaru, CL-LR ˈkovar, CL-LWK kowaru, CL-LWT kofaru,

CL-MR kowa, CL-PN kowar, EL-LE ʔowa, EL-LMT ʔowa, KD-LB ʔɔˈwa, SK-HEW

koʋa, SK-HEW koʋa, WL-AB kɔfa, WL-AD ˈkɔːwa, WL-BL kowa, WL-BM kowa,

WL-BP kowa, WL-BT kowa, WL-DL kowa, WL-IA kowa, WL-KO kowa, WL-LG

kowa, WL-LH kowa, WL-LMK kowa, WL-LML kofa, WL-LTB kowa, WL-LWI

kɔwa, WL-LWL kowa, WL-MD kowa, WL-PK kowa, WL-RE kowa, WL-TJ kowa,

WL-WB kowa, WL-WK kowa, WL-WT kowa.

(2)WL-HRW abak, WL-MS nabaʔ, WL-WW abak.
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coconut:

(1) LH-KD #tapu, CL-KK tapu, CL-KK tapɔr, CL-LR ˈtapor, KD-LB taʔ,

WL-AB tapo, WL-AD ˈtapo, WL-LWI ˈtapo, WL-MS tapɔ, WL-PD tapo.

(2) PFL *niur, SK-HEW niur.

cold:

(1)WL-AB kaluaŋ, WL-BN kaˈluaŋ, WL-MS kˈluaŋ, WL-PD kˈluaŋ.

(2) KD-LB ʔɛmi, KD-LWæmi pana, KD-LWæmi ruku, KD-LWmi ælæʔ.

(3) CL-IL lətəs, CL-KK bələtəs, CL-KK ləˈtəs, CL-LK lətəs, CL-LR lətəˈhən,

CL-LWK lətəs, CL-LWT lətəh, CL-MR lətəs, CL-PN lətəhən, EL-LE lətɔ, EL-

LMT lətha, SK-HEW bəlatan, SK-HEW blatan, SK-MM blata̪n, SK-TA blata-ŋ

blaʔur, SK-TA blata-ŋ blira-ŋ, SK-TA blata-ŋ, WL-AD ˈglɜtɜ, WL-BL lətəs, WL-

BM gələtã,WL-BP gələtã,WL-BT gələtã,WL-DL gələtəŋ,WL-HRW gələtɤ̃,WL-

IA lətən, WL-KO gələtɤ, WL-LG gələtə, WL-LH ləta, WL-LMK gələtã, WL-LML

gələtã,WL-LWI ˈgələtə,WL-LWL gələte,̃WL-MD lətã,WL-ML leta,WL-PK gətã,

WL-RE gələtã,WL-TJ gələtã,WL-WB gələtə,WL-WK lətəs,WL-WT gələtã,WL-

WW gələtã.

(4) CL-LP ləkə, WL-LTB loʔi.

comb:

(1) LH #kiri, CL-KK kiˈri, CL-KK kiˈrer, CL-LR ˈkirer, WL-AB kiri, WL-AD

kiˈriʔ, WL-BN kiˈri, WL-LWI ˈkiri, WL-MS kiri, WL-PD kiri.

corn, maize:

(1) PFL *vatar, KD-LB wɑtɑr, SK-HEW ʋatar, WL-AD ˈwataʔ, WL-LWI

ˈwata, WL-MS wata, WL-PD wata.

(2) CL-KK kvaˈrɔr, CL-KK ˈkvaru, CL-LR ˈkəvaror.

correct:

(1)WL-BNmallɔŋ, WL-PDmɔlɔŋ.

(2)LH-KD#mudəŋ, CL-KKmuˈd͡ʒək, KD-LBmuar,WL-ABmuro,WL-AD

muʔˈrɜ̃, WL-BLmur, WL-BMmurə, WL-BPmu, WL-BTmurã, WL-DLmurʔã,

WL-HRWmurʔã,WL-KOmurʔã,WL-LH nãmurã,WL-LMKmurʔã,WL-LML

murã, WL-LWI ˈmurəŋ, WL-MDmurã, WL-MLmurɤ, WL-MSmurɔk, WL-PD

murok,WL-RE nəmurã,WL-TJmurə,WL-WB nəmurə,WL-WK nãmure,WL-

WTmurʔã, WL-WWmurõ.

(3)WL-IA apadikən,WL-LGnaʔandikã,WL-LTBnãdikã,WL-LWL apadiken.
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(4) CL-IL namoi, CL-KK nərmoi, CL-LK nərmoi, CL-LP naramoi, CL-LR

neˈmoi, CL-LWK na moi, CL-LWTmui, CL-MR namui, CL-PN nəmoi.

(5) EL-LE na toʔõ, EL-LMT toʔa, WL-PK tokeʔẽ.

crocodile:

(1) LH-KD #bəpap, CL-KK bəpapa ‘monitor lizard’, KD-LB bapaˈjuː, WL-

AB bapa, WL-BN bapa, WL-MS bapa, WL-PD bapa.

(2) LH-SK #kobu, CL-KK ˈkobu, CL-LR kɔb, SK-HEW kobu,WL-AD ˈkobu,

WL-LWI ˈkobu.

dark:

(1)WL-AB kui, WL-BN kuiŋ, WL-MS kuiŋ, WL-PD kuiŋ.

(2) CL-KK ˈmitəm, CL-LR eka mitəˈman, KD-LBmitɛŋ, WL-LWI ˈmitəŋ.

(3) CL-KK rəˈmak, SK-HEW rumaŋ.

day:

(1) PFL *lədav ‘sun; day’, CL-IL ləd͡ʒo, CL-KK leˈd͡ʒo, CL-KK ləd͡ʒon, CL-

LK ləd͡ʒon, CL-LP ləd͡ʒonən, CL-LR laˈjonan, CL-LWK ləjon, CL-LWT ləd͡ʒon,

CL-MR ləd͡ʒo, CL-PN ləjonən, EL-LE ləro, EL-LMT ləro, KD-LB lɔˈjɔ, KD-LW

lɔjɔ, SK-HEW ləron, SK-MM ləron, SK-TA ləro-ŋ, WL-AB laˈra, WL-AD rɜ ˈrɔ̃,

WL-BL ləro,WL-BM lərõ,WL-BN laˈraː,WL-BP rərõ,WL-BT rərõ,WL-DL rərõ,

WL-HRW rərõ, WL-IA ləron, WL-KO rərõ, WL-LG lərõ, WL-LH lərõ, WL-LMK

rərõ, WL-LML ləro, WL-LTB lərõ, WL-LWI lɛˈrɔŋ, WL-LWL rərõ, WL-MD ləro,

WL-ML ləro,WL-MS laˈra,WL-PD laˈrːa,WL-PK lərõ,WL-RE lərõ,WL-TJ lərõ,

WL-WB lərõ, WL-WK ləro, WL-WT rərõ, WL-WW rərõ.

deer:

(1) FL #rusa, CL-KK ruˈsar, CL-KK ruˈsa, CL-LR ruˈhar, KD-LB ruˈha, SK-

HEW ruha, WL-AB ruha, WL-AD ˈruha, WL-LWI ˈruha, WL-MS ruha, WL-PD

ruha.

dew:

(1) CL-IL apu, CL-KK apun, CL-LK apun, CL-LP apu, CL-LWK apunu, CL-

LWT apun, CL-MR apu, CL-PN apun, EL-LE apũ, EL-LMT apũ, SK-HEW apun,

WL-BL apu,WL-BM apu,WL-BP apu,WL-BT apũ,WL-DL apũ,WL-HRWapũ,

WL-KO apũ, WL-LG apũ, WL-LH apũ, WL-LMK apu, WL-LML apu, WL-LTB

apũ,WL-LWL apũ,WL-MD apũ,WL-ML apu,WL-PK apũ,WL-RE apu,WL-TJ
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apu, WL-WB apũ, WL-WK apũ, WL-WT apũ, WL-WW apũ.

dibble stick:

(1) CL-KK uˈa, CL-KK uˈaŋ, CL-LR ˈuan.

dirty:

(1)WL-AB kaˈlita, WL-BN kaˈlitːa, WL-MS kˈlitaʔ, WL-PD kˈlita.

(2) KD-LBmitɛŋ, KD-LWmitɛŋ kajɔʔ.

(3) CL-ILmilana, CL-KKmilan, CL-KKmiˈlan, CL-LKmila, CL-LPmilan,

CL-LR bəmiˈlan, CL-LWKmilan, CL-LWTmila, CL-MRmila, CL-PNmilan, SK-

HEW milan, WL-AD miˈlã, WL-BM milã, WL-BP milã, WL-BT milã, WL-DL

milã, WL-HRW milã, WL-IA milan, WL-KO milã, WL-LG milã, WL-LH milã,

WL-LMK milã, WL-LML milã, WL-LTB milã, WL-LWI ˈmilaŋ, WL-LWL milã,

WL-MD milã, WL-ML milɤ, WL-PK milã, WL-RE milã, WL-TJ milã, WL-WB

milã, WL-WKmila, WL-WTmilã, WL-WWmilã.

dog:

(1) PFL *ahu, CL-IL aor, CL-KK aˈɔr, CL-KK au, CL-LK aor, CL-LP aoru,

CL-LR aˈor, CL-LWK aoru, CL-LWT aoru, CL-MR aoru, CL-PN aho, EL-LE aho,

EL-LMT aho, KD-LB au, KD-LW a̘u vavi, SK-HEW ahu, SK-HEW a̤hu, SK-MM

ahu, SK-TA ahu, WL-AB aho, WL-AD ˈʔaho, WL-BL ao, WL-BM aho, WL-BN

aˈho,WL-BP aho,WL-BT aho,WL-DL aho,WL-HRW aho,WL-IA aho,WL-KO

aho, WL-LG aho, WL-LH aho, WL-LMK aho, WL-LML ao, WL-LTB aho, WL-

LWI ˈahɔʔ, WL-LWL aho, WL-MD aho, WL-ML aho, WL-MS ahɔ, WL-MS hao,

WL-PD aho, WL-PK aho, WL-RE aho, WL-TJ aho, WL-WB aho, WL-WK aho,

WL-WT aho, WL-WW aho.

door:

(1) WL-AB pitu, WL-AD ˈpita, WL-MS pite ˈmataŋ, WL-MS pitu ˈmataŋ,

WL-PD pitɛ.

(2)LH*knavi, CL-KK ˈknaver, CL-KK knaˈvɛr, CL-KK ˈknavi, CL-LR kəˈnaver,

CL-LR ˈknaver, WL-LWI kəˈnawe.

drizzle:

(1) LH-KD #ritik, CL-KK uˈd͡ʒan grəˈtik, CL-LR ˈud͡ʒa krenik, KD-LB rɪtɪʔ,

WL-AD griˈʔɛna, WL-LWI kiteˈritɛŋ.
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dry:

(1) PFL *mada ‘dry; thirsty’, CL-IL mad͡ʒakən, CL-KK mad͡ʒak, CL-KK

maˈd͡ʒak, CL-LKmad͡ʒ, CL-LPmad͡ʒa, CL-LRmajaˈkən, CL-LWKmad͡ʒak, CL-

LWTmad͡ʒakən, CL-MRmad͡ʒak, CL-PNmajakən, EL-LEmɔrɔ, EL-LMTmarʔã,

KD-LB maˈjaʔ, KD-LWmajaʔ midɛ, SK-HEWmara, SK-HEWmaran, SK-MM

maran, SK-TAmara,WL-ABmara,WL-AD ˈmaʔrã,WL-BLmara,WL-BMmara,

WL-BN mara, WL-BP mara, WL-BT marʔã, WL-DL mara, WL-HRW mara,

WL-IAmara,WL-KOmarʔã,WL-LGmara,WL-LHmara,WL-LMLmarã,WL-

LTBmarã,WL-LWI ˈmara,WL-LWLmarã,WL-MDmarʔã,WL-MLmara,WL-

MSmarak,WL-PDmarak,WL-PKmaraʔã,WL-REmarã,WL-TJmara,WL-WB

mara, WL-WKmara, WL-WTmara, WL-WWmara.

(2) PFL *m-tuʔur, KD-LW turi rɔka, SK-HEW duʔur, SK-MM duʔur, SK-

TA duʔur, WL-LMK tuʔuk.

dry in sun:

(1) PFL *pa-vari, CL-KK paˈri, CL-LR paˈriŋ, KD-LB paˈriː, SK-HEW ʋori,

WL-AB peiŋ ˈpakiaŋ,WL-AD ˈpahe,WL-AD ˈpaʔi,̃WL-BN paɛ̃ː ,WL-LWI paˈʔiŋ,

WL-MS paiŋ, WL-PD paiŋ apaˈhire.

dust:

(1)PFL*ka-ʔavu ‘ash;dust’, CL-IL kafok, CL-KK kawok, CL-LK kawok, CL-

LP kafoku, CL-LWK kawok, CL-LWT kafoku, CL-MR kawok, CL-PN kawok, EL-

LE awo, EL-LE ʔawɔ, SK-HEW aʋu, SK-HEW aʋu, WL-AB afɔ, WL-BL kawuk,

WL-BM kəawuk,WL-BM kʔawuk,WL-BN aˈfoː,WL-BP kəawuk,WL-BT kəawuk,

WL-DL kawuk,WL-HRWkəʔawuk,WL-IA awo,WL-KO kəʔawuk,WL-LG keawuk,

WL-LG kəʔawuk,WL-LH kawu,WL-LMK kaʔwuk,WL-LML kafu,WL-LTB əwu,

WL-LTB kəwu, WL-LWI kəˈʔawu, WL-LWL kəawuk, WL-MD kawu, WL-ML

kawu,WL-PK kəwuk,WL-RE awo,WL-RE kawuk,WL-TJ kəawuk,WL-WB kəawuk,

WL-WK kawok, WL-WT kəʔawuk, WL-WW kəʔawuk.

(2) SK-TA ʔreβu, WL-MS krawuʔ, WL-PD kəˈrawu, (3) CL-IL əmut,

CL-KK əmut, CL-KK əˈmʊt, CL-LK əmut, CL-LP əmut, CL-LR ˈəmut, CL-LWK

amutu, CL-LWT əmutu, CL-MR əmutu, CL-PN əmut, EL-LMT əmu, WL-AD

ʔɜˈmut,WL-BL əmut,WL-BT əmut,WL-DL əmut,WL-HRWəmut,WL-IA əmut,

WL-KO əmut, WL-LH əmut, WL-LMK əmu, WL-LML əmut, WL-MD əmut,

WL-ML əmu, WL-WK əmut, WL-WT əmut, WL-WW əmut.
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ear:

(1) EL-LE tilũ, EL-LMT tilu, KD-LB til, KD-LW til, SK-HEW tilu, SK-MM

ti̪lun, SK-TA tilu, SK-TA tilu-ŋ,WL-AB tiluŋ,WL-AD ˈtiluˈkɜt,WL-BL tiluk,WL-

BM tilu, WL-BN tilːuŋ, WL-BP tilu, WL-BT tilũ, WL-DL tilũ, WL-HRW tiluk,

WL-IA tiluk, WL-KO tiluk, WL-LG tilu, WL-LH tilukə, WL-LMK tilũ, WL-LML

tilu,WL-LTB tilu,WL-LWI ˈtiluŋ,WL-LWL tilu,WL-MD tiluk,WL-ML tilu,WL-

MS tiluŋ, WL-MS tiluʔ, WL-PD tiluŋ, WL-PK tilu, WL-RE tilũ, WL-TJ tilu, WL-

WB tilu, WL-WK tilu, WL-WT tilũ, WL-WW tilu.

(2) CL-IL kiŋasa, CL-KK kiˈŋa, CL-KK kiŋan, CL-LK kiŋa, CL-LP kiŋa, CL-

LR kiˈŋa, CL-LWK kiŋa, CL-LWT kinaha, CL-MR kiŋasa, CL-PN kiŋag.

Earth:

(1) CL-KK ˈtana ˈɛkan, CL-LR ˈtana ˈekan, EL-LE tana, EL-LMT tana, SK-

HEW nian tana, SK-HEW tana, SK-MM ta̪na, SK-TA tana, WL-AD tana ˈʔekã,

WL-BL tana, WL-BM tanʔa, WL-BN tana, WL-BP tana, WL-BT tana, WL-DL

tana, WL-HRW tana, WL-IA tana, WL-KO tana, WL-LG tana, WL-LH tana,

WL-LMK tana, WL-LML tana, WL-LTB tana, WL-LWI tana ˈʔɛkɑŋ, WL-LWL

tana,WL-MD tana,WL-ML tana,WL-MS tana,WL-PK tana,WL-RE tana,WL-

TJ tana, WL-WB tana, WL-WK tana, WL-WT tana, WL-WW tana.

(2)WL-AB bumi, WL-PD bumi.

(3) KD-LB ʔauʔ, KD-LW auʔ.

(4)CL-IL ənaj, CL-KK ənad͡ʒ, CL-LK ənad͡ʒ, CL-LP enad͡ʒ, CL-LWK ənad͡ʒ,

CL-LWT enad͡ʒ, CL-MR ənad͡ʒ, CL-PN ənaj.

earthworm:

(1)WL-AB fali ˈfali, WL-BN ˌʔula ˈfale, WL-MS ula ˈwali, WL-PD ula ˈwali.

(2)CL-IL salafalak, CL-KK səlvaˈlak, CL-LK salwad͡ʒa, CL-LRhelvaˈlak, CL-

LWK səwalaku, CL-LWT salafalaku, CL-MR salafalak, EL-LE səwalo, EL-LMT

səwalo, KD-LW hala mukɛl, WL-LML salafalã, WL-WK salawalak.

(3)WL-AD kalaˈwala, WL-IA keləwalo, WL-LWI ulaˈwala.

(4)WL-BM kəbeŋə, WL-BP kəbeŋə, WL-KO kəbeŋã.

(5) CL-KK ekod͡ʒ, CL-LP ekod͡ʒ, CL-PN egoj, WL-BL eko, WL-WB gego.

(6)WL-BT kəbeŋə,WL-DL kəbeŋə,WL-HRW kəbeŋə,WL-LG kəbeŋə̃,WL-

LMK kəbeŋer,WL-LTB kəbeŋə̃,WL-LWL kəbeŋer,WL-RE kəbeŋã,WL-TJ kəbeŋə,

WL-WT kəbeŋər, WL-WW kəbeŋe.

(7)WL-LH kodəl, WL-MD kodəl, WL-ML kodɤ.

(8) SK-HEW doho, SK-TA doho.
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egg:

(1) PFL *təlur, CL-IL təluk, CL-KK təluk, CL-KK tɛˈlʊk, CL-LK təluk, CL-

LP təluk, CL-LR teˈluk, CL-LWK təluk, CL-LWT təluk, CL-MR təluk, CL-PN

təlukən, EL-LE təlũ, EL-LMT təluʔũ, KD-LB tɔˈlɔr, KD-LW manuʔ tɔlɔr, SK-

HEW təlon, SK-MM tə̪lo, SK-TA manu təlo, SK-TA təlo, WL-AB taˈlukuŋ, WL-

AD ˈtɛluk, WL-BL təlu, WL-BM təluk, WL-BN taluk, WL-BP təluk, WL-BT təlũ,

WL-DL təlʔũ, WL-HRW təluk, WL-IA təluk, WL-KO təlu, WL-LG təluk, WL-

LH təlʔu, WL-LMK təluk, WL-LML təlu, WL-LTB təlũ, WL-LWI ˈtɛlu, WL-LWL

təluk, WL-MD təlʔũ, WL-ML təlu, WL-MS təˈluk, WL-PD talːuk, WL-PK təlʔũ,

WL-RE təluk,WL-TJ təluk,WL-WB təluk,WL-WK təlu,WL-WT təlʔũ,WL-WW

təluk.

eight:

(1) LH-KD #butu ‘eight; bunch; group’, CL-KK ˈbuto, CL-LR ˈbuto, KD-

LB butu ˈrai,WL-AB buto,WL-AD butoː,WL-BN butːɔ,WL-LWI ˈbutɔ,WL-MS

buto, WL-PD buto.

(2) PFL *valu, SK-HEW ʋalu.

excrement:

(1) PFL *taʔi, CL-KK taˈi, CL-KK taˈɛr, CL-LR taer, SK-HEW taʔi, WL-AB

taɛ,WL-AD tae,WL-LWI ˈtɑe,WL-MS sapi ˈtaiŋ,WL-MSwiti ˈtaiŋ,WL-MS taiŋ,

WL-PD sapi ˈtaiŋ, WL-PD witi ˈtaiŋ.

expensive:

(1) PFL *veli ‘price; bride price; expensive; buy’, CL-KK veˈlin, CL-LR

ˈveli veli, KD-LB welin, SK-HEW ʋelin, WL-AB feliŋ, WL-AD ˈweli,̃ WL-LWI

ˈweliŋ təˈgəra, WL-MS weliŋ bˈlɔlɔʔ, WL-PD wɛliŋ.

eye:

(1) PFL *mata, CL-KK matan, CL-KK maˈta, CL-LK mata, CL-LR maˈta,

CL-LWKmata, CL-PNmatag, KD-LBmato, KD-LWmatɔ, SK-HEWmata, SK-

MM mata̪n, SK-TA mata, SK-TA mata-ŋ, WL-AB mataŋ, WL-AD ˈmatak, WL-

ADmatakɜt, WL-BL matak, WL-BM mata, WL-BN mataŋ, WL-BP mata, WL-

BTmata,WL-DLmata,WL-HRWmatak,WL-IAmatak,WL-KOmata,WL-LG

mata,WL-LHmatakə,WL-LMKmatã,WL-LMLmatã,WL-LTBmata,WL-LWI

ˈmata,WL-LWLmata,WL-MDmatakə,WL-MLmatɤ,WL-MSmataŋ,WL-MS

mataʔ,WL-PDmataŋ,WL-PKmata,WL-REmata,WL-TJmata,WL-WBmata,
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WL-WKmata, WL-WTmata, WL-WWmata.

(2)CL-IL kulukəs, CL-LP kuluka, CL-LWT kuluk, CL-MR kuluk, EL-LE ulu,

EL-LMT ulʔũ.

far:

(1)PFL*doa ‘far; long’, CL-ILdoa, CL-KKdoak, CL-KKdoˈak, CL-LKdoak,

CL-LP doa, CL-LR doaˈkən, CL-LWK doa, CL-LWT doa, CL-MR doek, CL-PN

doakən, EL-LE doa, EL-LMT doə, KD-LB doa, KD-LW dɔa tɛvɛl,WL-AB d͡ʒoaŋ,

WL-AD ˈdɔɑ̃, WL-BL doa, WL-BM doã, WL-BN d͡ʒuaŋ, WL-BP doã, WL-BT

doʔẽ,WL-DLdoã,WL-HRWdoã,WL-IAdoa,WL-KO bədoʔe,̃WL-LGdoã,WL-

LH doa, WL-LMK doã, WL-LML doe, WL-LTB dõe, WL-LWI ˈdoɑŋ, WL-LWL

doã, WL-MD doe, WL-ML doa, WL-MS doaŋ, WL-PD doaŋ, WL-PK doã, WL-

RE doʔẽ, WL-TJ doa, WL-WB doã, WL-WK doʔe, WL-WT doã, WL-WW doã.

(2) LH-SK #blavir ‘long; far’, SK-HEW bəlaʋir, SK-HEW blaʋir, SK-MM

blavir, SK-TA blaβir.

fat:

(1) PFL *voda-k, CL-IL fod͡ʒakən, CL-KK voˈd͡ʒak, CL-KK wod͡ʒak, CL-LK

wod͡ʒak, CL-LP fod͡ʒak, CL-LR voˈjak, CL-LWK wod͡ʒak, CL-LWT fod͡ʒak, CL-

MR fod͡ʒak, CL-PN wod͡ʒak, EL-LE worõ, EL-LMT woraʔã, KD-LB wɔˈjaʔ, KD-

LW vɔjaʔ a̘val, SK-HEW ʋura, SK-HEW ʋura, SK-MM vuran, WL-AB foˈrakaŋ,

WL-BL wora, WL-BM wora, WL-BP wora, WL-BT worʔã, WL-IA worak, WL-

KO worʔã, WL-LG worʔã, WL-LH worʔã, WL-LMK worʔã, WL-LML forã, WL-

LTB worã, WL-LWI ˈwɔraŋ, WL-LWL worã, WL-MD worã, WL-ML worɤ, WL-

MS wɔrak, WL-PD wɔrak, WL-PK woraʔã, WL-RE worã, WL-TJ worã, WL-WB

worã, WL-WK worʔa, WL-WT worʔã.

(2)WL-AD ˈkahare,WL-DL kənaha,WL-HRWkənaharə,WL-WWkənaha.

father:

(1) CL-IL ama, CL-KK ˈama, CL-KK ama, CL-LPma, CL-LR ama, CL-LWK

ama, CL-LWT ama, CL-MR ama, CL-PN amaj, EL-LE ama, EL-LMT ama, KD-

LB ʔame, KD-LW a̘mɔ, KD-LW amɛ, SK-HEW ama, SK-MM ama, SK-TA ama,

WL-AB amã, WL-AD ˈʔama, WL-BL ama, WL-BN ʔama, WL-DL ama, WL-

HRW ama, WL-IA ama, WL-KO ama, WL-LH amakə, WL-MD ama, WL-MS

ama, WL-MS amaŋ, WL-MS mama, WL-PD mama, WL-WK ama, WL-WW

ama.

(2) CL-LK bapa, WL-BM bapa, WL-BP bapaʔ, WL-BT bapa, WL-LG bapa,
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WL-LMK bapa,WL-LML bapa,WL-LTB bapa,WL-LWI ˈbapaʔ,WL-LWL baba,

WL-ML bapa, WL-PK baʔ, WL-RE bapa, WL-TJ bapa, WL-WB bapa, WL-WT

bapa. From Indonesian/Malay bapak ‘father’.

feather:

(1)KD-LBuˈrun, SK-HEWʋulu, SK-HEWʋulu, SK-TAβulu-ŋ,WL-AB fuˈlukuŋ,

WL-BN wuˈluk, WL-MS wuluk, WL-PD wuluk.

(2) CL-IL rafukəj, CL-KK ˈklie raˈvʊk, CL-KK rawuk, CL-LK rawuk, CL-

LP rafuk, CL-LWK rawuk, CL-LWT rafuk, CL-MR rafuk, EL-LE rawũ, EL-LMT

rawuʔũ, WL-AD ˈrawuke, WL-BL rawuk, WL-BM rawuk, WL-BP rawuk, WL-

BT rawũ, WL-DL rawuk, WL-HRW rawuk, WL-IA rawuk, WL-KO rawuk, WL-

LG rawuk, WL-LH rawukə, WL-LMK raʔwũ, WL-LML rafuk, WL-LTB rawu,

WL-LWI rawuˈkəŋ, WL-LWL rawuk, WL-MD rawuk, WL-ML rawuk, WL-PK

rawuʔũ, WL-RE rawuk, WL-TJ rawuk, WL-WB rawuk, WL-WK rawũ, WL-WT

rawuk, WL-WW rawuk.

(3) CL-LR kuˈkak ˈriav, CL-PN riaw.

fence:

(1) CL-LR ˈnihar, KD-LB niˈhɛ, SK-HEW niha, WL-AB niˈha, WL-AD niha,

WL-LWI ˈniha, WL-PD niha.

finger:

(1) CL-KK kiˈkil, CL-LR kiˈkil, SK-HEW kikir.

(2)WL-MS numak, WL-PD limaŋ numak.

(3)WL-AD ˈlimakɜt ˈʔaːnʔa, WL-LWI limaŋ ˈanaŋ.

finished:

(1) LH #vahak, CL-KK vaka, CL-KK vak, WL-AD ˈwahak, WL-LWI ˈwaha.

(2)WL-MS hapuʔ, WL-PD kaˈpːo.

fire:

(1) PFL *api, CL-IL aper, CL-KK ape, CL-KK aˈper, CL-KK aˈpi, CL-LK

aper, CL-LP aperu, CL-LR ˈaper, CL-LWK aperu, CL-LWT aperu, CL-MR aperu,

CL-PN aper, EL-LE a̤pe, EL-LMT ape, KD-LB aˈpi, KD-LW a̘pi padu, SK-HEW

api, SK-HEW a̤pi, SK-MM api, SK-TA api, WL-AB ape, WL-AD ˈʔape, WL-BL

ape,WL-BM ape,WL-BN aˈpeː,WL-BP ape,WL-BT ape,WL-DL ape,WL-HRW

apeʔ, WL-IA ape, WL-KO ape, WL-LG ape, WL-LH ape, WL-LMK ape, WL-
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LML ape, WL-LTB ape, WL-LWI ˈapeʔ, WL-LWL ape, WL-MD ape, WL-ML

ape, WL-MS ape, WL-PD ape, WL-PK ape, WL-RE ape, WL-TJ ape, WL-WB

ape, WL-WK ape, WL-WT ape, WL-WW ape.

firewood:

(1) CL-LR kaj ˈapi, KD-LB ʔai ˈjapi, WL-AB kad͡ʒɔ ˈape, WL-AD kajo ˈʔape,

WL-LWI kajo ˈape, WL-MS kad͡ʒɔ ˈape, WL-PD kad͡ʒɔ ˈape.

fish:

(1) PFL *ikan, CL-IL ikan, CL-KK ika, CL-KK iˈka, CL-KK iˈkan, CL-LK

ikan, CL-LP ikan, CL-LR iˈkan, CL-LWK ikan, CL-LWT ikanu, CL-MR ikau, CL-

PN ikaj, EL-LE ʔiʔã, EL-LMT iʔã, KD-LB iʔa, KD-LW iʔ̘a ɛl̘aŋ, SK-HEW iʔan,

SK-HEW iʔ̤an, SK-MM iʔan, SK-TA iʔa-ŋ, WL-AB ikaŋ, WL-AD ˈʔikã, WL-BL

ika, WL-BM ikã, WL-BN ikɑŋ, WL-BP ikã, WL-BT ikã, WL-DL ikã, WL-HRW

ikã, WL-IA ikan, WL-KO ikã, WL-LG ikã, WL-LH ikã, WL-LMK ikan, WL-LML

ikã,WL-LTB ikã,WL-LWI ˈikaŋ,WL-LWL ikã,WL-MD ikã,WL-ML ikɤ,WL-MS

ikaŋ,WL-PD ikaŋ,WL-PK ikã,WL-RE ikã,WL-TJ ikã,WL-WB ikã,WL-WK ikã,

WL-WT ikã, WL-WW ikã.

fishing hook:

(1) PFL *kavil, CL-KK kaˈvil, CL-LR ˈkavil, KD-LB ʔawil, SK-HEW kaʋir,

WL-AB kafi, WL-AD kawiː, WL-LWI ˈkawi, WL-MS kawil, WL-PD kawil.

fishnet:

(1) PFL *pukət, CL-KK ˈpukət, CL-LR ˈpukat, KD-LB pueʔ, WL-AB pukɔ,

WL-AD ˈpukɜt, WL-MS pukɔʔ, WL-PD pukɔ.

(2) SK-HEW aːla, WL-AD ala, WL-LWI ˈalaʔ.

fist:

(1) FL #sadok, CL-IL tad, CL-KK sadok, CL-LK sadok, CL-LP sadok, CL-

LWT tado, CL-MR tadu, CL-PN hadok, EL-LE sado, EL-LMT sado, SK-HEW

sadok, WL-BM sadok, WL-LG sadoʔ, WL-LML tado, WL-LWL sadok, WL-MD

sadok, WL-ML sado, WL-PK sadok, WL-TJ sadok, WL-WK tado.

(2)CL-LWK tubuk,WL-BL tubuk,WL-BT tubuk,WL-DL tubuk,WL-HRW

tubuk, WL-IA tubuk, WL-KO tubuk, WL-LH tubuk, WL-LMK tubuk, WL-LTB

tubuk, WL-RE tubuk, WL-WB tubuk, WL-WT tubuk, WL-WW tubuk.
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five:

(1) PFL *lima ‘arm; hand; five’, CL-KK lɛm, CL-LR ˈlɛma, KD-LB lɛmɛ,

KD-LW lɛmɛ, SK-HEW lima, SK-TA lima, WL-AB lɛma, WL-AD ˈlema, WL-BN

lɛmːa, WL-LWI ˈlɛma, WL-MS lɛma, WL-PD lɛma.

flat:

(1) CL-PN nədəkən, WL-MS nadak, WL-PD nadak.

(2) PFL *napu-k ‘flat; stream; river’, KD-LB naˈpoʔ, WL-AB naˈpukuŋ,

WL-IA nəpa, WL-PD napuk.

(3)WL-BM əbʔã, WL-BP əbʔã, WL-BT əbʔã, WL-DL əbʔã, WL-HRW əbʔã,

WL-KO əbʔã, WL-LG əbʔã, WL-LWI ˈəbaʔaŋ, WL-LWL əbʔã, WL-RE əbã, WL-

TJ əbʔã, WL-WB əbaʔ, WL-WW əbʔã.

(4) LH #lerek, CL-IL lerekən, CL-KK lerek, CL-KK leˈrɛk, CL-LK lerek, CL-

LP lereken, CL-LR lereˈkən, CL-LWK lerek, CL-LWT lerekən, CL-MR lerek, EL-

LMT lerʔe,̃ WL-BL lere,WL-LH lerʔe,WL-LML lere,WL-MD lere,WL-ML lere,

WL-WK lere.

(5)WL-BN hama, WL-LMK hama.

(6) SK-HEW dətu, SK-TA dətu-ŋ.

flea:

(1) PFL *təməla, CL-KK təməˈlar, CL-KK təməˈla, CL-LR təməˈlar, KD-LB

mɛlɛ, SK-HEWməla, WL-AB aho taˈmela, WL-AD tɜˈmɜla, WL-MSməˈrːɛ.

(2)WL-MS bɛgal, WL-PD begal.

flower:

(1) PFL *buŋa/*puŋa, CL-IL puŋan, CL-KK ˈbuŋa, CL-KK puŋan, CL-LK

puŋa, CL-LPpuŋa, CL-LR ˈbuŋa, CL-LWKbuŋaru, CL-LWTpuŋa, CL-MRpuŋa,

CL-PN puŋan, WL-BL puŋa, WL-BN buŋa, WL-LTB buŋa, WL-PD buŋa.

(2)PFL*puhun, EL-LEpuhũ, EL-LMTpuhũ, KD-LBpuˈhun, KD-LWpuhun,

SK-HEWpuhun, SK-MM puhun, SK-TA puhu-ŋ,WL-AB puhuŋ,WL-AD ˈpuhũ,

WL-BM puhũ,WL-BP puhũ,WL-BT puhũ,WL-DL puhũ,WL-HRWpuhũ,WL-

IA puhun, WL-KO puhũ, WL-LG puhũ, WL-LH puhũ, WL-LMK puhũ, WL-

LML pu, WL-LWI ˈpuhuŋ, WL-LWL puhũ, WL-MD puhũ, WL-ML puhu, WL-

MS puhuŋ, WL-PK puhũ, WL-RE puhũ, WL-TJ puhũ, WL-WB puhũ, WL-WK

puhu, WL-WT puhũ, WL-WW puhũ.
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fly:

(1)PFL*kə-namuk, CL-KK kəmaˈmʊk, CL-LR kəmaˈmuk,WL-AB kaˈnamuŋ,

WL-LWI kəˈnamu, WL-MS namuʔ, WL-PD kˈnamu.

flying fox:

(1)WL-MSmiˈhua, WL-PDmihua.

(2) CL-KK kəmiˈkɛr, CL-KK kəmiˈki, CL-LRmiˈker.

foam:

(1) PFL *vuda, CL-KK pəˈvud͡ʒa, CL-LR ˈvud͡ʒan, KD-LB wuran, SK-HEW

ʋuran, WL-AB furaŋ, WL-AD wurhã, WL-LWI wuˈrahaŋ, WL-MS buraŋ, WL-

PD wuraŋ.

foot:

(1) LH-KD *lei, CL-IL linəsa, CL-KK liː, CL-KK liga, CL-LK linəga, CL-LP

leiha, CL-LR li, CL-LWK liga, CL-LWT linaha, CL-MR lid͡ʒesa, CL-PN lig, EL-LE

lei, EL-LMT lei, KD-LB lei, KD-LW læi, WL-AB leiŋ, WL-AD ˈleikɜt tɜˈnɑpʔã,

WL-BL leik, WL-BM lei, WL-BN leiŋ kaˈlumak, WL-BP lei, WL-BT lei, WL-DL

lei,̃ WL-HRW leik, WL-IA leik, WL-KO leik, WL-LG lei, WL-LH leik, WL-LMK

leik, WL-LML leite, WL-LTB lei, WL-LWI kɔan ˈleiŋ, WL-LWL lei, WL-MD leik,

WL-ML lei, WL-MS leiŋ, WL-MS leiʔ, WL-PD leiŋ, WL-PK lei, WL-RE lei, WL-

TJ lei, WL-WB lei, WL-WK leik, WL-WT lei, WL-WW lẽi.

(2) PFL *vaʔi, SK-HEW ʋaʔi, SK-HEW ʋaʔi, SK-MM vaʔin, SK-TA βaʔi, SK-

TA βaʔi-ŋ.

footprint:

(1) LH-SK *əpak ‘palm of hand; footprint’, CL-KK liga əpak, CL-LK liga

əpak, CL-LP leiha əpak, CL-LWK liga əpak, CL-LWT linaha əpak, CL-PN lig

əpak, EL-LE lei pã, EL-LMT lei əpaʔãŋ, SK-HEW əpak, WL-BL əpa, WL-BP lei

əpã, WL-BT lei tənəpã, WL-DL lei ̃ tənəpã, WL-HRW leik əbʔã, WL-IA əpakən,

WL-KO leik əbã, WL-LH əpaŋ, WL-LMK leik əpã, WL-LWL lei əpʔã, WL-MD

leik əpã, WL-PK əbʔã, WL-RE lei əbã, WL-WB lei əpã, WL-WK leik əpã, WL-

WW lẽi əbʔã.

(2)WL-BMmakat, WL-LGmakat, WL-LTBmaka, WL-TJmakat.

(3) CL-IL linəsa or, CL-MR lid͡ʒesa or, WL-ML lei onã.
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forehead:

(1)WL-AB kalaˈrakaŋ, WL-MS kˈlarak, WL-PD kəˈlarak.

(2) LH *kənito, CL-KK kəniˈtɔ, CL-LR kəniˈto, WL-AD kɜˈniːtoˈkɜt, WL-

LWI kəniˈtɔʔ.

forest:

(1) KD-LW u̘taŋ, WL-BN uˈtɑŋ, WL-LMK utan, WL-LWI ˈhutaŋ, WL-PD

utaŋ.

(2)WL-MS dɛhɛk, WL-PD dəˈhɛk.

(3) PFL *tuʔan, CL-KK ˈduan, KD-LB tuˈwɛn, SK-HEW tuan bəleŋ, SK-

HEW tuʔan, SK-MM tu̪ʔan, WL-KO dua, WL-MS duaŋ, WL-TJ duã.

(4) KD-LW ɛʔ̘a kain, KD-LW kain laraŋ.

(5)WL-AD ruːkʔãː, WL-BT rukʔã, WL-DL rukʔã.

(6)WL-BM woʔonã, WL-BP newa onã, WL-LG nəwoʔona, WL-LWL newa

onã.

(7)CL-IL ekamaŋan, CL-KKmaŋak, CL-KKmaˈŋak, CL-LKmaŋak, CL-LP

ekamaŋan, CL-LWKmaŋak, CL-LWT eka maŋan, WL-BL eka maŋan.

(8)WL-HRWməgã, WL-IAməgən, WL-MLməgə, WL-WK əka məge.

(9)WL-LH bənewa, WL-MD bənewa.

(10) CL-MR ekapənət, WL-LML eka pənət, WL-RE pənɤ.

(11) CL-LR ˈknovot, CL-PN kowoten.

(12)WL-PK ruka onã, WL-WT rukʔã, WL-WW rukã.

four:

(1) PFL *əpat, CL-KK paːt, CL-LR ˈpatə, KD-LB aˈpaʔ, KD-LW a̘paʔ, WL-

AB pa, WL-AD ˈpaːt, WL-BN paː, WL-LWI paː, WL-MS paʔ, WL-PD pa.

(2) SK-HEW hutu, SK-TA hutu.

friend:

(1)WL-AB baˈrːe baˈrːe, WL-PD baˈrːe.

(2) LH-KD *(kəne) breuŋ, CL-KK kəˈneu, CL-LR kəneˈbreuŋ, SK-HEW

deuŋ, WL-AD ˈrɛu, WL-LWI ˈbreuŋ.

frog:

(1) CL-KK kəməˈtɔr, WL-ABmatɔ, WL-AD ˈmɜto, WL-LWI ˈmətɔ, WL-MS

məˈtːɔ, WL-PDmaˈtːɔ.

(2) CL-KK ˈtulɔr, CL-KK tulu, KD-LB tepatuˈle.
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(3)WL-AB iˈhikiŋ, WL-MS iˈhik, WL-PD ihik.

fruit:

(1) PFL *vua, CL-IL fuak, CL-KK vuˈak, CL-KK wuak, CL-LK wuak, CL-LP

fuak, CL-LR ˈvuak, CL-LWK wuak, CL-LWT uak, CL-MR fuak, CL-PN wuakən,

EL-LEwuʔɔ̃, EL-LMTwuʔã, KD-LB uan, KD-LW u̘an, SK-HEW ʋuan, SK-HEW

ʋuan, SK-MM vuan, SK-TAβua-ŋ,WL-AD kajo ˈwuã,WL-BLwua,WL-BMwuã,

WL-BP wuã, WL-BT wuã, WL-DL wuã, WL-HRW wuã, WL-IA wuan, WL-KO

wuã, WL-LG wuʔã, WL-LH wuã, WL-LMK wuã, WL-LML fuã, WL-LTB wuã,

WL-LWI ˈwuaŋ, WL-LWL wuã, WL-MD wuã, WL-ML wuɤ, WL-PK wuʔã, WL-

RE wuã, WL-TJ wua, WL-WB wuã, WL-WK wuã, WL-WT wuã, WL-WWwuã.

full:

(1) PFL *m-pənu, CL-KKməˈnuk, CL-LRmənuˈkən, KD-LB pɛnu, KD-LW

pænu mænu, SK-HEW bənu, SK-TA bənu, WL-AB panːo, WL-AD ˈpɜnɔ, WL-

BN panːɔŋ, WL-LWI ˈmənuŋ, WL-MS pəˈnɔŋ, WL-PD paˈnːoŋ.

(2) KD-LW ih̘i, KD-LW ih̘iʔ.

garden:

(1) CL-KK eka, CL-KK ekan, WL-AB ɛkaŋ, WL-MS ɛkaŋ ˈbutaʔ, WL-MS

ɛkaŋ, WL-PD ɛkaŋ.

(2) PFL *uma, KD-LB lumɑr, SK-HEW uma, WL-ADmãː, WL-LWImaːŋ.

good:

(1)LH-KD#dikə-n ‘good;person’, EL-LEdiʔe, KD-LBdiʔən, KD-LWdiʔɛn

hɛrun, WL-AB dikɛ, WL-BN dikːɛ, WL-MS dikɛk, WL-PD dikɛk.

(2)CL-LPməla, CL-LWTməla, CL-MRməla,WL-AD ˈmɜʔlaʔ,WL-BLməla,

WL-BT məlʔã, WL-DL məlaʔ, WL-HRWməlʔã, WL-KO məlʔã, WL-WK məlã,

WL-WWməlã.

(3)CL-IL sənarekən,WL-BM əre,WL-IA sare,WL-LG əreʔ,WL-LMK ərʔe,̃

WL-LML sənareŋ, WL-LTB sarẽ, WL-LWI əˈrɛŋ, WL-RE sənare, WL-WT əre.

(4) LH-KD #alus, CL-KK alus, CL-KK aˈlus, CL-LK alus, CL-LR aluˈhən,

CL-LWK alus, CL-PN aluhən, WL-LH alus, WL-MD alusã, WL-ML alusɤ.

(5)WL-BPmae, WL-LWLmãe, WL-TJmae, WL-WBmae.

(6) SK-HEW əpan, SK-MM ʔəpan, SK-TA ʔepa-ŋ.
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grass:

(1)WL-AB laˈduŋ, WL-BN laˈduŋ, WL-MS ləˈduŋ, WL-PD laduŋ.

(2) PFL *udu, KD-LB wuru, KD-LW ruʔ vadɛʔ, KD-LW u̘ru, SK-TA uru-ŋ.

(3)WL-AD kəˈdəku, WL-KO kəduku, WL-WT kədəku.

(4)WL-BP kərəmət, WL-BT kərəmət, WL-HRW kərəmət, WL-IA kərəmət,

WL-LG kərəmə,WL-LH kərəmət,WL-LML kərəmet,WL-LWI kərəmə,WL-LWL

kərəmət,WL-MD kərəmət,WL-ML kərəmə,WL-RE kərəmə,WL-WW kərəmət.

(5)WL-BM luʔo, WL-DL luʔo, WL-LMK luʔo, WL-LTB luʔo, WL-PK luʔo,

WL-WB luʔo.

(6)CL-IL kərəkasa, CL-KK kərəkak, CL-KK krəˈkak, CL-LK kərəkak, CL-LP

kərəka, CL-LWT kərəka, WL-BL kərəkak.

(7) EL-LE gəpe, EL-LMT gəpe.

(8) CL-LR ˈmevau, CL-LWKmewak, CL-PNmewaw.

(9) SK-HEW ʋaʔan, SK-MM vaʔan, SK-TA βaʔa-ŋ.

(10) SK-HEW riʔi, SK-TA riʔi.

grasshopper:

(1) LH#madu, CL-KKmaˈd͡ʒu, CL-KKmaˈd͡ʒɔr, CL-LRmaˈyor,WL-AB kaˈ-

marɔ, WL-AD kɜˈmaroʔ, WL-MSmarɔʔ, WL-PD kˈmarɔ, WL-PDmarɔ.

guilty:

(1) PFL *sala ‘wrong; guilty’, CL-KK snaˈlak, CL-LR hənaləˈkən, SK-HEW

dəna ˈhala,WL-AB hala,WL-AD ˈnalã,WL-LWI ˈnalɑŋ,WL-MSmariŋ ˈgo ˈhala,

WL-PD hala.

guts:

(1) CL-KK tai kaˈluŋ, KD-LB tein, SK-HEW tain ʋaten, SK-TA taʔi-ŋ, WL-

AB teiŋ kaˈrikiŋ, WL-BN teiŋ ˈɔnɔŋ, WL-LWI ˈtaiŋ ˈonəʔəŋ, WL-MS taiŋ ˈbeiŋ,

WL-MS taiŋ kəˈrik, WL-PD taiŋ ˈkarːik.

(2) CL-KK kəbɔˈti, CL-LR kəbotin, WL-AD kɜˈboti.̃

hair:

(1) LH#latar, CL-IL latarəs, CL-KK latar, CL-KK laˈtar, CL-LK latar, CL-LP

latar, CL-LR laˈtar, CL-LWK rata, CL-LWT latarha, CL-MR lata, CL-PN latar,

EL-LE əte ratã, EL-LMT ratã, WL-AB ratã, WL-AD ˈrataʔ, WL-BL ratak, WL-

BM rata, WL-BN rata, WL-BP rata, WL-BT rata, WL-DL rataʔ, WL-HRW rata,

WL-IA rata,WL-KO rataʔ,WL-LG rataʔ,WL-LH rata,WL-LMK rata,WL-LML
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rata, WL-LTB rata, WL-LWI ˈrataʔ, WL-LWL rata, WL-MD rata, WL-ML rata,

WL-MS rata,WL-PD rata,WL-PK ratak,WL-RE rata,WL-TJ rata,WL-WB rata,

WL-WK rata, WL-WT rata, WL-WW ratak.

(2) PFL *vuhak, KD-LB ʔuˈha, KD-LW uha.

(3) SK-HEW loʔe, SK-HEW loʔe, SK-HEW loʔe roun.

(4) SK-MM alan roun, SK-TA ala, SK-TA ala-ŋ, SK-TA ala-ŋ ʔrou-ŋ.

hand:

(1) PFL *lima ‘hand; arm; five’, CL-IL limasa, CL-KK liˈma, CL-KK limaga,

CL-LK limaga, CL-LP limaha, CL-LR liˈma, CL-LWK limaga, CL-LWT limaha,

CL-MR limasa, CL-PN limag, EL-LE lima, EL-LMT lima, KD-LB liŋ, KD-LW

liŋ, SK-HEW lima, SK-MM liman, SK-TA lima-ŋ, WL-AB limaŋ, WL-BL limak,

WL-BM lima,WL-BN limaŋ kaˈlumak,WL-BP lima,WL-BT lima,WL-DL lima,

WL-HRW limak,WL-IA limak,WL-KO limak,WL-LG lima,WL-LH limak,WL-

LMK limak, WL-LML limate, WL-LTB lima, WL-LWI ˈlimaŋ, WL-LWL lima,

WL-MD limak,WL-ML lima,WL-MS limaŋ,WL-MS limaʔ,WL-PD limaŋ,WL-

PK lima,WL-RE lima,WL-TJ lima,WL-WB lima,WL-WK limak,WL-WT limã,

WL-WW limak.

head:

(1) LH#kote, EL-LE əte, EL-LMT əte,WL-AB kɔtɔŋ,WL-AD ˈkotɜk,WL-AD

kotɜm, WL-BL kotək, WL-BM kote, WL-BN kɔtɔŋ, WL-BP kotət, WL-BT kotək,

WL-DL kotəŋ, WL-HRW kotək, WL-IA kotɤ, WL-KO kotək, WL-LG kotã, WL-

LH kotəkə,WL-LMK kotʔã,WL-LML kotãte,WL-LTB kotə,WL-LWI ˈkɔtəʔ,WL-

LWL kotə,WL-MD kotəkət,WL-ML kotə,WL-MS kɔtɔŋ,WL-MS kɔtɔʔ,WL-PD

kɔtɔŋ,WL-PK kotã,WL-RE kotã,WL-TJ kotək,WL-WB kotə,WL-WK kote,̃WL-

WT kotʔã, WL-WW kotã.

(2) KD-LB tuˈbar, KD-LW tubar.

(3) CL-IL ulusa, CL-KK uˈlu, CL-KK ulun, CL-LK ulu, CL-LP ulu, CL-LR

uˈlu, CL-LWK uluga, CL-LWT uluha, CL-MR ulu, CL-PN ulug.

(4) SK-HEW loʔe, SK-HEW loʔen.

(5) SK-MM alan, SK-TA ala-ŋ.

heart:

(1)WL-AB kubaŋ, WL-MS tapˈkubaŋ, WL-PD tapɔ ˈkubaŋ.

(2) KD-LB taʔˈmutiʔ, KD-LWmutiʔ.

(3) PFL *puhun, CL-IL puosa, CL-KK puo, CL-KK puˈo, CL-LK puo, CL-LP
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puoha, CL-LR puon, CL-LWK puo, CL-LWT puoha, CL-MR puo, CL-PN puon,

EL-LE pũhũ, EL-LMT puho, SK-TA puhu-ŋ βua-ŋ, WL-AD ˈpuho, WL-BL puo,

WL-BM puhũ, WL-BT puho, WL-DL puho, WL-HRW puho, WL-IA puho, WL-

KO puho, WL-LG puhũ, WL-LH puhokə, WL-LMK puho, WL-LML puo, WL-

LTB puhũ, WL-MD puho, WL-ML puhu, WL-RE puho, WL-TJ puhũ, WL-WB

puhũ, WL-WK puho, WL-WT puho, WL-WW puho.

(4) SK-HEW ʋuan, WL-BP pəwuã, WL-LWL wuak.

heavy:

(1) PFL *bərat, CL-IL bəra, CL-KK bənəˈrat, CL-KK bərat, CL-LK bərat,

CL-LP bəra, CL-LR bənərəˈtən, CL-LWK bərat, CL-LWT bera, CL-MR bəra, CL-

PN bənəratən, EL-LE bəra, EL-LMT bəra, KD-LB baˈraʔ, KD-LW baraʔ bɛtɛ,

SK-HEW bərat, SK-MM bərat,̪ SK-TA bərat,WL-AB baː,WL-AD ˈbaʔat,WL-BL

bāt,WL-BM baʔat,WL-BN baː,WL-BP baʔat,WL-BT baʔat,WL-DL baʔat,WL-

HRW baʔat, WL-IA baat, WL-KO baʔat, WL-LG baʔa, WL-LH baʔat, WL-LMK

baʔa, WL-LML batã, WL-LTB baʔa, WL-LWI ˈbaʔa, WL-LWL baʔat, WL-MD

bənaʔat,WL-ML baa,WL-MS bak,WL-MS baʔ,WL-PD baː,WL-PK baʔat,WL-

RE baʔa, WL-TJ baʔat, WL-WB baʔat, WL-WK baʔat, WL-WT baʔat, WL-WW

bat.

heel:

(1)WL-AB leiŋ ˈubɔŋ.

(2) LH #nudəp, CL-KK nuˈdəp, CL-LR ˈudəm, WL-AD ˈnudɜrɜt, WL-LWI

ˈude, WL-MS lei ˈudɛk, WL-MS leiŋ ˈudɛk, WL-PD leiŋ ˈudek.

hill, ridge:

(1)WL-AB dɔla, WL-MS dɔlu.

(2)WL-MS wɔtɔ ˈwɛrɔʔ, WL-PD wɔtɔ.

(3)WL-AD woka, WL-LWI wɔka.

(4) LH-SK #voloŋ, CL-KK ˈvolo, CL-KK ˈvoloŋ, SK-HEW ʋolon.

hole:

(1)WL-AB faŋgɔ, WL-MS waŋɔʔ, WL-PD waŋgɔ.

(2) LH-KD #vuok, CL-LR ˈvuok, KD-LB uɔʔ, WL-MS nuɔʔ.

(3) LH #umaŋ, CL-KK uˈma, CL-KK uˈmaŋ, WL-LWI ˈumaŋ.
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horn:

(1)WL-AB uˈharaŋ, WL-BN ruˈhaː, WL-MS huar, WL-PD huar.

(2) LH-SK #tara, CL-KK taˈra, SK-HEW taran, SK-TA tara-ŋ,WL-AD taˈrã,

WL-LWI ˈtaraŋ.

hot:

(1) LH #plati/kati, CL-IL kat, CL-KK kaˈti, CL-KK katiŋ, CL-KK knaˈtiŋ,

CL-LK kati, CL-LP kati, CL-LR kənatiˈŋan, CL-LWK kati, CL-LWT kati, CL-

MR kati, CL-PN katiŋən, EL-LE pati, EL-LMT pati, WL-AB paˈlatiŋ, WL-AD

ˈplate, WL-BL pəlate, WL-BM pəlate, WL-BN paˈlatiŋ, WL-BP pəlate, WL-BT

pəlate, WL-DL pəlate, WL-HRW pəlate, WL-IA pəlate, WL-KO pəlate, WL-LG

pəlate, WL-LH pəlate, WL-LMK pəlate, WL-LML pəlate, WL-LTB pəlate, WL-

LWI ˈpəlate, WL-LWL pəlate, WL-MD pəlate, WL-ML pəlate, WL-MS pˈlatiŋ,

WL-PD pˈlatiŋ, WL-PK pate, WL-RE pəlate, WL-TJ pəlate, WL-WB pəlate, WL-

WK pəlate, WL-WT pəlate, WL-WW pəlate.

(2) KD-LW daja, SK-HEW dara, SK-HEW dara gahuʔ.

(3) SK-HEW gahu, SK-MM gahu, SK-TA gahu.

(4) SK-TA rou, SK-TA rou rada-ŋ.

house:

(1) PFL *ruma, WL-AB uma, WL-BN ʔuma, WL-MS uma, WL-PD uma.

(2) LH-KD *vetak ‘barn; house’, KD-LB weˈtaʔ.

(3)WL-AD ˈlaŋɔ, WL-LWI ˈlaŋɔʔ.

(4) PFL *una ‘inside’, CL-KK ˈuna, CL-KK uˈnan, CL-LR ˈunan.

how:

(1) CL-KK nao ga, CL-LR naboga, KD-LB nara ˈbɔnɛ, KD-LW nara bɔnɛ,

WL-ABnamɔˈnaŋga,WL-ADnɜˈgaku,WL-BNnaˈmɔnaŋga,WL-LWInaʔaŋ ˈgaʔe,

WL-MS nəmənga, WL-MS nəmˈga, WL-PD naməŋˈga.

(2) SK-HEW ganu upan, SK-TA ganupae.

howmuch, howmany:

(1) PFL *pida, CL-KK ˈpira, CL-LR pira, KD-LB pie, SK-HEW pira,WL-AB

pira, WL-AD ˈpira, WL-BN pirːa, WL-LWI ˈpira, WL-MS pira, WL-PD pira.

hungry:

(1) LH*maluv, CL-KKmaˈluv, CL-LR ˈtei ˈmaluv,WL-AB tukaŋ ˈmalu,WL-
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AD ˈmalu, WL-LWI ˈmalu, WL-MS tukaŋ ˈmalu, WL-MS tukaʔ ˈmalu, WL-PD

tukaŋ ˈmalu.

inside:

(1) PFL *una, SK-HEW unen, SK-MM une, WL-AB ɔnɔŋ, WL-AD ˈʔɔnʔeʔ,

WL-BL on, WL-BM onə, WL-DL onʔã, WL-HRW onʔã, WL-KO dəonã, WL-LG

onə, WL-LH onã, WL-LTB onã, WL-LWI ˈɔnɔ, WL-ML onɤ, WL-MS ɔnɔŋ, WL-

PD ɔnɔŋ, WL-RE onã, WL-TJ onə, WL-WT onʔã, WL-WW onã.

(2) PFL *laləm, KD-LB bɛʔ ˈlalɛŋ.

(3)PFL*bə-ləma, EL-LE ləmə, KD-LBbɛʔ, SK-HEW ləman,WL-BPbəlomə,

WL-BT bəlomã, WL-IA lomək, WL-LMK bəlomã, WL-LML belomã, WL-LWL

bəlomo, WL-MD bəlomã, WL-PK ləmã, WL-WB bəlomə, WL-WK bəlome.

(4)CL-IL goməkən, CL-KK gomək, CL-LK gom, CL-LP gom, CL-LWT goməkən,

CL-MR gomək, CL-PN gomakən.

(5) CL-KK d͡ʒe ... or, CL-LR d͡ʒe ... ˈora, CL-LWK or.

itchy:

(1) PFL *gatər, CL-KK gəˈtək, SK-HEW gatar, WL-AB gate, WL-AD ˈgatɜk,

WL-LWI ˈgatə, WL-MS gateʔ, WL-PD gate.

jackfruit:

(1) SK-HEW nakat, WL-AB naŋka, WL-MS nakaŋ, WL-PD naka.

(2) LH-KD #kverak, CL-KK kveˈrak, CL-LR kəˈverak, KD-LB wɛˈraʔ, WL-

AD ˈkwɛrak, WL-LWI kəˈwɛra.

knee:

(1) LH-KD #kudul, KD-LB ʔudul, KD-LW udul, WL-BN ˌleiŋ ˈkudul, WL-

MS lei ˈkudul, WL-MS leiŋ ˈkudul, WL-MS kudul, WL-PD kudul.

(2) PFL *lotur, CL-KK loˈtɔr, CL-LR loˈtor, SK-HEW tuːr, SK-TA βaʔi-ŋ tur,

SK-TA tuːr, WL-AD ˈlotorɜt, WL-LWI ˈlɔtɔr.

knife:

(1)WL-AB duri, WL-BN duˈri, WL-MS duriʔ, WL-PD duri.

(2) LH-KD #me(r)it, CL-KKməˈrit, KD-LBmɛiʔ.

(3)WL-AD hɛpɛʔ, WL-LWI ˈhɛpɛʔ.
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leaf:

(1) LH-KD #lolo, CL-IL lolo, CL-KK lɔˈlon, CL-KK lolon, CL-LK lolon, CL-

LP lolo, CL-LR ˈlolon, CL-LWK lolo, CL-LWT lolo, CL-MR lolo, CL-PN lolon,

EL-LE lolõ, EL-LMT lolõ, KD-LB lɔlɔn, KD-LW ai lɔlɔn, KD-LW lɔlɔn, WL-AB

lɔlɔŋ,WL-AD ˈlolõ,WL-BL lolo,WL-BM lolõ,WL-BN lɔlɔŋ,WL-BT lolo,WL-DL

lolo,WL-HRW lolo,WL-IA lolon,WL-KO lolo,WL-LH lolõ,WL-LMK lolõ,WL-

LML lolo,WL-MD lolõ,WL-ML lolo,WL-MS kad͡ʒɔ ˈlɔlɔŋ,WL-PD lɔlɔŋ,WL-PK

loloŋ, WL-TJ lolo, WL-WB lolo, WL-WK lolo, WL-WT lolo, WL-WW lolo.

(2)LH-KD#ləpa ‘leaf; sheet; lontar leaf’, KD-LW lɛpaʔ,WL-BP ləpa,WL-

LG lepaʔã, WL-LTB ləpã, WL-LWI ˈləpɑŋ, WL-LWL ləpã, WL-RE ləpã.

(3) PFL *doun, SK-HEW roun, SK-MM roun, SK-TA ʔrou, SK-TA ʔrou-ŋ.

left side:

(1) CL-IL səmekiŋən, CL-KK seˈke, CL-KK seke, CL-LK seke, CL-LP heke,

CL-LRhɛˈkɛn, CL-LWK seke, CL-LWThəmekiŋən, CL-MR səmeki, CL-PNheken,

WL-AB hɛkɛ,̃ WL-BL seki, WL-BN mekiŋ, WL-IA mekin, WL-LH meki, WL-

LML meki, WL-LTB meki,̃ WL-MD meki, WL-MS hɛkɛŋ, WL-PD hɛkɛŋ, WL-

WK səmekiŋ.

(2) LH #səmekiŋ,WL-AD nekeʔ,WL-AD ˈnɛki,̃WL-BM neki,̃WL-BP neki,̃

WL-BT neki,̃ WL-DL neki,̃ WL-HRW nekiŋ, WL-KO nekin, WL-LG neki,̃ WL-

LMK neki,̃ WL-LWI ˈnɛkiŋ, WL-LWL neki,̃ WL-ML neki, WL-RE neki,̃ WL-TJ

neki,̃ WL-WB neki,̃ WL-WT neki,̃ WL-WW neki.̃

(3) PFL *viri, EL-LEwiri,̃ EL-LMTwiri, KD-LBweri, KD-LW vɛri, SK-HEW

ʋirin, SK-HEW ʋirin, SK-MM viri, SK-TA βiri, WL-PK wiri.

leg:

(1) LH-KD #lei ‘foot; leg’, CL-KK liː, CL-LR li, KD-LB lei,WL-AB leiŋ,WL-

AD ˈleikɜt, WL-BN leiŋ, WL-LWI ˈleiŋ, WL-MS leiŋ, WL-MS leiʔ, WL-PD leiŋ.

(2) PFL *vaʔi ‘foot; leg’, SK-HEW ʋaʔi, SK-MM vaʔin, SK-TA βaʔi, SK-TA

βaʔi-ŋ.

light (weight):

(1)WL-AB bɛru, WL-MS bɛrɛ, WL-PD bɛrɛ.

(2) LH #kleak, CL-KK kleˈak, CL-LR kəleaˈŋen, KD-LB ʔaˈhaʔ, SK-HEW

heak, WL-AD kɜˈliɛʔ, WL-LWI kəˈlea.
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lightning:

(1) PFL *k-silap, CL-KK ksiˈlap, CL-LR ˈkhilap, KD-LB kilaʔ, KD-LB nilaʔ,

WL-AB hila biˈba, WL-AD kɜˈhilat, WL-LWI kələˈka kəˈhila, WL-MS hilaʔ, WL-

PD hila ˈbiloŋ.

lime:

(1) PFL *ʔapur, CL-KK aˈpʊr, CL-LR ˈapur, KD-LB apur, SK-HEW ʔapur,

WL-AB apu,WL-AD ˈʔapuʔ,WL-BN ʔapu,WL-LWI ˈapuʔ,WL-MS apu,WL-PD

apu.

lips:

(1)PFL*vivir, KD-LBwiwir, SK-HEWʋiʋir,WL-AB fifiŋ,WL-BN fifiŋ,WL-

MS wiwiŋ, WL-MS wiwiʔ, WL-PD wiwiŋ.

(2) CL-LR ˈnuhə ləˈrit, WL-AD ˈnuhuˈkɜt, WL-LWI ˈnuhuŋ.

liver:

(1) PFL *ate-n, CL-LWK kəbotik ate, KD-LB haˈtɛn, SK-HEW ʋaten, SK-

HEW ʋaten, SK-MM vate̪n, SK-TA ʔβate,WL-AB aˈtɛ,̃WL-BM ate,̃WL-BN hati,

WL-BP ate,̃ WL-BT atek, WL-HRW atek, WL-IA ate, WL-LG ate, WL-LMK ate,

WL-LTB ate,̃ WL-LWI ˈatɛŋ, WL-LWL ate,̃ WL-ML ate, WL-MS aˈtɛŋ, WL-PD

ateŋ, WL-PK ate, WL-RE ate, WL-TJ ate, WL-WB ate, WL-WT hati, WL-WW

ate.

(2)WL-AD ˈmehi, WL-DLmehi,̃ WL-KOmehi.̃

(3)CL-ILorasa,WL-BLonək,WL-LHonəkə,WL-LMLonã,WL-MDonəkət,

WL-WK one.

(4) CL-KK ɔːr, CL-KK oren, CL-LK or, CL-LP oraha, CL-LR orən, CL-LWT

oraha, CL-MR orasa, CL-PN oraj.

(5) EL-LE ũhã, EL-LMT huʔa.

lizard:

(1) PFL *təkek, CL-KK təˈkɛk, CL-LR təˈkɛk, KD-LB tɛˈkɛʔ, SK-HEW təkeː,

WL-AB taˈkːe, WL-AD ˈtɜke, WL-LWI ˈtəkɛʔ, WL-MS təˈkːɛʔ, WL-PD taˈkːe.

long:

(1) WL-AB bəlaˈhakaŋ, WL-AB bəlaˈhakaŋ, WL-AD bɜlahɜˈa, WL-AD ˈb-

laha, WL-BM bəlaha, WL-BN baˈlahːa, WL-BP bəlahã, WL-BT bəlahã, WL-DL

bəlahã, WL-HRW bəlahʔã, WL-IA bəlahakən, WL-KO bəlahʔã, WL-LG bəlaha,
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WL-LH bəlahã, WL-LMK bəlahã, WL-LML blã, WL-LTB bəlahã, WL-LWI bəˈ-

laha, WL-LWL bəlãha, WL-MD bəlahã, WL-ML bələhɤ, WL-MS bˈlahak, WL-

PD bˈlahak, WL-PK bahã, WL-RE bəlãhã, WL-TJ bəlaha, WL-WB bəlahã, WL-

WK bəlakã, WL-WT bəlahã, WL-WW bəlaha.

(2) KD-LB laˈwaː, KD-LW lava dɛkar.

(3) PFL *doa ‘far; long’, CL-KK doak, CL-KK doˈak, CL-LK doak, CL-LR

doˈak, CL-LWK doak, CL-PN doakən, EL-LMT doʔã, KD-LW lɛla dɔaʔ.

(4)LH-SK#blavir ‘long; far’, CL-IL lafakən, CL-LP lafa, CL-LWTbelamikən,

CL-MR bəlamik, EL-LE bawã, WL-BL bəlawi.

(5) SK-HEW bloːn, SK-MM bloːn, SK-TA bloːŋ.

lontar palm:

(1) LH-SK *koli, CL-KK ˈkoli, CL-KK ˈkolɛr, CL-LR koˈler, SK-HEW koli,

WL-MS koɔli ˈpukɔŋ, WL-PD kɔli.

louse in clothing:

(1) PFL *tuma, CL-KK kətuˈma, CL-KK kətuˈmaw, CL-LR kətuˈmau, WL-

AD keˈtumã, WL-LWI kəˈtuma.

louse in hair:

(1) PFL *kutu, CL-IL kutor, CL-KK kutu, CL-KK kuˈtɔr, CL-LR kuˈtor, CL-

LK kutu, CL-LP kutod͡ʒi, CL-LWK kutoru, CL-LWT kutod͡ʒa, CL-MR kutoru,

CL-PN kutoj, EL-LE uto, EL-LMT uto, KD-LB ʔutu, KD-LW utu, SK-HEW ṳtu,

SK-HEW ʔutu, SK-MM ʔutu̪, SK-TA ʔutu, WL-AB kuto, WL-AD ˈkutɔ, WL-BL

kuto,WL-BM kuto,WL-BN kuˈtːɔ,WL-BP kuto,WL-BT kuto,WL-DL kuto,WL-

HRW kuto, WL-IA kuto, WL-KO kuto, WL-LG kuto, WL-LH kuto, WL-LMK

kuto,WL-LML kuto,WL-LTB kuto,WL-LWI ˈkuto,WL-LWL kuto,WL-MD kuto,

WL-ML kuto, WL-MS kutɔ, WL-PD kuto.

WL-PK kuto, WL-RE kuto, WL-TJ kuto, WL-WB kuto, WL-WK kuto, WL-WT

kuto, WL-WW kuto,

lungs:

(1) LH #vuda, CL-KK vuˈd͡ʒa, CL-LR ˈore vuˈd͡ʒan, WL-AB furaŋ, WL-AD

ˈwurhã, WL-MS wuraŋ, WL-PD wuraŋ.

machete:

(1)LH-KD#peda, CL-KKpeˈdar, CL-KKpeˈda, CL-LR ˈpeda, KD-LBpɛˈdaʔ,

WL-AB saˈpada,WL-ADpɛda,WL-BNpɛda,WL-MSpedaʔ,WL-PDpeda. From
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Portuguese espada ‘sword’.

man:

(1) PFL * (kabe) laki, CL-LR laˈkin, CL-MR analaki, CL-PN lakin, SK-HEW

lai, SK-HEW laʔit, SK-MM laʔi, SK-TA ata laʔi, WL-AB kaˈlake, WL-AD ˈʔama

lake, WL-BL kəbailake, WL-BM amalake, WL-BN kaˈlake, WL-BP bəlaki, WL-

BTbəlaki,̃WL-DL amalake,WL-HRWamalake,WL-IA amalake,WL-KO amalake,

WL-LG amalake, WL-LH bəlake, WL-LMK bəlakeʔ, WL-LML kəbaelake, WL-

LTB bailaki, WL-LWI ina məlaˈke, WL-LWL amalake, WL-MD kəbəlake, WL-

ML kəblake, WL-MS kˈlake, WL-PD kˈlake, WL-PK kake, WL-RE bəlake, WL-TJ

amalake, WL-WB bəlaki, WL-WK kəlake, WL-WT bəlake, WL-WW amalake.

(2) KD-LB anaʔ ˈabɛ, KD-LW a̘naʔ a̘bɛ.

(3) CL-IL lamen, CL-KK lamen, CL-KK laˈmɛn, CL-LK lamed͡ʒa, CL-LP

analame, CL-LWK lame, CL-LWT ata lamen.

(4) EL-LE rəbã, EL-LMT reba.

mango:

(1)PFL*pau, CL-KK ˈpau, CL-KK ˈpaɔr, CL-LR ˈpaor, KD-LBpeu, SK-HEW

pau, WL-AB pao, WL-AD ˈpau, WL-LWI ˈpaːu, WL-MS paɔ, WL-PD pao.

many:

(1)WL-MS rasa, WL-PD rasa.

(2) LH-KD #rai, CL-IL raiŋa, CL-KK raik, CL-KK ˈraik, CL-LK rai, CL-LP

rai, CL-LR ˈrɔi, CL-LWK rai, CL-LWT rai, CL-MR rai, KD-LB rai, KD-LW rai

varan.

(3) WL-AD ˈʔaːjʔa, WL-BL ad͡ʒa, WL-BM aja, WL-BP ad͡ʒa, WL-BT ajʔã,

WL-DL arʔã, WL-HRW ajʔã, WL-IA ad͡ʒa, WL-KO ajã, WL-LG ajaʔ, WL-LH

ajʔã,WL-LMK ad͡ʒã,WL-LML ad͡ʒã,WL-LTB ad͡ʒã,WL-LWI ˈajaʔ,WL-MD ajã,

WL-ML ad͡ʒa, WL-PK ajaʔ, WL-RE aja, WL-TJ ad͡ʒã, WL-WB ad͡ʒã, WL-WK

ad͡ʒã, WL-WT ad͡ʒaʔ, WL-WW ajaʔ.

(3)WL-PD labːi, WL-PD labːiŋ, WL-BN ʔata laˈbiː.

(4) SK-HEW oher, SK-HEW o̤her.

market:

(1)CL-KK vuːl, CL-LR ˈvulan, KD-LB ul,WL-AB fu,WL-AD ˈwulɜ,WL-LWI

ˈwuləŋ, WL-MS wu, WL-PD wu ˈsaluk.
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marungga:

(1)PFL*motoŋ, CL-KKmoˈtɔŋ, CL-KKmoˈtɔ, CL-LR ˈmotoŋ, KD-LBmɔtɔŋ,

SK-HEWmotoŋ,WL-ABmɔtɔŋ,WL-AD ˈmotõ,WL-LWI ˈmɔtɔŋ,WL-MSmɔtɔŋ,

WL-PDmɔtɔŋ.

mat:

(1) PFL *osan, CL-KK oˈsan, CL-KK oˈsa, CL-LR ˈohan, KD-LW ohan, SK-

HEW ohaʔ, WL-AB ɔˈhaŋ, WL-AD ˈʔɔhãː, WL-LWI ˈɔhɑŋ, WL-MS ɔˈhaŋ, WL-

MS hoaŋ, WL-PD ɔhaŋ.

meat:

(1) PFL *isi-k or *ihi-k, KD-LW ih̘iŋ, SK-TA ihi-ŋ, WL-AB iˈhikiŋ, WL-BM

ihik, WL-BN ʔihik, WL-IA ihin, WL-KO ihik, WL-LG ihik, WL-LML hik, WL-

LWL ihik,WL-MS hik,WL-PD dagiŋ ˈihi,WL-RE ihik,WL-TJ ihik,WL-WT ihik.

(2)WL-AD ˈʔumɜ̃, WL-BT umã, WL-HRW umã.

(3)WL-BL bənək, WL-BPmənake,̃ WL-LWI ˈmənakəŋ.

(4) LH #elam, CL-IL elam, CL-KK elam, CL-KK eˈlam, CL-LK elam, CL-LP

elam, CL-LR eˈlam, CL-LWK elaŋ, CL-LWT elam, CL-MR eləm, CL-PN elam,

EL-LE əlã, EL-LMT elã, WL-LH ela, WL-LML elã, WL-MD elã, WL-WK elã.

(5)WL-LMKdagiŋ,WL-WBdagiŋ. FromIndonesian/Malaydaging ‘meat’.

(6) LH-SK*(meiŋ)ʔətan, SK-HEW ətan, SK-MM ʔəta̪n, SK-TAmei-ŋ ʔəta-

ŋ, WL-LTBmətã, WL-PKmətã, WL-WWmətã.

(7) SK-TA ʔlui-ŋ klama-ŋ, SK-TA ʔlui-ŋ roto-ŋ, SK-TA ʔlui-ŋ,WL-MLnawək.

milk:

(1) CL-LR ˈsusu, SK-HEW susu,WL-AB susu,WL-BN susu,WL-LWI ˈsusu,

WL-MS susu, WL-PD susu.

(2) CL-KK tuˈsɔr, CL-KK tuˈsu, KD-LB tuʔu ˈwɛrɛŋ, WL-AD ˈtuhɔ.

millet:

(1)LH#vətəm, CL-KK vəˈtəm, CL-LR ˈvətəm, KD-LBwɛˈrɛʔ,WL-LWI ˈwətəŋ.

monitor lizard:

(1)WL-AB reha.

(2)WL-MS tɛto ˈdamar, WL-PD tətoˈdamar.

(3) SK-HEW oti, WL-AD ˈʔoteʔ, WL-LWI ˈote.

(4) CL-KK bəˈpap, CL-LR gəˈpap.
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moon:

(1) PFL *vulan, CL-KK vuˈlan, CL-LR ˈvulan d͡ʒe kəˈləm, KD-LBwuˈla, KD-

LW u̘la lɔjɔ, SK-HEWʋulan, SK-TAβula-ŋ,WL-AB fulaŋ,WL-AD ˈwulɑ̃,WL-BN

fulaŋ, WL-LWI ˈwula, WL-MS wulaŋ, WL-PD wulaŋ.

morning:

(1)WL-AB fuˈra fuˈra, WL-MS wuraʔ, WL-PD wura.

(2)WL-AD gˈhula, WL-AD həˈgula, WL-LWI ˈguləŋ.

(3) CL-KK baˈɛn, CL-LR baeˈnan.

mosquito:

(1)PFL*k<n>əpuŋ/*həpuŋ, KD-LW(Samely 2013)hɛpun, SK-KR (Pareira

and Lewis 1998) həpuŋ, WL-AB kapuŋ, WL-LWI kəˈnəpuŋ, WL-MS kapːuŋ,

WL-PD kapːuŋ.

(2) CL-KK kəməˈŋɛ, CL-KK kəməˈŋɛŋ, CL-LR kəməˈŋeŋ.

mother:

(1) PFL *ina, CL-IL ina, CL-KK ina, CL-KK ˈina, CL-LP ina, CL-LR ina, CL-

LWK ina, CL-LWT ina, CL-MR ina, CL-PN inan, EL-LE ina, EL-LMT ina, KD-LB

ʔine, SK-HEW ina, SK-MM ina, SK-TA ina, WL-AB inaŋ, WL-AD ˈʔina, WL-BL

ina, WL-BN ʔina, WL-DL ina, WL-HRW ina, WL-IA ina, WL-KO ina, WL-LH

inakə, WL-MD ina, WL-ML ina, WL-MS ina, WL-MS inaŋ, WL-MS nina, WL-

PD nina, WL-WK ina, WL-WW inaʔ.

(2) CL-LK əma, SK-HEW əma, WL-BM əma, WL-BP əmaʔ, WL-BT əma,

WL-LG əmaʔ, WL-LMK əma, WL-LML əma, WL-LTB əma, WL-LWI ˈəˈmaʔ,

WL-LWL əma, WL-PK əmaʔ, WL-RE əma, WL-TJ əma, WL-WB əmaʔ, WL-WT

əma.

mountain:

(1)WL-BN foto, WL-MS wɔtɔ bˈlɔlɔk, WL-PD wɔtɔ ˈblɔlɔ.

(2)PFL*ili, CL-IL iler, CL-KK ile, CL-KK iˈler, CL-KK iˈli, CL-LK iler, CL-LP

ile, CL-LR ˈiler, CL-LWK ileru, CL-LWT ileru, CL-MR ileru, CL-PN iler, EL-LE

ile, EL-LMT ile, KD-LB ili, KD-LW il̘i, SK-HEW ilin, SK-HEW il̤in, SK-TA ili-

n, WL-AD ʔile, WL-BL ile, WL-BM ile, WL-BP ile, WL-BT ile, WL-DL ile, WL-

HRW ile, WL-IA ile, WL-KO ile, WL-LG ile, WL-LH ile, WL-LMK ile, WL-LML

ile, WL-LTB ile, WL-LWI ile, WL-LWL ile, WL-MD ile, WL-ML ile, WL-PK ile,

WL-RE ile, WL-TJ ile, WL-WB ile, WL-WK ile, WL-WT ile, WL-WW ile.
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(3) LH-SK #voloŋ ‘hill; ridge’, SK-TA βolo, SK-TA βolo-n.

mouth:

(1) PFL *nusu, CL-KK nuːs, CL-KK nusən, CL-LK nus, CL-LP nuha, CL-

LR nuˈhə, CL-LWK nusəga, CL-MR nusa, CL-PN nuhag, EL-LE nuhe, EL-LMT

nuhe, KD-LB nunu, KD-LW nunu vɔvɔ, WL-BL nūk, WL-LH nuhukə, WL-MD

nuhu, WL-MS nuhuŋ, WL-MS nuhuʔ.

(3) PFL *vava, CL-IL fəfasa, CL-LWT fəfaha, SK-HEW ʋaː, SK-HEW ʋaː,

SK-MM vaːn, WL-AB faˈfaŋ, WL-AD ˈwɜwaˈkɜt, WL-BM wəwa, WL-BN fofaŋ,

WL-BP wəwat, WL-BT wewã, WL-DL wəwat, WL-HRW wəwal, WL-IA wəwak,

WL-KO wəwak, WL-LG wəwat, WL-LMK wəwã, WL-LML fəfã, WL-LTB wəwa,

WL-LWI ˈwəwɑŋ,WL-LWLwewa,WL-MLwəwa,WL-PDwəˈwaŋ,WL-PKwəwa,

WL-RE wəwa, WL-TJ wəwak, WL-WB wəwã, WL-WK wəwã, WL-WT wəwã,

WL-WWwəwak.

name:

(1) PFL *nadan, CL-IL nad͡ʒanəs, CL-KK nad͡ʒan, CL-KK ˈnad͡ʒan, CL-LK

nad͡ʒan, CL-LP nad͡ʒan, CL-LR ˈnajan, CL-LWK najan, CL-LWT nad͡ʒan, CL-

MR nad͡ʒa, CL-PN najan, EL-LE nara, EL-LMT narã, KD-LB naja, KD-LWnaja,

SK-HEW naran, SK-HEW naraŋ, SK-MM naran, SK-TA nara, SK-TA nara-ŋ,

WL-AB naraŋ,WL-AD ˈnarã,WL-BL naraŋ,WL-BM narã,WL-BN naraŋ,WL-

BP narã, WL-BT narã, WL-DL narã, WL-HRW narã, WL-IA naran, WL-KO

narã,WL-LGnarã,WL-LHnarã,WL-LMKnarã,WL-LMLnaraŋ,WL-LTBnarã,

WL-LWI ˈnaraŋ, WL-LWL narã, WL-MD narã, WL-ML nara, WL-MS naraŋ,

WL-MS naraʔ,WL-PD naraŋ,WL-PK narã,WL-RE narã,WL-TJ narã,WL-WB

narã, WL-WK nara, WL-WT narã, WL-WW narã.

narrow:

(1) PFL *kiput, CL-IL kənipotən, CL-KK kənipot, CL-KK kniˈpɔt, CL-LK

kənipot, CL-LR hənipoˈtən, CL-LR kənipoˈtən, CL-LWK kənipot, CL-MR kipo,

CL-PN kənipotən, KD-LB iˈpeʔ,WL-AB kipɛ,WL-AD ˈkɛniʔ,WL-BN kiˈpːɛ,WL-

DL kipuʔ, WL-LG kəripu, WL-LWI ˈkənɛʔ, WL-MD kənipo.

(2)WL-MS kupɔʔ, WL-PD kupo.

(3) CL-LP hipe, CL-LWT hipet, WL-BL hipet, WL-BM kəhipuk, WL-LML

hipet, WL-WK hipet.

(4) LH-KD#tudak, keda-samely tudaʔ,WL-BT tudak,WL-HRW tənudʔã,

WL-KO tudək, WL-LH tudak, WL-LMK kətudak, WL-ML tudak, WL-TJ tudək,
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WL-WT tudak, WL-WW tudak.

(5) LH-SK #təker, SK-HEW təker, SK-MM tə̪ker, WL-IA təkəl, WL-LTB

kətəkə, WL-LWL kətəker, WL-PK təkə, WL-RE kətəkə, WL-WB kətəkə.

(6) EL-LE ʔuhu, EL-LMT uhu.

navel:

(1) PFL *pusər, CL-KK kəpuˈsər, CL-LR kəpuˈhər, KD-LB puˈhɛː, SK-HEW

puhɛr, WL-AB kapuˈhɔrɔŋ, WL-AD kɜˈpuhuˈrɜt, WL-BN kaˈpuˌhɔr, WL-LWI

kəpuˈhur, WL-MS puhɔr, WL-PD puhor.

near:

(1)LH-KD#dahe-k, CL-ILdaekən, CL-KKdaek, CL-KKdaˈek, CL-LKdaek,

CL-LP dae, CL-LR daeˈkən, CL-LWK dae, CL-LWT dae, CL-MR daek, CL-PN

daekən, EL-LE dahe, EL-LMT dahe, KD-LB deˈhiʔ,WL-AB dahɛ,WL-AD ˈdahe,

WL-BL dae, WL-BM dahe, WL-BN dahːɛ, WL-BP dahe, WL-BT dahʔe,̃ WL-DL

dahe,WL-HRWdahe,WL-IA dahe,WL-KO dahʔe,̃ WL-LG dahe,WL-LH dahe,

WL-LMK dahe,̃ WL-LML dae, WL-LTB dãhe, WL-LWI ˈdahɛ, WL-LWL dahe,̃

WL-MD dahe, WL-ML dahe, WL-MS dahɛʔ, WL-PD dahɛ, WL-PK dahe, WL-

RE dahe,̃ WL-TJ dahe, WL-WB dahe, WL-WK dahe, WL-WT dahe, WL-WW

dahe.

(2) SK-HEW roʔo, SK-HEW roʔo, SK-MM roʔon, SK-TA groʔo, SK-TA roʔo,

SK-TA roʔo-ŋ.

neck:

(1) LH-KD #vuli, CL-IL fulesa, CL-KK vuˈle, CL-KK wulen, CL-LK wule,

CL-LP fule, CL-LR ˈvule, CL-LWK wule, CL-LWT fuleha, CL-MR fule, CL-PN

wuleg, EL-LE wuli,̃ EL-LMT wuli, KD-LW u̘li, WL-AB fuliŋ, WL-AD ˈwuliˈkɜt,

WL-BL wulik, WL-BM wuli, WL-BN fuliŋ, WL-BP wuli, WL-BT wuli, WL-DL

wuliŋ,WL-HRWwuli,̃ WL-IAwuli,WL-KOwulik,WL-LGwuli,̃ WL-LHwulikə,

WL-LMK wuli,̃ WL-LML fuli, WL-LTB wuli, WL-LWI ˈwuliŋ, WL-LWL wuli,

WL-MD wulik, WL-ML fuli, WL-MS wuliŋ, WL-PD wuliŋ, WL-PK wuli,̃ WL-

REwuli,̃ WL-TJwuli,WL-WBwulik,WL-WKwuli,WL-WTwuli,̃ WL-WWwuli.

(2) KD-LB bɔŋan, KD-LW bɔŋan aduŋ.

(3) SK-HEW eru, SK-HEW əru, SK-TA ʔəru-ŋ.

(4) SK-MM boʔir, SK-TA boʔir.
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necklace:

(1)WL-ABmaŋge,WL-MSmaŋgɛr,WL-MSmaŋgɛr ˈbɔta,WL-PDmaŋger.

(2) LH *niləŋ, CL-KK niˈləŋ, CL-LR ˈniŋal, WL-AD ˈnilɜ, WL-LWI ˈniləŋ.

needle:

(1)LH-KD#batul, KD-LBbaˈtur,WL-ABbatu,WL-MSbatul,WL-PDbatul.

(2)CL-KK ˈlusir, CL-LR ˈluhir, SK-HEW luhir,WL-AD ˈluhi,WL-LWI ˈluhi.

new:

(1) PFL *vəru, CL-IL wərun, CL-KK vəˈrʊn, CL-KK wərun, CL-LK wərun,

CL-LP fərun, CL-LRuna vəˈrun, CL-LWKwəru, CL-LWT fərud͡ʒa, CL-MRwəru,

CL-PNwərun, EL-LEwərũ, EL-LMTwərũ, KD-LBwɛˈrun, KD-LW vɛrun taʔɛn,

SK-HEW ʋərun, SK-HEW ʋərun, SK-MM vərun, SK-TA βəru, WL-AD ˈwuʔũ,

WL-BL wu, WL-BM wuʔũ, WL-BN funɔ, WL-BP wuʔũ, WL-BT wuʔũ, WL-DL

wuʔũ, WL-HRW wuʔũ, WL-IA wun, WL-KO wuʔũ, WL-LG wuʔũ, WL-LMK

wuʔũ, WL-LML fu, WL-LTB wuʔũ, WL-LWI ˈwuʔuŋ, WL-LWL wuʔũ, WL-MD

wuʔũ, WL-ML wu, WL-PK wuʔu, WL-RE wuʔũ, WL-TJ wuʔũ, WL-WB wuʔũ,

WL-WK wuʔũ, WL-WT wuʔũ, WL-WWwu.

(2)WL-AB uma ˈfunɔŋ,WL-MS uma ˈwunɔŋ,WL-PD uma ˈwunɔŋ,WL-PD

wunɔŋ.

night:

(1) LH-SK #dʒəma, CL-KK dʒəma ‘time unit’, CL-LWK rəma, EL-LMT

rəma, SK-HEW rema ‘time unit’,WL-ABmaˈrɛŋ,WL-AD ˈrɜmaʔ,WL-BL rəma,

WL-BM rəma, WL-BN maˈreŋ, WL-BT rəmʔã, WL-DL rəmã, WL-HRW rəmã,

WL-IA rəma,WL-KO rəmãʔ,WL-LG rəmã,WL-LH rəma,WL-LMK rəmã,WL-

LML remã, WL-LWI rəˈmaʔaŋ, WL-MD rəma, WL-ML rəma, WL-MSməˈrːɛŋ,

WL-PDmaˈrːeŋ, WL-WT rəmã, WL-WW rəmã.

(2) KD-LB uˈbɛn, KD-LW ubɛn.

(3)WL-BPnoko,WL-LTBnokõ,WL-LWLnokõ,WL-PKnoko,WL-REnoko,

WL-TJ noko, WL-WB nokõ.

(4) CL-IL buk, CL-KK buːk, CL-KK bukən, CL-LK buk, CL-LP buk, CL-LR

buˈkənən, CL-LWT buk, CL-MR bukɤ, CL-PN bukən, SK-TA ʔβau-ŋ.

(5) LH-SK #guman, EL-LE ṳgũ, SK-HEW guman, SK-MM guman, SK-TA

guma-ŋ, WL-WK baʔu.
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nine:

(1) PFL *siva, CL-KK ˈsiva, CL-LR ˈhiva, SK-HEW hiʋa, WL-AB hifa, WL-

AD hiwa, WL-BN hifːa, WL-LWI ˈhiwa, WL-MS hiwa, WL-PD hiwa.

no, not:

(1)WL-AB lahɛ, WL-AD ˈhalaʔ, WL-BN laˈhːɛ, WL-MS lahɛ, WL-MS lahɛʔ,

WL-PD lahɛ.

(2) PFL *ta(ke), CL-KK ˈta, CL-KK ˈtak, CL-KK ˈtake, CL-LR taˈken, WL-

LWI ˈtake.

(3) SK-HEW eʔon, SK-TA eʔo-ŋ.

nose:

(1) PFL *(n)iduŋ, CL-IL nid͡ʒuŋəs, CL-KK niˈd͡ʒu, CL-KK nid͡ʒuga, CL-LK

nid͡ʒu, CL-LP nid͡ʒuŋ, CL-LR niˈd͡ʒu, CL-LWK nid͡ʒuga, CL-LWT nid͡ʒuŋ, CL-

MR nid͡ʒu, CL-PN nid͡ʒug, EL-LE nirũ, EL-LMT iru, KD-LB niŋ, KD-LW niŋ,

SK-HEW iru, SK-HEW ir̤u, SK-MM irun, SK-TA iru-ŋ, WL-AB niruŋ, WL-AD

ˈiruˈnɜt, WL-BL niruŋ, WL-BM irũ, WL-BN irːuŋ, WL-BP iru, WL-BT irũ, WL-

DL iruŋ, WL-HRW irun, WL-IA iruŋ, WL-KO iruŋ, WL-LG irut, WL-LH irunə,

WL-LMK irũ, WL-LML niruŋ, WL-LTB irũ, WL-LWI ˈiruŋ, WL-LWL iru, WL-

MD iru, WL-ML niruŋ, WL-MS iruŋ, WL-MS iruʔ, WL-PD iruŋ, WL-PD niruŋ,

WL-PK irũ, WL-RE irũ, WL-TJ irũ, WL-WB iru, WL-WK niruŋ, WL-WT irũ,

WL-WW iru.

old (for people):

(1) PFL *m-tuʔa, CL-KK tuˈana, CL-LP tənərahən, CL-LR ˈtua ˈmagu, CL-

MR tənəras, CL-PN tuanakən, KD-LB tua ˈlahar, SK-HEWduan,WL-AD tɜˈnuʔe,

WL-BM tənue, WL-BP tənue, WL-BT tənuʔe, WL-DL tənue, WL-HRW tənuʔe,

WL-IA nuhen, WL-KO tənuʔe, WL-LG tənue, WL-LMK tənuʔe, WL-LTB tua,

WL-LWI ˈtənueŋ, WL-LWL tənue,̃ WL-PD ɔraŋ ˈtua, WL-PD tua, WL-PK duʔã,

WL-RE tənuʔe, WL-TJ tənue, WL-WB tənue, WL-WT tənuʔe, WL-WW tənuʔe.

(2) LH #magun, CL-IL magun, CL-KK magun, CL-KK maˈguna, CL-LK

magun, CL-LR ˈtua ˈmagu, CL-LWK magu, CL-LWT magud͡ʒa, EL-LE magũ,

EL-LMT magũ, WL-BL magu, WL-LH magũ, WL-LML magu, WL-MD magũ,

WL-MLmagu, WL-WKmagu.

(3) SK-HEW blupur, SK-MM blupur.
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one:

(1) LH #toʔu, CL-KK tune, CL-KK tu, CL-LR tu,WL-AB tou,WL-AD ˈtoʔu,

WL-BN tɔː, WL-LWI ˈtɔʔu, WL-MS tou, WL-PD tou.

(2) KD-LB ʔuˈdeʔ, KD-LW u̘dɛʔ.

(3) PFL *əha ‘one; alone’, SK-HEW ha, SK-TA ha.

one hundred:

(1) CL-KK ˈratu tu, CL-LR rat, KD-LB ratuʔ ʔudeʔ, WL-AB ratu, WL-AD

tɜˈratu, WL-BN ratu, WL-LWI ratu ˈtoʔu, WL-LWI ˈtəratu, WL-MS ratu, WL-

PD ratu.

other:

(1) LH #gesak, CL-IL geakən, CL-KK gesak, CL-LK gesak, CL-LP gehak,

CL-LWK gesak, CL-LWT gehakən, EL-LMT gehʔã, WL-BL geak, WL-BM gehã,

WL-BP geha, WL-LG gehʔã, WL-LH geha, WL-LMK geha, WL-LML geak, WL-

LTB gehã, WL-LWL gehã, WL-MD gehʔã, WL-ML gehak, WL-TJ gehã, WL-WB

gehã, WL-WK gehak.

(2)WL-BT ikər,WL-DL ikən,WL-HRW ikã,WL-KO ikʔã,WL-RE ikər,WL-

WT ikər, WL-WW ikər.

(3) LH-SK #pehan, EL-LE pehã, SK-HEW pehan.

(4) CL-MR wisa, CL-PN wiha.

oven:

(1) LH-SK #likat, CL-KK liˈkat, CL-LR ˈlikat, SK-HEW liʔat, WL-AB lika,

WL-AD ˈlikat, WL-LWI ˈlika, WL-MS kada ˈlikaʔ, WL-MS likaʔ, WL-PD lika.

palm of hand:

(1)WL-AB limaŋ ˈɔnɔŋ, WL-AD ˈlimakɜt ˈʔonʔeʔ, WL-LWI limaŋ ˈɔnəʔəŋ,

WL-MS lima ˈɔnɔŋ, WL-MS limaŋ ˈɔnɔŋ, WL-PD limaŋ ˈɔnɔŋ.

(2) LH-SK #əpak ‘palm of hand; footprint’, CL-KK liˈma əˈpak, SK-HEW

lima əpak.

papaya:

(1)WL-AB kasi, WL-PD kasi.

(2)WL-MS sela, WL-PD sela, WL-PD tela.

(3) LH-KD#payam, CL-KK paˈd͡ʒam, CL-LR paˈjam, KD-LBwaˈja,WL-AD

paˈjã, WL-LWI wua ˈpajɑŋ.
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penis:

(1)WL-AB laˈhakaŋ, WL-LWI ˈlaha, WL-PD lahak.

(2) PFL *uti, CL-KK ˈuti, CL-LR uˈti, KD-LB wuˈti, SK-HEW uti, WL-AD

ˈute, WL-MS utiŋ.

person:

(1) PFL *ata, CL-LK ate, SK-HEW ata, WL-AB ata, WL-AD ˈʔata, WL-BM

atã, WL-BN ʔata, WL-MS ata, WL-PD ata, WL-TJ ata.

(2)WL-MSməˈsia,WL-PDməˈsia. From Indonesian/Malaymanusia ‘hu-

man; person’, ultimately from Sanskrit.

(3) LH-KD #(ata) dikə-n, CL-IL atadikəd͡ʒa, CL-KK ˈata diˈkən, CL-KK

atadikən, CL-LP atadikəd͡ʒ, CL-LR atadikən, CL-LWT atadikəd͡ʒa, CL-MR atadikə,

EL-LE atadijã, EL-LMT ədiʔã, KD-LB ate ˈdiʔen,WL-BL atadik,WL-BP atadikə,

WL-BT atadikə, WL-DL atadikã, WL-HRW atadikã, WL-IA atadikən, WL-KO

atadikʔã, WL-LG atadikã, WL-LH dikã, WL-LMK atadikã, WL-LML atadikã,

WL-LTB atadikã, WL-LWI ata dikəˈʔəŋ, WL-LWL atadikẽ, WL-MD ədikã, WL-

ML atadikɤ,WL-PK atadikẽ,WL-RE atadikã,WL-WB atadikã,WL-WK atadike,̃

WL-WT atadikã, WL-WW atadike.

(4) SK-HEW atabia, SK-HEW biʔan, SK-MM biʔan.

pig:

(1) PFL *vavi, CL-KK vavi, CL-KK vaˈvɛr, CL-LR vaˈver, KD-LB wawi, SK-

HEW ʋaʋi,WL-AB fafe,WL-AD ˈwawe,WL-LWI ˈwawe,WL-MSwawe,WL-PD

wawe.

price:

(1)PFL*veli ‘price; brideprice; expensive; buy’, CL-KK veˈli, CL-LR ˈvelin,

KD-LB welin, SK-HEW ʋelin, WL-AB feliŋ, WL-AD ˈweli,̃ WL-LWI ˈweliŋ, WL-

MS weliŋ, WL-PD weliŋ.

rack above hearth:

(1)WL-AB huruŋ, WL-PD huruŋ.

(2)WL-MS hɛrɛʔ, WL-PD hɛrɛ.

(3) KD-LB rak, WL-LWI ˈraːk.

(4) LH #magar, CL-KKmaˈgar, WL-ADmaga.
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rain:

(1) PFL *udan, CL-IL ud͡ʒan, CL-KK ud͡ʒan, CL-KK uˈd͡ʒan, CL-LK ud͡ʒan,

CL-LPud͡ʒan, CL-LR ˈud͡ʒan, CL-LWTud͡ʒan, CL-MRud͡ʒau, CL-PNud͡ʒan, EL-

LE urã, EL-LMT urã, KD-LB uˈja, KD-LW u̘ja, SK-HEW uran, SK-MM uran,

SK-TA ura-n, WL-AB uraŋ, WL-AD ˈʔurɑŋ, WL-BL ura, WL-BM urã, WL-BP

urã, WL-BT urã, WL-DL urut, WL-HRW urã, WL-IA uran, WL-KO urut, WL-

LG urã,WL-LH urã,WL-LMK urã,WL-LML urã,WL-LTB urã,WL-LWI ˈuraŋ,

WL-LWL urã, WL-MD urã, WL-ML urɤ, WL-MS uraŋ ˈtuŋ, WL-MS uraŋ, WL-

PD uraŋ, WL-PK urã, WL-RE urã, WL-TJ urã, WL-WB urã, WL-WK ura, WL-

WT urã, WL-WW urã.

rat:

(1) LH #kromi, CL-KK kroˈmi, CL-KK kroˈmɛr, WL-AB kaˈmore, WL-AD

ˈkromɛ,WL-BN kaˈmore,WL-LWI kəˈrɔme,WL-MSmore,WL-PD kˈmɔre,WL-

PDmɔre.

(2) KD-LB tiu, SK-HEW teʔu.

rattan:

(1) PFL *uay, CL-KK uˈad͡ʒ, CL-KK uˈa, CL-LR ˈuar, KD-LB wuaˈwɛi, SK-

HEW ue, WL-AB ufi, WL-AD ˈʔua, WL-LWI uˈwajəŋ, WL-MS uwe, WL-PD ue.

(2)WL-MS lua, WL-PD lua.

(3) KD-LB wɛi, KD-LB wuaˈwɛi.

red:

(1) PFL *meran, CL-IL meraŋən, CL-KK meran, CL-KK meˈran, CL-LK

meran, CL-LPmeranu, CL-LRmeˈran, CL-LWKmera, CL-LWTmeran, CL-MR

merau, CL-PN meran, EL-LE mera, EL-LMT meã, SK-HEW meran, SK-MM

meraʔ, SK-TAmera-ŋ, SK-TAmerak,WL-ABmeaŋ,WL-AD ˈmɜʔã,WL-BLmea,

WL-BM meʔa, WL-BN mɛã, WL-BP meʔa, WL-BT meʔã, WL-DL meʔã, WL-

HRWmeʔã,WL-IAmean,WL-KOmeʔã,WL-LGmeʔã,WL-LHmeʔa,WL-LMK

meã, WL-LML meã, WL-LTB meʔã, WL-LWI ˈmɛʔa, WL-LWL meʔã, WL-MD

meʔã, WL-MLmeɤ, WL-MSmeaŋ, WL-PDmeaŋ, WL-PKmeʔã, WL-REmeʔã,

WL-TJmeʔa, WL-WBmeʔã, WL-WKmeʔã, WL-WTmeʔã, WL-WWmeʔã.

(2) KD-LB puˈtuʔ, KD-LW putuʔ.

rice ear bug:

(1) PFL *kəmeruŋ, CL-KK kəmɔˈrɔŋ, CL-KK kəmɔˈrɔ, CL-LR kəmoˈroŋ,
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WL-AB kaˈmɛruŋ,WL-AD kɜmɛrũˈdate,WL-LWI kəˈmeruŋ,WL-MSmɛruŋbˈlurɔŋ,

WL-MSmɛruŋ ˈgihi, WL-MSmɛruŋ, WL-PD kˈmɛruŋ.

rice grains:

(1) CL-LR kəˈluok ˈvuliran, SK-HEW ʋulir, WL-LWI ˈtahaŋ ˈwuliŋ, WL-MS

pare ˈwuliŋ, WL-PD parɛ ˈwuliŋ.

(2)PFL*padi,WL-ABparimuˈlɛŋ,WL-MSpare ˈwuliŋ,WL-PDparɛ ˈwuliŋ.

rice plant:

(1) PFL *padi, WL-AB pari, WL-MS pare ˈnawaŋ, WL-PD parɛ.

(2) CL-KK liˈsɔ, CL-KK liˈsɔr.

rich:

(1) CL-KK kovaˈsan, CL-LR kəvaˈhan, WL-AB kaˈfasaŋ, WL-AD kəˈwasa,

WL-MS kˈwasaŋ, WL-PD kˈwasaŋ. From Indonesian/Malay kuasa ‘power’, ul-

timately from Sanskrit.

(2) SK-HEW bisaʔ, WL-MS bisaŋ. Probably from Indonesian/Malay bisa

‘can’.

(3) KD-LB kaja, WL-LWI ˈkaja. From Indonesian/Malay kaya ‘rich’.

ridge:

(1) PFL *(v)uvuŋ, CL-KK uˈvʊŋ, CL-LR ˈuvuŋ, SK-HEW puʋun, WL-AB

mouˈfufuŋ, WL-LWI ˈuwuŋ.

(2)WL-MS bˈlɔkɔŋ, WL-PD bˈlokɔŋ.

(3) LH-KD #volar, CL-LR ˈvolar, KD-LB wɔlar, WL-AD ˈwolaʔ.

right side:

(1) PFL *dikə ‘good; right; person’, WL-AB dikɛ,̃ WL-BN diˈkɛ̃ː , WL-MS

dikɛŋ, WL-PD dikɛŋ.

(2) PFL *vanan, CL-IL fanan, CL-KK vaˈna, CL-KK wana, CL-LK wana,

CL-LP fanan, CL-LR vaˈnan, CL-LWKwanã, CL-LWT fanan, CL-MRwana, CL-

PN wanan, EL-LE wana, EL-LMT wana, KD-LB wana, KD-LW vana, SK-HEW

ʋanan, SK-HEWʋanan, SK-MM vana, SK-TAβana,WL-AD ˈwana,WL-BLwana,

WL-BMwana,WL-BPwana,WL-BTwanã,WL-DLwanã,WL-HRWwanã,WL-

IA wanan, WL-KO wana, WL-LG wanã, WL-LH wana, WL-LMK wanã, WL-

LML fana, WL-LTB wana, WL-LWI ˈwanaŋ, WL-LWL wana, WL-MD wanã,

WL-ML wɤnɤ, WL-PK wana, WL-RE wana, WL-TJ wana, WL-WB wana, WL-
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WK wana, WL-WT wanã, WL-WWwanan.

ripe:

(1) PFL *m-tasak, CL-KK taˈsak, CL-LR tahaˈkən, KD-LB taˈʔɛn, SK-HEW

dahaʔ, WL-AB taha, WL-AD ˈtahak, WL-BN tahːa, WL-LWI ˈtaha, WL-MS ta-

hak, WL-PD taˈhak.

(2) CL-IL fai, CL-KK waer, CL-LK waer, CL-LP fai, CL-LR ˈvei raˈjan, CL-

LWT fai mənaŋaken, CL-MRwai, CL-PNwai, KD-LBwɛi, SK-HEW ʋair ba, SK-

TA βair ba, WL-BP wai ba, WL-BT wai maʔã, WL-DL wai, WL-HRW wai, WL-

IAwai nahan,WL-KOwaimaʔã,WL-LMKwaimənaʔaŋ,WL-MLwai,WL-WW

wai.

river, stream:

(1) PFL *(n)ubak, CL-KK əˈbak, CL-LWK baku, KD-LW u̘bɛʔ, SK-KRnuba.

(2) SK-HEW ʋair ba, SK-TA naŋa ba, SK-TA βair ba.

(3) WL-AD suŋe, WL-BM suŋe, WL-LG suŋe, WL-LML suŋe, WL-LWL

suŋe, WL-PK suŋe, WL-RE suŋe, WL-WT suŋe. From Indonesian/Malay sun-

gai ‘river’.

(3) LH#(a)luŋu, EL-LE luŋu, EL-LMT luŋu,WL-AB alu,WL-BL luŋu,WL-

LH luŋu, WL-LTB luŋu, WL-LWI ˈluŋuŋ, WL-MD luŋu, WL-MS aluk, WL-PD

alu, WL-TJ luŋu, WL-WB lũ wãi, WL-WK luŋu.

road:

(1) PFL *lalan, CL-IL lala, CL-KK laˈla, CL-KK lalan, CL-KK laˈlan, CL-LK

lalan, CL-LP lalan, CL-LR ˈlalan, CL-LWK lalanu, CL-LWT lalanu, CL-MR lalan,

CL-PN lalan, EL-LE laran, EL-LMT larã, KD-LB lala, SK-HEW larã, SK-HEW

laran, SK-MM lalan, SK-TA lala-ŋ,WL-AB laraŋ,WL-AD rarã,WL-BL lara,WL-

BM larã, WL-BP rarã, WL-BT rarã, WL-DL rarã, WL-HRW rarã, WL-IA laran,

WL-KO rarã, WL-LG laran, WL-LH laran, WL-LMK rarã, WL-LML larã, WL-

LTB larã, WL-LWI ˈlaraŋ, WL-LWL rarã, WL-MD larã, WL-ML larã, WL-MS

laraŋ, WL-PD laraŋ, WL-PK larã, WL-RE larã, WL-TJ larã, WL-WB larã, WL-

WK lara, WL-WT rarã, WL-WW larã.

(2)WL-BN tɔːr, WL-MS tɔr.

root:

(1) PFL *ramut, CL-IL ramut, CL-KK ramut, CL-KK raˈmut, CL-LK ra-

mut, CL-LP ramut, CL-LR ˈramut, CL-LWT ramut, CL-MR ramut, CL-PN ra-
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mutən, EL-LE ramu, EL-LMT ramutã, KD-LB ramuʔ, KD-LW ramuʔ, SK-HEW

ramut, SK-MM ramut,̪ SK-TA ʔramut,WL-AB ramˈbukuŋ,WL-AD ˈʔamut,WL-

BL ramut, WL-BM ramut, WL-BN ramuk, WL-BP amut, WL-BT əmut, WL-DL

ramut, WL-HRW əmut, WL-IA ramut, WL-KO amut, WL-LG ramuk, WL-LH

amutə,WL-LMK amutã,WL-LML ramut,WL-LTB ramu,WL-LWI ˈramu,WL-

LWL amut, WL-MD amut, WL-ML ramut, WL-MS ramuk, WL-PD ramu, WL-

PK ramut, WL-RE amut, WL-TJ ramut, WL-WB amut, WL-WK amut, WL-WT

ramut, WL-WW amut.

rope:

(1) PFL *tali, CL-KK taˈlɛr, CL-KK taˈli, CL-KK tale, CL-LWK tali, CL-PN

tali, EL-LE tale, EL-LMT tale, SK-HEW tali, SK-MM ta̪li, SK-TA tali, WL-AB

talɛ, WL-AD talɛʔ, WL-BL tale, WL-BM tale, WL-BN tale, WL-BP tale, WL-BT

tale,WL-DL tale,WL-HRW tale,WL-IA tale,WL-KO taleʔ,WL-LG tale,WL-LH

tale, WL-LMK tale, WL-LML tale, WL-LTB tale, WL-LWI talɛ, WL-LWL tale,

WL-MD tale, WL-ML tale, WL-MS talɛ, WL-PD talɛ, WL-PK tale, WL-RE tale,

WL-TJ tale, WL-WB tale, WL-WK tale, WL-WT taleʔ, WL-WW tale.

(2)LH-KD#vadək, CL-IL fədək, CL-LP fədek, CL-LR vəˈdək, CL-LWT fədəku,

CL-MR fədak, KD-LB waˈdɛʔ, KD-LW vadɛʔ.

rotten:

(1) CL-KK kədaˈtək, WL-AD ˈdatɜ, WL-BN datɛ.

(2) CL-IL fuk, CL-KK wauk, CL-LP fuk, CL-LWK wauk, CL-MR fukɤ, CL-

PN wauk, SK-HEW ʋauk, SK-HEW ʋauk, SK-TA βau-ŋ, SK-TA βauk, WL-AB

fou, WL-BL wau, WL-BM wãu, WL-BP wãu, WL-BT wãu, WL-DL wãu, WL-IA

waun, WL-KO wãu, WL-LG waũ, WL-LH waũ, WL-LMK waũ, WL-LML fãu,

WL-LWI ˈwauŋ, WL-LWLwãu, WL-MDwãu, WL-MLwɤu, WL-MSwouʔ, WL-

PD wau, WL-PK wãu, WL-RE wãu, WL-TJ wãu, WL-WB wãu, WL-WK wau,

WL-WT wãu, WL-WWwãu.

(3) CL-LWT buru, KD-LB buˈruʔ, KD-LW buruʔ balaŋ.

(4) EL-LE weu, EL-LMT weʔu.

sail:

(1) PFL *layar, CL-KK lad͡ʒar, CL-LR ˈlajar, KD-LB lajɑr, SK-HEW lajar,

WL-AB lad͡ʒa, WL-AD lajaʔ, WL-LWI ˈlajaʔ, WL-MS lad͡ʒa, WL-PD lad͡ʒa.
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salt:

(1) PFL *hira, CL-IL irar, CL-KK iˈra, CL-KK irar, CL-KK iˈrar, CL-LK irar,

CL-LP irar, CL-LR iˈrar, CL-LWK iraru, CL-LWT iraru, CL-MR iraru, CL-PN

irar, EL-LMT hira, WL-AB sia, WL-AD ˈsiʔa, WL-BL sia, WL-BM siʔa, WL-BN

siʔa, WL-BP siʔa, WL-BT siʔa, WL-DL siʔa, WL-HRW siʔa, WL-IA sia, WL-KO

siʔa, WL-LG siʔa, WL-LH sia, WL-LMK siʔa, WL-LML sia, WL-LTB siʔa, WL-

LWI ˈsiʔa,WL-LWL siʔa,WL-MD siʔa,WL-ML sia,WL-MS sia,WL-PD sia,WL-

PK siʔa, WL-RE siʔa, WL-TJ siʔa, WL-WB siʔa, WL-WK siʔa, WL-WT siʔa, WL-

WW sia. WL forms with initial s are loans. See §5.2.3.2 for a discussion.

(2) LH-KD *taʔu, EL-LE taʔo, KD-LB teˈʔu, KD-LW tæʔu a̘pur.

(3) SK-HEW hini, SK-MM hini, SK-TA hini bru, SK-TA hini.

salty:

(1) PFL *m-pədu, CL-KK pənɛˈd͡ʒʊk, CL-LR məd͡ʒuˈkən, CL-LR pɔi pɔi,

KD-LB pɛˈju, SK-HEW bəru, WL-AB parɔ, WL-AD ˈpɜro, WL-LWI ˈpəro, WL-

MS pəˈrːrɔ, WL-PD parːɔ.

same:

(1) PFL *sama, CL-KK snaˈmaŋ, CL-LR ˈhama, KD-LB hama, SK-HEW

hama, WL-AB hama, WL-AD ˈhama, WL-LWI ˈhama, WL-MS hama, WL-PD

hama.

sand:

(1)WL-AB taˈnːiŋ, WL-MS təˈnːi.

(2) PFL *ənay, KD-LW ɛn̘ɛ, SK-HEWneːn, SK-MM neː, SK-TA neː,WL-MS

aˈnːe, WL-MS əˈnːi, WL-PD anːe, WL-PD ane.

(3) LH-KD #bota(n), CL-KK ˈbota, CL-KK botan, CL-KK ˈbotan, CL-LK

botan, CL-LP bota, CL-LR ˈbotan, CL-MR bota, CL-PN botan, EL-LE botã, EL-

LMT botã, KD-LW buta, WL-LML botã, WL-ML botɤ.

(4)PFL*vura, CL-IL fərar, CL-LWKwəraru, CL-LWT fərad͡ʒa, KD-LB ʔerah,

SK-TAneβura,WL-AD ˈwɜra,WL-BLwəra,WL-BMwəra,WL-BPwəra,WL-BT

wəra, WL-DL wəra, WL-HRW wəra, WL-IA wəra, WL-KO wəra, WL-LG wəra,

WL-LH wəra, WL-LMK wəra, WL-LTB wəra, WL-LWI ˈwəra, WL-LWL wəra,

WL-MDwəra,WL-PKwəra,WL-REwəra,WL-TJwəra,WL-WBwəra,WL-WK

wəra, WL-WT wəra, WL-WWwəra.

(5) SK-HEW əda, SK-HEW ʔəda.
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sarong for women:

(1)WL-AB kaˈfate,WL-AD kəˈwata,WL-LWI kəˈwatə,WL-MS kˈwateʔ,WL-

PD kˈwate.

(2) CL-KK kreˈɔt, CL-KK kreˈmɔt.

scabies:

(1)WL-AB katu, WL-MS katu wəˈne, WL-MS katu, WL-PD katu.

(2)LH-KD#kəburak, CL-KK kəˈbura, CL-LR kəpuˈrok, KD-LBpuˈrɔʔ,WL-

AD kəˈbuʔu, WL-LWI kəˈbuʔu.

scared:

(1) PFL *takut, CL-KK takut, CL-LK takut, CL-LR təˈnakutən, CL-LWK

takutga, CL-PN takut, EL-LMT taʔu, KD-LB tauʔ, WL-AB taku, WL-BM taku,

WL-BN taku, WL-BP takut, WL-LG taku, WL-LH takut, WL-LTB takuʔ, WL-

LWI ˈtaku,WL-LWL takut,WL-MD takut,WL-ML taku,WL-MS takuʔ,WL-PD

takuk, WL-PK tapuk, WL-WB takut.

(2) WL-AD ˈsoʔot, WL-BT soʔot, WL-DL soʔot, WL-HRW soʔot, WL-IA

soʔot, WL-KO soʔot, WL-LMK soʔo, WL-RE soʔot, WL-TJ soʔot, WL-WT soʔo,

WL-WW soʔot.

(3) CL-IL kəruitəs, CL-LP keruit, CL-LWT kəruit, CL-MR kərui, WL-BL

kərui, WL-LML kəruit, WL-WK kərui.

(4) SK-HEW bərau, SK-HEW blauʔ, SK-MM blau.

scorpion:

(1) KD-LB ela, WL-AB ala, WL-MS ala, WL-PD ala.

(2) LH-SK #kəmekot, SK-HEWmekot, WL-AD ˈmɛkɔt, WL-LWI kəˈmɛko.

(3) CL-KK iˈlɔt, CL-LR iˈlot.

sea:

(1) PFL *tahik, EL-LE tahi, EL-LMT tahi, KD-LB taˈhiʔ, KD-LW tahiʔ a̘ŋin,

SK-HEW tahi, SK-HEW tahiʔ, SK-MM ta̪hi, SK-TA tahi, WL-AB tahi, WL-BM

tahik, WL-BP tahik, WL-BT tahik, WL-DL tahik, WL-HRW tahik, WL-IA tahi,

WL-KO tahi,WL-LG tahik,WL-LH tahi,WL-LMK tahik,WL-LTB tahi,WL-LWI

tahi, WL-LWL tahik, WL-MD tahi, WL-MS tahiʔ, WL-PD tahi, WL-PK tahik,

WL-RE tahik, WL-TJ tahik, WL-WB tahik, WL-WT tahik, WL-WW tahik.

(2) CL-IL lefar, CL-LP lefar, CL-LWT lefa, CL-MR lewa, KD-LW lɛva, WL-

AD lewaʔ, WL-LML lefa, WL-ML lewa.
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(3) PFL *(l)oyor ‘wave; sea’, CL-KK loˈd͡ʒɔr, CL-KK lod͡ʒor, CL-LK lod͡ʒor,

CL-LR ˈlojor, CL-LWK lojoru, CL-PN lojor, WL-BL od͡ʒok, WL-WK od͡ʒok.

seed:

(1) LH-KD #kuluk, CL-IL kuluk, CL-KK kuluk, CL-LK kuluk, CL-LP kuluk,

CL-LWK kuluk, CL-MR kuluk, CL-PN kulukən, EL-LE ʔulũ, KD-LB ʔuˈluʔ, KD-

LWuluʔ,WL-AB kuˈlukuŋ,WL-AD ˈkulʔũ,WL-BL kulu,WL-BM kuluʔ,WL-BN

kuluŋ,WL-BP kuluk,WL-BT kulʔũ,WL-DL kulʔũ,WL-HRW kəlulũ,WL-IA ku-

luk, WL-KO kulʔũ, WL-LG kulʔũ, WL-LH kulũ, WL-LMK kulʔũ, WL-LTB kulu,

WL-LWI ˈkuluŋ,WL-MD kulʔũ,WL-ML kənuluk,WL-MS kuluŋ,WL-PD kuluŋ,

WL-PK kuluʔũ, WL-TJ kuluʔ, WL-WB kənuluʔ, WL-WK kulʔu, WL-WT kulʔũ,

WL-WW kəluʔũ.

(2) PFL *luri ‘bone’, CL-KK riˈuk, CL-LR ˈriuk, CL-LWT riuk.

(3) EL-LMT upu, WL-LML upu.

(4) SK-HEW ihin, SK-TA βini.

seven:

(1) PFL *pitu, CL-KK ˈpito, CL-LR ˈpito, KD-LB pitu, SK-HEW pitu, WL-

AB pito, WL-AD ˈpito, WL-BN pitːɔ, WL-LWI ˈpitɔ, WL-MS pito, WL-PD pito.

shark:

(1) PFL *iu, CL-KK iˈu, CL-KK iˈɔr, CL-LR ˈiɔr, KD-LB iʔa hiu, SK-HEWhiu,

WL-AB id͡ʒo, WL-AD ˈhio, WL-LWI ˈio, WL-MS io, WL-PD io.

sharp:

(1) LH #bərəkət/dəkət, CL-IL bərək, CL-KK rəkət, CL-KK rəˈkət, CL-LK

bərəkət, CL-LP bərəkət, CL-LR rəkəˈtən, CL-LWK rəkət, CL-LWT bərəkət, CL-

MR rəkət, CL-PN rəkət, EL-LMT raʔe, WL-AB dakːɛ, WL-AD ˈdɜkɜt, WL-BL

rəkət, WL-BM bərəkət, WL-BN dakːɛ, WL-BP dəkət, WL-BT dəkət, WL-HRW

bərəkət, WL-IA dəkət, WL-KO dəkət, WL-LG bərekə, WL-LH rəkətə, WL-LMK

bərəkət, WL-LML bərəkət, WL-LWI ˈbərəkə, WL-LWL dəkət, WL-MD bərəkət,

WL-ML rəkə,WL-MSdəˈkɛ ˈtɔrak,WL-MSdəˈkɛk,WL-PDdəˈkɛk,WL-REdəkət,

WL-TJ dəkət, WL-WB dəkət, WL-WK rəket, WL-WT dəkət, WL-WW bərəkət.

(2) PFL *m-tidəm, KD-LB dɛˈjɛʔ, KD-LW dæjæʔ, SK-HEW diran, SK-MM

diran, SK-TA dira-ŋ.

(3)WL-LTB gã, WL-PK gã.
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shirt:

(1)WL-AB kɔnd͡ʒɔ, WL-MS kɔndɔ, WL-PD kɔndɔ.

(2) PFL *labur, CL-KK laˈbur, CL-LR laˈbur, KD-LB labor, SK-HEW lɑbur,

WL-AD ˈlabu, WL-LWI ˈlabu.

short:

(1) LH-KD #məkul, CL-LRməˈkul, KD-LBmɛˈkuʔ, WL-ABmaku, WL-AB

ˈmaku, WL-BNmakːu, WL-MSməˈku, WL-PDmaˈkːu.

(2)WL-AB fero, WL-MS wɛrɔʔ, WL-PD wɛro.

(3)WL-AD kɜʔˈrũ,WL-BL kəru,WL-BP kərũ,WL-BT kərʔũ,WL-HRWkərʔũ,

WL-IA kərukən, WL-KO kərʔũ, WL-LH kərʔu, WL-LML kəru, WL-LWL kəru,

WL-RE kəru, WL-WB karu, WL-WW kəru.

(4)WL-DL kəsũ,WL-LG kəsu,WL-LMK kəsũ,WL-LTBpəsu,WL-MD kəsʔu,

WL-WK kəsʔu, WL-WT kəsʔũ.

(5) CL-IL pəd͡ʒokən, CL-LP pəd͡ʒokən, CL-LR paˈd͡ʒok, CL-LWT pəd͡ʒokan,

CL-MR pəd͡ʒok, CL-PN pəd͡ʒokən.

(6) CL-KKməˈgɔk, CL-KKməgok, CL-LKməgok, CL-LWKməgok.

(7) CL-KK leˈrɛk, CL-LR ataˈdikə lereˈkən, WL-LWI ˈlɛrɛʔ, WL-PK lerʔẽ.

(8) LH-SK #buʔu, EL-LE boʔõ, SK-HEW buʔu, SK-HEW buʔu.

(9)WL-LWI ˈkənu, WL-ML kənəpo.

(10) SK-HEW buluk, SK-HEW buluk, SK-MM buluk, SK-TA buluk.

shoulder:

(1)WL-AB hanɛ,̃ WL-AD ˈhanaˈnɜt, WL-LWI ˈhanaŋ, WL-MS hanaŋ, WL-

PD hanaŋ.

(2) PFL *kpali-k / *kwali-k, CL-KK kvaˈlɛk, CL-LR ˈkvalek, KD-LB wali,

SK-HEW palik.

shy, ashamed:

(1) PFL *meya, SK-HEW meaŋ, WL-AB maniaŋ, WL-AD ˈmia, WL-LWI

ˈmia, WL-MSmˈniaŋ, WL-PDmˈniaŋ.

(2) CL-KK kruˈit, CL-LR kruˈit.

sick, painful:

(1) LH-SK #blara, SK-HEW blaraʔ, WL-AB bəˈlara, WL-AD bɜˈrarʔa, WL-

AD ˈbrara, WL-MS bˈlaraŋ, WL-PD bˈlara.

(2)WL-AB paˈlatiŋ, WL-PD wəˈkːiŋ pˈlatiŋ.
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six:

(1) PFL *ənəm, CL-KK əˈnəm, CL-LR əˈnam, KD-LB ɛnɛŋ, SK-HEW əna,

WL-ABnamuŋ,WL-AD ˈnamu,WL-BNnamːu,WL-LWI ˈnəmuŋ,WL-MSnəˈmu,

WL-PD naˈmːu.

skin:

(1) PFL *kamak ‘skin; bark (tree)’, CL-IL kamakəs, CL-LP kama, CL-LR

kaˈmak, CL-LWT kamakha, CL-MR kamak, CL-PN kamak, KD-LB ʔaˈmaʔ, KD-

LW amaʔ, SK-KR ʔama, WL-AD ˈkamaˈkɜt, WL-BL kama, WL-BM kama, WL-

BN kamaŋ, WL-BT kamʔã, WL-DL kamʔa, WL-HRW kamakət, WL-IA kamak,

WL-KO kamʔa,WL-LG kama,WL-LMK kamʔa,WL-LML kãmã,WL-LWL kamaʔ,

WL-MD kama, WL-ML kɤmɤ, WL-PD kamak, WL-RE kamaʔ, WL-TJ kama,

WL-WB kama, WL-WK kama, WL-WW kamʔa.

(2) PFL *kulit, EL-LE uli, EL-LMT ulitã, SK-HEW ulit, SK-HEW ʔulit, SK-

MMulit,̪ SK-TA ʔuli-t,WL-AB kuˈlikiŋ,WL-BP kulit,WL-LH kulit,WL-LTB kuli,

WL-LWI ˈkuli, WL-MS kulik, WL-PD kulik, WL-PK kulit, WL-WT kulit.

(3) CL-KK kuˈda, CL-KK kudan, CL-LK kudan, CL-LWK kuda.

(4) KD-LB piki, WL-MS kipɛk, WL-PD kipɛk.

skinny:

(1) LH-SK #krogoŋ, CL-KK krɔˈgɔŋ, SK-HEW ruguʔ, WL-LWI kəˈrogɔŋ.

sky:

(1) PFL *kələm, CL-IL kələm, CL-KK kələm, CL-KK kəˈləm, CL-LK kələm,

CL-LP kələm, CL-LR ˈkələm ˈleva, CL-LWK kələm, CL-LWT kələmu, CL-MR

kələm, EL-LE əle,̃ EL-LMT əle, KD-LB ʔɛˈleŋ, KD-LW ælæŋ, SK-HEW kəleŋ,

WL-AD ˈkɜlɜ, WL-BL kələm, WL-BM kəlã, WL-BP kəlã, WL-BT kəlã, WL-DL

kələŋ, WL-HRW kəlã, WL-IA kələm, WL-KO kəlɤ, WL-LG kəlã, WL-LH kələm,

WL-LMK kəlaŋ, WL-LML kelã, WL-LTB kəlã, WL-LWI ˈkələŋ, WL-LWL kəle,

WL-MD kəlã, WL-ML kəlɤ, WL-PD kalːeŋ, WL-PK kulã, WL-RE kəlã, WL-TJ

kəlã, WL-WB kəlẽ, WL-WK kələm, WL-WT kəlã, WL-WW kəlã.

(2)WL-BN laŋi, WL-MS laŋi.

small:

(1) PFL *anak ‘small; child’, CL-IL anakən, CL-KK anak, CL-KK aˈnak,

CL-LR anaˈkən, CL-LWK anak, CL-LWT anak, EL-LMT kanaʔã, SK-HEW anak,

SK-TA anak, WL-BL ana, WL-BN anːaŋ, WL-MS anaŋ, WL-PD anaŋ, WL-RE
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anã.

(2) KD-LW kulɛŋ kaiʔ, WL-AB kae.

(3)WL-MS kihu, WL-PD kihu.

(4)WL-LTB kərẽ, WL-ML kəre, WL-PD karːi.

(5) EL-LE kana, WL-AD ˈkɛni, WL-BM kəni, WL-BP kəne, WL-HRW keni,

WL-KO keni, WL-LG kəne, WL-LML keni, WL-LWI ˈkənɛ, WL-LWL kəni, WL-

TJ kəni, WL-WB kəne, WL-WW kene.

(6) SK-MM kəti̪k, SK-TA kəsik, WL-BT kəsi,̃ WL-DL kusʔã, WL-LH kesi,

WL-MD kesi, WL-PK kəsiʔ.

(7)WL-LMK kəda, WL-WK kudu, WL-WT kedi.

(8) CL-LP kəlurkən, CL-PN kəlurəkən.

(9) CL-LK bənut, CL-MR bəluit.

smoke:

(1) LH-SK #nuhi, CL-LR ap ˈnunan, CL-PN nunan, EL-LE nuhe,̃ EL-LMT

nuhe,̃ SK-HEW nuhi, SK-HEW nuhin, SK-MM nuhin, SK-TA nuhi-n, WL-AB

paˈnuhuŋ, WL-AD ˈnuhũ, WL-BM nuhu, WL-BP nuhũ, WL-BT nuhũ, WL-DL

nuhũ,WL-HRWnuhu,WL-IAbənu,WL-KOnuhũ,WL-LGnuhũ,WL-LHnuhu,

WL-LMKnuhuŋ,WL-LWInuhũŋ,WL-LWLhuhũ,WL-MDnuhu,WL-MLnuhu,

WL-MS pˈnuhuŋ, WL-PD pəˈnuhuŋ, WL-PK nuhã, WL-RE nuhu, WL-TJ nuhu,

WL-WB nuhu, WL-WT nuhũ, WL-WW nuhu.

(2) KD-LB rubu, KD-LW rubu.

(3) CL-IL sənəgurən, CL-KK sənəgur, CL-KK snəˈgur, CL-LK sənəgur, CL-

LPnegur, CL-LWK sənəgur, CL-LWThənəgur, CL-MR sənəgur,WL-BL sənəgur,

WL-LML sənəgur, WL-WK sənəgur.

smooth:

(1)PFL*kəmelu, CL-KK gəməˈlɔs, CL-LR kəˈmel kəˈmel, CL-LR kəmeluˈtən,

KD-LBmɛˈluʔ, SK-HEWmɛlur,WL-ABhaˈmelu,WL-AD kɜˈmelut,WL-MSmɛluk,

WL-PDmɛluk.

(2)WL-LWI kəˈlɔhɔ, WL-MS bˈlɔhɔʔ.

snake:

(1) PFL *ular, CL-IL ular, CL-KK ula, CL-KK uˈla, CL-KK uˈlar, CL-LK ular,

CL-LP ularu, CL-LR uˈlar, CL-LWK ularu, CL-LWT ularu, CL-MR ularu, CL-

PN ulaj, EL-LE ula, EL-LMT ula, KD-LB uˈlar, KD-LW u̘lar pupun, SK-HEW

ular, SK-MM ular, SK-TA ular, WL-AB ula, WL-AD ˈʔulaʔ, WL-BL ula, WL-BM
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ulaʔ, WL-BN ʔuˈla, WL-BP ulaʔ, WL-BT ula, WL-DL ulaʔ, WL-HRW ulaʔ, WL-

IA ula, WL-KO ulaʔ, WL-LG ula, WL-LH ula, WL-LMK ula, WL-LML ula, WL-

LTB ulaʔ, WL-LWI ˈulaʔ, WL-LWL ula, WL-MD ula, WL-ML ula, WL-MS ula,

WL-PD ula,WL-PK ula,WL-RE ula,WL-TJ ulaʔ,WL-WB ula,WL-WK ula,WL-

WT ulaʔ, WL-WW ula.

soil:

(1) SK-HEW tana,WL-AD tana,WL-LWI ˈtana,WL-MS tana,WL-PD tana.

(2) PFL *ənay ‘sand; soil’, CL-KK əˈna, CL-KK əˈnan, CL-LR ˈanai.

sole of foot:

(1) LH-SK #əpak ‘palm of hand; footprint’, CL-KK li əˈpak, CL-LR əˈpak,

SK-HEW ʋaʔi əpak.

(2)WL-AB leiŋ ˈɔnɔŋ, WL-AD leikɜt ˈʔonʔɜ, WL-MS lei ˈɔnɔŋ, WL-MS leiŋ

ˈɔnɔŋ, WL-PD leiŋ ˈɔnɔŋ.

some:

(1) CL-IL bopira, CL-KK uapira, CL-LK uapira, CL-LP bopira, CL-LWK

pira, CL-LWTbopira, CL-MRpira, CL-PNdapira, EL-LEpirəpirə, EL-LMTpirəpirə,

WL-BL bopira, WL-BM bopira, WL-BP bopira, WL-BT bopira, WL-DL bopira,

WL-HRW bopira, WL-IA pira pira, WL-KO pira pira, WL-LG bopira, WL-LH

pira,WL-LMK bopira,WL-LML bopira,WL-LTB bopirã,WL-LWL bopira,WL-

MD pira pira, WL-ML pira pira, WL-PK bopira, WL-RE bopira, WL-TJ bopira,

WL-WB bopira, WL-WK pirapira, WL-WT bopira, WL-WW bopira.

sorcerer:

(1)LH#m<an>akap, CL-KK ˈmakap ˈtaŋən,WL-ABmaˈnaka,WL-MSmˈnakaʔ,

WL-PDmˈnaka.

(2) CL-LR ˈsvaŋgi, WL-PD suˈwaŋgi.

(3) LH-KD #molan, CL-KKmolan, KD-LBmɔlan, WL-LWI ˈmolaŋ.

sour:

(1) PFL*g-nilu-k, CL-KK kniˈluk, KD-LB kiˈru, SK-HEWniluk,WL-AB gilo,

WL-AD ˈgilo, WL-LWI ˈgilo, WL-MS giloŋ, WL-PD gilɔŋ, WL-PD gilo.

(2)WL-MS rapaŋ, WL-PD rapaŋ.

spear:

(1) LH-KD #gala(r), CL-KK gaˈla, CL-KK gaˈlar, CL-LR ˈgalar, KD-LB kala,
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WL-AD galaʔ, WL-LWI ˈgala.

spider:

(1)WL-AB kaˈraŋga, WL-LWI ˈkɔbɔ, WL-MS kaŋˈga ˈrukaʔ.

(2) PFL *kalaka, CL-KK lakboˈrit, CL-LR ˈlaka boˈrit, SK-HEW kuku raka,

WL-PD kˈlake.

star:

(1) PFL *mətala, EL-LEmalã, EL-LMTmalã, KD-LBmaˈle, KD-LWmalæ

manuʔ, KD-LW malæ tala, SK-HEW dala, SK-MM dala, SK-TA dala, WL-AB

taˈmala, WL-BL təmala, WL-BM pətala, WL-BN taˈmala, WL-BP pətala, WL-

HRW pətala, WL-IA təmala, WL-LG pətala, WL-LWI ˈpətala, WL-LWL pətala,

WL-MSmala,WL-PD təˈmala,WL-PK talaʔ,WL-TJ kətala,WL-WBpətala,WL-

WW pətala.

(2)WL-AD ʔetɜp,WL-BT epət,WL-DL etəp,WL-KO e-təp,WL-LMK e təp,

WL-MD etəp, WL-WT etəp.

(3) CL-IL tonar, CL-KK tona, CL-KK toˈna, CL-KK toˈnar, CL-LK tonar,

CL-LP tonaru, CL-LR ˈtonar, CL-LWK tonaru, CL-LWT tonad͡ʒa, CL-MR tona,

CL-PN tonar, WL-LH tona, WL-LML tona, WL-WK tona.

(4)WL-LTB bəlia, WL-ML bəlia, WL-RE bəlia.

stem:

(1) LH #puka, CL-IL puka, CL-KK puk, CL-LK punak, CL-LWK puk, CL-

LWTpuk, CL-MRpuk,WL-BMpukã,WL-BPpukən,WL-BTpukã,WL-IApukən,

WL-LG pukã, WL-LH pukã, WL-LMK pukã, WL-LML pukã, WL-LTB pukã,

WL-LWL pukẽ, WL-MD pukã, WL-ML pukə, WL-PK pukã, WL-RE pukã, WL-

TJ pukə, WL-WB pukə, WL-WT pukã, WL-WW pukã.

(2) LH-KD#tava ‘stem; grow’, CL-LP tafa, CL-PN tawan, EL-LE nawa, EL-

LMT nawã, WL-BL tawa, WL-WK tawa.

(3)WL-DL əpʔã, WL-HRW əpã, WL-KO əpʔã.

stomach, belly:

(1) PFL *tai, CL-KK tai kəbotin, CL-KK tai, CL-LK taisa orasa, CL-LK taisa,

CL-LP tai kəboti, CL-LWK taiga, CL-LWK taik, CL-MR taisa, CL-PN tai oraj, CL-

PN taih, SK-HEW tai dula, SK-MM ta̪ʔin, SK-TA taʔi-ŋ,WL-AB teiŋ,WL-AD tai,̃

WL-AD taim, WL-BL taik kaluŋ, WL-BN teiŋ, WL-BP tãikəboti, WL-BT taik,

WL-BT taik lorã, WL-HRW taik, WL-IA tain onən, WL-IA taik, WL-KO taik,
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WL-LG tãi, WL-LH taikət onã, WL-LH taik, WL-LMK tai,̃ WL-LTB tãi kənaluŋ,

WL-LWL taikəboti,WL-MD taik,WL-MD taik kalunã,WL-ML tɤi,WL-PD taiŋ,

WL-TJ tãi kəboti, WL-WB tãikəboti, WL-WK taik, WL-WK taik kaluŋ, WL-WT

tai,̃ WL-WW tãikəboti, WL-WW tãiŋ.

(2)CL-IL tukasausər, CL-IL tukasa, CL-LP tuka, CL-LWT tukaha, CL-LWT

tukaha kebotiha, WL-MS tukaŋ, WL-MS tukaʔ, WL-PD tukaŋ.

(3)LH-KD#(kə)boti, CL-KK tai kəbotin, CL-LP tai kəboti, CL-LR kəboˈtin,

CL-LWT tukahakebotiha, CL-MR kəbotisa, EL-LE botih, EL-LMT boti, EL-LMT

lau boti, KD-LB bɔˈtin, KD-LW bɔtin, WL-BM kəboti, WL-BP tãikəboti, WL-DL

kəboti, WL-KO kəbotik, WL-LMK kəboti, WL-LML kəboti, WL-LWL taikəboti,

WL-ML kəboti, WL-RE kəboti, WL-TJ tãi kəboti, WL-WB tãikəboti, WL-WT kə-

botik, WL-WW tãikəboti.

(4)WL-BP ale, WL-LWL ale, WL-RE ale, WL-TJ ale, WL-WB alek.

(5) SK-HEW dula, SK-HEW tai dula, WL-BM dulak, WL-PK dulak onoʔo,

WL-PK dulak.

(6) WL-BL luwuk, WL-LG luwu, WL-LML lufu, WL-LTB luwu, WL-LWI

ˈluwuŋ.

(7)WL-BT taik lorã, WL-HRW lorã.

(8) EL-LE ũhã lau, EL-LMT lau boti.

(9)WL-BL taik kaluŋ, WL-LTB tãi kənaluŋ, WL-MD taik kalunã, WL-WK

taik kaluŋ.

stone:

(1) PFL *vatu, CL-IL fator, CL-KK vaˈtɔr, CL-KK ˈvatu, CL-KK watu, CL-

LK wator, CL-LP fatoru, CL-LR ˈvator, CL-LWK watoru, CL-MR wato, CL-PN

wator, EL-LE wato, EL-LMT wato, KD-LB waʔ, KD-LW vaʔ ai, KD-LW vaʔ ɛra,

KD-LW vaʔ luli, KD-LW vaʔnimaʔ, SK-HEWʋatu, SK-HEWʋatu, SK-MM vatu̪,

SK-TA βatu, WL-AB fatɔ, WL-AD watɔ, WL-BL wato, WL-BM wato, WL-BN

fato, WL-BP wato, WL-BT wato, WL-DL wato, WL-HRW wato, WL-IA wato,

WL-KO wato, WL-LG wato, WL-LH wato, WL-LMK wato, WL-LML fato, WL-

LTBwato,WL-LWI ˈwatɔ,WL-LWLwato,WL-MDwato,WL-MLwato,WL-MS

watɔ,WL-PDwatɔ,WL-PKwato,WL-REwato,WL-TJwato,WL-WBwato,WL-

WK wato, WL-WT wato, WL-WWwato.

(2)WL-PD nɔhi, WL-PDməˈnɔhi.

storage house:

(1) LH-KD #kebaŋ, KD-LB ʔebaŋ, WL-LWI ˈkɛbɑŋ.
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(2) CL-KK veˈtak, CL-LR ˈvetak.

straight:

(1) PFL *mulur, CL-ILmulurən, CL-KKmoˈlur, CL-KKmulur, CL-LPmu-

lurən, CL-LRmuluˈrən, CL-LWKmulur, CL-LWTmulu, CL-MRmulur, CL-PN

mulurən, EL-LMT mulũlũ, KD-LB ʔɔlɔr, KD-LW ɔlɔr ælɔr, SK-TA dəlor, WL-

AB molo, WL-BL mulu, WL-BN mallɔŋ, WL-IA mūr, WL-LH murã, WL-LML

mūlu, WL-MD murã, WL-ML mulu, WL-MS mɔlɔŋ, WL-PD moloŋ, WL-PK

lorʔã, WL-WKmulu.

(2)WL-AD kɜˈlɔhɔ,WL-BT kəlohok,WL-DL kəloho,WL-HRWkəloho,WL-

KO kəlohʔã, WL-LMK kəloho, WL-LTB kəlodo, WL-TJ kəlo, WL-WT kəloho,

WL-WW kəloho.

(3) LH #mopa, EL-LE mohpa, WL-BM mopa, WL-BP mopa, WL-LG mo-

paʔ, WL-LWI ˈmopaʔ, WL-LWLmopa, WL-REmopã, WL-WBmopa.

sugar palm:

(1) LH-KD #pola, KD-LB pɔˈle, WL-AD ˈpolaʔ, WL-MS pɔla ˈpukɔŋ, WL-

PD pɔla.

(2) LH-KD #kebol, CL-KK ˈkebɔl, CL-LR ˈkebol, WL-LWI ˈkɛbɔ.

sugarcane:

(1) PFL *təvu, CL-KK təˈvu, CL-KK təˈvɔr, CL-LR təˈvor, KD-LB tɛˈhu, SK-

HEW təʋu, WL-AB taˈfɔ, WL-AD ˈtɜwɔ, WL-LWI ˈtəwɔ, WL-MS təˈwɔ, WL-PD

tawːɔ.

sun:

(1) PFL *lədav ‘sun; day’, CL-IL ləd͡ʒaf, CL-LP ləd͡ʒa, CL-LWK ləd͡ʒawu,

CL-LWT ləd͡ʒaf, CL-MR ləd͡ʒa, EL-LE ləra, KD-LB lɔˈjɔ, KD-LW lɔjɔmatan, KD-

LW lɔjɔ, SK-HEW ləro, SK-TA ləro,WL-AB laˈra,WL-AD ˈrɜra,WL-BL ləra,WL-

BM ləra, WL-BN laˈra, WL-BP rəra, WL-BT rəra, WL-DL ləra, WL-HRW ləra,

WL-IA ləra, WL-KO rəra, WL-LG ləra, WL-LH ləra, WL-LMK rəra, WL-LML

ləra, WL-LTB ləra, WL-LWI ˈləraː, WL-LWL rəra, WL-MD ləra, WL-ML ləra,

WL-MS ləˈrːa,WL-PD ləˈrːa,WL-PK ləra,WL-RE ləra,WL-TJ ləra,WL-WB ləra,

WL-WK ləra, WL-WT rəra, WL-WW ləra.

(2) LH #luvak, CL-KK luˈvak, CL-KK luwak, CL-LK luwak, CL-LR ˈluvak

ləˈd͡ʒau, CL-PN luwak, EL-LMT luwa.
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sweat:

(1)WL-AB haˈname, WL-MS nəˈmɛk, WL-PD namːɛ.

(2) PFL *(k)rəvun, CL-KK krəˈvun, CL-LR kərəˈvun, KD-LB reˈwun, SK-

HEW rəʋu, WL-AD ˈʔɜwũ, WL-LWI ˈəwuŋ.

sweet:

(1)WL-AB taŋge, WL-MS təˈgɛ, WL-PD taˈgːɛ, WL-PD taŋˈgɛ.

(2) PFL *səru-k, CL-KK snəˈruk, CL-LR hənəruˈkən, CL-LR hər hər, KD-

LB ɛˈru, SK-HEW hureʔ, WL-LWI ˈhərə.

tail:

(1) PFL *ikur, CL-IL ikur, CL-KK ikur, CL-KK iˈkur, CL-LK ikur, CL-LP

ikur, CL-LR iˈkur, CL-LWK ikur, CL-LWT ikur, CL-MR ikurɤ, CL-PN ikurən,

EL-LE ʔiʔu, EL-LMT iʔũ, SK-HEW iʔur, SK-HEW iʔ̤ur, SK-MM iʔur, SK-TA iʔur,

WL-AB ikukuŋ, WL-AD ˈʔikʔũ, WL-BL iku, WL-BM iku, WL-BN ikuk, WL-BP

ikũ, WL-BT iku, WL-DL ikũ, WL-HRW ikuk, WL-IA ikuk, WL-KO ikũ, WL-LG

ikũ, WL-LH ikũ, WL-LMK iku, WL-LML iku, WL-LTB kiku, WL-LWI ikuˈʔuŋ,

WL-LWL ikũ,WL-MD iku,WL-ML iku,WL-MS ikuk,WL-PD ikuk,WL-PK kikuʔũ,

WL-RE iku, WL-TJ iku, WL-WB iku, WL-WK iku, WL-WT ikũ, WL-WW ikũ.

(2) KD-LB ʔebɔ, KD-LW ɛbɔ.

tall:

(1) LH *blolo/golo, CL-KK gɔˈlɔk, CL-LR ataˈdikə goloˈkən,WL-AB baˈlɔlɔ,

WL-AD blɔʔˈlɔ̃, WL-LWI bəˈlola, WL-MS bˈlɔlɔk, WL-PD bˈlolɔk.

tear:

(1) PFL *luu, KD-LB lun, SK-HEW luː, WL-AB lou, WL-AD ˈlõː, WL-LWI

ˈlouŋ, WL-MSmataŋ ˈlouŋ, WL-MS lou, WL-MS louŋ, WL-PDmataŋ ˈlouŋ.

(2) CL-KK ˈmata ˈvaen, CL-LRmat vaer, WL-LWImata ˈwaʔiŋ.

teeth:

(1)WL-AB ulɔŋ, WL-BN ʔulɔŋ, WL-MS ulɔŋ, WL-MS ulɔʔ, WL-PD ulɔŋ.

(2) KD-LB ʔawar, KD-LW avar.

(3) PFL *ipə-, CL-KK pai, CL-KK paˈi, CL-LK paisa, CL-LR pəi, CL-LWK

paiga, CL-MR ipã, CL-PN paig, EL-LE ihpe, EL-LMT ipe, WL-AD ˈipɜʔ, WL-BL

ipək, WL-BM ipə, WL-BP ipət, WL-BT ipə, WL-DL ipɤ, WL-HRW ipək, WL-IA

ipək, WL-KO ipək, WL-LG ipə, WL-LH ipəkə, WL-LMK ipã, WL-LML ipã, WL-
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LTB ipə, WL-LWI ˈipəʔ, WL-LWL ipə, WL-MD ipək, WL-ML ipə, WL-PK ipək,

WL-RE ipə, WL-TJ ipə, WL-WB ipə, WL-WK ipẽ, WL-WT ipʔã, WL-WW ipə.

(4) CL-IL kiakəs, CL-LP kiak, CL-LWT kiakha.

(5) SK-HEW niu, SK-HEW niʔu, SK-MM niun, SK-TA niu-ŋ.

ten:

(1) WL-AB kartou, WL-BN kartɔ, WL-MS kərˈtou, WL-PD kəˈrtou. First

part is an Alor-Pantar loan. See §9.4.4 for a discussion.

(2)PFL*s-pulu, CL-KK ˈspulo, CL-LRheˈpulo, KD-LBpulu, SK-HEWpulu,

WL-AD puloː, WL-LWI ˈpulɔ.

testicles:

(1)PFL*lahe-k, CL-KK lɛːk, CL-LR ˈleke ˈteluk, KD-LB laˈhɛʔ,WL-AB laˈhakaŋ

kuˈlukuŋ, WL-AD ˈlahak, WL-MS lahak, WL-MS lahak ˈkuluŋ, WL-PD lahak

ˈkuluŋ.

(2)WL-AB laˈhakaŋkuˈlukuŋ,WL-LWI kuluˈʔuŋ,WL-MS lahak ˈkuluŋ,WL-

PD lahak ˈkuluŋ.

(3) CL-LR ˈleke ˈteluk, SK-HEW tɛlɔ.

thatch for roofing:

(1) LH #luʔo, CL-KK luˈɔr, CL-KK luˈɔ,WL-AB luo,WL-AD ˈluʔo,WL-LWI

ˈluʔɔ, WL-MS luo, WL-PD takar ˈluo, WL-PD luo.

thatched roof:

(1) LH #tnakar, CL-KK naˈkər, CL-LR ˈnakar, WL-AB luo ˈtaka, WL-AD

ˈnakɜ, WL-MS takar, WL-PD takar, WL-PD təˈnakar.

(2) CL-KK uˈvu, CL-KK uˈvuŋ.

thick:

(1)PFL*m-kapal, SK-HEWapar, SK-MM apar, SK-TA ʔapar, KD-LB kapal,

KD-LW kapal vahɔʔ, WL-AB gapa, WL-BN gapa, WL-MS gapal, WL-PD gapal.

(2) LH #prəvak, CL-KK pərəwak, CL-KK prəˈvak, CL-LK pəfərak, CL-LR

prəˈvak, CL-PN pərəwakən, EL-LE wəra, EL-LMT prəwa, WL-AD pɜˈwɜrã, WL-

BT pəwərã, WL-DL pəwərã, WL-HRW pəwərʔe, WL-IA fəran, WL-KO pəwərã,

WL-LH pəwərã, WL-LMK pəwərʔe,̃ WL-LML pəfəre, WL-LTB kəwara, WL-RE

pəwərẽ, WL-WB pəwəre, WL-WT pəwəre, WL-WW pəwəre, WL-ML pərəwɤ.

(3)WL-BMbəsiʔ,WL-LGbəsiʔ,WL-LWIbəˈsiʔ,WL-LWLbəsiʔ̃,WL-TJbəsiʔ.
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(4) LH #pənəŋe, CL-IL pənəŋenən, CL-LP pəŋe, CL-LWT pəŋe, CL-MR

pənəŋe, WL-BL pəŋe, WL-MD pənəŋe, WL-WK pəŋe.

(5) CL-LWK təbalɤ, WL-PK təbal.

thin:

(1) PFL *m-nipih-i, CL-ILmipi, CL-KKmipˈiv, CL-KKmipiw, CL-LKmipi,

CL-LP mipi, CL-LR mipiu, CL-LWK mipiwu, CL-LWT mənipifən, CL-PN mi-

piwən, EL-LE mipi, EL-LMT mipihi, KD-LB mipi, KD-LW mipi tɛʔul, WL-AB

maˈnipi, WL-AD mɜˈnipi, WL-BL nipi, WL-BM mənipi, WL-BP mənipi, WL-

BTməniphi,̃ WL-DLmənipi,WL-HRWməniphi,̃ WL-IA nipi,WL-KOməniphi,

WL-LG mənipi, WL-LH bənipi, WL-LMK mənipi, WL-LML mənipi, WL-LTB

mənipi, WL-LWI məˈnipi, WL-LWL mənipi,̃ WL-MD bənipi, WL-ML bənipi,

WL-MS nipi, WL-MS nipi,̤ WL-PD məˈnipi, WL-PD nipi, WL-PK nipi, WL-RE

mənipi,̃ WL-TJ nipi, WL-WB mənipi, WL-WK nipi, WL-WT mənipi, WL-WW

mənipi.

(2) SK-HEW bleler, SK-HEW leler, SK-MM beler, SK-TA blelər.

thousand:

(1) PFL *rivu/*ribu, CL-KK ˈribu tu, CL-LR rib tu, KD-LB ribu, SK-HEW

riʋu,WL-AB ribu,WL-AD riːbu,WL-LWI ribu ˈtoʔu,WL-MS ribu,WL-PD ribu.

See §6.2.4 for a discussion.

thread:

(1) CL-KK kaˈpək, CL-LR ˈkapha, WL-MS kapɔ, WL-PD kapo.

(2)KD-LBbəˈnaŋ, SK-HEWbənaŋ,WL-ABbaˈnːaŋ. FromIndonesian/Malay

benang ‘thread’.

three:

(1) PFL *təlu, CL-KK təˈlu, CL-LR təl, KD-LB telu, KD-LW tælu, SK-HEW

təlu, SK-TA təlu, WL-AB talːɔ, WL-AD ˈtɛlo, WL-BN talːau, WL-LWI ˈtɛlːo, WL-

MS təˈlːɔ, WL-PD talːɔ.

thunder:

(1)WL-AB hila, WL-MS hilaʔ brəˈkaŋ, WL-PD hila.

(2) LH-SK #kleka, CL-KK kələˈgor, CL-LR ˈkləkə, SK-HEW kleka liar, WL-

AD kɜˈlɜka.
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tinea:

(1) PFL *m-panau, SK-HEW naːuʔ, WL-ABmanau, WL-ADmɜˈnaɔ, WL-

LWI ˈmau, WL-MS nao, WL-PDmˈnao, WL-PD nao.

to accuse:

(1) PFL *tudu, WL-AB turuŋ, WL-MS turuŋ ˈapa, WL-PD turuŋ ˈtumaŋ.

(2) LH #əvan, CL-KK əˈvan, WL-AD ʔɜˈwaʔ.

(3) SK-HEW rudu, WL-LWI pəˈlaiŋ.

(4)WL-MS hodɛ kˈdirɛʔ, WL-PD hɔde.

to answer:

(1) LH #tapan, CL-KK taˈpan, WL-AD ˈtapã, WL-LWI ˈtapɑŋ.

(2) LH-KD #soloi, CL-LR ˈholoi, KD-LB hɔlɔ.

to ask question:

(1) LH KD #kəter, KD-LW kete(r), WL-AB gatɛ, WL-LWI ˈgətə, WL-MS

gəˈtɛr, WL-PD gaˈtːer.

(2)PFL *dasan ‘ask; report’, CL-LR ˈdaha, KD-LBdaˈhaŋ, SK-HEWdahan

‘report’, WL-AD ˈdahã.

to bark:

(1) LH-KD #bovoŋ, CL-KK boˈvo, KD-LB bɔˈwɔŋ, WL-LWI ˈbowo, WL-MS

bowɔŋ, WL-PD bɔwɔŋ.

to bathe:

(1) LH-KD #həbu, CL-KK ləˈbo, CL-LR ləˈbo, KD-LB hɛbu, WL-AB habɔ,

WL-AD ˈhabo,WL-BN habːɔ,WL-LWI ˈhəbɔ,WL-MS haˈbːɔ,WL-MS habɔ,WL-

PD habːɔ.

to be silent:

(1)WL-MS ramaʔ, WL-PD rama.

(2) CL-KK kəˈpae, WL-AD ˈpaha.

(3) CL-KKməˈli, CL-LRməl məl.

to bite:

(1) PFL *giki, CL-IL gik, CL-KK ˈgike, CL-KK giki, CL-KK ˈgiki, CL-LK giki,

CL-LP giki, CL-LR ˈgike, CL-LWK giki, CL-LWT gike, CL-MR giki, CL-PN gik,
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EL-LE giʔi, EL-LMT giʔi, KD-LB kiˈʔi, KD-LW kiʔi avar, KD-LW kiʔi ka, SK-MM

giʔi, SK-TA ʔiʔi, WL-AB gaki, WL-AD ˈgike, WL-BL gike, WL-BM gike, WL-BN

gaki, WL-BP gike, WL-BT gike, WL-DL gike, WL-HRW gike, WL-IA gike, WL-

KO gike,WL-LG gike,WL-LH gike,WL-LMK gike,WL-LML goki,WL-LWI ˈgike,

WL-LWL gike, WL-MD gike, WL-ML gike, WL-MS gakiʔ, WL-PD gaki, WL-PK

gike, WL-RE gike, WL-TJ gike, WL-WB gike, WL-WK gike, WL-WT gike, WL-

WW gike.

(2) LH-SK #baka, SK-HEW baka, SK-HEW ʋaka, WL-LWI ˈbɑkɑ.

to blow:

(1) EL-LE pui, EL-LMT pu, KD-LB puiʔ, WL-AB pui, WL-AD ˈpuit, WL-BN

pui, WL-IA puit, WL-KO puit, WL-LMK pui, WL-MD puit, WL-MS puiʔk, WL-

PD pui, WL-WK puis.

(2)WL-BM bu, WL-BP bu, WL-BT bu, WL-LG bu, WL-LTB bu, WL-LWI

buː, WL-LWL bu, WL-ML bu, WL-RE kəbuha, WL-TJ bu, WL-WB bu, WL-WW

bu.

(3) LH #dihe, CL-IL die, CL-KK did͡ʒi, CL-LK did͡ʒi, CL-LWT dihe, WL-

BL didi, WL-DL dihe, WL-HRW dihẽ, WL-LH dihe, WL-LML die, WL-PK dihe,̃

WL-WT dihe.̃

(4)LH-KD#puur, CL-KKpuːr, CL-LRpurəˈhəŋ, CL-LWKpur, CL-MRpurəs,

CL-PN pura.

(5) PFL *prupi/plupi, SK-HEW pərupi, SK-HEW plupi, SK-MM prupi.

to breathe:

(1) CL-KK nai, CL-LWT ər naiha, CL-MR ərə nai, SK-TA aiŋ, WL-AB nami

ˈnihiŋ,WL-AD ˈnɜriˈnɑi,̃WL-AD ˈnɜriˈnɑik̃,WL-BTnərinahiŋ,WL-DLnərinahiŋ,

WL-HRW nəri nahiŋ, WL-KO nəri naik, WL-LMK nərinãi, WL-LML ərã nãi,

WL-PD naŋ ˈnahiŋ, WL-RE ər nãi, WL-WT nəri nahiŋ, WL-WW nərinãi.

(2) KD-LB pɔhɔʔ, KD-LW ip̘ɔ, WL-MS hɔpaŋ.

(3) LH #esari nai, CL-IL ər naisa, CL-KK esa nain, CL-LK esa nai, CL-LR

ˈehe ˈnai, CL-LWK sənaiga, CL-PN ehe naig, EL-LMT ha nei, WL-BL hea naik,

WL-BM hari,̃ WL-BP harinai,̃ WL-IA həŋə naikə,WL-LG hari nait,WL-LH eha

naikə, WL-LTB hari nãi, WL-LWI ˈhariŋ, WL-LWL harinãi, WL-MD eha naikə,

WL-ML eha nai, WL-TJ hari nãi, WL-WB harinãi.

(4) SK-HEW boːʔ, WL-PK boʔ.
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to burn, to clear land:

(1) PFL *tuno ‘burn; grill’, CL-KK ˈtunɔ, WL-BN tunːɔ, WL-HRW tuno,

WL-LMK tuno, WL-LTB tuno, WL-MD tuno, WL-ML tuno, WL-PK tuno, WL-

RE tuno, WL-TJ tuno, WL-WW tuno.

(2)WL-AB saru ˈɛkaŋ, WL-AD ˈsɜruʔ, WL-BL səru, WL-BM səru, WL-BP

səru,WL-BT səru,WL-DL səru,WL-IA səru,WL-KO səru,WL-LG səru,WL-LH

səru, WL-LWI seˈruʔ, WL-LWL səru, WL-PD saˈrːu, WL-PD saˈrːu ˈɛkaŋ, WL-

WB səru, WL-WK səru, WL-WT səru.

(3) LH-KD *papi , CL-IL papi, CL-KK papi, CL-KK paˈpi, CL-LK papi, CL-

LP papi, CL-LR ˈpapi ˈole, CL-LWK papi, CL-LWT papi, KD-LB paʔ, KD-LWpaʔ

bɛɔʔ, WL-LML papi, WL-MS papiŋ, WL-PD papiŋ.

(4) PFL *deket, EL-LE deʔe, EL-LMT daʔe.

(5) SK-HEW holo, SK-TA holo, SK-TA olor.

to buy:

(1) LH #hopi, CL-KK ˈopi, CL-LR op,WL-AB hɔpɛ,WL-AD ˈhope,WL-LWI

ˈhope, WL-MS hɔpɛ, WL-PD hɔpɛ.

to chew:

(1) PFL *mamaʔ, CL-KKmaˈmɔt, KD-LBmaˈmɛʔ, SK-HEWmaʔmaʔ,WL-

ABmamɛ, WL-MSmamɛ, WL-PDmame.

(2) CL-LRmaˈhap, WL-AD ˈbɑhɑk, WL-LWI ˈbaha.

to choose:

(1) PFL *piliʔ, CL-KK ˈpili, CL-KK ˈpile, CL-LR ˈpilɛ, KD-LB pil, SK-HEW

liʔi, WL-AB pilɛ, WL-AD ˈpilɛ, WL-LWI ˈpileʔ, WL-MS pilɛ, WL-PD pile.

to climb:

(1) LH-KD #gedi ‘go up; ascend’, KD-LB kɛu, WL-AB gɛrɛ, WL-AD ˈgere,

WL-LWI ˈgere, WL-MS gɛrɛ, WL-PD gɛre.

(2) CL-KK tuˈkar, CL-LR ˈtuka.

(3)PFL *hakay ‘ascend’, CL-KK akadʒ, KD-LWaʔ, SK-HEWhaʔe,WL-AD

haka.

to close:

(1)WL-MS tɛraʔ, WL-PD tɛra.

(2) LH-KD #letuʔ, KD-LB lɛˈtuʔ, WL-AD ˈlɜːtuʔ, WL-LWI ˈlətuʔ.
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(3) LH-SK #ihere, CL-LR ihɛˈrəŋ, SK-HEW həreʔ.

to come:

(1) FL #bəCo(l), CL-IL bəsol, CL-LR ˈbed͡ʒɔ, CL-LWT bəsol, CL-MR bəsol,

EL-LMT bəso, WL-AB bɛta, WL-AD ˈbeto, WL-BL bəsol, WL-BN bɛta, WL-BT

beto, WL-DL beto, WL-HRW beto, WL-IA beto, WL-KO beto, WL-LMK beto,

WL-LML bəso, WL-ML bəso, WL-MS bɛta, WL-MS bɛtaŋ, WL-PD beta, WL-

WB beto, WL-WK bəsol, WL-WT beto, WL-WW beto.

(2) SK-HEW səga, WL-BM səga, WL-BP səga, WL-LG səga, WL-LTB səga,

WL-LWI ˈsəga, WL-PK səgat, WL-RE səga, WL-TJ səga.

(3) LH #oli, CL-KK ɔˈli, CL-KK oli, CL-PN oliŋ, WL-LWL oli.

(4)WL-LH lohe, WL-MD lohe.

(5) CL-LWK haka, EL-LE hoʔe.

(6) CL-LP kəfi, CL-LPməfi.

(7) PFL *mai, CL-LK mene, SK-HEWmai, SK-HEWmain, SK-MM main,

SK-TAmai.

to cook:

(1)WL-AB dakaŋ ˈapa, WL-BN dakaŋ, WL-MS dakaŋ, WL-PD dakaŋ.

(2) LH-KD #(g)iu, CL-IL giu, CL-LK giu, CL-LP giu, CL-LWK giu, CL-LWT

giu, CL-MR giu, CL-PN giu, KD-LB iu, KD-LB iu ˈdaʔa.

(3) WL-AD ˈdena, WL-DL dena, WL-KO dena, WL-LML denã, WL-WT

dena.

(4) LH#bisu, EL-LE bihu, EL-LMT bihu,WL-BL bio,WL-BM biho,WL-BP

biho,WL-BT biho,WL-HRWbiho,WL-IA biho,WL-LG biho,WL-LH biho,WL-

LMK biho,WL-LTB biho,WL-LWI ˈbiho,WL-LWL biho,WL-MD biho,WL-ML

biho, WL-PK biho, WL-RE biso, WL-TJ biho, WL-WB biho, WL-WK biho, WL-

WW biho.

(5) CL-KK loˈlu, CL-KK loluŋ, CL-LR ˈlolu.

(6) SK-HEW huna, SK-HEW hunaʔ, SK-MM huna.

to count:

(1) SK-TA reke-ŋ,WL-AB rɛkɛŋ,WL-BN rɛkiŋ,WL-MS rɛkɛŋ,WL-PD rɛkɛŋ.

From Dutch rekenen ‘calculate’.

(2) KD-LB kaˈrɛʔ, KD-LW karɛʔ kataʔ.

(3) LH-SK #gasik, CL-KK gaˈsip, CL-LR ˈgahip, SK-HEW gasik, SK-TA api-

ŋ gasik, SK-TA gasik, WL-AD ˈgasik, WL-LWI ˈgasi.
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(4) KD-LW karɛʔ kataʔ, SK-TA gata kira-ŋ.

to crouch:

(1)WL-AB tɔbɔ ˈtae, WL-MS tɔbɔ ˈtɛlɛŋ.

WL-MS tɔbɔ ˈtɛlɛng, (2) SK-HEW bɔkɔŋ, WL-PD sɔrɔˈbɔkɔŋ.

(3)WL-LWI ˈluguŋ, WL-PD lugu.

(4) CL-KK svaˈkat, CL-LR həvaˈkat.

to cry:

(1) PFL *tani, EL-LE tani, EL-LMT tani, SK-HEW dani, SK-HEW tani, SK-

MM ta̪ni, WL-AD ˈtani, WL-BL tani, WL-BM tani, WL-BN tani,̃ WL-BP tani,

WL-BT tani, WL-DL tani, WL-HRW tani, WL-IA tani, WL-KO tani, WL-LG

tani,WL-LH tani,WL-LMK tani,WL-LML tani,WL-LWI ˈtaniŋ,WL-LWL tani,

WL-MD tani, WL-ML tani, WL-MS taniŋ, WL-MS taniʔ, WL-PD tani, WL-PD

taniŋ, WL-PK taniŋ, WL-RE tani, WL-TJ tani, WL-WB tani, WL-WK tani, WL-

WT tani, WL-WW tani.

(2) CL-IL əra, CL-KK əˈra, CL-KK əraw, CL-LK əra, CL-LWT əra.

(3) CL-LR ˈgiar, CL-LWK giar, CL-PN giar.

(4) CL-LP giləŋ, CL-MR gilɤ.

to cut:

(1)WL-AB pakːu, WL-BN pakːu, WL-PD pəˈkːu.

(2) KD-LB pɛˈriʔ, KD-LW pæriʔ piʔ.

(3) LH-KD #belu, CL-IL bel, CL-KK belu, CL-KK ˈbelu, CL-LK belu, CL-LP

belu, CL-LR ˈbelo, CL-LWK belu, CL-LWT belu, CL-MR belu, CL-PN bel, EL-

LE belu, EL-LMT belo, KD-LW bɛluŋ, WL-AD ˈbelo, WL-BL belo, WL-BM belo,

WL-BP belo, WL-BT belo, WL-DL belo, WL-HRW belo, WL-IA belo, WL-KO

belo, WL-LG belo, WL-LH belo, WL-LMK belo, WL-LML belo, WL-LTB belo,

WL-LWI ˈbelo,WL-LWL belo,WL-MD belo,WL-ML belo,WL-PK belo,WL-RE

belo, WL-TJ belo, WL-WB belo, WL-WK belo, WL-WT belo, WL-WW belo.

(4) PFL *pati, KD-LW patɛ ih̘u, SK-HEW bati, SK-HEW pati, SK-MM pati̪,

SK-TA patar pati, WL-LWI ˈpətə.

(5) SK-TA poro, SK-TA poʔok, WL-AD ˈporoʔ.

(6) KD-LB taˈdiʔ, WL-MS təˈrːi, WL-PD taˈrːi.

(7) CL-KK baˈkat, CL-LR bakəˈtəŋ.
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to dance:

(1) LH-KD #sedu, CL-KK sedu, CL-LR hɛˈdu, CL-PN hedu, KD-LB heˈduŋ.

(2)WL-AD ˈniːgɜ, WL-HRW nigə, WL-KO nigə.

(3) FL #soka, CL-IL soka, CL-KK soka, CL-KK ˈsoka, CL-LK soka, CL-LP

soka, CL-LWK soka, CL-LWT soka, CL-MR soka, EL-LE sokə, EL-LMT sokə,

SK-HEW soka, WL-BL soka, WL-BM soka, WL-BP soka, WL-BT soka, WL-IA

soka, WL-LG soka, WL-LH soka, WL-LMK soka, WL-LML soka, WL-LTB soka,

WL-LWI ˈsoka, WL-LWL soka, WL-MD soka, WL-ML soka, WL-PK soka, WL-

RE soka,WL-TJ soka,WL-WB soka,WL-WK soka,WL-WT soka,WL-WW soka.

to die:

(1) PFL *matay, CL-IL matad͡ʒa, CL-KK matad͡ʒ, CL-KK matek, CL-LK

matad͡ʒ, CL-LP matad͡ʒ, CL-LR maˈtei, CL-LWT matad͡ʒ, CL-MR matad͡ʒ, CL-

PNmatejəg, EL-LEmata, EL-LMTmata, KD-LBmate, SK-HEWmate, SK-MM

mate̪n, SK-TAmate, WL-ABmati, WL-AD ˈmataː, WL-BLmate, WL-BMmata,

WL-BNmatɛ, WL-BPmata, WL-BTmate, WL-DLmatẽ, WL-HRWmata, WL-

IAmatad͡ʒ, WL-KOmata, WL-LGmata, WL-LHmatad͡ʒ, WL-LMKmata, WL-

LML mata, WL-LTB mata, WL-LWI ˈmata, WL-LWL mata, WL-MD mataja,

WL-ML mate, WL-MS mate, WL-PD mate, WL-PK mati,̃ WL-RE mata, WL-

TJmata, WL-WBmata, WL-WKmatad͡ʒ, WL-WTmata, WL-WWmate.

to dig:

(1) PFL *gali, CL-IL gali, CL-KK gaˈli, CL-KK galiŋ, CL-LK gali, CL-LP gali,

CL-LR gal, CL-LWK gali, CL-LWT gali, CL-MR gali, CL-PN gal, EL-LE gɔli, EL-

LMT gali, KD-LB kaɛl, KD-LW kaæl kɔrɔʔ, KD-LW kaliŋ kɔrɔʔ, SK-HEW a̤li,

SK-HEW gali, SK-HEW ʔali, SK-MM ʔali, SK-TA gali,WL-AB galiŋ,WL-BL gəli,

WL-BN gali, WL-BP gəli,̃ WL-LG gali, WL-LH gali, WL-LWL gəli, WL-MD gali,

WL-ML gali,WL-MS galiŋ,WL-PD galiŋ,WL-PK galiŋ,WL-TJ gəli,WL-WB gəli.

(2) PFL *gurit, CL-LR ˈgurit, KD-LW koroʔ, SK-TA goʔi,WL-LML gui,WL-

LTB guʔi, WL-LWI ˈguʔi, WL-PD gui, WL-RE gui.̃

(3)WL-AD ˈbaʔe,WL-BT baʔe,WL-DL baʔe,WL-HRW baʔe,WL-KO baʔe,

WL-LMK bake, WL-WK gaʔe, WL-WT baʔe, WL-WW baʔe.

(4) KD-LW kaæl kɔrɔʔ, KD-LW kaliŋ kɔrɔʔ, SK-TA gorak.

to divide:

(1) PFL *bagi, SK-HEW bige, WL-AB bagɛ, WL-MS bagɛ, WL-PD bagɛ.

(2)LH#vekan, CL-KK vɛˈka, CL-LR veˈkan,WL-AD ˈweka,WL-LWI ˈwekɑŋ,
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WL-MS wɛkaŋ.

to dream:

(1) LH #turu, CL-KK tuˈrən, CL-LR ˈturən, WL-AB nureŋ, WL-AD tɜˈʔuru,

WL-LWI ˈturəŋ, WL-MS nurɔŋ, WL-PD nurɔŋ.

to drink:

(1) PFL *-inu, CL-IL ten, CL-IL men, CL-KK -enu, CL-KK menu, CL-LK

menu, CL-LP menu, CL-LP tenu, CL-LR mɛn, CL-LWK menu, CL-LWT tenu,

CL-MR tenu, CL-PN ken, CL-PN men, EL-LE enu, EL-LE menu, EL-LMT enu,

EL-LMT menu, KD-LB min, KD-LW in a, SK-HEW -inu, SK-HEW tinu, SK-

MM ti̪nu, SK-TA ʔ-inu, WL-AB kɛnuŋ, WL-AD ˈkenu, WL-AD ˈmenu, WL-AD

ˈnenu,WL-BL tenu,WL-BM tenu,WL-BP tenu,WL-BT tenu,WL-DL tenu,WL-

HRW kenu, WL-IA tenu, WL-KO kenu, WL-LG tenu, WL-LH kenu, WL-LMK

tenu, WL-LML tenu, WL-LTB tenu, WL-LWI ˈtɛnuŋ, WL-LWL tenu, WL-MD

kenu, WL-MDmenu, WL-ML tenu, WL-MS go ˈkɛnuŋ, WL-MS kɛnuŋ, WL-PD

mɛnuŋ, WL-PK tenu, WL-RE tenu, WL-TJ tenu, WL-WB tenu, WL-WK nenu,

WL-WTmenu, WL-WW tenu.

to eat:

(1) PFL *kaan, CL-IL ka, CL-IL ga, CL-KK ga, CL-KK gaː, CL-KK ka, CL-KK

kaː, CL-LK ga, CL-LK ka, CL-LP ga, CL-LP ka, CL-LR ga, CL-LR ka, CL-LWK ga,

CL-LWK ka, CL-LWT ga, CL-LWT pa, CL-MR ka, CL-PN ga, CL-PN ka, EL-LE a,

EL-LE ga, EL-LMT a, EL-LMT ga, KD-LB kaː, KD-LW a, SK-HEW ea, SK-HEW

ʔaː, SK-MM ʔaː, SK-TA ʔoa, WL-AB kaŋ ˈapa, WL-AD ˈgoe kãː, WL-BL ka, WL-

BM təkã, WL-BP go, WL-BP kã, WL-BT go, WL-BT ka, WL-DL təka, WL-HRW

go,WL-HRWka,WL-IA go,WL-IA ka,WL-KO ka,WL-LG təkã,WL-LH kã,WL-

LMK go,WL-LMK kã,WL-LML go,WL-LML kã,WL-LTB təkã,WL-LWI ˈtəkɑŋ,

WL-LWL go,WL-LWL kã,WL-MD go,WL-MD kã,WL-ML go,WL-ML kɤ,WL-

MS kaŋ,WL-PD gaŋ,WL-PD kaŋ,WL-PK go,WL-PK kã,WL-RE go,WL-RE kã,

WL-TJ təkã, WL-WB go, WL-WB kã, WL-WK ga, WL-WK ka, WL-WT go, WL-

WW go, WL-WW kã.

to fall from above:

(1) PFL *lodoŋ, KD-LW lɔduŋ, SK-HEW lodoŋ, WL-MS gɔkal ˈlɔdɔŋ, WL-

PD gɔkal ˈlɔdɔŋ.

(2) EL-LEmoru, KD-LBmoˈruʔ, KD-LWmɔruʔ hɔkɔ.
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(3) KD-LW hubaʔ hɔkɔ, KD-LW hubaʔ kɔliʔ.

(4) KD-LW hubaʔ hɔkɔ, KD-LWmɔruʔ hɔkɔ.

(5)WL-BMdəkak,WL-BTdəkak,WL-IAdəka,WL-LGdəka,WL-LWI ˈdəka,

WL-PK dəkak, WL-RE dəka, WL-TJ dəkak, WL-WB dəkak.

(6) LH #ləŋat, CL-IL ləŋata, CL-KK ləˈŋat, CL-LK ləŋat, CL-LWK ləŋat,

WL-BL ləŋat, WL-LH ləŋa, WL-LMK ləŋa, WL-MD ləŋat, WL-ML ləŋa.

(7) CL-KK peˈal, EL-LMT goli.

(8) CL-LR pəˈhol d͡ʒe ˈlodo, CL-PN pahol.

(9) CL-MR gəta, WL-WK gətak.

(10) SK-MM ʔəla, SK-TA ʔela.

to fall over:

(1) KD-LB hubaʔ, WL-AB hoba, WL-AD ˈhobat, WL-MS hobak, WL-PD

hɔbak.

(2) CL-LR ˈtobaŋ, WL-AD ˈtobaŋ, WL-LWI ˈtɔbɑŋ.

(3) LH-KD #gokal , CL-KK gokal, CL-LWT gokala, KD-LW kɔʔal, WL-AB

gɔka ˈiti ˈloloŋ, WL-AB gɔka, WL-AD ˈgɔka, WL-BN gɔka, WL-DL goka, WL-

HRW goka, WL-KO goka, WL-LML goka, WL-LTB goka, WL-MS gɔkal ˈlɔdɔŋ,

WL-PD gɔkal, WL-PD gɔkal ˈlɔdɔŋ, WL-WT goka, WL-WW goka.

to fight:

(1)WL-BN kaˈlai ̃ ˈfakːi,̃ WL-PD kˈlaiŋ wəˈkːi.

(2) PFL *pə-vunu, CL-IL puno, CL-KK puno, CL-KK ˈpunu, CL-LK punu,

CL-LPpun, CL-LR ˈpunuvakˈhi, CL-LWKpuno, CL-LWTpunod͡ʒ, CL-MRpuno,

CL-PN punu, KG-LW ṳnu, SK-HEW punu ʋiʔin, SK-TA punu βiʔi-ŋ, WL-AD

pɜˈwuno,WL-BLuno,WL-BTpəwuno,WL-DLpəwuno,WL-HRWpəwuno,WL-

IA uno, WL-KO pəwuno, WL-LH uno, WL-LMK pəwuno, WL-LML uno, WL-

LTB kəwuno, WL-MD uno, WL-ML pəwuno, WL-WK unho, WL-WT pəwuno,

WL-WW pəwuno.

(3) LH #gəni, EL-LMT gəni, WL-BM gəni, WL-BP gəni, WL-LG gəni, WL-

LWI ˈgəniŋ, WL-LWL gəni, WL-RE gəni, WL-TJ gəni, WL-WB gəni.

(4)WL-MS boa wəˈki, WL-PD boa wəˈkːi.

(5) KD-LB ʔawe ˈwɛʔ, KD-LW avɛ u̘nu.

to float:

(1)WL-AB nepi, WL-BN nɛpi, WL-MS nepik, WL-PD nɛpik.

(2)PFL *bao, CL-IL baoŋa, CL-LK bao, CL-LP baoŋa, CL-LR ˈbao, CL-LWT

baoŋa, CL-MR bao, CL-PN bao, EL-LE bɔo, EL-LMT bao, KD-LB baɔ, KD-LW
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baɔ tata, SK-HEWbau lele,WL-AD ˈbaɔʔ,WL-BL bao,WL-BM bao,WL-BP bao,

WL-BT bao, WL-DL bao, WL-HRW bao, WL-IA bao, WL-KO bao, WL-LG bao,

WL-LH baʔo, WL-LMK bao, WL-LML bao, WL-LTB bao, WL-LWI ˈbao, WL-

LWL bao, WL-MD bao, WL-ML bao, WL-PK bao, WL-RE bao, WL-TJ bao, WL-

WB bao, WL-WK bao, WL-WT bao, WL-WW bao.

(3) CL-KK teda, CL-KK ˈteda.

(4) CL-LWK nebon, SK-HEW nebon.

to flow:

(1)WL-AB barɛ, WL-PD bəˈrːɛŋ.

(2) LH-SK#baŋak, CL-IL baŋ, CL-KK baŋak, CL-KK baˈŋak, CL-LK baŋak,

CL-LP baŋ, CL-LR ˈbaŋak, CL-LWK baŋak, CL-LWT baŋ, CL-MR baŋɤ, CL-PN

ba, EL-LE bã, EL-LMT bã, SK-HEW baː, SK-MM baː, SK-TA baː, WL-AD baʔ,

WL-BM ba, WL-BP ba, WL-BT baʔ, WL-DL baʔ, WL-HRW baʔ, WL-IA baŋ,

WL-LG ba, WL-LMK ba, WL-LML bã, WL-LTB ba, WL-LWI baː, WL-LWL ba,

WL-MSwai ˈbaŋ,WL-PK ba,WL-RE ba,WL-TJ ba,WL-WB ba,WL-WK baŋak,

WL-WT baˈʔ, WL-WW ba.

(3) KD-LB kawaŋ, KD-LW kavaŋ kɔŋ.

(4)WL-BL golo, WL-LH golo, WL-MD golo.

to fly:

(1) LH-KD #bəka, CL-IL bək, CL-KK bəka, CL-KK bəˈka, CL-LK bəka, CL-

LP bəkə, CL-LR ˈbəkə, CL-LWK bəka, CL-LWT bək, CL-MR bəkɤ, CL-PN bəka,

EL-LE bɔʔɔ̃, EL-LMT baʔã, KD-LB baʔa, KD-LW baʔa baæʔ, WL-AB baka, WL-

AD ˈbɜka, WL-BL bəka, WL-BM bəka, WL-BN bakːaŋ, WL-BP bəka, WL-BT

bəka, WL-DL bəka, WL-HRW bəka, WL-IA bəka, WL-KO bəka, WL-LG bəka,

WL-LH bəka, WL-LMK bəka, WL-LML bəka, WL-LTB bəka, WL-LWI ˈbəka,

WL-LWL bəka, WL-MD bəka, WL-ML bəka, WL-MS bəˈkaŋ, WL-PD bəkːaŋ,

WL-PK bəka, WL-RE bəka, WL-TJ bəka, WL-WB bəka, WL-WK bəka, WL-WT

bəka, WL-WW bəka.

(2) SK-HEW horo, SK-MM horo, SK-TA horo.

to fold:

(1) PFL *ləpət, CL-KK ləˈpət, CL-LR ˈləpət, KD-LB lɛˈpiʔ, SK-HEW ləpet,

WL-AB lapɛ, WL-AD ˈlɜpɜt, WL-LWI ˈləpək, WL-MS ləˈpɛʔ, WL-PD laˈpːɛ.
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to give:

(1) LH-KD #neʔi, CL-LK ne, CL-LWK ne, KD-LW ni, WL-AB ne,̃ WL-AD

ˈnei,̃ WL-BN nɛi,̃ WL-BP nei, WL-BT nei, WL-DL nei, WL-HRW nei, WL-KO

nei, WL-LMK neʔi, WL-LWI ˈneiŋ, WL-LWL nei, WL-ML ni, WL-MS niŋ, WL-

PD neiŋ, WL-PD niŋ, WL-TJ nei, WL-WB neʔi, WL-WT nei.

(2) FL #soroŋ, CL-LP soro, CL-LWT soro, EL-LE sorõ, EL-LMT sorõ, KD-

LB sɔrɔŋ, KD-LW sɔrɔŋ natɛŋ, WL-BL soro, WL-IA soro, WL-LG sorõ, WL-LH

soro, WL-LML soro, WL-LTB sorõ, WL-LWI ˈsɔrɔŋ, WL-MD sorõ, WL-PK sorõ,

WL-RE sorõ, WL-WK sorõ, WL-WW sorõ.

(3) PFL *bəli, SK-HEW bəli, SK-TA βəli.

(4) CL-IL beŋa, CL-KK be, CL-KK beː, CL-LR bɛŋ, CL-PN beŋ.

(5) CL-KK noto, CL-MR noto.

to go:

(1) LH-SK #-ai, WL-AB mei, WL-AD ˈnaʔi, WL-LWI ˈnaʔi, WL-MS kaiʔ,

WL-PD rahi.

(2) PFL *panav ‘walk’, CL-KK ˈpana, CL-LR paˈnav, KD-LB pan, SK-HEW

pano.

to grasp:

(1) LH #pehen ‘grasp; hold’, CL-LR pəheˈnaŋ, WL-AB paha, WL-AD ˈpe-

he,̃ WL-LWI ˈpɛhɛŋ, WL-PD paha.

(2)WL-MS kəˈkuŋ,WL-MSməˈkuŋ,WL-MSməˈkuŋ,WL-MSməˈkuŋ,WL-

MS nəˈkuŋ, WL-MS rəˈkuŋ, WL-MS təˈkuŋ.

(3) SK-HEW pligo, WL-PD pˈragɛŋ.

to grow:

(1) LH-KD#tava ‘stem; grow’, CL-LR ˈtava, KD-LB tawe,WL-AB tafa,WL-

AD ˈtawã, WL-LWI ˈtawa, WL-MS tawaŋ, WL-PD tawaŋ.

to hear:

(1) PFL *dəŋər, CL-IL dəŋ, CL-KK daŋar, CL-KK ˈdəŋər, CL-LK dəŋ, CL-

LP dəŋ, CL-LR ˈdəŋə, CL-LWK dəŋər, CL-LWT dəŋ, CL-MR dəŋə, CL-PN dəŋa,

EL-LE dəŋe, EL-LMT dəŋe, KD-LB dɛŋər, KD-LW dæŋɛr bæiŋ, SK-HEW rəna,

SK-TA rəna, WL-AB daŋa, WL-AD ˈdɜŋɜʔ, WL-BL dəŋ, WL-BM weŋe, WL-BN

daŋːa, WL-DL dəŋɤ, WL-HRW dəŋɤ, WL-IA dəŋa, WL-KO dəŋə, WL-LG weŋe,

WL-LH dəŋa, WL-LMK dəŋa, WL-LML dəŋa, WL-LWI ˈwɛŋɛ, WL-MD dəŋa,
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WL-ML dəŋa, WL-MS dəˈŋa, WL-PD daŋa, WL-WK dəŋə, WL-WT dəŋa, WL-

WWweŋe.

(2)KD-LW baŋær,WL-BP bãi,WL-BT bãi,WL-LTB bãi,WL-LWL bãi,WL-

PK bãi, WL-RE bãi, WL-TJ bãi, WL-WB bãi.

(3) SK-HEW diʔin, SK-HEW diʔiŋ.

to help:

(1)WL-AB sambɔ, WL-MS sambɔ, WL-PD sambɔ.

(2) LH-KD #pohiŋ, CL-KK ˈpɔi, CL-LR ˈpoɛŋ, KD-LB poˈhiŋ.

to hide:

(1)WL-AB dafu, WL-MS dəˈwuk, WL-PD dawu.

(2) LH #soroŋ, CL-KK soˈrɔ, CL-LR hoˈroŋ,WL-AD ˈhorõ,WL-LWI ˈhɔrɔŋ.

to hit:

(1)WL-AB bɛhɛ, WL-BN bɛhːɛ, WL-PD bɛhɛ.

(2) LH #dani ‘hit (drum)’, CL-KK dani ‘hit drum’, WL-AB danɛ, WL-MS

danɛ.

(3)WL-MS boaʔ, WL-PD boa.

(4) PFL *paluk, CL-KK paˈluk, KD-LB paˈluʔ, KD-LW paluʔ.

to hold:

(1) LH #pehen ‘grasp; hold’, CL-LR peheˈnaŋ, EL-LE pehe, EL-LMT pehe,

WL-AB paha, WL-AD ˈpehe,̃ WL-BM pehe, WL-BN paˈhaː, WL-BP pehe, WL-

BT pehẽ, WL-DL pehe,̃ WL-HRW pehe, WL-IA pehe, WL-KO pehẽ, WL-LG pe-

he,̃ WL-LH pehe, WL-LMK pẽhe, WL-LML pe, WL-LTB pehẽ, WL-LWI ˈpɛhɛŋ,

WL-LWL pehẽ,WL-ML pehe,WL-MS paha,WL-PD paha,WL-RE pehe,̃WL-TJ

pehe, WL-WB pehe, WL-WK pehe, WL-WT pehe,̃ WL-WW pehe.̃

(2) LH #soga, CL-KK soˈga, CL-KK sogan, CL-LK soga, CL-LWK soga,WL-

BL soga.

(3) CL-IL pida, CL-LP pida, CL-LWT pid, CL-MR pidɤ.

(4) CL-PN wetenəŋ, WL-MD wetet.

(5) SK-MM doe, SK-TA toe.

(6)WL-MS gɛna ˈɛkaŋ, WL-PD gɛna ˈɛkaŋ.

(7) EL-LE deru, KD-LB deˈruŋ, KD-LW dɛruŋ dæŋ, WL-LMK dore.
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to hunt:

(1) LH#bati, CL-IL bati, CL-KK baˈti, CL-KK batin, CL-LK bati, CL-LP bati,

CL-LR baˈti, CL-LWK bati, CL-LWT bati, WL-AD ˈbati,̃ WL-BL bati, WL-BP

hewãbati, WL-BT bati,̃ WL-DL batiŋ, WL-HRW bati,̃ WL-IA batiŋən, WL-KO

bati, WL-LH bati,̃ WL-LML bati, WL-RE bati,̃ WL-WT batʔ, WL-WW bati.̃

(2) CL-PN welok, EL-LMT welo, WL-BM pəreha, WL-LG pəreha, WL-LWI

pəˈrehaʔ, WL-MD welok, WL-ML welo.

(3)WL-LTB lərakə, WL-PK ləraʔ.

(4)WL-BP hewãbati, WL-LWL hewa, WL-TJ hewa, WL-WB hewã.

(5) CL-MR apu, WL-WK hapõ.

(6) SK-HEW rakan, SK-MM ʔou rakan, SK-TA raka-ŋ.

(7) CL-LR ˈundaŋ, KD-LB ʔundaŋ, WL-MS ɔndaŋ, WL-PD ɔnda.

(8) CL-KK ˈmali, WL-AD ˈmari,̃ WL-LWI ˈmariŋ, WL-PDmariŋ ˈata.

(9) CL-KK sɔˈd͡ʒan, SK-HEW hərɔn.

to kill:

(1)WL-AB bunɔ, WL-BN bunːɔ, WL-MS bunɔ, WL-PD bunɔ.

(2)LH-KD#belu, CL-ILbel, CL-KKbelu, CL-LPbelu, CL-LWKbelu, EL-LE

belu, EL-LMT belu, KD-LB bel, KD-LWbælɔʔ baʔ, KD-LWbælɔʔ bɛhar, KD-LW

bælɔʔ ɔhɔr,WL-AD ˈbelo,WL-BM belo,WL-BP belo,WL-BT belo,WL-DL belo,

WL-HRW belo, WL-IA belo, WL-KO belo, WL-LG belo, WL-LH belo, WL-LMK

belo, WL-LTB belo, WL-LWI ˈbelo, WL-LWL belo, WL-PK belo, WL-RE belo,

WL-TJ belo, WL-WB belo, WL-WT belo, WL-WW belo.

(3)CL-LK təbad͡ʒak, CL-LWT təbad͡ʒak, CL-MR təbad͡ʒak,WL-BL təbad͡ʒak,

WL-LML təbad͡ʒak, WL-WK təbad͡ʒak.

(4) CL-KK -ar maˈtad͡ʒa, CL-LR məˈraŋ na ˈmatei, CL-PN həbal, WL-ML

səbəle.

(5) SK-HEW pati, SK-TA pati mate.

(6) SK-HEW robak, SK-MM roba.

to know:

(1) CL-IL kin, CL-ILmin, CL-LP kin, CL-LPmin, CL-LWT toi, CL-MR tina,

EL-LMT moi, EL-LMT ʔoi, KD-LW ui, WL-AB koiŋ, WL-AD ˈkoi, WL-AD ˈnoi,

WL-BL toi,WL-BM koi,WL-BMmoi,WL-BP koi,WL-BPmoi,WL-BT koi,WL-

BTmoi,WL-DL koi,WL-DLmoi,WL-HRW koi,WL-HRWmoi,WL-IA toi,WL-

KO koi, WL-KO moi, WL-LG koi, WL-LG moi, WL-LH koi, WL-LMK koi, WL-

LMK moi, WL-LML toi, WL-LTB koi, WL-LTB moi, WL-LWI nɔi, WL-LWI tɔi,
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WL-LWL koi, WL-LWL moi, WL-MD koi, WL-ML toi, WL-MS koiŋ, WL-PD

koiŋ, WL-PDmoiŋ, WL-PD noiŋ, WL-PK koi, WL-PKmoi, WL-RE koi, WL-RE

moi, WL-TJ koi, WL-TJ moi, WL-WB koi, WL-WB moi, WL-WK koi, WL-WK

moi, WL-WT koi, WL-WTmoi, WL-WW koi, WL-WWmoi.

(2) LH-SK #(raʔi) -etən, CL-KK -etən, CL-KK ketən, CL-LK metəna, CL-

LR meˈtən, CL-LWK ketən, CL-PN ketan, CL-PN metan, SK-HEW raitan, SK-

HEW raʔitan, SK-MM raʔinta̪n, SK-TA raʔinta-ŋ.

to laugh:

(1) LH #gekay, CL-IL gekaj, CL-KK geˈka, CL-KK gekad͡ʒ, CL-LK geka, CL-

LP gekaj, CL-LR geˈkɔi, CL-LWK geka, CL-LWT gekad͡ʒ, CL-MR gekad͡ʒɤ, CL-PN

gekaj, EL-LE geʔa, EL-LMT geʔa, WL-AB gɛki, WL-AD ˈgeka, WL-BL gekad͡ʒ,

WL-BM geka, WL-BN gɛki, WL-BP geka, WL-BT geka, WL-DL geka, WL-HRW

geka, WL-IA gekat, WL-KO geka, WL-LG geka, WL-LH gekaj, WL-LMK geka,

WL-LML geka,WL-LTB geka,WL-LWI ˈgeka,WL-LWL geka,WL-MD geka,WL-

ML geka,WL-MS gɛki,WL-MS gɛkiŋ,WL-MS gɛkiʔ,WL-PD gɛke,WL-PK gekat,

WL-RE geka, WL-TJ geka, WL-WB geka, WL-WK gekad͡ʒ, WL-WT geka, WL-

WW geka.

(2) PFL *tave, KD-LB tawe, KD-LW tavɛ hɛkɔ, SK-HEW toː, SK-MM to̪ː,

SK-TA toː.

to let go:

(1) LH #loka, CL-KK ˈlɔka, CL-LR ˈlokaŋ, WL-AD ˈloʔok, WL-LWI ˈloʔo.

(2) LH #loit, CL-KK ˈlɔit, WL-LWI ˈlio.

to lie down:

(1) SK-HEW duʔe ləbe, SK-HEW tuʔe, SK-TA tuʔə, WL-BN turːu, WL-LWI

ˈturu, WL-MD turu, WL-PD turu, WL-WB tobãturu.

(2) CL-LWK gəle, CL-PN galek, WL-AB pɔna ˈpɔna, WL-MS pɔna, WL-PD

pɔna ˈalɛŋ.

(3)WL-BM pola, WL-KO pola, WL-LG polar.

(4) LH #pavaŋ ‘lie (position for things)’, CL-IL pafaŋa, CL-KK paˈva, CL-

KK pawan, CL-LK pawa, CL-LWT pafaŋa, WL-BL pawaŋ, WL-LML pafã, WL-

ML pawaŋ.

(5)WL-DL pədenək, WL-LMK ledã, WL-LTB ledãnə, WL-WW pədenək.

(6) CL-LR ˈeva, EL-LE ewa, EL-LMT ewã, WL-IA ewan, WL-LH ewa.

(7) CL-LP toba, CL-MR tobana, WL-WB tobãturu, WL-WK toba.
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(8)WL-RE gola, WL-TJ epa gola.

to open:

(1)PFL*bukat, CL-KKbukat, CL-LRbukəˈtəŋ, KD-LBbuˈkaʔ,WL-ABbuka,

WL-AD ˈbuka, WL-LWI ˈbukaʔ.

(2)WL-MS leka, WL-PD lɛka.

to plant rice:

(1) PFL *mula ‘plant’, CL-KK muːl, CL-LR ˈmula kəˈluok, WL-AB mula

ˈpari,WL-AD ˈmula,WL-LWImula ˈtahaʔɑŋ,WL-MSmula ˈpare,WL-PDmula

ˈparɛ.

to plant yam:

(1) PFL *mula ‘plant’, CL-KK muːl, CL-LR ˈmula ˈhurar, SK-HEW mula,

WL-AB mula ˈkura ˈd͡ʒafa, WL-LWI mula ˈuwe, WL-MS mula ˈkura, WL-PD

mula ˈkura.

(2) LH-SK #pahat, SK-HEW pahe, SK-HEW paʔat, WL-AD ˈpahaʔ.

to play:

(1)WL-AB kaˈnaku,WL-BM gənəku,WL-BN kaˈnɔku,WL-BP gənəku,WL-

LG gənəku,WL-LWI gənəˈku,WL-LWL gənəku,WL-MS knəˈku,WL-PD kˈnakːu,

WL-RE gənəkuk, WL-TJ gənəku, WL-WB gənəku.

(2) KD-LB huaŋ, KD-LW huaŋ æbæl.

(3) LH#glasa, CL-IL gəlaŋ, CL-KK gəlasa, CL-KK ˈglasa, CL-LK gəlasa, CL-

LP gəlahaŋ, CL-LWK gəlasa, CL-LWT gəlah, WL-AD gˈlahaʔ, WL-BL gəla, WL-

BT gəlaha, WL-DL gəlaha, WL-HRW gəlaha, WL-KO gəlaha, WL-LH gəlaha,

WL-LMK gəlaha, WL-LML gəla, WL-ML gəlaha, WL-WK gəlaha, WL-WT gə-

laha, WL-WW gəlaha.

(4) CL-LR kəˈraŋa, CL-PN kəraŋa.

(5) SK-HEW ləbe, SK-HEW ləbeʔ, SK-TA ʔləbe.

to pound:

(1) PFL *bayu, CL-KK ˈbad͡ʒu, CL-LR baˈd͡ʒo, KD-LB bae, SK-HEW bai,

WL-AB bad͡ʒɔ, WL-AD ˈbad͡ʒo, WL-LWI ˈbajo, WL-MS bad͡ʒɔ, WL-PD bad͡ʒɔ.

to promise:

(1) LH #nakiŋ, CL-LR nəˈkaŋ, WL-AB nakiŋ, WL-PD nakːiŋ.
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(2)KD-LBd͡ʒɑnd͡ʒi,WL-LWI ˈd͡ʒand͡ʒi. FromIndonesian/Malay janji ‘prom-

ise’.

(3) LH #baya, WL-AD ˈbaja.

to pull:

(1)WL-AB tarːɛ, WL-BN tarːɛ, WL-MS tɛˈrːɛʔ, WL-PD taˈrːe.

(2) LH #vidu, CL-IL fido, CL-KK ˈvidu, CL-LP fidu, EL-LE idɔ, WL-DL

wəda, WL-PD wider, WL-RE widu.

(3) KD-LB beʔ, KD-LW dɛra bɛkɛ, KD-LW bɛʔ.

(4)WL-AD ˈgehã, WL-BM gehẽ, WL-BP gehã, WL-HRW gehã, WL-LG ge-

hã, WL-LTB gehaʔ, WL-LWI ˈgehɑŋ, WL-MD gihã, WL-PK gehã, WL-TJ gehe,

WL-WB gehã, WL-WW geã.

(5) LH-SK #tubu, CL-MR tubu, SK-TA toβa, WL-AD ˈtubo, WL-BL tubo,

WL-BT tubo, WL-IA tubo, WL-KO tubo, WL-LH tubo, WL-LMK tubo, WL-ML

tubo, WL-WK tubo, WL-WT tubo.

(6) CL-KK tugu, CL-LK tugu, CL-LR ˈtugo, CL-LWK tugu, CL-PN tugo.

(7) CL-LWT gəfea, WL-LML gəfea.

(8) LH-SK #gide, EL-LMT gidə, SK-HEW ide, SK-TA gide.

to push:

(1)KD-LB obaŋ, KD-LW ɔ̘baŋ,WL-AB tɔbaŋ,WL-BN tɔbaŋ,WL-MS tobaŋ,

WL-PD tɔbaŋ.

(2) KD-LW u̘ruʔ, WL-AB uruŋ.

(3)WL-AD ˈtojɔ̃,WL-BT tojõ,WL-HRW tojõ,WL-LWI ˈtojo,WL-LWL tod͡ʒõ,

WL-WB tod͡ʒõ, WL-WW tojõ.

(4) LH-KD #uduk/uruk, CL-IL uduka, CL-KK uduk, CL-KK uˈdʊk, CL-

LK uduk, CL-LR ˈuduk, CL-LWK uduk, CL-MR udur, CL-PN udukaŋ, EL-LE

udu, EL-LMT udũ, WL-BL uduk, WL-BM odo, WL-BP odo, WL-LG odo, WL-

LH uduk, WL-LML odo, WL-LML uruk, WL-LTB odo, WL-MD uduk, WL-ML

udu, WL-TJ odo, WL-WK udur.

(5) SK-HEW sogor, SK-HEW sogor,WL-DL osõ,WL-KO osõ,WL-PK sogor,

WL-WT osõ.

(6) CL-LP ogor, CL-LWT bogor, WL-RE bogõ.

(7) CL-LR ˈgehiŋ, WL-AD geˈhik, WL-LWI ˈgehiʔ, WL-MS ɔnɔ ˈgɛhiŋ, WL-

PD gɛhiŋ.
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to return:

(1) PFL *gəvalik, SK-HEW gəʋali, WL-BP gəwali, WL-IA balik, WL-LMK

balok, WL-LTB gəwali, WL-RE gəwalik, WL-WT balok, WL-WW balok.

(2)LH#tue, CL-IL tue, CL-KK tue, CL-LK tue, CL-LP tue, CL-LWK tue, CL-

LWT tuel, CL-MR tue, CL-PN tue, EL-LMT tue,WL-BL tue,WL-BT tue,WL-DL

tue,̃ WL-HRW tue,̃ WL-LH tue, WL-LML tue, WL-LWL tuse, WL-MD tue, WL-

ML tue, WL-PK tueʔ, WL-WB tue, WL-WK tue.

(3) EL-LE peko, WL-KO pekot, WL-LG pekot.

to rub:

(1)WL-AB dɔhɔ, WL-BN dɔˈhːɔ, WL-MS dɔhɔʔ, WL-PD dɔhɔ.

(2) CL-LR pohoˈkəŋ, KD-LB pɔˈhɔʔ.

(3) LH-KD #doru ‘rub; wipe’, CL-KK doru, CL-KK ˈdoru, CL-LK doru,

CL-LWK doru, CL-PN dore, EL-LE doru, EL-LMT doru, KD-LW dɔru, WL-AD

doˈruʔ,WL-BL doru,WL-BM doru,WL-BP doru,WL-BT doruk,WL-DL doruk,

WL-HRW doruk, WL-IA doru, WL-LG doruk, WL-LH doru, WL-LML doru,

WL-LTB doru, WL-LWI ˈdɔruʔ, WL-LWL doru, WL-MD doru, WL-ML doru,

WL-PK doru, WL-TJ doru, WL-WW doru.

(4) CL-IL odo, CL-LP godoŋ, CL-LWT odo, CL-MR godo, WL-WK godo.

(5)WL-KO pusak, WL-RE puʔũ.

(6) SK-HEW berosok, SK-HEW blosok, SK-TA bloso, SK-TA boho, SK-TA

moho, WL-LMK oso, WL-WB rosuk, WL-WT oso.

to rule:

(1)WL-AB gahiŋ, WL-MS sɔrak ˈsɔgaŋ.

to run:

(1) PFL *plari/kari, CL-KK ˈkari, CL-LR kar, SK-HEW plari,WL-AB palae,

WL-AD pɑˈlaʔe, WL-BN paˈlaɛ, WL-LWI pəˈlaʔɛ, WL-MS pˈlaeŋ, WL-PD pˈlae.

to sail:

(1) LH #bua, CL-LR ˈbua ˈlaja, WL-AB bua, WL-AD buaː, WL-LWI bua

ˈtɛna, WL-MS buaʔ, WL-PD bua.

to say:

(1) LH-SK #madi, CL-LK maik, CL-LWK maik, CL-LWT mad͡ʒi, SK-HEW

mari,̃ SK-HEWmarin,WL-BLmari,WL-BMmari,̃WL-BNmaˈri ̃ː ,WL-BPmari,
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WL-BTmari,̃WL-DLmari,̃WL-HRWmari,̃WL-KOmari,WL-LGmari,̃WL-LH

mari, WL-LMK mari, WL-LML mari, WL-LTB mari, WL-LWL mari,̃ WL-ML

mɤi, WL-MS mariŋ, WL-PD mariŋ, WL-RE mari,̃ WL-TJ mari, WL-WB mari,̃

WL-WTmari,̃ WL-WWmari.̃

(2) KD-LB tutuʔ, KD-LB tutuʔ ˈnanaŋ, SK-MM tu̪tu̪r, SK-TA tutur bəta,

WL-AB tutu, WL-LWI ˈtutuʔ, WL-WK tutu.

(3)WL-IA koda, WL-LWI ˈkɔda.

(4) CL-IL gas, CL-MR gasi, WL-MD gasip.

(5) CL-KK pəˈnua, CL-LR pəˈnua.

(6) CL-KK tədək, CL-LP tədək, CL-LR təˈdək, EL-LE təde, EL-LMT təde.

(7) SK-HEW həron, SK-TA həro-ŋ, WL-PK hərõ.

(8) SK-TA tutur bəta, SK-TA βeta.

to scratch:

(1) PFL *garu, CL-IL rag, CL-KK kəragu, CL-KK kəˈragu, CL-LK ragu, CL-

LP ragu, CL-LR kəˈragum, CL-LWK kəragum, CL-LWT ragu, CL-MR ragu, CL-

PN kərag, EL-LE ragu, EL-LMT ragu, KD-LB karɔ, KD-LW karɔ, SK-HEW garu,

SK-HEW ʔaro, SK-MM ʔaro, SK-TA kəru, WL-AB gou, WL-AD ˈraguʔ, WL-BL

ragu, WL-BM ragu, WL-BN gaɔ, WL-BP ragu, WL-BT ragu, WL-DL ragu, WL-

HRW ragu, WL-IA gau, WL-KO ragu, WL-LG ragu, WL-LH ragu, WL-LMK

ragu, WL-LML rago, WL-LTB ragu, WL-LWI ˈraguʔ, WL-LWL ragu, WL-MD

ragu, WL-ML ragu, WL-MS gau, WL-PD gau, WL-PK gaʔu, WL-RE ragu, WL-

TJ ragu, WL-WB ragu, WL-WK ragu, WL-WT garu, WL-WW garuk.

to search, to look for, to hunt for:

(1)WL-AB gɛna, WL-BN gɛna, WL-MS gɛna, WL-PD gɛna.

(2) KD-LB haˈba, WL-AD ˈsɜbɑʔ, WL-LWI ˈsebaʔ.

to see:

(1) CL-IL sure, KD-LW bɔraʔ hɛraʔ, WL-AB sɛru, WL-BN sɛru, WL-MS

sɛruʔ, WL-PD sɛru.

(2) KD-LB nui, KD-LW ui, WL-BL koi, WL-TJ koi, WL-WB koi.

(3) KD-LW bɔraʔ hɛraʔ, KD-LW ɛbɛŋ bɔraʔ.

(4)WL-AD ˈhulɜ, WL-BT hulã, WL-DL hulã, WL-HRW hulã, WL-KO hulə,

WL-LH hulã, WL-WK hule, WL-WW hulã.

(5)WL-BM təda,WL-BP tədə,WL-LG tədə,WL-LMK təda,WL-LWL tədə,

WL-RE tədə, WL-WT tədaʔ.
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(6) CL-KK du, CL-LK du.

(7) CL-LWK bele, CL-MR bəlele, CL-PN bəlele, EL-LMT bəlele, WL-MD

bəlele, WL-ML bele, WL-PK bələr.

(8) SK-HEW teŋer, SK-HEW təŋer, WL-LWI ˈtəŋə.

(9) CL-LP tene, CL-LWT tene.

(10) SK-HEW ʔitaʔ, SK-TA ʔita.

(11) SK-MM niʔa, SK-TA niʔa.

to sell:

(1)WL-AB paˈnahaŋ, WL-MS pˈnahaŋ, WL-PD pˈnahaŋ.

(2)CL-KK duˈrum, CL-LR duˈrum, KD-LB duˈruŋ,WL-AD ˈduʔũ,WL-LWI

ˈduʔuŋ.

to sew:

(1) LH-KD #saur, CL-IL saur, CL-KK saur, CL-LK saur, CL-LP haur, CL-

LR hauˈrəŋ, CL-LWK saur, CL-LWT haur, CL-MR saur, CL-PN hau, EL-LE heu,

EL-LMT heu, KD-LB hɛˈwoŋ, WL-AD ˈhɑu, WL-BL haur, WL-BM hãu, WL-BN

haur, WL-BP hawu, WL-BT hau, WL-DL hau, WL-HRW hau, WL-IA hau, WL-

KOhau,WL-LGhawurã,WL-LHhaur,WL-LMKhawu,WL-LMLhau,WL-LTB

hau, WL-LWL hawu, WL-MD haur, WL-ML hau, WL-MS haur, WL-PD haur,

WL-PK hau, WL-RE hau, WL-WB hau, WL-WK haur, WL-WT hau, WL-WW

hau.

(2)WL-AB hɔru ˈapa, WL-PD horːu.

(3) PFL *daru, WL-LWI ˈdauŋ, WL-TJ dau.

(4) PFL *daʔit, SK-HEW raʔit, SK-HEW raʔit, SK-MM raʔit,̪ SK-TA raʔit.

to shine:

(1)WL-AB saru, WL-MS səˈruʔ.

(2)KD-LB ɔlɔr, KD-LB duʔ ˈɔlɔr,WL-AB bɔlo,WL-MS bɔlɔr,WL-PD bolɔr.

(3)WL-MS tutuŋ, WL-PD tutuŋ.

(4) CL-KK vaˈra, SK-HEW baraʔ.

(5) CL-KK vaˈləka, CL-LR valəˈkən.

(6) CL-LR ˈtalɛk ˈkay, CL-LR ˈtalɛk.

(7) CL-LR ˈhodiŋ, WL-LWI ˈhode neʔa, WL-LWI ˈhode.

(8)WL-AB tutɛ, WL-MS tutɛ, WL-PD tutɛ.
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to shoo, to chase away, to send away:

(1) PFL *sika, CL-KK siˈka, WL-AD ˈsika.

(2) SK-HEW bəʋe, SK-HEW pəʋe.

to shoot:

(1) FL #pasak, CL-IL pasak, CL-KK pasak, CL-KK paˈsak, CL-LK pasak,

CL-LP pasak, CL-LR paˈhak, CL-LWK pasak, CL-LWT pasak, CL-MR pasak,

CL-PN pahak, EL-LE pasa, EL-LMT pasa, SK-HEW pasak, WL-AB pasa, WL-

AD ˈpasak, WL-BL pasak, WL-BM pasak, WL-BN pasa, WL-BP pasak, WL-BT

pasak, WL-DL pasak, WL-HRW pasak, WL-IA pasak, WL-KO pasak, WL-LG

pasak, WL-LH pasa, WL-LMK pasak, WL-LML pasa, WL-LTB pasa, WL-LWI

ˈpɑsɑk, WL-LWL pasak, WL-MD pasak, WL-ML pasa, WL-MS pasaʔ, WL-PD

pasa, WL-PK pasak, WL-RE pasak, WL-TJ pasak, WL-WB pasak, WL-WK pa-

sak, WL-WT pasak, WL-WW pasak.

to sing:

(1)WL-AB liaŋ,WL-BN bɔtɛ ˈliaŋ,WL-MS kaŋ ˈliaŋ,WL-MS naŋ ˈliaŋ,WL-

PD kaŋ ˈliaŋ.

(2) SK-HEW deːdɑŋ, WL-AD ˈdedã.

(3)WL-BM ɲaɲi, WL-BP ɲaɲi, WL-KO ɲaɲi, WL-LG ɲaɲi, WL-LMK ɲaɲi,

WL-LTBɲaɲi,WL-LWI ˈnjanji,WL-LWLɲaɲi,WL-MDɲaɲi,WL-MLɲaɲi,WL-

PK ɲaɲi, WL-TJ ɲaɲi, WL-WT ɲaɲi. From Indonesian/Malay nyanyi ‘sing’.

(4)CL-IL kantar, CL-KK kantar, CL-KK kanˈtar, CL-LK kantar, CL-LP kantar,

CL-LR kanˈtar, CL-LWK kantar, CL-LWT kantar, CL-MR katar, CL-PN kantar,

EL-LE kata, EL-LMT katərã, SK-HEW kantar, SK-TA kantar, WL-BL kantar,

WL-BT kantar,WL-DL kantar,WL-HRWkantar,WL-IA kantar,WL-LH kantar,

WL-LML kantar, WL-LWI ˈkantar, WL-RE kantar, WL-WB kantar, WL-WK

kantar, WL-WW kantar. From Portuguese cantar ‘sing’.

to sit:

(1)LH-KD#tobe, CL-IL tobe, CL-KK tobe, CL-KK ˈtobe, CL-LK tobe, CL-LP

tobo, CL-LR ˈtobe, CL-LWK tobe, CL-LWT tobe, CL-MR tobe, CL-PN tobe, EL-

LE tobo, EL-LMT tobo, WL-AB tobɔ, WL-AD ˈtobo, WL-BL tobo, WL-BM tobo,

WL-BN tɔbɔ, WL-BP tobo, WL-BT tobo, WL-DL tobo, WL-HRW tobo, WL-IA

tobo, WL-KO tobo, WL-LG tobo, WL-LH tobo, WL-LMK tobo, WL-LML tobo,

WL-LTB tobo, WL-LWI ˈtɔbɔ, WL-LWL tobo, WL-MD tobo, WL-ML tobo, WL-

MS tobɔ, WL-PD tɔbɔ, WL-PK tobo, WL-RE tobo, WL-TJ tobo, WL-WB tobo,
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WL-WK tobo, WL-WT tobo, WL-WW tobo.

(2) KD-LB teˈbeʔ, KD-LW tɛbɛʔ.

(3) SK-HEW dəri, SK-HEW təri, SK-MM tə̪ri, SK-TA təri.

to skewer:

(1) KD-LB tuhuʔ, SK-HEW tuhuk, WL-AB tuhu, WL-AD ˈtuhuk, WL-MS

tuhuʔ, WL-PD tuhu.

(2) LH-KD #təɡuʔ, CL-KK təˈgu, KD-LW tukoʔ ‘stab’, WL-AD ˈtɜguʔ.

to slap:

(1)KD-LB leˈpaʔ,WL-AB lapa,WL-MS ləˈpa,WL-PD ləˈpːa ˈkapuŋ,WL-PD

ləˈpːa.

(2)CL-KK təˈpa, CL-LR təˈpa,WL-AD ˈtɜpɑk,WL-AD ˈtɜpɔ̃,WL-LWI ˈtəpa.

to sleep:

(1) PFL*tudu, EL-LE turu, EL-LMT turʔo,WL-AB turu,WL-AD ˈturu,WL-

BL turu, WL-BM turu, WL-BN turːu, WL-BP turu, WL-BT turu, WL-DL turu,

WL-HRW turuk, WL-IA turu, WL-KO turu, WL-LG turu, WL-LH turu, WL-

LMK turu, WL-LML turu, WL-LTB turu, WL-LWI ˈturu, WL-LWL turu, WL-

MD turu, WL-ML turu, WL-MS turu, WL-PD turu, WL-PK turu, WL-RE turu,

WL-TJ turu, WL-WB turu, WL-WK turu, WL-WT turu, WL-WW turu.

(2) LH-SK #tuʔay, CL-KK ktuadʒ, KD-LB tɛʔɛl, KD-LW tæʔæl tɛbɛʔ, SK-

HEW duʔe, SK-HEW tuʔe, SK-MM tu̪ʔe, SK-TA tuʔə.

(3) CL-IL gəle, CL-KK gəle, CL-KK gəˈlɛ, CL-LK gəle, CL-LP gəle, CL-LR

gəˈle, CL-LWK gəle, CL-LWT gəle, CL-MR gəle, CL-PN galek.

to smell:

(1) LH-SK #si(n)oŋ, SK-TA sino-ŋ, WL-BM siõ, WL-BN siɔ̃ː, WL-BP siõ,

WL-LG siõ,WL-LMK sio,WL-LTB siõ,WL-LWI ˈsiɔŋ,WL-LWL siõ,WL-PK siõ,

WL-RE siõ, WL-WB siõ, WL-WT sioro, WL-WW sio.

(2) LH-KD #(m)are, EL-LMT are, WL-ABmare, WL-PDmarɛ.

(3) KD-LB naɛʔ, KD-LW naæʔ pɔvɔn.

(4)WL-ADpɜnuˈhuk,WL-BTpənuk,WL-DLpənuhuk,WL-HRWpənuhuk,

WL-IA nuhuk, WL-KO penuhuk, WL-LML penukã.

(5)LH#sodam, CL-IL sodam, CL-KK sɔˈdam, CL-KK sodam, CL-LK sodam,

CL-LPhodam, CL-LRhoˈdam, CL-LWK sodam, CL-LWThodam, CL-MR sodam,

CL-PN hodam, EL-LE hodã, WL-BL hodam, WL-LH hodã, WL-MD hodã, WL-
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ML hodɤ, WL-WK hodã.

(6) SK-HEWmoʋo, SK-HEWmoʋoʔ, SK-MMmovo.

to speak:

(1) CL-KK pətuˈtosa, KD-LB tutuʔ, KD-LB tutuʔ ˈnanaŋ, WL-AB tutu, WL-

BN tutːu, WL-LWI ˈtutuʔ, WL-MS tutu ˈapa, WL-MS tutu, WL-PD tutu.

(2) SK-HEW ulun, WL-AD pɜˈʔulũ.

to spit:

(1) SK-TA ilur, SK-TA nilur, WL-AB uli, WL-BN buhːu ˈillːu, WL-MS ilu,

WL-PD pitɔŋ ˈilu.

(2)WL-MS pitɔŋ, WL-PD pitɔŋ, WL-PD pitɔŋ ˈilu.

(3) PFL *m-potaŋ, KD-LB pɔˈtaʔ, KD-LW pɔtaʔmijuʔ, SK-TA bota-ŋ, WL-

TJ putã.

(4) LH-KD#təmidu, CL-IL təmi, CL-KK təmid͡ʒu, CL-KK təˈmid͡ʒu, CL-LK

təmid͡ʒu, CL-LP təmid͡ʒu, CL-LR təˈmid͡ʒɔ, CL-LWK təmid͡ʒu, CL-LWT təmid͡ʒu,

CL-MR təmid͡ʒu, CL-PN təmid͡ʒ, KD-LW ij̘uʔ, KD-LWmijuʔ, KD-LWpɔtaʔmijuʔ,

WL-BL təmid͡ʒo, WL-LML təmiro, WL-WK təmid͡ʒo.

(5) LH #pərino, EL-LE piru, EL-LMT piru,WL-AD ˈprino,WL-BM pərino,

WL-BP pərino, WL-BT pərino, WL-DL pərino, WL-HRW pərino, WL-IA pino,

WL-KO pərino, WL-LG pərino, WL-LH prino, WL-LMK pərino, WL-LTB pino,

WL-LWIpəˈrino,WL-LWLpərino,WL-MDpərino,WL-MLpərino,WL-PKpino,

WL-RE pərino, WL-WB pərino, WL-WT pərino, WL-WW pərino.

(6) SK-HEW niru, SK-MM niru.

to split:

(1) LH-KD #beta, KD-LB bɛˈtɛ, KD-LW baʔ, WL-AB batːa, WL-BN batːa,

WL-IA bəta, WL-PD bəˈtːa.

(2)WL-MS peaʔ, WL-PD pea.

(3)CL-LR ləˈkaŋ, SK-HEWpleka, SK-HEWplika, SK-MM ləka, SK-TA kəlak,

WL-AD ˈlɜkɑʔ, WL-BL ləka, WL-LMK ləka, WL-LML ləka, WL-LWI ˈlikaʔ, WL-

WK ləka, WL-WT ləka, WL-WW ləka.

(4)WL-BM tika, WL-LG tika, WL-TJ tika.

(5)WL-BT hiwək, WL-DL hiwək, WL-HRW hiwak, WL-KO hiwək.

(6) CL-IL legata, CL-KK ləga, CL-KK ləˈga, CL-LK ləga, CL-LP ləgat, CL-

LWK ləga, CL-LWT ləgat, CL-MR legat, CL-PN ləga, EL-LE ləgo, EL-LMT ləgə,

KD-LW likɔʔ mapaʔ, WL-LTB ləga, WL-MD ləga.
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(7)WL-LH gika, WL-ML gika, WL-WB giah.

(8)WL-BP bəlah, WL-LWL sidak, WL-PK bəla, WL-RE bəla.

to squeeze:

(1) LH-SK #pəmek, SK-MM pəme, WL-AB pɛmɛ, WL-MS pɛmɛʔ, WL-PD

pɛmɛ.

(2)CL-LP ikut, KD-LB ikuʔ,WL-BP ikut,WL-LMK iku,WL-LWL ikut,WL-

TJ ikut.

(3) LH #piʔuk, CL-IL piuka, CL-KK piuk, CL-KK ˈpiuk, CL-LK piuk, CL-LR

ˈpiuŋ, CL-LWK piuk, CL-LWT piuk, CL-PN piuŋ, EL-LE piu, EL-LMT piuʔ,WL-

AD ˈpiʔuk,WL-BL piuk,WL-BM piʔuk,WL-BT peʔut,WL-DL piʔuk,WL-HRW

piʔuk, WL-IA piuk, WL-KO piʔuk, WL-LG piʔu, WL-LH piuk, WL-LML piuk,

WL-LTB piʔu,WL-LWI ˈpiʔu,WL-MD piuk,WL-ML piu,WL-PK piʔuk,WL-RE

piʔuk, WL-WB piʔuk, WL-WK piʔuk, WL-WW piʔuk.

(4) SK-HEW bəra, SK-HEW pəra, SK-TA pəra, WL-WT pərəs.

to stab:

(1)WL-AB sika, WL-BN sikːa, WL-MS sikaʔ, WL-PD sika.

(2) KD-LB tuhuʔ, KD-LW tuhuʔ bakɔʔ, WL-PD tuhu.

(3) KD-LW bælɔʔ baʔ, KD-LW bælɔʔ bɛhar, KD-LW bælɔʔ ɔhɔr.

(4) LH #səgat, CL-LR həgəˈtəŋ, CL-PN həgat, WL-AD ˈsɜgɑt.

(5)LH-KD#tubak, CL-IL tubak, CL-KK tubak, CL-KK tuˈbak, CL-LP tubak,

CL-LWK tubak, CL-LWT tubak, CL-MR tubak, EL-LE tuba, EL-LMT tuba,WL-

BL tubak,WL-BM tubak,WL-BP tubak,WL-BT tubak,WL-DL tubak,WL-HRW

tubak,WL-IA tuba,WL-KO tubak,WL-LG tubak,WL-LH tubak,WL-LMK tubak,

WL-LML tuba, WL-LTB tuba, WL-LWL tubak, WL-MD tubak, WL-ML tuba,

WL-PK tubak,WL-RE tubak,WL-TJ tubak,WL-WB tubak,WL-WK tubak,WL-

WT tubak, WL-WW tubak.

(6) SK-TA təgu, WL-LWI ˈdəgoʔ.

(7) LH-SK #robak, SK-HEW robak, SK-TA robak, SK-TA rohuk, WL-LWL

robak.

to stand:

(1)WL-AB tidɛ, WL-BN tidːɛ, WL-MS tidɛ, WL-PD tide.

(2) KD-LBmadɛr, KD-LWmadɛr hɛdaŋ, KD-LWmadɛr tɛbɛʔ.

(3) PFL *diri, CL-IL dir, CL-KK diri, CL-KK ˈdiri, CL-LK diri, CL-LP diri,

CL-LR dir, CL-LWK diri, CL-LWT diri, CL-MR diri, CL-PN dir, EL-LE diri, EL-
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LMT diri, WL-AD ˈdeʔi, WL-BL dei, WL-BM deʔi,̃ WL-BP deʔi, WL-BT deʔi,̃

WL-DL deʔi,WL-HRW dei,WL-IA dei,WL-KO deʔi,WL-LG deʔi,̃ WL-LH deʔi,

WL-LMK deʔi,WL-LML dei,WL-LTB deʔi,WL-LWI deˈʔiŋ,WL-LWL deʔi,WL-

MD deʔi,WL-ML dei,WL-PK deʔi,WL-RE deʔi,WL-TJ deʔi,WL-WB deʔi,WL-

WK deʔi, WL-WT deʔi, WL-WW deʔi.

(4) PFL *kəda, SK-HEW gəra, SK-HEW gəra, SK-HEW ʔəra, SK-MM ʔəra,

SK-TA gəra.

to steal:

(1) PFL *t<əm>akav, CL-KK taˈkav, CL-LR taˈkav, KD-LB maˈʔɔ, WL-AB

taˈmaku, WL-LWI ˈtəmaka, WL-MSmaka, WL-PDmaka, WL-PD tˈmaka.

(2) CL-KK laˈvit, WL-AD ˈlãː.

to suck:

(1) KD-LB duˈmɛʔ, KD-LW dumɛʔ, WL-AB dumɔ, WL-BN dumːɔ, WL-PD

daˈmːe, WL-PD dumɔ.

(2)WL-AD ˈʔisɜp, WL-LWI ˈisɜ.

(3) CL-IL tus, CL-KK tusu, CL-LK tusu, CL-LP tuhu, CL-LWK tusu, CL-

LWT tuho, CL-MR tuso, CL-PN tuhuŋ, EL-LE tuhu, EL-LMT tuhu, SK-HEW

ʋuhu, WL-BL tuo, WL-BM tuho, WL-BP tuho, WL-BT tuho, WL-DL tuhu, WL-

HRW tuho, WL-IA tuho, WL-KO tuhu, WL-LG tuho, WL-LH tuho, WL-LMK

tuho, WL-LML tu, WL-LTB tuho, WL-LWL tuho, WL-MD tuho, WL-ML tuho,

WL-PK tuho, WL-RE tuho, WL-TJ tuho, WL-WB tuho, WL-WK tuho, WL-WT

tuho, WL-WW tuho.

(4) CL-LRməmˈhi, CL-LRməmiˈhəŋ.

to swell:

(1) SK-HEW boʋoʔ, WL-AB bao, WL-BN baɔ.

(2)WL-AB ihi,̃ WL-MS hiŋ, WL-MS ihiŋ, WL-PD ihiŋ.

(3) KD-LB babaŋ, WL-PD baŋ.

(4)CL-IL kəbarasa, CL-LP kəbaraha, CL-LWT kəbarah,WL-AD ˈbaʔa,WL-

BM baʔa, WL-BP baʔa, WL-BT baʔa, WL-DL baʔa, WL-HRW baʔa, WL-IA bā,

WL-KO baʔa, WL-LG baʔa, WL-LMK baʔa, WL-LML kəbaras, WL-LTB baʔa,

WL-LWI ˈbaʔa,WL-LWL baʔa,WL-ML kebaras,WL-RE baʔa,WL-TJ baʔa,WL-

WBbaʔa,WL-WTbaʔa,WL-WWbaʔ. (5)CL-KK sənobad͡ʒ, CL-KK snoˈbad͡ʒ,

CL-LK sobad͡ʒ, CL-LR kəˈhobɔi, CL-LWK sobad͡ʒ, CL-PN kəhobaj,WL-BLhobad͡ʒ.

(6) EL-LMT hogo, WL-LH hogor, WL-MD nogor.
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(7) CL-MR kəbetɤ, WL-WK kəbəte.

(8) SK-HEW boʋo, SK-MM bovo, SK-TA boβo, WL-PK bowo.

to swim:

(1) PFL *naŋi, CL-IL naŋ, CL-KK naŋe, CL-KK ˈnaŋe, CL-LP naŋi, CL-LR

naŋ, CL-LWK naŋe, CL-LWT naŋi, CL-MR naŋe, CL-PN naŋ, EL-LE naŋi, EL-

LMT naŋi, KD-LB naŋi, KD-LW naŋi ɔ̘jaŋ, SK-HEW nani, SK-MM nani, SK-

TA nani, WL-AB naŋgɛ, WL-AD ˈnaŋe, WL-BL naŋe, WL-BM naŋe, WL-BN

naŋgɛ, WL-BP naŋe, WL-BT naŋe, WL-DL naŋe, WL-HRW naŋe, WL-IA naŋe,

WL-KO naŋe,WL-LG naŋe,WL-LH naŋe,WL-LMK naŋe,WL-LML naŋe,WL-

LTBnaŋe,WL-LWI ˈnaŋe,WL-LWLnaŋe,WL-MDnaŋe,WL-MLnaŋe,WL-MS

naŋgɛ, WL-PD naŋge, WL-PK naŋe, WL-RE naŋe, WL-TJ naŋe, WL-WK naŋe,

WL-WT naŋe, WL-WW naŋe.

(2) CL-KK ˈdulɔ, CL-LK dulo.

to tell:

(1) CL-KK ˈtutu, CL-LR tut, KD-LB tutuʔ ˈnanaŋ, WL-AB tutu, WL-AD ˈtu-

tuʔ, WL-LWI ˈtutuʔ, WL-MS tutu ˈmariŋ, WL-PD tutu.

to think:

(1) KD-LB pikir, WL-BN pikir. From Indonesian/Malay pikir ‘think’.

(2) CL-PN gənuan, WL-AB gaˈnokuŋ, WL-MS gˈnukuʔ, WL-PD gˈnuku.

(3) LH #petən, CL-IL petən, CL-KK petən, CL-KK ˈpetən, CL-LK petən,

CL-LWK petən, CL-LWT petən, CL-MR petə, WL-AD ˈpetɜ, WL-BL pet, WL-

BT petən, WL-DL petəŋ, WL-HRW petən, WL-IA petən, WL-KO petə, WL-LH

petən, WL-LMK petã, WL-LML petã, WL-MD petã, WL-ML petɤ, WL-RE petə,

WL-WK petã, WL-WT petã, WL-WW petən.

(4) LH-SK #hukut, EL-LE huã, EL-LMT huʔə, SK-MM huːk, SK-TA huːk,

WL-BP hukut, WL-LTB hu, WL-LWL hukut, WL-TJ ukut, WL-WB ukut.

(5)WL-BM nəkət, WL-LG nəkət, WL-LWI ˈnəkə, WL-PK nəkət.

(6) SK-HEW sugo, SK-HEW sugo.

to throw:

(1)WL-AB deiŋ, WL-BN dɛi ̃ː , WL-MS deiʔ, WL-PD dei, WL-PK tubak.

(2) KD-LB kaˈkaʔ, KD-LW kakaʔ.

(3) KD-LW bɛʔ, WL-AD geˈbaʔ.

(4) KD-LW tidaʔ, KD-LW vidaʔ.
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(5)WL-AD gɑˈhɑk, WL-DL gahak, WL-IA gaha, WL-LMK gahak, WL-WT

gahak, WL-WW gahak.

(6) EL-LE geba, EL-LMT gebə, SK-TA geba,WL-BL geba,WL-BP geba,WL-

BT geba, WL-KO geba, WL-LH geba, WL-LML geba, WL-LTB geba, WL-LWL

geba, WL-MD geba, WL-RE geba, WL-WB geba, WL-WK geba.

(7)WL-BM wərə, WL-LG wərã, WL-LWI ˈwərəŋ.

(8) CL-KK batu, CL-KK ˈbatu, CL-LK batu, CL-LR ˈbato.

(9) CL-LR dəkaŋ, CL-LWK dəka, CL-PN dəkaŋ,WL-ML dəka,WL-TJ dəka.

(10) SK-TA βelo, WL-LWI ˈwalɛŋ.

(11) CL-LP pədi, CL-LWT pədi, CL-MR pədi.

(12) SK-HEW dəgu, SK-HEW təgu.

(13) SK-MM loga, SK-TA roga.

to tie:

(1) CL-IL pui, CL-KK puˈd͡ʒu, CL-LR ˈpui, CL-LWK pui, CL-MR pui, CL-

PN puinəŋ, WL-AB pɔhi, WL-AD ˈpui,̃ WL-BL pui, WL-BM pui,̃ WL-BN pɔˈhiː,

WL-BP pui,̃ WL-BT pui,̃ WL-DL puiŋ, WL-HRW pui,̃ WL-IA pui, WL-LG pui,̃

WL-LH pui, WL-LTB pũi, WL-LWI ˈpuiŋ, WL-LWL pũi,̃ WL-ML pui, WL-MS

pɔhi, WL-PD pɔhi, WL-PK pũi, WL-RE pũi,̃ WL-TJ pui, WL-WB pũi,̃ WL-WK

pui, WL-WW pũi.

(2) LH-KD #soŋa, CL-KK soŋ, CL-LK soŋ, CL-LP hoŋ, CL-LWT hoŋ, EL-

LMT hoŋe, KD-LB hoˈŋɛn, KD-LW hɔŋɛn, WL-LML hoŋã, WL-MD hoŋã, WL-

PD hɔŋɔŋ.

(3)WL-KO wido, WL-LMK wido, WL-WT wido.

(4) SK-HEWmataʔ, SK-HEWmataʔ, SK-MMmata̪.

to vomit:

(1) EL-LE mu, KD-LW mutɛ ɔ̘kaʔ, SK-HEW mutaʔ, SK-HEW mutaʔ, SK-

MM muta̪, SK-TA muta, WL-AB muta, WL-BN mutːa, WL-BP muta, WL-BT

muta, WL-DL muta, WL-IA muta, WL-KO muta, WL-LG muta, WL-LH mu-

takə, WL-LMK muta, WL-LML muta, WL-LTB muta, WL-LWI ˈmutaʔ, WL-

LWLmuta, WL-MSmutaŋ, WL-MSmutaʔ, WL-PDmuta, WL-PDmutaŋ, WL-

PK muta, WL-RE muta, WL-TJ muta, WL-WB muta, WL-WT muta, WL-WW

muta. (2) KD-LB ɔˈkaʔ, KD-LW ɔ̘kaʔ, KD-LWmutɛ ɔ̘kaʔ.

(3) SK-TA doʔuk, WL-AD kɜˈdɔʔuk.

(4) LH-KD #luaŋ, CL-IL luaŋa, CL-KK luˈa, CL-KK luaŋ, CL-LK lua, CL-

LP lua, CL-LR ˈluaŋ, CL-LWK lua, CL-LWT luaŋa, CL-MR lua, CL-PN luag, EL-
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LMT luã, WL-BL lua, WL-MD luã, WL-ML luə, WL-WK lua.

to wait:

(1)WL-AB baiŋ, WL-MS baiŋ, WL-PD baiŋ.

(2)WL-AD ˈmiã,WL-LWI ˈniaŋ,WL-MSmiaŋ,WL-PD kiaŋ,WL-PDmiaŋ,

WL-PD riaŋ, WL-PD tiaŋ.

(3) CL-KK kide, CL-KK kliˈde.

to wake someone up:

(1)WL-BN guɔ ˈbaũ, WL-PD pui ˈbauŋ.

WL-PD guo ˈbauŋ, (2)WL-MS pui, WL-PD pui, WL-PD pui ˈbauŋ.

(3) LH #rio, CL-KK ˈriɔ, CL-LR ˈriɔ, WL-AD ˈʔio.

(4)WL-LWI neiŋ ˈhogo, WL-LWI sogo ˈhogo.

to wake up:

(1) PFL *baŋun, CL-KK ˈbaŋu, CL-LR baŋ, WL-AB tidɛ, WL-MS baŋuŋ,

WL-MS bauŋ, WL-PD bauŋ.

(2) PFL *hogo, KD-LB hɔkɔ, SK-HEWhogo,WL-AD ˈhogo,WL-LWI ˈhogo.

to walk:

(1) PFL *pana(v), CL-KK pana, CL-KK panav-, CL-KK ˈpana məˈra lim,

CL-LP pana, CL-LR ˈpanə, CL-LWK pana, CL-LWT pana, CL-MR pana, EL-LE

pã, EL-LMT pana, KD-LB pɑn, KD-LW pan lɛdɔ, SK-HEW pano, SK-MM pano,

SK-TA pano, WL-AB pana ˈleiŋ, WL-AD ˈpana, WL-BL pana, WL-BM pana,

WL-BN pana, WL-BP pana, WL-BT pana, WL-DL pana, WL-HRW pana, WL-

IA pana, WL-KO pana, WL-LG pana, WL-LH pana, WL-LMK pana, WL-LML

pana, WL-LTB pana, WL-LWI ˈpana, WL-LWL pana, WL-MD pana, WL-ML

pana,WL-MS pana ˈlei,WL-MS pana ˈleiŋ,WL-PD pana,WL-PK pana,WL-RE

pana,WL-TJ pana,WL-WB pana,WL-WK pana,WL-WT pana,WL-WW pana.

(2) CL-IL labi, CL-LK labi.

to wash:

(1)WL-BN lamiŋ, WL-MS lamiŋ, WL-PD lamiŋ.

(2)WL-AB bɛmɛ ˈapa, WL-BN bɛmɛ, WL-MS bema, WL-PD bema.

(3)WL-BN huɛ, WL-MS hue, WL-PD hue.

(4) PFL *basa, CL-IL basa, CL-KK basa, CL-KK baˈsa, CL-LK basa, CL-LP

baha, CL-LR ˈbahaŋ, CL-LWK basa, CL-LWT baha, CL-PN baha, EL-LE baha,
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EL-LMTbaha,WL-AD ˈbaha,WL-BMbaha,WL-BPbaha,WL-BTbaha,WL-DL

baha, WL-HRW baha, WL-IA baha, WL-KO baha, WL-LG baha, WL-LH baha,

WL-LMKbaha,WL-LMLba,WL-LTBbaha,WL-LWI ˈbaha,WL-MDbaha,WL-

MLbaha,WL-PKbaha,WL-REbaha,WL-TJbaha,WL-WBbaha,WL-WTbaha,

WL-WW bak.

(5)WL-BL səsa, WL-WK sesa.

(6) CL-KK puːs, CL-MR pusɤ, WL-LML pu.

(7) LH-SK #puʔu, SK-HEW puʔu, WL-LWI ˈpuʔu, WL-LWL puʔũ.

(8) SK-HEW bopo, SK-HEW popo, SK-TA popo.

to weave:

(1) PFL *tani, CL-KK ˈtani, CL-LR ˈpano tan, KD-LB nekeʔ ˈtan, WL-AB

tane ˈapa, WL-AD nekɜt tane, WL-AD tane, WL-LWI ˈtane, WL-MS tane, WL-

PD tane.

to wipe:

(1) PFL *hapu, CL-IL hapus, CL-LK apus, CL-LWK apus, CL-LWT apud͡ʒa,

CL-MR apud͡ʒɤ, EL-LE hapu, EL-LMT hapu, SK-HEW hapus, WL-AB hapɔ,

WL-BN hapɔ, WL-LH hapu, WL-LML hapu, WL-ML hapu, WL-MS hapɔ, WL-

PD hapo, WL-PK hapũ, WL-WK hapus.

(2) LH-KD #doru ‘wipe; rub’, KD-LW dɔru, WL-PD dɔhɔ.

(3)CL-LPhok, CL-LRpohoˈkəŋ, CL-PNpohok, KD-LBpɔˈhɔʔ, KD-LWpɔhɔʔ,

WL-AD ˈbɔhɔʔ, WL-BT bohok, WL-DL bohok, WL-HRW bohok, WL-IA boho,

WL-KO bohok, WL-MD tohok.

(4)WL-BP teʔu, WL-LWI tɛˈruʔ.

(5) LH-KD #hamu ‘wipe; sweep’, KD-LW hamur, WL-BM hamu, WL-LG

hamu, WL-LTB hamu, WL-LWL hamu, WL-TJ hamu, WL-WB hamu, WL-WW

hamo.

(6) CL-KK sɔːk, CL-KK soka, WL-LMK oso, WL-WT oso.

to yawn:

(1)WL-AB panoe, WL-MS pˈnoek, WL-PD pˈnoe.

(2) PFL *muav, CL-KK kəmuˈav, CL-LR kəˈmoav, KD-LB moa, SK-HEW

moaʔ, WL-AD pɜˈmoaː, WL-LWI pəˈmoa.

tongue:

(1) LH-KD #ebel, CL-IL efeləs, CL-KK eˈvɛl, CL-KK ewel, CL-LK ewel, CL-
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LP efel, CL-LR eˈvel, CL-LWK ewel, CL-LWT efel, CL-MR efel, CL-PN eweləg,

EL-LE ebe, EL-LMT eblə, KD-LB ebel, KD-LW æbæl, WL-AB fɛˈfɛlɛŋ, WL-AD

ˈɜwɜˈrɜt,WL-BL ewel,WL-BMwewel,WL-BN fɛfɛl,WL-BPwewe,WL-BTwewe,

WL-DLwewen,WL-HRWwewer,WL-IA ewel,WL-KOwewejək,WL-LGwewel,

WL-LH ewel,WL-LMK ewel,WL-LML efel,WL-LTBwewe,WL-LWI ˈweweˈləŋ,

WL-LWL wewe, WL-MD ewelə, WL-ML ewel, WL-MS wɛwɛl, WL-PD wɛwɛl,

WL-PKwewel,WL-REwewel,WL-TJwewel,WL-WBwewel,WL-WK ewel,WL-

WT wewer, WL-WWwewer.

(2) SK-HEWmaː, SK-MMmaːn, SK-TAmaː, SK-TAmaːŋ.

tree:

(1) PFL *kayu ‘tree; wood’, CL-IL kad͡ʒor, CL-KK ˈkad͡ʒɔr, CL-KK kad͡ʒu,

CL-KK ˈkad͡ʒu, CL-LK kad͡ʒor, CL-LP kad͡ʒu, CL-LR ˈkajor, CL-LWK kajoru, CL-

LWT kad͡ʒoru, CL-MR kad͡ʒu, CL-PN kajo, KD-LB ʔai, KD-LW ai vaʔ, KD-LW

kain laraŋ, SK-HEW ai, SK-HEW ʔai, SK-TA ʔai, WL-AB kad͡ʒɔ, WL-AD ˈkajo,

WL-BL kad͡ʒo, WL-BM kajo, WL-BN kad͡ʒu ˈlɔlɔŋ, WL-BP kad͡ʒo, WL-BT kajo,

WL-DL karo, WL-HRW kajo, WL-IA kajo, WL-KO kajo, WL-LG kajo, WL-LH

kajo, WL-LMK kad͡ʒo, WL-LML kad͡ʒo, WL-LTB kad͡ʒopukã, WL-LWL kad͡ʒo,

WL-MD kajo,WL-ML kad͡ʒo,WL-MS kad͡ʒɔ ˈpukɔŋ,WL-PD kad͡ʒɔ ˈpukɔŋ,WL-

PK kaju, WL-RE kajo, WL-TJ kad͡ʒo, WL-WB kad͡ʒo, WL-WK kad͡ʒo, WL-WT

kad͡ʒo, WL-WW kajo.

(2) EL-LE əso, EL-LMT əso.

(3)WL-LTB kad͡ʒopukã, WL-LWI ˈpukəŋ.

trousers:

(1) LH-KD#deko, CL-KK dekor, CL-KK deko, CL-LR kəˈdeko ˈdoak, KD-LB

deko ˈlawan, WL-AB deko ˈleiŋ bəlaˈhakaŋ, WL-AD ˈdekoˈblahã, WL-MS deko

ˈleiŋ bˈlahak, WL-PD deko ˈleiŋ bˈlahak.

turtle:

(1) PFL *kera, CL-KK ˈkear, CL-KK ˈkea, CL-LR keˈrar, KD-LB ʔeˈre, SK-

HEW ʔera, WL-AB kea, WL-AD ˈkeʔa, WL-LWI ˈkeʔa, WL-MS kea, WL-PD kea.

two:

(1) PFL *dʒua, CL-KK ˈd͡ʒua, CL-LR ˈd͡ʒua, KD-LB suˈwe, KD-LW suɛ, SK-

HEW rua, SK-TA rua,WL-AB rua,WL-AD ˈrua,WL-BN rua,WL-LWI ˈrua,WL-

MS rua, WL-PD rua.
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uncooked rice:

(1)WL-AB pari, WL-MS wata ˈpare, WL-MS pare, WL-PD parɛ.

(2) LH-KD #(d)anen, CL-KK ˈlisɔ daˈnen, KD-LB ʔaˈnɛn.

(3) LH #kluok, CL-LR kəˈluok ˈnalatən, CL-LR kəˈluok.

vagina:

(1) PFL *puki, CL-LR puˈki, WL-AB pukiŋ, WL-MS pukiŋ, WL-MS pukiʔ,

WL-PD pukiŋ.

(2) LH #məna, CL-KKməˈna, WL-AD ˈmɜna, WL-LWI ˈmena.

vein:

(1) PFL *alis ‘tendon’, CL-KK aˈlis, CL-LR alhin, KD-LB aˈli, SK-HEW aːli,

WL-AD aːlˈhi,̃ WL-LWI aliˈhiŋ, WL-MS aliŋ.

village:

(1) LH-KD #ləvu, CL-KK ləˈvu, CL-KK ləˈvɔr, CL-LR ˈlavor, KD-LB lewu,

WL-AB lafɔ, WL-AD lɜˈwɔː, WL-LWI ˈləwɔ, WL-MS ləwɔ, WL-PD lawɔ.

voice:

(1)WL-AB alaŋ, WL-MS alaʔ, WL-MS alaŋ, WL-PD alaŋ.

(2) LH #raaŋ, CL-KK raːŋ, CL-LR ˈraŋa, WL-AD ˈrãː, WL-LWI ˈraːŋ.

waist:

(1) LH-KD #ale, CL-KK aˈle, CL-LR ˈale, KD-LB aˈlɛn, WL-AB alɛ,̃ WL-AD

kɜˈlɜgɜrɜt, WL-MS alɛŋ, WL-MS alɛʔ, WL-PD alɛŋ.

wall:

(1) PFL *gəbi/gnəbin, CL-KK kənəˈbin, CL-KK kənəˈbɛr, CL-LR kənaˈber,

KD-LBnɛˈbiʔ, SK-HEWgəbi,WL-AB gaˈnabɛŋ,WL-AD ˈkɜnɜˈbiʔ,WL-LWI kəˈnəbi,

WL-MS gəˈbːe, WL-MS keba, WL-PD gˈnabːɛŋ.

water:

(1) PFL *vaʔir, CL-IL faer, CL-KK vaˈɛr, CL-KK ˈvai, CL-KK waer, CL-LK

waer, CL-LP faer, CL-LR vaer, CL-LWK waeru, CL-LWT faeru, CL-MR waeru,

CL-PN waer, EL-LE wae, EL-LMT wae, KD-LB wei, KD-LW væi ai, SK-HEW

ʋair, SK-HEW ʋair, SK-MM vai, SK-TA βair, WL-AB fei, WL-AD wɑi, WL-BL
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wai, WL-BM wai, WL-BP wai, WL-BT wai, WL-DL wai, WL-HRW wai, WL-IA

wai, WL-KO wai, WL-LG wai, WL-LH waʔi, WL-LMK wai, WL-LML fai, WL-

LTB waiʔ, WL-LWI wai, WL-LWL wai, WL-MD waʔi, WL-ML wai, WL-MS wai,

WL-PD wai, WL-PK wai, WL-RE wai, WL-TJ wai, WL-WB wai, WL-WK wai,

WL-WT wai, WL-WWwai.

wave:

(1) PFL *(l)oyor ‘wave; sea’, CL-KK ɔˈd͡ʒɔk, KD-LB ɔˈjɔʔ,WL-AB ɔd͡ʒɔ,WL-

LWI ojo, WL-MS ɔd͡ʒɔʔ, WL-PD ɔd͡ʒɔ.

(2)WL-AB umba, WL-MS ɔmbaʔ.

wet:

(1)WL-AB ɛlɛ, WL-BN ɛlɛ, WL-MS ɛlɛk, WL-PD ɛlek.

(2) KD-LB riˈtaʔ, KD-LW ritaʔ dɔrɔʔ.

(3) KD-LW dɔrɔʔ vɛrɔʔ, KD-LW ritaʔ dɔrɔʔ.

(4)WL-AD ˈnamʔɛ,̃ WL-BT nəme, WL-DL nəme, WL-HRW nəme, WL-IA

nəmaŋ, WL-KO nəmʔe, WL-LH nəme, WL-LMK nəməŋ, WL-MD nəmʔe, WL-

WT nəmʔe, WL-WW nəme.

(5)WL-BM dəme, WL-BP kədəmu, WL-LG dəmã, WL-LWI dəˈmɛŋ, WL-

LWL kədəmu, WL-PK deman, WL-RE dəme, WL-TJ dəma, WL-WB kədəmuk.

(6) CL-IL sənəbar, CL-KK sənəbar, CL-KK sənəˈbar, CL-LK səbar, CL-LP

həba, CL-LRhənəbaˈrən, CL-LWK sənəbar, CL-LWThəba, CL-MR sənəbar, CL-

PN hənəbarən, WL-BL səba, WL-LML sənəbe, WL-ML sənəbe, WL-WK səba.

(7) EL-LMT wei,̃ WL-LTB kəwaʔi.

(8) SK-HEW gəma, SK-HEW gəmaʔ, SK-MM gəma, SK-TA gəma.

whale:

(1)WL-AB ikaŋ kaˈlaru, WL-MS kˈlaruʔ, WL-PD kˈlaru.

(2) KD-LB iʔa paus, SK-HEW iʔan paus, WL-LWI ˈpaus.

(3) CL-KK təˈmus, CL-LR təmˈhu.

what:

(1) PFL *apa, CL-IL kapa, CL-LP kapa, CL-LR aˈpɔi, CL-PN apaj, EL-LE

ape, KD-LB aˈpe, KD-LW a̘pɛ, SK-HEW apa, SK-HEW apar, SK-MM apa, WL-

AB pai, WL-BN pei, WL-MS apai, WL-MS pai, WL-PD pai.

(2)CL-LK aleka, CL-LWT alaka, CL-MR alaku,WL-AD ˈʔaku,WL-BL alaku,

WL-BM a, WL-BP a, WL-BT aku, WL-DL aku, WL-HRW aku, WL-IA aku, WL-
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KO aku, WL-LG a, WL-LH a, WL-LMK aku, WL-LML alaka, WL-LTB a, WL-

LWI ˈaː,WL-ML ale,WL-PK a,WL-TJ a,WL-WB a,WL-WK alaku,WL-WT aku,

WL-WW aku.

(3) PFL *an, CL-KK an, WL-LWL ã, WL-RE ã.

(4) EL-LMT naʔa, WL-MD naʔã.

when:

(1) CL-IL d͡ʒəm pira, CL-KK ˈd͡ʒəm ˈpira, CL-KK d͡ʒəm pira, CL-LK d͡ʒəm

pira, CL-LPd͡ʒəmpira, CL-LR ˈd͡ʒəma ˈpira, CL-LWKd͡ʒəmpira, CL-LWTd͡ʒəma-

pira, CL-MR d͡ʒəma pira, EL-LE erepirə, EL-LMT arapirə, KD-LBwɛŋ ˈpie, KD-

LW ɛrɛ, KD-LW væŋpiɛ, SK-HEW rəmapira, SK-HEW rəmapira, SK-MM rema

pira, WL-AB ɛrə ˈpira, WL-AD ˈʔɜrɜˈpira, WL-BL arapira, WL-BM arəmpira,

WL-BP arəmpira, WL-BT ər pira, WL-DL ərən pira, WL-HRW ərə̃m pira, WL-

IA arampira,WL-KO ərpira,WL-LG arəmpira,WL-LH arapira,WL-LMK arəm-

pira,WL-LML arapira,WL-LWI ərəŋ ˈpira,WL-LWL arapira,WL-MD ar-apira,

WL-ML arapira, WL-MS ɛrˈpira, WL-PD ari ˈpira, WL-PK arəmpira, WL-RE

ərəmpira, WL-TJ arəmpira, WL-WB ərəmpira, WL-WK ar pira, WL-WT ərəm

pira, WL-WW ərəmpira.

(2) SK-TA nora ləro-ŋ pae, SK-TA nora oras, SK-TA nora pae.

where:

(1) CL-IL kətəga, CL-KK gane, CL-KK nagane, CL-KK ga, CL-LK nanaga,

CL-LP kətega, CL-LRmai gaʔ, CL-LR no gə, CL-LR tamo nəgaʔ, CL-LWKmaga,

CL-LWT ketega, CL-MRmaga, CL-PN nanaga, EL-LMT nəgaʔe, WL-AB ɔrɔ ˈn-

aŋga, WL-AB naŋga, WL-AB naŋga ˈd͡ʒafa, WL-AD dɜˈgaku, WL-BL nəga, WL-

BM gaʔe,WL-BN naˈŋga ˈɔrɔ,WL-BP təga,WL-BT dəga,WL-HRW təga,WL-IA

təga, WL-KO dəga, WL-LG gaʔe, WL-LH təga, WL-LMK dəga, WL-LML diga,

WL-LWI ˈgaʔɛ,WL-LWL təga,WL-MD təga,WL-MLnəga,WL-MS rˈga,WL-MS

rˈga ˈnaŋ, WL-PD ɔrga, WL-PD ərˈga, WL-PK gaʔe, WL-RE diga, WL-TJ təgaʔe,

WL-WB təga, WL-WK dəga, WL-WT digaku, WL-WW təga.

(2) KD-LB diʔ ˈdita, KD-LW dɛnita, KD-LW dita.

(3) SK-HEW upa, SK-MM epae.

white:

(1) PFL *budaʔ, CL-IL bid͡ʒakən, CL-KK bud͡ʒak, CL-KK buˈd͡ʒak, CL-LK

bud͡ʒak, CL-LP bud͡ʒa, CL-LR buˈd͡ʒak, CL-LWK bud͡ʒak, CL-LWT bud͡ʒa, CL-

MR bud͡ʒakɤ, CL-PN bud͡ʒakən, EL-LE burɔ̃, EL-LMT burʔã, KD-LB buˈjaʔ, KD-
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LW bujaʔ tapɛ, SK-HEW buraʔ, SK-HEW buraʔ, SK-MM bura, SK-TA bura, SK-

TA bura bara, WL-AB bura, WL-AD ˈburaʔ, WL-BL bura, WL-BM burãʔ, WL-

BN burːa, WL-BP buraʔ, WL-BT burã, WL-DL burʔã, WL-HRW burã, WL-IA

burakən, WL-KO burʔã, WL-LG buraʔ, WL-LH burʔã, WL-LMK burʔã, WL-

LML burã, WL-LTB burã, WL-LWI ˈbura, WL-LWL burã, WL-MD burʔa, WL-

ML burɤ, WL-MS burak, WL-PD burak, WL-PK buraʔã, WL-RE burã, WL-TJ

buraʔ, WL-WB burã, WL-WK bura, WL-WT burʔã, WL-WW bura.

who:

(1)WL-AB fiaru, WL-BN hafːa, WL-MS haru.

(2)WL-MS hewaiˈaru, WL-MS hɛwai, WL-PD hewai.

(3) KD-LB sio, KD-LW siɔ.

(4) LH #henaku, CL-IL kena, CL-KK eˈnak, CL-KK naku, CL-LK enak, CL-

LP kena, CL-LR eˈna, CL-LWK enaku, CL-LWT kena, CL-MR henaku, CL-PN

ena, EL-LEheʔe, EL-LMThe,WL-AD ˈheku,WL-BLheku,WL-BMhege,WL-BP

hege, WL-BT hege, WL-DL heku, WL-HRW heku, WL-IA heku, WL-KO heku,

WL-LG hege,WL-LH heku,WL-LMK heku,WL-LML heku,WL-LTB hege,WL-

LWI ˈhege, WL-LWL hege, WL-MD heku, WL-PK hege, WL-RE hege, WL-TJ

hege, WL-WB hege, WL-WK heku, WL-WT hege, WL-WW hege.

(5) SK-HEW hai, SK-HEW hainimu, SK-MM hai, SK-TA hai.

wide:

(1)WL-AB paˈleŋa, WL-BL pəlagad͡ʒ, WL-MS pˈlɛŋaŋ, WL-PD pˈlengaŋ.

(2) CL-IL pəlafat, CL-LP pelafatən, CL-LWT pəlafa, CL-MR pəlawat, WL-

LML pelafat, WL-PD pˈlawaʔ.

(3) EL-LE bəle, EL-LMT pəloʔe, SK-HEW pəloeŋ, WL-AD ˈbeleʔ, WL-BM

belã, WL-BP bəlapa, WL-BT pəlelet, WL-DL belʔã, WL-HRW pəlelet, WL-IA

pəloen,WL-KO pəlelet,WL-LG belə,WL-LWI ˈbelə,WL-LWL bele,̃ WL-MD be-

lã, WL-ML belɤ, WL-PK belʔã, WL-RE pəloʔẽ, WL-TJ belə, WL-WB bəlã, WL-

WK belʔẽ, WL-WW palelet.

(4) LH-SK #ledan, CL-KK pleˈdan, SK-KR lədaŋ ‘wide open room’.

(5) CL-KK kedak, CL-LK kedak, CL-LR kedaˈkən, CL-PN kedakən.

(6) SK-MM pəŋan, SK-TA peŋa-ŋ.

wife:

(1) PFL *hava ‘spouse’, CL-IL kəfae, CL-KK aˈvan biˈne, CL-KK awan, CL-

LK awan, CL-LR kəveinan, CL-LWK awaga bine, EL-LMT hawã, WL-AB kaˈfae,
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WL-BM kəwae, WL-BN kaˈfae, WL-BP kəwae, WL-BT kəwae, WL-DL kəwae,

WL-HRW kəwahe, WL-LG kəwae, WL-LMK bərkəwahe, WL-LML kəfae, WL-

LTB kəwae, WL-LWI kəˈwae, WL-LWL kəwae, WL-MD kəwae, WL-ML kəwae,

WL-MS kˈwae ˈnara,WL-MS kˈwae,WL-PD kˈwae,WL-PK vahe,WL-RE kəwãe,

WL-TJ kəwae, WL-WB kəwae, WL-WK kəwae, WL-WW kəwae.

(2) KD-LB weʔ ˈrian, KD-LW væʔ rian.

(3)WL-AD hãː,WL-BL ha,WL-IA hān,WL-KO hak,WL-LH hakã,WL-WT

hã.

(4) CL-LP gərapu, CL-LWT gerapu, CL-MR gərapu, EL-LE bare.

(5) SK-HEW duʔa, SK-HEW duʔat, SK-MM duʔa.

(6) SK-TA ata duʔa βai, SK-TA βai.

wind:

(1) PFL *aŋin, CL-IL aŋi, CL-KK aˈŋi, CL-KK aŋin, CL-KK aˈŋin, CL-LK

aŋin, CL-LP aŋin, CL-LR ˈaŋin, CL-LWK aŋinu, CL-LWT aŋinu, CL-MR aŋi, CL-

PN aŋin, EL-LE aŋin, EL-LMT aŋi, KD-LB aːˈŋin, KD-LW a̘ŋin vɛŋin, SK-HEW

anin, SK-HEW a̤nin, SK-MM anin, SK-TA ani-n,WL-AB aŋi,̃ WL-AD ˈʔaŋi,̃ WL-

BL aŋi,WL-BM aŋi,WL-BN aŋi,WL-BP aŋi,WL-BT aŋi,WL-DL aŋi,WL-HRW

aŋi, WL-IA aŋin, WL-KO aŋi, WL-LG aŋi, WL-LH aŋi, WL-LMK aŋi, WL-LML

aŋi, WL-LTB aŋi, WL-LWI ˈaŋin, WL-LWL aŋi, WL-MD aŋi, WL-ML əŋi, WL-

MS aŋiŋ, WL-PD aŋiŋ, WL-RE aŋi, WL-TJ aŋi, WL-WB aŋi, WL-WK aŋi, WL-

WT aŋi, WL-WW aŋi.

wing:

(1) PFL *kapik, CL-IL kəpik, CL-KK kəpik, CL-KK kəˈpik, CL-LK kəpik, CL-

LP kəpik, CL-LR kəˈpik, CL-LWK kəpik, CL-LWT kəpik, CL-MR kəpik, CL-PN

kəpikən, EL-LE api, EL-LMT əpiʔi,̃ KD-LB aˈpiʔ, KD-LW apiʔ, SK-HEW kapik,

SK-MM kəpik, SK-TA kəpik, WL-AB kaˈpikiŋ, WL-AD ˈkɜpʔi,̃ WL-BL kəpi, WL-

BM kəpiʔ, WL-BP kəpiʔ, WL-BT kəpʔi,̃ WL-DL kəpiŋ, WL-HRW kəpik, WL-IA

kəpikən, WL-KO kəpʔi, WL-LG kəpʔi,̃ WL-LH kəpi, WL-LMK kəpi,̃ WL-LML

kəpik, WL-LTB kəpiʔ, WL-LWI kəˈpiʔiŋ, WL-LWL kəpiʔ, WL-MD kəpi, WL-ML

kəpik, WL-MS kapik, WL-PD kapik, WL-PK kəpiʔi,̃ WL-RE kəpi, WL-TJ kəpiʔ,

WL-WB kəpiʔ, WL-WK kəpiʔ, WL-WT kəpi, WL-WW kəpik.

with:

PFL *nora, CL-IL na, CL-KK ko, CL-KK mo, CL-KK no, CL-LK no, CL-LP

no, CL-LR no, CL-LWK no, CL-PN no, EL-LMT mo, EL-LMT ʔo, KD-LB noˈre,
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KD-LW nɔrɛ, SK-HEW -ora, SK-HEW nora, WL-AB nɔŋ, WL-AD nɔʔ, WL-BL

no, WL-BM no, WL-BN nɔ̃ː, WL-BP nõ, WL-BT noʔo, WL-DL noʔo, WL-HRW

noʔo, WL-IA no, WL-KO noʔõ, WL-LG noʔõ, WL-LH kã, WL-LHmã, WL-LMK

noʔõ, WL-LML nã, WL-LTB noʔõ, WL-LWI ˈnɔʔɔŋ, WL-LWL noʔõ, WL-MD ko,

WL-MDmo,WL-ML nɤ,WL-MS naŋ,WL-PD naŋ,WL-PK noʔõ,WL-RE noʔõ,

WL-TJ noʔo, WL-WB nã, WL-WK no, WL-WT noʔõ, WL-WW noʔõ.

(2) CL-LWT fe, CL-MR we.

woman:

(1)PFL*vai, SK-TA ataβai,WL-AB kaˈfae,WL-AD ˈʔinawae,WL-BL kəbara-

wae, WL-BM inawae, WL-BN kaˈfae, WL-BP bərwãi, WL-BT bərwae, WL-DL

inawae,WL-HRW inawae,WL-IA inawae,WL-KO inawae,WL-LG inawae,WL-

LH bərwae, WL-LMK bərkəwae, WL-LML kəbarafae, WL-LTB kəbarawãi, WL-

LWI ina ˈwai, WL-LWL inawae, WL-MD bərwae, WL-ML kəbarawae, WL-MS

kˈwae, WL-PD kˈwae, WL-PK vae, WL-RE bərkəwãe, WL-TJ inawae, WL-WB

bərkawãe, WL-WK kəwae, WL-WT bərkəwae, WL-WW kawae.

(2)KD-LW inaʔ, KD-LW in̘ɔ, KD-LW inɛ,WL-AD ˈʔinawae,WL-DL inawae,

WL-HRW inawae,WL-IA inawae,WL-KO inawae,WL-LG inawae,WL-LWI ina

ˈwai, WL-LWL inawae, WL-TJ inawae.

(3) CL-IL gərapor, CL-LP gərapod͡ʒa, CL-LWT gərapod͡ʒa, CL-MR gəra-

poru.

(4)PFL*binay ‘female; sister’, CL-KKbinen, CL-KKbiˈnɛn, CL-LKbined͡ʒa,

CL-LWK bine.

(5) CL-LR ronen, CL-PN ronen.

(6) SK-HEW duʔa, SK-HEW duʔat, SK-MM duʔa.

(7) EL-LE bare, EL-LMT bare.

wood:

(1)PFL*kayu ‘wood; tree’, CL-KK ˈkad͡ʒu, CL-KK ˈkad͡ʒɔr, CL-LR kaj ˈtavan,

KD-LB ʔai, SK-HEW ʔai, WL-AB kad͡ʒɔ, WL-AD ˈkajo, WL-LWI ˈkajo, WL-MS

kad͡ʒɔ, WL-PD kad͡ʒɔ.

word:

(1)WL-AB kirɛ, WL-MS kˈdirɛʔ, WL-PD kˈdirɛ.

(2)WL-AD ˈkoda, WL-LWI ˈkoda.
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wound:

(1) LH #ugadak, CL-KK gaˈd͡ʒak, CL-LR gaˈjak, WL-AB uka, WL-MS ugar,

WL-MS ukak, WL-PD ugar, WL-PD uka.

wrong:

(1) PFL *sala, CL-KK snaˈlak, CL-LR bənələˈŋən, SK-HEW hala, WL-AB

hala,WL-AD ˈnalã,WL-LWI ˈnalaŋ,WL-MS hala,WL-MS halaŋ,WL-PD halaŋ.

year:

(1) PFL *tuun, CL-IL tunən, CL-KK tuːn, CL-KK tunən, CL-LK tunən, CL-

LP tun, CL-LR ˈtunan, CL-LWK tunən, CL-LWT tun, CL-MR tunɤ, CL-PN tunanən,

EL-LE tuŋ, EL-LMT tũ, KD-LB tun, KD-LW tun, WL-AB tuŋ, WL-AD tũː, WL-

BL tuŋ,WL-BM sũ,WL-BN tuːŋ,WL-BP sũ,WL-BT tun,WL-DL tuŋ,WL-HRW

tuŋ, WL-IA tun, WL-KO tũn, WL-LG sũ, WL-LH tunə, WL-LMK tuŋ, WL-LML

tuŋ, WL-LTB sũ, WL-LWI ˈsuːŋ, WL-LWL sũ, WL-MD tuŋ, WL-ML tu, WL-MS

nuŋ, WL-MS nuŋ ˈnuŋ, WL-MS tuŋ, WL-PD tuŋ, WL-PK sũ, WL-RE tũ, WL-TJ

sũ, WL-WB sũ, WL-WK tuŋ, WL-WT tun, WL-WW tũ.

(2) SK-HEW liʋan, SK-HEW liʋan, SK-MM livan, SK-TA ʔliβa-ŋ.

yellow:

(1) LH-KD#kumas, CL-IL kumasən, CL-KK kumas, CL-KK kuˈmas, CL-LK

kumas, CL-LP kənumahan, CL-LR kumaˈhən, CL-LWK kumas, CL-LWT kuma,

CL-MR kumas, CL-PN kumahən, EL-LE umɔ, EL-LMT uməhã, KD-LB ʔuˈman,

KD-LW uma katɛʔ, WL-AB kumɔŋ, WL-AD ˈkumhã, WL-BL kuma, WL-BM

kuma, WL-BN kumɔ̃ː, WL-BT kumha, WL-DL kuma, WL-HRW kumha, WL-

IA kuma, WL-KO kumha, WL-LG kumã, WL-LH kuma, WL-LMK kumha, WL-

LML kumã, WL-LTB kumã, WL-LWI ˈkuma, WL-LWL kumã, WL-MD kumhã,

WL-ML kumɤ, WL-MS kumɔŋ, WL-PD kumɔŋ, WL-RE kumã, WL-TJ kuma,

WL-WB kumã, WL-WK kuma, WL-WT kumã, WL-WW kuma.

(2) SK-HEW heret, SK-MM heret,̪ SK-TA herə-t, WL-PK heret.

yesterday:

(1) LH-KD#evian, KD-LB ʔɛˈwɪn,WL-AB fiaŋ,WL-AD ˈwia,WL-LWI ˈwia,

WL-MS wiaŋ, WL-PD wiaŋ.

(2) CL-KK nəgəˈro, CL-LR garo.
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younger sibling:

(1) PFL *vadi, CL-IL wad͡ʒi, CL-KK vaˈd͡ʒin, CL-KK wad͡ʒi, CL-LP wad͡ʒin,

CL-LR vaˈd͡ʒi, CL-LWKwad͡ʒiga, CL-LWT fad͡ʒin, CL-MRwad͡ʒi, CL-PNwad͡ʒig,

EL-LE wari, EL-LMT ari, KD-LB ʔaˈriʔ, SK-HEW ʋari, WL-AB ariŋ, WL-AD

ˈʔarim, WL-BL ari, WL-BM ariʔ, WL-BN ʔari,̃ WL-BT arik, WL-DL arik, WL-

HRW arik, WL-IA ari, WL-KO arik, WL-LG ariʔ, WL-LH arikə, WL-LMK ari,̃

WL-LML arik, WL-LTB ari, WL-LWI ˈariŋ, WL-MD ari, WL-ML ari, WL-MS

ariŋ, WL-PD ariŋ, WL-PK ari,̃ WL-RE ari,̃ WL-WK ari, WL-WT arik, WL-WW

ari.̃

(2)WL-MS kau, WL-PD kau.

(3)WL-MS ulːa, WL-PD ula.





APPENDIXC

Orthographies and glosses from other sources

C.1 List of orthographic representations

Table C.1 shows a list of languages from other sources and the original tran-

scription conventions used in these sources. Only sounds that are repres-

ented in varying ways across sources are listed. Thus, the phonemes listed

per language do not represent the complete phoneme inventory. The exact

realization of some phonemes can vary. The phoneme /v/ has also been de-

scribed as [ʋ] or [w] or [β] for certain languages. The phoneme /e/ has also

been described as [ɛ] and /o/ has also been described as [ɔ]. But no phon-

emic contrast has been described for those variants. Vowel length is repres-

ented by doubling the vowel symbol.
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C.2 List of glosses from other sources

This appendix contains a list of glosses from other sources that are different

to the conventions of this dissertation. Therefore, in the examples in Part III,

these glosses have been adapted to the conventions in this work. The table

below can be used to retrieve the original glosses. Glosses which follow the

same conventions in the original sources as in this dissertation are not listed

in this table. A list of glosses used in this dissertation in found in the list

of abbreviations on page xix. More information on glossing conventions in

found in §7.3.
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English summary

Theoverall aimof this dissertation is to reconstruct the history of the Flores-

Lembata languages including traces of contact-induced change. The Flores-

Lembata languages are a lower-level subgroup within the Austronesian lan-

guage family spoken in eastern Indonesia.

Part I of this dissertation fills a gap in the documentation of the Flores-

Lembata languagesbyproviding adescriptive grammarof the languageCent-

ral Lembata. This description is the first extensive description of a language

belonging to the Central Lamaholot subgroup of Flores-Lembata. Part II

concerns thehistoryof thephonology and the lexiconof theFlores-Lembata

languages with the aim of providing evidence, on the one hand, for inher-

ited Austronesian vocabulary in the Flores-Lembata languages, and on the

other hand, for the presence of a non-Austronesian lexical substrate. Part III

examines morpho-syntactic features and their history of contact. Eight fea-

tures of the Flores-Lembata languages which are atypical for Austronesian

languages are described and evaluated on their potential of being the result

of contact with non-Austronesian languages of the area.

This dissertation shows that the Flores-Lembata languages are, genea-

logically, closely related to theAustronesian languages located to thewest of

Flores-Lembata.The Flores-Lembata languages forman innovation-defined

subgroup together with their western neighbours on Flores, as well as fur-

ther Austronesian languages on the islands of Sumba and of Bima (based

on lenition of Proto-Malayo-Polynesian (PMP) *b > w). The lexicon of in-

dividual Flores-Lembata subgroups contains a considerable component of

vocabulary that cannot be reconstructed to an Austronesian ancestor (up
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to 50% in individual languages). This vocabulary most likely entered the

languages due to contact with now extinct non-Austronesian languages. Ty-

pologically, especially concerning morpho-syntax, the Flores-Lembata lan-

guages are mixed. In addition to inherited Austronesian features, these lan-

guages also share features with their eastern neighbours of the non-Austro-

nesian Timor-Alor-Pantar family. In the morpho-syntax of the Flores-Lem-

bata languages, a number of contact-induced innovations are found. The

nominal domain appears to be affected in particular. On the one hand, the

word order in the noun phrase, concerning the position of the nominal pos-

sessor, the numeral and the locative noun, differs from typical Austronesian

languages. On the other hand, new semantic distinctions, such as an alien-

ability distinction in possessive constructions or the plural number mark-

ing on nouns, become grammaticalized in a subset of the Flores-Lembata

languages. Also the clausal syntax underwent changes. In contrast to the in-

herited pre-predicate negation and the SVOword order, some of the Flores-

Lembata languageshave innovated clause-final negationandall Flores-Lem-

bata languages have innovated a set of clause-final deictic motion verbs.

The word order features of the noun phrase and two of the deictic motion

verbs can be reconstructed to Proto-Flores-Lembata. All other innovated

features appear to have entered the languages after the break-up of Flores-

Lembata into subgroups. All these innovated features in the Flores-Lembata

languages are also attested in the non-Austronesian Alor-Pantar languages,

which are spoken on two adjacent islands to the east, and these features can

be reconstructed to Proto-Alor-Pantar.

Combining lexical and typological evidence, I propose that the Flores-

Lembata languages have been in contact with languages typologically sim-

ilar to the Alor-Pantar languages since the time of Proto-Flores-Lembata

until after the break-up of the family into subgroups. Some subgroups have

gainedmorenon-Austronesian features thanothers.This suggests that there

was variation in length and intensity of contact among the subgroups.



Nederlandse sammenvatting

Het centrale doel van deze dissertatie is om de geschiedenis van de Flores-

Lembatatalen te reconstrueren. Hierbij wordt ook gekeken naar taalveran-

dering door taalcontact. De Flores-Lembatatalen vormen een subgroep van

de Austronesische taalfamilie en worden gesproken in Oost-Indonesië.

Deel I vandezedissertatie vult debestaandedocumentatie vandeFlores-

Lembatatalenaandoor eenbeschrijvendegrammatica vanCentraal-Lemba-

ta te presenteren. Dit is de eerste uitgebreide beschrijving van een taal die

behoort tot de Centraal-Lamaholotsubgroep van Flores-Lembata. Deel II

behandelt de geschiedenis van zowel de fonologie als het lexicon van de

Flores-Lembatatalen. Dit deel laat zien dat de Flores-Lembatatalen niet al-

leengeërfdAustronesisch vocabulairebevatten,maarookeenniet-Austrone-

sisch lexicaal substraat. Deel III onderzoekt morfosyntactische kenmerken

en hun geschiedenis met betrekking tot taalcontact. Er worden acht ken-

merken van de Flores-Lembatatalen beschreven die atypisch zijn voor Aus-

tronesische talen. Ook wordt geëvalueerd of het mogelijk is dat deze ken-

merken voort zijn gekomen uit taalcontact met niet-Austronesische talen

uit de regio.

Deze dissertatie toont aan dat de Flores-Lembatatalen genealogisch ge-

zien nauw verwant zijn aan de Austronesische talen ten westen van Flores-

Lembata. De Flores-Lembatatalen vormen samen met hun westerburen op

Flores en andere Austronesische talen op de eilanden Sumba en Bima een

subgroepopbasis van innovatie (lenitie vanProto-Maleis-Polynesisch (PMP)

*b > w). Het lexicon van de individuele Flores-Lembatataalgroepen bevat

een aanzienlijk deel (tot wel 50% in afzonderlijke talen) dat niet herleid
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kan worden tot een Austronesische voorouder. Dit vocabulaire is hoogst-

waarschijnlijk geïntroduceerd onder invloed van taalcontact met niet-Au-

stronesische talen die nu uitgestorven zijn.

Typologisch gezien, vooral waar het gaat ommorfosyntaxis, zijn de Flo-

res-Lembatatalen gemengd van aard. Naast geërfde Austronesische eigen-

schappen zijn er ook kenmerken die ze delen met hun oosterburen van de

niet-AustronesischeTimor-Alor-Pantarfamilie. IndeFlores-Lembatatalen zijn

er diverse morfosyntactische innovaties aan te wijzen die het gevolg zijn

van taalcontact. Het nominale domein lijkt in dezen hetmeest beïnvloed te

zijn. Enerzijds verschilt de woordvolgorde in de nominale constituent (NP)

met die van typisch Austronesische talen; met name wat betreft de nom-

inal bezitter, het telwoord en het locatieve naamwoord. Anderzijds zijn er

nieuwe semantische categorieën gegrammaticaliseerd in een subset van de

Flores-Lembatatalen: vervreemdbaar en onvervreemdbaar bezit wordt van

elkaar onderscheiden, en het verschil tussen enkelvoud enmeervoudwordt

gemarkeerd op naamwoorden. Ook de syntaxis op zinsniveau heeft veran-

deringen ondergaan. In tegenstelling tot de geërfde situatie waarin de neg-

atie aan het predicaat voorafgaat en het werkwoord tussen het subject en

het object in staat (SVO-volgorde), hebben sommige Flores-Lembatatalen

zinsfinale negatie ontwikkeld en hebben alle Flores-Lembatatalen een set

van zinsfinale deictische werkwoorden van beweging gekregen. De woord-

volgorde indenominale constituent en tweevandedeictischewerkwoorden

van beweging kunnen worden herleid tot Proto-Flores-Lembata. Alle an-

dere innovaties lijkenna de opsplitsing van Flores-Lembata plaatsgevonden

te hebben. Al deze innovatieve kennmerken in de Flores-Lembatatalen zijn

ook geattesteerd in de niet-Austronesische Alor-Pantartalen, die op twee

aangrenzende eilanden in het oosten gesproken worden; deze kenmerken

kunnen worden gereconstrueerd voor Proto-Alor-Pantar.

Op basis van een combinatie van lexicaal en typologisch bewijsmater-

iaal stel ik voor dat de Flores-Lembatatalen in contact moeten hebben ge-

staan met talen die typologisch gezien sterk lijken op de Alor-Pantartalen.

Dit contactmoet zowel voor als na de opsplitsing van Proto-Flores-Lembata

plaats hebbengevonden. Sommige subgroepenvanFlores-Lembatatalenheb-

benmeer niet-Austronesische kenmerken verworvendan andere.Dit sugge-

reert dat het taalcontact tussen de subgroepen varieerde in duur en intens-

iteit.



Ringkasan dalam bahasa Indonesia

Disertasi ini disusun dengan tujuan untuk merekonstruksi sejarah kelom-

pok bahasa-bahasa Flores-Lembata, termasuk menelusuri jejak-jejak peru-

bahan yangdisebabkanoleh kontakbahasa. Bahasa-bahasa Flores-Lembata

di Indonesia timur adalah sub-kelompok bahasa yang berada pada tingkat

lebih rendah dalam rumpun bahasa Austronesia.

Bagian Idisertasi inimenambahkandokumentasi bahasa-bahasaFlores-

Lembata denganmenyiapkan suatu deskripsi tata bahasa dari bahasa Cent-

ral Lembata (bahasa Atadei Demon). Deskripsi tata bahasa ini adalah yang

pertama kali mendeskripsikan secara luas salah satu bahasa yang termasuk

dalamsub-kelompokLamaholotTengahdi dalambahasa-bahasaFlores-Lem-

bata. Bagian II disertasi inimembahas fonologi historis dan leksikonbahasa-

bahasa Flores-Lembata. Di satu sisi, pembahasan ini bertujuan untukmem-

berikan bukti keberadaan kosakata Austronesia yang diwariskan dalam ba-

hasa-bahasaFlores-Lembata.Namun, di sisi lain, pembahasan ini jugamem-

buktikankehadiran substratum leksikal dari bahasa-bahasanon-Austronesia

di dalam bahasa-bahasa Flores-Lembata. Sementara itu, bagian III disertasi

inimengkaji fitur-fiturmorfo-sintaksis dan riwayat kontak bahasa dari fitur-

fitur tersebut. Terdapat delapan fitur dalam bahasa-bahasa Flores-Lembata

yangdianggap tidak lazimuntukbahasa-bahasaAustronesiapadaumumnya.

Fitur-fitur tersebut dideskripsikan dan dievaluasi potensinya sebagai hasil

dari pertemuannya dengan bahasa-bahasa non-Austronesia di wilayah Ke-

pulauan Flores-Lembata.

Disertasi ini menunjukkan bahwa bahasa-bahasa Flores-Lembata, se-

cara silsilah, berkerabat erat dengan bahasa Austronesia yang terletak di
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sebelah barat Kepulauan Flores-Lembata. Bahasa-bahasa Flores-Lembata

dengan kerabatnya di sebelah barat, yaitu di Flores, serta kerabatnya yang

lain, yaitu bahasa-bahasa yang dituturkan di Pulau Sumba dan Bima, mem-

bentuk sub-kelompok berdasarkan inovasi bersama (lenisi Proto-Malayo-

Polinesia (PMP) *b>w). Namun, leksikon masing-masing bahasa di sub-ke-

lompokFlores-Lembataberisi komponenkosakata yang tidakdapatdirekon-

struksi kedalamsuatubahasamoyangAustronesia (persentase kekerabatan

hingga50%dalambeberapabahasa). Kosakata ini kemungkinanbesarmasuk

kebahasa-bahasaFlores-Lembatakarenakontakdenganbahasa-bahasanon-

Austronesia yang sekarang sudah punah.

Secara tipologis, khususnya menyangkut fitur-fitur morfo-sintaksis, ba-

hasa-bahasaFlores-Lembata adalahhasil percampuran. Selain ada fitur-fitur

Austronesia yangdiwarisi, bahasa-bahasaFlores-Lembata jugamemiliki fitur-

fitur yangmirip dengan tetangga bahasa-bahasa non-Austronesia, yaitu ba-

hasa-bahasa Timor-Alor-Pantar. Di dalam aspekmorfo-sintaksis bahasa-ba-

hasa Flores-Lembata, ditemukan sejumlah inovasi yang disebabkan oleh

kontak dengan bahasa-bahasa non-Austronesia. Dari aspek-aspek morfo-

sintaksis ini, domain nominal adalah yangmendapat pengaruh. Di satu sisi,

urutan kata dalam frasa benda, seperti pada penentuan letak nominal pos-

sessor, numeral dan kata benda lokatif, berbeda dengan urutan kata dalam

bahasa Austronesia pada umumnya. Di sisi lain, pembeda semantik yang

baru, seperti pembeda alienability dalam konstruksi posesif atau penanda

plural dalamkatabenda, berubahmenjadi pembedagramatikal di beberapa

bahasa (tidak terbatas pada satu sub-kelompok). Selain itu, aspek sintaksis

klausal dalam bahasa-bahasa Flores-Lembata juga telah mengalami peru-

bahan. Bertolak belakang dengan negasi pra-predikat dan urutan kata SVO

yang diwariskan dari nenek moyang bahasa Austronesia, beberapa baha-

sa-bahasa Flores-Lembata telah menginovasi satu set kata kerja deictic mo-

tion yang berada di akhir kalimat. Fitur-fitur urutan kata pada frasa benda

dan dua dari kata kerja deictic motion dapat direkonstruksi ke dalam Proto

bahasa Flores-Lembata. Bentuk-bentuk inovasi lainnya tampaknya baru di-

gunakandi dalambahasa-bahasaFlores-Lembata setelahperpecahanbaha-

sa-bahasaFlores-Lembatamenjadi beberapa sub-sub-kelompok. Semua fitur-

fitur inovatif dalam bahasa-bahasa Flores-Lembata juga telah terbukti ada

dalam bahasa-bahasa non-Austronesia, Timor-Alor-Pantar yang dituturkan

di dua pulau berdekatan di sebelah timur, dan fitur-fitur itu bisa direkon-

struksi ke dalam Proto bahasa Timor-Alor-Pantar.
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Denganmenggabungkan bukti leksikal dan tipologis, disertasi ini men-

gusulkanbahwabahasa-bahasaFlores-Lembata telahmengalamikontakde-

nganbahasa-bahasa yang secara tipologismiripdenganbahasa-bahasaAlor-

Pantar sejak zaman Proto-Flores-Lembata sampai setelah pecahnya kelu-

arga bahasa Flores-Lembata ke dalam sub-sub-kelompok. Beberapa subke-

lompokmemiliki fiturnon-Austronesia lebihbanyakdaripada sub-kelompok

yang lain. Hal ini menunjukkan bahwa terdapat variasi dalam hal panjang-

pendek dan intensitas kontak di antara sub-sub-kelompok tersebut.
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